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As her school was located in a region that had recently sustained major flooding, she thought her 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 162 12/09/13 7:03 PM Developing a Set of Potential Topics 163 classmates might wonder how they could best prepare for and deal with a future flood. You heard her speak last week at your college, where she rallied
student support for her candidacy, and you found her presentation quite convincing. How does the failure to properly acknowledge a source in a speech affect the speaker’s credibility? Some of the advantages of all mediated presentations are flexibility, savings, and audience size. Many practical apps. Director Shyam Bengal notes that mass cinema
“is nothing more than a series of continuing sensations. History is replete with persuaders (witness Adolf Hitler) who used pathos to achieve unethical and even horrific ends. • So that you may all get an idea of the importance of this new method, keep the following estimates in mind: the National Cancer Institute’s Web site, accessed September 30,
2006, estimated that in 2006 there would be more than 1.3 million new cases of cancer and over 500,000 deaths in the U.S. alone. For example, Jackie, a middle-aged doctor, was asked to give two speeches on safe-sex practices—one to a group of teens in a runaway shelter, and another to a group of middle-income parents at a school. This can be
particularly helpful if you want to focus on news from a specific region—for example, coverage of the auto industry in Detroit newspapers. Good organization helps your audience understand your message and enhances your credibility as a speaker. Or perhaps in your volunteer 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 444 03/10/13 4:16 PM Advantages of
Mediated Presentations 445 work, you create a dynamite presentation about how to set up a food distribution program. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 140 12/09/13 7:00 PM Incorporating Demographics 141 Listeners who lack background in your subject might also benefit from presentation aids that clarify the points you’re making. For example,
while doing audience surveillance—paying attention to an audience’s nonverbal and verbal responses while giving a speech—you may notice some audience members who act as if they are listening but who you 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 108 12/09/13 6:56 PM Maximizing Your Audience’s Listening 109 can tell (perhaps by their expression or
lack of eye contact) are not. (abstract) Four days ago, Jane arrived in a car. Reference works are increasingly available in both printed and online form in your library. sexual orientation A demographic characteristic that considers whether audience members may be straight, gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, or questioning. Chapter review
Listening is a vital skill in public speaking and beyond. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 490 09/10/13 3:46 PM Types of Informative Speeches 491 In deciding which process to focus on in an informative speech, take care to avoid overused topics (such as how to make the perfect PB&J) and topics related to alcohol (such as how to make Jell-O shots
or brew beer at home). To brainstorm potential supporting materials, ask yourself questions such as “What do I know about my topic?” and “What do I think is most important or interesting about this topic?” List all the responses to these questions that come to mind. real-time presentation A presentation delivered directly to the audience as the
speaker presents the message from a remote location. Which set of main points would be a better option? Staton, “Student Metaphors for the College Freshman Experience,” Communication Education 42 (1993): 125. (See Chapter 3 for more on ethical standards.) Which Route Will Audience Members Follow? Originally, this canon referred to
learning a speech by heart; in the twenty-first century, however, using notes and other memory aids is usually preferred. Set Up Your Interview If possible, contact potential interview subjects in person. However, there are a few unique considerations to keep in mind when your presentation is mediated. As a 2011 study found, Wikipedia “suffers less
from inaccuracies than omissions,” reflecting “the limited expertise and interests of contributors.”26 Another study concluded that Wikipedia is not a neutral source of information; as a “socially produced” work, it “reflects the viewpoints, interests, and emphases of the people who use it.”27 Ironically, a May 2013 Wikipedia entry on “Wikipedia:
Academic Use” provides useful advice. Dr. Randolph Lewis, a biologist at the University of Wyoming, stated in the same issue of Biotech Week 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 505 505 • Rachel offers this explanation of a process within her larger topical organization. Imagine that you have been tasked with creating a presentation to recruit high
school students to apply to your college or university. Rock musicians have been known to smash their guitars at the end of a show to leave a lasting impression. If you provide sufficient information and detail, your 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 473 09/10/13 3:46 PM 474 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking Types of definitions Type Explanation
Example Dictionary The meaning of a term as it appears in a dictionary Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Eleventh Edition, defines obscenity as “something that is obscene”— that is, “disgusting to the senses.” Expert Comes from a person or an organization that is a credible source of information on your speech’s topic According to Chief
Justice Burger of the U.S. Supreme Court in the 1973 case Miller v. upset?). What is a thesis statement, and how does it differ from a speech topic? Many libraries keep recent periodicals and newspapers in easily accessible locations, and you can often find their accompanying sites on the Internet or through online library portals. extended example
A detailed narrative that serves as a sample or an instance that supports or illustrates a general claim. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 136 12/09/13 7:00 PM Incorporating Demographics 137 Moreover, some of the larger religions have numerous subdivisions, whose adherents possess conflicting beliefs about specific issues. clincher Something
that leaves a lasting impression of a speech in listeners’ minds, usually used as the second element in a speech conclusion. Testimony of Kevin M. 118 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 118 12/09/13 7:00 PM 5 Audience Analysis Let the audience drive your message. Block that light, board invisible. Affect many aspects of lives Emphasis! IV. word
association A strategy for generating topic ideas in which one idea leads to another, then another, and so on, until the speaker happens upon an appropriate topic. Do you know a topic well enough to prepare a fifteen-minute informative presentation on it? (Even if you have a skilled cameraperson, he or she would not be able to anticipate your
natural, conversational gestures.) It is important to gesture when you are recording a speech, but be careful not to gesture too expansively.24 Controlled movement can also be problematic. One landmark study found that 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 246 27/09/13 4:24 PM Guidelines for Using Supporting Materials 247 students retained 26
percent of what they heard and 30 percent of what they saw, but those totals increased to 50 percent for information they heard and saw.24 And asking thought-provoking questions or providing opportunities for audience members to think about a concept can help reflective learners. Ideally you will do so in person, but you can also conduct
interviews over the phone or even via e-mail or instant message. For more, see A. But these words are not a reminder of the past; they’re found in the April 24, 2006, Forbes magazine. 2 (1998): 209–21. Excerpt from The Colored Museum. If some group members are not speaking during a meeting, strive to bring them into the discussion (“Anil, what
do you think?” or “That’s a good point, 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 628 25/10/13 4:57 PM Effective Group Leadership 629 Sarah—you’ve clearly researched this carefully. core belief A long- and closely held viewpoint that is particularly immune to persuasion. From there, we strive for self-esteem, the feeling that comes from being respected
and valued as a contributing member of society. ———, “Media Richness or Media Naturalness? The ceremony is held at the town hall near where you and Frank grew up. A Comparative Analysis of Undergraduates’ Beliefs and Behaviors Related to Conventional and Digital Cheating,” Ethics and Behavior 17 (July 2007): 233–54. 40–56). Noble, “From
China’s Great Wall to Hollywood’s Great Spy: The Story of Military Smokes and Obscurants,” in Aerosol Science and Technology: History and Reviews, ed. • Do the lighting and background work to make a clear picture of you? Your brain is your database, and when you write down a word or phrase, your mind “searches” for other terms that you
associate with the original idea. Could you summarize the chapter using only the outline? Awards, honors, and special designations often require speeches before they are conferred. For example, when a product team at a computer company proposes a design for a new handheld device to its research and development department, one member might
describe the competing handheld designs the team used as reference points for its own design. Throughout your speech, use respectful language to refer to people who disagree with you. The speaking outline also serves as a handy reminder if you lose your place while delivering your speech, if you need to quote evidence during your talk, or if you
want to remember certain delivery tips (such as adding emphasis to a particular point while presenting your speech). These individuals are demonstrating ethical absolutism—the belief that people should exhibit the same behavior in all situations. Though not officially elected or even named as such, an emergent leader usually comes to assume the
role because he or she 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 626 25/10/13 4:57 PM Effective Group Leadership 627 has the most time to commit to the group, demonstrates exceptional competence and goodwill, or simply takes the initiative and starts leading. Gathering at the Lincoln Memorial, they sang protest songs and hymns and listened to
speeches by civil rights leaders.1 After nearly three hours, the final orator stood at the lectern, with the Lincoln Memorial in the background, and addressed an audience of about 250,000 people.2 The speaker, Martin Luther King Jr., told the audience, “I have a dream . You might also demonstrate by showing the actual techniques used to produce a
certain decoration—for example, a basket-weave design—through enlarged photographs or a video. Following are several ways to craft a good clincher. Finally, make sure you hold the speaker accountable for his or her words. sometimes . How did this person come to be the leader? takeaway A memorable phrase or sentence that captures the
essence of a speech and can be repeated at key points in the speech. The nod could mean either “I agree” or “Well, duh, we all know that. I had dreams before the ceremony of taking an elevator to the thirty-eighth floor of a building and stepping in and looking at me, and not the me of thirty-eight but the me in my twenties. Your participation is
particularly important when you have experience with a topic or a unique viewpoint that hasn’t been expressed. Students with strong public speaking skills can share their findings more effectively than those with a limited background in presenting speeches. antithesis Clauses set in opposition to one another, usually to distinguish between choices,
concepts, and ideas. Check for Subordination. In a well-organized speech, supporting materials show subordination to their corresponding main points. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 508 09/10/13 3:46 PM Chapter Review 509 Activities 1. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 576 25/10/13 4:45 PM Sample Persuasive Speech 577 Anna’s speech is
targeted to an audience of college students, and she refers to information gleaned from her survey to support her points. When a source is cited properly, it should be easy for another person to find the original source, whether it is in the library or online. The safe search feature avoids sites with pornographic or explicit content. For example, a site
such as TobaccoTruths.org may look like it was created by research scientists with impeccable credentials, but it could have actually been created by public relations specialists funded by the tobacco industry; similarly, a professional, polished design offers no guarantee of a site’s credibility. You can also use the video library on your own to study and
master course concepts. preview A brief statement of the main points a speaker will be presenting in his or her speech; tells an audience what to expect, and helps them visualize the structure of a speech. My survey indicated that most of you enjoy the flexibility in spending that credit cards provide. Categorical Pattern Another option for
organization is a categorical (topical) pattern. 16. Behnke and C. Likewise, if you’re delivering a presentation to a potential client in an industry known for its relaxed and playful corporate culture, consider dressing down for the occasion rather than donning a blue pin-striped suit and power tie. Thus, we require proper citation and attribution of
sources for all speeches. According to Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, run has numerous definitions. You discover these materials as you research your speech; they then become the building blocks you use to construct a successful speech. A speaker defending tradition must show why the tradition is worth preserving. The course had
barely started, and already she felt overwhelmed. To evaluate a source’s credibility, consider the author’s expertise, objectivity, and observational capacity, as well as the source’s recency. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 497 09/10/13 3:46 PM 498 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking organizing Your informative speech Organizational Pattern
Pattern Description Example Spatial Describes or explains elements or events as they occur in space A speech to explain the trajectory of a meteor that may come dangerously close to Earth Chronological (Temporal) Moves from the beginning to the end by referencing points in time A speech that describes a negotiation process, breaking down
each of the bargaining steps as they occur Causal Explains the roots of a phenomenon or process A presentation that explains how plate tectonics causes earthquakes and tsunamis Comparison Presents major similarities and differences between two items A speech that compares the global reach and power of the United States with that of ancient
Rome Categorical (Topical) Main points constitute separate topics, each of which supports the thesis A presentation to explain running a marathon, breaking it down into separate categories for training, nutrition, technique and style, and mental preparation 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 498 09/10/13 3:46 PM Clarifying and Simplifying Your
Message 499 CLARIFYING AND SIMPLiFYING YOUR MESSAGE As you prepare your informative speech, focus on clarifying and simplifying your message as much as possible. Thus, it’s essential that you develop guidelines for evaluating the credibility of all sites you’re considering using. Our kids—Douglas, Helen, Nate, and Whitney—are away from
home at college and work, but we continue to value their strategic input as we make revisions. If you’re able to note which roles you often take on, you can consider if they are the most helpful for the situation you’re in and adapt accordingly. (Note: most instructors will recommend that you outline the body of your speech first and then go back to
outline the introduction and conclusion.) As you create your working outline, label each of these three parts (“Introduction,” “Body,” and “Conclusion”) in bold so that you can more easily see the speech’s structure. When you’re listening to someone who’s giving a speech, consider the following guidelines for exhibiting ethical behavior. Did you find
additional useful information in these books? To write your specific purpose, start with a phrase expressing your rhetorical purpose (“to inform,” “to persuade,” or “to mark a special occasion”), then add language indicating what you want to accomplish in your speech. Try Video Activity 15.3, “Fallacy: Red Herring (Needs Improvement).” Also be sure
the camera is positioned at the level of your eyes— this will make you appear to be having conversational eye contact with audience members rather than looking down on them.34 Changing the camera shot while recording presents challenges, but it can also help enliven your speech.35 If you have a skilled camera operator and are confident he or
she can make these kinds of moves look seamless (or your professor suggests you incorporate different moves), consider having your operator get close-up shots when you emphasize key points, zoom in on visual aids, or shoot you from different angles. McCroskey, “A Summary of Experimental Research on the Effects of Evidence in Persuasive
Communication,” Quarterly Journal of Speech 55 (April 1969): 172. If you are required to speak to an audience, you may be asked to record the comments of listeners both before and after your speech. For example, in her speech on cardiovascular disease, Aubrey focused on three risk factors in her main points: stress, poor nutrition, and lack of
exercise. verbal symbol A spoken, written, or recorded word that a source uses to convey a message. In the 1770s and 1780s, political leaders in each of the states energetically debated the merits of ratifying the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights. He had been involved in making videos for most of his life. Matsumoto and H. 7 (2012): 505–11. It
then poisons those cells so that when they try to reproduce, or split, they are unable to and therefore die off. At this early point in the course, you may not be able to conduct a 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 42 12/09/13 6:42 PM Preparing and Delivering Your First Speech 43 detailed, formal analysis of your audience. Finally, emphasize key
takeaways for your audience to remember. Bohn and D. Check with your instructor to determine what format is required. How can you determine whether information you find online has been through these processes? This practice is also beneficial in another way: research indicates that practice and preparation can lessen the anxiety that speakers
feel when it is time to present.1 Impromptu Speaking In different situations, you may be called on to speak unexpectedly. How can good listening skills help you give a constructive critique to a classmate? In addition to presenting his or her ideas, the first speaker should begin with an introduction that 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 643 25/10/13
4:57 PM 644 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication gains the audience’s attention, reveals the topic of the presentation, establishes credibility, connects with the audience, and previews the main idea that each subsequent speaker will develop. 4 (2001): 376. He also suggested they avoid name-calling or disparaging those who disagreed.
20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 640 25/10/13 4:57 PM Group Decision Making and the Reflective-Thinking Process 641 Define the Problem Before your group can select a course of action, you must know exactly what problem (or objective) you will address. Savvy speakers take pains to identify the cultural norms of their audience and customize
their presentation accordingly. For instance, Amber might try to persuade her audience to attend a play put on by the theater arts department. working outline A type of outline containing full sentences or detailed phrases of all the main points, subpoints, and sub-subpoints in a speech. Audience members reflect on the message and consider it in
light of their preexisting ideas about the issue.3 Central route listeners are more likely to develop a positive attitude when the speaker’s arguments are strong. I. Also, consider Manal al-Sharif, a Saudi women’s-rights activist who was jailed after posting a YouTube video showing her driving a car. Nonlistening People who engage in nonlistening
simply do not pay attention to what they’re hearing. 3 (1991): 236. 2006, that “our system is both significantly more effective than traditional chemotherapy and remarkably less toxic, allowing the long list of chemotherapy side effects to shorten significantly, and allowing cancer patients to continue with their current lifestyles.” Venture capitalists
seem to agree. N-1 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 1 04/11/13 8:43 PM N-2 note s 13. Common Knowledge There are limited situations—known as common knowledge—in which you can use information from a source without giving a direct citation. If you need to mention points on which group members disagree, present others’ ideas in a
professional manner, without judging the individuals advocating those ideas. Think back on any awards programs you like to watch (for example, the Oscars, Grammys, ESPYs, or Video Music Awards) and the ways in which different winners approach their acceptance speeches. You can also avoid jargon—technical or insider terminology not easily
understood by people outside a certain group or field (see Chapter 12). The key to that appeal to pathos was that the speaker used sound reasoning to connect a relatively rare health emergency—a baby born with a damaged heart—with a broader challenge facing many potential patients: access to a wider selection of qualified physicians. After each
person shares, have the others rate the 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 584 25/10/13 4:50 PM Chapter Review 585 impact on a scale of 1 (not convincing) to 10 (highly convincing). By doing so, you can test their comprehension while assessing whether they are really following along. You can also use repetition by returning to a point later in a
speech to provide a gentle reminder to your audience. Research and Documentation in the Electronic Age, Fifth Edition Diana Hacker, Prince George’s Community College, and Barbara Fister, Gustavus Adolphus College This handy booklet covers everything students need for college research assignments at the library and on the Internet, including
advice for finding and evaluating Internet sources. All food-service outlets at this school are probably slow. Kennedy, a well-known liberal lawmaker, agreed to speak at the school, though he knew he would face a hostile audience. A student named Justine did just this when she gave an informa‑ tive speech to her classmates on the history of jazz.
Rokeach, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Values: A Theory of Organization and Change (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1968). 3 (1995): 236, 241. Thomas, 1962), 141. The researchers used a 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 321 • Experiments presented in chronological order • Use quotation marks when quoting a source word-for-word 27/09/13 5:50 PM 322
chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech “carpet cloak device made of silicon nitride.” [show visual aid of carpet cloak] • The authors concluded that this work “makes actual invisibility for the light seen by the human eye possible.” 2. A team of scientists in the United Kingdom took a different approach. Kirchner, “Mind-Map Your Way to an Idea: Here
Is One Approach to Rooting Out Workable Topics That Move You,” Writer 122.3 (2009): 28–29. 405 illustrate the problems and concepts on the chalkboard—with plenty of examples? Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 469 video activities in the chapter. Much of the original research on
proxemics was pioneered by anthropologist Edward T. Petty and Cacioppo, Communication and Persuasion, 7. pausing Leaving strategic gaps of silence between the words and sentences of one’s speech. releases/2007/01/070104144655.htm. Practice Delivering and Recording Now that you’ve considered strategies to combat the challenges of
mediated presentations, it’s time to move to the next stage: practice. “Quick Guide: College Costs,” College Board, 2012, .org/pay-for-college/college-costs/quick-guide-college-costs. Next, evaluate how well the speaker achieves his or her goal. Simon’s work on Speak Up transcends any job description for an 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 14
11/12/13 1:57 PM Preface xv executive editor. logos The sound reasoning that supports a speaker’s claims and makes the argument more persuasive to an audience. However, you’ll capture more of your audience members’ attention and interest if you 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 233 27/09/13 4:24 PM 234 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting
Materials for Your Speech also touch their emotions. We know we will see signs that we are winning this war when love overwhelms fear and acts of quiet strength become our daily bread. The spoken word plays the central role in their message, though speakers use gestures, posture, voice intonation, eye contact, other types of body language, and
even presentation aids to heighten the impact of their words. You could also use description to explain how the event affected a group of people. Suppose you have a workstudy job at the campus health center. We can see the bright light. Award ceremony at 5:00. This comfort 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 54 06/12/13 3:14 PM Preparing and
Delivering Your First Speech 55 level will enable you to use extemporaneous delivery—using only notes for reference, rather than reading your speech to the audience word-for-word. The input of our colleagues in the public speaking profession played a central role in our decisions for revising the second edition, and they offered both validation for
what was working and constructive suggestions for improvement. Bedford St. Martin’s mech_Fraleigh-SpeakUp-SE-100713.indd 1 mech_Fraleigh-SpeakUp-SE-100713 10/7/13 10:31 AM Bedford Integrated Media bedfordstmartins.com/speakup with Integrated Media + Watch and learn. Could expert testimony support an emotional appeal? When
giving feedback, offer constructive criticism by considering the speech’s objectives, supporting your feedback with examples, and keeping appropriate ethical guidelines in mind. A guiding rule for volume: be loud enough so that everyone in your audience can hear you, but not so loud as to drive away the listeners positioned closest to you. For
example, this speaker might ignore raised hands from the audience, or “listen” to questions while scanning his notes. First, if several major causes exist for the situation or phenomenon you are discussing, each main point can cover one of the causes. After all, it’s the audience who has to listen, right? Given the size of the forum, he might also have
decided to walk from behind the podium and make himself more accessible to his audience so that listeners could hear and see him better. Win a major contract for your company from a new customer? In such cases, you need to make sure that appropriate research sources are available for the topic you select. Effective word choice (see Chapter 12)
can also strengthen the power of an emotional appeal. See working outline prerecorded presentations advantages of, 443–45 defined, 441 producing: attire, 460–61; camera positioning, 461–62; setting and 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 11 I ND E X i-11 background, 458–60; types of cameras, 458 presentation, speeches of defined, 589 strategies,
601–3 presentation aids guidelines for developing: audience, 422–24; forum, 421–22; rehearsing with, 427–29; simplicity and clarity, 424–27; supporting points, 424 for informative speeches, 501 introduction, 403–4 maximizing audience listening with, 110–11 reasons for using: adding interest, 405–6; helping audience remember, 406; overview, 404–
5; simplifying a complex topic, 406 types of: assistants, 408–9; audio and video, 416–17; graphs, 413–14; objects, 409–10; the speaker, 407–8; text-based visuals, 414–16; visual images, 411–13 using during speech: controlling audience interaction, 430–31; eye contact, 432–33; making sure audience can see and hear, 429; remembering the purpose,
433 using technology, 418–21 presentation software, 418–20 presentation time as situational characteristic, 124–26 special-occasion speeches and, 597 supporting materials and, 249 previewing main points, 293–94 preview of speech preparation process classical approach, 38–40 preparation and delivery, overview of: audience analysis, 42–43;
chapter guide, 41–42; delivering speech, 55–56; introduction and conclusion, 51–52; main points, 47–48; organizing and outlining body, 50–51; practicing delivery, 27/11/13 7:24 PM i-12 INDEX preview of speech... Yes. When you’ve gathered your research, be sure to thoroughly document your sources, present evidence in claim-source-support order,
use evidence in a supporting role, and paraphrase responsibly. Some conflict is helpful. Review the editorial page in several newspapers, and consider their attempts to persuade you. I am excited and encouraged every day by the progress I see around me in this area. 1 (2009): 1–16. CREATING YOUR SPEAKING OUTLINE As noted earlier, your
speaking outline is a very brief version of your working outline— essentially, a set of notes to aid you in extemporaneous delivery of your speech. Economic conditions affect clothing trends. The New York Times of October 29, 2006, says that almost twelve thousand children in the Ivory Coast have been trafficked far from their families’ homes and
into slavery. When she returned to the United States, she decided to enter public service. The researchers concluded that 11 percent of the Web sites were very weak, and 45 percent were weak. Blaisdell, ed., Great Speeches by Mark Twain (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2013). Thus, even if you could get the cannibals to get along, a spider farm
capable of raising enough useful silk would simply be impossible. Then decide which topics would be most interesting to the group and which would be less interesting. Employers report that they are more likely to hire a candidate with international experience. Because this delivery mode’s disadvantages outweigh its advantages, we recommend
avoiding it unless you have a specific background in memorizing large bodies of text (as a trained actor, for example) and your speech situation requires it. While teleprompters might seem ubiquitous—they are used by news anchors, politicians, presenters at award ceremonies, and so on—the technology is not available in most public speaking
situations. Continue to be dependent on oil from other countries or invest in safe, free sunshine right here to meet much of our electricity and power needs? The scenario that follows shows how one public speaking student might go about deciding her rhetorical purpose. Equally troublesome, they may question your credibility. 27/09/13 5:50 PM A
Sample Working Outline 319 A Sample working Outline Josh Betancur of Santiago Canyon College developed a speech titled “Invisibility: Science Fiction No More!” In this presentation, he informed the audience about recent scientific developments in the field of invisibility. Such catalogs are usually available online, allowing remote access; you can
also search online catalogs by author name and book title. For instance, “What does a 6.5 percent annual increase mean? What are the benefits of writing possible topics on paper and drawing on your own thoughts, ideas, and knowledge? IDENTIFYING AUDIENCE DISPOSITION Finally, complete your audience analysis by assessing listeners’ ‐
disposition—their likely attitude toward your message. Activities 1. Marshawn signed up to take his required public speaking course in an online format. As the speaker looks back and forth across the audience, he or she pauses and makes extended eye contact with an individual listener for a few moments before moving on to do the same with
another listener. There are many more Hectors in our local schools, and your help as a tutor will make sure that there is a happy ending to their stories, too. Nervous listening—in any context—can damage your ability to gather and interpret information you need to deliver an effective speech. Don’t use the conclusion to develop new ideas about your
topic or further expand on points you’ve just made. Note how Havel offered a striking statement that differentiated him from his unelected predecessors, who had controlled the Czech media and propagandized the government’s achievements: My dear fellow citizens, for forty years on this day you heard from my predecessors the same thing in a
number of variations: how our country is flourishing, how many millions of tons of steel we produce, how happy we all are, how we trust our government, and what bright prospects lie ahead of us. Look through the viewer to see what your audience will see. Unprocessed note taking hampers retention. How do peer review, vetting, and editing affect
the quality of information presented in a book or journal? Going and D. Lustig and Koester, Intercultural Competence, 11. Here are some additional ideas that may constitute topics for an informative speech about an idea: • Family values • Income inequality 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 491 09/10/13 3:46 PM 492 chap t e r 1 6 Informative
Speaking • • • • • • The economic impact of globalization Generational theft The disadvantages of technology “It’s better to give than to receive.” The separation of church and state Free agency in professional sports Because ideas are so abstract, it’s important to select an idea carefully as you consider topics for an informative speech. Likewise, they
also have a range of positions that are unacceptable, constituting their latitude of rejection.8 Listeners who are very concerned about your issue tend to have a narrower 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 520 25/10/13 2:50 PM Tailoring Your Persuasive Message to the Audience 521 latitude of acceptance. For example, you might be active in service
organizations, athletic leagues, clubs, religious groups, or political committees. Try Video Activity 3.2, “Citing Someone Else’s Idea.” Paraphrasing the Work of Others Suppose Larissa never lifted the text from the magazine article verbatim. • Difficult words. principles 1. Visibility depends on light. 1 (2009): 146. Maintaining an effective rate of
delivery can be a challenge. Typical assignments include informing the class about an interesting issue you studied in another course, telling the class about a pet peeve, or sharing a cultural tradition with your audience. On a screen, your gestures will appear more prominent because you are being displayed in a smaller area. Forquer et al., “Sleep
Patterns of College Students at Public University,” Journal of American College Health 56 (March/April 2008): 563. In her September 7, 2007, Business Week article, Silver-Greenberg recommends that you beware of offers from South Dakota or Delaware corporations. If they’re not, how can you reengage them? The rising kidnapping rate was
actually a statewide statistic, caused by a change in laws about divorce and child custody. In what ways is it diverse? When reasoning, it is essential to avoid logical fallacies. Do you always honor these beliefs strictly, or only in certain situations? The pope knew that many Jews believed that his predecessors had been indifferent to Jewish suffering
during the Holocaust. You can help your listeners remember your message by intentionally repeating keywords and phrases throughout your presentation. To create your research plan, take the following steps: inventory your research needs, find the sources you need, and be sure to keep track of your sources. Ideas are relatively abstract compared
to other informative speech topics, such as an object, a person, or a process. Leticia might have emphasized her sorority’s commitment to community service and explained how important this event was for high school students. A. First, an invisibility cloak can improve our visual environment. Also look for common ground you might have with your
audience—such as shared values, interests, and experiences. A flowchart is a text-based visual that demonstrates the direction of information, processes, and ideas. If he had focused on his classmates while he was talking, he may have detected both auditory 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 92 12/09/13 6:56 PM Listening Skills 93 and visual signs
that they disagreed with his claims (eye rolls, head shakes, and muttered comments such as, “Seriously?”). Religious Orientation Religious orientation—a person’s set of religious beliefs—is another demographic characteristic that can influence how people respond to your speech. For instance, one funny personal example might pull listeners into your
speech, a well-chosen analogy can help your audience understand a key point, and a startling statistic can convince audience members that a problem you’re describing is serious. Speech Ethics Activity 3.1: “Citing Sources (Statistics and Testimony)” 79 • Activity 3.2: “Citing Someone Else’s Idea” 83 Chapter 5. precise evidence Supporting
materials consisting of specific dates, places, numbers, and other facts. coordination A feature of a well-organized speech in which certain points share the same level of significance. What is audience analysis, and what are three questions you may want to answer about your audience? Finally, students who don’t have a car may have a neutral
disposition because they are not affected by parking policies. To get the most impact from your aids, you need to develop them with the following points in mind: consider your forum, consider your audience, make sure your aids support your points, keep your aids simple and clear, and rehearse with your presentation aids. Your primary goal is to
facilitate what’s coming next, and there is nothing more disastrous than an introductory speaker who goes on too long or tries too hard. I know I got mine. Choose a Topic and Stick with It Once you’ve selected an appropriate topic from your list of possibilities, stick with it. Enhancing Audience Understanding If you’re presenting information that’s
new to your listeners, they may have difficulty understanding it. A year later, Malala began to speak in public to advocate for girls’ education—using her real name this time. According to the September 20, 2006, Sacramento Bee, with a multibillion-dollar market, big companies like Wal-Mart and Frito-Lay have made organic food mainstream.
Although these two concepts sometimes overlap—that is, what you say is both legal and ethically responsible to your audience—they are most definitely not the same. Used thoughtlessly, they may confuse, offend, bore, or annoy your listeners, preventing them from absorbing your message. Finally, remember that telling a compelling story in a way
that also informs and educates your audience is a bit of an art. Since his listeners’ attention span would be minimal at that time, he quickly reframed the speech: five minutes of simple tips plus a quick question-and-answer period. The “My Hometown” speech could have been more effective if the speaker had concentrated on the most noteworthy
aspects of the town and expanded on them. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1985), 42. His eloquent remarks, sometimes called the “Gettysburg Address of baseball,”10 are perhaps even more memorable than his four Most Valuable Player awards. peripheral belief A viewpoint that is not held as closely or for quite as long as a core belief; thus, people
holding it may be open to persuasion. What are the two main roles of the group leader? Why is it important to copy down complete citation information for a source at the time you obtain it? To decide whether evidence is outdated, ask yourself, “Has the claim made by my source become doubtful or false because of changing circumstances since the
claim was made?” Try Video Activity 7.2, “Citing Sources (Statistics and Testimony).” With these criteria for source credibility in mind, let’s now look closely at three major strategies for researching your speech: using a library, searching the Internet, and interviewing experts in your topic. • Elvia offers a preview of main points. In your speech class,
there will probably be at least one presentation in which a speaker leaves time for a question-and-answer session with audience members. Your thesis statement should clearly convey your topic and purpose in delivering the presentation, further preparing your audience members to listen. Remembering the essential equipment III. Additional Videos
Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term videos, and watch additional videos to help with your speech (such as “Full Introduction to Informative Speech” and “Memorable Close: Quotation”). In the 1990s, the Million Man and the Million Woman marches culminated in public speeches by activists
on such issues as job creation, human rights, and respect for African Americans.20 Today, new means of digital communication (e-mail, smartphones, videoconferences) mean that people can connect with large audiences like never before. “New Data from VTTI Provides Insight into Cell Phone Use and Driving Distraction,” Virginia Tech
Transportation Institute, July 27, 2009, /2-22-09-VTTI-Press_Release_Cell_phones_and_Driver_Distraction.pdf. Some actors are known for their unique vocal qualities (Kevin Spacey, Christopher Walken, Scarlett Johansson, James Franco, Mindy Kaling). 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 522 25/10/13 2:50 PM Tailoring Your Persuasive Message to the
Audience 523 Appealing to Your Audience’s Needs Audience members have needs—objects they desire and feelings that must be satisfied. 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 14 To Judge Keith and all of the members of the clergy; to all of the members of Congress who are here and our state legislators; to our heads of corporations and honored guests
— I’m so glad you’re here. These are old mountains, stretching some twelve hundred miles from north to south. As other members of your group share their ideas and comments, try to understand their viewpoints and show that you are listening. THE LISTENING PROCESS It’s crucial for speakers and audience members to understand the listening
process. Putting the Demographic Pieces Together Great public speakers use their knowledge of their listeners’ demographic characteristics to understand the people they are addressing—and to make their messages more effective. • An effective transition signals the end of a previous point and introduces the next one. In what ways does it fulfill the
four characteristics of public speaking? Articles in such journals are subjected to peer review—that is, an editor decides to publish only articles that are approved by other experts in the field and that meet the publication’s other requirements. Language and Style The Importance of Language and Word Choice Differences Between Oral and Written
Language Denotative and Connotative Meaning Denotative Meaning Connotative Meaning Presenting Your Message Clearly Understandable Language Concrete Words Proper Use of Words Concise Language Expressing Your Ideas Effectively Repetition Hypothetical Examples Personal Anecdotes Vivid Language Try Video Activity 12.1: “Roth,
Emergency in the Emergency Room.” Figurative Language Try Video Activity 12.2: “Figures of Speech: Simile.” Try Video Activity 12.3: “Figures of Speech: Metaphor.” Choosing Respectful and Unbiased Language Avoid Stereotypes Use Gender-Neutral References Make Appropriate References to Ethnic Groups Steer Clear of Unnecessary
References to Ethnicity, Religion, Gender, or Sexuality A Note on Appropriate Language and Political Correctness Chapter Review13. Calvin, “Little Mentioned on Trail, Poverty Widening in US,” Boston Globe, September 10, 2012, /politics/2012/09/09/for-advocates-country-poor-presidential-campaign-gives-little -clarity-addressingpoverty/sZhd9i4Z0gMGahFKxknDXM/story.html. But there are just as many ways to make a misstep and erode your ethos while giving a talk. Good organization is particularly important in oral communication because listeners don’t have the luxury of reviewing printed information to understand your message. Speakers should choose a topic based
on their own and their audience’s interests and knowledge level, as well as their ability to cover the topic during the allotted time frame. The crows had to go, the chief said, and other solutions (such as catching and releasing) were just too expensive. But many words have several dictionary definitions. Use Group Chat/Video and Screen Sharing In a
presentation via technology such as Skype or Google Hangouts, two very useful features for establishing your audience and managing what they see are the functions for group chat/video and screen sharing. Once you have delivered a few speeches, you’ll be well on your way toward developing better skills. If you listen to their criticism and find it to
be valid, then be honest and acknowledge that you agree. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 555 06/12/13 2:25 PM 556 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion examples of inductive reasoning Fact Claim At three different locations at this university, food service was slow. Give three reasons why our culture might negatively affect our ability to listen.
Effective informative speakers share accessible, understandable information in a compelling way. In particular, resist any urge to talk at length about yourself. Main Point 1 A. By contrast, speakers who tailor their message to their listeners create enormous value for their audience and themselves, in some of the following ways: • Listeners become
much more interested in and attentive to the speech. For example, suppose you want to persuade your listeners to volunteer for community service. Find a news article that references a relatively complicated study, a piece of legislation, or a reputable survey. Similar distractions abound for people close to lunchtime, at the end of the day, or at the
end of the week. By following each of these steps, you should be able to pull together a workable speech and deliver it on the appointed day. Explain the three primary elements of credibility. Brainstorming is the process of quickly listing every idea that comes to mind, without evaluating its merits, in order to develop a substantial list of ideas.
22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 17 04/11/13 8:43 PM N-18 note s 27. When you articulate, your vowels and consonants sound clear and distinct, and your listeners can distinguish your separate words as well as the syllables in your words. He had to scavenge for food and at night was locked up with the other kids. Make Sure Everyone Can See
and Hear Your Aids Position stereo speakers so that all listeners can hear the audio recordings you’re playing. My solution does not require an act of Congress; you can apply it yourself on your way home from school. Audience members may also pause the video and discuss a part of the speech before moving on to the next main idea. Carly’s story
reveals the importance of organization in developing a successful speech. If so, how should you use it? Reagan, who is not really Reagan but a demon is tied to a bed, covered with scars, breathing heavily. Should you download all of your audio and video onto a laptop and create a digital slide show, complete with video clips and audio? Lying Public
speakers who lie are intentionally seeking to deceive their audience. These can take the form of a numerical scale—for example, the numbers one (lowest) to ten (highest)—or a list of options (“strongly agree,” “agree,” “neutral,” “disagree,” or “strongly disagree”). context The occasion, surrounding environment, and situation in which a speaker
gives a presentation. Leticia was excited about a great service opportunity for her sorority, and she waited eagerly to share her plan with the leadership council. This book will always owe a debt of gratitude to Art Director Lucy Krikorian, whose work with the original design of the book was instrumental in creating a truly illustrated speech text. For
example, if you’re giving a talk on the architecture of a particular city, you could show a map with the most important buildings labeled. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 641 06/12/13 2:29 PM 642 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication Establish Criteria for Solving the Problem Decide which factors will be most important when weighing possible
solutions to the problem your group will be addressing. 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 13 A-13 • By including this and other examples of solutions from around the world, the speaker offers a kind of symmetry to her earlier examples of problems from around the world. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video
activities in the chapter, view key term videos, and watch additional videos to help you with your speech (such as “Anecdote (Personal) in an Informative Introduction” and “Gestures: In Informative Speaking”). In school, the workplace, and your community, you will inevitably find yourself participating in group discussions and presenting your group’s
conclusions. California, obscenity is expression that appeals to a “prurient” (sick or unhealthy) interest in sex or sexual matters; depicts sexual conduct in a “patently offensive way”; and, when taken as a whole, “lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.” Etymological Understanding a word or concept by tracing its roots in the same
or other languages The word obscenity may derive from the Latin word obscaenus, combining the prefix ob (meaning “to”) and the word caenum (meaning “dirt,” “filth,” “mire,” and “excrement”). Organizing Your Speech Activity 9.1: “Overholser, What Is Good Journalism?” 263 • Activity 9.2: “Singh, The Importance of Playing Sports Has Grown
over Time” 270 • Activity 9.3: “Patterns of Arrangement (Causal)” 273 • Activity 9.4: “List, Gender-Based Responses in Sports Chat Rooms” 277 26_FRAL_2394_LastVerso.indd 2 26/11/13 3:10 PM Chapter 10. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 433 09/10/13 3:45 PM 434 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids your aids judiciously during your
presentation to support your points— not to deliver your message for you. For example, if you are asked to speak at an awards banquet for a campus organization to which you belong, the audience will expect an upbeat speech on a topic related to that organization. Which kinds of organizational patterns do you think are most common in public
speaking? Menzel and L. Is the dictionary your only tool for checking that you understand a word’s meaning and have used (and pronounced) it properly? of this problem, and considered several methods for being a careful credit card consumer. Here are three examples: • “The death penalty cannot deter crime for the reason that murderers do not
consider the consequences of their actions.” • “Regardless of the fact that you disagree with the government’s position, you cannot dispute the FCC’s ruling.” • “If we are to make contact with our bargaining opponents, we have to find a mutually acceptable schedule.” You could easily revise those sentences to eliminate verbal clutter: • “The death
penalty cannot deter crime because murderers do not consider the consequences of their actions.” • “Although you disagree with the government’s position, you cannot dispute the FCC’s ruling.” • “If we are to meet with our bargaining opponents, we have to find a mutually acceptable schedule.” EXPRESSING YOUR IDEAS EFFECTIVELY Words
have great power to move an audience, especially when used vividly. Define denotative meaning and connotative meaning, and describe the differences between the two. Incorporate Transitions Once you’ve outlined the body, introduction, and conclusion, you will want to create transitions to connect the parts of your speech. jargon Specialized or
technical words or phrases familiar only to people in a specific field or group. Stand there and imagine yourself giving the presentation. Happily, this may also help to quell any nerves, as you’ll be taking the focus off yourself and putting it on your audience. First, we examine specific techniques for informing. Hypothetical Examples With technical,
complicated messages—as well as policy statements and points in a speech where you particularly want to focus your audience’s attention—consider using hypothetical examples. To address these reservations, consider using a two-sided argument. Define prior exposure, and explain why it is important. Those later opportunities may include adulteducation workshops, higher-level degrees, or professional development courses. Are there any organizational tools that a writer can use that a speaker cannot? To send your voice clearly across a large space, first maintain good posture: sit or stand up straight, with your shoulders back and your head at a neutral position (not too far forward or
back). Who would have the most effective delivery? Our thirty-five blood regions collect, process, and distribute more than 40 percent of all blood needed in and used in the nation. This is unacceptable. How can you anticipate and address location challenges? For example, a community of Christian Arab immigrants living in Chicago would likely want
to attend a church funeral service after one of their community members died. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 410 09/10/13 3:44 PM Types of Presentation Aids 411 Visual Images As the old saying goes, a picture is sometimes worth a thousand words. A high-quality acceptance speech is less about what you’re saying (“Thank you; I couldn’t have
done this without the rest of the team”) and more about how you’re behaving while accepting the honor. Use your topic to focus the message. To avoid this problem, make sure you are constantly analyzing your audience to confirm that they are keeping up with and understanding your speech (see Chapter 5 for more on audience analysis). This
scenario suggests the difficulty of determining whether defamation of character has taken place. Also, quickly consider whether your assumptions about common ground, prior exposure, or disposition of audience still apply. What is its chief disadvantage? Try Video Activity 6.3, “Thesis Statement” and “Thesis Statement: Needs Focus (Needs
Improvement).” 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 184 12/09/13 7:03 PM Chapter Review 185 chapter review As Sara’s story revealed, selecting a topic for your speech can seem overwhelming at first. This practice, which refers to “juggling multiple tasks with and without technological devices,” is increasingly common in the workplace, in meetings,
and on campus.20 For example, if you observe another student texting or checking Facebook during a classroom lecture, you are witnessing multitasking in action. In 1972, the harmful pesticide DDT was banned in the United States. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 217 12/09/13 7:07 PM 218 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech INTERVIEWing
sources Although library and online research can provide a treasure trove of information, there’s no substitute for talking to an expert in the field. CREATING YOUR WORKING OUTLINE A working outline consists of three main sections: the introduction, the body, and the conclusion of your speech. The police chief explained that this practice was
warranted because the crows were a public nuisance: they were noisy and annoying, they left droppings that posed a health risk, and they made it impossible to keep the courthouse steps clean. Why is it so important to offer an attention-getting introduction in a speech? Stewart, Bridges Not Walls, 4th ed. Research sponsored by the UN Safe Cities
Global Initiative, for example, reveals that women and girls identify sexual harassment and fear of violence in public spaces as inhibiting their lives, and they are ready to break their silence about it 04/12/13 9:55 AM Sample Persuasive Speech and collectively move to action. How could it impact your performance in classes? Take a look at any
persuasive speech (you can find one at the end of Chapter 18 or search at the library or online for any political campaign speech). Since the PGTKs really are hollow spheres, the medicine inside can vary. Each chapter includes multiple-choice, true/false, and fill-in-the-blank exercises, as well as essay questions. The rangers then show how easy it is to
store food safely in lockers or bear-proof canisters. Whereas supporting materials such as examples or anecdotes help the audience understand a single instance, statistics can help you show the big picture regarding multiple instances or instances over time of the situation you are discussing. In the following section, we explain how to plan and
deliver effective group presentations. Goats?” (Parish), 502–7 techniques for: definition, 472–73; demonstration, 477–79; description, 473–77; explanation, 473; narrative, 479–81 topics for: events, 486–88; ideas, 491–93; individuals or groups, 483–86; objects, 481–83; processes, 488–91 informed decisions, 529–30 initiators, in groups, 634 integration,
in listening process, 95 interests, topic selection and initial, 171 narrowing the topic, 179–80 interference, in linear communication model, 20 internal previews and summaries, 274–75 Internet connection, for real-time mediated presentations, 464 Internet research benefits, 208–9 credibility of social media, 214–15 credibility of Web sites, 212–14
27/11/13 7:24 PM  disadvantages, 209–12 overview, 193 searching the World Wide Web, 215–17 interpreting, in communication process, 96 interruptive listening, 103–4 interviews of audiences, 153–54 of sources: conducting the interview, 220–21; evaluating notes, 221; planning interview questions, 219; preparing for the interview, 218–19; setting
up the interview, 219 introduction, speeches of defined, 589 strategies, 598–600 introductions to presentations establishing credibility, 292–93 gaining audience’s attention: asserting common ground, 284–85; building suspense, 283–84; quotations, 288–89; rhetorical questions, 286–88; stories and anecdotes, 281–82; striking or provocative
statements, 282–83; using humor, 285–86 outlining, 315–16 overview, 280–81 previewing main points, 293–94 signaling thesis, 289–90 WIIFM (what’s in it for me) statements, 290–91 invention, in canons of rhetoric, 39 “Invisibility: Science Fiction No More!” (Betancur) speaking outline, 329–32 working outline, 319–25 invitational questions, 130
jargon, 347 John Paul II, 137–38 JSTOR, 204 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 7 I ND E X i-7 Kennedy, Edward, 149 Kennedy, John F., 18 keywords, 194 King, Martin Luther, Jr., 17, 35–36, 338 knowledge of audience, 110 (see also prior exposure) personal, 171, 179–80 labeling, 311 language clarity and: conciseness, 351–52; concrete words, 348–
50; proper use of words, 350; understandable language, 346–47 denotative and connotative meanings, 343–45 effectiveness of: figurative language, 358–60; hypothetical examples, 354–55; personal anecdotes, 355–56; repetition, 352–54; vividness, 356–58 importance of, 339–40 introduction, 337–39 loaded, 575 oral vs. Suk, “The Law, Culture, and
Economics of Fashion,” Stanford Law Review 61 (March 2009): 1147–99, 1158, 1168. All you have to do is practice tightening and releasing your muscles—wherever you are at the moment. The highway has been called “the road to civil rights.”18 Stories like these are great for capturing audience attention or for illustrating a point. Does she use
transitions, signposts, or other organizational devices to clarify the structure of her speech? Of these, how many did you find truly memorable? And amazingly enough (I still cannot believe it to this day), that dream came true for me. Indicate nonverbally—perhaps with alert posture and a smile or nod of your head—that you are paying attention. Your
instructor (and perhaps your classmates) will offer feedback after your presentation. Not surprisingly, nonlistening prevents you from processing another person’s message—and therefore keeps you from retaining it. • Avoid nervous, distracting gestures. We know that the war will be won when the city of Bloomfield Hills and the city of Detroit have
the same college graduation • Effective use rates—and the same low prison incarceration rates as well. competence Knowledge and experience in a subject. Here is how one student used an anecdote to begin a speech about reforming the No Child Left Behind education law: Time magazine, May 2, 2005, reported that in the Utah War of 1857–58,
President Buchanan sent thousands of federal 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 281 27/09/13 4:35 PM 282 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions troops into the territory to install a non-Mormon governor. In this chapter, we examine the responsibilities of both speakers and their audiences. If it is larger, you may want to survey a smaller,
representative sample. Here are some helpful strategies: • Share your qualifications to speak on the topic. With small audiences, try to establish and sustain direct eye contact with each listener at various points in your speech. With this technique, you gradually survey all audience members—pausing and establishing extended eye contact with an
individual listener for a few moments before moving on to do the same with another listener. Describe four methods of speech delivery. Would any of these scenarios still constitute plagiarism? See list of works cited worldviews, 26–27 World Wide Web, searching, 215–17 See also Internet research yearbooks, 206 Yousafzai, Malala, 3–4 27/11/13 7:24
PM this page left intentionally blank 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 17 27/11/13 7:24 PM More Media. You will also be equipped to speak on the fly if you are asked to give a toast, accept an award, or make a presentation at the last minute. Salts are then added to the silk fibers to help them harden. If you can mix high and low tones and achieve
some tonal variety, you’ll add warmth and color to your verbal delivery. corresp., Guardian, March 18, 2010, “some scientists believe cloaking materials could be used to hide unsightly buildings or highsecurity facilities.” B. Med benefits. What happened? Practice Your Storytelling and Narrative Delivery. The success of your after-dinner speech
hinges just as much on how you tell a story as it does on what you say in the story itself. And he is not alone. Move on!” To better decode the message, a speaker may look for additional cues, such as signs of understanding or boredom on the faces of other audience members. That way, you’ll know that your audience members will understand the
concepts you’re using, and you’ll demonstrate goodwill to show that you have learned from your classmates’ presentations. The tallest mountain in North America. Why do you think students engage in this practice, and what would you say to a friend who is considering it? INTRODUCING YOUR SPEECH In public speaking, as in many other situations
in life, first impressions are vital. proxemics The use of space and distance between a speaker and an audience. Havel, a Czech playwright and dissident, was arrested multiple times during the 1970s and 1980s, and his works were banned following the 1968 invasion by the Soviet Union and its allies. Professional Speeches Available in DVD and VHS
format, the esteemed Great Speeches series offers dynamic contemporary speeches for today’s classroom. Take note of how often you use verbal fillers and verbal tics in each case. Identify claims that are made without any supporting footnote or citation. Vanikiotis, “California Dream Act Gives Undocumented Students Fair Chance,” -undocumentedstudents-fair-chance (site last accessed May 23, 2012). When determining which aspects of your topic to research further, consider your rhetorical purpose and your instructor’s research requirements. • We’ll start with a look at the problems created by these “hazardous products.” Credit card debt on campus is a significant and growing problem.
Working in a group, select a thesis for a persuasive speech. Lonyae is good at football. As you research, be sure to save a copy of any useful material you unearth. www.unwomen.org. Even more alarming is just how many children are forced to live this life. Demonstrating his sensitivity to their feelings, the pope repeatedly used Old Testament
passages to describe suffering and awareness of human evil. If you ever speak to an argumentative or hostile group, you may need to address their potential disagreement—a process we discuss in Chapter 5 (p. Be sure to check whether all the numbers, letters, words, sentences, and graphics in your visual aids are legible—that is, easily distinguished
at a distance. “How to Build an Invisibility Cloak.” Discover 46 (November 2006): 54. For example, to highlight key ideas or important “takeaways” from your speech, you could use a verbal chart, which arranges words in a certain format, such as bullet points. For more, see J. A third strategy for maintaining engagement is to reduce complexity when
explaining a main point or subpoint. Interestingly, though Obama and Romney often spoke about middle class job creation and economic growth, they rarely mentioned the existing poverty rate. Because the pope was aware of the situation and especially his audience members’ likely religious concerns, he gave an effective speech that connected with
and moved his audience members, including several Holocaust survivors. Does his conclusion include a summary and a clincher? The first is usually known as a working outline, which functions like a road map to help you prepare your speech. The previously mentioned Nellie Mae study found that the average balance reported by students was 47
percent lower than the average balance computed from data provided by credit bureaus. • Don’t get stuck on one concept. Next, consider main point II. If an audience member interprets a particular gesture differently from what you intended, you may inadvertently send the wrong message to that person. Runnion, “Evidence That Unconscious
Thinking Influences Persuasion Based on Argument Quality,” Social Cognition 29, no. This will be the outline you’ll use when actually presenting your speech, and it will help you deliver your speech in a more conversational way, explaining the main points and subpoints in your own words, without reading word-for-word. Consider Your Listeners’
Attention and Energy Levels. People listening to a speech at 8:30 on a Monday morning will likely have a limited attention span. Instead, they’re more easily influenced by cues that are tangential, or peripheral, to the message’s content.5 Such cues may include the likeability or attractiveness of the speaker, flashy presentation aids that add little to
the message, or aspects of the speaker’s delivery. In a two-sided argument, you would first acknowledge that a comprehensive exam could be stressful, but then you might cite statistics showing that at a similar college, the majority of students pass such an exam. Get an extension on the deadline of a paper? 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 546

25/10/13 4:45 PM Ethos: Your Credibility as a Speaker 547 Understanding the Elements of Credibility The ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle believed that practical wisdom and virtue are major components of ethos. • A bold, lifeaffirming statement made in the face of fears about nuclear Armageddon. If you pronounce terms incorrectly, your
listeners may have difficulty understanding you. Move on to the second question. You can then apply important guidelines, such as choosing the most credible proof, using a variety of supporting materials, appealing to different learning styles, avoiding long lists of information, considering your audience’s knowledge and interests, and ensuring that
your supporting materials don’t consume too much of the time available for your presentation. it was so quiet there, you know? Finally, use federal loans which have a fixed interest rate whenever possible.9 chapter review In this chapter, we focused on the importance of a well-organized speech and presented strategies for organizing the body of your
speech. Additional videos are available from the Bedford/St. Martin’s Video Library. The unit earned a reputation for its ability to rapidly build strong bridges in the worst of environments, helping “pave” the way for desegregation of the armed forces in 1948. 315 considering word choice Ch. 12 considering presentation aids Ch. 14 practicing your
speech Ch. 13, pp. A key point to remember is that presentation aids supplement your message, but they can never replace you; you are the messenger! Key Terms presentation aid 404 diagram 412 graph 413 line graph 413 bar graph 413 pie chart (circle graph) 414 verbal chart 414 flowchart 416 presentation software 418 forum 421 prior exposure
423 Review Questions 1. Select any thesis for a persuasive speech that advocates action by the audience. However, not all humor is created equal. What is the proper way to present evidence in a speech? The day when a brilliant eight-year-old chess player has the same chances in life, whether she lives in Livonia or off Livernois. nothing substitutes
for showing up.”26 Awareness of Audiences’ Cultural Diversity Most effective and ethical public speakers today take into account the cultural backgrounds of their listeners. Our two Service to the Armed Forces Centers annually provide 650,000 emergency communications from 193,000 families to loved ones serving in our nation’s armed forces. But
are all violent acts against civilians or noncombatants terrorism? A comparison to the fastener Velcro can be used. Which technique would most help you inform your audience about your topic: definition, explanation, description, demonstration, narrative, or a combination of these? One such word was testator. Filter Out Distractions There are
potentially countless distractions in any speaking situation, both external and internal. The center director has asked you to deliver a brief presentation at the student union to inform students about the program. She won two Tony Awards and received an Academy Award Best Actress nomination for her 2011 performance as Aibileen Clark in The
Help. For example, Business Wire, October 11, 2006, reports that Ben and Jerry’s is expanding its fair trade–certified ice cream flavors. For unprepared delivery, or impromptu speaking, we offered guidelines to come up with a presentation on the spot. 28. When conducting interview research, this means focusing on your current question and the
interviewee’s response rather than thinking about your next question or an unrelated topic. After providing ratings, group members should explain why they found some words and phrases more powerful than others. You might also consider buying a camcorder with other classmates and then selling it and splitting the proceeds once the term has
ended. He or she has to ensure that all perspectives receive consideration, encourage participation, keep the group on task, and minimize interpersonal conflict. By contrast, a speech that mainly uses one type of support—be it personal examples, analogies, or statistics—will quickly lose listeners’ interest. The following tips can help you keep your
audience focused on the main event and effectively achieve your three-part goal in giving a speech of introduction. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 15 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-16 glossary persuasive speech A speech that aims to influence audience members’ beliefs, attitudes, or actions, to which end it employs strategic discourse and calls for the
audience to accept fact, value, and policy claims. To do so, take a hint from the salespeople who make their livings at conventions and county fairs selling everything from rugs and hot tubs to produce and kitchenware. From the audience’s perspective, eye contact is critical for another reason entirely: in Western cultures, many people consider a
willingness to make eye contact evidence of a speaker’s credibility— 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 390 08/10/13 10:08 AM Using Nonverbal Delivery Skills 391 especially truthfulness. If you are asked to deliver a speech on such an occasion, be aware of the type of speech your audience will expect and follow specific strategies designed to tailor
your special-occasion speech for both the occasion and the audience. Make a list of individuals with whom you share a group identity—for example, your classmates in a study group. NEW TO THIS EDITiON Help your students thrive in the digital age. When you organize your speech clearly, you also enhance your credibility. gender composition A
demographic characteristic that considers how many men versus how many women will be in an audience. It is marketed on tables outside the student union and advertised on the bulletin board in this classroom. A student named Jean once gave an informative presentation on a complex experimental genetic treatment doctors and research scientists
could use to fight cancer. The starting point is determining where your audience stands on the issue. ethical speech, 72–73 listening and, 85–86 persuasive presentations and: attributing research, 531; encouraging informed decisions, 529–30; ethical use of pathos, 573–75; noting biases, 531; researching facts, 530–31 recording interviews, 220 sound
reasoning and, 84–85 speech critiques and, 114 truthful communication: false inferences, 75–78; half-truths, 74–75; lying, 73–74; overview, 73 ethnicity, 135–36 ethos. This type of definition is appropriate when the origin is interesting or will help the audience understand the term. Take Care of Yourself Be sure to get a good night’s sleep before a
speech. 1 (2002): 69: “The smaller the size of the audience, the more the interaction approximates a conversational paradigm.” 2. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 528 06/12/13 2:21 PM Ethical Persuasion 529 For example, suppose you want to persuade various groups of people at your college to devote one Saturday morning to work on a campus
beautification project. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 148 12/09/13 7:00 PM Identifying Audience Disposition 149 The key thing to remember about neutral audiences is that depending on how you deliver your speech, they can tip toward supporting your message or opposing it. By contrast, if you present randomly ordered ideas about your topic (as
Carly did), your audience will have trouble determining what is most important and understanding the information you’re presenting. Research has also shown that audiences perceive a strong association not only between closeness and intimacy but also between closeness and attraction,8 and see closeness as an indication of the
immediacy/nonimmediacy of the speech message.9 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 396 08/10/13 10:08 AM Using Nonverbal Delivery Skills 397 Of course, people have different feelings about physical proximity. Mom would call us if we overslept. Make sure that quotations and paraphrases are accurate and that they represent the original author’s
point of view. In the rest of this section, we present ideas for keeping biased language out of your speech. Also, be sure the new main point relates to your topic or thesis statement. In 2008, Malala Yousafzai was a ten-year-old student in the Swat Valley region of Pakistan. How much of the speech is left? Vague thesis statement: All these features can
be found in a pristine wilderness environment. heavy and expensive equipment on planes. Thus, they inferred from Albert’s use of bigotry that issues of race underlay the school board’s decision, which wasn’t true. However, if you asked them to pass out flyers, this greater demand on their time might fall within their latitude of rejection. research
progressing well A. Began w/ microwaves 1. Josie Glausiusz, sr. A representative example is an instance typical of the class it represents. The conditions of these children are beyond comprehension. • Failing to follow the assignment. written language, 341–43 organization, in listening process, 95 organizing speeches arranging main points:
categorical pattern, 268–70, 533–34, 536; causal pattern, 267–68, 532; chronological pattern, 266–67; comparison pattern, 268, 532– 33; criteria-application pattern, 534–36; problem-cause-solution pattern, 538–39; spatial pattern, 264–65 introduction, 253–55 selecting main points: appropriate number of main points, 257–59; considering audience,
256–57; considering purpose, 256; overview, 255 supporting materials: subordination and coordination, 259–63; when a subpoint doesn’t fit, 263–64 using organizing words and sentences: internal previews and summaries, 274–75; signposts, 273–74; transitions, 271–73 outlines, mental, 377–78 Packard, Vance, 523 panel discussions, 644–45 panning,
391–92 paraphrasing avoiding plagiarism and, 83–84 power wording and, 222 participatory media, 214 pathos conclusions and, 299 ethical use of, 573–75 guidelines for using, 569–73 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 10 special-occasion speeches and, 592–94 patterns of organization criteria-application pattern, 534–36 general: categorical, 268–70;
causal, 267–68; chronological, 266–67; comparison, 268; criteriaapplication, 534–36; spatial, 264–65 for persuasive presentations: categorical, 533–34, 536; causal, 532; comparison, 532–33; criteria-application, 534–36; problem-cause-solution, 538–39 pausing, 386–88 peer-reviewed periodicals, 203 people-oriented listening, 100 periodicals, 203–5
peripheral beliefs, 528–29 peripheral route processing, 516–18 personal anecdotes, 355–56 personal appearance general considerations, 398–99 special considerations for mediated presentations, 460–61 personal attack (ad hominem) fallacy, 84, 563 persuasion, methods of ethos (credibility): building, 548–49; elements of, 547; losing, 549–51;
overview, 546 introduction, 545–46 logos (evidence and meaning): overview, 551–53; using evidence, 553–55; using reasoning (see reasoning) reasoning (see reasoning) See also persuasive speaking persuasive speaking ethics and: attributing research, 531; disclosing biases, 531; encouraging informed decisions, 529–30; researching facts, 530–31
organizing persuasive presentations: fact claims, 532–34; policy 27/11/13 7:24 PM  claims, 536–39; value claims, 534–36 overview: central and peripheral route processing, 516–18; fact, value, and policy claims, 514–16; vignette, 511–12 as rhetorical purpose, 176 sample speech: “Extra Credit You Can Live Without” (Martinez), 576–82 strategic
discourse: tailoring message to audience: acknowledging reservations, 526–27; demonstrating benefits, 526; disposition, 518–22; focusing on peripheral beliefs, 528–29; needs, 523–24; values, 524–25 See also persuasion, methods of photographs, 412 physical movement live presentations, 394–95 mediated presentations, 453 pie charts, 414
plagiarism common knowledge, 84 overview, 78–80 paraphrasing, 83–84 quoting, 80–83 plans, research determining objective, 192–93 identifying sources, 193–94 keeping track of sources, 195–96 policy claims defined, 516 organizing, 536–39 political affiliation, audience, 138–39, 141–42 political correctness, 364 post hoc fallacy, 85, 563 preparation
outline. Describe four strategies for speeches of presentation. When someone else is delivering a presentation, extend the same courtesy you would appreciate if you were speaking. • It will not be difficult to find a dedication for the money part of it commensurate with the purpose and significance of its origin. Message Adaptations Your connection
with your audience will be diminished when you are not speaking face-to-face, especially when you are not communicating in real time. 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 5 26/11/13 4:12 PM 6 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking WHAT IS PUBLIC SPEAKING? Include a brief reminder of each transition in your speech. Flag-folding etiquette is
detailed by the American Legion, /flag/folding (accessed March 23, 2010). Burgoon and others, “Testing the Interactivity Principle: Effects of Mediation, Propinquity, and Verbal and Nonverbal Modalities in Interpersonal Interaction,” Journal of Communication 52, no. However, to date we’ve never actually seen any of the benefits. In a presentation
about competing in the Ironman triathlon in Hawaii, a speaker could use a map to show the route traveled for the race. Girl, Aunt Jemima and Angela Davis was in the kitchen sharing a plate of greens and just going off about South Africa. Earth Save International, last updated February 14, 2007, says that these children are either enticed with
promises of good wages and easy work or outright kidnapped. Would that be unethical? 09/10/13 3:46 PM 506 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking that Kevlar, the most popular fiber used in bulletproof vests, is very difficult to make and requires a chemical processing that is highly damaging to the environment. “Why was the prior exposure
ineffective?” Ask yourself how you can avoid repeating the mistakes made by the previous presenter, who failed to persuade his or her audience through those particular aids. Second, you’d work on distilling all that you’d learned from the detailed map into a very brief set of directions (take this highway to that exit, turn right at second light) that you
could quickly glance at while driving. C.-F. If you were to wake up with laryngitis on the day of your presentation, another classmate should be able to use your working outline to deliver your speech. Imagine a lawyer approaching the microphone to “make a statement” to the press about his client, a professional athlete accused of wrongdoing. Have
group members explain why they decided that certain topics would be more interesting than others. For example, suppose you’ll be facing a uniformly hostile audience. Skillful delivery can give you that edge. Thus, unless you must be at the lectern because of a microphone, we recommend that you come out from behind it at least part of the time,
and thereby interact more fully with your audience. What are the ethical responsibilities of the audience in a public speaking situation? Nor would she have time for a lengthy questionand-answer period. bibliographic information Details about a researched source, including author, title, publication date, and page numbers or URL. Narratives and
anecdotes are often used to evoke an emotional response. Informative Speaking Activity 16.1: “Garza, How to Buy a Guitar” 478 • Activity 16.2: “Conveying Information: Narrative (Needs Improvement)” 480 • Activity 16.3: “Conveying Information: Description” 489 Chapter 17. Manusov, “Nonverbal Signals,” in The Sage Handbook of
Interpersonal Communication, 4th ed., ed. As she began her research, one of the first things she discovered is that there are three ways a school can demonstrate compliance with Title IX. Speak Up’s compelling content (including a new chapter on mediated presentations) and focus on digital resources will help you hone your speaking skills on
campus, in jobs, and beyond — all at half the price of competing texts. • An IT professional shows peers a new workflow program the company is developing and addresses the bugs the IT team is working to fix. Statistics vary, but estimates suggest that gay or lesbian people (only two parts of the LGBTQ designation) account for between 5 and 10
percent of our population.4 Since speakers have a responsibility to all members of their audiences—not simply those in the dominant majority—ignoring LGBTQ listeners means excluding and potentially alienating a substantial portion of an audience from the discussion. Does a speaker have any options that a writer does not? There are differences
between Indian-made films and films made in the United States. What four strategies for speeches of introduction are offered in the chapter? What four things does a speaker need to keep in mind when delivering a speech with presentation aids? Discuss potential topics with other students in your public speaking class. Suppose you wanted to use the
word run in a speech to refer to a successful series of victories by your school’s track team. • Express your intentions. Additional good sources of analogies are familiar sights and traditions on your campus, or aspects of college life that your listeners can all relate to. What characteristics do hosts like Jimmy Fallon and David Letterman share with
famous speakers like Mark Twain? Gobel, J. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term video, and watch additional videos to help you with your speech (such as “Audience Interaction” and “Establishing Connections”). Finally, you may find it more practical to interview a few
audience members than to distribute a survey to a large group. Political consultants on both the right and the left carefully consider the exact words that are used to express an idea to voters. • Language amplifies Rosa Parks’s quiet strength. • Third, even if you can only make the minimum payment on your cards, pay your bills on time. What is the
specific purpose of a speech? This can include straight men and women as well as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendered, and queer and/or questioning individuals—or LGBTQ for short. Instead of assigning jobs, she might have played to the sorority sisters’ strengths by suggesting that they sign up for duties of interest to them. The study also revealed
a recurring pattern of attentiveness— called “the Attentiveness Curve”—in people who did not listen well. When you enter 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 215 12/09/13 7:07 PM 216 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech a search term, the engine searches millions of Web pages to find the best matches for the term.29 Results are sorted in an
effort to make them more useful. These marketing schemes may be successful, but they often miss the ethical mark by relying on fallacious instead of rational appeals. Using Emotional Appeals Humans have the capacity to experience a wide range of emotions—including empathy, anger, shame, fear, and pity—and each of these feelings provides an
opportunity to enhance your use of pathos in a persuasive speech. Of all the points she could make about this important and sometimes controversial law, would the details about compliance be the most interesting and noteworthy aspects to share with her audience? Entertainment was to embody nine essences: love, hate, sorrow, disgust, joy,
compassion, pity, pride, and courage.3 B. By understanding these differences, you can select your language more strategically to exert the impact you want. The safest bet is always to acknowledge the original source of any material you use in your speech, whether you are directly quoting or paraphrasing. What are some techniques you can employ
to improve each of these? To create a full-sentence outline for the body of your speech, first express each of the main points you’ve selected as a single sentence that states a key idea you’re planning to emphasize. For example, public speakers often use this mode of delivery in press conferences. Acknowledging a difference in sexual orientation can
be accomplished both overtly and passively, depending on what is appropriate for your speech and your situation. It mentions the three points Alexandra plans to cover, but it runs them together in a single clause. Using Presentation Software Presentation software (sometimes referred to as slideware) enables users to create, edit, and present
information, usually in a slide-show format. The pope then gave a heartfelt speech, sharing some of his own memories of his Jewish friends in Poland during the war and decrying the Nazi atrocities. Include some reminders on your extemporaneous notes, such as “Energy!” or “Enthusiasm!” If your audience is watching you from different locations
(say, for an online class), consider asking them to use high-quality ear buds. It is important to consider this hierarchy when analyzing your audience. The Evolution of Our Biological Communication Apparatus and Its Influence on Our Behavior toward E-Communication Tools, IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication 48, no. You can use
presentation software to create tables, charts, graphs, and illustrations. This classroom experience showed them that group dynamics—the ways in which members relate to one another and view their functions—can determine whether a group achieves its mission. It is not as easy, however, to select the best supporting materials out of all the
information you have found. Otherwise, you won’t win your audience’s confidence. They lower drivers’ insurance premiums. In this process of interpretation, you may also offer examples to illustrate the information you’re sharing. Instead, the words enter their consciousness and just as quickly exit, deposited in their notebooks or on their laptops—
sometimes in incomprehensible form. What’s more, as Science, June 23, 2006, reports, spider silk bio-steel provokes a very low immune response when introduced into the body. A. It leads to higher grade-point averages and stronger communication skills. Imagine that you have returned to the United States after an amazing semester in Spain or
Japan. Try Video Activity 15.2, “Attention-Getter (Needs Improvement).” Attire In addition to selecting clothing that is appropriate for public speaking (see Chapter 13), you need to choose clothing that will make a good impression on camera. Here’s a generic example of how subordination might look in a typical outline: I. Though many of the
Assyrians in Gunther’s audience realized his mislabeling of them as Iraqis was unintentional, they still took offense at being categorized with a group with whom they did not identify. Overly fast talkers tend to run their words together, particularly at the ends of sentences, preventing their audiences from tracking what they’re saying. Yet you can
learn how to strengthen your listening skills, and this chapter offers helpful guidelines. Sometimes people from a group may use more than one name to refer to themselves—for example, Latino/Latina and Chicano/Chicana or a name derived from their country of origin. literal analogy An analogy in which two entities in the same category are being
compared. Then use Listening can lead to understanding; seeing can lead to believing. Look at an outline for a face-to-face speech you delivered in class or one of the sample speeches in your textbook. G-1 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 1 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-2 glossary anaphora A repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning of successive
phrases, clauses, or sentences. chapter review The quote that represents this chapter reflects the fact that people tend to make the best decisions when they share and discuss their ideas. , let’s move on to . You may choose to sign up for an online public speaking class because of the flexibility it offers for your schedule. For example, they avoid biased
language and ethnic jokes. You can use these strategies as successfully as Maya did. Working in groups of up to five students, select a potential speech topic. transaction A communicative exchange in which all participants continuously send and receive messages. criteria-application pattern A speech organization pattern that proposes standards
for the value judgment a speaker is making, then applies those standards to a related topic. Community service provides college students with the opportunity to gain all these benefits. Thus, you need to choose an organizational pattern that will clearly convey your message and maximize your persuasive impact. See reasoning ineffective listening
anticipating, in audience, 109–11 causes: agenda-driven listening, 104–5; argumentative listening, 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 6 105; nervous listening, 105–6; nonlistening, 102–3; overview, 100–101; unprocessed note taking, 101–2 inferences, false, 75–78 information gatherers, in groups, 634 information providers, in groups, 634 informative
presentations clarifying and simplifying message, 499–502 developing: audience analysis, 494; focusing on goal to inform, 497; organizing, 498; overview, 493–94; selecting a technique, 495–97 introduction, 471–72 rhetorical purpose and topic selection, 176 sample speech: “Spider Silk: A Miracle Material Derived from . The source communicates the
encoded message through a channel, the medium of delivery. According to Matthew Scott, in Black Collegian, April 2007, “College financial aid provider Nellie Mae reported that 76 percent of undergraduate students had credit cards in 2005, with an average balance of $2,169. Make sure that your thesis consists of a single sentence that states the
bottom line of your speech. The final speaker should conclude by summarizing each presenter’s main idea and leaving the audience with a memorable clincher. Active learners learn best by “doing something active” with the material being presented, while reflective learners “prefer to 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 245 27/09/13 4:24 PM 246 chap
ter8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech think about it.”22 Visual learners, by contrast, tend to “remember best what they see,” while verbal learners tend to “get more out of words— written and spoken explanations.”23 To appeal to this range of learning styles, use a combination of supporting materials throughout your speech. If you
cannot engage them here, back up and repeat your message, using simpler language and different examples. By enabling your family and friends to begin experiencing and expressing their grief, you help them embark on the mourning process—something we all must do when we have lost a loved one. Now you need to select the best one. A. New
knowledge and skills B. Preparation for the workforce C. Participation in new experiences D. Clarification of students’ values and their place in the world II. 5 (2011): 596–607; R. Key Terms evidence 190 credibility 191 research plan 192 research objectives 192 research librarian 193 keyword 194 citation 195 export (citations) 196 credible source
196 expertise 197 objectivity 197 observational capacity 198 recency 199 periodical 203 peer review 203 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 223 full-text source 203 abstract 203 reference work 206 encyclopedia 206 dictionary 206 quotation book 206 atlas 206 yearbook 206 top-level domain 211 participatory (or social) media 214 search engine 215
advanced search 217 Web directory 217 paraphrasing 222 power wording 222 12/09/13 7:07 PM 224 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech Review Questions 1. Imagine how you’d feel if, during a key point in your speech, you turned on your computer to project an important photo and the device didn’t work. A speech about Hmong history
effectively concluded with a theme that had been evident in each main point: The name Hmong means “free.” And no matter what continent we are living on, that is what we will always be—a free people. A good example of this can be seen in the practices of an organization called Per Scholas, which provides job training to low-income individuals. Try
Video Activity 19.2, “Wiesel, 2006 Dartmouth College Commencement.” Other special-occasion speeches may touch on values such as patriotism, fairness, shared sacrifice, and religious belief. What supporting materials did he or she use to help the class understand the topic? • Glausiusz, J. Kendra narrowed her topic with the Olympics viewers in
mind, choosing to explain in her speech how listeners could score the skating events while watching at home. Presenters who craft their speeches accordingly stand a better chance of connecting with their listeners. Do they all stand up to ethical scrutiny? Sources with training and experience also make more credible observers. With practice, you’ll
feel more confident about your presentation—and more comfortable talking in front of your classmates. Former president George H. However, there are certain easy actions you can take to lessen the barrier between you and your audience as much as possible. Don’t be afraid to alter your speech if assumptions you made about the audience are no
longer accurate. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 583 15/11/13 9:17 AM 584 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion Critical Thinking Questions 1. Plagiarism is “the deliberate and knowing presentation of another person’s original ideas or creative expressions as one’s own.”2 If you plagiarize, you mislead your audience by misrepresenting the
source of the material you’ve used. Keith, University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee, and Christian O. This approach works only if you present a fact or an idea that’s new, ironic, or counterintuitive to your audience. How might you use subordination in a conversation with a friend? Finally, your working outline can serve as a reference when you begin to
practice your speech, helping you become familiar with the content. How will the size of the audience or the room affect you? • Compromisers attempt to find common ground between adversaries within the group, and offer solutions that may be palatable to people on both sides of the conflict. abstract word A generic term that can be ambiguous or
confusing for an audience. 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 291 27/09/13 4:35 PM 292 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions Establish Your Credibility Your audience members now know what they’ll get out of listening to your speech. At first you may be surprised by how often you do so, but with some practice, you will develop better
awareness and better habits. • According to the January 15, 2006, issue of the journal Nature, “Spider silk starts out as a substance called scleroprotein, which shoots out from the spider’s web spinnerets. For names of public figures, search for radio or television interviews with the subject to find out the preferred pronunciation. If you aren’t certain,
ask some friends or relatives to give you an assessment. Second, we would team up with the brilliant Peter Arkle to develop illustrations that would illuminate concepts much more efficiently than would photographs. DeVito and M. As a speaker, it’s important to consider your audience’s socioeconomic status and how it might influence their individual
and collective concerns. Is the speaker’s responsibility to back up claims with solid evidence the same for a sympathetic audience as it is for a hostile or neutral audience? Henry’s mistake was not in taking an unpopular position about climate change but in ignoring the audience’s reaction to what he had said the first time and simply repeating those
arguments for the same audience. Participate Authentically. A group functions at its best when members put diverse ideas and perspectives on the table. What kinds of presentation aids might you use? As you watch them, study their reactions as you would in a live audience situation. This is a boring class. If you make a statement and then pause for
the audience to weigh your words, your listeners may conclude that you’ve just said something especially important. This use of repetition draws listeners’ attention to the fact that all the soldiers on both sides of the conflict died at the end of the battle, driving home a sobering point that the speaker wants to make. Mind Mapping To use mind
mapping, write down a word or phrase in the middle of a large piece of blank paper, and then surround it with words and images representing other ideas that come to you. Sawyer, and P. What’s the difference? A real-time (also known as synchronous) mediated presentation is delivered directly to the audience as the speaker presents the message
from a remote location—for example, a presentation during a videoconference or a speech presented to a group via Skype. Most newspapers now have Web sites, and some are exclusively online (for example, the Seattle Post Intelligencer and the Christian Science Monitor’s daily newspaper). What he hadn’t realized was that the plaza design would
amplify his voice anyway. The most commonly used presentation software is Microsoft PowerPoint,5 but other software, such as Adobe Flash, OpenOffice Impress, Apple Keynote, Prezi, SlideRocket, Google Docs Presentations, and Zoho Show, is also available.6 The instructions for using these programs vary and change with each new version (refer
to your program’s user guide for technical guidance). As the economic slump continued, voters on both sides of the issue worried about the cost and effectiveness of an expensive federal health care program. Language and Style Activity 12:1: “Roth, Emergency in the Emergency Room” 358 • Activity 12.2: “Figures of Speech: Simile” 359 •
Activity 12.3: “Figures of Speech: Metaphor” 359 Chapter 13. Carefully consider the ideas of each group, and modify your opinions when new ideas make sense. thesis statement A single sentence that conveys the topic and purpose of a speech. Likewise, if you studied a language not native to you, did your teacher merely lecture to you about the
language in your native tongue? Eye Contact. This is a challenge in mediated presentations because you obviously cannot look your audience members directly in the eye. Your teachers will not expect you to be an authority on every speech topic you address; you will have to research your subject matter. Williams, “What’s in a Surname?” National
Geographic, January 19, 2011, -interactive. For example, in a speech about causes of fashion trends,7 a speaker could use the following main points: I. Using demographics is also important in more complex situations—such as when you’re trying to make a persuasive case to audiences with opposing views. Compare the credibility of the authors of the
scholarly sources with that of the online sources, as well as the content of the information. In the body, you’ll present your main points and supporting materials (such as examples, stories, statistics, and testimony from experts). In a public speaking context, the difference between spoken and written language can be even more pronounced. In the
United States alone, there are as many as 2,300 religious identifications—including Baha’is, Buddhists, Christians, Confucians, Hindus, Jews, Muslims, and Zoroastrians, to name just a few. If both people’s ideas have merit, perhaps you can help the group find a solution that draws the best from each perspective. The following can give you additional
guidance: • Take notes. I worked with lawyers, but I was no lawyer myself. Give the members who disagree an equal opportunity to explain their perspective; let each person speak without interruption, and then ask other members for their views. Schrodt, “Examining the Effect of Exposure Therapy on Public Speaking State Anxiety,” Communication
Education 58, no. Most audiences have trouble remembering more than five points. Back then you would have had no choice but to visit the library to begin a research project, but now most students can access quality library resources online. Clarity is something you’ll want to strive for in every informative speech, no matter what your topic is or who
your listeners are. We also examined the benefits of mastering public speaking—in the classroom, on the job, in your community, and in everyday situations. Do so courteously, however, and avoid making your comment sound like a personal attack. 183–84 determining your main points Ch. 9, pp. Juan and Jenny did this for HELP. Explain how the
background for a prerecorded speech should look. For one thing, you’re not generating your own ideas and opinions about your topic—so you’re not meeting your instructor’s expectations. Methods of Persuasion Activity 18:1 “Reasoning: Inductive” 562 • Activity 18.2: “Fallacy: Either-Or (False Dilemma): Diplomacy or WWIII (Needs Improvement)”
569 • Activity 18.3: “Claims: Fact (Appeals to Emotion + Credibility)” 571 • Activity 18.4: “Morales, Without Liberty and Justice for All” 585 Chapter 19. Demonstrate an Open Mind Avoid prejudging the speech or speaker. Does it have an interesting history you could share? However, it paints a more graphic picture of the scene, with stronger
12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 357 12/6/13 3:13 PM 358 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style imagery—mental pictures or impressions—for the audience. channel The medium through which a source delivers a message, such as projecting one’s voice, using a microphone, broadcasting on the airwaves, or streaming on the Internet. By focusing on
questions like these, you will soon build up a strong list of potential topics. You get on somebody’s mailing list right out of high school. Therefore, it is essential that you find and keep full citations for all research sources you may use in your speech. As we discuss in both Chapter 2 and Chapter 13, extemporaneous delivery requires that you speak
with limited notes; you do not attempt to present a speech word-for-word from manuscript or memory. For example, if you’re giving a speech about the Mona Lisa, you could provide a photograph of the painting and use it to point out certain aspects of Leonardo da Vinci’s technique. Park. 2 (2009): 406–7. Use these suggestions to prepare future
speeches; you’ll soon see your public speaking skills improve. Because the class would never meet face-to-face, he figured he would not be required to actually deliver any speeches. Glaciers on every continent are contracting. As was true for Taja, the words you choose to express your message can strengthen your persuasive appeal. 3 (2008): 432–
47. To Be Politic, Say Both,” New York Times, October 13, 2012, A1. Also remember that in order to help your audience understand your presentation, you need to present a well-organized message (see Chapter 9) and make effective use of language (see Chapter 12). Although this is clearly an exaggeration, might a speaker use nonverbal cues or
presentation aids to help the audience navigate his or her speech? Therefore, you should practice full disclosure to your audience. You should be able to glance at this brief outline and instantly remember what you want to say. Maya knew she would face a challenge in persuading her listeners. In 2013, Per Scholas was recognized for inclusion in the
S&I (Social Impact) 100 List, recognizing nonprofits that provide high-impact solutions to America’s problems. See language dictionaries, 206 dictionary definitions, 237 dilemmas, false, 567 directories, Web, 217 disclosure, full (noting biases) credibility and, 550–51 ethics and, 531 disposition, audience audience analysis and, 148–50 persuasive
speaking and, 518–22 distractions, filtering out, 106–7 distractors, in groups, 637 documenting sources, 221 domain names, 211–12 dominators, in groups, 637 Douglas, Stephen, 16 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 4 Douglass, Frederick, 16 drawings, 412 Duckworth, Tammy, 12–13 education and occupation, audience, 139–41 elaborators, in
groups, 634 emergent leaders, 626–27 emotion, appeals to. Marvin failed because he didn’t adapt his word choice to his listeners’ expectations. Whether we are considering our ancient ancestors planning a hunt around a campfire or Susan B. There is only the question: when will I be blown up? Second Set of Main Points I. Your classmates will be
hoping you recover and finish strong. In some cultures, physical closeness is considered offensive or invasive.10 In others, it is considered essential to positive relationships. transition A sentence that smoothly connects one idea or part of a speech to another. Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in Heritage Sites, “Fortymile Caribou Herd,” 2012, http://
trondekheritage.com/our-places/forty-mile/what-makes-forty-mile-special /fortymile-caribou-herd. This fallacy occurs when a speaker bases a conclusion on limited or unrepresentative examples. The New Madrid earthquake region includes eight states in the central United States. audience size The number of people who will be present for a speech.
I wanted to be an artist. 25/10/13 3:06 PM 614 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking • Fulfilling expec tations of the occasion with insightful advice to the graduates. When you choose a topic you’re familiar with and passionate about, you’ll give a more fluent and enthusiastic presentation. • Make sure your gestures reinforce your spoken
message. Speeches typically have one of the following objectives: • Informing: increasing your audience’s understanding or awareness of your subject. You will not hear a lawnmower or an airplane passing overhead and temporarily drowning out your voice. End with a Striking Sentence or Phrase. There may be a single sentence or phrase that
effectively sums up your speech. She hopes to connect with everyone who is celebrating Rosa Parks’s life. J. We thank our faculty colleagues for their support and understanding as we balance teaching, writing, and other academic responsibilities. Many online dictionaries and other resources provide useful audio clips that demonstrate proper
pronunciation.2 Pausing Used skillfully, pausing—leaving gaps between words or sentences in a speech—affords you some significant advantages. To begin with, the script itself becomes a prop—something you can hide behind as you read. After considering your points, they may view your arguments favorably—in other words, if you’ve argued well
enough, they are more likely to agree with you.4 We provide a detailed discussion of how to develop strong arguments in Chapter 18. In the following chapter, we go into more detail about specific methods of persuasion. The loaded language fallacy is committed when emotionally charged words convey meaning that cannot be supported by facts
presented by the speaker. Outlining—organizing 305 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 305 21/10/13 11:46 AM 306 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech the content of your speech into a structured form—can help immensely. top-level domain The designation at the end of a Web address that indicates the site sponsor’s affiliation: commercial
(.com), nonprofit (.org), educational (.edu), government (.gov, .uk), or other organization (.net). To contribute your best to a group as a member, start by understanding the types of roles you can take on to support your group’s success. Moreover, when a word comes from a language that uses different masculine and feminine forms, pay attention to
those forms. N-11 combined with ‘computing,’ the meaning gets bigger and fuzzier. You are also likely to be more effective if you incorporate dynamic language into your striking or provocative statement. Next, decide whom to interview. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the view the key term videos. mediated
communication Messages transmitted through either a mechanical or an electronic medium. Because values play a central role in guiding our lives, adapting an argument to audience values is one of the most important considerations if your argument is going to be persuasive.17 A speech about airline safety provides one example of how a message
can be tailored to 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 524 25/10/13 2:50 PM Tailoring Your Persuasive Message to the Audience 525 audience values. They lower drivers’ maintenance and gas costs. Invisibility technology has many practical applications. For example, your topic could be lighthearted or serious, address ancient history or current events,
or relate to professional interests or a recreational activity—and that’s just the beginning. Are there any subjects on which you could give an informative speech without doing any research at all? This system makes an outline different from a manuscript or an essay, each of which is organized paragraph by paragraph. How many different meanings
are listed for the word you found? Only the twenty-yearold me was standing there, dead, zombie. chapter review As the story about Graciela’s speech on Title IX illustrated at the beginning of this chapter, the right supporting materials can help you build listeners’ interest in your presentation, enhance audience understanding of your topic,
strengthen the likelihood that audience members will remember your speech, convince your audience that your claims have merit, and breathe life into your speech by touching on audience emotions. Try Video Activity 1.2, “Kennedy, I Am a Berliner.” Twenty-four years later, President Ronald Reagan traveled to the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin and
challenged Russian leader Mikhail Gorbachev with the iconic words, “Tear down this wall!” The wall was finally opened in 1989. Ask yourself, “Of all the possible aids for this speech, which one or which combination would work best with this audience?” Demographics. Think about the demographics of your audience. A student speaker named
Alexandra established her credibility in an informative speech about judging competitive ice skating by emphasizing her own relevant experience. And at the end of the movie, you’re left with the lasting sense that you’ve had a great time. 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 71 12/09/13 7:23 PM 72 chap t e r 3
Speech Ethics LEGAL SPEECH VS. As an
audience member, you can change your listening style based on your situation in order to maximize your listening skills. And it will be an everyday battle. What is listening? Another way to maintain interest is to increase the variety of materials you present. Consider the following examples: • A police officer faces an angry crowd on the verge of
violence. If Larissa had just used several quotes from the magazine article, she might have attributed the material in the following way: 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 81 12/09/13 7:23 PM 82 chap t e r 3
Speech Ethics As Roberta Gonzales wrote in the June 19 issue of Nevada Horizons (p. Although this kind of software has become very popular,
it also has its critics. In your outline, indicate each subpoint with a capital letter, and indent each under its corresponding main point. 4 (1953): 261–67. Think back to any wedding dinner you may have attended in which someone made a toast. If money is tight, check to see if your college has video cameras available for students to check out.
Eventually, Juan stepped in to bring things under control. We also discussed the ethical ways to acknowledge the work of others (quoting from a source, paraphrasing, and using common knowledge). As you read, you typically do not deviate from your script or ad-lib. Although he 67 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 67 12/09/13 7:23 PM 68 chap t e r 3
Speech Ethics cares about his topic, this speech is also important because he needs to maintain a B+ average to keep his scholarship. .” (transition from final main point to conclusion) Consider Your Word Choice Reread your entire outline, this time carefully considering the language you will use to express your ideas. Which ones do you find most
helpful—and credible—and why? This lack of attention was confirmed later, when he couldn’t recall details from the interview. Your access code is printed on the inside back cover. Working individually or in groups, condense the speech into a speaking outline. remember-invisibility-cloak-tech-its-useful-for-talking-to -satellites. Name one person whom
you believe to be an effective public speaker. Your list should not include sources you discovered during your 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 316 27/09/13 5:50 PM Creating Your Working Outline 317 317 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 317 27/09/13 5:50 PM 318 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech research but did not quote or otherwise
use in your speech. For each pattern you have chosen, write the title (in one sentence) of three to five main points on your topic that fit that pattern. listening Actively receiving and processing messages to understand their meaning and remember their content. It can be expensive for an organization to bring everyone who should hear a message to
a common location. Special-Occasion Speaking Types of Special-Occasion Speeches General Guidelines for Special-Occasion Speeches Appealing to Your Audience’s Emotions Try Video Activity 19.1: “Carter, Eulogy of Gerald Ford.” Matching Your Delivery to the Mood of the Occasion Adapting to Your Audience’s Expectations Evoking Shared Values
Try Video Activity 19.2: “Wiesel, 2006 Dartmouth College Commencement.” Respecting Time Constraints Strategies for Each Type of Special-Occasion Speech Strategies for Speeches of Introduction Strategies for Speeches of Presentation Strategies for Speeches of Acceptance Strategies for Speeches to Memorialize or Eulogize Strategies for
Speeches to Celebrate Strategies for After-Dinner Speeches Sample Special-Occasion Speech: 2012 Providence College Commencement Address, Viola Davis Chapter Review20. What are presentation aids, and how can a speaker make sure they support his or her message? At a community dinner in honor of the deceased later in the day, speakers
may share more personal stories. Because mediated presentations can be viewed by audiences in different locations and even at different times (for prerecorded speeches), they give you an opportunity to address a greater number of people. The audience must perceive that you are competent and trustworthy, and that you have their best interests at
heart. 2 (2013): 138. 29. Instead, he could have said that the school board stubbornly refused to change its view about class sizes remaining higher. Transitions are especially helpful in the following places: • Between the introduction and your first main point • Between each main point • Between the final main point and the conclusion Here are some
examples of transitions: • “First, let’s talk about . The following strategies will help you locate appropriate periodicals. We begin by discussing the rise of mediated communication, followed by a discussion of the advantages and challenges of the two types of presentations (prerecorded and real time). The sad truth is, most consumers are not aware of
chocolate’s connection to child slavery. Bodde, China’s First Unifier (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1967), 181. Finally, you might describe your naturalization ceremony and how it felt for you to take the citizenship pledge. Consequently, ethics have begun playing an increasingly prominent role in the study of communication, to say
nothing of other disciplines. If you plan to tape or pin a chart to the wall, do so in advance, but fold half of the display over the other half and tape or pin it down. For the sorority to host the countywide high school mock-trial championship on campus. With this technique, even a topic that would not be a good choice may lead you to an appropriate
one. Frank Luntz, “Why Republicans Should Watch Their Language,” Washington Post, January 13, 2013, B1. A speech extolling the benefits of getting eight hours of sleep a night could be an emphasis for a persuasive speech. Now that last example may be fictional, but Spider-Man’s formidable weapon, the web, is no less amazing in real life. For
example, if you are using an audio recording, cue up the desired track ahead of time so that you can play it promptly when you’re ready. At one time or another, most people have told a funny story about something that has happened to them; this more personal approach may help you feel more relaxed and conversational. Describe three
characteristics of a thesis statement. How you use eye contact depends on the size of your audience. For example, is a large screen available to display? Their speech was a resounding success, as each member described a different aspect of how HELP had carried out its project and what results the group had achieved. In Chapter 10, we identified
the five purposes of an introduction: gaining your audience’s attention, signaling your thesis, showing the relevance of your topic for your audience, establishing your credibility, and previewing your main points. You practice your presentation in front of trusted friends or family members and listen to their feedback. These options are growing so fast
that by the time this book is published, there will undoubtedly be more possibilities. See chronological pattern of organization testimony, 237–38 text-based visuals, 414–16 thesis statement drafting, 183–84 highlighting, in clincher, 299 signaling, in introduction, 289–90 in working outline, 318 tics, verbal, 388 time, presentation. Using this brief
outline to deliver your speech will allow you to speak extemporaneously, meaning you will write the outline ahead of time, learn the material in the outline, and then speak spontaneously in the presentation with only the outline available for reference. These 600,000 farmers then turn to large export companies in the Ivory Coast to buy their cocoa.
Lesli’s experience reveals a major lesson for all public speakers: how you say something can be as important as what you say. If you could prove a high risk of terrorist hijacking, you could also argue that even though efficiency and liberty are generally important values, in this case, the value of national security is paramount.18
17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 525 25/10/13 2:50 PM 526 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking Demonstrating How Your Audience Benefits Audience members weigh the costs and benefits whenever they are deciding whether to take action in response to a persuasive appeal.19 They are most likely to support your proposal when you show how
they will benefit from doing so, and when they feel that the costs involved are minimal—or, at the very least, worth the benefits. Denstadli, Julsrud, and Hjorthol, “Videoconferencing as a Mode,” 66. Bush’s address to Congress after the attacks of 9/11. bar graph A type of graph consisting of parallel bars of varying height or length that compares
several pieces of information. Our friendship began at the 1977 Governor’s Cup Speech and Debate Tournament in Sacramento, California. 37. Thus, when giving a speech, you must take special care to help the audience follow your ideas. Avoid Long Lists People usually find it difficult to understand and remember long strings of facts, examples, or
statistics, especially when they are not presented with any elaboration. As former secretary of state Hillary Clinton explained, “Even though we live in the age of so-called virtual reality, where I could do a video-conference with anybody in the world in government, I could even be satellite-beamed into a personal appearance somewhere . Exclude the
point(s) that are less essential. Prepare Early and Follow a Plan One of the best ways to build confidence in your ability to deliver a successful speech is to get to work soon after you receive an assignment and follow an organized plan to craft and practice your speech. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 531 25/10/13 2:50 PM 532 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking ORGANIZING YOUR PERSUASIVE SPEECH Audience members must be able to follow your message in order to process it carefully. Remember that during brainstorming, the goal is to generate as many ideas as possible without judging them. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 477 09/10/13 3:46 PM 478 chap t e r 1 6
Informative Speaking Demonstrations could be helpful for a wide range of informative speeches. verbal chart Words arranged in a certain format, such as bullet points, to explain ideas, concepts, or general information. Thus, they can exhibit impatience and rush interactions.11 Did you recognize any of these styles as your default? He had to obtain
financial assistance from his parents and now works three part-time jobs. Breathe in as you tighten a group of muscles, and then exhale as you release the tension. A century later, the Greek scholar Aristotle wrote Rhetoric, a systematic analysis of the art and practice of public speaking. Because editors read each page, evaluate its quality, and place
it in an appropriate category, you are more likely to find quality sources with this resource. After this suspenseful introductory statement, the student went on to give ten driving tips she claimed could improve fuel economy by 20 percent or more. Even with a large crowd, the speaker is able to connect personally to his or her audience. If you find
yourself speaking to or interviewing people whose statements you disagree with, remind yourself to listen first before making judgments. That night, Phil shared his concerns with his wife, Claire. In delivering an informative speech about an event, you could easily use narrative to tell the story of how the event unfolded. When conducting library
research, vary your focus among books, periodicals, newspapers, reference works, and government documents. The points she covered—such as the classic 1973 “Battle of the Sexes” match between Billie Jean King and Bobby Riggs—truly captivated her audience. Try Video Activity 5.3, “Churchill, St. James Palace Speech.” IDENTIFYING PRIOR
EXPOSURE Do you remember getting a lecture from your parents or teachers that you had heard before—and finding yourself completely unconvinced because their points were not even persuasive the first time? Instead, acknowledge that the point is being debated. For example, a person who experienced the 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 198
12/09/13 7:07 PM Evaluating a Source’s Credibility 199 effects of Hurricane Sandy or who witnessed the civil war in Syria would have more credibility than those who watched these events unfold on television. Use a similar structure by indenting subordinate points and using roman numerals, capital letters, and arabic numerals. For example, if you
fear that the truth may weaken your argument, then you need to do further research and perhaps take a closer look at your stance. Petty and Cacioppo, Communication and Persuasion, 81. He compared tests that students in the United States take with those that students in Mexico must take. Rewording is useful when your original point might be
confusing, because it gives your audience another option for grasping what you mean. What basic steps must be considered as you develop your informative speech? To differentiate the main points in your preview, include signposts (for example, first, next, and finally) to help your audience grasp the structure of your speech.
14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 413 09/10/13 3:44 PM 414 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids Pie Charts. A pie chart (also known as a circle graph) is used to show how percentages and proportions relate to one another and add up to a whole. Be sure to maintain eye contact with your audience, and avoid making obtrusive gestures (such as
pointing at the audience) or turning your back on the group while adjusting a visual aid. • So that you may all better understand PGTKs, you need to learn a little bit more about traditional chemotherapy, what PGTKs are, how they work, and finally their future potential and current limitations. The chemotherapy then courses through the body,
seeking any cells in the process of reproduction. As a courtesy, be willing to modify the time for your own presentation if a previous speaker has gone overtime. For example, how might a speaker build a case for the general education requirement described in the text on page 568? Identify three possible audiences for that speech: sympathetic,
hostile, and neutral. Wolvin, Communicating: A Social and Career Focus, 3rd ed. Both beginning and more experienced speakers should remember this lesson—even a first-time speaker can give a much stronger presentation by taking a bit of extra time and effort. Imhof, and L. New pictures are made to imitate whatever was most successful
previously in order to mop up the largest audience.”6 Notice that both subpoints for main point I pertain to the subject of the main point: the role of culture in Indian filmmaking. PowerPoint presentations or other electronic slide shows are also common aids. If conversation stirs again later during your speech, you can always raise your voice once
more to an appropriate level. (less abstract) Last Tuesday at noon, Jane arrived in a blue Toyota. scaled question A survey question that measures the intensity of a respondent’s feelings on an issue by offering a range of fixed responses. There are five maintenance-oriented roles: 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 635 25/10/13 4:57 PM 636 chap t e
r20
Group Communication • Harmonizers decrease tension in the group, perhaps by infusing humor at just the right time or by making positive and optimistic comments. TYPES OF SUPPORTING MATERIALS There are many types of supporting materials from which to choose to develop your main points. If you are adept with your equipment, you
might also be tempted to edit your presentation. Anthony calling for equal rights for women at the dawn of the twentieth century, speaker and audience were at the same location. As he noted in an interview published in the November 10, 2005, issue of Nano World News, “we wanted to focus on a cancer model where a localized tumor has a localized
way of being treated in clinical practice.” And Dr. Farokhzad’s research has been well received in the medical and scientific communities; in the last several years he and his colleagues have published numerous articles in leading peer-reviewed medical journals, including the July 2006 issue of the American Journal of Drug Delivery, the February
2007 issue of Biomaterials, and • Citing several peer- the October 2007 issue of Nanomedicine. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 8 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-9 false dilemma fallacy A speaker incorrectly claiming that there are only two possible choices to solve a problem, that one of them is wrong, and that the audience should therefore
support the speaker’s solution. And by explaining these terms through devices such as analogy (“like the helmet a soldier might wear”), she made her message accessible without coming across as condescending to her listeners. Local dialect can also be a challenge—for example, when speakers addressing a Missouri audience must decide whether to
refer to the state as Missouree or Missouruh.4 You should always show respect to your audience, but the best choice is to be your authentic self. Next, you’ll want to condense the working outline into a briefer speaking outline (complete with delivery cues), recorded on sheets of paper or note cards (for more information on outlines, see Chapter 11).
These can allow you to chat with experts in remote locations. See prerecorded presentations atlases, 206 attention, gaining audience’s asserting common ground, 284–85 building suspense, 283–84 quotations, 288–89 rhetorical questions, 286–88 stories and anecdotes, 281–82 striking or provocative statements, 282–83 using humor, 285–86 attention
levels, 109–10 Attentiveness Curve, 97, 98 audience maximizing listening skills of: anticipating ineffective listening, 109–11; encouraging active listening, 111–12 presentation aids and, 422–24 supporting materials and, 248–49 topic selection and, 171, 178 See also audience analysis audience analysis common ground and, 143–44 demographics and:
age, 132; education and occupation, 139–41; financial resources, 139; gender composition, 132–33; I-1 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 1 27/11/13 7:24 PM i-2 INDEX audience analysis (continued ) overview, 130–32, 142–43; political affiliation, 141–42; race and ethnicity, 135–36; religion, 136–38; sexual orientation, 134–35; socioeconomic
background, 138–39 disposition and, 148–50 gathering information: interviews, 153–54; observation, 154–55; surveys, 150–53 for informative presentations, 494 introduction, 119–22 main points and, 256–57 prior exposure, 144–47 situational analysis, 155–56 situational characteristics: location, 127–28; mobility, 128–30; overview, 122; size, 123–24;
time, 124–27 audio clips, 416–17 Bachmann, Michele, 72 back-loading main message, 110 bandwagon (ad populum) fallacy, 85, 563–64 bar graphs, 413 beliefs, core and peripheral, 528–29 biased language. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 417 09/10/13 3:45 PM 418 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids USING TECHNOLOGY WISELY You’ve
prepared your speech, and you’ve pulled together a collection of visual and audio aids that will support your points in an interesting way. Such assignments are usually focused on giving students an opportunity to speak in front of the class in a low-pressure situation as well as a chance to get to know one another better. Are there any politically
correct terms that bother you? inductive reasoning Generalizing from facts, instances, or examples, and then making a claim based on that generalization. Welch, “The Authors Who Talked,” in Bain and Lewis, From Freedom to Freedom, 39. The ability to recognize these styles and adapt them to certain situations can help maximize your listening
behavior as both a speaker and an audience member. Be sure to get input from other group members while preparing the presentation, and acknowledge other members’ viewpoints as you’re giving the speech. And here I was, with him desperately reaching • Use of personal out, clinging for life, and telling him to go. Audience analysis is the process
of learning about an audience’s interests and backgrounds in order to create a speech that meets their needs. So what can I give you? B. Rather than focusing on science fiction, researchers have focused on scientific principles. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 152 12/09/13 7:00 PM Gathering Information about Your Audience 153 Open-ended
questions also allow respondents to communicate in their own words. Consider the fact that you might hear something that changes your mind or that broadens your perspective on the speech topic. Try Video Activity 5.1, “Poplin, The Importance of Community Service and Civic Engagement.” Gender Composition The gender composition of your
audience—mixed (male and female) or single gender (all female or all male)—affects how your listeners will respond to your speech. In 2012, Duckworth ran for Congress and used public speaking skills to defend her perspectives on a diverse set of issues, ranging from the economy to Medicare to contraceptive policy. OPTIMIZING DELIVERY AND
MESSAGES IN MEDIATED PRESENTATIONS The key principles of speech delivery, content, and practice discussed in this book apply to both mediated and face-to-face speeches. Rather than discussing the technical aspects of fabric farming from bacteria and microbes, she gave a basic step-by-step overview. In the aftermath of the 35
02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 35 10/10/13 4:53 PM 36 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech March on Washington, Congress passed civil rights legislation that banned discrimination in public facilities, in laws or practices pertaining to voting rights, and by employers. Under these conditions, your speech may even produce a boomerang
effect—the act of pushing your listeners to oppose your idea even more vigorously than they already do.10 How does all this work in practice? may lead to “superlens,” capture “details much smaller than one wavelength of light to vastly improve imaging for materials or biomedical applications, such as giving researchers the power to see inside a
human cell or diagnose disease in a baby still in the womb.” C. Satellite connections. In an increasingly virtual world, Speak Up shows students how to take advantage of 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 8 11/11/13 11:56 AM Preface ix new technology to strengthen presentation skills at school, in the workplace, and in the community. Yet some of
these same individuals might think little or nothing of intentionally exaggerating their qualifications during a job interview—especially if they believe that “everybody does it and 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 69 12/09/13 7:23 PM 70 chap t e r 3
Speech Ethics gets away with it.” Thus, many people use a blend of approaches to making ethicsrelated choices. Inside was the largest gathering of black/Negro/colored Americans you’d ever want to see. Select any of the sample speeches in this textbook. Unlike Kevlar, spider silk bio-steel is made in water-based conditions, • Rachel returns and it’s completely biodegradable. Show the audience what’s in it for them. One practice is to shop
carefully for the best credit card deals. In addition, when you read from a script, you tend to speak in a monotone rather than sounding as if you’re conversing with your listeners. Are there any red flags that immediately make you question a site’s integrity? For instance, you might discuss the adversities and triumphs of the iconic 1999 U.S. Women’s
Soccer Team, which won that year’s World Cup Championship. These attacks 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 564 15/11/13 9:16 AM Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning behind Your Message 565 are called ad hominem attacks, taken from the Latin “to the person.” For example, in a campaign speech for student body president, one candidate
referred to her rival as a “tree hugging environmental whack job.” Her goal? Equally important, when you speak from an outline, your delivery becomes more conversational. Conversely, in the second set, each main point relates to the specific purpose: the first demonstrates the existence of information overload, the second discusses the problems
caused by it, and the third presents solutions. Though Minh aimed the same broad message at all shoppers—“You’ll want to buy this wonderful car”—he tailored the specifics of the message to each gender. An effective group discussion requires skillful leadership and constructive participation. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 270 27/09/13 4:24 PM
Using Organizing Words and Sentences 271 USING ORGANIZING WORDS AND SENTENCES As the person who has developed your speech, you will know what your main points are, when you are moving from one point to the next, and what part of the speech you are delivering at any point in time. Your instructor might also wish to review your
working outline to evaluate your preparation effort; thus, it should clearly show that you have included all required components, cited research sources properly, developed your ideas in sufficient detail, and organized all of your information thoughtfully. How can you determine whether the author of these comments is credible?
05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 122 12/09/13 7:00 PM Understanding Situational Characteristics 123 Size Audience size refers to the number of people who will be present for your speech. Moving toward your audience can also help you communicate intimacy;7 it suggests you’re about to convey something personal, which many audience members
will find compelling. For example, if Larissa had paraphrased some ideas from the magazine article, she could have mentioned the author and source of her material in the following way: According to Roberta Gonzales, writing in the June 19 issue of Nevada Horizons on page D4, drive-in theaters tended to grow in popularity with Americans who were
increasingly able to afford and enjoy the freedom of automobiles. These indexes also provide other helpful utilities, such as the proper citation formats for the articles you find. Thus, omission is another source of false inference. Go to the campus library and locate a book on a topic you are considering for a speech. Reiterate Your Message. Through
reiteration, you clarify a complex message by referring to it several times, using different words each time. You may even need to speak from a fixed location—for example, if your camera cannot move because you are recording your own speech or if you are speaking at a fixed microphone. Although she had no children or child-care experience, she
chose to talk about why day-care centers are better than in-home day-care providers. Stereotypes are often based on ethnicity, race, gender, religious beliefs, or sexual orientation. And a third member might conclude the presentation by sharing the group’s thoughts about how to minimize the costs of producing the design. UNDERSTANDING
SITUATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS Situational characteristics are factors in a specific speech setting that you can observe or discover before you give the speech. comparison pattern A speech organization pattern that discusses the similarities and differences between two events, objects, or situations; especially useful when comparing a new
subject to one with which the audience is familiar. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 218 12/09/13 7:07 PM Interviewing Sources 219 Students who have not researched their speech in advance sometimes rely on friends, family members, or neighbors for interviews because they can be found at the last minute. Listeners often have a difficult time in
this situation, not because they are disinterested or impatient but simply because they cannot comprehend what is being said. For instance, you would be using causal reasoning if you claimed that playing violent video games leads children to get involved in destructive and illegal activities. Select a thesis and at least three main points for each
audience. How would this differ from the way you would establish credibility to a group you had something in common with—for example, students at your college, members of your religious faith, or people who participate in the same sport or activity that you do? We discuss ethical public speaking further in Chapter 3. Attribute Your Research

Properly Include citations every time you present ideas that you found from other sources. They include audience size, time, location (forum), and audience mobility. In your speech, be sure to explain the criteria—and then point out how and why the recipient has met or surpassed them. If you want to share a basic visual as part of your speech, these
simple options are often the best choice. 34. Recall a wedding, christening, or retirement dinner you’ve recently attended. Attention (creating a willingness to listen to your message). Pierce, “Video Lecture Format, Student Technological Efficacy, and Social Presence in Online Courses,” Computers in Human Behavior 28, no. How many of you here in
this room take it for granted to get home safely after an evening out with friends? When Henry revisited the issue in his persuasive speech, he repeated the same criticisms of climate change—and was later surprised to learn that the audience disagreed with him. Finally, we addressed the importance of using unbiased language to show respect for
your listeners. For example, an improvement in the academic quality of the student body may have led to the college’s expansion of the library to accommodate the study habits of these highly motivated students. USING NONVERBAL DELIVERY SKILLS In addition to verbal delivery, you will need to consider your nonverbal behavior as part of the
delivery of your speech. • As Professor Miqin Zhang— a material scientist at the University of Washington in Seattle—stated, one drawback is that the PGTKs must remain separate to do their job. .” (transition from introduction to first main point) • “Now that we’ve considered . 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 543 25/10/13 2:50 PM Look for the
throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. Your speech should be solid enough to deliver without any aids at all. Narratives stimulate your listeners’ interest because humans (by our very nature) love a good story.16 Here is an example of a medium-length anecdote presented in a speech about the importance
of work experiences early in life: Marissa Mayer has an impressive biography—CEO of Yahoo! at age thirty-seven after a highly successful career as an engineer and executive for Google. sympathetic audience A type of audience that already agrees with a speaker’s message or holds the speaker in high esteem and thus will respond favorably to the
speech. In this section, we highlight important ethical considerations for persuasive speakers. Focus on simplifying your sentences—remember, audiences cannot reread parts of your speech if they become confused. For this reason, make sure that each of your sentences expresses just one thought. Johnston et al., “Listening Styles,” 37. Although
Assyria no longer exists as an independent nation, there are millions of people who continue to identify themselves as Assyrian. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of Internet research. The room is really cold, and the assistant says, “I wasn’t going to bother you with this, but I thought you had to see it.” She raises Reagan’s nightgown to
reveal her abdomen, and two words had been scratched: “Help me.” And I thought, “That is such a great metaphor for life.” • I’m going to hit you with something deep. During your interview, make sure to put your listening skills into practice, both by paying attention and by always being respectful. People can be biased for several reasons.
Otherwise, you may fail to connect with your audience during your presentation. Describe two ways to organize a persuasive speech for each of the following: a fact claim, a value claim, and a policy claim. In contrast, the dog and pony shows would be in large hotel ballrooms, and her audiences would range from three hundred to five hundred
prospective customers. DeLisi and others, “Violent Video Games, Delinquency, and Youth Violence: New Evidence,” Youth Violence and Juvenile Justice 11, no. Offer specific examples. Some common types of graphs are line graphs, bar graphs, and pie charts. Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan, “American Peregrine Falcon,” March 2, 2012,
/species_profiles /American_ Peregrine_Falcon.pdf. When you finish with one image, flip the page so that all your audience sees is a blank page. Watson, and L. For example, instead of only speaking of “married couples” or “a wife searching for a husband” (or vice versa), you might refer to “loving partners” or “individuals looking for a long-term
commitment.” Inclusive word choice invites everyone in the audience to share in the speech while avoiding language that privileges one form of sexual orientation over another. During her presentation, she planned to ask the audience to lobby for states to provide compensation for innocent prisoners who are exonerated by new DNA evidence. After
conducting library research and interviews with professors on campus, I have been amazed to learn about the process of invisibility. Witnessing a eulogist publicly expressing grief gives the audience license to do so as well. Besides quelling his nerves, he figured that this would make the course a bit easier to manage. This
03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 83 12/09/13 7:23 PM 84 chap t e r 3
Speech Ethics was especially true of younger drivers, who yearned for freedom of mobility and a common place to meet and socialize outside the scrutiny of mom and dad. By 2020, that number will be one in nineteen. Do they tolerate the former and reject the latter? Ross,
Human Interference: Strategies and Shortcomings of Social Judgment (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1980). DEVELOPING A SET OF POTENTIAL TOPICS Possible speech topics are as varied as human experience. Imagine you have been assigned to speak on a controversial topic. Consider 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 372 08/10/13 10:08
AM Selecting the Right Mode of Delivery 373 the words of one student about a fellow classmate: “To tell you the truth, I almost found it insulting. To avoid conveying this impression, aim for brevity in your acceptance speech. This careful use of language aligns well with most readers’ expectations. As explained in the October 10, 2006, airing of
Modern Marvels on the History Channel, “The goats are milked as they normally would be, then the milk is put into a centrifuge that spins rapidly. interruptive listening The act of interjecting questions or comments before a sender is finished speaking. How would you analyze your public speaking classmates as an audience? Or they may boo or
heckle the speaker if they disagree with the message. ORGANIZING YOUR SUPPORTING MATERIALS Once you select your main points, you need to develop (explain and prove) each one with supporting materials. But be patient: it takes time for people to transition away from what they’re doing at the moment. In 2010, of all the farms in the United
States with at least $1 million in revenues, 88% were family farms.” [evidence] • Use evidence in a supporting role. Practicing should minimize problems when you do a “final take” for a prerecorded presentation. This program has been spectacularly effective with helping to train computer-repair technicians who have little or no previous formal
education. Audience members will most likely take the central route when your topic is relevant or important to them and they are able to follow your argument.7 Strategies for adapting to your audience are discussed in the following section as well as in Chapter 5. specific purpose A concise phrase consisting of the rhetorical purpose followed by
the objective of a speech. 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 30 26/11/13 4:12 PM Chapter Review 31 Chapter review In this chapter, we introduced the field of public speaking. In other situations, there may be an implied leader, someone with preexisting authority or skills particularly well suited to the task at hand though not formally assigned the
role. Think of a topic you might describe at fifty feet. For example, if listeners have little knowledge of your topic, and the topic is complex, simplicity will be vital. Keywords are often used in online or database searches. By creating a force field, she was able to bend the light waves around her so as to not be seen. How closely did your speech match
Senator Hutchison’s presentation? If the class includes mandatory chat 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 453 11/6/13 2:43 PM 454 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking times, you can also note points that have been made during these sessions. In a broader sense, how can you build a strong and ethical argument for maintaining a tradition that
you support? I still love skating, so after retiring from competition, I became certified as a judge and have judged at many competitions during the past two years. Patterson, “Spatial Factors in Social Interactions,” Human Relations 21 (1968): 351–61. • Take notes. And that threatens us all. pathos Appealing to an audience’s emotions. When you
provide evidence for your claims, you indicate that you have carefully researched your topic, which communicates your competence. More specialized indexes, such as Ethnic NewsWatch and the Alternative Press Index, also cover a wide variety of newspapers. MAIN POINTS I. Through their project, these students had discovered both the difficulties
and the advantages of working in a small group—a limited number of people (three or more) gathered for a specific purpose. As many hapless public speakers have discovered, 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 427 09/10/13 3:45 PM 428 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids technology can fail just when you need it most. Knopf, 2005), 345–49.
Human needs powerfully affect how we behave and how we respond to one another’s ideas. Indeed, many after-dinner speeches are given at gatherings designed to raise funds for a particular cause, such as a charitable organization or a politician’s election campaign. Now, the herd exceeds 46,000 and is growing in range.10 In California, the
breeding 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 556 25/10/13 4:45 PM Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning behind Your Message 557 population of peregrine falcons has greatly expanded. When you arrive, greet your interviewee and introduce yourself if you have not already met. Suggestions on this front include avoiding stereotypes; using genderneutral references; referring to ethnic groups appropriately; and avoiding references to ethnicity, religion, gender, or sexuality that are irrelevant to a point you’re making. They augment these statistics with videos depicting bears smashing car windows and climbing inside the vehicles to get food. chapter review The most successful presentations in
history, such as Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech, usually derive from careful thought, planning, and preparation. Therefore, you could organize your main points in a categorical pattern, such as the following: thesis Advanced driver-training courses are beneficial. For more on using demographics to craft messages, see D. To
illustrate her points, Zoya wore the clothes, special shoes, and equipment (harness, belay device, carabiners) that she used while climbing. For example, when members express honest disagreement about proposed plans of action, they help minimize the risk of groupthink. SELECTING THE BEST TOPIC You’ve generated a list of topics through one or
more of the techniques described so far. You can also bring in additional light if the room seems too dark.30 However, if you’re blond, beware of standing directly beneath a bright light—your head may appear to glow. When group members make commitments, the rest of the group will rely on them to fulfill those commitments; if people drop the ball
enough times, the group as a whole will find it more and more difficult to carry out its work. UN Women works collaboratively with UN-Habitat, UNICEF, UN Development Programme, and numerous global and local partners—including Huairou Commission, Women in Cities International, Women and HABITAT Network–Latin America, and GROOTS
International. Family members and friends are gathered around the headstone under a canopy of maple and oak trees. To avoid this scenario, always prepare a hard copy of any presentation aids you plan to present through computers or other technology or equipment—you can always pass it around the room as a last resort. If you take notes during
lectures, how accurate are they? Or maybe you’re thinking about how two countries resolve a border dispute, how Major League Baseball owners and the players’ union negotiate the baseball salary cap for each team, or how marriages are arranged in a particular culture. Here’s how one student could highlight common ground in a speech about the
importance of understanding the federal government’s new food plate, which replaced the food pyramid: When I surveyed our class, I discovered that over 70 percent of you agreed with the statement “I try to eat a healthy diet.” Like many of you, I have been on a diet more than once, 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 284 27/09/13 4:35 PM
Introducing Your Speech 285 and I do my best to eat my fruits and vegetables. An audience member who shouts “Right on!” in response to a compelling point in a speech is giving feedback. • Distracters—the exact opposite of harmonizers— send the group in irrelevant directions with off-topic comments or extraneous conversation, perhaps because
they have trouble concentrating on a topic or focusing on the completion of a process. An outline includes the main ideas of a speech’s introduction, body, and conclusion. The smell of bacon wafting upstairs did the rest. Otherwise, the music may start playing, and your presenter may take you by the elbow and start ushering you offstage. Consider
what Mike, a 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 166 12/09/13 7:03 PM 167 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 167 10/10/13 12:27 PM 168 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic public speaking student, experienced. These behaviors can distract audience members to the point that they’ll start focusing more on your gestures than on your speech. For more
information, see bedfordstmartins.com/aboutebooks. Koester, Intercultural Competence: Interpersonal Communication across Cultures (New York: HarperCollins, 1993), 31. Giving a speech needn’t be so restrictive, but a similar philosophy can be used. Treat Other Members Courteously. Courtesy begins with arriving at a group meeting on time (or
at least informing the group if you will be late). In most cases, an audience can be divided into three groups: sympathetic, hostile, and neutral. Projection is all about the mechanics of breathing. Stockman, How to Shoot Video, 12–13, 120. Though this section focuses on prerecorded speeches, many of the tips can be applied to real-time presentations.
03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 85 21/10/13 11:36 AM 86 chap t e r 3
Speech Ethics Hold the Speaker Accountable Prejudging a speech or speaker is clearly unethical. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 201 12/09/13 7:07 PM 202 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech Books are longer than most other information resources and thus are likely to
provide more in-depth information on your topic. “Remember Invisibility Cloak Tech? And they’re all marked by special occasions at which people deliver speeches to help celebrate the joyous event. The ethical problem was that the actual proposal only applied to sugar-sweetened fruit drinks, not to the 100 percent fruit juices recommended by the
USDA.28 Audience members were persuaded by the loaded language that described the proposal inaccurately, not by a credible argument against the true plan. How can you tell whether your supporting materials show appropriate subordination to their corresponding point? Although she was well prepared to explain all the details of her proposal,
she had not considered how her listeners might respond to her message. You want your audience members to accept your thesis, but you should earn their support with honest—not deceptive—persuasion. A eulogy comments on the passing of an individual, celebrates his or her life, and often shares personal reflections and stories about the deceased.
25/10/13 4:45 PM 582 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion • Summary of main points. Each subpoint must support its corresponding main point, and each sub-subpoint must support its corresponding subpoint. Farmers in the Ivory Coast invest in cocoa for its large profits. Place a printed graph, chart, or picture prominently on the wall or flip
chart, so that your entire audience can view it. Well, [what] the three big problems have in common is that they are man-made problems but they are 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 287 27/09/13 4:35 PM 288 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions controlled by natural forces. SpeechClass at yourspeechclass.com SpeechClass is designed
to support students in all aspects of their public speaking course. And something had changed: namely, people’s economic situation and job security, due to the 2008 economic crash. How could you use a figurative analogy to explain some aspect of that topic to your audience? As we noted in Chapter 1, Aristotle wrote a systematic analysis of
rhetorical practices in the fourth century b.c.e. Cicero (106–43 b.c.e.)—a Roman lawyer, a politician, and one of history’s 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 38 10/10/13 1:53 PM The Classical Approach to Speech Preparation 39 most famed orators—elaborated on these concepts. You may also have 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 257 27/09/13 4:24
PM 258 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech two, four, or five main points if that number gives you the most logical organization of ideas. ing to distance themselves from the bad press associated with slave labor, and as a result the Ontario Guelph Mercury, February 3, 2007, reports that some have begun to buy into the fair trade market. By
analogy, a shop owner won’t care whether you stole one or two eggs or an entire dozen. 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 26 26/11/13 4:12 PM Public Speaking: A Dynamic Discipline 27 Listeners’ worldviews can also affect how they respond to a speaker’s ideas during a presentation. Tie Your Clincher to the Introduction. If you began your speech
with a compelling anecdote or example, consider extending it in your clincher. For example, you could provide a few more juicy details about a particular point if your listeners look fascinated and hungry for more, or reexplain a key point if your listeners look confused or overwhelmed. TYPES OF SPECIAL-OCCASION SPEECHES Although there are
various types of special-occasion speeches, the six most common are as follows: • Speech of introduction. Try Video Activity 5.2, “Singh, The Importance of Playing Sports Has Grown over Time.” 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 133 12/09/13 7:00 PM 134 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis Sexual Orientation Another demographic characteristic that
has become increasingly important to consider and acknowledge is the sexual orientation of your audience members. The most frequently used search engines are Google, Bing, and Yahoo!31 How can you improve the quality of your search? 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 285 27/09/13 4:35 PM 286 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions If
you have trouble telling jokes or remembering punch lines, you may find that a relevant anecdote from your own life is a better source of humor. Because writers have the luxury of getting their words down on paper (or on screen) and then going back to make changes, they typically use precise word choice and follow the formal rules of syntax and
grammar. Neither do all Americans of African descent. This book walks you through the steps you need to follow in order to create and deliver an effective speech—one that gets a favorable response from your listeners. Formatting Your Speaking Outline Prepare your speaking outline on 5" × 7" note cards or on standard 81⁄2" × 11" paper.
19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 598 25/10/13 3:06 PM 599 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 599 25/10/13 3:06 PM 600 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking Modulate Your Volume. Even if you are working with a microphone, you may need to speak loudly at first to overcome the prevailing noise in the room and grab listeners’ attention. A
recent survey of college presidents found that over threefourths of institutions teach online classes.1 Worldwide, spending on 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 440 03/10/13 4:16 PM The Rise of Mediated Communication 441 videoconferencing technology now exceeds $2 billion, which is likely to double by 2015.2 The Detroit City Council has joined
an expanding list of governmental organizations that allow people to use technology such as Skype to make comments during public meetings.3 Prerecorded and Real-Time Presentations The options for mediated delivery can be divided into two categories: prerecorded and real time. 20. • Use arrows or other visual devices to illustrate links between
different ideas. Your search can benefit by checking out two directories maintained by universities: ipl2 (Internet Public Library 2, www.ipl.org), which is hosted by colleges with information science programs and includes an “ask a librarian” feature, and Infomine (www.infomine .ucr.edu), which was built by university librarians and focuses on
resources relevant to college students and faculty. Working in groups, select a potential speech topic. 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 97 12/09/13 6:56 PM 98 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills Listening Styles Research shows that the different ways people listen can be categorized into specific styles. Your speech might include information about the
way the flu spreads, its symptoms, and the dangers it poses, particularly in people under the age of twenty-four.1 It would be helpful to talk about simple measures students can take to prevent the spread of the flu, especially among students who live in dense campus housing, as well as those who commute from homes shared with young children or
471 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 471 09/10/13 3:46 PM 472 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking pregnant women. Second, studies show that this initial impression can be long lasting and very significant.12 If you make a negative first impression because of a sloppy or an otherwise unappealing appearance, you’ll need to expend a lot of time
and effort to win back your audience’s trust and rebuild your credibility. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 365 09/10/13 3:08 PM 366 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style 5. If a speaker were discussing historical sites in a state’s three largest cities, he or she might use a spatial pattern of organization. Flesher, J. Specifically, as your use of statistics
increases, so does the chance that your audience members will perceive your topic as overly complicated.15 A long string of statistics may also bore or confuse your listeners if they’re struggling to figure out what “all those numbers” mean. 25/10/13 4:45 PM Sample Persuasive Speech Alison Barros, a staff writer for the Lane Community College
Torch, October 29, 1998, quotes Jonathan Woolworth, consumer protection director for the Oregon Public Interest Research Group, who wrote that “students need to read the fine print and find out how long those low interest rates last. Murdock, “Recovering the Classical in the Common: Figures of Speech in ‘A Scandal in Bohemia,’” Minnesota
English Journal 47 (2012): 85–89. If you need to speak at your residence, be sure the setting is neat and clean. Categorical Pattern. In some persuasive speeches, you may decide that it isn’t necessary to explain how each main point supports the value judgment you are making because your audience already understands each point’s relevance.
Listeners can better follow your message if they know what to expect. However, public speakers devote most of their time to speaking to their audience. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 399 08/10/13 10:08 AM 400 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech Key Terms delivery 369 script 371 impromptu delivery 376 verbal delivery skills 378 volume
379 tone 380 monotone 380 rate of delivery 381 projection 383 articulation 384 pronunciation 385 pausing 386 verbal filler 386–87 verbal tic 388 nonverbal delivery skills 388 eye contact 388 panning 391 gesture 392 physical movement 394 proxemics 396 personal appearance 398 Review Questions 1. Horowitz, “The Influence of Attributed Motive
on the Acceptance of a Statement,” Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 51 (1955): 331–32. For example, a speaker arguing against a proposal to tax sugar-sweetened beverages referred to the plan as a “healthy choice tax” and implied that consumers would pay sales tax on orange, apple, and grape juices, which were included in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s recommendations for healthy eating.27 The charge evoked anger in many audience members who agreed with the speaker that taxing such healthy choices would be absurd. To overcome these challenges, apply the following strategies for delivering an effective after-dinner speech. However, as you have probably realized
when going back to study notes you took in class, it is essential to use abbreviations that you will recognize. When speaking, move close enough to your audience to interact with them and allow them to see and hear you, but not so close as to violate anyone’s sense of private space. 26/11/13 5:29 PM Creating Your Speaking Outline 325 Rutan, C. For
this reason, consider providing a humorous (but appropriate) anecdote about the deceased at some point during your remarks to relieve the tension. There are several types of supporting materials, including examples, definitions, testimony, statistics, narratives, and analogies. And last but not least, no search engine has been able to match the
experience and expertise of professional librarians in guiding you to the best material on your topic. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 510 06/12/13 2:20 PM 17 PERSUASIVE SPEAKING Good persuaders make strategic choices in an ethical manner. Unconvinced by this explanation, the three students decided to take action. Try speaking in front of a
friend who is holding a clicker or other low-level noisemaker; have your friend use the noisemaker every time you use a filler or tic. The second is known as a speaking outline, which, like a brief set of directions, provides you with quick and easy-to-follow notes you can refer to without really “taking your eyes off the road”—or, in this case, your
audience. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 250 27/09/13 4:24 PM Chapter Review 251 4. Can an informative speech be emotional without becoming persuasive? Wilson, and R. But she was not a president. Full-text documents from over 10,000 sources, including print, broadcast, and online media. If you have access to people with expertise on your
topic, you may also want to set up an interview or two. One example is a boy named Molique, who came to the Ivory Coast at the age of fourteen; despite the promises, he was never paid. Refer to these ideas as “the e-mail plan” and “the leafleting plan” rather than “Monique’s idea” and “Tim’s suggestion.” When ideas get associated with an
individual, that person may develop a feeling of personal investment in that option. To improve your chances of keeping their attention, acknowledge their viewpoints early in your speech (e.g., “I know that some of you may not think that having tattoos will affect your careers”) and repeatedly press your main message throughout the presentation. To
clarify or simplify complex messages, consider the following techniques: 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 499 09/10/13 3:46 PM 500 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking Move from General to Specific. Ask yourself, “At a minimum, what do I want my audience to take away from my speech? If the audience ends up being different from the one you
expected, avoid communicating your surprise—audience members will likely interpret your comments as a signal that you are not prepared. What is this source’s educational background? 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 454 11/6/13 2:43 PM Optimizing Delivery and Messages in Mediated Presentations 455 • Ask rhetorical questions. I tried the
dorm reading room. Appropriate audience analysis and organization help ensure that you prepare a solid foundation and structure for your speech. O’Keefe, “Adapting Consumer Advertising Appeals to Cultural Values,” Communication Yearbook 33 (2009): 38–71. PowerPoint is used for literally millions of presentations globally every day, and its
software is found on hundreds of millions of computers. In this instance, the back-channel feedback source becomes a second pair of eyes for you. Worse, what they could recall was often inaccurate or confused with something else they had in their heads at the time of the presentation. Whenever you give a speech, you wield power—over what your
listeners think, how they feel, and what actions they end up taking—and are thus responsible for your audience’s well-being. In addition, even when they are contained properly, you can only milk so much silk from a spider. Over time, evolution has resulted in adaptations that enhance the effectiveness of face-to-face interactions. panning A form of
nonverbal delivery in which a speaker looks out and surveys all audience members. Wiemann, Emeritus, Santa Barbara City College The Essential Guide to Intercultural Communication Jennifer Willis-Rivera, University of Wisconsin–River Falls Media Career Guide: Preparing for Jobs in the 21st Century, Ninth Edition Sherri Hope Culver, Temple
University, and James Seguin, Robert Morris University Practical and student friendly, this revised guide includes a comprehensive directory of media jobs, practical tips, and career guidance for students considering a major in communication studies and mass media. LOGOS: THE evidence AND REASONING BEHIND YOUR MESSAGE Reliable facts
can further strengthen your credibility and help your audience members make well-informed decisions—key effects of 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 551 25/10/13 4:45 PM 552 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion ethical public speaking. Need (identifying a need relevant to your audience). Another drawback that Professor Zhang mentions is
that at different stages of development, cancer cells have different molecular makeup. • Evidence shows that the speaker and audience members are part of the problem. ethical speech Speech that incorporates ethical decision making, follows guidelines to tell the truth, and avoids misleading the audience. When you consider ethics, you are doing
more than just what is legally required—you are doing what is morally correct for your situation. Consider Joe, a college student on a scholarship with solid grades and a reputation for integrity. Before you can get a quote, you are asked to provide personal information, including your zip code, profile, creditcard information, travel history, and
frequent-flier status. Meanwhile, demographic information and stories about listeners’ life experiences can help you predict what language the audience will understand. Consider the word run. Since Sara was planning on a career in emergency management, she considered speaking about potential jobs in this field (first responders, social service
managers). An informative presentation teaches the audience something and increases listeners’ understanding, awareness, or sensitivity to your topic. If you present a message that’s confusing or use words that have vague meanings, it will be hard to connect with your audience. Most of his fellow students had grown up in the city and had little
exposure to horses. Writers seldom know exactly who will read their words, or in what context; the best they can do is to take educated guesses and make language choices accordingly. If King had calmly used the words “I hope” instead of “I have a dream,” he would have had much less impact on his listeners. Functional Defining a concept by
examining how it is applied or how it functions In practice, American law recognizes obscenity as hard-core pornography (and, ironically, not as violence, disease, or other social ills). Turn off your cell phone unless you are expecting a call that will help the group conduct its business. If silence about a topic will mislead your audience, and if you are
aware of this likelihood but withhold information anyway, you have acted unethically through omission. In this chapter, we shared the pros and cons of three modes of prepared delivery—reading from a manuscript, reciting from a memorized text, and speaking extemporaneously from an outline—and noted that extemporaneous delivery is preferred in
most contemporary settings. Speakers generate a large number of ideas for their speeches and then choose those that will best serve their purpose in an ethical manner. If you feel you need to do more to analyze your audience, here are some questions you could ask several classmates: • Are there popular sports teams, activities, and traditions on
campus? 189 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 189 12/09/13 7:07 PM 190 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech The students knew that this was their one chance to prove their case, and that they had to be prepared to respond to the police chief’s claims. LaunchPad for Speak Up is designed to support students in all aspects of the introduction to
public speaking course. That way, you’ll break the speech down into manageable sections for your audience members and remind them of the presentation’s structure. So now that we’ve looked past the roadblocks to cultivating spider silk by showing the creation of a feasible silk resource thanks to Webster and Pete here, let’s examine the process by
which the spider gene was passed on to the goats. Also, be tactful and professional when disagreeing with another member’s point. As you become more comfortable with public speaking, you will find yourself more confident about asking a question at a meeting or speaking up when hanging out with new coworkers. General newspaper indexes
include ProQuest Newsstand Complete, the Gale Group National Newspaper Index, News-Bank, and LexisNexis Academic; many such indexes provide links to full-text articles. Does the audience have sufficient time to process the content of each one? How will you actually deliver your speech? Revisit decisions only when new circumstances make the
original decision unfeasible. Fussell and R. M. Krauss, “Understand Friends and Strangers: The Effects of Audience Design on Message Comprehension,” European Journal of Social Psychology 19 (1989): 510. Criteria-Application Pattern. A criteria-application pattern has two main points. This is not to say that F2F presentations are on the way out;
on the contrary, they remain the gold standard of public speaking formats. As it turns out, there’s far more to public speaking than just presenting your message in a way that induces your audience to agree with you and take the actions you have advocated. You’ll help the audience adopt a relaxed and receptive frame of mind while still accepting the
urgency of the topic. • Be ethical. You may notice from your listeners’ body language, gestures, or even voices that they are opposed to your position. To persuade ethically, present solid, truthful claims that support your thesis. Piore, A. A simple way to do this is to have this individual (usually a session moderator) text you simple messages regarding
the audience’s level of engagement, comprehension, skepticism, interest, enthusiasm, or even boredom. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 434 09/10/13 3:45 PM Chapter Review 435 Activities 1. A presentation on a person or group might effectively incorporate information about an object or a process as well. Your goal should be to provide all the
information students will need to decide whether or not they want to get the shot, as well as how to go about getting it if they decide to do so. For instance, consider the continuing public debate on DREAM Act legislation (enacted in California in 2011), which gives undocumented immigrants who came to the United States as children some form of
legal status if they serve in the military or complete a college education. If available, you can also use screen sharing to allow your audience members to view your presentation aids on their computers. By pairing these specific practices with the general suggestions, you’ll increase the odds of delivering a top-notch speech—no matter what the
occasion. For this reason, if you’re giving a speech at such an occasion, make sure you know beforehand when you’re scheduled to speak and what your time allotment is. Are nation-states guilty of terrorism when their troops accidentally kill civilians? Definition Through definition, you break something down by its parts and explain how they add up
to identify the topic. The story also relates to the speech’s topic, because in both cases, the state of Utah rebels against a federal mandate. Describe five tools you can use to express your ideas more effectively. Jorgensen-Earp and A. • 2. Effect like mirage. You then mull over a series of questions: “Can my business afford this investment? To avoid
this problem, practice interactive listening (see Chapter 4). Burgoon and B. Several studies have suggested that when people hear without actually listening, they can miss virtually all the content of oral messages (imagine the droning teacher’s voice in Charles Schulz’s Peanuts cartoons).1 Hearing means merely receiving messages in a passive way.
Let’s move on to the causes of this problem. For example, a student named Stephen employed antithesis to persuade people to invest in solar power: 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 358 09/10/13 3:08 PM Expressing Your Ideas Effectively 359 Do we want to go forward or backward? Introducing Public Speaking Activity 1.1: “Gehrig, Farewell
Address” 12 • Activity 1.2: “Kennedy, I Am a Berliner”18 • Activity 1.3: “Lama, Spirituality in Today’s World” 26 • Activity 1.4: “Churchill, St. James Palace Speech” 33 • Activity 1.5: “Bush, September 2001 Address to Congress” 33 Chapter 2. These factors often make one topic choice better than another. Use an index for scholarly sources,
such as Academic Search Premier or JSTOR, to find three articles on a topic you are considering for a speech. Try Video Activity 9.2, “Singh, The Importance of Playing Sports Has Grown over Time.” Persuasive Speech Patterns When your rhetorical purpose is persuasion, there are a number of organizational patterns that can help you convince your
audience. Clearly the civil war is also the top priority with the Ivory Coast government. Even if you have some latitude in choosing a topic, your instructor may have a list of topics that should be avoided. To that end, keep your comments focused on that event. THE RISE OF MEDIATED COMMUNICATION Since the 1990s, the rapid growth of
communication technology has changed many of the ways we live and interact. As with objects, you could easily use description to deliver your informative speech about an individual or a group. • When Ellen Burstyn comes home late to find her assistant frantic, her assistant then whisks her upstairs to her preteen daughter Reagan’s room, played by
Linda Blair. Sarah does not save enough time to study or write papers. IV. How can you tailor your nonverbal delivery—things like your posture or your appearance—to reinforce your main point? Susan Storm anecdote: bent light waves, became invisible, sci-fi for now. Guo and others, “Improving the Effectiveness of Virtual Teams: A Comparison of
Video-Conferencing and Face-to-Face Communication in China,” IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication 52, no. Monroe’s motivated sequence Developed by Alan Monroe, a popular persuasive organizational pattern that is structured around five main points: attention, need, satisfaction, visualization, and action. In this case, you would
focus more on demographics to analyze your audience. What does the term politically correct mean to you? For more, see T. Routinely we shoved one another, forming a line outside the bathroom, knowing Mom would demand to know if we had washed up before coming to the table. You begin speaking. Subpoint 1. Then make another recording of
yourself describing a less concrete concept, such as the musical qualities of a favorite song. Maybe you admire the way the author worded her prose; would it be a problem to incorporate a few lines from the article word-for-word without citing the quotations? Make sure each visual aid is large enough to be seen by everyone in your audience. These
activities may be worthy, but they will not help students who are dealing with late fees or the threat of eviction. .”). Have charter schools improved student achievement in your state? If a mayor proposes that bike lanes be added to a city’s main thoroughfares, but the city council argues that it would be prohibitively expensive to add bike lanes to
every street in the city, the city council is committing this fallacy. In this chapter, we present a process for selecting and refining your topic—including developing a list of possibilities, choosing the most promising one from the list, and narrowing that topic so that it meets your speech’s objectives and can be covered in the allotted time. Although the
promise of PGTKs is extraordinary, there are some drawbacks. All the different parts of a speech, such as the main points and subpoints, should tie into the thesis statement. • Works Cited Boas, G. Avoiding Loss of Your Credibility You have many strategies at hand for enhancing your credibility during a speech. Thus, you would not be able to move
closer to the audience to emphasize a key point, or move a few steps in either direction to signify a transition. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 231 27/09/13 4:24 PM 232 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech To help audience members remember your presentation, you need to give them “hooks” that aid in the process. This can
result in your program freezing up or crashing. agenda-driven listening The failure of a speaker to adequately entertain an audience’s questions or comments for fear of straying too far from his or her speech points. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 348 09/10/13 3:08 PM Presenting Your Message Clearly 349 This is not to suggest that you should
never use more general language. Scholars have recognized the importance of the introduction for as long as people have discussed speechmaking: Cicero included the introduction as one of six essential parts of a speech,1 and contemporary scholars note that the introduction is a key opportunity for the speaker to build a bond with the audience.2 A
good introduction thus accomplishes a number of important purposes. Fact claims that are debatable make for especially strong persuasive speech topics. Other instructors may begin with a more substantive assignment, such as a three- to five-minute speech describing a hero in your community or an artifact that is significant to your culture.
Consider the following examples: • Recording a presentation for a class and uploading it on the course Web site • Participating in a job or scholarship interview on Skype • Creating a video for a favorite charity and posting it on YouTube • Podcasting a program you produced for your campus radio station • Delivering a sales presentation by
videoconference to clients in several different states Research confirms that the use of mediated presentations is expanding. In terms of group members, the most effective focus on task- and maintenanceoriented roles and avoid self-oriented ones. 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 187 12/09/13 7:03 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online
video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. When you are called on to choose your own topic, there is a process you 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 163 12/09/13 7:03 PM 164 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic should follow to select the best topic for your speech. But suppose you follow up on that statement by showing the audience the
word and having them pronounce it with you. You can offer passive acknowledgment of the LGBTQ community (and do so sensitively) through inclusive word choice when referencing sexual or relational orientation. For example, if someone proposes an idea you find questionable, don’t say, “I’m not sure you have the patience to carry out this idea.”
Instead, try to learn more, perhaps by asking, “What’s your experience in doing this sort of thing? App developers can request a variety of labels, including .App, .Cloud, and .Unicorn.21 Furthermore, a Web site’s name does not necessarily indicate its credibility. Don’t be afraid to ask them for help. A list of works cited is not a substitute for the
proper citation and quotation of evidence in your outline or speech. These subpoints are 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 261 27/09/13 4:24 PM 262 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech 262 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 262 06/12/13 4:29 PM Organizing Your Supporting Materials 263 subordinate to main point I. To communicate truthfully and
therefore ethically, never lie, never tell half-truths, and never cause false inferences—whether by taking evidence out of context or by omitting pertinent information. Thus, you will want to consider two aspects of timing: presentation time and body clock. For these reasons, avoid language that suggests you’re making judgments about your listeners’
or someone else’s race, ethnicity, gender, 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 360 09/10/13 3:08 PM Choosing Respectful and Unbiased Language 361 sexuality, religion, or mental or physical ability. Review a persuasive speech in this text or one that you find on the Internet and see how many of the criteria the speaker fulfills. Describe the most
important guidelines for creating an effective speaking outline. For example, a former homeland security official who advocated full-body scanners at airports was a consultant for a company that made these devices, and a health economist who discussed government health-care policies had received a contract from the government.24 Audience
members will understandably feel cheated if such potential conflicts of interest are not disclosed, because such facts are relevant to their decision of whether or not to believe a speaker. Ana, a student at this university, became his tutor and role model. Many speakers tend to rush through a speech, particularly if they are nervous. Would you use the
same aids if you were speaking separately to the students or their parents? Democrats had failed to ask themselves whether anything had changed for voters since their prior exposure to the message. We then examined the differences between legal and ethical speech. To condense your outline, use abbreviations whenever possible. In fact, many
instructors require two versions of your outline for each presentation. You can usually detect this fallacy if you know there are more than two choices. It is more difficult for receivers to remain attentive when staring at a screen than when watching a live human being.27 Thus, you will need to make it easier for them to focus on what you are saying.
20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 633 25/10/13 4:57 PM 634 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication EFFECTIVE GROUP MEMBERSHIP Although strong leadership is essential to effective group communication, productive participation by members is equally vital. The following suggestions will help you analyze the audience in the moment—a skill
known as situational audience analysis. Remember that it’s easier to remain objective on some subjects (such as knitting or explaining how an engine works), while others will invariably wander into more persuasive territory (defining terrorism or freedom of speech). At some events, you’ll hear more than one type of specialoccasion speech being
delivered. ethical audience An audience that exhibits courtesy, open-mindedness, and a willingness to hold the speaker accountable for his or her statements. How successful are the topics in catching your interest? For example, imagine that your romantic partner recently modeled a new, expensive sweater, saying, “I just love this fabric. And we
suggested that to infuse your speech with color and evocative imagery, you can use devices such as repetition, hypothetical examples, personal anecdotes, vivid language, and various forms of figurative language. invisibility: science fiction no more! specific purpose  o inform my audience about T advances in the science of invisibility Introduction • I.
For example, to deliver their message, 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 19 26/11/13 4:12 PM 20 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking speakers could simply use their voices to address a small group, rely on a microphone or the broadcast airwaves to give a speech to a huge crowd, or even podcast a speech so that it can be heard at different
times in different locations. • This morning, we have learned about a hazardous product on campus—credit cards. The second idea may suggest yet a third one, and so on. Ask yourself why your audience will be attending the speech. Thus, it does not relate to the main point. um . For example, each main point is coordinate with the other main points,
each subpoint with the other subpoints, and each sub-subpoint with the other subsubpoints. A linear model includes several key elements. To see how difficult this task is, watch a speech with two or three classmates and have each person try to outline the speaker’s main points. Many of these sites allow you to search for articles. retention The
ability to remember what one has heard. Eye contact is not you looking at your audience members while they look at something else. As you read on, consider your own approach to making ethical decisions while developing and delivering presentations. When you outline your speech, focus on making your points in the fewest words possible. Outside,
Claire pointed to various parts of the bike as he mentioned them. For example, in speeches about lifesaving techniques and the use of CPR, lifeguards teaching new recruits often ask an assistant to role-play the victim of a drowning accident, concussion, heart attack, or stroke. • It is easy enough to say that man is immortal simply because he will
endure: that when the 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 17 A-17 • Faulkner acknowledges the importance of the award but notes that it is less for him and more for his literary output. Because each of these questions is debatable, you could come up with an argument supporting either a yes or a no answer. Kennedy, Don’t Shoot: One Man, a Street
Fellowship, and the End of Violence in Inner-City America (New York: Bloomsbury USA, 2011). Yet once again, here I am, facilitating a life, guiding with the knowledge that I cannot protect, but only love. GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING PRESENTATION AIDS Effectively developing your presentation aids—that is, figuring out exactly what aids to use
and the appearance and organization of the aids—is crucial to reaping their potential benefits, from making your speech more interesting and simplifying your topic to helping your audience remember your speech. Evaluate the quality of his introduction and conclusion. 10. Once you’ve become more comfortable with the material, you’re ready to
make the transition to a speaking outline. internal summary A quick review of what a speaker has just said in a main point or subpoint, used to help an audience remember a particularly detailed point. Consider the way that talking heads and audiences for twentyfour-hour news channels tend to break along ideological and party lines. Of course,
there will always be someone who ignores this instruction and takes a peek. To use critical thinking, you would also evaluate the probable truth of the claims you plan to make. What are three common mistakes that inexperienced speakers make when preparing a speech? To overcome this challenge, anticipate the impact of strong feelings, and feel
free to gather yourself for a moment or 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 603 25/10/13 3:06 PM 604 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking two before you start talking. We offer lots of practical advice, such as which device to use, how to practice, and what to do when technical difficulties arise. We contrasted mediated communication with F2F,
or faceto-face, communication. She was invited to return to her home state and deliver the commencement address at Providence College on May 22, 2012. She uses metaphors that exemplify Rosa Parks’s leadership and strength, along with repetition to emphasize key themes. Of any one hundred films made in India, about three will have scripts
prepared in advance, according to screenwriter Anjum Rajabali.5 B. 6 (2011): 677. By contrast, the strong second preview signals the speech structure clearly, making it easy for Alexandra’s audience to recognize exactly what the main points will be and in what sequence she will cover them. As she prepared for the first presentation, Jeanine realized
that unlike her previous experiences, she simply would not be able to answer every audience member’s question as it cropped up; if she did, she’d never get through the presentation. Carly concluded her speech with a plea for audience members to cancel their subscriptions to women’s magazines. Write just enough to remind yourself of the key idea.
17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 541 25/10/13 2:50 PM 542 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking 4. If you want to know more about Go to analyzing your audience Ch. 5 selecting a topic for your speech Ch. 6, pp. Then we show you how to select your thesis, main points, and supporting materials based on your audience analysis. He also became
aware that those listeners 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 381 08/10/13 10:08 AM 382 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech who were paying attention began interrupting him—not with questions about the content of his speech but with queries about his next point. Consider three examples of jargon that you use with your friends. Is it one
minute? Good listening is not limited to words or even sound; by paying attention to an audience’s responses, a speaker can tell if he or she needs to adjust tone of voice, rate of speech, or some other aspect of his or her delivery. Then try the process discussed on pages 202–3 to find other books on your topic. To help them gradually shift their
attention to you, stand up and begin talking above the background noise and voices in the room. PUBLIC SPEAKING: A GREAT TRADITION For centuries, people around the world have studied the art and practice of public speaking and used public address to inform, influence, and persuade others. Word Association Another strategy for generating
ideas is word association. Use Relaxation Techniques When you’re suffering from speech anxiety, your muscles tense up, and your mind swarms with negative thoughts. These resources are available for a wide range of topics, as can be seen by the following sample list: AGRICOLA (Agriculture), Art Full Text, Communication and Mass Media
Complete, Criminal Justice Abstracts, Gender Watch, Historical Abstracts, MEDLINE (Medical journals), PsycArticles, and Science Online. You could then write your subpoints with signposts, as follows: • One cause of poor student performance is inadequate funding of public schools. Supporting materials are the different types of information you use
to develop and support your main points. Remember That Less Is More. Going on too long while accepting an award can give the impression that you always talk about yourself and rarely exhibit interest in others. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 509 09/10/13 3:46 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at
bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. Here, the speaker shares a source’s data or statements without explaining how they relate to the original situation. Ibid., 180. Austin has a number of unique job-creation advantages that other cities may not be able to match—it is the home of a first-rate university, a highly educated population, the state capitol, and a
robust venture capital scene.14 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 562 15/11/13 3:05 PM Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning behind Your Message 563 Causal Reasoning Errors. One common error in causal reasoning is the post hoc fallacy. His audience-centered solution demonstrates how each of us can be personally involved in addressing the
problem. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 648 25/10/13 4:57 PM appendix Additional Sample Speeches sample informative speech Precision-guided tumor killers Elvia Anguiano Moraine Valley College Elvia’s informative speech focuses on an experimental cancer treatment that may improve on current chemotherapy techniques. It can also be more
difficult to keep audience members engaged. But after she finished her presentation, Leticia was surprised and disappointed at the council’s lack of enthusiasm. Maintain energy and variety in your speaking voice, so that you build audience enthusiasm for your speech. To get the most from gestures, follow these guidelines: • Use gestures deliberately
to emphasize or illustrate points in your speech. For example, people in the field of telecommunications use jargon extensively—including expressions such as 5G (fifth-generation telecom networks), CapEx (capital expenditures), first-tier ops (telecom operators with the largest market share), and the cloud (virtual servers, available over the Internet).
Internet use grew rapidly in the 1990s. Kennedy, “The Hijacking of Foreign Policy Decision Making: Groupthink and Presidential Power in the Post 9/11 World,” Southern California Interdisciplinary Law Journal 21 (2012): 637. Have you ever gotten the sense that a speaker was not being totally honest with his or her audience? Finally, you would take
still another approach for the students who do not drive to campus (a neutral audience). Although long sentences linking different ideas may be understandable in print, they’re hard to follow in a speech. Speaking too quietly can inhibit listening, as can poor fluency, fast delivery, or excessive pausing. In different circumstances (for example, if all of
you volunteered to help with a grassroots political campaign), do you think the leader and group roles would be the same? It is possible to make a perfectly good recording with an iPod or a smartphone camera28 (small tripods for these can cost under $10). Most cases, however, remain hidden—unspoken, unreported, unaddressed. N. 3
01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 3 26/11/13 4:12 PM 4 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking Four months later, as she recovered in a British hospital, Malala delivered a message to the public: “I want every girl, every child, to be educated.”3 She also announced the establishment of a new charitable organization, the Malala Fund, to help make
her dream come true. Select the best solution. At times, a speaker needs to use humor and good storytelling to lighten the mood of an occasion or soften up an audience. Some adopt a code of behavior that they commit to using consistently. The moderator’s role is similar to that of a leader in a group discussion. Outlining the Body of Your Speech You
can think of the body of your speech as representing the “meat” of your presentation. Create Opportunities for Audience Interaction As we mentioned earlier, mediated presentations can never take the place of face-to-face interaction. For example, a history instructor may require an oral report on ancient China, or a biology professor may assign a
debate on global warming. Are they checking e-mail or texting on their phones? For instance, if you’re planning to describe a Hmong wedding ceremony and your listeners have no knowledge of Hmong culture, you’ll need to provide more details in your description. Burelson, “A Constructivist Approach to Listening,” International Journal of Listening
25 (2011): 27–41. To further strengthen your logos, you’ll need to show that the conclusions you’ve drawn from the evidence make sense. Then the students fall prey to late fees.” • Finally, you can keep money in your pocket and out of the credit card company’s by paying attention to your credit report. There are lots of places to go. They build
audience interest in your topic, enhance audience understanding of your ideas, and help audience members remember your presentation. The lifeguard then demonstrates techniques and procedures on the assistant while the class watches. During her speech, she covered some of the most common climbing moves and provided tips for taking lessons
and finding the best beginner climbing spots. In this case, you could easily use description to inform your audience. How does creating an outline help ensure that your ideas are well supported? Also, be sure to use direct eye contact with people who you sense are listening superficially (they will pay more attention if they see that you are watching
them), and go ahead and ask them questions—or invite them to ask you some. Make your visualization as specific as possible. They spooked the federal livestock, burned federal wagons, and incinerated over 300,000 tons of military provisions. How does he seek to establish shared meaning with them? Did a fellow student ask you to critique an oral
report he plans to deliver in class? The best way to avoid the debate over appropriate language and political correctness is to simply support your position on an issue— no matter what it is—with credible evidence and logical reasoning. If this describes your fact claim, a causal pattern is ideal. Public speaking skills can also come in handy in everyday
situations. 161 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 161 12/09/13 7:03 PM 162 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic With this in mind, Sara considered several topics for her speech. For an upcoming persuasive speech, Maya picked a unique topic that hit particularly close to home. More than fifteen thousand people gathered to hear the contenders in
Freeport, Illinois—a town with just five thousand residents.17 The antislavery movement of this time also used public speaking to drive major social change. Delivery from a script is appropriate in circumstances in which speakers (or speechwriters) need to choose their words very carefully. Rather than commuting to your job every day, you may end
up telecommuting from remote locations, using mobile devices such as laptops or smartphones to stay connected with colleagues and clients. She came up with a solution: she would park the family Harley outside the classroom’s windows during Phil’s talk. THE CULPRITS BEHIND POOR LISTENING Although recognizing and using the right listening
style is a big step in the right direction, you will likely still face listening challenges, both as a speaker and as an audience member. In this example, the use of the phrase we have seen signals that you’re finished with the main part of your speech and ready to move on to the next part. In Chapter 17, we noted the importance of disclosing your biases.
4. The International Cocoa Initiative Web site, last updated February 8, 2007, explains that with almost a million acres devoted to growing cocoa, the Ivory Coast accounts for more than 40 percent of world cocoa production. Name four or more guidelines for using supporting materials in a speech. You can, however, analyze your audience to get an
idea of their collective economic status. The Chicago Tribune of May 5, 2006, reports that in contrast to the rest of the world, this region of Africa has the highest rate of child laborers of all children five to fourteen years old; more than one in four are forced to work. After-dinner speeches in the United States have developed their own unique flavor,
but other cultures have their own after-dinner speaking traditions. To illustrate, you could focus your talk on one of the following: • A famous politician, entertainer, sports star, explorer, or artist. Once a speaker’s credibility has come into question, it’s very difficult to repair the damage. Finally, the speaker might show a video clip of a rider in action
while explaining how this rider used the saddle effectively. Ibid., p. Naturally, Alan couldn’t bring an entire bowling alley into the classroom, so he came up with an ingenious alternative. Rewording works particularly well in those parts of your speech where you enumerate a list or make a technical statement that might be difficult for your audience to
follow. Editorials on File reprints editorials from newspapers across the United States and Canada, which offer diverse perspectives on current issues. Checking out e-books combines the quality of book evidence with the ease of an online search. • Remember to include transitions Body I. If you answer no—meaning your audience did not respond
positively to the message in the past—then avoid the approach used in the previous presentation. With that image in mind, watch a broadcast of a nightly newscast, and jot down the different types of transitions, internal previews, and internal summaries that are used by the news anchor. Like the straw person fallacy, this type of argument distracts
the audience from the real issue at hand. Many suburban commuters who would take mass transit live more than a mile from the closest bus stop or train station. If your presentation time is relatively long, you’ll have more opportunity to develop your main points, but you’ll also be more at risk of digressing—or veering away from your central
message. For example, it would be fallacious to reason that jobs could be created in any city whose leaders put their mind to it based on the example of Austin, Texas. At the same time, you want to ensure that your presentations are always clear, well organized, and well supported. If not, proceed to the next question. With these kinds of time
constraints, there’s no doubt about it: your introduction needs to be efficient and effective. Are there any words that would offend you if they came up in a speech? Because “loud” is a relative term, Monica decided to play audio recordings of different sounds at different volumes (the engine of a compact car, a radio turned up all the way, a jet engine
during takeoff). Now position yourself where the audience will be and imagine listening to the speech. Ask yourself, “What is the specific topic to speak about, or question to answer?” Be precise here. Cooper, “What Would a Unified Field of Listening Look Like? Make Complex Information Seem Familiar. You can further clar‑ ify a complex message
by using definition to explain difficult-to-follow terms and ideas. This is exactly what is likely to happen to you under a new policy being adopted by many airlines.9 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 235 27/09/13 4:24 PM 236 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech Definitions When you introduce new information to audience
members, you may well use terms unfamiliar to them. Try it, and compare your results. Asking students to drink less caffeine, serve on the college’s Library Improvement Committee, or vote for an activity-fee increase would be examples of this type of speech. False Inference When a speaker presents information that leads listeners to an incorrect
conclusion, that speaker has caused a false inference. persuasive purpose A rhetorical purpose that seeks to strengthen listeners’ commitment, weaken listeners’ commitment, or promote a particular action. For example, “What will be one of the biggest problems in the next ten years?” or “One of the most exotic vacation spots in the world is
unknown to 98 percent of American tourists.” Here’s how one student built curiosity in her listeners’ minds during the introduction of a speech on rising gas prices: Would you like to spend less money on gasoline? Then reward yourself with a favorite feast when it’s all over. Judging from the questions his classmates were throwing at him, few—if any
—agreed with his observations about student Twitter users. Kock, “Information Systems Theorizing Based on Evolutionary Psychology: An Interdisciplinary Review and Theory Integration Framework,” MIS Quarterly 33, no. The best way to avoid overusing fillers and tics is by learning to be more aware of when you use them. Unfortunately, many
students in Albert’s class had experienced the pain of racial prejudice firsthand. • Use precise search terms. As a courtesy to both the next speaker and the audience, introduce the speaker by name. Finally, we’ve worked with Peter on a host of new illustrations, full of popculture references and real-life examples that speak directly to students. For
example, suppose a college expanded the size of its library, and students’ grades subsequently increased. GROUP DECISION MAKING AND THE REFLECTIVE-THINKING PROCESS Although there is no single method that a group must use to make decisions, research has shown that the reflective-thinking process is a particularly effective approach.5
The reflective-thinking process has five steps: 1. Imagine that you have to give a special-occasion speech honoring someone important to you. Working in groups, make a list of several potential speech topics. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 575 25/10/13 4:45 PM 576 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion sample persuasive speech Extra Credit
You Can Live Without Anna Martinez California State University–Fresno Anna Martinez selected student credit card debt as the topic of her persuasive speech. But finding these materials also raises 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 78 12/09/13 7:23 PM Acknowledging the Work of Others 79 some questions: Should you include a particular piece of
information in your presentation? You might begin with a narrative about your experience as an immigrant, including anecdotes about your travels from your home country and your family’s struggle to 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 487 06/12/13 2:19 PM 488 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking establish itself in America. Effective speakers
arrange the ideas in the body so that the message will be clear and memorable to the audience. shared meaning A common understanding with little confusion and few misinterpretations. If the interviewee digresses, politely steer the discussion back to the topic. For example, suppose you were considering using demonstration to present your
informative speech. 3. J. Naturally, when you’re speaking to a large group of diverse listeners, their ages may vary considerably. Each main point is coordinate with other main points—that is, they are at the same level of significance—just as subpoints are coordinate with other subpoints, and so on. Baggett and A. If your credit card situation is
anything like mine—and over two-thirds of this class indicated that they are currently carrying a balance on one or more cards—take note: you can save money. Lym, “Tempting Students with Scholarly Research: Breaking the Fast-Food Research Diet,” College Teaching 57 (Fall 2009): 237. Cognitive scientists—those who study the mind—consider
listening to be a conscious mental process that includes the following components:2 • Selection (attention, perception) • Organization (interpretation) • Integration (storage recall) 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 95 06/12/13 3:21 PM 96 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills Communication researchers define listening in a slightly different manner—with
terms that describe listening as a step in the communication process: • • • • Sensing Interpreting Evaluating Responding3 Both cognitive scientists and communication researchers agree that hearing is a passive, physical activity: the act of sound waves reverberating against the eardrums, triggering messages that are sent to the brain.4 Though
listening is possible once hearing begins, listening is an altogether more complicated process.5 Take the acts of watching TV versus reading a book. Knowing the answers to this question would have given Henry other options for his second speech. In the same vein, video may be a better choice for your presentation aid if a moving image can better
capture the scene or setting. Instructor’s Resource Manual Nancy Fraleigh, Fresno City College, Steve Vrooman, Texas Lutheran University, and Chrys Egan, Salisbury University This comprehensive, downloadable manual offers extensive advice on such topics as setting and achieving student learning goals, managing the classroom, working with
ESL students, crafting strong 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 12 11/11/13 11:56 AM Pr e f ac e xiii syllabi and effective speech assignments, and evaluating speeches. The following table shows just a small sampling of the much larger universe of possible objects your speech could address. As an audience member, you can ask thoughtful
questions during a question-and-answer session or even applaud appropriately at a rousing portion of the speech. To do so, you must use a blend of materials that demonstrates your own ideas and also ethically incorporates and acknowledges the original ideas of others. Sheats, “Functional Roles of Group Members,” Journal of Social Issues 1, no. The
answer is our widespread and growing demand for chocolate. Don’t Be Afraid to Show Your Emotions. The best way to give the audience permission to grieve openly during a memorial service is to show your emotions. She was more than halfway done! Then Graciela reconsidered. You can also use signposts to indicate that you are about to cite
research (“according to”) or to indicate that a key point is coming (“if you remember one idea from this speech, I hope it’s that . Recipients of Oscars and lifetime achievement awards deliver acceptance speeches thanking the academy, 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 591 25/10/13 3:06 PM 592 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking exclaiming
how much the award means to them, and acknowledging (sometimes seemingly endlessly) the support they’ve received from their families and colleagues. Bain and E. Informative speeches can be about a wide range of topics: specific objects, individuals or groups, events, processes, and ideas. Be courteous in your critique, and treat the speaker the

same way you hope and expect to be treated when it’s your turn to receive feedback. He or she walks through a crowded room and is suddenly surrounded by fans who want his or her autograph. Audience analysis is used in more than just public speaking. Also note that using humor as your attention-getter can be a high-risk/high-reward approach. A
longtime Harley owner, Phil felt that if his audience could actually see a Harley up close and hear the distinctive rumble of its engine, they would understand his point in a more visceral way. • Rachel shows solid audience analysis by anticipating listener concerns: the process is environmentally safe and doesn’t harm the goats. Name and describe
three types of leaders, and how they are selected. Though these presentations are called “after-dinner speeches” (in the tradition of Mark Twain), they can follow or precede a meal. Address Procedural Needs. Where and when will meetings take place? Remember, though, that television ads—some of the most powerful, persuasive messages we see—
are just fifteen to thirty seconds long, yet they convey extensive information and can strongly influence 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 125 12/09/13 7:00 PM 126 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis an audience’s behavior. For example, here’s how you would outline evidence for a commemorative speech about Cammi Granato, one of the first two
women elected to the Hockey Hall of Fame and a two-time U.S. Olympic Team captain. She uses a categorical (topical) pattern to explore the current methods and to describe the benefits, pitfalls, and possibilities for this new treatment. Her silence and body language implied that there was no drug problem in her dormitory, but in fact, her dorm had
the worst record for on-campus substance abuse. Here are some examples of thesis statements: • “Today I will inform you about how the New Year is celebrated in my culture.” • “Today, I hope to convince you to try a vegan diet for one week.” • “Tonight I hope to entertain you with a humorous look at online shopping.” Determine Your Main Points
Main points are the major ideas you will emphasize in your presentation. Identify where he uses ethos, pathos, and logos in an effort to persuade his audience. You should determine which of these needs are most important to your audience and then emphasize them in your main points and subpoints. These tend to be perceived as boring by the
audience, and they limit much of your nonverbal communication. 572). Take note of how the comics use nonverbal delivery skills—such as eye contact, panning techniques, and movement—to engage with their audience. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, “Chart and Table of Bald Eagle Breeding Pairs in Lower 48 States,” October 16, 2012,
/population/chtofprs.html. In this case, you would want to ask yourself the following questions: • Forum: “Where will the audience be situated—and will there be ample space for me to move around as I give my demonstration?” • Audience size: “How many people will be in my audience— and will they all be able to see and hear my demonstration?”
You should also consider audience size and details of the speaking forum when planning presentation aids for your informative 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 495 09/10/13 3:46 PM 496 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking speech. This delivery mode does offer some advantages over reading from a script. They actively share their ideas, consider
one another’s viewpoints, constructively participate, and help the group reach a sound decision—perhaps through the five-step reflective-thinking process. Reinard, Foundations of Argument (Dubuque, IA: William C. As you go through life, you’ll not only hear many such speeches but probably be called on to give one or more yourself.
06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 178 12/09/13 7:03 PM Refining Your Topic 179 Draw on Your Interests and Expertise. Your special expertise or unique perspective on an aspect of your subject area can help you narrow the topic. Worse, they often come across as rude and arrogant, thus losing the respect of their audience. Rays once headed from
the sky to the ground are redirected to your eye, making the road shimmer like water. • bio-steel’s medical The main challenge for researchers is breeding enough uses, Rachel again goats to meet the demand for bio-steel. Do people tend to finish your sentences for you—during conversations or while you’re delivering a public address? Despite the
Internet’s increasing popularity as a research tool, the library still offers convenient access to the broadest range of credible sources. • Marking a special occasion: speaking at events, such as graduations, memorial services, weddings, awards ceremonies, and holiday commemorations. The twentyfive minute speech about effective negotiating
strategies was part of 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 126 12/09/13 7:00 PM Understanding Situational Characteristics 127 an all-day conference. If you begin a speech with humor, the material should relate to your topic. For more on Operation Ceasefire, see D. If they hear certain words often enough, they will remember them. central route
According to the Elaboration Likelihood Model, one of two ways audience members may evaluate a speaker’s message. We also discuss some of the unique technological difficulties that are not found in F2F communication. Savings. Both forms of mediated presentations can also save time and money. The guideline here is simple: if you’re not certain
how to pronounce a word or a name you want to use in your speech, find out how to say it before you deliver your presentation. Nonlistening? As an audience member, make sure to take notes and identify the speaker’s main points. Try Video Activity 14.2, “Presentation Software (Needs Improvement).” Remember the Purpose of Your Aids Treat your
presentation aids as tools that supplement your speech— not the main vehicle for delivering your speech. In much the same way as you’d take these two steps to ensure a safe journey, many speech instructors suggest taking two steps when outlining your speech. Be sure to balance candor with tact when questioning or challenging a colleague’s idea.
Or, as reported on the National Cancer Institute’s Web site, accessed October 1, 2006, if you fill the PGTKs with mercury and target a specific organ in the body, you could make CT scans and other imaging procedures much more accurate and the diagnoses of doctors much more accurate. If not, you may need to verbally add more background or
explanation than you had expected. Businesses took advantage of this new channel of communication by marketing products online. By going the extra mile to find engaging support, she had the materials she needed to back up her main points soundly. “H1N1 Flu Vaccine Is a ‘Eugenics Weapon’: Quebec Ex-MD/Conspiracy Theorist,” August 6, 2009, vaccine-iseugenics-weapon.html. For example, in a speech about the propensity of pit bulls to attack people, one student quoted an animal-behavior expert out of context to imply a genetic predisposition toward attack: “[T]here is an observable tendency in the genetic makeup of pit bulls to viciously attack humans.” The student did not explain to her
audience that the quotation came from a longer statement that clearly defies this view: Some have argued that there is an observable tendency in the genetic makeup of pit bulls to viciously attack humans. In this chapter, we show you why supporting materials are important, what supporting materials you can use, and how to present supporting
materials effectively. Even a five-minute speech requires careful organization, since it can contain fifty or more sentences. However, it’s also a dynamic discipline that has evolved to reflect changes in society. As with the other elements of audience analysis, gauging your listeners’ disposition can help you figure out how to craft your speech. Brownell
and others. Yegiyan, “Understanding the Interactive Effects of Emotional Appeal and Claim Strength in Health Messages,” Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media 52, no. While running for Congress in 2006, she delivered campaign speeches on health care, gas prices, and the economy. Share your attention-getter with other group members.
Muhammad, “Students Are the Vanguard of Million Woman March,” Black Collegian 28 (February 1998): 10; “Million Man March Draws More Than 1 Million Black Men to Nation’s Capital,” Jet, October 30, 1995, 4. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 397 08/10/13 10:08 AM 398 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech Personal Appearance By
personal appearance, we refer to the impression you make on your audience through your clothing, jewelry, hairstyle, and grooming, and other elements influencing how you look.11 Personal appearance in a public speech matters for two reasons. Does the author provide appropriate context for the statistics? In Chapter 8, we discussed a number of
different types of supporting materials that you can use, such as examples, definitions, and statistics. Equally important, research enables you to gather evidence— information from credible sources that you can use to support your claims. Ehrenfeucht, “Encoding and Retaining Information in the Visuals and Verbals of an Educational Movie”
(Technical Report No. 108-ONR, Institute of Cognitive Science, University of Colorado, 1981), 1. Finn, C. 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 46 12/09/13 6:42 PM Preparing and Delivering Your First Speech 47 Create a Thesis Statement Once you’ve selected your topic and identified your rhetorical purpose, draft a thesis statement for your speech.
Although our names may be on the cover, Simon’s fingerprints are on every page. Humorous reference to speaking to a large audience. What kinds of verbal delivery skills do they employ when they speak? mech_Fraleigh-SpeakUp-SE-100713.indd 2 mech_Fraleigh-SpeakUp-SE-100713 10/7/13 10:31 AM 00_FRA_2394_FBP.indd 1 18/10/13 5:38 PM
this page left intentionally blank 00_FRA_2394_FBP.indd 2 18/10/13 5:38 PM Speak Up An Illustrated Guide to Public Speaking Third Edition Douglas M. When you’re participating in a group, focus on how you can fulfill task-oriented and maintenance-oriented roles (or encourage others to do so). Offer five types of memorable clinchers.
Brainstorming (see Chapter 6) is an effective technique for building this list. We find ourselves at a unique global moment and opportunity. One study found that when students delivered their speech three times before a small group of classmates, they experienced a reduction in speech anxiety.14 If it is not practical to practice with a group of
classmates, you can present your speech to friends and family. The words that follow will be for them. David’s speech is well organized, with a clear preview and transitions between each main point. If you’re making a presentation in a college classroom, you know that you will have a stationary audience because your listeners are captive; their
grades depend in part on their class attendance and participation. In addition to clarifying your message, your audience analysis will help you decide how much to simplify your informative speech. This type of testimony is not a substitute for evidence. stationary audience An audience that will be relatively motionless while listening to a speech.
07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 224 12/09/13 7:07 PM Chapter Review 225 Activities 1. Because several sorority members were prelaw majors, she was confident that her sisters would be enthused about this idea. 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 333 27/09/13 5:50 PM 334 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech Critical Thinking Questions 1.
Kapila, “What’s on Wikipedia, and What’s Not . For example, author Ana Castillo is a Chicana, not a Chicano. Graciela was a member of her college’s varsity tennis team, so for her informative speech topic, she chose to focus on Title IX—the federal law prohibiting sex discrimination by educational institutions receiving federal aid. Cammi Granato got
an early start on her hockey career. emergent leader One who comes to be recognized as a leader by a group’s members over time. As I mentioned a few minutes back, these twelve hundred miles of Ural Mountains are an impressive sight, with 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 353 12/6/13 10:04 PM 354 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style all sorts
of wildlife, including wolves, bears, and many different game birds. Before taking BelieveAll, ask your doctor. In this chapter, we explained how to use language specifically 09/10/13 3:08 PM Chapter Review 365 to clarify your message, captivate your audience, and enhance your credibility. When this occurs, pay special attention to how the speaker
listens to audience questions— and whether he or she is listening or hearing. I’ll never convince them they should take personal responsibility and care for their lives.” Romney later admitted that this was a mistake and repudiated his comments. He writes not of love but of lust, of defeats in which nobody loses anything of value, of victories without
hope and, worst of all, without pity or compassion. For instance, while the meaning of terrorism is hotly debated in academic and political circles, most people define it as a form of calculated violence (or the threat thereof) against civilians or noncombatants for the purpose of creating mass anxiety and panic while publicizing a political or social
agenda.6 An informative speech on terrorism might begin with that definition, but to further clarify the idea of terrorism, you could separate each part of the definition and explain it individually. Also referred to as a spider or crawler. Remember Your Audience. Ask yourself whether the aspects of your topic will be interesting or important to your
listeners. Badger (New York: New York University Press, 1996), 151. Check that all members know what will go into each presentation, so that no one unwittingly repeats points made by someone else (or forgets to mention important ideas). If this is the case, you will need to rely on less direct methods to learn about your audience. Nelson and A.
Second Example I. Robert Berkman, a faculty member of the graduate media-studies program at the New School University, suggests reviewing the organization’s stated purpose to gain insight into its objectivity or bias. By glancing at a particular listener, for instance, you may notice that he or she seems eager to ask a question, thus prompting you
to stop and field queries from the audience. USING THE INTERNET The Internet has become the go-to research option for many college students. Parks, from the state of Michigan speech by to our own gently powerful hero. Kennedy traveled to Berlin to speak to an audience of over 400,000, voicing his support of those blocked in by the Berlin Wall
—built by German leaders after World War II to prevent emigration. • Are many of our classmates first-year students? This material in Chapter 2 serves two purposes. Furthermore, trying to convince an audience with peripheral factors can raise major ethical concerns. Antony, E. Your speech is unlikely to succeed if you advocate a ban on campus fast
food. How might that 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 574 25/10/13 4:45 PM Pathos: Evoking Your Listeners’ Emotions 575 happen? Slater, and C. If you’re planning to use example reasoning in a speech you’re researching, think about counterexamples your audience may consider. Fiebach, “Message to Desired Action: A Communication
Effectiveness Model,” Journal of Communication Management 5, no. Dinner at 6:00.” The occasion may also have featured several speeches. In delivering your speech, it’s OK not to cite the page numbers of all your sources. Hasn’t that happened to most of you in this room? Not everyone in the country feels comfortable with or accepting of people
based on differences in sexual orientation. Other e-book options are available through our publishing partners’ sites: CourseSmart, Barnes & Noble NOOK Study, CafeScribe, Chegg, and Kno. A good conclusion generally takes one minute or less (few sins of a speaker are worse than saying “in conclusion” and then continuing to speak for several more
minutes). Individuals in this group require about 9 hours of sleep each night; however, most receive only 7 to 8 hours. Chapter 18 1. Effective mediated public speaking offers a new world of challenges and opportunities. How can you effectively determine if a joke will work or fall flat? Stories of a relative who smoked two packs of cigarettes a day and
lived to the ripe age of ninetyeight, or a roommate who partied every night and still maintained a 3.8 grade point average, do not prove that such behaviors are safe for the population as a whole. For example, labeling participants in armed conflict as “freedom fighters” primes the listener to have a more favorable view of the cause for which they are
fighting.21 Westen’s 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 572 25/10/13 4:45 PM Pathos: Evoking Your Listeners’ Emotions 573 counterpart, Dr. Frank Luntz, has had a highly successful career assessing the instant response of focus-group members who are exposed to different words used to communicate the same basic message and recommending
optimal word choice for his clients. is laptop sized, could create “personal satellite hot spot.” D. Protect us from other waves. Thus, before giving a speech, examine the language you intend to use, and make sure that it communicates competence, trustworthiness, and goodwill. Your goal is to create a diverse list of many possible ideas, not to make a
final decision about which ones you will use. 175–81 creating a thesis statement Ch. 6, pp. Processing is the first step in effective listening. Listeners may be neutral for several reasons. The x-Book gives instructors insight into what students have read and how they’ve performed on assigned activities, while handy course links let instructors upload or
link to important resources. In a speech on the need to get more sleep, a speaker might ask, “How many hours do you think the average college student sleeps?” Even if you are not physically present, this type of question invites the audience to think about the answer and wait with anticipation for you to explain the correct response. Special-occasion
speeches mark some of the most important events in our lives—those that bring us together with others in our community and those that unite us in our humanity. With no curtains on our windows, light would stream in, poking us in the eyes before Mom ever called us down for breakfast. Instructors can customize the e-book by adding their own
content and deleting or rearranging chapters. “Has my audience seen or heard this aid before?” If so, proceed to the next question. Audience members’ educational background can suggest their general vocabulary level. When you participate in a symposium, avoid speaking longer than your allotted time. To stir up listeners’ bias against outspoken
environmentalists on campus and thus persuade them to reject the other candidate as an extremist. They were appalled. Reading from a Manuscript In this delivery mode, you give your speech by reading directly from a script—a typed or handwritten document containing the entire text of your speech. limitations. Up to that point, Jeanine had only
presented the product to groups of five to seven people in intimate boardroom settings. Why has this phrase endured in people’s memories? USING SOUND REASONING Every public speaker has a responsibility to provide well-reasoned support for his or her points. GATHERING INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR AUDIENCE Thus far, this chapter has
reviewed the types of information you will need to analyze your audience. This moving testimony may sound like past history, when slavery was prevalent. There may be time for audience questions after the discussion, but the panel members’ primary role is to speak, and the audience’s primary role is to listen. This will help you stay focused on your
research objectives. No, but it does mean that if you are selecting a topic because it is process oriented, focus on subject matter that is within your audience’s level of understanding, and try to break down the topic into smaller parts before showing how those parts work together as part of a larger process. An effective introduction builds audience
interest, orients audience members to the speech, and establishes your credibility as a speaker, while a strong conclusion leaves audience members with an enduring impression of your speech. If most of the people in your audience are neutral, a small percentage are sympathetic, and the remaining few are hostile and very vocal, what should you do?
The words in a transition should indicate that one thought is finished and that a new idea is coming. Biddix, J. Dr. Lee explained what this field does in the paraphrased text that follows: The Higgs field gives mass to other particles. Because a speech is a live, physical interaction 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 341 11/6/13 2:19 PM 342 chap t e r 1
2 Language and Style that generates instantaneous audience feedback, you can adapt to the situation, such as by extending or simplifying an explanation if listeners seem confused or by choosing clearer or simpler language. Follow the practices listed in this section to effectively outline the body of your speech. As Jessica Silver-Greenberg writes in
her previously cited September 2007 article, “over the next month, as 17 million college students flood the nation’s campuses, they will be greeted by swarms of credit-card marketers. Perhaps if I only realized that I do not admire what everyone seems to admire, I would really begin to live after all. What examples of unethical speech did you come
across? Consider a career of interest to you. Also ask yourself whether your audience members have had prior exposure to the idea you want to discuss in your presentation. Barth, “Amazon Just Spent Millions Applying for Domain Names. • Another cause is educators’ low expectations for students. When speaking to an older audience of retired
workers, Ignacio acknowledged that the city had to honor its thirty-year-old promise to provide for their pensions—especially since he knew that many of these individuals grew up in a time when employers took care of their employees for life. The rule for personal appearance is to do what is appropriate for the audience you are addressing, given the
occasion and the forum. For example, you’ll be better able to evaluate and make decisions about a political candidate who is delivering a public address. With this increased diversity, your audience members are likely to come from a wide variety of racial and ethnic origins. 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 185 12/09/13 7:03 PM 186 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic 5. goodwill Speakers wanting what is best for their audience rather than what would most benefit themselves. Culture plays an important role in Indian filmmaking. THE CLASSICAL APPROACH TO SPEECH PREPARATION The speech preparation process that we outline in this book is based on principles of rhetoric that have
been taught and learned for over 2,400 years. Briefly thank those to whom you are indebted. The Ramapo Fault goes through New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Narratives and anecdotes are like lay testimony in that they can effectively build audience interest or illustrate a concept; however, anecdotal evidence is no substitute for credible
proof. Your word choice defines you as a speaker. Adam Piore, contributing editor for Discover magazine, wrote in the July–August 2012 issue that scientists are now exploring the following: how sound waves might be cloaked to reduce noise pollution, how seismic waves could be cloaked to protect buildings, and how ocean waves could be deflected
from ships. This pattern can be especially helpful if you are asking the audience to support a policy change by an organization or institution. If a couple has two bad experiences in a row at the same restaurant, they might conclude that they will always have a bad experience at that restaurant. U. Instead, use a gender-neutral term—a word that does
not suggest a particular gender—such as poet, chair, representative, cleaner, and firefighter. Introducing Public Speaking What Is Public Speaking? Socioeconomic Background Related to but distinct from questions surrounding demographic characteristics such as race, religion, and political affiliation are those that concern the social and economic
background of an audience member or group. However, note taking can become a problem if you engage in unprocessed note taking—copying the speaker’s words verbatim without considering what you’re writing down. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 580 for “gifts” typically carry higher unpaid balances than do other students. To keep your rate
under control, be sure to pause at natural stopping points in your speech.22 For example, you might pause before you transition to the next main point, after you display a visual aid, or after you present evidence. Name four ways of keeping your audience engaged during a mediated presentation. Since many special occasions are intimately connected
with important human events, your audience will likely be predisposed to experiencing a particular feeling during the occasion. See prerecorded presentations redundancy. Loren, a high school junior, was running for student-body president. All of us face difficult choices throughout our lives. The following tips can help you achieve this kind of impact.
Straightforward questions allow you to establish rapport before you pose more difficult questions. With long speeches, concentrate on sticking closely to your main message. One of the best ways to do so is to research evidence from credible sources (see Chapter 7) and then present that evidence in your speech. Show the speaker that you are actively
paying attention. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 563 15/11/13 9:16 AM 564 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion The problem with basing the truth of a statement on the number of people who believe it is that most people have neither the expertise nor the time to conduct the research needed to arrive at an informed opinion about the big
questions of the day. If you were the camera operator, what changes would you make in recording her presentation? Where do you stand on these questions? Thus, main points are the most important (or highest) level of subordination, and supporting materials used to develop a main point (called subpoints) are subordinate to that main point.
(Though they may be able to leave real-time comments or tags on your recorded speech if you post it on specific sites that allow this.) This decrease in audience response leads to several disadvantages. A 2012 Census Bureau Report concluded that forty million U.S. residents, or 13 percent, were born in another country—the highest percentage in
over ninety years.28 Furthermore, just over half of all babies born in the United States are now members of “minority” groups.29 These trends are exemplified by a recent National Geographic map displaying the most common last names in the United States. Illumine, “How to Make a Mind Map®,” 2012, /make-mind-map.htm. What are the strategies
he or she uses to keep the audience listening? The most interesting course you have ever taken? If you’re like most people, that speech left more of an impact on you than a speech that used only cold hard facts. Similarly, adaptation of muscles in the human face enable a diverse range of facial expressions used to communicate.8 The naturalness of a
communication medium is determined by the extent to which it matches the features of face-to-face interaction.9 Key factors that contribute to feelings of naturalness include sharing the same space, sending and receiving messages quickly, and being able to send and receive both verbal and nonverbal expressions.10 The human brain enables us to
send and receive messages in our natural face-to-face mode with a minimum of effort. Remove each image after you’ve discussed it, leaving a blank screen, or turn the equipment off and refocus the audience on you. Nevertheless, he delivered one of the most compelling presentations in American history. Ask for clarification if you need it, and make
sure you understand a point before challenging it. Whatever your special speaking occasion, you’ll have to face that ever-daunting question: “What am I going to say?” This chapter will help you answer that question. Rather than assuming that your beliefs are true, suspend judgment and consider other perspectives. The comparisons, however, are not
meant to be taken literally. Hansen and G. time-oriented listening A style of listening in which listeners are concerned with managing, conserving, and protecting their time. never in my life will I get married. When a speaker’s language connects with the values and passions of audience members, the persuasive impact of a message is enhanced.
Causal Pattern. Many fact claims argue that one thing causes another. Then he rolled each of the balls down a slanted table and into the hands of an assistant. The audience in this instance would likely be hostile to your message, since the NRA strongly opposes restrictions on gun ownership. Here are a few suggestions for whittling down your main
points to a manageable number: • See whether any of your main points are related. The birth of a child, a couple’s decision to spend their lives together, a graduation, a rite of passage from youth to adulthood— these and other major milestones in our lives are all cause for happiness. Don’t put yourself in the risky position of needing to create aids on
the fly while delivering your speech. For another, you’re being unfair to the person whose ideas you’re presenting as your own. Describe transitions, signposts, and internal previews and summaries, and explain how these types of organizing language help speakers indicate the structure of their speech to the audience. The exporters then sell their
cocoa to large chocolate companies, such as Hershey’s, Nestle, M&M/Mars, and Cadbury. Do these elements show a clear hierarchy of ideas? Although you are guaranteed the right to express your ideas freely, as a public speaker you also have a responsibility to express your ideas ethically. You can detect processes both at the level of something
localized and simple, such as changing a tire, and at a much broader level, such as the ways in which changes in labor and immigration laws and trade policies affect the cost of automobiles (including those same tires!) in different countries and markets. For this reason, it’s best to avoid using public-opinion polls to prove facts. Audio. Presenting
sound recordings or effects can greatly enhance a presentation if used well. message Verbal or nonverbal ideas that a source conveys to an audience through the communication process. The topic for your first speech will depend on the assignment your instructor has given you. Listeners’ worldviews will affect how they respond to a source’s
message. (Even in real-time presentations, both the speaker and the audience are looking at each other on a screen.) Nevertheless, your audience will notice where your eyes are looking. It does not help the audience see that the speaker has finished discussing Joan’s efforts at Orléans. If two credible research sources make the same basic point,
choose the shorter quotation. Also take care that audio aids are loud and clear and that visual aids are uncluttered and large enough for your audience to see from all points in the room. Remember, Content Is King. Don’t let your speech be eclipsed by technological bells and whistles. Likewise, a speech that deals with parenting could include the
story of two fathers raising a child, along with examples featuring a mother and father or a single parent. This intrigued the scientists, who then injected mustard gas into cancer patients and were shocked at the remarkable improvements. Ethos can help you win audience members’ trust and persuade them to embrace your viewpoint. Janis, Victims
of Groupthink (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1972). SAMPLE PERSUASIVE SPEECH RECLAIMING PUBLIC SPACES FOR THE EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN AND GIRLS Michelle Bachelet Michelle Bachelet, former executive director of UN Women and the first female president of Chile, presented this speech during a Side Event for the Commission on
the Status of Women, March 7, 2013. By skillfully blending ethos, logos, and pathos, she not only captured her listeners’ attention but also convinced them that exonerees deserve to be compensated for the ordeal they suffered as a result of errors in the justice system. To draft your specific purpose, express your rhetorical purpose and decide what
you’d like to accomplish in your speech. hierarchy of needs A theory that divides human needs into five levels and emphasizes that people’s most basic needs must be met before they will focus on less essential ones. Subpoint B. The structure of the conclusion should appear as follows in your working outline (with each part expressed in complete
sentences or detailed phrases): conclusion I. 23. What are the differences between central route and peripheral route processing of a message? 502 Elvia Anguiano, Precision-Guided Tumor Killers A-1 Sample Persuasive Speeches Anna Martinez, Extra Credit You Can Live Without 576 David Kruckenberg, Child Slavery and the Production of
Chocolate A-6 Michelle Bachelet, Reclaiming Public Spaces for the Empowerment of Women and Girls A-11 Sample Special-Occasion Speeches Governor Jennifer Granholm, Remarks at the Funeral of Civil Rights Leader Rosa Parks A-14 William Faulkner, Speech to Accept the 1949 Nobel Prize in Literature A-16 Viola Davis, 2012 Providence College
Commencement Address 612 26_FRAL_2394_LastVerso.indd 4 26/11/13 3:10 PM Bedford Integrated Media bedfordstmartins.com/speakup with Integrated Media + Watch and learn. Do they think they are all unacceptable—or, conversely, unavoidable? 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 16 04/11/13 8:43 PM Sample Special-Occasion Speech I feel
that this award was not made to me as a man, but to my work—a life’s work in the agony and sweat of the human spirit, not for glory and least of all for profit, but to create out of the materials of the human spirit something which did not exist before. McClung, “Effect of Organization on the Speaker’s Ethos,” Speech Monographs 33 (June 1966): 182–
83. Reysen, and L. Electronic Test Bank Nancy Fraleigh, Fresno City College, and Douglas M. 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 17 11/11/13 11:56 AM 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 18 11/11/13 11:56 AM CONTENTS Brief Contents v Preface vii THE BASICS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING 1 INTRODUCING PUBLIC SPEAKING 3 What Is Public
Speaking? 6 Why Study Public Speaking? 9 Using Public Speaking as a Student 10 Using Public Speaking in Your Career 10 Activity 1.1: “Gehrig, Farewell Address” 12 Using Public Speaking in Your Community 12 Public Speaking: A Great Tradition 13 Activity 1.2: “Kennedy, I Am a Berliner” 18 Public Speaking: A Dynamic Discipline
18 From Linear to Transactional: Evolving Views of the Public Speaking Process 18 New Technologies, New Channels 22 Awareness of Audiences’ Cultural Diversity 24 Activity 1.3: “Lama, Spirituality in Today’s World” 26 Emphasis on Critical Thinking 27 A Focus on Free and Ethical Communication 29 Chapter Review 31 Activity 1.4:
“Churchill, St. James Palace Speech” 33 Activity 1.5: “Bush, September 2001 Address to Congress” 33 xix 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 19 11/11/13 11:56 AM xx c onte nts 2 DEVELOPING YOUR FIRST SPEECH 35 Why Prepare? 37 The Classical Approach to Speech Preparation 38 Preparing and Delivering Your First Speech 40
Analyze Your Audience 42 Select Your Topic 43 Determine Your Speech’s Rhetorical Purpose 45 Create a Thesis Statement 47 Determine Your Main Points 47 Activity 2.1: “Previews, Transitions, and Summaries” 48 Develop Supporting Materials 48 Organize and Outline the Body of Your Speech 50 Outline Your Introduction and
Conclusion 51 Incorporate Transitions 52 Consider Your Word Choice 53 Consider Presentation Aids 54 Practice Your Speech 54 Activity 2.2: “Mandela, Acceptance of Congressional Gold Medal” 55 Deliver Your Speech 55 Activity 2.3: “Gentz, My Hero, Marilyn Hamilton” 56 Overcoming Speech Anxiety 56 Prepare Early and Follow a
Plan 57 Take Care of Yourself 58 Visualize Success 59 Use Relaxation Techniques 60 Volunteer to Speak First 60 Never Defeat Yourself 61 Chapter Review 62 Activity 2.4: “Garza, How to Buy a Guitar” 65 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 20 26/11/13 5:26 PM con te nts xxi 3 SPEECH ETHICS 67 Codes of Ethics: Absolute,
Situational, and Culturally Relative 69 Legal Speech vs. DENOTATIVE AND CONNOTATIVE MEANING In addition to using words to express your message clearly and to enhance your credibility, you need to be aware that words can have two very different kinds of meanings. However, leaders in many industries continue to rely on “in-person” public
addresses to reach an audience— for example, politicians still spend much of their time speaking to live audiences on the campaign trail. How much tonal variety should you aim for to make your voice interesting and enticing? Felder and B. • Blood chocolate: compelling analogy to blood diamonds. Consider the example of Louis, a student at Harvard
University who had a very slow rate of delivery. Some stories, illustrations, or examples might resonate better with one gender grouping than another. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 464 03/10/13 4:16 PM Special Considerations for Real-Time Presentations 465 For starters, make sure you position yourself directly in front of your computer, so that
you can see your audience as they watch you on their screens. This chapter will help you learn how to adapt when you are speaking to a remote audience, as well as how to become comfortable when speaking to a camera instead of a live group of listeners. He knew that any of these presentation aids would help him convey the unique character and
403 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 403 09/10/13 3:44 PM 404 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids quality of Harley-Davidson bikes. Contact the help team if you’re using a submission site (like YouTube or a class Web site) that’s not allowing you to upload. The previous term, she’d interned for a state emergency management agency
specializing in natural disasters. groupthink The tendency of the members of a group to accept ideas and information uncritically because of strong feelings of loyalty or single-mindedness within the group. We discuss how to do this effectively in Chapter 15. Explain the steps involved in conducting a useful interview. Award winners in our culture
should also be modest, though not falsely apologetic, and they should show wit and good nature where possible. Observational capacity? By clicking on these links, you can find bibliographic information as well as details on where in the library the books are located and whether certain titles have been checked out or are available in the stacks.
Cameron, Feminism and Linguistic Theory (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1985), 68. To illustrate why, let’s consider plagiarism in two contexts: quoting from a source and paraphrasing the work of others. We provided examples of several contemporary developments in the field: new ways of viewing the public speaking process, the impact of
changing technologies, an emphasis on understanding your audience’s cultural background, the usefulness of critical thinking when you’re planning your speech, and the importance of protecting freedom of expression and making ethical use of that freedom. Through ethos, you establish your credibility as a speaker. When you add credit card debt to
student loan payments, rent, utilities, food, that payment on the new car you want to buy, family expenses, and so on, the toll can be heavy. You’ve finally had time to break away from your schoolwork and go see the latest James Bond movie. As you develop your presentation aids, pay special attention to the forum, consider audience demographics
and prior exposure, make sure your aids support your points, keep your aids simple and clear, and make sure to rehearse with your aids. In this case, the evidence is used as subpoint A, which supports a main point about the beginning of Granato’s hockey career: 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 314 27/09/13 5:50 PM Creating Your Working Outline
315 I. If you fail to establish a sound connection between your point and the emotion you are invoking, you may succeed in persuading some of your audience members, but your appeal will not be logical and will certainly not be ethical. A Study of College Student Online Research Behaviors,” Internet and Education 14 (2011): 176. A study this past
November by Randy Lewis of the University of Wyoming showed that even when dealing with large spiders, on a good day you can only gather 1.5 mg of silk. 31. In addition, students can access videos that show key terms in action (just look for the in the end-of-chapter key term lists) as well as many other student and professional speeches. With this
information, Alexandra left no doubt in her listeners’ minds that she was a good source of information on ice skating. Start by listing one potential topic (as you do when brainstorming). impromptu delivery A speech in which content is generated in the moment, without advanced preparation. What kinds of audience considerations should you take
into account when making decisions about your nonverbal delivery? legally protected speech Telling the truth or withholding information based on whether the law allows it. Describe three ways in which a speaker can present untruthful information. In India, films need not follow the linear, scripted story line that is popular in Western movies.
Make Appropriate References to Ethnic Groups To show respect for your audience, use the noun or phrase preferred by a particular ethnic group when you are referring to that group. superficial listening Pretending to pay attention while actually succumbing to internal or external noise, such as wandering thoughts, cell phones, or conversation.
The first step is to develop a diverse set of possibilities using the following strategies: research, brainstorming, word association, and mind mapping. McCammon, “Is There Proper Etiquette for Videoconferencing?” 20. How might gender, culture, age, and other factors affect the way particular gestures are perceived? In practice, a half-truth has the
03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 74 12/09/13 7:23 PM Communicating Truthfully 75 same damaging impact as a lie: it deceives the audience. Some scholars argue that the North American style of toasting arose from a long-standing tradition from Great Britain, centered in formal affairs and especially in traditional British men’s clubs. But even as
members of the crowd walk away or shift 119 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 119 12/09/13 7:00 PM 120 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis their weight restlessly, the speaker plows forward with her talk, making no adjustments to her delivery style or content. Reprinted with permission. Tuman, Freedom of Speech in the Marketplace of Ideas (New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1997). 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 474 09/10/13 3:46 PM Techniques For Informing 475 475 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 475 09/10/13 3:46 PM 476 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking audience may be able to experience vividly what you describe—and through multiple senses. I thank you for being here, and I
thank you for all you do. F. • Evaluators offer their own judgments about the ideas put forward during a discussion. Van Der Heide, “A Social Network as Information: The Effect of System Generated Reports of Connectedness on Credibility on Twitter,” Computers in Human Behavior 28, no. quotation book A reference work offering famous or
notable quotations on a variety of subjects. Then have each group member select a different attention-gaining strategy and use that strategy to develop an attention-getter. • Adapting the solution to a college audience. subordination A principle of speech outlining that dictates the hierarchy in the relationship of main points and supporting materials.
(See also ethos.) credible source A source that can be reasonably trusted to be accurate and objective. Try Video Activity 7.3, “Citing Sources (Statistics).” 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 222 12/09/13 7:07 PM Chapter Review 223 CHAPTER REVIEW From Katie, Mandeep, and Sherri’s crusade, it’s clear that providing evidence for the claims in
your speech can help make your presentation more convincing and make you more credible as a speaker. You probably try to choose your words carefully in each of these situations; after all, you know that your words have a lot of power. “Calvin Coolidge Delivers First Presidential Address on Radio,” New York Times, December 6, 2011, /dec-6-1923calvin-coolidge-delivers-first-presidential-address-on-radio. The savings gained from the course exceed the cost of the course. Next, we turned to the rich tradition of public speaking, citing examples from across time (including antiquity) and from around the world (such as ancient Greece and Rome, China, Africa, India, and the United States). There
are always alternatives. What are the benefits of accessing the nearly endless topics available on the Internet? A speech body organized around main points and their corresponding supporting points helps listeners make sense out of the details of your presentation. main points Key ideas that support a thesis and help an audience understand and
remember what is most important about a speaker’s topic; main points are supported by subpoints. ethnicity Cultural background that is usually associated with shared religion, national origin, and language. Notice that the specific thesis statement clarifies that the subject of the speech is Denali and that the presenter’s purpose is to persuade his
audience to go there. For example, most societies believe that it’s more ethical to tell the truth than to lie. Irwin, “An Explanation of the Relationship between Instructor Humor and Student Learning: Instructional Humor Processing Theory,” Communication Education 59, no. Audiences may stop listening if you exceed the time limit. Last year, Nexia
Biotechnologies—a Canadian research firm—began looking at normal farm goats as the key to bringing spider silk to the masses. Even in everyday conversation, we continually shape our messages as we focus on the people we’re 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 120 06/12/13 3:46 PM 121 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 121 12/09/13 7:00 PM 122
chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis talking to; therefore, it’s not surprising that this skill is highly important in the context of public speaking. Each main point must relate to your specific purpose, and each subpoint must relate to the main point that it supports. • Show respect for conflicting opinions. For instance, if you notice that a listener looks
confused, you can provide further explanation for the point you’re discussing. Most likely, you found the illustrations helpful and even essential for grasping the concepts. Although some topics may lend themselves to one or another of these techniques, you will most often use a blend of techniques in your informative presentation. Fishbein and I.
Then plan your time so that the days leading up to your speech are as relaxed as possible. adds the dimension of time. prerecorded presentation A presentation recorded by the speaker for later viewing by one or more audiences. The “shark” drawing on page 74 does not include false inference or evidence out of context.
00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 9 11/11/13 11:56 AM x P reface DIGITAL FORMATS For more information on these formats, please visit the online catalog at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup/catalog. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term videos, and watch additional videos
to help you with your speech (such as “Anecdote (Humorous)” and “Quotation: Appeals to Emotion”). In order to maximize their gain, they cut costs by using the forced labor of children. You also use impromptu delivery while fielding unexpected questions after a presentation. Why do people say things like “One man’s terrorism is another man’s
freedom fight?” Like freedom of expression, terrorism is a more complex and abstract notion than it may initially appear. As you practice your speech, try dropping your pitch in some places and raising it in others. By using the term—which is common among people who ride horseback—he gained credibility as someone familiar with his topic, and by
explaining it, he helped his audience understand the information. ethos (credibility) Inspiring belief in an audience by conveying a sense of the speaker’s knowledge, honesty, trustworthiness, experience, authority, or wisdom. Organizing Policy Claims When you advance a policy claim, you call for action. By using words in your speeches deliberately
for their connotative meanings, you can make a powerful impression on your audience. The idea of freedom of speech is more difficult to explain for two reasons: first, it’s an idea and not a physical object or process; second, there are limits to freedom of speech—indeed, this concept has several subtleties that restrict its application in many situations
(for example, it is illegal to incite certain kinds of violence or to threaten to kill another person).5 Some ideas are also loaded because people have difficulty agreeing on their meaning. You can purchase access to the Integrated Media for Speak Up at bedfordstmartins.com /speakup. explanation A technique used in informative speeches that provides
an analysis of something for the purposes of clarity and specificity by tracing a line of reasoning or a series of causal connections between events. If your school has a department focused on your subject, ask the chair or another knowledgeable person to recommend faculty who would make good interview subjects for your speech. Try to read the
mood of your audience members and adjust your delivery appropriately. Noise may be caused by external sources (for example, when a speech is drowned out by a fleet of jets roaring overhead). Make sure everyone in the group agrees on the topic each speaker will address and the time he or she will take. Select Your Topic Your topic is the subject
you will address in your speech. Have any speakers made comments that you thought were inappropriate for that type of event? Coral reefs are disintegrating. 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 313 12/6/13 3:09 PM 314 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech Include Full Information for Citations, Quotations, and Other Evidence. When you use
evidence to support a claim, you need to include in your working outline all the information about the source of your evidence—the author, his or her qualifications, the source publication or Web page, and the date of publication. Our planets tend to be smaller than the exoplanets scientists have discovered. In this chapter, we take a closer look at the
benefits of studying public speaking. 20, 2008, “it’s a question of the will and the money put into this field.” [TRANSITION  ave seen how research proceeding, H next how impact lives] III. How might you change your speech in those circumstances? An abstract word, on the other hand, is general and can be confusing and ambiguous for your
audience. Test your listening skills by watching a monologue from a latenight talk show. • Arrangement refers to structuring ideas to convey them effectively to an audience; today, we refer to this as organization. So the only thing once again churning through my head was a monologue from George C. You must also treat your listeners ethically.
Since this is an impromptu speech, people will not expect a carefully prepared introduction; thus, a direct one will suffice (for example, “I’m delighted to tell you what our division has been developing this year”). 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 380 08/10/13 10:08 AM Using Verbal Delivery Skills 381 Additionally, consider using inflection—raising
or lowering your pitch—to emphasize certain words or expressions. • Here and throughout, Rachel offers a variety of supporting materials—mainly examples, expert testimony, and statistics. 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 50 12/09/13 6:42 PM Preparing and Delivering Your First Speech 51 Next, create subpoints from the supporting materials you
have gathered through brainstorming and research. And where we had thought to find an abomination, we shall find God, and where we had thought to slay another, we shall slay ourselves, and where we had thought to travel outward, we shall come to the center of our own existence. Also, make sure your introduction is concise.
19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 600 25/10/13 3:06 PM Strategies for Each Type of Special-Occasion Speech 601 Strategies for Speeches of Presentation Like a speech of introduction, the presentation of an award or a commendation precedes and facilitates what comes next for the audience. GPO Access also includes links to Supreme Court
opinions, oral arguments before the court, and opinions of lower federal courts, as well as information issued by the executive branch of the federal government. In the following sections, we discuss how to use evidence and reasoning to build a persuasive message and how to avoid several common logical fallacies. Cornelia Dean, “In Road-Building,
Black Soldiers Defied Prejudice,” New York Times, July 24, 2012, D4. Practice with Your Equipment to Make Sure It Works As mentioned previously, we strongly advocate practicing mediated speeches before the actual presentation date. Look for events that your audience will consider exciting, newsworthy, historically important, or interesting
because they are unfamiliar or surprising. If no one in the room responds to your question, you might get thrown off and feel compelled to say something—anything—to get the speech moving again. How well do the statistics support the author’s thesis? We touched on using sound reasoning, which we discuss in more depth in Chapter 18. Only a
human being can connect with audiences in these crucial ways. These skills paid off again, as Duckworth handily won the House seat in November 2012. Some colleges consider including unused sources in your references to be academic dishonesty and will take strict disciplinary action against students who commit this kind of wrongdoing. Practice
audience surveillance, pay particular attention to if and how they are listening to you, and be prepared to make adjustments as you go. What is its significance? In our new chapter on mediated public speaking (Chapter 15), we explore both prerecorded and real-time presentations, discussing the challenges and opportunities they afford. Here’s an
example of what verbal fillers do to a speaker’s delivery: And so, the library was closed . peer review The act of subjecting articles submitted to a scholarly journal to critical readings by other experts in a particular field. The Bedford x-Book for Speak Up reimagines what a text can do online— integrating video and social tools that let instructors and
students get into the book in a whole new way. Avoid Stereotypes A stereotype is a generalization based on the false assumption that characteristics displayed by some members of a group are shared by all members of that group. It lets your audience members know what main ideas to expect and helps them visualize the structure of your speech—
the sequence of ideas you’ll present. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 634 06/12/13 2:28 PM Effective Group Membership 635 • Clarifiers attempt to make the meaning of another member’s statement more precise. For example, write “SLOW DOWN!” in places where you tend to rush, or “LOOK UP!” if you often read from your notes rather than
making eye contact while presenting. Here are some common sources of this type of error: 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 549 25/10/13 4:45 PM 550 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion • Getting your facts wrong. Try Video Activity 6.1, “Moise, Humanity 4 Haitian Development.” Consider the Speech Context The context of your speech is the
occasion, surrounding environment, and situation in which you will deliver your presentation. And they don’t have to devote their mental energy to figuring out your main points and how all the details in your speech relate to those points. Furthermore, an article in the March 23, 2007, Chicago Tribune noted that, as of right now, one in twenty people
worldwide has cancer. In a nutshell, a major goal of your presentation speech is to make clear why your listeners should care about the award about to be bestowed. Critical Thinking Questions 1. Members of your audience who identify themselves as conservative won’t all necessarily hold the same beliefs about each of these dimensions of
conservatism. These are the words of an enslaved boy working in the cocoa fields of the country of Côte d’Ivoire, also known as the Ivory Coast. When he spoke into the microphone, the sound was so loud that his listeners grimaced and covered their ears. After a group has reached a consensus, it often needs to communicate its findings to others.
02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 40 12/09/13 6:42 PM Preparing and Delivering Your First Speech 41 In this section of Chapter 2, you’ll find a quick guide to preparing and delivering your first speech. More than forty-five years after his death, people still experience profound emotion when they recall this expression. An example of each is shown in
the table on page 474, which demonstrates how you might use each of the four types to define the word obscenity. This is a very efficient way to keep track of source citations. He writes not of the heart but of the glands. Public speaking skills also enhance your ability to participate in campus activities. After surviving a cosmic storm, comic book
heroine Susan Storm was amazed that she was still alive and even more amazed that she had gained the power to become the Invisible Woman. Your answers to these questions should quickly yield a precise thesis or topic statement, as well as a preview of the organization and body of the speech. Kiviat, “How to Create a Job,” Time, March 29, 2010,
18. We want to thank Nancy Fraleigh of Fresno City College for her expert work revising the Instructor’s Resource Manual and Test Bank for our third edition. A presentation speech explains the background and significance of the award and the reasons why the recipient is deserving of it. Further, overly complicated metaphors can become tiresome
in a speech. For example, instead of trying to describe your entire culture, you might focus your topic on how your family or neighborhood celebrates a particular holiday. There are no longer problems of the spirit. um make you see how . • Remain aware that not all audience members may interpret your gestures in the same way. Speakers can also
fall victim to argumentative listening during an interview if they disagree with the interviewee’s opinions or ideas. When you prepare your speech outline, your instructor will expect you to properly cite the sources of all the research you will use in your presentation. Chapter 13 covers delivery skills in detail. People listening to a speech can also
provide nonverbal feedback. • Having learned what the PGTKs are and how they are designed to work, we may now focus on why they may prove more effective and better tolerated than traditional chemotherapy. Beginners sometimes focus more on meeting time requirements than on developing their ideas. A. A story about the hardships that
released inmates face when trying to find jobs and rebuild their lives could raise audience awareness. Students face the related danger of unintentional plagiarism when they copy a quotation from a source and paste it into their notes without writing down the citation information. If you cannot remember an answer accurately, contact the interviewee
to clarify his or her response rather than guessing. From the time of Confucius in the fifth century b.c.e. until the end of the third century b.c.e., China enjoyed an intellectual climate whose energy rivaled that of ancient Greece.12 Scholars traveling 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 13 26/11/13 4:12 PM 14 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking
throughout China passionately advocated a variety of systems of political and economic philosophy. This mode of delivery has several distinct disadvantages. Promote Audience Action. You may also seek to persuade audience members to take a specific action. Prepare a speaking outline of her remarks, and use that outline to deliver the excerpt from
her speech. Instead, give a concise presentation and allot time for active listener participation. According to Gary Boas, contributing editor of Photonics Spectra, August 2012, “a space-time ‘event’ cloak . 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 252 27/09/13 4:24 PM 9 ORGANIZING YOUR SPEECH Good organization makes the message clear. Another way
to check books out from the library is to use your digital e-reader. What would you need to do to determine whether the sources for these claims are credible? In 2012, congressional representative Michele Bachmann accused a State Department employee, Huma Abedin, of having ties to the Muslim Brotherhood—an organization with links to
terrorism. Imagine coming across an article or a published essay addressing the same topic as your speech—as Joe did when he was rushing to complete his speech preparation. activities 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 160 12/09/13 7:03 PM 6 Selecting Your Topic Use your topic to focus the message. Public speaking features communication
between a speaker and an audience. In public speaking, the speaker does most of the talking, while the audience primarily listens. Which would you avoid? To help us make good dietary decisions, the Department of Agriculture has created a new food plate, which shows the portions of fruit, vegetables, grains, protein, and dairy products that
constitute a healthy meal.4 If our mealtime plates look like the food plate, then we are on our way to good nutrition. Do you think you would have used them as often if you had prepared an outline and rehearsed? National Association of Colleges and Employers, “Job Outlook: The Candidate Skills/Qualities Employers Want,” October 26, 2011,
/s10262011/candidate_skills_employer_qualities/. If you’re called on to deliver a presentation for your entire group, preparation will again help ensure that you’re accurately reflecting the group’s decisions, opinions, or findings. Some fear what their listeners would do 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 73 12/09/13 7:23 PM 74 chap t e r 3
Speech
Ethics if they knew the truth; they don’t trust their audience to react in a supportive or understanding way. Frisbees, T-shirts, and even iPods will be used as enticements to sign up, and marketing on the Web will reinforce the message.” Card issuers actually troll for customers on campus because student business is profitable. You can then change
the name of the chat to reflect the purpose of the meeting (your presentation), type in a welcome message, and send out any advance files (agenda, slides). Why do they lie? When they return to their notes later, they may not remember that they had copied and pasted the material as opposed to writing it themselves. Sometimes I felt, and you will feel,
that who you are is hidden away like a piece of really great jewelry that you keep in a box, and you only take it out during special occasions. Testimony from expert sources is likely to increase audience members’ acceptance of your claims. Taking a goat embryo, Nexia injected the spider gene controlling the creation of silk into the goat’s mammary
cells. implied leader A person with preexisting authority or skills that make him or her likely to be recognized as a leader by a group, even if leadership has not been formally assigned. In his treatise De inventione, Cicero maintained that effective speakers attend to five key matters while preparing a speech: invention, arrangement, style, memory,
and delivery. Whereas some welcome a speaker’s nearness, others consider it a violation of their personal space or even a threat. Given this contrast, the second set of main points would be a better alternative. However, as you’re researching your speech, be sure to look for signs inconsistent with your argument. Because subpoint IIB is not relevant
to the idea that U.S.- and Indian-made films are different, it is not subordinate. Get your roommate to listen to the music you want to hear? Showing a grainy, hand-shot video clip of the fast-moving bird in flight would probably not add much to her presentation, since it would not provide a clear image of the bird or a real sense of how it moves. In
addition to acoustical problems, locations can present other challenges, such as availability of audiovisual equipment (are there electrical outlets for your presentation aids, or should you bring handheld visual aids?), lines of sight (will your listeners be able to see your visual aids?), and lighting (is it adequate?). Senior Project Editor Peter Jacoby
expertly guided the process from manuscript through pages, delivering page proofs with great efficiency and helping us with the tricky business of making each page look its best. Campbell, The Rhetorical Act, 2nd ed. Conversely, when you address the student senate (a sympathetic audience), you can ask for much more. Armed with these
impressions, you can adapt your delivery if needed. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 612 You know, when John Garrity [’73; PC associate professor of theatre arts] picked me up from the airport, I said, “Oh my goodness, I’m so nervous I’m going to be speaking in front of 1,200 people,” and he said, “Try a little bit more than that.” And I thought,
“NOOOO!” • But really, I am so honored to be here, to impart my infinite wisdom, and I mean that facetiously, at your birth, beginning, start, threshold, genesis, kickoff, launch, commencement. Editorial Assistant Catherine Burgess also deserves a huge round of thanks for her focus, enthusiasm, and attention to detail. Researching Your Speech Why
Research? During the 1999 impeachment trial of former U.S. president Bill Clinton, some of his defenders committed this fallacy when they argued that an extramarital affair is part of private life and not a sufficient justification for impeaching a president. Mobility Different speech settings may have different implications for your audience’s mobility
—the degree to which listeners move around during a speech. • Synthesizers identify emerging agreements and disagreements among the group as a whole. Gibson, “Malala Yousafzai Gives Her First Public Address Just Months after Being Shot in the Head by the Taliban, Time NewsFeed, February 4, 2013, http://
newsfeed.time.com/2013/02/04/watch-malala-yousafzai-gives-her-first-public -address-just-months-after-being-shot-in-the-head-by-the-taliban/. We have all made sacrifices for that love. Phil couldn’t wait to deliver his speech about Harley-Davidson motorcycles to the rest of his class. Ainsworth, Gainesville State College, and Rob Patterson, McIntire
School of Commerce, University of Virginia The Essential Guide to Rhetoric William M. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 638 25/10/13 4:57 PM Effective Group Membership 639 Participate, Don’t Dominate. To gain the benefit of diverse perspectives, a group needs contributions from each member. As we will discuss in Chapter 15, there are special
considerations to take into account when your audience will not be physically present. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 6 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-7 dictionary definition A type of support that provides the meaning of a term as presented in a general or specialized dictionary. To capture women’s interest, he stressed features related to
safety, reliability, and fuel economy. Whichever option you choose, be sure to use a device that is familiar and easy to use. She knew what topics interested her, and most of them centered on emergency management—the process of preparing for and coping with disasters. How else can you assess connotative meanings that might be associated with a
particular word? tone The high and low qualities of a person’s speaking voice. For beginning speakers, preparation is crucial. For one thing, she had failed to explain how they might benefit—an important consideration in any persuasive speech. Why? He really likes the language in the speech and doesn’t think he could get the information across as
well in his own words, so he considers cutting and pasting a few paragraphs from the speech into his own outline. Herrick, Understanding and Shaping Arguments (State College, PA: Strata Press, 2011), 44. Two students in the back row just fell asleep. Whatever the majority in a given culture approves is a social good. 4 (1948): 41, 49. So, instead of
focusing on academics today, let’s take a brief look at the art of asking someone out on a date. As used in informative speeches, the story can be a personal remembrance, a humorous anecdote, or a serious account of an event that happened in someone else’s life. Then select main points by considering which ideas would be most interesting to your
audience and best help listeners obtain a deeper understanding of your topic. Advertisers and political campaign managers often use this technique because the words are easy to remember. ETHICAL PERSUASION As we note in Chapter 3, a public speaker must be ethical as well as effective. Take special care to use arguments that avoid stereotypes
when discussing topics that are loaded with potential for controversy. What are the various styles of listening identified in this chapter? The end result was Webster and Pete, the first two goats born with the spider-web gene. Using narrative in an informative speech is a good way to get your point across in an engaging, memorable way. George C.
These cells then took effect and activated the female goats when they started lactating, or creating milk for their young. • Faulkner urges future writers and poets not to ignore the essential human conflicts. If new and valuable ideas come up, don’t feel forced to stick to your planned questions. For example, a student who referred to hip-hop pioneer
Afrika Bambaataa (Bam-BAH-Tah) as Afrika BOM-bait-a would not be credible to audience members who know that genre of music well, and fans of renowned Italian tenor Andrea Bocelli (Ahn-DRAY-ah Bo-CHEL-ee) would question the credibility of a speaker who referred to him as AN-dree-a Bo-SELL-ee. What other types of supporting materials
might tap audience members’ emotions? al-Sharif, “The Drive for Freedom,” Speech, Oslo Freedom Forum, May 8, 2012, . Second, decide on the type of informative speech you want to give—whether it will be about an object, an individual or a group, an event, a process, or an idea. Problem. Since her claims were inconsistent with the experiences of
class members who had children, she had to defer to these more knowledgeable classmates during the questionand-answer session. Define main points and subpoints, and explain the principle of subordination. Another member might then present the technical resources that will be required to manufacture the device. Bizzell and B. Yet speaking too
loudly presents a different set of problems. Name and explain five techniques that can help you overcome speech anxiety. Thus far, Dr. Farokhzad’s research has been most effective in targeting prostate cancer cells. • It may surprise you to learn that the last chocolate you ate may well have been tainted with child slavery. • They experience positive
feelings toward the speaker when he or she has made an effort to understand listener concerns. You know, your authentic self is constantly trapped under the weight of the most negative forces in this world. Many students have credit card debt. 2. Carrell, “The Relationship between Preparation and Performance in Public Speaking,” Communication
Education 43, no. Invisibility research is progressing well. Name and describe four techniques for generating speech topics. In truth, most people are not strictly absolutists; even those who generally follow a strict ethical code may sometimes face dilemmas that compel them to engage in situational ethics, and all of us face such situations at some
point in our lives. Ibid., 49. Thus, for the purposes of our discussion, reading from a script means reading from a printed or handwritten manuscript that the speaker holds in his or her hands. Rather than having the audience come to the speech, mediated technology can more efficiently bring the speech to the audience. In the linear model, sources
communicate their message to one or more receivers, who try to make sense of the message by decoding. A speech may impress a classroom full of beginning speakers if it’s delivered well and includes interesting details. Political Affiliation In some respects, political affiliation—a person’s political beliefs and positions—is the most difficult of the
demographic characteristics to pin down. Each example on the list is used to reinforce and explain the main topic statement. video 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 368 08/10/13 10:08 AM 13 delivering your speech How you say something is often as important as what you say. These include political affiliation, group membership, occupation or
academic major, race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic background, age, religious affiliation, and family status. He suggested that the Republicans’ metaphor “kick the can down the road” did not convey an urgent need for action, and that claims that their opponents were committing “fiscal child abuse” were considered insulting.

Through spirited but respectful discussions, each member was able to offer unique and valuable ideas for carrying out the project. Instead of discussing five ways for college students to decrease stress, pick the three that will be most relevant to the audience. Avoid playing background music (from an MP3 player or a cell phone) during your speech.
When you see a speaker who is obviously feeling nervous, how can you as an audience member help put him or her at ease? If the audience appreciates a joke, your credibility is liable to increase, you’ll feel especially confident, and your speech will be off to a great start. Even with realtime technology, it’s difficult for listeners to provide that same
quality of feedback.17 Of course, when a speech is prerecorded, your audience has no chance to provide real-time feedback. First, we’ll look at the background of spider silk; second, the goat’s role in production; and finally, its current and future uses. Citing a number of well-balanced and credible sources shows the audience the extent of your
research and helps establish your credibility in the process. Although common courtesy should inhibit multitasking while you are delivering a speech face-to-face, it is easier for audience members to give in to these distractions when watching a speech on a screen. However, the question of which set is better depends on the audience. But it will be a
much more believable one if you identify the author of the study: the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute.21 If you merely asserted this fact without proof, or attributed it to a Web site of uncertain authorship, the analogy would be much less convincing. Jenny, Sam, Juan, Ashley, and Yolanda were placed together as a group, one of five in the class.
In such cases, you may wish to incorporate audio selections or video clips into your presentation to vividly explain, demonstrate, or illustrate a key point. Online indexes are particularly helpful because they often include a full-text source for each entry—a link to the complete text of the article in question. It’s fully loaded with hundreds of video clips
and full sample speeches from VideoCentral: Public Speaking, outlining and relaxation tools, and multiple opportunities for students to assess their learning. As many cancer patients will probably tell you, one of the scariest things about having cancer is the treatments themselves—because of their horrible side effects. noise (interference) External
or internal phenomena that disrupt communication between a source and a receiver. A scaled question measures the intensity of feelings on a given issue by offering a range of fixed responses. You would have a better chance of winning these listeners’ support if you maintained that devoting just one Saturday morning to doing something to benefit
the campus community would be a worthy cause—and that club members could practice afterward. Like many of his listeners, Jay had spent 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 143 12/09/13 7:00 PM 144 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis his first year of college driving to school every day—getting caught in traffic, having trouble finding parking, and
arriving late for classes. Here is how she concluded her speech “Shoot for the Stars”: When I was a little girl, I always dreamed of flying in space. Instead, think about processes that would be interesting and fresh for your listeners. Finally, you show a picture of a khipu and explain how the knots are positioned to store information. visualization A
method of easing speech anxiety in which the speaker imagines him- or herself giving a relaxed, well-received speech from start to finish. Apparently, she failed to analyze her audience—for whatever reason, she didn’t realize she’d be addressing many of the same students from the week before. Would a slide show be more beneficial than a handout?
She also supplemented her speech with compelling photos, animation, and videos. Straw Person Fallacy. You commit the straw person fallacy if you replace your opponent’s real claim with a weaker claim you can more easily rebut. If the purpose of that earlier speech was to inform, determine whether audience members became interested in the
subject and understood the information the speaker presented. Instructors in all types of courses may ask students to stand up on the first day of class and introduce themselves as well as explain what they hope to get from the class. Listen to the thundering applause as you wrap up your speech. Mark a special occasion? For example, an audience
member can lean forward to express interest, nod vigorously to show agreement, fold her arms to signal disagreement, or adopt a puzzled look to convey confusion. I look forward to our conversation today and tomorrow and to our actions for many days to come. In what ways are after-dinner speeches and late-night monologues similar? For this type
of persuasive speech, you can use a motivated sequence or problemcause-solution pattern. Thus, it doesn’t help the audience understand the structure of the speech. In this section, we offer tips for using each of these three approaches. “Reclaiming Public Spaces for the Empowerment of Women and Girls.” Speech. How clear a picture of the chapter
does the outline create? Next, we consider the common types of informative speaking. And she evoked her listeners’ compassion and empathy for exonerees by describing the harsh realities her uncle had been enduring since his release from prison—including long stretches of unemployment. What basic message should the audience carry away?”
Your answer can help you narrow a general or broad topic to a specific, simpler one—as in Jean’s speech on gene therapy. This dangerous product is credit cards. In the following example, a student named Allyson employs this technique in a speech about trekking across Russia: When most people think about mountains in Russia, they think about the
Urals. Education and Occupation. Your audience’s level of education and occupation can also influence their reaction to your speech. By contrast, if your tone never varies (speaking in a monotone), listeners may perceive your presentation as bland, boring, or even annoying (in the case of a relentlessly high-pitched voice).
13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 383 08/10/13 10:08 AM 384 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech To project, use the air you exhale from your lungs to carry the sound of your voice across the room or auditorium. At the beginning of a presentation, poor listeners tended to pay little attention. Though Lesli had worked hard to develop a wellorganized speech, she received only a B−from her instructor. Her first idea was a speech about the community hazard vulnerability analysis she had helped create, but this topic seemed technical and complex. • Stay focused. That means telling the truth, helping your audience make a well-informed decision about your topic, avoiding manipulative
reasoning, and incorporating research materials properly in your speech. The answer should shape how you prepare and deliver your presentation. And here, all this time I’d been thinking we gave up our drums, but no, we still got them. Some admitted that they’d found her ideas downright confusing. Are you saying them in a way that has been
commonly agreed to? Ibid., 84–85. A panel discussion usually requires a moderator, who introduces each panelist (participant) and facilitates the discussion. When members perform maintenance roles effectively, the group is more likely to work together comfortably as a team, support one another, and present findings or recommendations that
reflect group consensus. See respectful and unbiased language biases, noting (full disclosure). Review a newsmagazine article or another source that presents statistics to support the points it makes. Authorities in many fields publish their works primarily in books and scholarly journals. Robinson was subjected to many forms of racism and broke the
“color barrier” when he joined the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947. Yet many novice speakers find this idea surprising. If Albert had analyzed his audience more carefully, he might have known to avoid using the word due to its potentially misleading connotative meaning. Over in another corner you got Bert Williams and Malcolm X discussing existentialism
as it relates to the shuffle-ball-change. For example, suppose you’re a small-business owner who’s meeting with Jeff—a salesperson for eLogic, a business-software developer. When you prerecord your speech, you have the chance to start over as many times as you like until you are pleased with the outcome. In other words, you can think of an outline
as representing the “structural DNA” of your speech. Whenever I used that word, I always said “TES-tah-tore,” so that it sounded like it would rhyme with “matador.” And the lawyers would smirk—but nobody ever corrected me. listening, 95–96 hierarchy of needs, 523 hierarchy of points subordination and coordination, 259–63 when a subpoint
doesn’t fit, 263–64 hooks, memory, 232 hostile audiences, 148 humor, 285–86 hypothetical examples, 354–55 ideas, informative speaking about, 491–93 imagery, 358 immediacy, mediated communication and, 448–49 implied leaders, 626 impromptu speaking, 376–78 indentation, 311 indexes library, 194 periodical, 203–5 individuals, informative
speaking about, 483–86 inductive reasoning. They then course through the blood searching for any cancer cell, using their GPS system. A speech on a more serious idea, such as the need for changes in higher education, would be better saved for a less celebratory occasion. The speaking outline helps you present your speech conversationally—
conveying your ideas in your own words and maintaining eye contact with the audience rather than reading a word-for-word script or reciting your presentation from memory. Of course, just because someone makes eye contact doesn’t necessarily mean that he or she is telling the truth. Value claims? Clearly, Marvin failed to get his message across to
many in his audience—in large part because of his word choice. For example, what is your favorite use of spare time? When you have a relevant point to make, share your idea. They say it’s the most overdone monologue in the world. Now we consider how you can organize these supporting materials to help audience members follow your speech.
Someone who doesn’t feel heard may turn a deaf ear to another person’s comments at later meetings. DeJong and L. Specifically, you’ll want to focus on where and how your audience is situated for the presentation, your audience’s specific demographics, and especially any common ground between you and your audience. TransFair USA, a nonprofit
organization, is the only independent third-party certifier of fair trade products in the U.S. It allows companies to display 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 9 A-9 • Causal reasoning. As you take notes, begin to distinguish the speaker’s main points—the two or three most important ideas the speaker wants you to remember (often called “takeaways”
or the “take-home message”). In what ways do the public speaking skills you have developed in this course increase your ability to participate effectively in groups? In a speech on limiting student loan debt, you might follow a main point on possible solutions with an internal summary: To review my proposed solutions: First, never use loans for
nonessential items such as dorm furniture. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 17 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-18 glossary relaxation strategies Techniques to be performed before giving a speech to help relieve muscle tension and banish negative thoughts. Also, researchers are working toward a system whereby the aptamers’ target can be changed—just
like the target on your GPS—expanding the use of the PGTKs to other diseases and procedures. culture The values, traditions, and rules for living that are passed from generation to generation. In either case, your audience will begin to take you less seriously. Sufficiently 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 609 25/10/13 3:06 PM 610 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking rehearse your narrative so that you will feel comfortable and relaxed sharing it during the actual speech. Which topics are already familiar to students? If your classmates are to be your primary audience for your speech, how can you use class time to perform informal audience analysis? If you find that few credible sources
support your claim and that most sources disagree, do not include that point in your speech. But interpersonal conflicts that have nothing to do with 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 631 25/10/13 4:57 PM 632 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication the group’s mission only create distraction. At the same time, however, you must not generalize about
particular races or ethnicities. When you use these devices, be sure to use clear and consistent terms so that the images make sense. Bar Graphs. A bar graph consists of parallel bars of varying height or length that compare several pieces of information. Speaking outlines are usually prepared on numbered note cards or on pieces of 81⁄2" × 11"
paper; the writing on these outlines must be clear and easy to read. What is the advantage of memorized delivery over other forms of delivery? You can generate supporting materials internally by brainstorming and externally by conducting research. In a lecture, you are likely to engage in nonlistening if you are more focused on your own thoughts
about the subject than on what the speaker has to say. Break into groups and share your arguments. Consider Carly’s speech about women’s magazines, described at the beginning of the chapter. In terms of other changes, we’ve expanded online coverage throughout the book, most notably in our research chapter (Chapter 7). How could she use the
advice presented in this chapter to improve her organization? recency A quality of credible sources that holds that because of our rapidly changing world, newer evidence is generally more reliable than older evidence. Please note: it is not sufficient! In this case, you also need to find and record the name of the author of the information, his or her
credentials, and the date of the information. But these may not be obvious to the 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 601 25/10/13 3:06 PM 602 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking audience. You know you should relax. She was unexpected. Her idea? I want to use my time to speak to everyone who’s never been elected. Name and describe the
three common approaches to group presentations identified in the chapter. • Print rather than write in script. In contrast, two of seven mice in the chemotherapy group had complete tumor reduction with survivability of only 57 percent. Retsinas, “The New Homeowners,” Boston Globe, July 8, 2007, http://
boston.com/news/globe/editorial_opinion/oped/articles/2007/07/08/the_new _homeowners. First, we introduced the five classical canons of rhetoric, a set of guidelines that continue to inform the way many speech instructors teach speech preparation today. There are literally millions of Web sites created by individuals, advocacy groups, clubs, and
businesses that may contain incorrect or biased information.15 As anyone with a Tumblr, Facebook page, or Twitter feed knows, it’s a snap for anyone to publish as much and as often as desired in the online world. Let’s consider several benefits to presenting a mediated speech to a remote audience. Also avoid using gender-specific nouns or noun
phrases, such as poetess, chairman, congressman, cleaning lady, and fireman. Try Video Activity 16.2, “Conveying Information: Narrative (Needs Improvement).” Thus, select stories—and the details that go into them—based on audience analysis. You veer off course, but all the while, that purpose, that thing that you were specifically, divinely, made
for, will be looming in front of you. Lustig and J. Sherif and C. (This is often the case in traditional “hybrid” speaking courses.) Many remote classes—and perhaps some in-person courses— will ask that you record your speeches; you may also face situations in school and life in which a mediated format is your best available option. Move as much as
necessary to invigorate your speech (even if you must come out from behind a lectern or podium), but not so much that you confuse or distract your audience. (Parkour involves getting past obstacles efficiently using physical skills, such as running, climbing, or jumping, rather than going around them.) If you argue that Parkour is a pointless activity,
you won’t likely gain volunteers, since you’d be attacking a core belief. And then Stevie 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 615 25/10/13 3:06 PM 616 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking • Narrative from the play, The Colored Museum, reinforces Ms. Davis’s main idea. And how could we not mention Peter Parker’s amazing ability to swing
from buildings and catch the bad guys, all through the power of the web? At the graveside service for your grandmother, for instance, family members and friends might smile 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 594 25/10/13 3:06 PM General Guidelines for Special-Occasion Speeches 595 through their tears and nod their heads knowingly when you
help them recall her famous midnight excursions into the kitchen for chocolate ice cream. However, when we use a less natural medium, we face greater barriers to effective communication. In preparing your speech, you think about what members of the 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 7 26/11/13 4:12 PM 8 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public
Speaking management team care about most: the company’s profitability—its ability to increase revenues while reducing costs. As he rolled the balls, he pointed out to his audience how each ball’s speed and path differed based on its design and his technique. The more you can do to focus their attention, the more likely they will be to interact with
you. Some listeners will find this mode dull and impersonal, while others may even consider it condescending. These speeches are longer and more involved than simple toasts, and they require the ability to thrill and captivate an audience, often after listeners have consumed a full meal and perhaps a few 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 608
25/10/13 3:06 PM Strategies for Each Type of Special-Occasion Speech 609 glasses of wine. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 429 09/10/13 3:45 PM 430 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids Control Audience Interaction with Your Aids To avoid distracting your audience unnecessarily, do not show or play an aid until you are ready for listeners to
see or hear it. Today I’m here to tell you about an experimental new method of chemotherapy—precision-guided tumor killers, or PGTKs • — and the possibility of its eradicating tumors more effectively than traditional chemotherapy, without all the horrible side effects. If you are speaking to audience members in different locations, you may not be
aware that one viewer’s computer has crashed. She had carefully outlined her speech and delivered it using a small stack of note cards. You also need to deliver a solid set of facts to prove the claims you’re making. precisely because of that!”3 When you and your audience establish eye contact, it becomes difficult for listeners to look away or mentally
drift as you’re talking. Goats?” (Parish), 502–7 27/11/13 7:24 PM  sponsoring organizations, 212 stage fright. If you have some expertise in the subject, outline your credentials for your audience. Suppose she could not provide evidence that access to a wide range of doctors would actually help families in Trey’s situation and other health crises as well.
Sometimes also referred to as a road map for the speech. Moreover, in most situations, work assigned to another group member will hinge on work you’ve been assigned, so failing to follow up on your commitment will hurt not just you but also the other member. “Cloaking Device Makes Objects Invisible—To Infrared Light Anyway.” Guardian, March
18, 2010. To begin with, chemotherapy was first developed in the 1950s—as reported by the Web site of the American Cancer Society, accessed November 27, 2006—when some people were accidentally exposed to mustard gas in a government weaponry experiment and the exposure resulted in a lowered white cell count. Instead, I’d like to talk, for a
moment, with everyone out there who doesn’t have a title—those who aren’t credentialed. Jim Kerstetter, senior editor for CNET News, wrote an August 21, 2012, article on the CNET News site about Intellectual Ventures, a new company that has received funding from investors that include Bill Gates. Informative Speaking Techniques for Informing
Definition Explanation Description Demonstration Try Video Activity 16.1: “Garza, How to Buy a Guitar.” Narrative Try Video Activity 16.2: “Conveying Information: Narrative (Needs Improvement).” Types of Informative Speeches Objects Individuals or Groups Events Processes Try Video Activity 16.3: “Conveying Information: Description.” Ideas
Developing Your Informative Speech Analyzing Your Audience Selecting a Technique Focusing on Your Goal to Inform Clarifying and Simplifying Your Message Sample Informative Speech: Spider Silk: A Miracle Material Derived from . For example, by commenting on a point that a previous speaker made or a question that an audience member has
asked, you show that you’re delivering an original rather than a canned or prepackaged speech. Given his win, Democrats assumed that support for the new president would translate into o  ngoing backing of the health care bill. Consider the example of a corporate manager required to explain to the board of directors why her company recently lost
so many top executives. A focus on sleep disorders and sleep science could make an appropriate informative topic. For example, Amber could tell her audience about the courses taken by theater arts majors. In small groups, develop a list of situations in which you may suddenly be called on to give an unanticipated speech (a wedding toast, a tribute
at the retirement of a favorite teacher, a presentation of an award, a plea to the city council on an issue of concern). By tailoring these elements of your speech to your audience and allotting the right amount of time to each, you stand an excellent chance of delivering an effective presentation. Gift wrap and gift bags generate four million tons of
waste. After all, you won’t get your message across unless your audience is eager to listen. 436 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 436 03/10/13 4:16 PM 15 MEDIATED PUBLIC SPEAKING Effective mediated public speaking offers a new world of challenges and opportunities. In that case, her speech would merely be an emotional ploy to manipulate
the audience into accepting her argument. Examples include “His mind works like an adding machine” and “The baby’s crying was as sweet as music to his ears.” A metaphor makes implicit comparisons of unlike objects by identifying one object with the other. Now, proceed to the third question. If listeners seem confused, slow down, leave out some
of the specifics or technical concepts, and instead explain a few of your points in more detail. What three main factors should a speaker consider when selecting his or her main points? Many students are still mentally rooted in the weekend and will have difficulty focusing on your speech. Talented speakers select the best ideas for a particular speech
based on their analysis of their audience, their choice of topic and purpose, the research they conduct, and the evidence they gather. You can craft your message as you want, but you may have to explain all relevant issues and concepts in basic terms. Do some types of speeches work better with presentation aids, and if so, which types of aids? Speak
extemporaneously from an outline? dictionary A reference work that offers definitions, pronunciation guides, and sometimes etymologies of words. You might use a general dictionary or, if available, a more specialized one for your topic. Westen, The Political Brain: The Role of Emotion in Deciding the Fate of the Nation (New York: Public Affairs,
2007). Recipients of honors, awards, or designations are often expected to give a short presentation of their own—something beyond a simple thank-you. After you log into the library’s site and check the e-book out remotely, it should appear in your e-reader’s list and remain there for the checkout period. Vandermeer, “The Relative Effectiveness of
Several Different Sound Tracks Used on an Animated Film on Elementary Meteorology,” Speech Monographs 20, no. Write each main point as a brief phrase or as a single sentence. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term video, and watch additional videos to help you with your
speech (such as “Ethically Acknowledging Reasonable Opposing Arguments” and “Presenting Information Neutrally”). By using an alphanumeric system of headings (beginning with roman numerals for main points and moving through capital letters, arabic numerals, and so on) and a system of indentation, you can present all of your points and
evidence, and clearly show how your points are supported. Name and define the two major categories of mediated presentations. You might then detail the process of applying for citizenship. It is about being in the driver’s seat of our destiny.8 Highlight Your Thesis. Rather than summing up your speech with a single key sentence, you may decide to
use a few lines to reinforce the heart of your message. People listening to a presentation may have other things on their minds (for example, a problem at home, a distracting sound coming from the next room, or worries about an upcoming test or paper). For example, if you argue that long-term prohibition of marijuana can’t succeed because
prohibition of alcohol failed, you would be using this type of reasoning. A poignant introductory story about Kevin Ware, the Louisville shooting guard who severely broke his leg during the 2013 NCAA tournament, could help win your listeners’ attention and stir up their emotions right from the start. If you must go into more detail on a particular
main point, use signposts along with an internal preview or summary to help the audience keep track of your train of thought (see Chapter 9). Finally, we revisit a few preparation and delivery strategies discussed earlier in the book. Adam Piore, contrib. • IV. They also miss opportunities to ask clarifying questions or to comment in informed,
thoughtful ways. Plagiarism is particularly common among students who research their speech topics online. Silverman, “Learning and Teaching Styles in Engineering Education,” Engineering Education 78.7 (1988): 677. See list of works cited blockers, in groups, 636 body clock, 126–27 body language. Jeanine’s boss asked her to visit several cities
and 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 123 12/09/13 7:00 PM 124 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis deliver big sales presentations—what the boss described as “dog and pony shows”—for a revolutionary new software product designed to create striking visual online advertisements. Second, we looked at current research into the process of making
objects invisible. On the job, your manager may ask you to develop an online sales presentation on a new product. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 361 09/10/13 3:08 PM 362 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style Using gender-neutral references can be challenging at times. Lewis, and R. “The Public Health and Economic Benefits of Taxing SugarSweetened Beverages.” New England Journal of Medicine 361 (October 15, 2009): 1599-605. Anthony, and Lucy Stone—took leadership roles in the women’s suffrage movement, which arose in the early 1900s. Effective word choice (also 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 53 12/09/13 6:42 PM 54 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech called
diction) can help make your speech much more memorable and engaging for listeners. But we have also seen such errors hurt the credibility of student speakers. In general, most people default to a specific style out of habit.9 Learning about the different listening styles—action-oriented listening, content-oriented listening, people-oriented listening,
and time-oriented listening10—is the first step to using them to your advantage. There is a good chance that a frowning classmate is trying to remember where she left her keys or worrying about an upcoming math test. There are four types of inductive reasoning: example, comparison, sign, and causal. Kennedy (New York: Oxford University Press,
1991), 1358a-b. What type of preparation could help you deliver his speech from his speaking outline? Will all your listeners be able to see and hear you? Along with the new chapter on mediated presentations, Speak Up includes expanded coverage of listening skills, a modern guide to research, and more information on establishing common ground.
Whether to mark a celebration, a milestone, or a passing, we all participate in specialoccasion speaking as speakers or listeners. Before then, you might have written letters or used the phone to stay in touch with friends and family members. Periodicals A periodical is a publication that appears at regular intervals—for example, weekly, monthly,
quarterly, or annually. A Proposal Linking Past Perspectives and Future Endeavors,” International Journal of Listening 22 (2008): 105. In ancient Greece, spider webs were used to stop bleeding in open wounds. By noting common ground while developing an informative speech, you can incorporate strategies to strengthen your credibility, or ethos.
Video Activity 8.4: “Kim, The Nonmonetary Uses of Gold.” Identify the types of supporting materials Kim uses to develop her ideas. reference work A compilation of background information on major topic areas useful for doing introductory research or discovering a specific fact. Turmel, Ten Steps to Successful Virtual Presentations (Alexandria,
VA: ASTD Press, 2011), 8. Unfortunately, some persuaders use unethical tactics. U.S. Code, Title 4, Chapter 1 §3, §8(d), via Cornell University Law School, http:// www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode04/usc_sup_01_4_10_1.html (accessed March 23, 2010). End with a closing sentence or paragraph that leaves your audience with a vivid memory of
your speech. Anthony Reader (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1992), 8. Savvy use of presentation aids can help you gain several important advantages as you deliver a speech. Demonstrations often call for both physical modeling and verbal elements as you lead the audience through the parts or steps of whatever you are demonstrating.
Likewise, avoid mixing comparisons—that is, using more than one simile or metaphor at a time. This is especially true in situations in which racial issues are sensitive, affecting people throughout their lives. Offer four strategies for effective after-dinner speeches. But in any speaking situation, you should always strive to look presentable through good
grooming (tidy hair, nails, makeup) and an overall tidy appearance (avoiding holes in clothing, clothes that are inappropriately revealing). And, like . Hjorthol, “Videoconferencing as a Mode of Communication: A Comparative Study of the Use of Videoconferencing and Face-to-Face Meetings, Journal of Business and Technical Communication 26, no. If
you are the speaker dealing with an interruptive listener, tell the audience you’ll be happy to answer more questions at the end of the speech. • According to the American Cancer Society Web site, accessed September 30, 2006, chemotherapy may be administered into the body through three different methods: a pill, a shot, and an IV. Are all of your
movements and gestures within view? Respecting Time Constraints Most special occasions are carefully planned affairs. Although she may not have persuaded all her listeners to change their viewpoints on abortion, her speech proved thought provoking and held her audience’s attention. Typically, you will find testimony from the sources you
research at the library and online, or through interviews. In this section, we take a closer look at these patterns. Conversely, a speech on stock market investing might fail to capture the attention of students with little or no money to invest. How can you tell that Wiesel’s rhetorical purpose is to commemorate a special occasion? Such digital
presentations have become extremely widespread in business settings, in communities across the world, and on college campuses; indeed, some instructors may require a digital presentation for a public speaking course. In 1923, Calvin Coolidge delivered the first presidential address broadcast on radio,24 and just twenty-four years later, President
Truman delivered the first televised address.25 In the late twentieth century, the development of the Internet introduced even more channels for public speaking. Soon see benefits to defense, medicine, communications. She might also make the speech interactive by stopping 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 129 12/09/13 7:00 PM 130 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis passersby and encouraging them to “test-drive the knife, have some fruit, watch a little slice and dice!” You can adapt these effective techniques to your own presentations by offering fun (and maybe edible!) visual aids and making your presentation interactive—either by inviting audience members to come over or by asking
invitational questions that fit with your overall message (just make sure the questions are appropriate to the speech setting and aren’t invasive or personal). Finally, consider ways to narrow your topic. How can you apply these strategies to a speech? We elaborate on these formats in Chapter 17: Persuasive Speaking. Think of a celebrity as an
electron with no mass. First, we examined the science of invisibility. Recipients typically express gratitude for the award, extol the award’s significance to them and others, and acknowledge others’ support and contributions. Koegel, The Exceptional Presenter, 114. In the sections that follow, we take a close look at this notion of two meanings:
denotative meaning and connotative meaning. 26. Or you could describe the process by which he developed one of his best-known inventions, including how he resolved problems that surfaced while designing it. Moreover, they would probably expect a mostly religious service with only a brief discussion of the deceased, including comments focused
particularly on how he or she cared about the community and shared its traditions. Making things even more convenient, prerecorded speeches can be viewed at different locations and at different times. Rather than protecting certain vulnerable people from hurtful language, critics say that these guidelines limit people’s precious right to freedom of
expression by establishing strict rules of political correctness—written or unwritten codes of conduct requiring language that reflects a politically and socially liberal view. body clock (chronemics) The time of day or day of the week when an audience will be listening to a presentation. representative example An instance typical of the class it
represents. Wi-Fi can certainly work, but other devices in the immediate vicinity can drain its signal strength. Create a credibility checklist based on the bulleted list on pages 548–49. In contrast, when Jackie gave her speech to the group of parents, she made reference to her age and her own role as a mother. It’s plausible that Lonyae would be good
at soccer. Be sure that your summary includes each main point from your speech. Number each note card or page of your speaking outline—this will help you reassemble the outline quickly if you happen to drop your cards or pages while walking up to the front of the room or delivering your speech. If you are offended by or disagree with something
in the speech, tell the person while providing your critique. Coaches routinely diagram plays to convey strategy to their players; you might also use an annotated diagram 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 412 09/10/13 3:44 PM Types of Presentation Aids 413 to provide instructions or point out different elements of something, such as a cyclist’s
equipment. Patterson, “Spatial Factors,” 351–61. Often, a clincher that delivers an emotional charge makes a speech particularly memorable—especially in a persuasive or commemorative presentation. This causes the silk fibers to separate from the milk so they can be extracted. On the top line [of the visual aid], this is the BP oil spill: billions of
barrels of oil gushing in the Gulf of Mexico. You can use this and other relaxation techniques even as you’re waiting to deliver your speech. • Clincher sums up Anna’s speech with irony. Updated text includes cutting-edge issues and refreshed popculture examples, such as social networking, Sonia Sotomayor, and the reigning air guitar champ. Name
and describe the different types of false inferences covered in this chapter. 25/10/13 2:50 PM 534 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking Main Points I. Likewise, if you were giving a speech on various bird calls, you could play a recording of a particular call instead of relying only on lengthy descriptions or demonstrations of what the call sounds like.
Chapter review In this chapter, we examined how the right selection and strategic use of presentation aids enhances your audience’s interest in, as well as their comprehension and retention of your speech. Describe the most important guidelines for creating a working outline for a speech’s body, introduction, and conclusion. Common knowledge
information is widely known and disseminated in many sources. • Speech to celebrate. We would like to thank our own speech teachers and forensics coaches for their contributions to our development as public speakers and teachers. For example, suppose you are interested in speaking about drilling for oil in Alaska. Finally, before moving ahead
with your research, make a list of the subject matter you need to research and the questions 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 192 12/09/13 7:07 PM Creating a Research Plan 193 you need to answer. She challenges the audience to honor Ms. Parks by carrying on her quest for civil rights. Bell, Critical Thinking as Described by Psychologists,
December 15, 1996, .pg.cc.md.us/~wpeirce/MCCCTR/bell1.html (accessed June 12, 2006). For example, a seasoned vendor might try to sell a fruit and vegetable knife by arranging colorful, pre-cut fruit in pleasing shapes, such as a flower or a windmill. At the same time, we suggest that you prepare for surprises—including power failures and
technology glitches (frozen programs, system crashes, or a failed Internet connection). And for some reason that marinated in my head, and the only image that I had was from the movie The Exorcist. Governor Granholm’s message demonstrates the style that is a hallmark of special-occasion speeches. Did your teacher expect you to know how to
solve complex problems after merely lecturing to you about algebra or geometry? The Speaking Outline A speaking outline is a shorter outline that expresses your ideas in brief phrases, key words, or abbreviations rather than in complete sentences or detailed phrases. A metaphor can also help listeners experience a new idea “in terms that resonate
with their past experience.”5 CHOOSING RESPECTFUL AND UNBiaSED LANGUAGE When you use respectful language in your speeches—words, phrases, and expressions that are courteous and don’t reflect bias against other cultures or individuals—you deliver far more effective presentations. When I was forty-two, I was present at the passing of
my father, and I remember the hospice worker telling my mom that he was very, very sick, and the only reason he was holding on was because he needed permission to go. Because of this, the young man or woman writing today has forgotten the problems of the human heart in conflict with itself, which alone can make good writing, because only that
is worth writing about, worth the agony and the sweat. Therefore, the speaker should not include it under main point II. But it may hold great appeal for athletic students in their late teens and early twenties. In the November 2006 issue of Discover, Duke University physicists David Smith and Dave Schurig note that “when light rays from the sky
27/09/13 5:50 PM A Sample Working Outline 321 hit the hot, thin air just above the surface of the asphalt, they bend. What four qualities ensure clear language? To resolve the dilemma, consider this simple rule of thumb: if you’re using most or all of the original material, simply rearranged and restated in your own words, you’re still taking another
person’s ideas and presenting them as your own. Limiting fried foods, whole milk, and sweetened drinks helps you avoid the “freshman fifteen.” B. Such actions suggest that you view your listeners as consumers of information and take an unethical and cynical caveat emptor (let the buyer beware) approach to public speaking. Tuman, Communicating
Terror: The Rhetorical Dimensions of Terrorism (Los Angeles: Sage Publishing, 2004). To find government documents, use the following resources: • Catalog of U.S. Government Publications (catalog.gpo.gov/F) provides citations to federal publications, congressional hearings, and committee reports. Technological challenges do happen, but there are
simple things you can do to try to prevent them. It’s Useful for Talking to Satellites.” CNET NEWS, August 21, 2012. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 21 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-22 glossary symposium A method of group presentation in which group members take responsibility for delivering different parts of the presentation. Chances are good that
the teacher used understandable language and examples that clarified the concepts and made the subject seem relevant. Custom Solutions Qualified adopters can customize Speak Up and make it their own by adding their own content or mixing it with ours. Characterize a few of the fallacies being exposed. BEING AN ETHICAL LISTENER So far,
we’ve focused our discussion of ethics on speakers’ responsibilities. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2010), 113: “Next the creator of the speech may inquire: is there any possibility for common ground between the speaker and the audience?” 8. How can you do so? For example, audience members from one particular culture might interpret extensive eye
contact as rude or disrespectful, while individuals from another culture might welcome it. Focusing on Your Goal to Inform When developing an informative speech, it’s particularly important to remain focused on your rhetorical purpose—to inform—at every phase. Similarly, if a speaker manages to persuade audience members by playing a catchy
song during transitions or by quoting a pop-culture icon (who has no expertise on your topic), he or she has not persuaded ethically. Brown Director of Rights and Permissions: Hilary Newman Copyright © 2014, 2011, 2009 by Bedford/St. Martin’s All rights reserved. Identify three things to keep in mind for effective delivery of mediated presentations.
When Marvin sat down after concluding his speech, he felt confident that he had both conveyed his credibility and met his objective: informing the audience about his topic. Specifically, it does the following: • • • • • Gains your audience’s attention Signals your thesis Shows the relevance of the topic for your audience Establishes your credibility
Previews your main points 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 280 27/09/13 4:35 PM Introducing Your Speech 281 Your introduction must accomplish all this in a brief period of time. If there are points in your speech where the operator should zoom in on a visual aid, take a closer shot of you, or pan a live audience (if you have one), this can be
practiced to ensure that it is handled smoothly. To find books related to your topic, start by searching your library’s electronic catalog by subject. See anecdotes naturalness, mediated communication and, 447 needs, audience, 523–24 nervous listening, 105–6 neutral audiences, 148–49 newspapers, 205–6 noise, in linear communication model, 20
nonlistening, 102–3 nonverbal communication delivery skills: eye contact, 388–92; gestures, 392–94; personal appearance, 398–99; physical movement, 394–95; proxemics, 396–97 mediated presentations and, 449 nonverbal symbols, 19 norm facilitators, in groups, 636 notes, interview evaluating, 221 taking, 220 note taking providing speech critiques
and, 113 unprocessed, 101–2 Obama, Barack, 138, 147 objective, research, 192–93 objectivity of research sources guidelines for assessing, 197–98 Internet sponsoring organizations and, 212 objects informative speaking about, 481–83 as presentation aids, 409–10 27/11/13 7:24 PM i-10 INDEX observational capacity, 198–99 observation of audiences,
154–55 omissions, 78 online periodical indexes, 203–4 open-ended questions on audience surveys, 152–53 in interviews, 219 oral vs. Your job is to make strategic choices, selecting the ethical arguments that are most likely to persuade your particular listeners. I refuse to • Effective repetition: accept this. The jargon can be even trickier to use if its
definition is still in a state of evolution; the latter example is one such case.2 Here are two simple guidelines for deciding whether to include a particular instance of jargon in a speech: • If you can say something in plain language, do so. Therefore, avoid delivering a long speech with no audience interaction during times like this. Organizing Value
Claims In making a value claim in a persuasive speech, you attach a judgment to your subject and then try to get the audience to agree with your evaluation. Are there any questions you are having difficulty answering through library and Internet research? Start by outlining the two parts of the conclusion we discussed in Chapter 10: a summary of
your main points and a clincher. Cambridge Dictionaries Online, s.v. “Zoroastrianism,” accessed January 31, 2007, . Third, as you are delivering the talk, take care to distinguish whether you are representing your own views, the views of some members of the group, or a consensus of all group members. , you know to jump online for fun and lively
related video Your instructor may assign the video activities as part of your coursework or use them in class. 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 183 06/12/13 3:48 PM 184 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic In this book, we use the term thesis to mean the main position of any type of speech. Like italics on a printed page, inflection draws attention to
the words or expressions you want your audience to notice and remember. ACKNOWLEDGING THE WORK OF OTHERS Researching a speech topic exposes you to a wealth of interesting facts, information, and ideas—many of which you will want to include in your presentation. (Women 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 298 27/09/13 4:35 PM
Concluding Your Speech 299 are forbidden from getting driver’s licenses in Saudi Arabia.) She used the following clincher in a speech to the Oslo Freedom Forum: The struggle is not about driving a car. The mountains themselves are covered with taigas—large forests that blanket the area. Key Terms hearing 95 listening 95 processing 96 retention
97 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 115 action-oriented listening 99 content-oriented listening 100 people-oriented listening 100 time-oriented listening 100 16/09/13 11:22 AM 116 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills unprocessed note taking 102 nonlistening 102 interruptive listening 103 agenda-driven listening 104 argumentative listening 105 nervous
listening 105 interactive listening 106 external noise 106 internal noise 106 audience surveillance 108 defeated listening 111 superficial listening 112 speech critique 112 constructive criticism 113 Review Questions 1. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 647 25/10/13 4:57 PM 648 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication Critical Thinking Questions 1. In
recent years, marketers in the 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 132 12/09/13 7:00 PM Incorporating Demographics 133 automotive industry observed that more women were buying cars, and that sales pitches aimed at men did not work so effectively with female customers. Surveying Your Audience A survey is a set of written questions that you ask
your audience to answer in advance of your speech. Chapter 1. Before giving any special-occasion speech, be sure you’re familiar with your audience’s expectations regarding what should be said during the speech and how it should be said. Consider Your Audience Your audience members’ knowledge and interests can be exceptionally useful in
helping you choose the best possible supporting materials. By contrast, if your goal is to teach audience members how to perform the process themselves, combine both explanation and demonstration—that is, verbally and physically model the steps of the process. Exercise fulfills a number of different needs: it can improve people’s health, help them
perform better at work and in school, increase their self-esteem, mitigate the dangers that come with obesity, and (if done in a social setting) provide opportunities to forge friendships and meet romantic partners. Her account went into collections. If you are one of the millions of users of Twitter, the social networking service, you may already be used
to being succinct, as tweets are limited to 140 characters; this restriction forces you to think and express yourself concisely. Integrated. If the microphone is in the camera, it should remain about the same distance from you for the entire speech. Next, we will discuss how to use these principles to craft a speech. Indicate his thesis and main points?
03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 87 12/09/13 7:23 PM 88 chap t e r 3
Speech Ethics Key Terms ethics 69 ethical absolutism 69 situational ethics 69 culturally relative 71 ethical speech 72 legally protected speech 72 half-truth 74 false inference 75 taking evidence out of context 76 omission 78 plagiarism 80 paraphrasing 83 common knowledge 84
fallacious reasoning 84 hasty generalization 84 post hoc fallacy 84 ad hominem (personal attack) fallacy 84 ad populum (bandwagon) fallacy 85 ethical audience 85 Review Questions 1. • Elvia offers a precise statement of her topic. Assume you will be speaking to students and their parents. Brown, “Wikipedia as a Data Source for Political Scientists:
Accuracy and Completeness of Coverage,” PS: Political Science and Politics 44, no. How do these aids relate to the commercials’ main points? A viewer can go back and review a section of the presentation or watch the entire speech again. UNICEF reports in February 2006 that child trafficking is on the rise in this African region. To keep your
audience focused on your speech, watch them during your presentation. Consider the following two sets of main points that might be used in a speech on information overload: First Set of Main Points I. But they may not know why the honor or award really matters. 148). Try Video Activity 9.1, “Overholser, What Is Good Journalism?” When a Subpoint
Doesn’t Fit In developing a speech, you may discover that some of the supporting materials you researched do not relate to any of the main points you selected. For example, if all the facts you’ve gathered strongly support the idea that diet drinks don’t help people lose weight, then use those very words to state your claim about the drinks, rather
than saying something like, “Diet soft drinks aren’t as healthy as people think.” Using Reasoning Reasoning is the line of thought that connects the facts you present and the conclusions you draw from those facts. And it still 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 391 08/10/13 10:08 AM 392 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech enables you to gauge
your audience members’ interest, hold their attention, and interact with individual listeners if needed. How do groups acquire leaders? Chapter review As the opening example about the speech on influenza vaccines suggested, informative speaking is about teaching your listeners something and increasing their awareness of your topic. Cassell, and
A. Given the fact that audience-driven presentations are consistently the most effective, we strongly encourage you to analyze your audience in advance of your presentation, and to use that analysis as a tool to shape your main points, supporting material, and even delivery (including time and visual aids). hypothetical example An imagined example
or scenario that a speaker invites his or her audience to consider in order to help them follow a complicated point presented immediately afterward. Now Graciela had ideas and evidence that would be much more relevant and interesting to her classmates. “First Presidential Speech on TV,” /first-presidential-speech-on-tv (site last accessed May 23,
2012). An active Twitter user, Jason found the topic fascinating and looked forward to developing the speech. If you anticipate a small audience and cramped space, a PowerPoint presentation may be unnecessary; showing objects or offering simple handouts might create a more intimate setting. Pay a visit to factcheck.org, a nonpartisan group that
investigates claims made by politicians, news organizations, and interest groups to determine how truthful they are. • A. Research began with microwaves. We also consider the ethical obligations of a persuasive speaker and present several strategies for organizing your persuasive message. • Persuading. You also need a reliable system for matching
each citation to the evidence you obtain. At the same time, students want a book that is engaging, fun, and affordable. SEEKING COMMON GROUND Another way to analyze your audience is to look for common ground—beliefs, values, and experiences that you share with your listeners.6 Consider Jay, a student at a commuter school who gave a
persuasive presentation to convince his listeners to use mass transit instead of driving to school. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 619 25/10/13 3:06 PM 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 620 25/10/13 4:57 PM 2 0 group communication Several heads are better than one. When it comes to speech presentations and audience, size matters. After
discussing these challenges, we will explain how to overcome them in the next section of this chapter. informative purpose The rhetorical purpose that aims to educate and increase an audience’s understanding and awareness of a topic. Try Video Activity 9.3, “Patterns of Arrangement: Causal.” Signposts A signpost is a word or phrase within a
sentence that helps your audience understand your speech’s structure. This will help them hear you clearly and will be more comfortable for them. 10, 2007: Must transport light around object. This weaker claim may sound relevant to the issue, 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 565 06/12/13 2:26 PM 566 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion but it
is not; you’re presenting it just because it’s easy to knock down, like a person made of straw. Stating your main points using similar words or parallel structure will signal to your listeners that these points are important. Turmel, Ten Steps, 8. Philosophers—and cheating romantic partners—have long argued about whether keeping silent about
something is the same thing as lying about it. The five canons—invention, arrangement, style, memory, and delivery— inform the steps you will follow to prepare and deliver an effective speech. Chapter 2 1. Jason was psyched. A speaker can interact with printed photographs, marker boards, and flip charts, keeping the audience focused on the
speaker rather than just on the aid. Instead of going to either of these extremes, strive to incorporate a reasonable amount and variety of physical movement as you give your presentation. It is particularly important to participate if you have special experience or expertise with the point being made. You’ll need to consider other characteristics as well
to develop an effective informative speech. What kinds of sources do you find? But noise can also originate internally—within the source or his or her listeners. • Failing to acknowledge potential conflicts of interest. When she wanted to start a conversation with a friend, a family member, or the student standing behind her in a long line at the
bookstore, she needed to figure out what to talk about. Reflect on your own listening skills. In a single sentence, convey the topic and purpose of your speech. For five or ten minutes in class, try viewing your public speaking instructor as a speaker trying to keep an audience (the class) engaged in effective listening. ah . Although the lectern might
make you feel somewhat more comfortable, it usually acts as a barrier between you and your listeners. Identify other strategies she uses to adjust her speech to the audience. • Style: warrior metaphors and effective use of repetition. Jot down responses to these questions, as well as your own thoughts about topics that may interest your classmates.
See N. The group can divide up a project so that each member takes responsibility for the portions of the job he or she is best suited for. Others endure nausea, hyperventilation, and downright panic. You can also avoid losing credibility by avoiding statements that raise doubts about your knowledge, honesty, or goodwill. O’Keefe, Persuasion: Theory
and Research (Newbury Park, CA: Sage, 1990), 36–37. Or you could advocate stronger remedies for reducing discrimination in society, thereby acknowledging that discrimination does exist. An excellent example of this is when the late senator Edward (Ted) Kennedy was invited to speak in October 1983 at Liberty Baptist College, a conservative
Christian school established by Reverend Jerry Falwell. Picking up where Peter left off, Senior Production Supervisor Jennifer Peterson put in the hard and careful work needed to turn hundreds of manuscript pages with more than five hundred illustrations into a finished product, as did Linda Winters and Kalina 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 15
11/11/13 11:56 AM xvi P reface Ingham, who lined up permissions for the book’s many sample speeches and speech excerpts. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 466 03/10/13 4:16 PM Chapter Review 467 CHAPTER REVIEW In this chapter, we examined mediated public speaking, in which a message is transmitted through an electronic or a
mechanical medium. In an article in the Washington Post, Luntz noted that President Obama called for a “balanced, responsible approach” in nearly every speech because his consultants determined that such language would ring true to the American public. To make your choice, consider the assignment, your audience, your knowledge and interests,
and the context of your speech. However, lay testimony can help you show how a typical person has been affected by your topic. Giffen, Decision-Making Group Interaction, 2nd ed. 1 (1994): 17, 24. 11 employers seek in potential job candidates.7 Employees agree that communication skills are important. Once poisoned, the cancer cells burst and die
off. What makes this speech significant, noteworthy, or important? Outlining Your Speech Activity 11.1: “Roth, Emergency in the Emergency Room” 315 • Activity 11.2: “Morales, Without Liberty and Justice for All” 316 • Activity 11.3: “Rate: Too Fast (Needs Improvement)” 328 • Activity 11.4: “Hutchison, Freedom and Success” 334 Chapter 12.
If you speak too softly and don’t project enough, your listeners may have trouble hearing you. For more on this, see also B. Impromptu delivery means that you are generating your speech content in the moment, without time to prepare in advance. On the other hand, an audience of amateur comedians might expect a fun and lighthearted presentation
at a roast for a fellow entertainer, with speakers revealing funny stories about the individual 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 595 25/10/13 3:06 PM 596 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking being roasted. George Soukoulis, a senior physicist at Ames Laboratory, explains in the January 9, 2007, Science Daily that metamaterials may lead to
the development of a “superlens” that can capture “details much smaller than one wavelength of light to vastly improve imaging for materials or biomedical applications, such as giving researchers the power to see inside a human cell or diagnose disease in a baby still in the womb.” • C. Third, satellite connections may become more efficient.
Hornikx and D. When you present trustworthy facts to back your claims and clearly show how those facts have led you to those claims, you use logos effectively. If you use it, audience members will be unlikely to accept the point you are trying to prove.7 Furthermore, you can’t be confident that you have met your ethical duty to present truthful facts
to the audience. Soeltz Production Director: Susan W. They can inform, inspire, 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 339 09/10/13 3:08 PM 340 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style and uplift others. The person you talk with should be an expert on your subject. Of course, some evidence is classic and endures to this day. Taking evidence out of context is
another form of false inference. Here’s an example of this kind of precision: A study by Sharon Fowler and her colleagues at the University of Texas Health Science Center found that the risk of becoming obese or overweight for regular soft drink drinkers consuming 1–2 cans daily is 32.8 percent. Use Gender-Neutral References Experts in grammar
openly advocated the use of the generic he as early as 1553,6 and by 1850, this preference was legally supported (he was said to stand for he and she).7 By the 1970s, however, modern linguists began questioning the generic use of masculine pronouns for reinforcing gender-based stereotypes. Mushers and dog-show enthusiasts would immediately
recognize the error of calling the Alaskan husky a purebred dog, as these sled dogs are crossbred from diverse bloodlines. The best speakers choose their topic in advance, carefully consider what they might say about that topic, and then select 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 8 26/11/13 4:12 PM Why Study Public Speaking? The rhetorical purpose is
the speaker’s intended effect on the audience. We start by introducing six types of special-occasion speeches and discussing the purposes each type serves. worldview The “lens” through which a person sees and interprets reality. Ethics refers to a set of beliefs shared by a group about what behaviors are correct or incorrect. You’ll be better
positioned to interpret and respond to a neighbor who stands up at a town meeting and argues for an increase in the special-education budget. Wallack, “A Critical Perspective of the Drug Czar’s Antidrug Media Campaign,” Journal of Health Communication 4 (1999): 155–60; D. And Topsy talks about a function she went to one night, way uptown: 615
• Inspirational call for action. Whereas watching TV is a passive activity (like hearing),6 reading is a learned activity that requires information processing (like listening).7 In the following section, we further discuss listening. Your limited notes are there for your reference—you can 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 310 21/10/13 5:02 PM Creating
Your Working Outline 311 use them as a reminder of what idea comes next—but you trust yourself to deliver the details more spontaneously, so that your speech feels fresh and conversational. Emphasis on news, business, and legal topics. reflective-thinking process A five-step strategy for group decision making: (1) define the problem, (2) analyze
the problem, (3) establish criteria for solving the problem, (4) generate possible solutions, and (5) select the best solution. For his speech, Kennedy addressed the emotionally charged subject of separating church and state. Zhang et al., “Evolution of the Internet and Its Cores,” New Journal of Physics 10 (December 2008). description A technique of
informative speeches that uses words to paint a mental picture for audience members so that they can close their eyes and imagine what the speaker is saying. Phil’s audience immediately grasped his passion for Harleys (not to mention his wife’s love for him!). Chung, and H. She built upon the strong foundation created by Steve Vrooman of Texas
Lutheran University and Chrys Egan of Salisbury University, who authored the instructor materials for the first edition. We’ve incorporated cutting-edge scholarly research throughout the book, especially in our chapter on listening (Chapter 4). Phil considered other possibilities, such as playing a recording of a Harley engine being revved up, showing
enlarged photos of different Harley models, or playing some video footage from a recent motorcycle convention he’d attended. . 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 536 25/10/13 2:50 PM Organizing Your Persuasive Speech 537 Monroe’s Motivated Sequence. Developed by Alan Monroe over seventy years ago, this organizational pattern remains
popular.26 It follows the stages of thinking that people often go through while solving a problem or considering new ideas.27 A motivated sequence aims to establish five main points, as shown in the following example from a persuasive speech encouraging students to study abroad: Main Points I. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 13 10/16/13 5:28
PM G-14 glossary naturalness The extent to which a communication medium matches the features of face-to-face interaction. You make sure to avoid salesstyle language, such as “This new design is bold and provocative,” because you know that such language will hold little interest for your business-oriented listeners. This pattern is effective when
you have a diverse set of main points to support the thesis of your speech. When you are at the lectern, be sure to avoid gripping the sides or top tightly with your hands; such a grip adds tension to your body and will be clearly visible to audience members. Lewis, “Touchstones, Authorities, and Marian Anderson: The Making of ‘I Have a Dream,’” in
The Making of Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights Movement, ed. And you should, too. For example, “Some of you may not share my thinking on this, and that’s OK. To learn more, visit bedfordstmartins.com/custom. Given this environment, some might object to acknowledging the LGBTQ demographic, but we strongly believe that acknowledging
members of the LGBTQ community is not only a smart and strategic move for a speaker but also an ethical responsibility. 2 (2012): 99–107, 106. Panicked, he jumps on the Internet and soon finds the text for a great speech related to his topic. For example, let’s say you want to give a speech convincing your classmates to exercise more often. But
emotional appeals can have a 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 573 25/10/13 4:45 PM 574 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion dark side, too. If you can see another element of common ground you share with audience members, you may wish to incorporate that into your speech. You do not even need to go downtown to help. latitude of
acceptance The range of positions on a given issue that are acceptable to an audience. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 191 12/09/13 7:07 PM 192 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech CREATING A RESEARCH PLAN Skilled researchers develop a strategy for finding and keeping track of the information they need. Organize and Outline the Body
of Your Speech A speech should be well organized, meaning that your ideas are structured in a way that enables the audience to follow your message easily. An open-ended question invites respondents to write an answer of their choosing, rather than offering a limited set of responses. If you are in a relatively intimate environment, you might even
decorate an actual cake as part of your presentation. For instance, ask a particularly insightful participant if he or she can think of any potential risks to the proposed course of action. • Evidence. What do you think? 04/11/13 8:43 PM A-16 appe n dix
Additional Sample Speeches encouragement as the son of a doctor in Grand Rapids. Be Patient.
When the time comes for you to start your introduction, many listeners may still be settling into their seats, finishing a meal, or simply chatting with one another. And how will notes be circulated to members who could not attend a particular meeting? But what benefits can we anticipate from this evolution? Once we’ve had these needs met, we
attend to safety needs, which include economic security and protection from danger. Paashuis, and J. • can be personally If we as consumers change how we buy chocolate, the involved in the industry will have to respond. common knowledge Widely known information that can be found in many sources and that does not require citation.
19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 602 25/10/13 3:06 PM Strategies for Each Type of Special-Occasion Speech 603 Use Appropriate Presentation Aids. A video or a slide presentation, perhaps with a light music or audio accompaniment, can complement your speech. His father said that when he asked the headmaster what profession his son should
adopt, he was told, “It doesn’t matter; he’ll never make a success of anything.”10 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 300 27/09/13 4:35 PM Chapter Review 301 Who was that hopeless student? We are also most grateful for Editor Mae Klinger’s hard work at the outset on revising this book. What kinds of situational adjustments do you make in
everyday conversation? Every audience 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 142 12/09/13 7:00 PM Seeking Common Ground 143 is unique; by identifying characteristics that many of your listeners share, you gain insight into how they might respond to your message. In desperation, Larissa decided that no one in her class at the University of Michigan–
Ann Arbor would know about the article because it had been published in Nevada Horizons, a magazine sold only in the greater Las Vegas area. Now that we know what chemotherapy is, we will move on to how it works. We also have ideas about what kind of society we want to live in, such as one that offers equality, freedom, happiness, peace, or
security.16 All of these are values. This outline also includes notes for transitions and visual aids. Remember that some topics do not lend themselves well to a discussion of process simply because of their sheer technical nature (for example, a speech about how changes in the tax code affect the concept of the alternative minimum tax). Now this may
sound like science fiction, which it is—for now. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 421 12/6/13 3:56 PM 422 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids Consider Your Audience Because presentation aids become part of the message you are sharing with listeners, your analysis of your audience should drive your aid selection. Brainstorming When
brainstorming, you list every idea that comes to mind without evaluating its merits. • Norm facilitators reinforce healthy group norms and discourage unproductive ones. To brainstorm, consider your interests and experiences, issues you care about, organizations you belong to, people you admire, events you find significant, places you have been, and
lessons about life you have found important. What advantages do libraries offer over the Internet? When is it appropriate to use a rhetorical figure of speech known as antithesis? And Good organization makes the message clear. Listeners may feel profound relief when they can laugh through their tears. For example, do energy drinks cause more
health problems than coffee does? By limiting these notes to brief phrases, key words, or abbreviations, you prevent yourself from reading the speech wordfor-word, and allow yourself to improvise, choosing fresh words as you speak. Describe the great tradition of public speaking. All she wanted to do is get home safely after watching a movie. See P.
These nearby books might point you to aspects of your topic you haven’t yet considered. Rehearse with Your Presentation Aids We strongly advocate that you create your aids while developing your speech—and then practice using them as you rehearse your presentation. Which comics are most effective at using nonverbal delivery skills? Feel free to
deviate from them to explore the new information. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 526 25/10/13 2:50 PM Tailoring Your Persuasive Message to the Audience 527 Rather, in a two-sided argument, you briefly note an argument against your thesis, and then use evidence and reasoning to refute that argument. In fact, there are relatively few
exceptions, and these are typically handled in narrow terms such as slander (intentional falsehood about another person), 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 72 16/09/13 11:21 AM Communicating Truthfully 73 fighting words (words meant to provoke a violent response), and obscenity (hard-core, sexually explicit expression). Only 11 percent were
rated as excellent or good.18 Some students have been taught to evaluate the quality of a Web site by assessing its URL’s top-level domain—the designation at the end of a Web address that indicates the site sponsor’s affiliation (for instance, .com was assumed to designate a commercial business, .org 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 211 12/09/13
7:07 PM 212 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech an organization, and .net a network). How does using strategic discourse to craft a persuasive speech differ from preparing a speech in which you explain how you feel about a particular issue? Invis. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 258 27/09/13 4:24 PM Organizing Your Supporting Materials 259
If you find that you have only one main point, consider making that point the topic or thesis of your speech. Recall from Chapter 6 that your thesis statement is the single sentence that expresses the aspect of the topic you will be emphasizing in your speech; your thesis conveys the speech’s “bottom line.” Providing this statement early in the speech
answers a question in the minds of many audience members—“What will this speech be about?”—and helps focus listeners’ attention on your message rather than forcing them to use their mental energy to figure out what your speech is about. of invis., current research, future impacts II. Many students use the Internet for research, though there are

both advantages and disadvantages to this, and you need to carefully evaluate the credibility of online sources. However, there might be other factors that led to the higher grades—rising admission standards, increased student motivation to achieve, or grade inflation. Strong introductions create audience interest; strong conclusions create lasting
impressions. This term will likely be new to your audience, so you’ll need to define it. If so, that’s a good sign of credibility. Prepare for Group Meetings. If an agenda has been distributed for an upcoming meeting, think about the topics under consideration before you gather with other group members. Students who wait until the last minute to
develop their speeches usually deliver weaker addresses than their better-prepared classmates. In what ways can you employ critical thinking in a public speaking situation? Benne and P. This is why so many chemotherapy recipients suffer such horrible side effects, including fatigue, nausea and vomiting, pain, hair loss, blood clotting problems, and
effects on vital organs. The average cost for tuition, books, supplies, and room and board at a public four-year college is now over $17,000. Model the Behavior You Expect. Avoid interrupting others or dismissing their questions or comments. For example, imagine that you are giving a speech advocating the controversial and hot-button issue of gun
control to an audience made up of American Medical Association members—in this case, surgeons who work in emergency departments, often on victims of gun violence. To get the most from repetition, use it sparingly. Comparison Pattern. When you want to claim that two situations are similar or different, a comparison pattern can help you
support that claim. Certainly, you’ll have the opportunity to listen to many speeches of congratulation and advice if you take part in graduation ceremonies after completing your college degree. 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 9 06/12/13 3:09 PM 10 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking Using Public Speaking as a Student Of course, you’ll need
to start practicing your public speaking skills to get through this class. The problem of information overload and potential solutions. After two surgeries, Trey’s parents were able to experience the joy of seeing their ten-month-old son climb out of his crib at the hospital. If you had to address that crowd as a speaker, what common ground could you
find? You may refer to your notes when you need to refresh your memory, but you should usually be looking at the audience. The abstract can help you assess whether the article would be useful for your speech. For example, “I’m not sure our group can afford to rent that facility for our project,” not “Where in the world do you think we’re going to get
the money for that?” In the same vein, if others disagree with an idea you have presented, avoid overreacting. In this book, we do not presume to tell you what your ethical system must be; we do insist, however, that you always strive to make the most ethical choice. • reviewed sources Expressing his high hopes for the future of PGTK therapy, helps
support Elvia’s Dr. Farokhzad noted in Science Central News on May 11, credibility. Nevertheless, politics would be a major interest to your audience, and the fact that both you and your audience participate in political clubs on campus would give you some common ground. For example, Amber could amuse her audience by roasting her favorite
director or move listeners by presenting a tribute to a favorite drama professor who would be retiring soon. • Delivery refers to the speaker’s use of his or her voice and body during the actual presentation of a speech. You may actively seek out opportunities to lead, or you may be encouraged to take leadership roles. For realtime presentations, the
following suggestions are important to keep in mind: practice with your equipment to make sure it works, select a robust Internet connection, use group chat/video and screen share, create opportunities for audience interaction, and solicit feedback through an alternative medium. Smith and L. Finally, we shared how to be an ethical listener: show
courtesy, demonstrate an open mind, and hold the speaker accountable. By contrast, those who are reading a printed message—whether in a book, a magazine, or online—can go back and reread the text if they’re confused. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 367 09/10/13 3:08 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online 368 activities at
bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. For one episode, assess each comedic bit or segment, and identify those that focus on pundits’ and politicians’ use of loaded language and fear appeals. The gestures—alternating a jabbing fist with a thrusting open-palmed hand—may have proved effective during addresses calling for strength (for instance, a
presentation urging Congress to “get tough” on crime). When recording a presentation, one should consider choice of camera, setting/background, attire, and camera positioning. born and the day you discover why you were born. Name and explain three ways in which becoming a competent public speaker can have a positive impact on your life and
career. In what ways is the group alike? (Or, if you have a few moments to collect yourself, you might try to jot down 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 377 08/10/13 10:08 AM 378 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech your main points.) You can pull together a mental outline by quickly asking yourself the following questions: • What is the question
or topic? Indigenous women disappear along British Columbia’s notorious Route 16, now called “the Highway of Tears.” • Instead of letting ourselves be overwhelmed by the staggering number of these incidents, instead of being paralyzed by the heart-rending stories of each individual victim, instead of being disheartened by what the prevalence of
such violence might say about the state of humanity in the twenty-first century . 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 89 12/09/13 7:23 PM 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 90 12/09/13 6:56 PM 4 Listening Skills Listening is a vital skill in public speaking and beyond. In a classroom setting, the size of your audience will be obvious. In the interest of
campus health, your school has arranged for free influenza inoculations to be administered to students on campus in the coming weeks. And it’s not just happening in the evening—it happened last month when Kepari Leniata, a twenty-year-old Papua New Guinea mother, accused of witchcraft, was tortured and burned alive on a public street in broad
daylight. Though the first part was true, the second part was a half-truth. Avoid destructive feedback, which only diminishes the presenter and denigrates his or her speech. If you cannot use nonverbal cues, such as moving to indicate a transition or to point out an item on a visual aid, be sure to assist audience understanding with clear verbal cues.
Interviews also allow you to get to know members of your audience before you speak. Most likely, a people-oriented approach is best. Finally, eye contact helps you compel your audience’s attention. • Supporting material: examples. When public speakers intentionally misuse logic to deceive their audience, their actions are profoundly unethical.
Chapter 20 1. Name and describe five organizational patterns that you can use to arrange the main points of your speech. For example, Monica prepared a speech about the effects of loud music on hearing. Several Heads Are Better Than One. How would your topic selection differ if you were delivering a speech to a club or team to which you belong
rather than to students in a public speaking class? Extreme weather is on the rise. What ethical responsibilities does the speaker have in a public speaking situation? Third, use audience analysis to decide which technique you should use to organize your speech and how much to simplify your message. Using Public Speaking as a Student Using Public
Speaking in Your Career Try Video Activity 1.1: “Gehrig, Farewell Address.” Using Public Speaking in Your Community Public Speaking: A Great Tradition Try Video Activity 1.2: “Kennedy, I Am a Berliner.” Public Speaking: A Dynamic Discipline From Linear to Transactional: Evolving Views of the Public Speaking Process New Technologies, New
Channels Awareness of Audiences’ Cultural Diversity Try Video Activity 1.3: “Lama, Spirituality in Today’s World.” Emphasis on Critical Thinking A Focus on Free and Ethical Communication Chapter Review Video Activity 1.4: “Churchill, St. James Palace Speech.” Video Activity 1.5: “Bush, September 2001 Address to Congress.”2. Now suppose the
camera crew taped the whole rescue, and the reporter talked to a badly injured victim who was sedated with painkillers. Selecting Your Topic Developing a Set of Potential Topics Research Brainstorming Word Association Mind Mapping Selecting the Best Topic Consider the Assignment Consider Your Audience Consider Your Knowledge and
Interests Try Video Activity 6.1: “Moise, Humanity 4 Haitian Development.” Consider the Speech Context Choose a Topic and Stick with It Refining Your Topic Decide Your Rhetorical Purpose Narrow Your Topic Try Video Activity 6.2: “Overused Topic (Needs Improvement).” Drafting Your Specific Purpose Drafting Your Thesis Statement Try Video
Activity 6.3: “Thesis Statement” and “Thesis Statement: Needs Focus (Needs Improvement).” Chapter Review Video Activity 6.4: “Wiesel, 2006 Dartmouth College Commencement.”7. • It is something your listeners need to know about—for their own or society’s benefit. WHY PREPARE? Make group members feel they can interact comfortably with
you. Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech Activity 8.1: “Royzspal, Litter” 238 • Activity 8.2: “Citing Sources (Statistics and Facts)” 240 • Activity 8.3: “Examples (Humorous)” 249 • Activity 8.4: “Kim, The Nonmonetary Uses of Gold” 251 Chapter 9. By lying about his background, he risked losing his listeners’ trust if they ever learned of
his deception. Rachel’s speech is organized categorically, or by topic, with the main points describing spider silk’s properties, the means of producing it, and a number of its applications. We then lay out steps you can follow to deliver a successful speech early in the term. Examples An example is a sample or an instance that supports or illustrates a
general claim. Others may need to please superiors— for example, a government worker who defends poorly conceived government policies. Talk about the panel discussion 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 644 25/10/13 4:57 PM Delivering Group Presentations 645 in advance with your group, so that you all know which questions or topics you want
to bring up. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term videos, and watch additional videos to help with your speech (such as “Previews, Transitions, and Summaries” and “Transitions between Main Points”). To say “I have a pet” is less informative than saying “I have a gray tabby
cat.” action-oriented listening A style of listening in which the listener focuses on immediately getting to the meaning of a message and determining what response is required. See the following example: Family farms are thriving. In this case, you are using examples to support your claim that parking is difficult. Think of a topic you understand well
but that is likely to be new to many of your classmates. You could also present information about the vaccine itself: whether it is a live virus or a “dead” one, how it is administered (an injection versus an inhaler), and any potential side effects. Here we explore the topic of digital resources, from using e-books and online indexes, to exporting citations,
to evaluating Web sources. For example, suppose you’re part of a group that’s trying to get a candidate elected as head of the town council. You go online to check for the lowest fare possible. Sub-subpoint 2. 1 (2012): 71. Can thinking about your experience as an audience member help you feel less nervous as a speaker? While stating that Wikipedia
and other reference works can be used to gain background information at the start of your research, it cautions that books, articles, and other sources will provide better research.28 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 214 12/09/13 7:07 PM Using the Internet 215 Searching the World Wide Web As we have noted, search engines are very popular
information resources. An audience is more prone to distraction at certain times of the day, such as lunchtime, and certain days of the week, such as Friday. signpost A word or phrase within a sentence that informs the audience about the direction and organization of a speech. For example, in a five- to ten-minute speech, the introduction should
take up no more than one minute. The New York Times of October 26, 2006, reports that these export companies are able to keep the price that they pay for cocoa 04/11/13 8:43 PM Sample Persuasive Speech low because they have so many farmers to choose from. • Here the use of words like “our” and “us” allow the speaker to suggest common
ground with her audience. She could ask fixed-response questions to find out if audience members have any experience with dental care or even to learn about potential for common ground, since some audience members could also be nervous about dentist visits. Present, a book on effective communication in scientific and technical fields, authors
Stephanie Roberson Barnard and Deborah St. James emphasize that workers in these careers need to practice public speaking so that they will be comfortable when presenting and able to tailor their presentations to audience needs.9 No matter which career path you choose, you’ll almost certainly need public speaking skills. Think about students
who have given oral presentations in your classes; most likely you’ve noticed that those who give thoughtfully crafted and skillfully delivered presentations make a better impression on the instructor and the rest of the class. Reduce the Quantity of Information You Present. An informative speech may contain a tremendous amount of information for
the audience to hear, process, and remember. To learn more about the habits of other students using Twitter, he conducted six face-to-face interviews with classmates from his speech course. It’s hard to get sufficient sleep, prepare nutritious meals, and practice your presentation if you have to work six hours, study for a test, and write a ten-page
paper the day before you deliver your speech. Understandable Language Understandable language consists of words your listeners find recognizable. Here’s an example of a mixed metaphor: Outlawing the possession of marijuana paraphernalia was exactly the bullet the House of Representatives needed to cook the new drug bill and drive it over to
the Senate. To use evidence effectively, apply the following principles. sub-subpoints Ideas gathered from brainstorming or research that explain, prove, and expand on a speech’s subpoints. This subject seems, at first glance, so simple and straightforward that we take it often for granted. Pye, “Check the Box That Best Describes You: Reflexively
Managing Theory and Praxis in LGBTQ Health Communication Research,” Health Communication, July 18, 2012, 1–11. Unfortunately for him, he missed two major opportunities to listen. Your goal is to develop a sizable list of topics quickly; later, you will consider which one would be best. Specific thesis statement: You can find all these features in
Denali National Park, Alaska, and I hope to convince you to visit Denali. For example, a nutrition professor would likely have expertise on the topic of whether eating red meat is healthy, while a seasoned backpacker would have expertise on how to prepare for a long hiking trip. In our fifty-plus years of teaching public 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd
4 26/11/13 4:12 PM Introducing Public Speaking 5 speaking, we’ve seen thousands of students gain confidence and lose their fear of public speaking as they acquire experience with it. Sundin, “Negotiating the Role of Sources: Educators’ Conceptions of Credibility in Participatory Media,” Library and Information Science Research 34, no. Finally, we
explained that exceptional speakers analyze their audience while they’re preparing a speech and while they’re delivering it, if necessary to retain their audience’s attention and support (situational audience analysis). To build the most persuasive case possible, Maya decided to use three powerful tools: ethos (demonstrating her credibility), logos
(presenting 545 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 545 25/10/13 4:45 PM 546 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion sound reasoning for her claims), and pathos (evoking intense emotion in her audience). 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 18 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-19 script A typed or handwritten document containing the entire text of
your speech. The Ivory Coast may not have blood diamonds, but [the nation] certainly possesses blood chocolate. Therefore, it will be beneficial for you to gain skills and experience with such methods of communicating. 5 (2012): 16–19. The most basic human needs are physiological: we require food, drink, health, and shelter to survive. Both the
publisher and other experts in the field may review and edit content to ensure a book’s credibility. Here Stephen contrasts “forward” and “future” with “backward” and “stuck in the past.” He wants his audience to choose “safe, free sunshine” over being “dependent on oil from other countries.” Similes and metaphors suggest similarities between
objects that are not alike. A college education should provide students with several benefits. In addition, they convince the audience that your points have merit and breathe life into your speech. In this section, we take a closer look at each of these steps. Not all people from Laos are Hmong, a visiting professor from Nigeria is not African American,
and people from Puerto Rico or Spain are not Mexican Americans. 1, Beginnings to 1861 (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1973), 1179. Listen to a few of the twentieth century’s greatest speeches (you can find most of them at AmericanRhetoric.com). Do I look good in this?” You find the sweater downright hideous, but you know (from experience) that if
you answer honestly you will hurt your loved one’s feelings and perhaps even start a fight. See disclosure, full bibliography. To that end, they decided to find out whether the crows indeed constituted a health hazard, whether other towns had found alternatives to shooting, and how effective and costly these alternatives were. Are words like fireman
and cleaning lady merely offensive to some people, or are they inaccurate? Jot down two or three main ideas that you would express in that speech. interactive listening The process of a receiver filtering out distractions, focusing on what others have said, and communicating that he or she has paid attention. Are all presentation aids visual aids?
latitude of rejection The range of positions on a given issue that are unacceptable to an audience. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 607 25/10/13 3:06 PM 608 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking Use Humor Appropriately. Different cultures define “appropriate” humor in different ways. You can use your topic statement for this purpose.
Word choice, or diction, requires consideration of audience, occasion, and nature of one’s message when choosing language for a speech. Both audience members and speakers can be guilty of interruptive listening. Bell, Evaluating Psychological Information: Sharpening Your Critical Thinking Skills, 2nd ed. Sometimes as many as six thousand
citizens attended these meetings.11 Indeed, the ancient Greeks were the first people to think formally about rhetoric as well as teach it as a subject. To determine how much space to put between you and your listeners, consider your audience’s background, the size and setup of your forum, and your ability to move around the forum. Once the
decision has been made, ensure that it is recorded, and then move the group on to the next issue. For instance, here’s how you could use example reasoning to argue that endangered species are making a comeback: The Fortymile caribou herd reached a low of 5,000 members in Alaska and the Yukon in 1976. We noted that a good introduction has
several purposes—including capturing your audience’s attention, indicating your thesis, conveying the importance of your topic for audience members, establishing your credibility, and previewing your main points. In the body of your speech, you’ll go into more detail about how the ideas or suggestions in your presentation will benefit listeners. For
more on this speech, go to /tedkennedytruth&tolerance.htm. 36. He knows this would amount to plagiarism, but he tells himself, “It would just be this once; I don’t have time to put the text into my own words, and if I don’t do it, my scholarship could be on the line.” The scenario with your romantic partner’s sweater and the story about Joe
demonstrate the difficulty posed by ethical dilemmas—situations in which the right decision isn’t immediately clear. The poet’s voice need not future artists to a responsibility and an merely be the record of man; it can be one of the props, the pillars to help him endure and prevail. If you do disagree with other members, be sure to focus on the issue at
hand rather than on personalities. We must never give up on the mind of a child. In most speech situations, however, language choice tends toward a somewhat less formal style. Each chapter of the main text is broken down into detailed outlines, lecture suggestions, student discussion items, and activities that can be used in class or assigned as takehome projects. Yet your job is to highlight the significance of the award and to build excitement and even reverence for it. For instance, one student who was an avid fan of libertarian Ron Paul chose to ask classmates to sign a petition in support of Mr. Paul coming to speak on campus. In this section, we show the full-sentence working outline of his
speech, with updated evidence, along with annotations highlighting key concepts covered in this chapter. They should not have to increase their pain and suffering because of treatments that are supposed to save their lives. • That’s right girl, there’s a party going on inside here. Many found him credible because of his wide vocabulary of police 337
12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 337 09/10/13 3:08 PM 338 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style slang, as well as his use of legal jargon, while others found his language impenetrable. Anna consistently uses evidence to support her claims, and she has clearly organized her speech in the problem-causesolution format. Skillful use of physical
movement injects energy into your delivery and signals transitions between parts of your speech. • Record the interview if your subject gives permission. Then, we considered some tips for you to use if you want to score at home. Name and explain the five steps of the reflective-thinking process. And if you’re the one standing up at a town meeting to
advocate a change in the budget, you’ll be more likely to sense confusion or disagreement among your neighbors and adapt your delivery as needed to win their attention and support. The following tips can help you provide this assistance when giving this kind of speech. • I, like you, imagine the day when the war will be won. Teaser rates aren’t
unique to student cards, but a 1998 study by the Washingtonbased U.S. Public Interest Research Group found that 26% of college students found them misleading.” So it appears that credit card companies will not stop demanding student business any time soon. 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 6 04/11/13 8:43 PM Sample Persuasive Speech A-7 I
was forced to stay in a large room with other children from a neighboring plantation. The symbol shows students when to jump online to view videos that model good (and not so good) public speaking practices and to answer related questions. Methods of Persuasion Ethos: Your Credibility as a Speaker Understanding the Elements of Credibility
Building Your Credibility Avoiding Loss of Your Credibility Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning Behind Your Message Using Evidence Using Reasoning Try Video Activity 18.1: “Reasoning: Inductive.” Avoiding Logical Fallacies Try Video Activity 18.2: “Fallacy: Either-Or (False Dilemma): Diplomacy vs. If they have to stare at it, see it more than once,
or listen to it several times, the aid is too complex and detailed. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 146 12/09/13 7:00 PM Identifying Audience Disposition 147 Why Did the Previous Message Fail? Assess what went wrong the last time your audience heard the message. If you like to exercise, try our running trails, swimming pools, and bicycling paths.
25. Now you have given the audience several hooks to help them remember what khipu are and how they were used. Note that this last example, “the cloud,” has not achieved a universally agreed-on definition. This section considers the idea of naturalness and explores specific challenges that its loss creates (loss of immediacy, decreased nonverbal
communication, diminished feedback, and difficulty managing distractions). 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 176 12/09/13 7:03 PM 177 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 177 12/09/13 7:03 PM 178 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic Second, narrowing your topic helps you focus your speech. Research is the process of gathering information from
libraries, quality online sources, and interviews with sources who are knowledgeable about your topic. • “What’s in it for them”: a startling fact about goats plus the benefits of spider silk. Some studies have suggested that this site is a credible source of factual information, with similar error rates to other reference works.25 Nevertheless, you should
be very careful about using Wikipedia as an evidence source. line graph A type of graph that plots lines on a pair of axes to show relationships between two elements. Williams, “Malala Yousafzai and the BBC,” BBC News, October 19, 2012, .html. She selected a different thesis that was within their latitude of acceptance: to encourage students to be
more careful credit card consumers. It will help your audience understand and thus retain your message. Would you use the same tools in a speech? This tactic was unethical because she supplied no evidence to support her claims, and those claims were not relevant to her opponent’s qualifications for the position. In addition, she had turned her back
on her audience while pointing to and discussing her visual aids. To create contrast, place dark colors against a light background or light colors against a dark background. • Recorders take notes during the meeting, tracking major decisions and plans made by the group. We examine each of these three delivery modes in turn, starting with reading
from a manuscript. The Wiki page questions the credibility of the site and cautions against its use as a source in academic work. Not only would they enjoy better parking spots when driving to campus, but they would also be aware of the fact that they need to take pro-student positions to get reelected. Likewise, you can look for expertise in printed
or online sources by evaluating whether the authors or sponsoring organizations are established and well-informed in the areas about which they are writing. If you want to buy a camcorder, there are numerous online reviews you can look at to find one that meets your need. Similarly, word choice factored heavily in Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a
Dream” speech, which we discuss in Chapter 2. Although this skillful surgeon’s patients have far-above-average survival rates, many pediatric cardiologists in the New York area find that their “favorite surgeon is frequently off limits because of price if a child belongs to an HMO.”16 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 570 25/10/13 4:45 PM Pathos:
Evoking Your Listeners’ Emotions 571 This example evokes a variety of emotions. Techniques for better listening include filtering out distractions, focusing on the speaker, and showing that you are listening. In other words, these students set out to research their presentation so that they could convince the city council to end the practice of shooting
crows. In just eight minutes, she commented on a wide range of issues— including federal income taxes, entitlement programs, and the national debt. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 461 11/6/13 2:43 PM 462 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking When recording your speech, be sure the view is wide enough to capture your movements and
gestures. To organize a speech effectively, you must learn to group your ideas into a sequence your audience can easily follow. causal pattern A speech organization pattern that explains causeand-effect relationships in which each main point is either an event that leads to a situation or a link in a chain of events between a catalyst and a final
outcome. Make sure your inflatable gorilla, your pile of clothes that haven’t been washed in weeks, and empty bags of chips are out of sight. The two executives who chose to retire early did so as part of a legal settlement related to accusations of accounting malpractice. Keep Your Aids Simple and Clear Consider the following suggestions for making
your presentation aids simple and clear: 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 424 09/10/13 3:45 PM Guidelines for Developing Presentation Aids 425 • Keep your aids simple. Watch Out for Argumentative Listeners. As discussed earlier in this chapter, argumentative listeners will attend to only as much of your presentation as they need to build up
their own case against it. Mediated presentations fall into one of two categories: prerecorded and real time. To avoid making this mistake, don’t act surprised if you knew you would be receiving the award. This listening challenge applies primarily to a speaker giving a presentation who also has to accommodate questions and comments from audience
members. Beyond producing the book itself, we have been fortunate to work with a crackerjack marketing team. However, when Marshawn logged on to the course Web site for the first time, he received a surprise. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 447 03/10/13 4:16 PM 448 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking Loss of Immediacy When you
and your audience do not share the same space, the sense of connection is reduced. At the meeting, you want to persuade your listeners to approve funding for a proposed line. Your outline contains the text of your speech in complete sentences or briefer phrases (depending on what your instructor prefers). Conversely, these listeners are easily
frustrated by those who ramble or take a while to get to the point. Speakers who commit this ethical breach intentionally drop hints designed to make their audience believe something that isn’t true. When audience members perceive a speaker to be both competent (knowledgeable and experienced) about his or her subject and trustworthy (honest
and fair), they find it easier to believe that speaker’s claims.1 Aristotle also urged public speakers to exhibit goodwill toward their audiences—by wanting what is best for their listeners rather than what would most benefit themselves.2 According to contemporary researchers, speakers who demonstrate goodwill do the following: • Understand their
listeners’ needs and feelings • Empathize with their audiences’ views (even if they don’t share them) • Respond quickly to others’ communication3 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 547 06/12/13 2:24 PM 548 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion Building Your Credibility When you’re just starting out as a public speaker, your audience members
may not immediately recognize your credibility. 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 323 323 • The words first, second, third, and finally signpost the four applications 27/09/13 5:50 PM 324 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech [transition T  oday we have ventured into the unseen world of invisibility.] • • Transition from body to conclusion
CONCLUSION • Efficient summary of main points • Clincher ties conclusion back to introduction • Full citation of sources in list of works cited (check with your instructor about his or her preferred citation format) 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 324 I. If you are taking an online public speaking class, try to make brief references to other
classmates’ speeches during your own presentation. Today we will take a look at advances in the science of invisibility. Perhaps he would have discovered that some of them questioned his knowledge of science, some of them only knew about climate change from what they had heard on television, and some may have even found him a bit arrogant.
Packing your backpack strategically Second Set of main points I. Thus, you should try to use expert testimony when you are asserting claims the audience may not accept. Once this step is completed, you have what researchers have dubbed ‘bio-steel.’” According to the June 3, 2006, Journal of Biological Chemistry, this new silk made from spiderenhanced goats is the same strength and composition as normal spider silk. What three strategies should you use when speaking to memorialize or eulogize? One of our students captivated his audience with a speech on Legos (though his classmates had not 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 172 12/09/13 7:03 PM Selecting the Best Topic 173 played
with toys for years) because his enthusiasm for the subject was so infectious. Even if you already have a general idea of what you want your aids to achieve—for example, show the audience paintings from Pablo Picasso’s Blue Period, or help them remember the most important aspects of the job-interview process— you still have many factors to
consider to achieve maximum impact. Though suffering a gunshot to her head, Malala survived, and the violent attack did not deter her from continuing to speak out. In their view, a speech was a one-way flow of ideas from speaker to audience. Lewis and B. But this should be only a glance—not a gaze. Thesis statement III. Without practicing, make a
brief recording of yourself explaining a simple and familiar task—for example, providing directions from your home to campus. Berkman, “Internet Searching Is Not Always What It Seems,” Chronicle of Higher Education 46 (July 28, 2000): B9. Research Your Facts As a public speaker, you have an ethical duty to research your topic so that you can be
sure the facts you present to your audience are accurate. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 388 08/10/13 10:08 AM 389 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 389 08/10/13 10:08 AM 390 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech Eye contact enables you to gauge the audience’s interest in your speech. they can only sell what we buy. D4), “The growth and
popularity of drive-in theaters tracked with the affordability of automobiles for a larger and younger population of drivers.” The first part of this sentence is the attribution, which includes the page number. 2012, Cloak sound, seismic, and ocean waves. In the classic book Charlotte’s Web, we find the story of a loving spider saving pitiful Wilbur from
becoming bacon through messages spun in her webs. She became well known around the world, especially after the New York Times featured her in a documentary1 and South African archbishop Desmond Tutu nominated her for the 2011 International Children’s Peace Prize.2 In October 2012, a Taliban shooter attempted to end Malala’s life. Dwyer
and M. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 445 03/10/13 4:16 PM 446 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking Audience Feedback. Depending on the type of technology available, you might be able to experience audience feedback and adapt your speech in the moment. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 18 04/11/13 8:43 PM glossary abstract A
summary of an article’s contents, often included in indexes. If they should join together, they become toxic to healthy tissue. Although consideration of gender is a valid component of audience analysis, you must never assume you know about an individual audience member’s views based on gender. The following are examples of transitions from an
informative speech on Joan of Arc: • Now that we have seen how Joan of Arc prevailed at Orléans, let’s take a look at her efforts to free Paris. Instead of offering overly general comments (“good eye contact” or “work on your organization”), be sure to provide specific details (“You made eye contact with people on every side of the room” or “You had a
good preview, but I found the organization of your main points difficult to follow”). See also www.changingminds.org/techniques/language/figures_speech /figures_speech.htm. To show that a claim is probably true, you need to provide supporting data that offer a good reason for accepting the claim. A humorous speech
06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 169 12/09/13 7:03 PM 170 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic about your experiences as a food server, horror stories about your exroommates, or a demonstration of how you make your favorite fruit salad would probably fail to meet your instructor’s criteria for the assignment. GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR
SPECIAL-OCCASION SPEECHES A handful of general guidelines can boost your chances of delivering an effective special-occasion speech, no matter what type you’ll be giving. Still, there are ways to combat these challenges—specifically, by optimizing delivery methods (voice, eye contact, and movement/gestures) and adapting your message
appropriately (focusing on building common ground and keeping audience members engaged). Let’s explore each type in detail, and consider how to use them effectively. But a brochure can’t answer listeners’ questions or interact spontaneously with them. Jabusch, “The Effect of Four Methods of Instruction on the Use of Visual Aids in Speeches,”
Western Journal of Communication 46 (1982): 253–65. Even if you never have to deliver a formal presentation in an official capacity (such as at work or in a civic setting), you will almost certainly be invited to “say a few words” at various points in your life. Fast-food meals are high in fat and calories. Your knowledge of the topic will influence your
goals. Will you provide information they need to know? ‘Those games got pretty intense,’ Tony recalls. Thus, Taja argued that “the online format we all rely on today could not be a better match for the campus newspaper’s long tradition of excellent reporting,” depicting the change as a move from one medium to an even better one rather than a
complete overhaul of the paper’s tradition of excellence. An entertaining narrative about a 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 479 09/10/13 3:46 PM 480 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking misunderstanding that you and your romantic partner ultimately cleared up through skillful communication could help you get your point across in a lighthearted
but meaningful way. By establishing this common ground, Jay gained credibility with his listeners. created metamaterials, “possess an ability, not found in nature, to bend light at extreme angles.” Placed rings of metamat. For instance, older listeners may not understand references to the popular musical groups or late-night comedy shows that
younger people tend to appreciate. • Biotech Week, December 13, 2006, reports that bio-steel is now being used to construct bulletproof clothing for soldiers and police. The World Cocoa Foundation, last updated February 14, 2007, tells us that North America and Europe consume nearly two-thirds of all cocoa products and that demand for
confectionary products containing chocolate rises 4 to 5 percent each year. • Test the volume and clarity of audio aids. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 435 09/10/13 3:45 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. If you run out of ideas, move on to a new theme. Tuman San Francisco State
University With Illustrations by Peter Arkle Bedford / St. Martin’s Boston • New York 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 1 11/11/13 11:56 AM For Bedford/St. Martin’s Publisher for Communication: Erika Gutierrez Senior Developmental Editor: Julia Bartz Senior Production Editor: Peter Jacoby Senior Production Supervisor: Jennifer Peterson
Marketing Manager: Stacey Propps Editorial Assistant: Catherine Burgess Copy Editor: Jamie Thaman Indexer: Kirsten Kite Art Director: Lucy Krikorian Text Design: Jerilyn Bockorick Cover Design: Peter Arkle Composition: Cenveo Publisher Services Printing and Binding: RR Donnelley and Sons President, Bedford/St. Martin’s: Denise B. If you start
your speech with a story, be sure it relates to your message, takes up an appropriate amount of time, and comes across as believable. It depends on your worldview. Political speech— expression that relates to political discourse—is the most legally protected and privileged form of expression under the First Amendment, sometimes to a surprising
degree. Despite the rocky start, the group’s commitment to the mission and to one another paid big dividends. To tell a story that will interest and move your listeners, it helps if you have had some of the same life experiences or share some of the same values. His work schedule was very unpredictable, and he appreciated the flexible hours that an
online class would provide. • To do so, we will first reveal the connection between chocolate and child slavery, second examine why the problem continues, and finally discover just how much power we have in bringing child slavery to an end. Safire (New York: Norton, 1992), 629–34. Legislators often add news articles, reports, and other
documentation to the Record. On the other hand, suppose efficiency and liberty are fundamental values to your audience. When choosing appropriate aids, be sure to consider audience demographics and listeners’ prior exposure. Similarly, if you are using a fixed camera, you will lose the opportunity for larger movements. However, a color
illustration or photo of the bird, along with an audio clip of its call, would greatly enhance her presentation. Generate Possible Solutions Create a list of potential solutions to the problem your group is addressing. She was asked to speak at the 2008 Democratic National Convention and was appointed the Department of Veterans Affairs assistant
secretary for public and intergovernmental affairs from 2009 to 2011, where she advocated for veterans’ issues such as 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 12 26/11/13 4:12 PM Public Speaking: A Great Tradition 13 therapy for post-traumatic stress disorder. With fixed-response questions, it’s possible that none of the options accurately describe the
views of a specific audience member; open-ended questions allow each person to state an individual, nuanced answer. Though you may occasionally need to look down at your questions or to take notes, keep the interview conversational and relaxed through frequent eye contact. atlas A reference work that provides maps, charts, and tables relating
to different geographic regions. Then adjust your word choice or volume level as needed. She had to tell him, and she couldn’t. Show Your Audience What’s in It for Them Once you have revealed your thesis, you need to generate audience interest and motivate active listening. In the context of public speaking, most people believe that lying is wrong.
Working in groups, select three organizational patterns and choose a topic area. Fixed-response questions are useful for gaining concrete insight into an audience’s experience with or views on a topic. What factors come into play when making an emotional appeal? Explain your answer. • If I have one hope, it is that when you leave this room after our
meeting you are determined to take ACTION—to do what you can do to put an end to this. In the first example, Jamie describes his childhood years with his family in relatively uninspiring language: I remember those mornings at home only too well. How you listen as a speaker—while both preparing and delivering a speech—can have a powerful
impact on the quality of your presentation and your ability to connect with your audience. If you have lost track of the sources of your evidence or have incomplete citations, it will be very difficult to go back and find this information later. 30. 04/11/13 8:43 PM A-8 appe n dix
Additional Sample Speeches • Combination of examples to build pathos
and statistics to document the extent of the problem. She also held their interest by summarizing her experience without providing excessive detail about specific awards or competitions, which would have meant little to them. In this section, we discuss how specific elements of nonverbal delivery—eye contact, gestures, physical movement,
proxemics, and personal appearance—can help you connect with your audience and leave a lasting impression. Reinard, Foundations of Argument (Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. The company or the nonprofit organization could then use your video to provide future audiences with the benefits of your good work. For an analysis of how this argument and other
strategies may influence a change in audience values, see N. After reading this chapter, why do you think it is necessarily more advantageous to tailor your message to your specific audience? Depending on the traditions of your culture, you might also introduce a bit of humor by hinting at the wild escapades your brother had in his younger years and
expressing your satisfaction that he’s finally settling down with a wonderful partner. Soon after, they called the police department to complain. • It will likely inspire, entertain, or emotionally move your audience. Rowan, “A New Pedagogy,” 245. Specifically, there’s no barrier between you and your audience, so you can maintain eye contact with
listeners throughout your speech. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 457 03/10/13 4:16 PM 458 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking RECORDING YOUR CLASSROOM SPEECH After preparation and lots of practice, it’s time to turn to the nittygritty of recording. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 268 27/09/13 4:24 PM 269
09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 269 27/09/13 4:24 PM 270 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech For example, Jodie was presenting an after-dinner speech poking fun at the practice of holiday gift giving. Many of the techniques you used to select your topic can also help you narrow it. Consider the story of Roy, a civil engineer responsible for civic
projects, such as building new bridges and highways. comparison reasoning Arguing that two instances are similar enough that what is true for one is likely to be true for the other. cloak B. Researchers focus sci. An alarming 25 percent of undergraduates had credit card balances totaling $3,000 or more.” In Business Week, September 5, 2007,
Jessica Silver-Greenberg notes that 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 577 • Suspense-building attention-getter. Would you use the same aids at a high school in another state? Additionally, if your audience has had a major change in perspective since the previous presentation, consider whether you need to adjust your message to accommodate
listeners’ new viewpoints. Buchanan and L. Schaffer and C. Make sure to avoid overused topics—such as the drinking age, steroids in sports, abortion, or the “art” of making a perfect peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Start your speech with a brief story, quotation, striking fact or statistic, or humorous incident that grabs listeners’ attention while also
hinting at what your speech will cover. Julia worked incredibly hard to keep our work on schedule. Advances in sci. Your school or community libraries are two great places to start your search. But when Bush wanted to communicate tenderness or sympathy—for instance, while expressing grief for the victims of a hurricane or speaking lovingly of his
family—the jabbing fist (which he perhaps used out of habit) sent the wrong message. Under the influence of the painkillers, the victim said many foolish things, including some unkind words about her employer. She was one of the most tenacious kids I’ve ever seen.’” Insert Transitions. As discussed in earlier chapters, a transition is a sentence that
indicates you are moving from one part of your speech to another. For example, suppose many of your listeners are already familiar— 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 139 12/09/13 7:00 PM 140 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis through formal education or life experience—with the facts you plan to present in your speech. Good speakers consider
what topic would be appropriate for their audience on a particular occasion. Surprised and upset by the feedback, Carly didn’t realize that she had made an all-too-common mistake: failing to organize her speech clearly. 2006, Duke physicists used microwaves because “substantially longer wavelength, which makes the cloaking effect considerably
easier to achieve.” • 2. Same source: used spec. But they can also confuse people (for example, if you’ve used jargon or slang that others might not understand), and they can hurt others (for instance, if you’ve used biased language). Your instructor will have a citation format that you need to follow; be sure you know what information is required
07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 195 12/09/13 7:07 PM 196 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech so you can make note of it immediately. First USA’s student Visa has a 9.9% introductory rate that soars to 17.99% after five months. • But today, I want to address my comments not to you, the “titled” people. and . Finally, by selecting a topic you’re
familiar with, you streamline the research process. The thesis statement (sometimes called the central idea or topic statement) is a single sentence that sums up your speech’s main message and reflects your narrowed topic and rhetorical purpose. Ethical Speech 72 Communicating Truthfully 73 Lying 73 Half-Truths 74 False Inference 75
Acknowledging the Work of Others 78 Activity 3.1: “Citing Sources (Statistics and Testimony)” 79 Quoting from a Source 80 Activity 3.2: “Citing Someone Else’s Idea” 83 Paraphrasing the Work of Others 83 Common Knowledge 84 Using Sound Reasoning 84 Being an Ethical Listener 85 Show Courtesy 85 Demonstrate an Open Mind
85 Hold the Speaker Accountable 86 Chapter Review 87 4 LISTENING SKILLS 91 The Listening Process 94 Listening vs. “Metamaterials Found to Work for Visible Light.” Science Daily, January 9, 2007. But he associated his coach’s name with the coach’s favorite saying: “Success comes when preparation meets opportunity.” That quotation
formed the basis for Mike’s excellent speech on study habits. My husband and I paid for our own wedding. Analyze the problem. For example, pass handouts out facedown and tell the audience not to look at them until you say so. Here is how Alexandra might summarize her main points during the conclusion of her speech about judging competitive
ice skating: 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 296 27/09/13 4:35 PM Concluding Your Speech 297 This afternoon we have covered three major topics about judging competitive ice skating. Be sure to consider your audience’s interests and level of education while weighing potential ideas to discuss in your speech. And I have to say that the content of
my speech would have sounded totally different ten years ago, pre-marriage, pre-baby, pre–the passing of my father, premidlife. And you can always use a quick anecdote—lasting no more than five or ten seconds—to reenergize an audience after tackling complex or technical material. Evoking Audience Emotion Factual information greatly enhances
any speech. I want to speak not to the CEOs but to the secretaries of the company; not to the senators but to the janitors; not to those who were lucky enough to be ushered into this beautiful space today but to those 04/11/13 8:43 PM Sample Special-Occasion Speech who stood in line for hours waiting to get in. 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 18
04/11/13 8:43 PM NOTES Chapter 1 1. expertise The possession of knowledge necessary to offer reliable facts or opinions about the topic in question. Focus on the Speaker In any listening situation, keep your mind on what the speaker is saying, not on what you may be about to hear or what you’re going to say next. group dynamics The ways in
which the members of a group relate to one another and view their functions. Live in the future or be stuck in the past? The topic you select should meet one or more of the following criteria: • It will interest your audience. Nesbit, “Insensitivity to Sample Bias: Generalizing from Atypical Cases,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 39 (1980):
578–89. Political debates drew particularly large and enthusiastic crowds, such as the 1858 Senate seat debates between Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas. labels the necessity The poet’s, the writer’s, duty is to write about these to write about the human condition things. Finally, we looked at the tremendous impacts that this new technology
could have on all of our lives. See nonverbal communication: delivery skills body of speech defined, 255 outlining: citations, quotations, and other evidence, 314–15; labeling and indentation, 311; subordination, 313; transitions, 315; using full sentences or detailed phrases, 312–13 Boehner, John, 72 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 2 books, 200–203
boomerang effect, 521 brainstorming, 48, 165 brief examples, 235 Brown, Kevin M., 349–50 cameras, for recorded presentations positioning of, 461–62 types of, 458 canons of rhetoric, 39–40 Catalog of U.S. Government Publications, 207 catalogs, library, 202 categorical pattern of organization general applications, 268–70 informative speeches, 498
persuasive speeches, 533–34, 536 causal pattern of organization general applications, 267–68 informative speeches, 498 persuasive speeches, 532 causal reasoning errors of, 563 guidelines for, 560–62 celebration speeches defined, 590 strategies, 607–8 central route processing, 516–18 channel, in linear communication model, 19–20 chronemics,
126–27 chronological pattern of organization general guidelines, 266–67 for informative speeches, 498 Cicero, 13, 38–39 circle graphs, 414 citations research process and, 195–96 in working outline, 314–15 claim-source-support order of presentation, 221–22 clarifiers, in groups, 635 clarity of presentation aids, 424–27 classical canons of rhetoric, 39–
40 clinchers anecdotes, 300–301 27/11/13 7:24 PM  emotional messages, 299 ending with striking sentence or phrase, 298–99 highlighting thesis, 299 tying to introduction, 297–98 Clinton, Hillary, 24 common ground asserting, in introduction, 284–85 audience analysis and, 143–44 mediated presentations and, 453–54 common knowledge, 84
communication, models of, 18–22 comparison pattern of organization general applications, 268 informative speeches, 498 persuasive speeches, 532–33 comparison reasoning, 558–59 competence, credibility and, 547 compromisers, in groups, 636 conciseness, 351–52 conclusions clinchers in: anecdotes, 300–301; emotional messages, 299; ending with
striking sentence or phrase, 298–99; highlighting thesis, 299; tying to introduction, 297–98 outlining, 316 summarizing main points, 296–97 transitioning to, 295 concrete word choice, 348–50 conflict, managing, 631–33 conflicts of interest. The one thing all objects have in common, though, is that they’re not human. Is it obvious when he or she has
not? For example, if you’re overly interested in your own 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 102 12/09/13 6:56 PM The Culprits behind Poor Listening 103 questions during an interview, you won’t be attuned to what the interviewee has to say in response. Focus on Celebrating the Person’s Life. Each person’s life has both high and low points, good
experiences and bad. statistic A piece of numerical data that helps a speaker quantify points and helps an audience understand how often a given situation occurs. Video Activity 17.3: “Martinez, Extra Credit You Can Live Without.” Watch Anna Martinez’s speech. Discuss which classical canons of rhetoric are applied during each step. After class,
you read an article in the campus newspaper and discover that the speaker serves in the student senate—no wonder he wanted that scholarship policy! You would view that student more suspiciously the next time he presented a speech and might be less inclined to vote for him in the next election. • An unsung hero—a person or group who did
something great but never won recognition for the accomplishment. To share the workload, she might have suggested that they ask a fraternity to cohost the event. • CQ Electronic Library (available through many college libraries) features information from Congressional Quarterly, which provides nonpartisan reporting on Congress and politics.
However, the first preview is much less explicit. Search engines such as Google Scholar and Microsoft Academic Search limit their results to information from scholarly sources. For example, if you want to search for the health effects of a soda tax, search for “soda tax” and “health effects.” Use the same process to focus your search on economic
effects or the constitutionality of such a tax. Governor Jennifer Granholm. Select an Appropriate Number of Main Points In most situations, effective speeches present two to five main points. His griefs grieve on no universal bones, leaving no scars. Credibility of Social Media Increasingly, online information is found on participatory (or social) media,
in which people both create and access information. Link Your Speech to the Occasion’s Theme. If the dinner gathering has a serious theme—for example, the importance of raising funds to support cancer research—consider linking a lighter narrative to that weightier theme. Describe the following situational characteristics as they relate to
audiences: size, time, location, and mobility. And when you are speaking, stay positive— don’t be your own worst critic. The moment arrives for you to walk to the headstone and deliver the eulogy. oral language, 343 representative examples, 557 researching your topic creating a research plan: determining objective, 192–93; identifying sources, 193–
94; keeping track of sources, 195–96 evaluating credibility of sources: expertise, 197; objectivity, 197–98; observational capacity, 198–99; overview, 196–97; recency, 199–200 Internet research: benefits, 208–9; credibility of social media, 214–15; credibility of Web sites, 212–14; disadvantages, 209–12; searching the World Wide Web, 215–17
interviewing sources: conducting the interview, 220–21; evaluating notes, 221; planning interview questions, 219; preparing for the interview, 218–19; setting up the interview, 219 introduction, 189–90 library research: books, 200–203; government documents, 207–8; newspapers, 205–6; overview, 193–94, 200; periodicals, 203–5; reference works,
206 reasons for, 190–91 topic selection and, 164–65 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 13 I ND E X i-13 reservations, acknowledging, 526–27 respectful and unbiased language, 360–61 appropriate references to ethnic groups, 362 gender-neutral terms, 361–62 political correctness, 364 stereotypes, 361 unnecessary references to ethnicity, religion,
gender, or sexuality, 363 responding, in communication process, 96 responsibility, ethics and, 71 retention, as listening skill, 97 reversed causality, 563 Rhetoric (Aristotle), 13 rhetoric, classical canons of, 39–40 rhetorical purpose deciding on, 175–76 narrowing topic and, 180 rhetorical questions in introductions, 286–88 in mediated presentations,
455 Ride, Sally, 299 roles, group member maintenance-oriented roles, 635–36 self-oriented roles, 636–37 task-oriented roles, 634–35 Romney, Mitt, 138 scaled questions, 152 screen sharing, 464 scripts. Your supporting materials 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 229 27/09/13 4:24 PM 230 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech
should focus on ingredients that are available at farmers’ markets in your region—citrus or tropical fruits in Florida, avocados in California, or summer squash in Michigan. Will you read 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 370 08/10/13 10:08 AM Selecting the Right Mode of Delivery 371 from a manuscript? • Identify main points. Do you think it would
be more exciting if your finals were happening in Rome, Beijing, Sydney, or Buenos Aires? • Use colors to indicate associations and make ideas stand out. What characteristics are likely to make you trust an Internet source? For example, in an informative speech on test strategies, suppose that one of your main points covers test preparation. There
are two ways to organize main points when you use this pattern. processing Actively thinking about the meaning of the verbal and nonverbal components of a message one is receiving. How are they different from one another? • obligation. How can you consider age when targeting these varied listeners? The following steps will help you formulate a
research plan—a strategy for finding and keeping track of information to use in your speech. Try Video Activity 12.1, “Roth, Emergency in the Emergency Room.” Figurative Language Figurative language, or figures of speech, refers to the techniques speakers employ to word specific types of claims or ideas. What are the benefits of delivering your
speech from a relatively brief speaking outline? With this in mind, she decided to incorporate some of the more likely audience questions into her presentation. For some people, religious orientation strongly shapes their views on a wide range of issues—including but not limited to gay marriage, abortion, and men’s and women’s roles in family life
and society. The final close-ups of Bond’s face, the swelling of the classic James Bond theme, and the sweeping views of gorgeous scenery as the camera pans back—all of these elements combine to conclude your experience on a satisfying note. For example, in a classroom speech that took a stance on a campus issue, Taja advocated moving the
campus’s print newspaper to an online-only format. Instead, you could try to weaken your audience’s commitment to fast food; for example, you might attempt to persuade them that eating fast food less frequently has many benefits. For example, a presentation on safe snowboarding would not likely interest most retired persons.
20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 642 25/10/13 4:57 PM Delivering Group Presentations 643 Symposium During a symposium, each group member takes responsibility for delivering a different part of the presentation, depending on his or her expertise or interest, or the needs of the group. Everyone uses verbal fillers or tics at some point while
giving speeches—it’s hard not to. There are several different types of definitions you could use: A dictionary definition provides the meaning of a term as presented in a dictionary. • High credit card use can change our lives for the worse. One tip is to ask an individual to pass some feedback along to you—especially if yours is a longer presentation
with time for questions and comments. Typically, you’ll want to include between two and four subpoints for each main point, and the same number of sub-subpoints for each subpoint. One way is to explain the link between cause and effect. If that distance becomes greater, you will sound farther away—a microphone can’t zoom in or out the way a lens
can.36 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR REAL-TIME PRESENTATIONS Many students have experience with real-time communication, whether through joining a Google Hangout with friends or using Skype during an internship interview. You can also view many other videos, including full-length student speeches and professional speech clips,
which further model speech behavior. Finally, this research tool puts an immense volume of information at your fingertips. They often end up mangling words or using terms incorrectly and get distracted from their message while worrying about possible mistakes. Maps. A map is a visual representation of geography and can contain as much or as
little information as you wish. Otherwise, they won’t absorb or remember the information you convey in your speech. On occasion, speakers may want to do both, beginning with general concepts (five thousand feet), and then moving toward more specific details (fifty feet). Try Video Activity 10.3, “Clincher: Evokes Response.” chapter review In this
chapter, we provided ideas for crafting effective introductions and conclusions for your speeches. The body is the core of your speech and is where you present your main message about your topic. An old saying holds that “the eyes are the windows of the soul,” meaning that our eyes can betray who we really are or what we really think or believe.
Finally, to satisfy what Maslow called self-actualization needs, we seek opportunities for creativity, personal growth, and self-fulfillment. In business, decisions are increasingly made based on “data-based analytics” rather than on “gut instinct.”2 Research shows that datadriven decisions increase productivity.3 Thus, they are increasingly being used
to resolve questions in such diverse fields as education, medicine, agriculture, and the military. The Associated Press on June 15, 2006, explains that the government doesn’t want to interfere with the supply of cocoa because export taxes are its primary source of revenue. Audiences don’t respond well to those tactics. Panel participants, too, should
contribute to the discussion without monopolizing the presentation. Finally, note that an informative speech about an object may also have elements of process in it—especially if that object has moving parts. Havel was a leader of the 1989 nonviolent Velvet Revolution, and he became the first popularly elected president in more than forty years in a
nation long under the thumb of corrupt, authoritarian Communist 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 282 27/09/13 4:35 PM Introducing Your Speech 283 leaders. This type of reasoning is most effective if you can cite multiple consistent signs of the fact you are claiming. Therefore, plan to space these aids throughout your speech to maintain interest.
Equally important, improving your listening skills as both a speaker and an audience member will help you interpret and use more of what you hear from others in a wide variety of situations—not just in your public speaking course. Memorizing is also very challenging, especially with a long speech. Also, consider how you might discuss the impact of
an important process. example reasoning Presenting specific instances to support a general claim in the hope that they will be sufficient to convince listeners that the claim is reasonable or true. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 611 25/10/13 3:06 PM 612 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking SAMPLE SPECIAL-OCCASION SPEECH 2012
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS Viola Davis Viola Davis has had a highly successful career on both stage and screen. Westen, “Health Care Reform: It’s How You Say It,” Startribune.com, July 1, 2009, . For example, suppose your goal is the adoption of an open parking policy on your campus. You might use a flowchart to show
the steps in preparing for the Ironman competition or the process that a bank uses to decide whether to lend money to a mortgage applicant. They are also more likely to take action based on those attitudes.6 Conversely, the effects of the peripheral route are more likely to fade quickly. Richard Petty and John Cacioppo’s Elaboration Likelihood
Model1 provides a well-respected explanation.2 This model shows two ways that audience members may evaluate a persuasive speaker’s message: the central and peripheral routes. Mann, 1491: New Revelations of the Americas before Columbus (New York: Alfred A. And once you have selected a topic, stick with it. Others go very broad, arguing
anything you consume outside the firewall is in the ‘the cloud,’ including conventional outsourcing.” E. Knorr and G. When providing evidence for your claims in your speaking outline, include necessary citation information and 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 327 27/09/13 5:50 PM 328 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech also word-for-word
quotations or accurate paraphrases of evidence from the original source. Nearly 150 years later, the Utah legislature sent another message to Washington by becoming the first state to pass a bill that gives schools options for ignoring the No Child Left Behind Act. Consider your public speaking class as an audience. Rather, a well-organized
presentation imposes 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 254 27/09/13 4:24 PM Selecting Your Main Points 255 order on the set of points you present in your speech by showing the relationship between ideas. The summary is similar to the preview of your main points that you offered in your introduction, except that here you are reminding the
audience of what you said instead of telling them what ideas you’ll be presenting. For example, a speaker sharing a lengthy list of reasons for changing the entrance requirements at a community college might hammer home his message by displaying a bulleted list of his main points at the end of his speech. Finally, with this delivery mode, you choose
your words flexibly; thus, you can adapt your message as needed to the audience at hand. Furthermore, individuals like Susan Storm, with her Invisible Woman identity, may no longer just be comic book characters. Covers a wide variety of academic disciplines. Everyone present is reflecting on your grandmother’s life, and the sorrow of saying
goodbye begins to settle around their hearts. How does the limited view of Ms. Gentz make it difficult to observe all of her nonverbal communication? 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 276 27/09/13 4:24 PM Chapter Review 277 3. In what ways does organizing a speech resemble organizing a piece of written work? definition A technique used in
informative speeches that explains the essence, meaning, purpose, or identity of something. Because it would be difficult to create new visual aids at this point, you may decide to get rid of some if the new audience is already informed about the topic. Be sure to jot down the words and phrases your interviewee uses. Marshawn’s experience is not
unique. We can see the value of goat bio-steel for both military and medicinal uses, and in time perhaps we could imagine America’s favorite web slinger changing from Peter Parker to Pete and Webster. Would this constitute plagiarism? Ibid., 125–26. Scrupulously avoid arguments based on faulty reasoning, and include all key facts you know that
would help your audience carefully weigh what you’re proposing. In return, you owe them a presentation they will find interesting and important. Try Video Activity 6.2, “Overused Topic (Needs Improvement).” 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 181 12/09/13 7:03 PM 182 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic DRAFTING YOUR SPECIFIC PURPOSE After
you’ve identified your rhetorical purpose and narrowed your topic, your next step is to determine your specific purpose—the objective of your speech—and express it in a concise phrase. There are lots of ways to look at this issue.” • Practice your speech until your delivery is fluent. If you’re not particularly skilled at listening, you’re not alone— many
people have a similar difficulty. Persuasive speakers typically use inductive reasoning—generalizing from facts, instances, or examples, and then making a claim based on that generalization. Instead, she used paraphrasing—restating the original author’s ideas in her own words. Chapter 9 1. Hamill, T. Many sites fail to identify authors or the dates of
publication, and even sites that indicate authorship may provide no information on authors’ credentials. Although these elements are shorter than the body, they’re just as crucial. Velcro contains tiny hooks on one side and loops on the other; when the sides are compressed, many of the hooks are caught in the loops, and they become attached.2 Now
imagine that a human brain has many millions of loops; the more hooks you can provide for an idea, the better the chance that an idea will “stick” in the minds of your audience members.3 Supporting materials provide hooks for the ideas you present. Try Video Activity 11.3, “Rate: Too Fast (Needs Improvement).” 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd
328 27/09/13 5:50 PM A Sample Speaking Outline 329 A SAMPLE SPEAKING OUTLINE Intro Look up—eye contact • I. Recall that speaking to a camera rather than a 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 451 11/6/13 2:43 PM 452 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking roomful of people can make it seem as though you are communicating with a
vast empty space, which can cause you to lose energy. of Singapore, National Geographic News, Nov. Stereotypes, especially negative ones, are a form of biased language that put a speaker’s credibility at risk. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 232 27/09/13 4:24 PM Why Use Supporting Materials? In addition, signposts help your audience understand
the structure of your subpoints. 27. Key Terms attention-getter 281 rhetorical question 286 preview 293 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 301 summary 296 clincher 297 27/09/13 4:35 PM 302 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions Review Questions 1. If such counterexamples have merit, you may need to revise your claim to “some
endangered species are making a comeback.” 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 557 25/10/13 4:45 PM 558 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion Comparison Reasoning. When you use comparison reasoning, you argue that two instances are similar, so that what you know is true for one instance is likely to be true for the other. First Example I.
Consider your own learning experiences over the years. To analyze your audience, start by considering the characteristics of your speaking situation. Yet bio-steel’s most promising benefits are medicinal rather than military. Consider your family’s cultural background: what examples might you point to that show some variance of opinion about ethics

and communication? Consider progressing from your neck muscles down to your feet. Persuasive Speaking The Nature of a Persuasive Speech Persuasive Speeches Attempt to Influence Audience Members Persuasive Speeches Advocate Fact, Value, or Policy Claims Try Video Activity 17.1: “Claims: Policy” and “Claims: Fact.” The Nature of
Persuasion Two Paths to Persuasion The Importance of Central Route Processing Which Route Will Audience Members Follow? Are there occasions when you might need to deliver a celebratory speech in front of a somewhat hostile audience? Open and overt acknowledgment of these differences might be accomplished by including examples
05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 134 16/09/13 4:04 PM Incorporating Demographics 135 or illustrations that reference LGBTQs as well as straight people. Read through the op-ed pages in a national newspaper or the commentary in a newsmagazine. One of the most common mistakes our students make is to assume that the URL that appears at the
bottom of the page when Internet evidence is printed out is sufficient for a citation. A. Fiction writers have depended on magical properties. Outlining Your Conclusion Once you’ve finished outlining your introduction, do the same for the conclusion of your speech. Be sure to provide a complete citation for each source in your speech outline. The
following table shows several examples of inductive reasoning from everyday life. Her presentation aids? Managing Conflict No matter the situation or setting, disagreements inevitably crop up as a group works together on a project. Alternatively, you may be asked to speak face-to-face to a small group of concerned citizens about a proposed new
housing development on agricultural lands. “Conservative,” for example, may refer to fiscal conservatism (belief in balanced budgets and reduced taxes), law-and-order conservatism (belief in the need for a stronger criminal justice system), defense conservatism (belief in the necessity for a strong defense and military preparedness), or social
conservatism (positions on controversial social issues, 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 141 12/09/13 7:00 PM 142 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis like abortion or the right to die, often informed by religious perspectives). McCroskey and J. [claim] An example is provided by Chrystia Freeland, global editor-at-large for Reuters News Agency, in the
Atlantic, July/August 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 221 12/09/13 7:07 PM 222 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech 2012 [source]: “Urbanites may picture farmers as hip heritage-pig breeders returning to the land, or a struggling rural underclass waging a doomed battle to hang on to their patrimony as agribusiness moves in. How do you react
when a speaker’s claims are based on unsound evidence or reasoning? Strategies for Speeches of Acceptance Imagine this: you’re the beneficiary of a prestigious award, and the presenter has just handed it to you. In addition, you may be asked to speak in less formal situations—for example, offering a wedding toast or presenting an award to a friend
or colleague who is retiring. Thus, a person with expertise in child development would learn more by watching children respond to a violent video game than would a member of the general public. ed., Discover, Nov. Unfortunately, many people have come to associate the word bigotry with racial prejudice. functional definition A type of support that
explains how something is used or what it does. Charitable donations are a worthwhile alternative to gift buying. And it happens everywhere! More than 1 million women are stalked in the United States each year. vivid language Attention-grabbing and descriptive words and phrases that appeal to the senses. Name five purposes for using
supporting materials. First, we considered the main rules for judging ice skating. For example, you might use a demonstration to show your listeners how to do one of the following: • • • • • • • • Fix a flat tire on a bicycle Care for an orchid Create a Zen garden sandbox Sell something on Craigslist Milk a goat Praise dance Practice self-defense
Properly display and store an American flag Try Video Activity 16.1, “Garza, How to Buy a Guitar.” For some of these demonstrations, you could bring the needed props to your speech forum. Obviously, a speech about gene therapy could contain huge volumes of information. Do you recognize this pattern in your own behavior during lectures? Try
writing “COVER WHEN DONE!” as a reminder for what to do after you’ve finished using a visual aid. In Quito, Ecuador, for example, women were encouraged to break the silence about their experiences through a public awareness letter-writing campaign. Preiss (Cresskill, NJ: Hampton Press, 1998), 96. Rather, with true eye contact, you look
directly into the eyes of your audience members, and they look directly into yours. Although the future uses for the PGTKs are focused mainly on treating cancer, they are not limited to it. If you have the advantage of top-flight technology and large screens, you will be able to observe more of your audience’s nonverbal responses.7 Audience
Interaction. Real-time technology allows audience members to interact with the speaker during or immediately after the speech. Copyright © 1988 by George C. Professor Wendy Lerner Lym of Austin Community College compares Internet research to fast food: sources can be quickly obtained, but 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 210 12/09/13 7:07
PM Using the Internet 211 they are not good for your academic health.17 Research has confirmed the low quality of many sources found on the Web. As an audience member, have you ever felt that a speaker was intentionally misleading you? For example, “According to Cambridge Dictionaries Online, Zoroastrianism is ‘a religion which developed in
ancient Iran, and is based on the idea that there is a continuous fight between a god who represents good and one who represents evil.’”10 An expert definition comes from a person who is a credible source of information on your topic. Signposts in a speech serve the same function as their counterparts on a road. Evoking Shared Values Many
effective special-occasion speeches appeal to values shared by members of the audience and the speaker. Fallacious reasoning is faulty (and thus unsound) reasoning, in which the link between a claim and its supporting material is weak. Sub-subpoint II. For example, if you’re presenting an award for a person who has helped teach literacy to children
in need, you could provide a short slide show depicting the recipient performing this work, along with audio snippets of children who benefited from the person’s efforts. To see how subordination and coordination work, compare the subpoints (indicated by capital letters) supporting each main point (signaled by roman numerals)
09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 260 27/09/13 4:24 PM Organizing Your Supporting Materials 261 in the following outline for an informative speech on filmmaking in India: I. The advent of twentyfirst-century technology has enabled an ever-increasing number of 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 438 03/10/13 4:16 PM The Rise of Mediated
Communication 439 channels for communication. Common ground is critical not only because it enhances a speaker’s credibility but also because it makes a speech easier to understand. Francke and O. Unprocessed note takers usually have trouble remembering what was said in an interview, a lecture, or a speech. Of all the possible statistics you
could offer your audience, select three or four of the best ones. Have you ever seen speakers attempt to speak a language they do not know well, try to adopt local or professional slang, or feign interest in the audience members’ favorite sports team? D. It encourages students to consider their values and see how they can help society. Technological
advances have burdened college students with too much information. Also, budget your time in the days leading up to your speech. Miller and E. Emory University psychology and psychiatry professor Drew Westen notes that “every word we utter activates what neuroscientists call networks of association—interconnected sets of thoughts and
emotions.”20 The selection of metaphors, for instance, has a significant influence in framing how audience members perceive an issue. Working nonstop for three days and using the headlights of trucks when it got dark, these soldiers cut 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 241 27/09/13 4:24 PM 242 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting Materials for Your
Speech down trees, built trestles, and worked chest-deep in the icy water to build a bridge across the Sikanni Chief River. Rates that are as low as 3% can jump to 18% within three months, and the credit card company doesn’t want the student to know that.” Here is an example of the fine print on an ad that begins at 1.9% and soon rises. How do you
feel when someone has lied to you or intentionally misled you? In this case, you can use a categorical pattern to organize your presentation. But I would like to do the same with the acclaim, too, by using this moment as a pinnacle from which I might be listened to by the young men and women already dedicated to the same anguish and travail, among
whom is already that one who will some day stand here where I am standing. If so, you’re not alone. What factors should you consider while developing your presentation aids? Albert did not intend a racial connotation—he just wanted to say that he thought the school district was unreasonably wedded to its decision about class size. They may support
student rights in general, but they may not be motivated to invest much time and energy promoting open parking. You could also show how study guides and review sessions successfully prepare students. What types of presentation aids can you use to build your credibility? Jackie knew she would need to craft her message differently for each
audience. Analogies can also be figurative, which means that the two entities are not in the same category, but the characteristics of one (which is familiar to the audience) can help the audience understand the characteristics of another (which is unfamiliar). critical thinking The analysis and evaluation of others’ ideas, as well as one’s own
assumptions, based on reliability, truth, and accuracy. Weaver, K. For example, if you were to use the words recession and depression interchangeably in a speech on the economy, you would likely lose credibility with any audience members who know the difference between these two very specific economic terms. Identify the evidence sources he
uses. Fraleigh California State University–Fresno Joseph S. The British Broadcasting Company published her writings using the pseudonym Gul Makai (“corn flower”) for ten months. Then, watch it again with your summary in hand and see how much you remembered. Lesli, a student in a political science class, just finished delivering an oral
presentation of her essay advocating more fiscal conservatism in the federal government. You need to adapt to the problem as best you can and continue the presentation. Learn more at bedfordstmartins.com/xbooks. In this case, you may want to avoid the risk of confusing your audience by saying instead, “We’ve consistently trounced the
competition during this season.” Connotative Meaning Many words may also have at least one connotative meaning—an association that comes to mind when people hear or read the word. Because libraries organize nonfiction books by topic—usually using the Library of Congress or Dewey Decimal systems—the nearby books are likely to have similar
coverage but also touch on some different but related areas. A word’s connotative meanings may bear little or no resemblance to its denotative meanings. For instance, you could strengthen your claim that students’ financial challenges are rising by also noting an increase in student loans and a higher rate of students dropping out of school. Compare
the news 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 366 09/10/13 3:08 PM Chapter Review 367 article with the original item (which you can usually find through a Web link or search). Most include general works that cover a comprehensive range of topics as well as specialized works that focus on a single subject (for example, philosophy or art) in more
detail. Elizabeth, a banking professional, related the following story about the problems that can arise when a speaker mispronounces words: In my job I was required to work with lawyers, because they drew up the trust documents for their clients. Tuman and Reverend Paul Levine, personal communication, 1976. Sound confusing? For instance, at
one point she discussed a “gilded copper chanfrein,” which she immediately explained was “forehead armor for the horse—like the helmet a soldier might wear.” By using the correct technical terminology, Gillian showed authority and gained credibility in the eyes of her audience. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 481 09/10/13 3:46 PM 482 chap t e
r 1 6 Informative Speaking types of objects suitable for an informative speech Type Examples Mechanical/Technological motorcycle blender cell phone weapons system Natural flowering plant river elephant planet Cultural painting building book gourmet dish Personal jacket credit card ice skate necklace In giving an informative speech about a
particular object, you could use a number of techniques. It was an exceptionally powerful expression that encapsulated King’s vision of a time and place free from prejudice and discrimination. Well, gathering large quantities of spider silk has been relatively impossible until now. Ayres, “Comparing Self-Constructed Visualization Scripts with Guided
Visualization,” Communication Reports 8 (1995): 193–99. • Support your feedback with examples. For classroom speeches, your instructor may specify a rhetorical purpose. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 347 09/10/13 3:08 PM 348 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style Concrete Words Whenever possible, strive to use concrete words instead of
abstract ones. false inference Deceiving an audience by presenting information that leads them to an incorrect conclusion. According to the National Association of Colleges and Employers 2012 Job Outlook Survey, verbal communication skills and ability to work in a team outrank all other qualities that 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 10 26/11/13
4:12 PM Why Study Public Speaking? Rokeach, Understanding Human Values (New York: Free Press, 1979), 2. You can get credit up to five thousand dollars. Under the new policy, students were exposed to less secondhand smoke. Many were concerned about growing deficits and increases in taxes and government spending. For this reason, a
person who has always been financially comfortable may have very different concerns than a person who is struggling financially. To play an active role in issues that concern you, you will also need to speak out. 09/10/13 3:46 PM 504 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking • Rachel establishes her source’s credibility here by citing publication title and
date. Here are a few suggestions: •  Use quotation marks around key phrases. Did it resonate with the audience? 169–74 determining your speech’s rhetorical purpose Ch. 6, pp. It includes records for over 500,000 publications, a number of which can be accessed online. Indeed, epideictic rhetoric—speaking that praises or blames—was one of the
three genres of oratory identified by the fourth-century b.c.e. Greek philosopher Aristotle.1 Speakers typically used this form of address to celebrate timeless virtues during occasions such as funerals or holidays.2 And ever since Aristotle’s lifetime, people around the world have continued to use public speaking to help themselves and others celebrate
joyous occasions, mourn the 587 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 587 25/10/13 3:06 PM 588 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking passing of loved ones, honor friends’ or colleagues’ achievements, and observe other milestones in their communities. By focusing on needs that are of concern to audience members, your speech will be more
likely to persuade. Using Presentation Aids Activity 14.1: “Presentation Software: Checking Beforehand (Needs Improvement)” 429 • Activity 14.2: “Presentation Software (Needs Improvement)” 433 Chapter 15. written, 341–43 respectful and unbiased: appropriate references to ethnic groups, 362; gender-neutral terms, 361–62; overview, 360–61;
political correctness, 364; stereotypes, 361; unnecessary references to ethnicity, religion, gender, or sexuality, 363 latitudes of acceptance and rejection, 520–21 lay testimony, 238 leadership, group managing conflict, 631–33 overview, 623–24 selecting a leader, 624–27 learning styles, 245–47 Lee, Suzanne, 174 legally protected speech, 72–73
27/11/13 7:24 PM i-8 INDEX LexisNexis Academic, 204 librarians, 193, 205 library research books, 200–203 government documents, 207–8 newspapers, 205–6 overview, 193–94, 200 periodicals, 203–5 reference works, 206 Lincoln, Abraham, 16 linear communication model, 19–20 line graphs, 413 listening and listening skills as audience member,
112–14 causes of poor listening: agendadriven listening, 104–5; argumentative listening, 105; interruptive listening, 103–4; nervous listening, 105–6; nonlistening, 102–3; overview, 100–101; unprocessed note taking, 101–2 ethics and, 85–86 improving: filtering out distractions, 106–7; focusing on the speaker, 107; showing that you are listening, 107–
8 in interviews, 220 introduction, 91–94 maximizing in audience: anticipating ineffective listening, 109–11; encouraging active listening, 111–12; overview, 108–9 process of: listening styles, 98–100; overview, 94; processing, 96–97; retention, 97 list of works cited elements of, 49 in working outline, 316–18 lists, 247–48 literal analogies, 242 loaded
language, 575 location. 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 171 12/09/13 7:03 PM 172 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic Consider Your Knowledge and Interests Among all the potential topics you’ve accumulated, which ones are you most interested in and knowledgeable about? Review Your Rhetorical Purpose. Try to narrow your topic to an aspect
appropriate for your rhetorical purpose. Show Courtesy The old adage about treating others as you’d like to be treated applies just as much in public speaking as in all other areas of life. Some analysts define cloud computing narrowly, as an updated version of utility servers, available over the Internet. It may seem that the two goals (consoling and
facilitating grief ) are in conflict, 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 604 25/10/13 3:06 PM Strategies for Each Type of Special-Occasion Speech 605 but consolation actually supports grieving—primarily because you can express these strong emotions as you encourage your audience to feel the same. Heath, Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive and
Others Die (New York: Random House, 2007), 110–11. Say enough to demonstrate your humility (perhaps through a bit of self-deprecating humor) and to acknowledge your deep appreciation for the award or honor. I know we have a long way to go, but change is happening. Solution. These developments have the potential to affect every aspect of our
lives, from aesthetics, architecture, and entertainment, to the military, telecommunications, and transportation. After ending her career as an astronaut, Dr. Ride became a dedicated advocate for improving math and science education for kids. Could statistics generate an emotional response? Audio can also make abstract concepts easier to
understand. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 589 25/10/13 3:06 PM 590 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking • Speech to memorialize or eulogize. Lundberg, University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill The Essential Guide to Interpersonal Communication Dan O’Hair, University of Kentucky, and Mary O. The more successful speakers carefully
considered their topic choice but chose a topic promptly and then stayed with it, investing the bulk of their time in preparation. Video Activity 10.4: “Full Introduction: Attention-Getter, Thesis, and Preview” and “Full Conclusion.” Watch the introduction and conclusion to 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 302 21/10/13 11:43 AM Chapter Review 303
Cameron’s speech analyzing a quotation by Confucius. But don’t just pull the books you found and leave; instead, browse through some 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 202 12/09/13 7:07 PM Conducting Library Research 203 of the books nearby. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 194 12/09/13 7:07 PM Creating a Research Plan 195 Keep Track of
Your Sources One of the most important (and unappreciated) steps in the speech preparation process is maintaining complete and accurate records of your research sources. See, for example, www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/nuclear. For example, 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 560 06/12/13 2:25 PM Logos: The Evidence And Reasoning
Behind Your Message 561 561 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 561 06/12/13 2:26 PM 562 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion you might contend that when children play violent games, some may empathize with the violent character they control in the games. Define the problem. Ladies and Gentlemen, I am pleased to be with you as we gather
to talk about a subject critical to the well-being of millions of women and girls around the globe. .” indicates the start of the conclusion, followed by a summary of main points. But what if he asks you to critique the report when you have your own looming deadline? Larissa earned an F in the class and was suspended from school. Developing Your First
Speech Activity 2.1: “Previews, Transitions, and Summaries” 48 • Activity 2.2: “Mandela, Acceptance of Congressional Gold Medal” 55 • Activity 2.3: “Gentz, My Hero, Marilyn Hamilton” 56 • Activity 2.4: “Garza, How to Buy a Guitar” 65 Chapter 3. We must stop buying slave-produced chocolate. And what made them so outstanding? I am so
honored to be here at this time. How are they the same? When a speaker just “phones in” a speech, listeners usually react with boredom, irritation, and lack of attention. Imagine that you are speaking to a live audience, and make a conscious effort to maintain an energetic delivery. Which 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 186 12/09/13 7:03 PM
Chapter Review 187 topics are likely to be familiar to your instructor? How does preparation for these two formats differ? participatory (or social) media A means to find online information, in which people both create and access material. To help you “get the butterflies flying in formation,” we suggest that you prepare early and follow a plan. The
instructor had organized the students into groups, and then charged each group with deciding on a volunteer project and contributing at least thirty hours of service per person. Resources for Instructors For more information or to order or download the instructor resources, please visit the online catalog at bedfordstmartins.com /speakup/catalog.
You’ll need to build your ethos through what you say during your speech—and how you say it. Is it possible to define and describe a controversial idea, such as assisted suicide for terminally ill patients, without becoming emotional? By assessing your audience members’ demographics, you can better anticipate their beliefs about your topic, their
willingness to listen to your message, and their likely responses. Seniors? observational capacity A source’s ability to witness a situation for him- or herself, thus increasing the source’s reliability. After the Taliban prohibited girls’ education in the region in early 2009, Malala began to blog about the importance of education for girls. Your goal is to
persuade the audience that your examples supply sufficient proof of your claim. Spatial Pattern In a spatial pattern, the main points represent important aspects of your topic that can be thought of as adjacent to one another in 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 264 27/09/13 4:24 PM Arranging Your Main Points 265 location or geography. Why is it
ethical to search for speech topics on the Internet but unethical to use all or part of a speech that you found on the Internet as your own? At other times you may notice that the audience does not seem to be following along while you are delivering a message, or that listeners seem to disagree strongly with your main points. For more, see
.socialimpactexchange.org/exchange/si-100. Among people who fail to process what they’re hearing, the ability to accurately recall what was heard decays over just three to six hours after the original communication. She used a categorical pattern as follows: I. As Jeff describes the product, you consider the implications of what he is saying, how
using the software will affect your bottom line, and whether Jeff represents a reputable company. In the nineteenth century, public speaking became a hallmark of American society, as people debated political issues, expanded their 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 15 26/11/13 4:12 PM 16 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking knowledge, and
even entertained one another. Be sure to keep your phone checking discreet so that your 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 465 03/10/13 4:16 PM 466 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking audience doesn’t see it and think that you are distracted. For technical support: macmillanhighered.com/techsupport STUDENT ACCESS CODE Instructors:
For instructor access, visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup and register as an instructor. The right supporting materials can also stimulate listeners’ empathy, anger, or commitment. Using an internal preview is akin to giving the audience an advance warning of what is to come. Unfortunately, plagiarism is increasingly common at colleges and
universities—and much of that owes to the rise of the Internet.3 Students may feel that plagiarism is a lesser evil than other kinds of cheating and use rationales to excuse it (“I don’t have time,” “No will one find out”).4 However, these are still just excuses for unethical behavior. If you have interacted with audience members in the past, use relevant
ideas from your previous discussions. What supporting materials did he or she use to build interest in the subject? As noted earlier, your working outline should be detailed enough that another person could deliver your speech from it. Business Week, March 15, 1999, provided another example: Jason Britton, a senior at Georgetown University,
accumulated $21,000 in debt over four years on sixteen cards! Jason reports, “When I first started, my attitude was ‘I’ll get a job after college to pay off all my debt.’” Then he realized that he was in a hole because he could not meet his minimum monthly payments. Unless you see a pressing reason to use jargon—such as to clarify an important point
or to bolster your credibility—use widely accessible words. Try Video Activity 7.1, “Roth, Emergency in the Emergency Room.” The use of evidence is especially important in the workplace. In this section, we outline several steps that you, as a speaker, can take to both anticipate and deal with audience listening challenges. One of the benefits of
selecting a topic you know well is that you are less likely to present factual errors on a familiar subject. (This pattern of reasoning, first described by British logician Stephen Toulmin, is called the Toulmin Model of Argument).5 For example, you might quote an expert, present a demonstration, or provide examples to illustrate the claim. Suppose a
presenter offers a few examples of people who received jobs through affirmative action policies but who didn’t have the skills or experience required for those jobs. When King presented this address on August 28, 1963, at the March on Washington, he didn’t give it an official title. How does it differ from the linear model? Gruman, “What Cloud
Computing Really Means: The Next Big Trend Sounds Nebulous, but It’s Not So Fuzzy When You View It from the Perspective of IT Professionals,” InfoWorld, November 2011, 1. 9 the best ideas for the audience they will be addressing. Prior Exposure. As noted in Chapter 5, prior exposure to certain elements of your speech may positively or
negatively influence your audience’s response to those elements. tinues, and finally discovered how we can bring it to an end. David uses a problem-cause-solution format to address the compelling issue of child labor in the production of chocolate. • My survey showed that 77 percent of this class believes they are spending too much time on school
and work at the expense of their social lives. Developed specifically for Speak Up, the assignable video activities will help you visualize concepts that can be difficult to picture through text alone. Listening, on the other hand, means actively paying attention to what you’re hearing; it involves both processing the message to decide on its meaning and
retaining what you’ve heard and understood. Go to the Wikipedia entry for a subject you might like to discuss in a speech. Developing Your First Speech Why Prepare? Ride, “Shoot for the Stars,” May 25, 2012, .com/2012/05/famous-speech-friday-sally-rides-shoot.html. Wells wrote of a magic elixir that one could drink to become invisible. Will the use
of goat silk bring us from the research lab to the battlefield and the operating room? Search engines, on the other hand, can cover more Web sites than a human being could possibly cover in the same amount of time.32 Because search engines and Web directories have different strengths, it is helpful to use both in your research. How does a
speaker’s choice of words affect his or her credibility? • Withdrawers refuse to make any contribution or to participate in the discussion. Goggins, “Virtual Play and Communities: The Evolution of Group Roles in Electronic Trace Data,” in Proceedings of the 2012 iConference on Culture, Design and Society, 490–91, available at . Additional Videos Visit
bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term videos, and watch additional videos to help you with your speech (such as “Full Introduction to Informative Speech” and “Memorable Close: Quotation”). Keep your points brief, using only quick phrases or one or two key words for each point. If speaker and
audience are in the same room, participants are more likely to experience “psychological closeness” and feel a sense of “similarity, solidarity, openness, and understanding.”25 Conversely, when you are distant, you will have a greater challenge establishing common ground and trust. Bush used the same gestures in nearly every presentation in the
late 1980s and early 1990s—often enough that creating a parody of his delivery style was easy work for such comedians as Saturday Night Live’s Dana Carvey. 38. But in the world beyond school, this information may not be so apparent. To make the structure of your speech easy for audience members to follow, you need to insert organizing words,
phrases, and sentences throughout your presentation. Pew Internet and American Life Project, The Internet Goes to College: How Students Are Living in the Future with Today’s Technology, September 15, 2002, 2–3. During the discussion, treat other members with respect, even when you disagree with their views. What are verbal delivery skills?
Your college librarian might be able to help you access the article for free. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 251 27/09/13 4:24 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. Carly also presented several magazine articles with titles she considered inane—such as “What His Kitchen Tells You about
Him” and “Are You a Katniss or a Bella?” She then contrasted these articles with pieces from more serious magazines. What kinds of questions would you ask your interviewees? The International Cocoa Initiative details the hazards 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 7 • Attention-getter: a shocking first-person quotation plus evidence that the problem
is growing. Occasional use of he or she is fine, but frequent use could get tedious for your audience. You may have seen or heard instances of interruptive audience members, voicing their opinions or blurting out questions before the speaker is ready to entertain them. The main point of her speech is that onscreen, clothing plays an important role in
defining a character. How do they use presentation aids, such as music and images, to grab your attention? In your career, if you are able to support the claims you make with evidence, you will be more convincing and contribute to your organization’s success. Or perhaps you’ve arranged for your friend’s band to play for
19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 588 25/10/13 3:06 PM Types of Special-Occasion Speeches 589 the first time at a local pub, and he’s asked you to introduce the performers to the crowd. Use your knowledge of these shared experiences to anticipate your listeners’ attitudes and interests. For example, a mayor may appoint a blue-ribbon committee to
investigate ways to improve mass transit, designating a leader to guide the inquiry. And a speech honoring the director of your university’s sleep research center would make a great special-occasion speech. The award is for Olivia’s steady dedication to PeopleAid’s mission of helping the homeless; she has recruited an unusual number of volunteers to
serve boxed lunches to the homeless at shelters throughout the community and led other valuable projects for the organization. If so, what is different, and why? A disjointed, lackluster presentation. Jeanine also realized that among audience members, there would be a wide range of computer know-how. Joe is preparing a speech that he’ll need to
deliver in his public speaking class at the end of the week. Diagrams can be drawn by hand or rendered on computers, and they typically include labels and important information in addition to visual images. How should a speaker who favors a particular tradition develop a logical argument for that tradition that avoids committing an appeal to
tradition fallacy? Brown, 1991), 113. Bodley, “An Anthropological Perspective,” What Is Culture? In this section, we examine the importance of verbal delivery skills—that is, the effective use of your voice when delivering a speech. As you make your way through life—completing your degree, advancing in your career, establishing yourself in a
neighborhood or community—you will sometimes find yourself in situations in which you need to express your ideas to others. For example, you might want to move a subpoint to a place in your outline where the idea fits better. Acknowledge other members’ good ideas rather than presenting them as your own. If so, who will serve as the speaker or
speakers? And resist any urge to dominate discussions or decisions. Objects If you’re giving an informative speech about an object, you have a virtually unlimited range of possibilities to choose from. In addition to traditional face-to-face meetings, people are increasingly using new voice-over-Internet-protocol technologies, such
07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 220 12/09/13 7:07 PM Presenting Evidence in Your Speeches 221 as Skype and Google Hangout for interviews. And then Fats sat down and started to work them 88s. The occasion likely had a program, featuring certain events occurring at specific times. For example, in 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 75 12/09/13
7:23 PM 76 chap t e r 3 Speech Ethics a presentation titled “UFOs, Extraterrestrials, and the Supernatural,” a student described a series of events that occurred in a Midwestern town: an increase in the number of babies with birth defects, a rise in the rate of kidnapping, and a jump in the amount of farmland seized by the federal government.
“What was the result of this prior exposure?” Were listeners persuaded to take the action the speaker advocated? Sara’s experience shows that even if you are initially unsure about what sort of topic to choose for your speech, you can find something interesting if you put your mind to it. Conversely, a switch to another mode of presentation can
recapture audience interest. sign reasoning Arguing that a fact is true because indirect indicators are consistent with that fact. For those who consume a comparable amount of diet soft drinks, the risk is 54.5 percent.8 This citation provides a specific percentage as well as the lead researcher’s name and affiliation. By including supporting materials
that surprise audience members, make them laugh, or touch their emotions, you increase the chances that they will listen to what you are saying. research The process of gathering information from libraries, the Internet, and interviews to increase a speaker’s credibility and understanding of a topic. Talented speakers recognize these signals and
modify their message if needed—for example, clarifying a point when they notice confused expressions on their listeners’ faces. Duke physicists David Smith and Dave Schurig, Discover, 2006, “when light rays from the sky hit the hot, thin air just above the surface of the asphalt, they bend. Have you ever been part of a group that came to a bad
decision? of invis. What is the transactional model of communication? Ms. Davis began acting as a high school student in Rhode Island. Name six types of supporting materials. The Classical Approach to Speech Preparation Preparing and Delivering Your First Speech Analyze Your Audience Select Your Topic Determine Your Speech’s Rhetorical
Purpose Create a Thesis Statement Determine Your Main Points Try Video Activity 2.1: “Previews, Transitions, and Summaries.” Develop Supporting Materials Organize and Outline the Body of Your Speech Outline Your Introduction and Conclusion Incorporate Transitions Consider Your Word Choice Consider Presentation Aids Practice Your Speech
Try Video Activity 2.2: “Mandela, Acceptance of Congressional Gold Medal.” Deliver Your Speech Try Video Activity 2.3: “Gentz, My Hero, Marilyn Hamilton.” Overcoming Speech Anxiety Prepare Early and Follow a Plan Take Care of Yourself Visualize Success Use Relaxation Techniques Volunteer to Speak First Never Defeat Yourself Chapter Review
Video Activity 2.4: “Garza, How to Buy a Guitar”3. Take a look at both the working outline (pp. CONDUCTING LIBRARY RESEARCH Libraries remain one of the best resources for researching your speech. You will also need to consider what types of sources will best meet your research needs. Also known as internal distractions. For younger
listeners, you might also try to avoid referring to events that took place before they were born unless you place the events in context for them. • Rosa Parks was powerful because she was improbable. Arnold, Public Speaking as a Liberal Art, 3rd ed. A speaker might support the point in the previous example by noting the benefits students gain from
taking general education courses versus taking additional classes in their major (or taking more classes of their choice), or by showing how students with broad general education backgrounds have more career options after college. Speech Ethics Codes of Ethics: Absolute, Situational, and Culturally Relative Legal Speech vs. Does this mean you
should avoid a technical topic? How could your instructor be more effective in encouraging effective listening? Techniques a speaker can use to get an audience’s attention include telling a story or an anecdote, offering a striking or provocative statement, building suspense, letting listeners know he or she is one of them, using humor, asking a
rhetorical question, or providing a quotation. ICANN, “Glossary,” 2013, www.icann.org/en/about/learning/glossary. Outlines are valuable tools: they help you lay out the sequence and hierarchy of your ideas so that you can see if your speech flows logically and covers the subject matter adequately. Transition to Your Conclusion After presenting your
final main point, insert some transitional language that signals you’re ready to wrap up your presentation. Most topics are too broad to cover in a five- or ten-minute presentation. Using Presentation Aids Why Use Presentation Aids? How could you use each of the strategies for adapting your argument to the audience in a speech on the topic you have
chosen? Try tailoring your supporting materials (such as examples and quotations) to the needs of different age groups within your audience. Finally, we considered controversies in the judging at past Olympics. In discussing the program, Marvin used technical terms, such as “reentry felons” (paroled ex-felons who return from prison to their
communities) and “recidivism” (committing crime again). For more, see E. Or you may want to provide more explanation for certain aids if the new audience is less informed. He also used police slang, such as “deal with perps” and “guys on the job.” At one point, he contrasted Operation Ceasefire to how police traditionally handle “certain
neighborhoods” and provide “protection” from violent crime. A working outline offers many benefits, both for you and for your instructor. As you watch, note areas for possible change by considering the following questions: • • • • Are your rate and volume appropriate? First, it introduces you to the steps in the preparation process for any speech.
Speakers can now present live speeches to remote audiences using videoconferencing or VoIP (voice over Internet protocol) technologies such as Skype or Google Hangout. Reference works are helpful for doing exploratory research on your subject area or discovering a specific fact (such as the number of people with Internet access worldwide or the
capital of Kazakhstan), as opposed to in-depth information. As the project unfolded, HELP’s attention to effective leadership and productive participation enabled the group’s members to select and carry out a worthy project—supporting an after-school program at a nearby elementary school. Credit card debt is hazardous to students’ financial health,
so why are these debts piling up? Four common ways in which a speaker might misuse logic include the following: • Hasty generalization: Making a claim about all members of a group from information based on a limited part of the group • Post hoc fallacy: Wrongly identifying the cause of one event as the event that immediately preceded it • Ad
hominem (personal attack) fallacy: Attempting to weaken someone’s argument by making unsubstantiated claims about his or her character 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 84 21/10/13 11:36 AM Being an Ethical Listener 85 • Ad populum (bandwagon) fallacy: Believing that an argument is true simply because other people believe it We will discuss
these and other logical fallacies in more depth in Chapter 18, Methods of Persuasion. conclusion The final part of a speech, in which the speaker summarizes the main points and leaves the audience with a clincher, such as a striking sentence or phrase, an emotional message, or an anecdote. There are four self-oriented roles: • Blockers stop the
group from moving toward its objective— by refusing to accept decisions the group has made or by arbitrarily rejecting other members’ ideas or opinions. For example, if a cell biologist gave a talk to a roomful of English majors, she would quickly confuse her listeners with terms such as ribosomal DNA and anaerobic cellular metabolism. Look for
listeners who are paging through the handouts. Simons, “Inside Bollywood,” Smithsonian 31 (January 2001): 50. Though many of the elements of the linear model remain in play, a transaction is a communicative exchange in which all participants continuously send and receive messages.21 For example, suppose you’re about to deliver a speech. To
illustrate, suppose you can show that marijuana use is similar to alcohol use, and current marijuana law closely resembles earlier alcohol-prohibition law. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 209 06/12/13 3:50 PM 210 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech Moreover, you can’t assume that information you find online is credible, since most of it is not
vetted in the same way that books and periodicals are. Aim for Brevity. Take enough time to remind your audience why the gathering is so important and joyful—but not so much time as to tire, bore, or distract the audience from the subject of the celebration. The words you select for your speech can also demonstrate your understanding of your
listeners and thus your goodwill toward them. Once your speech ends, audience members will have countless demands on their time and attention. A speech outline has three major parts: the introduction, the body, and the conclusion. Are you surprised by any of the information presented there? The question is, how should you reconcile these
objectives? Many of these works are copyrighted, so they won’t likely be available on Web sites that a typical online search engine will lead you to. King and R. Does the reflective-thinking process described in this chapter apply only to group decision making? The sum of the parts determines the success of the whole speech. Even people who suspect
that they may be called on to deliver an impromptu speech—for example, at a community-service awards dinner—know how to quickly piece together a few comments as they step to the front of the room. Some of the causes behind poor listening include such behaviors as unprocessed note taking, nonlistening, interruptive listening, agenda-driven
listening, argumentative 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 100 12/09/13 6:56 PM The Culprits behind Poor Listening 101 listening, and nervous listening. How might you describe or explain the same topic at five thousand feet? After each plan is presented, have the other group members provide additional suggestions for how the topic might be
researched effectively. If you feel twinges of nervousness, collect yourself and wait a few beats before continuing. Facts that they’re not yet familiar with are more likely to increase their perception of your credibility.7 Provide Precise Evidence. Precise evidence consists of specific dates, places, numbers, and other facts. Benbunan-Fich, “Juggling on
a High Wire: Multitasking Effects on Performance,” International Journal of Human-Computer Studies 70, no. They might believe that the current policy is fair, since they had to park in remote locations back when they were students. L. Outlining Your Speech Two Stages of Outlining The Working Outline The Speaking Outline Creating Your Working
Outline Outlining the Body of Your Speech Try Video Activity 11.1: “Roth, Emergency in the Emergency Room.” Outlining Your Introduction Outlining Your Conclusion Try Video Activity 11.2: “Morales, Without Liberty and Justice for All.” Creating a List of Works Cited Inserting the Title, Specific Purpose, and Thesis A Sample Speaking Outline
Chapter Review Video Activity 11.4: “Hutchison, Freedom and Success.”12. (For more on audience analysis, see Chapter 5.) 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 494 09/10/13 3:46 PM Developing Your Informative Speech 495 Selecting a Technique Your audience analysis also informs your choice of technique—or organizational pattern—for delivering
the informative speech. These speeches have a number of similarities to F2F presentations, but there is one crucial difference—the audience and speaker are not together. And whereas I can’t live inside yesterday’s pain, I can’t live without it. Goats?, Rachel Parish Chapter Review17. How might Romney have changed his choice of words if he had
known the speech would be seen by a large public audience rather than like-minded donors? • Today I would like to discuss the problems created by college students’ credit cards and hopefully persuade you to be a careful credit card consumer. Delivery Considerations Voice. To make sure your speaking voice is effective in a mediated presentation,
there are several guidelines to remember. • Marking a special occasion. My brothers and I would fight to be the first into the bathroom. introduction Occurs at the beginning of a speech and serves several purposes, including gaining the audience’s attention, presenting the thesis statement, building common ground with the audience, establishing
speaker credibility, and previewing the speech’s main points. However, that does not mean audience members don’t respond to what they’re hearing. PRESENTING EVIDENCE IN YOUR SPEECHES You’ve gathered credible evidence for your speech from library and Internet research as well as interviewing. What are the primary aspects of the
problem? The Virtual Chase, “How to Evaluate Information—Checklist,” March 6, 2006, . A survey by Whitworth and Cochran5 found that public speaking is Americans’ number one fear, while another researcher noted that many people find it “even scarier than rattlesnakes.”6 But there’s good news: you can learn to master public speaking—just as
most people learn to read, ride a bicycle, or keep up with the latest technology. If you’re like most people, you resent it and feel manipulated. There are a host of culprits that lead to unsuccessful listening, including unprocessed note taking, nonlistening, interruptive listening, agenda-driven listening, argumentative listening, and nervous listening.
Decide Your Rhetorical Purpose Your intended effect on the audience constitutes your rhetorical purpose. How do they differ from the rules governing ethical speech? In small groups, prepare a skit in which a speaker uses at least three different techniques for reducing speech anxiety. Delivering Your Speech Selecting the Right Mode of Delivery
Reading from a Manuscript Memorizing from a Manuscript Speaking from an Outline Impromptu Speaking Using Verbal Delivery Skills Volume Tone Rate of Delivery Try Video Activity 13.1: “Rate Too Fast (Needs Improvement).” Projection Articulation Pronunciation Pausing Using Nonverbal Delivery Skills Eye Contact Gestures Try Video Activity
13.2: “Gestures: Overly Scripted (Needs Improvement).” Physical Movement Proxemics Personal Appearance Chapter Review14. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 10 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-11 imagery Mental pictures or impressions painted with vivid language. • Convey interest in your topic. Often, this first assignment is designed to be
an icebreaker—a speech introducing a classmate, for example, or talking about yourself. Aristotle, On Rhetoric, trans. Eye contact also helps you interact with your audience. Next, 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 36 12/09/13 6:42 PM Why Prepare? While preparing an informative speech on the ways young people use the Internet, he focused on the
popularity of Twitter. See respectful and unbiased language unprocessed note taking, 101–2 value claims defined, 514–15 organizing, 535–36 values, audience, 524–25 verbal charts, 414 verbal clutter, 352 verbal delivery mediated communication and, 451–52 skills: articulation, 384; overview, 378; pausing, 386–88; projection, 383–84; pronunciation,
385–86; rate, 381–83; tone, 380–81; volume, 379–80 verbal fillers, 386–87 verbal learners, 246 verbal symbols, 19 verbal tics, 388 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 16 video clips, 416–17 Virtual Chase, 213–14 visual images, as presentation aids, 411–13 visualization, 59–60 visual learners, 246 vivid language, 356–58 volume of delivery, 379–80 Web
directories, 217 WIIFM (what’s in it for me) statements in introductions, 290–91 persuasive speaking and, 526 Wikipedia, 214 withdrawers, in groups, 636 word association, 165–68 word choice. Having learned about PGTKs, it is time to look into the future potential and current limitations of this new system. You can focus on researching information
that supplements the facts you already know rather than gathering general background information. age A demographic consideration that affects an audience’s response to and understanding of a speaker’s message. Then she sat down, feeling confident that she had scored a success with her audience. The interview can be conducted in many ways
—for example, in person, by e-mail, or by instant message. In this section, we take a look at these two types of outlines, each of which represents an important step in the development of your presentation. If this speaker followed this pattern for five minutes or more, his presentation would quickly become tedious and forgettable. Digital slide shows
allow you to incorporate a variety of presentation aids and present them in one consistent frame. Can two or more main points be combined into a single broader category? 6. Robert Frick, associate editor for Kiplinger’s Personal Finance magazine, March 1997, states that if you make the minimum payments on a $500 balance at an 18 percent
interest rate, it will take over seven years to pay off the loan and cost $365 in interest. Allen, “Comparing the Persuasive Effectiveness: One- and Two-Sided Message,” in Persuasion: Advances through Meta-Analysis, ed. survey A series of written questions a speaker asks audience members to answer in advance of the presentation. gender
stereotypes Oversimplified, often distorted views of what it means to be male or female. Decoding is performed by a receiver. When done effectively, this activity has several characteristics that distinguish it from other types of communication. Thesis statement. Then you can use the speaking outline for your final practice sessions and for delivering
your speech. Focusing on legally protected speech, by contrast, refers to using the law as your boundary for what you may say and how you say it. They also make it easy to print out parts of your slide show for audience members to take home. Major news events influence fashion choices. epideictic Speaking that praises or blames. Jason’s
unpleasant experience reveals the importance of listening in public speaking. As a speaker, you can anticipate ineffective listening before your speech and plan accordingly, and you can maximize listening during your speech by tailoring your message and watching out for argumentative, defeated, and superficial listeners.
07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 203 12/09/13 7:07 PM 204 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech • JSTOR (Journal Storage). • Establish context. Subordination and Coordination The principle of subordination is the key to a well-organized speech. You need to choose a story that supports your message, rather than just throwing in a narrative
simply to entertain or captivate your audience. Worthington, M. By not listening carefully while researching and delivering his speech, Jason never connected with his audience members and lost credibility with them. Tuttle, “Survey: Women Are Smarter, More Thorough When Buying Cars,” Moneyland, Time, January 25, 2012, -thorough-whenbuying-cars/. In some cases, you can communicate your perception of common ground nonverbally. But he still needs to do more work, and he plans to wrap up his research the night before his speech. Include the following elements in your extemporaneous outline: • Main points. (For more on narrative, see Chapter 8.) TYPES OF INFORMATIVE
SPEECHES Informative speeches seek to share information, explanations, or even ideas with an audience. • Granholm begins in a way typical for formal occasions: she acknowledges dignitaries attending the funeral. Or an army lieutenant who needs to send soldiers on a reconnaissance mission may designate a leader from the group of troops
selected. • 2. This effect explains how you see a mirage on a hot summer road. Examples of persuasive speech topics making these claims include “physician-assisted suicide is immoral,” “fullbody scanners are a justified intrusion on airline-passenger privacy,” and “it is better to cut funding for prisons than for higher education.”
17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 514 25/10/13 2:50 PM The Nature of a Persuasive Speech 515 Whereas many people can reach agreement on fact claims when presented with enough evidence, value claims often provide greater challenges. Inspire audience members and move them emotionally? Analyzing your audience also includes gauging
listeners’ prior exposure7—the extent to which they have already heard your message. If a list of works cited is required, include a full citation for each source you used in your speech. We do this because we know that we have to unite to have greater and faster impact. To avoid this, you need to hold the presenter accountable for his or her claims.
Name three tips for practicing the delivery and recording of a prerecorded speech. If each of a series of speakers focuses unrelentingly on the profound sorrow of the occasion, the collective heaviness may become too much for the audience to bear. Quoting from a Source Suppose a student named Larissa was planning a speech about the history of
drive-in movie theaters. Ibid., 539. To reduce ineffective listening? She also used technical terms in a way the audience would understand. It was also an absolute pleasure to continue our collaboration with professional artist Peter Arkle. If your group has selected this format, keep the following considerations in mind. According to Ken Campbell,
senior editor for the Hockey News, in American Hockey Magazine, December 1997: “The Granato kids painted lines on the floor, set up nets, and played two on two, Tony and Cammi against Donnie and Robbie. Indeed, some experts have referred to human emotions as “the primary motivating system of all activity.”15 Thus, if you provide a
heartwarming example of a person who benefited greatly from taking an action you’re recommending in your speech, that could be a compelling complement to statistical evidence indicating all who could benefit. Hasty Generalization. When using example reasoning, be sure to avoid hasty generalization. Use the same technique when displaying a
series of images on successive sheets of a flip chart. Tip: If there is a fee to access an article, copy down the citation. 1. An experiment led by Professor Xiang Zhang of the University of California, Berkeley, was reported in Nano Letters, May 27, 2011. For example, in the sample outline on pages 322, the speaker included the term “silicon nitride” to
ensure that he would remember the exact name of the compound. LePoire, “Nonverbal Cues and Interpersonal Judgments: Participant and Observer Perceptions of Intimacy, Dominance, Composure, and Formality,” Communication Monographs 66 (1999): 107. If their knowledge is scanty, you’ll need to provide 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 492
09/10/13 3:46 PM Developing Your Informative Speech 493 more background on globalization during your speech, or you may decide to select another topic with which your listeners are more familiar. As a speaker, how might your knowledge of this pattern influence the way you choose to organize and deliver your speech? WWIII (Needs
Improvement)” 569 Pathos: Evoking Your Listeners’ Emotions 569 Using Emotional Appeals 569 Activity 18.3: “Claims: Fact (Appeals to Emotion and Credibility)” 571 Ensuring Ethical Use of Pathos 573 Sample Persuasive Speech Anna Martinez, Extra Credit You Can Live Without 576 Chapter Review 582 Activity 18.4: “Morales, Without
Liberty and Justice for All” 585 19 SPECIAL-OCCASION SPEAKING 587 Types of Special-Occasion Speeches 589 General Guidelines for SpecialOccasion Speeches 592 Appealing to Your Audience’s Emotions 592 Activity 19.1: “Carter, Eulogy of Gerald Ford” 594 Matching Your Delivery to the Mood of the Occasion 594 Adapting to Your
Audience’s Expectations 595 Evoking Shared Values 596 Activity 19.2: “Wiesel, 2006 Dartmouth College Commencement” 596 Respecting Time Constraints 597 Strategies for Each Type of Special-Occasion Speech 597 Strategies for Speeches of Introduction 598 Strategies for Speeches of Presentation 601 Strategies for Speeches of
Acceptance 603 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 35 11/11/13 11:56 AM xxxvi contents Strategies for Speeches to Memorialize or Eulogize 604 Strategies for Speeches to Celebrate 607 Strategies for After-Dinner Speeches 608 Sample Special-Occasion Speech Viola Davis, 2012 Providence College Commencement Address 612 Chapter
Review 617 20 GROUP COMMUNICATION 621 Effective Group Leadership 623 Selecting a Leader 624 Leading Meetings 628 Managing Conflict 631 Effective Group Membership 634 Three Types of Member Roles 634 Tips for Participating in a Small Group 637 Group Decision Making and the Reflective-Thinking Process 640 Define
the Problem 641 Analyze the Problem 641 Establish Criteria for Solving the Problem 642 Generate Possible Solutions 642 Select the Best Solution 642 Delivering Group Presentations 642 Symposium 643 Panel Discussion 644 Single Group Representative 645 Chapter Review 646 APPENDIX: Additional Sample Speeches A-1
Sample Informative Speech Elvia Anguiano, Precision-Guided Tumor Killers A-1 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 36 11/11/13 11:56 AM con te nts xxxvii Sample Persuasive Speech David Kruckenberg, Child Slavery and the Production of Chocolate A-6 Sample Persuasive Speech Michelle Bachelet, Reclaiming Public Spaces for the Empowerment
of Women and Girls A-11 Sample Special-Occasion Speech Governor Jennifer Granholm, Remarks at the Funeral of Civil Rights Leader Rosa Parks A-14 Sample Special-Occasion Speech William Faulkner, Speech to Accept the 1949 Nobel Prize in Literature A-16 Notes N-1 Glossary G-1 Index I-1 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 37
11/11/13 11:56 AM 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 38 11/11/13 11:56 AM Speak Up An Illustrated Guide to Public Speaking 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 1 26/11/13 4:12 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 7 04/11/13 8:43 PM N-8 note s 24.
26/11/13 4:12 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. Never Defeat Yourself It is easy to become your own worst critic while giving a speech. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 22 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-23 trustworthiness The characteristic of exhibiting honesty and fairness.
When the lactation period in the goat is over, these cells stop functioning and stop producing silk until the goat starts lactating again. 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 65 video activities in the chapter and to 26/11/13 9:49 AM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. The best organization
you’ve ever belonged to? Indian moviemakers developed a style of their own by the 1950s, based on the teachings of Natya Shastra (Science of Theater), a one-thousand-year-old Hindu book. Clean, fresh air that you will not find in “the lower forty-eight.” possible thesis statements II. And like other props, it can limit your eye contact with the
audience. To further see the connection between processing and retention, consider your own listening behavior as a student. Finally, you could consider developing a supporting example or explanation into a main point. Quinton, “In Nothing We Trust: Americans Are Losing Faith in the Institutions That Made This Country Great,” National Journal,
April 26, 2012, . articulation Speaking with crispness or clarity so that listeners can distinguish separate words as well as separate syllables and vowel or consonant sounds within words. In some cases, a specific topic might be assigned. His listeners were interested to learn that some of the same controversies surrounding testing in the United
States have also emerged in Mexico. This isn’t the same as directly copying without attribution, but it is wrong on several fronts. And the ideas of Machiavelli are still pertinent to the subject of international relations, even though they are almost five hundred years old. Initially, she considered narrowing her topic to the use of insects to determine
time of death of murder victims. List three guidelines for effective delivery. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 592 25/10/13 3:06 PM 593 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 593 06/12/13 2:27 PM 594 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking For example, suppose you’re about to deliver a eulogy at a graveside service for your grandmother.
14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 402 09/10/13 3:44 PM 14 using presentation aids Listening can lead to understanding; seeing can lead to believing. Consider using presentation aids to explain both the criteria for an award and how the recipient fulfilled the criteria. What about handouts? You sound as if you are talking with your listeners instead of
reading a speech to and at them. Supporters claim that it improves learning, creates greater audience interest, and helps explain complex subjects. If you feel distracted when interviewing a source, giving a speech, or listening to a speech, take a moment to calm your mind and redirect your energy to listening. Key Terms body 255 main points 255
supporting points 255 subordination 259 subpoints 260 sub-subpoints 260 coordination 260 spatial pattern 264 chronological (temporal) pattern 266 causal pattern 267 comparison pattern 268 categorical (topical) pattern 268 transition 271 signpost 273 internal preview 275 internal summary 275 Review Questions 1. We are very thankful to the
incredible professionals who guided the production of Speak Up: Sue Brown, Director of Production; Valerie Zaborski, Associate Production Director of Manufacturing, Custom, and Media Distribution; and Elise Kaiser, Associate Director of Editorial Production. Father Paul, a wise Episcopalian priest, once confided a secret of his effective sermonizing
technique: “When I speak, I look right at my congregation. What are two key benefits of doing research for your speech? There are different patterns to consider, depending on whether your thesis advances a fact, value, or policy claim. However, allow sufficient time for a do-over if you experience any issues during filming. Then we explain how to use
language to present your message clearly, express your ideas effectively, and demonstrate respect for your audience. Ibid., 175. Interviewing Your Audience In addition to distributing surveys, you may want to interview audience members. Three general types of questions typically appear in a survey: fixed-response, scaled, and open-ended. If the
person whom you would like to interview is too busy, he or she may give you a lead about another expert you might interview. Name and explain five techniques for informing. Effective organization shows that you have taken the time to prepare your talk.2 Organizing a speech is not merely a matter of applying an arbitrary set of rules. Have you ever
felt that someone who claimed to be informing you was in fact trying to persuade you? Bodie, D. What about taking a preponderance of the ideas from the publication 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 79 12/09/13 7:23 PM 80 chap t e r 3
Speech Ethics and rewording them but not attributing them to the author? It is easier to describe truth in public
speaking by examining what is not truth. When you present an effective speech to these audiences, you boost your chances of achieving your goal—whether it’s persuading your sorority to take up a new social cause or convincing the student senate to fund a campus job fair related to your major. Kennedy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991),
1378a. Then you can narrow your topic to achieve that effect. We also owe a particular debt of gratitude to Senior Executive Editor Simon Glick, who has been with us on this project from the outset. Write. Those attending would be there voluntarily and would thus be free to leave at any time. See also mediated communication fact claims defined,
514 organizing, 532–34 fallacies, logical. Saying something like, “We all know that the Americans with Disabilities Act puts an unfair burden on employers” would instantly reveal bias and a lack of thought about your topic. McCammon, “Is There Proper Etiquette for Videoconferencing?” Entrepreneur, November 2011, 22. After that, we go into detail
about each of the six types of special-occasion speeches, providing tips tailored to each type. Supporting materials strengthen your speech in many ways. In a highly polarized political climate, attention to your listeners’ political orientation becomes especially crucial to making a successful presentation. 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 11 • Here
Bachelet gives a precise topic statement. If you were to reorganize her speech, how would you do it? In this case, the man is both a 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 20 26/11/13 4:12 PM Public Speaking: A Dynamic Discipline 21 receiver of your message and a sender of his own message: “I hope you’re not planning to talk for two hours.” Participants
in a public speaking transaction can also send and receive messages by providing feedback in the form of verbal or nonverbal responses. Consider the following example from a speech intended to convince listeners that climate change is actually happening: thesis 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 533 The earth is experiencing climate change. A
student named Jason once gave an informative presentation in one of our classes. (There should be at least two subpoints to support each main point.) In the same way, materials that support subpoints are called sub-subpoints, and these sub-subpoints are subordinate to their corresponding subpoint. You can also research your topic by interviewing
experts. ‘But Cammi hung right in there and she never backed down. A known liar will have trouble ever convincing future listeners of his or her credibility or trustworthiness. Finally, yearbooks—such as the Statistical Abstract of the United States—are updated annually and contain statistics and other facts about social, political, and economic topics.
If you fear what the audience might think if they knew the truth, consider the opposite: how will they react if they learn you have deceived them? What are your beliefs regarding proper behavior in general and in public speaking in particular? Recent polling indicates that Americans no longer trust a wide range of institutions—not only the usual
suspects, such as corporations and government, but also schools and organized religion.39 The online world has also led to new modes of unethical communication, such as trolling (posting incendiary comments to get a reaction) and catfishing (misrepresenting one’s identity to online contacts). If you are addressing the faculty and administration (a
hostile audience), a speech advocating a change to open parking is likely to be counterproductive because it falls within their latitude of rejection. • Questions act as a transition and keep listeners involved. For her speech on visiting the dentist, Megan sought to discover the extent to which pain influenced people’s attitudes about visiting the dentist.
After all that hard work earning a degree and finally landing a job where you don’t have to wear a plastic name tag and induce people to get “fries with that order,” the last thing any of us needs is to be spending our hard-earned money paying off debt, being turned down for loans, or, worse yet, being harassed by collection agencies. Include the type
of camera, setting and background, speaker’s attire, and camera positioning. In fifteenth-century western Africa, traveling storytellers recited parables and humorous stories, while in northeastern Africa, Islamic scholars embarked on lecture tours attended by large crowds.13 On feast days in one African kingdom (near present-day Mali), it was
traditional for a bard to dress in a bird’s-head mask and deliver a speech encouraging the king to live up to his predecessors’ high standards.14 In seventeenth-century India, a speaker’s words were valued over other means of communication, and inscribed versions of the messages were referred to as “treasure 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 14
26/11/13 4:12 PM Public Speaking: A Great Tradition 15 houses of the Goddess of Speech.”15 Native Americans prized oratory, too; indeed, many deemed oratorical ability a more important leadership quality than even bravery in battle.16 The United States also has a rich history of public speaking. Describe the four basic characteristics that
distinguish public speaking from other forms of communication. Instead, this could be a case in which the medicine is actually better than the side effects. delivery One of the five classical canons of rhetoric, delivery is the speaker’s varied and appropriate use of vocal and nonverbal elements, such as voice, hand gestures, eye contact, and
movement, while presenting a speech. If you are discussing a subject that follows a sequence, such as a historical event or a process, this pattern can help your audience keep track of what you are saying. 3 (2009): 237–46, 244. Distracted? WHY USE PRESENTATION AIDS? Focus on Humorous Anecdotes and Narrative Delivery, Not Jokes. In afterdinner speeches, the tradition has always been to employ witty stories and anecdotes as opposed to a series of one-liners or jokes with punch lines. Think about favorites in each of these categories. A second option is to create an additional main point to include the supporting material in question. Is the forum equipped to handle presentation aids?
They write down the first thoughts that come to mind or simply insert chunks of researched material. In evaluating a message, audience members may take the central route and carefully process the message, or take the peripheral route and be influenced by cues that have little to do with speech content. • for equality. expert testimony A type of
support consisting of statements made by credible sources who have professional or other in-depth knowledge of a topic. Eberbach, “Detroit City Council to Skype Public Meetings,” 21c3 (blog), Michigan Municipal League, March 10, 2011, /post/2011/03/10/Detroit-City-Council-to-Skype-Public-Meetings.aspx. Try Video Activity 16.3, “Conveying

Information: Description.” 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 489 09/10/13 3:46 PM 490 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking Depending on your goal, use a variety of techniques to inform your audience about a particular process. See S. During this time, rhetoric was a highly prized skill that citizens used to present and defend their ideas in public
forums. He is without peer as an editor. Speak Up offers the following: • A full new chapter on mediated presentations that delivers practical guidance to help students excel in online classes, virtual meetings, recorded presentations, and other contexts • Online video activities and accompanying, assignable discussion questions for each chapter that
help students better understand key concepts and offer more opportunities for assessment; access is included with every new copy of the book (see the inside back cover) • Research coverage that emphasizes digital resources, including such topics as using e-books and online indexes, exporting citations, and evaluating Web sources Our updated art
program has been tested in hundreds of classrooms and honed to be as effective as possible. You’ll also convey your interest in the topic while delivering your speech, which will further engage your audience. Keeping these drawbacks in mind, scientists continue to do research and testing to confirm their findings. You see, the two most important
days in your life are the day you were 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 613 613 • Anecdote from The Exorcist sets up the idea that we are “possessed” by beliefs and expectations of others. Argumentative listening can also afflict speakers who feel personally attacked by audience members during question-and-answer sessions. An experienced
writer, she had structured her speech clearly and concisely. In our experience, student speeches typically contain three main points. For instance, a speaker who participates in rodeos might discuss rodeo equipment, focusing on the proper saddle in one of her main points. Loss of a loved one, health issues, marriage, children, loss of passion, the
discovery that what you thought you wanted in life . to the October 31, 2006, CBC News, “If breeding continues as is, then the University of Wyoming’s herd of goats alone will be bountiful enough to meet commercial demands by the end of 2008.” In 2006 they produced over 5,200 pounds of spider silk, and just this past August the UW researchers
received a quarter-million-dollar grant from the Department of Defense to expand their output, so the future of goat biosteel looks very promising. Communication scholars note that other elements of physical appearance, such as physiognomy, hair color, and height, can also affect how audiences respond to speakers. Expertise Expertise is the
possession of knowledge necessary to offer reliable facts or opinions about the topic in question. Also, strive to take care of yourself by balancing responsibilities with personal needs. summary A brief review of the speech’s main points; used in the conclusion of a speech to help an audience remember what they’ve heard. As the saying goes, there’s a
time and a place for everything: a time to tell funny stories, a time to show respect, and a time to share your own sadness. As we saw earlier in the chapter, using an assistant can also help you surmount unique challenges in using presentation aids—such as how to show a motorcycle to a classroom of students. Relevance of topic for audience IV.
Although group interactions can sometimes be frustrating, you will inevitably be asked or decide to participate in a group at some point in your educational and professional lives—whether in the classroom, in your community, or at work.1 Why is working effectively in a group so important? Special-Occasion Speaking Activity 19.1: “Carter, Eulogy of
Gerald Ford” 594 • Activity 19.2: “Wiesel, 2006 Dartmouth College Commencement” 596 26_FRAL_2394_LastVerso.indd 3 26/11/13 3:10 PM Sample Speeches View the speeches with the video icons along with other full-length student and professional speeches at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. Whether students are taking an online course,
creating a YouTube video for a school club, or prepping for a Skype job interview, this edition will guide them. She demonstrated solid reasoning for her proposal by presenting statistics about the difficulties exonerated prisoners face in finding paid work after their innocence is proven. By selecting supporting materials that appeal to your listeners’
interests, you sweeten the odds that they will pay attention to you. For instance, you could use a bar graph to compare the weight loss of three categories of triathletes in a series of races. Observational Capacity A person who has observational capacity is able to witness a situation for him- or herself. In a writing assignment? panel discussion A form
of group presentation in which group members engage in discourse with one another, observed by the audience. internal preview A short list of ideas before a main point or subpoint that quickly summarizes the points that will follow. If you are a member of the College Republicans and are asked to participate in a debate at the College Democrats
club, you would likely find a hostile audience. 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 98 12/09/13 6:56 PM The Listening Process 99 Action-Oriented Listening. People who use this style of listening usually focus on immediately getting to the meaning of a message and determining what response is required. Business Week, March 15, 1999, writes that
“credit card marketers may advertise a low annual percentage rate, but it often jumps substantially after three to nine months. At the same time, all of us recognize that most speeches can be enhanced by research and examples from outside sources. Traditionally, these resources were available in bound volumes. For instance, they may applaud the
speaker or shout out words of encouragement and appreciation if they’re pleased with or excited by the speaker’s 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 6 26/11/13 4:12 PM What Is Public Speaking? Patton and K. However, they must also be used in an accurate and ethical manner. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 446 03/10/13 4:16 PM Challenges of
Mediated Presentations 447 Loss of Naturalness Our brains are hardwired for face-to-face interaction. In these cases, you may need to take steps to avoid confusion. Visualization (helping listeners form a mental picture of the benefits of your proposal). • SilverGreenberg’s September 5 article indicates that students’ “credit scores can plunge
particularly quickly, with one or two missed payments, because their track records are so short.” She further cautions students to be aware of “universal default” provisions in their credit agreements—these provide that if you miss a payment on one card, other credit card companies can also raise your interest rate (even if you have paid those cards
on time), perhaps to 30%. How is new technology changing the nature of public speaking? On the other hand, the tradition of practicing on Saturday morning is more peripheral. It’s common for mediated speakers to fear that their technology (whether it be an uploading tool, a computer recording device, or an Internet connection) will fail them. This
route denotes a high level of elaboration—a mental process that involves actively processing a speaker’s arguments. For example, Ira Mehlman, media director for the Federation for Immigration Reform, contended that “parents are responsible for the consequences that their actions and choices have on their kids.” He said that while it was sad that
children must suffer because of decisions their parents made, it was not the duty of America to “fix the mess you created for your kids.”34 Where do you stand on the DREAM Act debate? Some have economic self-interest, or the desire to make 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 197 12/09/13 7:07 PM 198 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech
money, so they may slant facts or explanations to make certain alternatives seem more attractive. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 627 25/10/13 4:57 PM 628 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication Leading Meetings Effective group leaders conduct meetings in ways that enable members to work together productively, contribute their ideas, and
make wellinformed decisions. As a leader in a nonprofit environmental organization, you may need to give a talk during a major fund-raising dinner to influence potential donors to open their wallets. And hey, you asked an actor to give your commencement speech, so, you know, the actor, the imagination, the flair, just goes wild. Select a speech from
a Web site such as AmericanRhetoric.com or Gifts of Speech (gos.sbc.edu). Finally, it enabled him to avoid offending audience members who may have struggled with similar fears. They gathered dozens of signatures on petitions and presented them to city officials, who invited them to speak about the subject at a city council meeting. The fallacy lies
not in advocating something that is historic or traditional but in presenting history and tradition as proof. This might seem unnecessary, as listeners probably already know what the honor is and why they are there to observe it. For example, an advertiser refers to a product as “the one,” or a campaign manager describes his candidate as possessing
“the right stuff for the job.” We do not recommend ending your speech with a trivial phrase or a catchy tune. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 207 12/09/13 7:07 PM 208 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech • GPO Access (www.gpoaccess.gov) contains links to congressional hearings and reports as well as the Congressional Record, which covers
all debates in the House and Senate. Based on this information and what you’ve learned in this chapter, where would you draw the line between plagiarizing material for a speech and using the material as inspiration for what you write? 3 (2002): 662. Better still, refer to a reputable dictionary, which will provide phonetic spellings for each word as
well as a general guide to pronunciation. Also, be sure to express some of your own appreciation for and anticipation of the upcoming event. See logical fallacies false dilemma fallacy, 567 false inferences, 75–78 Falwell, Jerry, 149 fear appeals, 571–72 feedback mediated communication and, 449, 465–66 speech critiques, 112–14
24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 5 I ND E X i-5 in transactional communication model, 21 figurative analogies, 242–43 figurative language, 358–60 fillers, verbal, 386–87 filtering out distractions, 106–7 fixed-response questions on audience surveys, 152 in interviews, 219 flowcharts, 416 formality, 342–43 forum (location) presentation aids and, 421–
22 as situational characteristic, 127–28 freedom of expression, 29–30 front-loading main message, 110 full disclosure (noting biases). To prevent it, request that people turn off cell phones and resist checking for messages on handheld devices or laptops during the presentation. In the pages that follow, we explore the importance of listening in public
speaking, examine the process of listening, and then consider the causes behind ineffective listening behaviors. Unless otherwise noted, these challenges apply to both prerecorded and realtime communication. Some engines organize the results by listing them according to specific criteria—such as how frequently your search term is used, how often
a search term of more than one word occurs together, or whether a search term appears in the title or near the top of a page.30 Other engines list sites based on how many other sites link to them. Although there are literally hundreds of kinds of figures of speech,4 we focus on some of the most commonly employed ones: anaphora, antithesis, and
metaphor/simile. Our goal was to create a product that would grab students’ attention while meeting the teaching and learning needs of students, colleagues, and friends across the communication discipline. What are supporting materials, and how do they help a speaker develop main points? Why do you think that persuasion induced when audience
members follow the central route is more effective than persuasion created through peripheral route processing? Now it is up to all of us to ensure that this generation of students in school today has access to a high quality education so the boys and the girls can build the foundation that will enable them to reach for the stars and achieve their
dreams too.9 Conclude with an Emotional Message. Recall a speech or presentation that ended by appealing to your emotions. EFFECTIVE GROUP LEADERSHIP When the coach of a gold medal–winning Olympic team, the leader of a Nobel Prize–winning medical research team, or the director of a successful play is interviewed, that person is usually
being recognized 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 623 25/10/13 4:57 PM 624 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication as a successful leader; successful groups depend on capable participation by each group member, but the leader’s actions are critical. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 639 25/10/13 4:57 PM 640 chap t e r 2 0
Group
Communication Fulfill Your Commitments. For a group to achieve its goals, it’s vital that members accept responsibility for performing certain tasks—both the ones assigned to them individually and the ones required of all participating members. Do they make sense for the new audience configuration? Those states are “considered ‘safe harbors’ for
credit card companies because they have no cap on interest rates or late payment [fees].” A second solution is to read the fine print on credit card applications to learn what your actual interest rate will be. Practice Your Speech After drafting your outline, make sure to practice your speech. ADVANTAGES OF MEDIATED PRESENTATIONS Why might
a mediated presentation be a good choice? (continued ) 54–55; presentation aids, 54; rhetorical purpose, 45–46; supporting materials, 48–50; thesis statement, 47; topic selection, 43–45; transitions, 52–53; word choice, 53–54 reasons for preparing, 37–38 previews, internal, 274–75 prior exposure audience analysis and, 144–47 presentation aids and,
423–24 problem-cause-solution pattern of organization, 534–36 processes, informative speaking about, 488–91 processing, listening skills and, 96–97 projection, vocal, 383–84 pronunciation, 385–86, 550 “Providence College Commencement Address” (Davis), 612–16 provocative statements, in introductions, 282–83 proxemics, 396–97 public speaking
(general introduction) defined, 6–9 as field of study: critical thinking, 27–28; cultural diversity, 24–27; free and ethical communication, 29–30; models of communication, 18–22; new technologies and channels, 22–24 history of, 13–18 introduction, 3–5 uses for: career, 10–12; in community, 12–13; overview, 9; students, 10 purpose, rhetorical. They
occur with regularity in a variety of situations: you might be called on to speak at a meeting at the last minute, to comment in a class, or to offer a spur-of-the-moment toast at a wedding or party. To make your message as clear as possible, use language that’s understandable, concrete, proper, and concise. In what public speaking situations might
memorization be appropriate for you? You might use sign reasoning to decide whether you should take a particular class. For example, if a Web site provides the name but not the qualifications of an author, research that author further—either online or in periodical indexes such as Academic Search Premier—to see if he or she has published in
scholarly journals. 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 51 12/09/13 6:42 PM 52 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech II. rate of delivery How quickly or slowly a person speaks while giving a presentation. When the day of the speech arrived, Phil opened the window shades and invited his classmates to stand near him as he extolled the virtues of
Harley motorcycles. Divide into groups. Sharp Jr. and T. 03/10/13 4:16 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. For example, if you’d receive extra credit for persuading students to participate in a professor’s study, your audience members deserve to know that information.
22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 12 04/11/13 8:43 PM no t e s N-13 Chapter 15 1. After viewing it once, write down a summary of the monologue. hearing Passively receiving messages without trying to interpret or understand them. In the United States, the First Amendment to the Constitution mandates “freedom of speech,” and this freedom
allows for a vast range of legally protected statements. You would not choose that topic if you will be giving your speech in a large, noisy location, where listeners would have difficulty hearing the clip. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1999), 16. You can control audience interaction with your aids in several ways. helmet 2. HG Wells’s magic elixir 3. Harry
Potter’s invis. 7 message. For instance, suppose you’re informing your audience about how the baseball farm system works. When your purpose is informative, the message is educational, and your objective is to increase the audience’s understanding or awareness of your subject. confused? For instance, many inexperienced salespeople rely too
heavily on brochures and handouts during a presentation. You will not need to spend $20,000 on a new hybrid car. If Loren had taken stock of the forum for his speech ahead of time, he probably wouldn’t have elected to use a microphone. For example, a student giving a presentation on how to skydive could show a drawing of a simplified parachute,
with labels highlighting each part of the equipment. For instance, a diagram of the three-step gene-therapy process Jean described could have enabled her listeners to better envision the process and thus remember it. For example, say, “Can you tell us more about how you arrived at those figures?” rather than, “You obviously didn’t care enough to do
a thorough job in your research.” In offering feedback to the speaker on his or her presentation, frame your comments or suggestions constructively—that is, in ways that can help the person build his or her public speaking skills. And because communication is a transaction between you and your audience, your audience will be sending you messages
during your delivery as well. In doing so, persuasive speakers make one of three types of claims: fact, value, or policy. • Abbreviations. By praising the possible benefits of the technique while also exploring some potential drawbacks, Elvia informs her audience ethically by showing different sides of the topic. • Information providers offer facts
relevant to the issue under discussion. Clearly, their sporadic levels of attention made it much harder for these listeners to process messages; it is no wonder, then, that they retained very little. ad hominem (personal attack) fallacy Persuading an audience to dislike someone by targeting his or her character rather than the relevant issues. 386–88).
To illustrate, suppose you want to convince your audience that advanced driver-training courses are beneficial. Therefore, you’ll need to use a technique called panning. The ads for these new medicines would not need to be parodied as yet another treatment with horrible side effects. Consider using stories and examples of the recipient’s
achievements to dramatically (and perhaps humorously) show why he or she deserves this honor. Next, let’s consider how invisibility technology could impact our lives in ways that we can now only imagine.] • III. For example, during the 2008 presidential campaign, Barack Obama pushed for universal health care coverage. You might even begin
getting over any speech anxiety you felt when you gave your first presentation. What are the main characteristics that make him or her effective? You may even be faced with a slightly different audience than you expected on the day of your delivery. We also showed that an effective conclusion transitions smoothly from the body of your speech, helps
your audience remember your main points, and enables you to leave a lasting impression on listeners. Choosing optimal equipment for sub-zero temperatures Both sets of main points contain information that fits the topic of “backpacking tips.” Thus, they fit the first guideline for main points: they relate to the specific purpose of the speech. Briefly
explain the five major functions of a good introduction. Or II. Likewise, a speaker’s failure to look directly at the audience may stem from causes other than dishonesty, such as nervousness or shyness. As a speaker, paraphrase questions asked by audience members to show that you understand and to allow them to correct any misinterpretation. But
use such language sparingly. For the next two hours, you’re transported into an exciting world. We present the following guidelines to give you a basic foundation of knowledge before exploring strategies tailored to each of the six types of speeches. See repetition reference works, 206 reflective learners, 245–46 reflective-thinking process, 640–42
reiteration, 501 rejection, latitude of, 520–21 relativism, ethical, 71 relaxation techniques, 60 religion, 136–38 repetition effectiveness of, 352–54 informative presentations and, 502 in written vs. These kinds of suggestions allow speakers to build on their feedback and make improvements for future presentations. Next, fully cite your source,
presenting the author, his or her credentials, the publication, and the date. DeNoon, “Help for Public-Speaking Anxiety,” CBS News Healthwatch, April 20, 2006, /main1523045.shtml. Instructors can customize these slides to fit their own needs. For instance, if you would resent a public speaker who had withheld important information in order to
persuade you to take a particular action, you shouldn’t exhibit that same behavior in your own speeches. Wolfe’s The Colored Museum, and the character’s name is Topsy. An extended example provides details about the instance being used, giving your audience a deeper and richer picture of your point. What six strategies should group members
employ to effectively participate in a small group? slippery slope fallacy Arguing against a policy because one assumes (without proof) that it will inevitably lead to another outcome that is undesirable. Our planets orbit one sun, but many exoplanets orbit two “suns.” III. To make the transition from hearing to listening, a person must process that
message, coming to his or her own conclusions, and then retain or remember the message. For example, there can be a question-and-answer session. Even listeners who were not tennis fans or had not yet been born when that match took place enjoyed and remembered the speech. How are they similar? See, for example, B. And younger listeners
might not get references to classic film stars like Greta Garbo or Cary Grant or even early rock stars such as Elvis Presley. For example, it’s harder to describe the notion of “freedom of speech” than it is to explain what the aurora borealis looks like or how a motorcycle engine works. With large audiences, this isn’t practical. If you had to give a
speech informing your classmates about influenza vaccines, what presentation aids would you use? But first, let’s consider the circumstances in which this type of content is most useful. The fallacy lies in the assumption that just because one event followed another, the first event caused the second. freedom of expression The right to share one’s
ideas and opinions free from censorship. Follow this guiding rule: use enough tonal variety to add warmth, intensity, and enthusiasm to your voice, but not so much variety that you sound like an adolescent whose voice is cracking. • Is there advertising on the site? To help you answer these questions, let’s consider some of the ethical issues you may
confront. We know we will be winning the war when people in the state of Michigan do not have to vote on whether diversity in our university classrooms is a good thing. To appeal to diverse learning styles in a speech on abstract art, for example, you might begin by defining abstract art and comparing it to other related art forms, such as nineteenthcentury African masks and traditional Japanese prints. Each candidate had to deliver a campaign speech at an afternoon rally. • Granholm concludes her So—good night, Mrs. Rather than selecting an obvious and overused topic, you would be better off trying to get ahead of the curve when choosing a topic. 04/11/13 8:43 PM A-10 appe n dix
Additional Sample Speeches the fair trade–certified label on products that meet strict standards. works cited list An alphabetized list of the sources a speaker cited in his or her speech; usually written in accordance with a particular style of documentation, such as American Psychological Association (APA) style or Modern Language Association
(MLA) style. Argumentative Listening People who feel in conflict with individuals they are listening to may display argumentative listening, or selective listening—listening to only as much as they need to in order to fuel their own arguments. Video Activity 7.4: “Kruckenberg, John Kanzius and the Quest to Cure Cancer.” Watch David Kruckenberg’s
speech. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 411 09/10/13 3:44 PM 412 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids Photographs and Drawings. Photographs can help you provide an exact depiction. In others, it might mean telling the audience about your personal stake in the subject, just as Maya did when she spoke about her uncle’s having been
exonerated of murder by DNA evidence. It’s also renowned for clearing your mind. To do so, first familiarize yourself with the common patterns of organization, then select the pattern that best suits your speech. What do you think the shark or person would say in those situations? To exert the most impact in a very short speech, carefully reduce your
message to something your audience can quickly digest. You know, one that goes something like: “If you suffer from back pain, then BelieveAll is the right medication for you. For example, here is how an informative speaker whose topic was scientific skepticism about extrasensory perception (ESP) began her speech: If you have ESP, raise your hand
and tell the audience what this speech will be about. First, we would make sure to include both traditional and compelling content. How might it help you make better decisions on an individual basis? Attend an informational session on next year’s Study Abroad Program in the Student Union next Wednesday. Here is how inventor Cesar Harada used a
rhetorical question to introduce a speech about technology designed to clean up oil spills: In the ocean, what is the common point between oil, plastic, and radioactivity? A second type of testimony is lay testimony, which consists of statements made by persons with no special expertise in the subject they are discussing. In this speech about an object,
Rachel explains the astonishing strength and versatility of a material that may surprise her listeners— spider silk. Try Video Activity 1.3, “Lama, Spirituality in Today’s World.” An audience member’s culture not only influences how he or she perceives a speaker’s behavior but also affects the person’s worldview—the “lens” through which he or she
sees and interprets reality. If you have trouble with your recording device, make sure there is a backup available. See speech anxiety Stanton, Elizabeth Cady, 17 stationary audiences, 128–29 statistics, 239–40 stereotypes, 361 Stone, Lucy, 17 strategic discourse: tailoring message to audience acknowledging reservations, 526–27 demonstrating
benefits, 526 disposition, 518–22 focusing on peripheral beliefs, 528–29 needs, 523–24 values, 524–25 straw person fallacy, 565–66 striking sentences and phrases ending clinchers with, 298–99 in introductions, 282–83 style, in canons of rhetoric, 39 styles, listening, 98–100 subordination (subpoints and subsubpoints) coordination and, 259–63 in
speaking outline, 327 when a subpoint doesn’t fit, 263–64 in working outline, 313 summaries in conclusion, 296–97 internal, 274–75 superficial listening, 112 supporting materials guidelines for using: appealing to different learning styles, 245–47; avoiding long lists, 247–48; choosing the most credible proof, 244; considering your audience, 248–49;
using a variety of supporting materials, 245 introduction, 227–28 mediated presentations and, 455 organizing your speech and: subordination and coordination, 259–63; when a subpoint doesn’t fit, 263–64 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 15 I ND E X i-15 reasons for using: building audience interest, 229–30; enhancing audience understanding,
230–31; evoking audience emotion, 233–34; winning audience agreement, 233 types of: analogies, 242–43; definitions, 236–37; examples, 234–35; narratives and anecdotes, 240–42; statistics, 239–40; testimony, 237–38 surveillance, audience, 109–10 surveys, 150–53 suspense, building, 283–84 sympathetic audiences, 148 symposia, 643–44
synchronous presentations. We recognized that covering the vast field of public speaking— from classical rhetoric and contemporary theory to the specific steps of researching, preparing, and delivering a speech—can be a tremendous challenge given the time constraints of the course. To understand the listening process, we’ll start with the specific
differences between listening and hearing. This guide specifically addresses the needs of ESL students in the public speaking course and offers instructors valuable advice for helping students deal successfully with the challenges they face. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 3 04/11/13 8:43 PM N-4 note s 9. Setting and Background The
background for your presentation should look professional. Advantages of Prerecorded Speeches Prerecorded presentations come with several specific advantages: doovers, pause and rewind buttons, and the ability to save. The Essential Guide Series This series gives instructors flexibility and support in designing courses by providing brief booklets
that begin with a useful overview and then address the essential concepts and skills students need. Their attention quickly improved as the presentation continued—perhaps because they realized they should have been paying attention—but then just as quickly fell to a very low level, only to rebound near the end of the speech. If you forget this, you
risk seeing your audience focus on your aids instead of you. loaded language fallacy The unethical use of emotionally charged words to convey meaning that is not supported by factual evidence. Many instructors also require students to deliver oral presentations on research projects and other coursework. By contrast, in a January 2013 presentation,
Samsung executive Brian Berkeley spoke about a new OLED (organic light-emitting diode) screen display for tablets and smartphones. What role does audience analysis play in establishing your credibility? Think about it: You interview people to research your speech. I’m all of that and then some. Marvin was eager to present his speech about a lawenforcement intervention program called Operation Ceasefire to his classmates.1 He explained that the program—led by a mixture of police, clergy, teachers, neighbors, and community leaders—promotes interventions with repeat offenders in a community. Goodwin, “Google, Bing Grow Search Market Share as Yahoo Continues to Wither,” Search
Engine Watch (July 13, 2012), /2191367/Google-Bing-Grow-Search-Market-Share-as-Yahoo-Continues-to-Wither. Also, remember to save your final speech in more than one place (USB drive, external hard drive) as you would any important school materials. In short, why should they care? Chapter review As Lesli’s story shows, how you deliver your
speech and the verbal and nonverbal skills you use while making your presentation can spell the difference between success and failure. eulogy A speech that comments on the passing of an individual, celebrates his or her life, and often shares personal reflections and stories about the deceased. She showed her listeners several magazine
advertisements featuring gaunt models and explained how listeners could help friends struggling with anorexia or bulimia. These vendors contend with an entirely mobile audience, so they must draw an audience’s attention quickly and magnetically. He uses diverse reasoning strategies and consistently documents his claims with evidence. Imagine,
for example, that you are giving the same speech advocating gun control, but this time you are a speaker at a convention of the National Rifle Association (NRA). Audience members lose, because they stop listening and miss out on any valuable information the speaker might be sharing. If the linked sites are credible, the site in question is more likely
to be credible. Consider Albert, a student who made the following statement in an impromptu speech about a school district’s refusal to lower the student/teacher ratio for class size in elementary schools: “That kind of decision really demonstrates some bigotry by the school board.” The word bigotry literally means the state of mind of a person who is
intolerantly devoted to his or her personal opinions or prejudices—the meaning that Albert intended in his comment. 1 (2010): 5. 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 4 04/11/13 8:43 PM Sample Informative Speech venture capital funding—all for the purpose of developing these nanoparticles further. Transitions A transition is a sentence that indicates
you are moving from one part of your speech to the next. PREPARING AND DELIVERING YOUR FIRST SPEECH It’s happened: you’ve just begun this course, and already your instructor has assigned your first speech. 264–70 outlining the body of your speech Ch. 11 organizing and outlining the introduction and conclusion Ch. 10 incorporating
transitions Ch. 9, pp. For other speeches, the choice of purpose will be left to you. What do you say now? During the next twenty years, governments and individual citizens took steps to protect bald eagles. (It’s far easier for busy people to say no to an interview request via e-mail or over the telephone than face-to-face.) Identify yourself, explain that
you’re preparing a speech, and describe what you hope to learn from the interview. For instance, to clarify a point for verbal learners, you could use a spoken definition along with a vivid analogy; to appeal to visual learners, you could also incorporate visual aids (see Chapter 14). Consider Presentation Aids A presentation aid is anything beyond the
speech itself that your audience members can see or hear that helps them understand and remember your message. audience surveillance Analyzing an audience’s nonverbal and verbal responses while giving a speech. Since your ultimate goal is new behavior on the part of the organization or institution, the problemcause-solution pattern builds to
the action you are advocating. Otherwise, you risk making all-too-common mistakes, such as distracting your audience by keeping aids displayed after you’re finished with them, or losing eye contact with your listeners while discussing an aid. As you organize your notes at the lectern, you notice a man in the front row of your audience yawning. Video
Activity 18.4: “Morales, Without Liberty and Justice for All.” Watch Enrique Morales’s persuasive speech. keyword A word or term related to a topic, including a synonym of the word. The organization would seamlessly integrate with instructors’ syllabi, and the accessible language and current examples would engage students. • Use visual aids to
explain your statistics. One helpful suggestion is to get your instructor’s feedback on your outline. Common ground becomes particularly important in this case. Examples include anaphora, antithesis, simile, and metaphor. Is there one kind of pattern that you think can work for almost any speech? How well do you retain a speaker’s message? search
engine A specialized online program that allows users to conduct keyword searches, then provides links to relevant Web pages. You’ll establish common ground with your audience members and help them collectively celebrate the best of the person they’ve lost. The Boston Herald on October 16, 2006, reports that organic food sales have risen
more than 15 percent in the last two years. ETHOS: YOUR CREDIBILITY AS A SPEAKER Since ancient times, people have recognized that a speaker with ethos (credibility) has far more persuasive power than one without. Gestures A gesture is a hand, head, or face movement that emphasizes, pantomimes, demonstrates, or calls attention to
something.4 Gestures can add flair to your speech delivery, especially when they seem natural rather than overly practiced.5 At the same time, gestures can also backfire. The second set contains information that would be more useful for experienced backpackers who are contemplating challenging trips. After a while, the cancer cells absorb the
21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 3 A-3 • Elvia offers a quick internal preview. Articulation problems are most common when nervousness increases a speaker’s rate of delivery or when a speaker is being inattentive. Building Common Ground. To compensate for diminished presence, you need to emphasize common ground even more than you
would in a classroom setting. Forbes magazine, previously cited, says that fair trade has even made inroads into the Ivory Coast but still accounts for only about 1 percent of • David explains how cocoa exports. Likewise, watch to see how audience members listen to responses from the speaker. Share a story from your culture or a book you loved as a
child. In this chapter, we take a close look at presentation aids, examining their advantages, the many different forms they can take, and strategies for using them effectively. If the audience is small—let’s say thirty or fewer—try to survey all of them. If you do not find what you are looking for under the keywords you have chosen, be persistent; try
using broader, narrower, or related terms until you find useful sources. People-Oriented Listening. Like content-oriented listeners, peopleoriented listeners are willing to invest time and attention in communications, yet they are differentiated by their interest in being supportive of friends and strengthening relationships. Complete the following
sentence for each of your supporting materials: “This supports the point I am making because . Also keep track of the bibliographic information for the sources of your information, noting the following items so that you can incorporate them into your outline and your speech: • The author—the writer or sponsoring organization of a book, an article, or
an online entry • The author’s credentials on the subject—his or her job title, relevant education or job experience, or academic or institutional affiliation • The name of the source—the title of a book, the title of an article and the name of the periodical or newspaper it ran in, or the name of a person you interviewed • The publication date— the
copyright date for a book you used, the publication date of a periodical or newspaper you researched, the date you accessed a Web site, or the date you conducted an interview • The page(s) on which you found relevant information in a printed source or the URL of an online source After brainstorming and researching supporting materials for your
main points, select the supporting materials 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 49 06/12/13 3:13 PM 50 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech that would most interest your listeners and help them grasp what you’re saying about your topic. See D. On the other hand, student senate members are likely to have a sympathetic disposition.
05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 159 12/09/13 7:00 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video 160 at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. Then identify a scenario for that career in which you may be called on to speak. audience analysis The process of learning about an audience’s interests and backgrounds in order to create or adapt a
speech to their wants and needs. You could support such claims by using narratives supplied by the person’s family, friends, associates, and even critics or enemies. With the right supporting materials, you can craft a speech that has an equally strong impact on your audience. In truth, using narrative in a speech can be a risky call, but if you pull it off
well, it offers you and your audience real rewards. Mediated Public Speaking The Rise of Mediated Communication The Expansion of Mediated Public Speaking Prerecorded and Real-Time Presentations Advantages of Mediated Presentations General Advantages Advantages of Prerecorded Speeches Advantages of Real-Time Technologies Try Video
Activity 15.1: “Reagan, Moscow State University Address.” Challenges of Mediated Presentations Loss of Naturalness Loss of Immediacy Decreased Nonverbal Communication Diminished Feedback Difficulty Managing Distractions Technological Difficulties Optimizing Delivery and Messages in Mediated Presentations Delivery Considerations
Message Adaptations Practice Delivering and Recording Recording Your Classroom Speech Camera Setting and Background Try Video Activity 15.2: “Attention-Getter (Needs Improvement).” Attire Camera Positioning Try Video Activity 15.3: “Fallacy: Red Herring (Needs Improvement).” Special Considerations for Real-Time Presentations Practice
with Your Equipment to Make Sure It Works Select a Robust Internet Connection Use Group Chat/Video and Screen Sharing Create Opportunities for Audience Interaction Solicit Feedback through an Alternative Medium Chapter Review Video Activity 15.4: “Gentz, My Hero, Marilyn Hamilton.”16. When pausing during a speech, it’s best to fill those
pauses with silence rather than with verbal fillers or verbal tics. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 33 video activities in the chapter. To illustrate, suppose you tell a friend that parking is difficult on your campus, then you point out that you couldn’t find a spot three times last week and
your roommate had to drive around for thirty minutes the other day to find a space. Or you might be hosting a large gathering of family at your home during Thanksgiving, and you know that your guests expect you to start things off by sharing some inspiring words about the meaning of the holiday. (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 1996), 264–65. She
might make the same points and present all the same evidence but instead choose images of characters from earlier films, such as Annie Hall (1977) or Do the Right Thing (1989). Assistants If serving as a presentation aid yourself would complicate things too much or prevent you from interacting with your audience, consider
14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 408 12/6/13 3:51 PM Types of Presentation Aids 409 asking someone to help you reinforce points from your speech or to demonstrate something. Happily, there are ways to work around any awkwardness with pronouns. You could use a pie chart to show the percentages of different types of foods in a recommended
diet for triathletes or how much your town spent in a given year on various services, such as education or road repair. Describe seven elements of verbal delivery discussed in the chapter. How should you select your main points? 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 225 12/09/13 7:07 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online 226 video activities
at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. He reminded the others that they needed to select a volunteer project and work out a plan for implementing the project in order to fulfill the requirements of the course. To pan your audience, think of your body as a tripod, and your head as a movie camera that sits atop the tripod. In our experience, students who
agonize over their topic selection for days or waver back and forth between several possibilities lose valuable speech preparation time. • Anna includes her thesis, connects with the audience, establishes credibility, and previews her main points. Individuals or Groups Giving an informative speech about an individual or a group offers an equally wide
range of possibilities. If you repeat too many statements in your speech, your listeners won’t be able to discern the truly important points in your presentation. Kennedy famously showed his solidarity with Berliners by declaring “ich bin ein Berliner” (“I am a Berliner”). A fact claim asserts that something is true or false. What made you think that the
speaker was behaving unethically? Key Terms situational characteristics 122 audience size 123 presentation time 124 body clock (chronemics) 126 location (forum) 127 stationary audience 128–29 mobile audience 129 demographics 130 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 157 age 132 gender composition 132 gender stereotype 133 sexist language 133
sexual orientation 134 race 136 ethnicity 136 religious orientation 136 12/09/13 7:00 PM 158 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis socioeconomic status 138 political affiliation 141 common ground 143 prior exposure 145 disposition 147 sympathetic audience 148 hostile audience 148 neutral audience 148 survey 150 fixed-response question 152 scaled
question 152 open-ended question 152 interview 153 situational audience analysis 155 Review Questions 1. • Listen carefully. 1 (2012): 182. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 188 12/09/13 7:07 PM 7 Researching Your Speech It is not a fact until you prove it to the audience. Determine Your Speech’s Rhetorical Purpose Every speech must have a
rhetorical purpose—a primary goal for the speech. Indent each of your subpoints, and label them with capital letters. MAXIMIZING YOUR AUDIENCE’S LISTENING Despite your best efforts, you may occasionally find yourself delivering a speech to audience members who do not listen well. Consider the following two sets of main points for a speech
on backpacking tips: 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 256 27/09/13 4:24 PM Selecting Your Main Points 257 First Set of main points I. • Now I have only been able to slay dragons when I have kept these two important facts in sharp focus, because at some point in life, it will indeed suck. Make a list of the demographic groups to which you belong, in
terms of age, gender composition, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, religious orientation, socioeconomic background, and political affiliation. Later in this chapter we also discuss defeated listening and superficial listening. New annotated sample speeches. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 255 27/09/13 4:24 PM 256 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your
Speech Consider Your Purpose Make sure that every main point you select relates to the specific purpose of your speech. Video works best when it is clear, compelling, and easy to see. Normally, feedback lets you know if you are speaking clearly or presenting at the right pace. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 15 04/11/13 8:43 PM N-16 note s
18. Examples include Google (www.google.com), Yahoo! (www.yahoo .com), Bing (www.bing.com), and Ask (www.ask.com). “Who does my instructor think I am?” he wondered, “Steven Spielberg?” After the first week of classes, Marshawn began to reconsider. As a result, they may take offense or lose interest. By the time HELP was scheduled to
deliver its presentation on the project to the rest of the class, Jenny, Sam, Juan, Ashley, and Yolanda had mastered the challenges of managing group dynamics. How do you think columnists come up with their topics? And what was true of Gandhi was certainly true of Rosa Parks: that her greatness lay in what everybody could do but doesn’t. Violence
against women and girls takes place every day in public spaces around the globe. The key is to remember that even in a spontaneous speaking situation, you can still speak from a mental outline that you draft quickly and keep in your mind, just as you would with a physical outline in an extemporaneous situation. For this audience, you could select an
ambitious thesis—such as asking student representatives to pass a resolution declaring their support and to meet with college administrators to promote your idea. • However, all that has now changed. If you’re the best man at your older brother’s wedding and you’re giving a toast at the reception, you’ll of course evoke a different overall mood. It is
his privilege to help man endure by lifting his a “duty” and a heart, by reminding him of the courage and honor and hope “privilege.” These and pride and compassion and pity and sacrifice which words elevate the calling of have been the glory of his past. Choosing the right backpack II. Finally, we address how to develop an informative speech,
including strategies for analyzing your audience and simplifying complex information in your presentation. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 515 25/10/13 2:50 PM 516 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking A policy claim advocates action by organizations, institutions, or members of your audience. How well does he follow this chapter’s advice about
delivering a speech? Over 8,500 journals indexed, including over 4,600 full-text journals (3,900 peer reviewed). To make your presentation memorable, select and word your clincher carefully. You decidedly would not go on and on about any hard or painful times the couple experienced while dating. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 501 09/10/13
3:46 PM 502 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking Repeat Your Message. Conveying a key point several times using the same words can also help ensure that your audience understands your message. Strategies for After-Dinner Speeches After-dinner speeches have a long and storied tradition in the United States, emerging in an age before
television and other mass media were on the scene and when speaking was therefore a major form of entertainment. Use your slides to show material; use your speech to talk about the material you show. It’s also important to practice a mediated speech beforehand. We appreciate the opportunity to continue to share ideas and write with each other—
something we will do long after Speak Up is (hopefully) in its tenth edition. Although Duckworth lost the election, she made an impression. He or she might 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 21 26/11/13 4:12 PM 22 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking respond by saying, “Since we agree that using Facebook can put our privacy at risk, let’s take
a look at how we can protect ourselves.” Audience members then smile and nod. Low prices encourage frequent fast-food consumption. They here, in my speech, my walk, my hair, my God, my smile, my eyes, and everything I need to get over in this world is inside here, connecting me to everybody and everything that ever was. Ensure that your thesis
clearly conveys what you hope your audience will know, do, or feel after listening to your speech. • Use scholarly search features. For instance, after using a narrative to help her listeners understand how bees fly, one student invited audience members to manipulate their arms to simulate the motion of bees’ wings. Rather, audience members may be
skeptical of a point if they’ve never heard it before, if it strikes them as counterintuitive, or if it contradicts their worldview. SpeechClass is a fully customizable course space that lets you mix and match our premium content and tools with your own to create the best experience for your students. She also used several helpful visual aids, such as charts
showing government spending on various social programs. How would you go about choosing potential interviewees? To determine main points, begin by making a list of ideas you might like to cover. Second, Jason failed to listen to his audience as he was delivering his speech. Single Group Representative Sometimes one person will be responsible
for presenting on behalf of the entire group. And I tell you, they were all up there dancing to the rhythm of one beat, dancing to the rhythm of their own definition, celebrating in their cultural madness. See, for example, K. Next, we offer some general guidelines for speaking at a special occasion. Thus, it would be appropriate and even necessary to
acknowledge his race during that speech. The technology, about the size of a laptop, could even be used to create a “personal satellite hot spot.” D. Finally, invisibility research is being extended to shields that protect us from other types of waves. Frederick Douglass, a former slave who moved audiences with his depictions of life under slavery,
counted among the most compelling antislavery speakers. This is particularly relevant to public speaking because both speakers and audience members must develop good listening skills to effectively convey and understand information. 669. This preview also contains no hints indicating that Alexandra is previewing her main points. religious
orientation A person’s set of religious beliefs, which can shape his or her response to a speech. ad populum (bandwagon) fallacy A misuse of logic that deceives an audience by claiming that a fact is true because a majority of people believe it to be true. Attention-getter. However, you have probably spoken with classmates and learned about their
interests and backgrounds. Try Video Activity 15.1, “Reagan, Moscow State University Address.” CHALLENGES OF MEDIATED PRESENTATIONS Think of a political rally, a commencement speech, or a technology conference. Guerrero, and V. If audience members are yawning or frowning, such feedback can increase your speech anxiety.17 Do not
fall into the trap of making negative judgments as you speak. He recommended changing the language to “piling debt on our children” or “mortgaging the American dream.”22 Although it is unlikely you will be able to afford a high-priced consultant to help you choose the words that will be most compelling to your classmates, you can use your
audience analysis to inform the language you select. In most situations, audiences can be divided into three groups: sympathetic, hostile, and neutral. It can be a verb meaning “to go faster than a walk,” a noun meaning “an unbroken course of performance” (such as “a good run of profits this year”), and an adjective meaning “being in a melted state”
(for instance, “runs like butter”). When you use a narrative in an informative speech, the story enables you to both share information and capture the audience’s attention. Construct three different arguments for that issue using powerful language (see p. We also offered ideas for presenting your message clearly— including using understandable
language and concrete words, employing words properly, and adopting concise language. figurative analogy An analogy in which the two entities being compared are not in the same category. Preiss (Cresskill, NJ: Hampton Press, 1998), 66. A speaker should consider volume, tone, rate of delivery, projection, articulation, pronunciation, and
pausing. American College Health Association, College Health Resources, H1N1 Flu, http:// www.acha.org/Topics/H1N1flu.cfm. These beliefs are more open to change by a persuasive message. On August 28, 1963, tens of thousands of Americans traveled huge distances to join the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom.
08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 226 27/09/13 4:24 PM 8 Using supporting materials for your speech The sum of the parts determines the success of the whole speech. Events An event is a notable or exceptional occurrence, either from the present time or from some point in the past. Well maybe Hugh Hefner, but . Mediated Public Speaking Activity
15.1: “Reagan, Moscow State University Address” 446 • Activity 15.2: “Attention-Getter (Needs Improvement)” 460 • Activity 15.3: “Fallacy: Red Herring (Needs Improvement)” 462 • Activity 15.4: “Gentz, My Hero, Marilyn Hamilton” 469 Chapter 16. You also need to use the aids correctly during your presentation. • By asking, “When will I be
blown up?” Faulkner emphasizes that public fears of nuclear holocaust in the 1940s had replaced meditations on the essential internal conflicts we all feel as humans. And each person in a group has different strengths and interests. Chapter 13 1. This perspective informs the academic guidelines and honor codes that are explicitly stated by most
colleges and universities in the United States—indeed, you will often find these guidelines cited in your instructors’ syllabi. Put another way, there were at least three mechanical problems we know of with this last shuttle mission. You enable your audience members to learn something new and important, and you hone their understanding, awareness,
or sensitivity to your topic. This is because the 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 517 25/10/13 2:50 PM 518 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking speaker failed to help audience members make a rational decision. And if your audience has diverse backgrounds and interests, be sure to interview a range of audience members. These five canons form
the basis of speech preparation to this day. Critiquing is an essential component of public speaking classes because it helps speakers learn from their experiences. With time running out, Jason finished developing his presentation using the few insights he could pull from his notes. If national security is an important value for your listeners, and you
document how extended screening would reduce the risk of terrorist hijackings, you would have a persuasive argument. At other times, the group may use a panel discussion format, in which there is less formal structure and more give-and-take among members. Chapter 12 1. Chapter 3 1. the acts are so horrific that when publicized they draw the
outcry, the revulsion, and condemnation of people everywhere, and they rally millions to demand change. For example, if you wanted to argue against affirmative action, you could claim that race or gender should play no role in any hiring decisions. (New York: Random House, 1986), 181. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 616 joined in, and Miles
and Duke and Ella and Jimi and Charlie and Sly and Lightnin’ and Count and Louie, and everybody joined in. Why is it important for speakers to behave ethically? Be sure to consider your audience’s needs as well as outside factors, and plan your speech accordingly. 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 62 26/11/13 9:48 AM Chapter Review 63 In this
chapter, we also outlined some basic techniques to help you overcome your speech anxiety by emphasizing that you can channel your nervousness to help you become a better speaker. (In a proper outline, support can never stand alone; in other words, you must always include a minimum of two subpoints supporting each main point and two
subsubpoints supporting each subpoint.) 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 311 27/09/13 5:50 PM 312 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech Use Full Sentences or Detailed Phrases. In your working outline, you should express your main ideas, subpoints, and subsubpoints in complete sentences or detailed phrases (each instructor will have his or
her own preference for the level of detail required). • Delivery notes. Although most people using this delivery mode read from a printed script, it has become increasingly popular for speakers to use teleprompter devices when addressing large audiences. Next, you explain that khipu means “knot” in the Inka language and that the strings are made
from cotton or alpaca wool. Look for Compelling Evidence. Audiences are more likely to be persuaded by compelling evidence that includes concrete or detailed examples. Have each group use one topic-generation process (brainstorming, word association, or mind mapping) to create a list of potential topics. Although mediated communications can
never have the immediacy of F2F communications, they do offer several advantages and are becoming more widely used all the time. 9, 2007, metamat. Rachel Parish Southeastern Illinois College Student Rachel Parish gave this informative speech in the 2007 finals of an annual national tournament hosted by Phi Rho Pi, a group that fosters public
speaking and debate for junior and community college students throughout the United States. Audience members may smile, frown, or look puzzled. Categorical Pattern. Sometimes each main point in your speech will reflect a different reason why you believe your fact claim to be true. In Viola Davis commencement speech. At the ceremony itself,
John Paul II was visibly moved as he laid a wreath at a granite slab that covered Jewish victims of the concentration camps and then ceremoniously lit an eternal flame. Gallagher, “Skype Won’t Comment on Whether It Can Now Eavesdrop on Conversations,” Slate, July 20 2012, _tense/2012/07/20/skype_won_t_comment_on_whether_it_
can_now_eavesdrop _on_conversations_.html. Unpopular experiences such as scarce parking or difficulty in signing up for required classes? When you’re taking notes, be sure to focus fully on your interviewee or speaker, processing what he or she is saying and writing down the most important points. And avoid asking overly
10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 286 27/09/13 4:35 PM Introducing Your Speech 287 general questions (“What would you like to learn about winter sports?”); your listeners won’t find them as interesting as more focused queries. For example, if you were researching the impact of expanded drilling on gasoline prices, the views of a petroleum
economist who has studied the issue are more likely to be accurate than those of an angry author of a letter to the editor in your local newspaper. Tips for Participating in a Small Group In addition to fulfilling task- and maintenance-oriented roles, you can improve your effectiveness at group participation by applying the following practices.
12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 354 09/10/13 3:08 PM Expressing Your Ideas Effectively 355 For instance, a student named Blake wanted to inform his audience about the legal test for defamation of character. For example, a speaker might compare the careers of Diana Ross (lead singer of The Supremes in the sixties and a solo star in the
seventies) and Beyoncé, or the German policy on wind energy to a similar policy in the United States. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 266 11/6/13 5:00 PM Arranging Your Main Points 267 III. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1974), 337. And if they are available, you may need to pay a fee to access them. For example, the specific purpose of a speech on
traveling in the Yucatan Peninsula might be “to inform my audience about the educational and recreational opportunities as well as the health and safety hazards of traveling in the Yucatan Peninsula.” speech anxiety (stage fright) Nervousness before giving a speech that can result in a variety of symptoms, such as sweaty palms; dry mouth; and
even nausea, hyperventilation, and panic. For example, African American is commonly preferred to black. If the speaker had failed to make the logical connection between the points, however, she would have been acting unethically. Which category is broader, and why? Atlases provide maps, charts, and tables relating to different geographic regions.
Another noteworthy Roman rhetorician, Quintilian, emphasized the ideal of an ethical orator—the good person speaking well. Conversely, let’s say you were considering using explanation or description to deliver your speech. How does Garza relate his speech to the audience? • Present evidence in claim-source-support order. Socioeconomic status is
a measure of where individuals 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 138 12/09/13 7:00 PM Incorporating Demographics 139 stand in terms of financial resources, education, and occupation in relation to other individuals. In this address, Ms. Davis eloquently urges the Providence graduates to be true to their authentic selves. But let’s talk about how
we’re going to tackle reserving the space for the event.” Help Members Avoid Groupthink. Groupthink is members’ tendency to accept ideas and information uncritically because of strong feelings of loyalty or single-mindedness within the group.2 Groupthink erodes the lively and open exchange of ideas necessary for informed decisions. [I]t dries
into a thread, and when this thread hardens we end up with something that looks a little more familiar to us.” When Nexia discovered that the silk glands of spiders were similar to goats’ mammary glands, Nexia applied 09/10/13 3:46 PM Sample Informative Speech this discovery to dairy goats. He became my best friend. Calabrese, “Does Moral
Judgment Go Offline When Students Are Online? If not, continue 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 426 09/10/13 3:45 PM Guidelines for Developing Presentation Aids 427 refining your aid—for example, by stepping up font size and adding white space between elements. In this chapter, we discuss speech delivery—focusing on the various ways you
can present a speech as well as the verbal and nonverbal skills you need to deliver a powerful, evocative, and exciting presentation. How would you handle introducing someone whom you dislike or do not respect, or whom the audience might view negatively? This tradition produced such literary giants as Mark Twain, who gave several hundred of
these kinds of addresses, always after a meal.5 Like others who delivered these types of presentations, Twain usually salted his after-dinner speeches with entertaining stories, personal references, and a great deal of wit. supporting materials (supporting points) Examples, definitions, testimony, statistics, narratives, and analogies that support or
illustrate a speaker’s main points. Most writing teachers and coaches advise their students to avoid repeating themselves or being redundant by covering the same ground more than once. K. Shepherding any textbook from manuscript to production is a daunting task, even more so when working with a brand-new idea that creates new challenges.
While spatial cloaks divert light around an object, thus rendering the object invisible, the space-time cloak would slow down and 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 330 27/09/13 5:50 PM A Sample Speaking Outline 331 speed up the illuminating photons to create a dark interval where events can take place undetected.” C. For which careers would you
expect mediated presentations to be used most often, and for which would you expect most speeches to remain face-to-face? For a modern application of the idea between types of roles for group members, consider A. In a talk on the impact of globalization, for example, you could draw the following analogy: “Globalization is like agriculture. Ideas
that cost money are likely to fall outside these audience members’ latitude of acceptance, potentially resulting in a boomerang effect. Now, audience and speaker have created shared meaning. These words, phrases, and sentences offer the audience clear signals that will help them identify your main points and navigate your supporting information.
For example, they argued over what to call themselves, eventually settling on HELP (Hands-on, Empowering, Loving People) after an intense and uncomfortable debate. Be sure the subject understands that you are gathering information for use in a classroom speech, and ask for permission to use his or her responses in your speech. • If you do use
jargon, explain it. Speak Up is available in a range of new e-book formats for computers, tablets, and e-readers. forum (location) The setting where a speaker delivers, and an audience listens to, a speech. Establish criteria for solving the problem. a dream big enough to include all Americans.”3 The dream that King shared—one in which people
would “not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character”—had his listeners cheering and weeping as he concluded his address. What areas of common ground can a speaker focus on when addressing a diverse audience? Though audience analysis, research, preparation, and practice all play vital roles in public speaking, it’s
how you deliver your speech that determines whether you’ll be effective with your audience members. What types of sources did the authors use to back up the points they raise? Repetition Repetition—saying a specific word, phrase, or statement more than once—helps you grab your audience’s attention and leave listeners with enduring memories of
your speech: 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 352 09/10/13 3:08 PM Expressing Your Ideas Effectively 353 At the end of the battle, every soldier was killed. Goats? Race and Ethnicity In the United States today, the population is far more racially and ethnically diverse than in previous eras. Working in small groups, brainstorm a list of potential
speech topics. Mehlman, “Five Moral Arguments against the DREAM Act,” July 1, 2011, _against_the_dream_act/page/full/. To adapt to nonverbal cues while scanning the audience? Help Your Audience Make an Informed Decision Ethical speakers help their listeners reach wellinformed decisions rather than manipulating them into agreement.
Presentation Aids Can Make Your Speech More Interesting. A colorful and attractive presentation aid can help you spice up any presentation, especially one on a slightly dry topic. Zhang, Cal, Nano Letters, May 27, 2011, used “carpet cloak device made of silicon nitride.” Concluded “makes actual invisibility for the light seen by the human eye
possible.” Show VA • 2. UK sci. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 345 09/10/13 3:08 PM 346 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style PRESENTING YOUR MESSAGE CLEARLY You can’t get your message across to your audience unless you present it clearly. To guard against any surprises, check that your media will work with the computers in the
speech setting before it’s time to speak, and bring hard copies of your aids with you on the day of the presentation. You’ll have to work harder to anticipate your listeners’ questions and craft a more generally accessible message. policy claim A statement that advocates action by organizations, institutions, or members of the audience. Adler and R.
First, we discussed the different codes of ethics, including ethical absolutism, situational ethics, and cultural relativity. Examples include hand gestures, eye contact, and facial expressions. Wolf, “What Will Hillary Clinton’s Diplomatic Legacy Be?” USA Today, May 18, 2012, 6A. Purdy and D. In this chapter, we discuss the use of ethos, logos, and
pathos to create an effective speech. First, develop a set of potential topics based on the results of research, brainstorming, word association, and mind mapping. Often seen as one component of a speaker’s ethos. By applying the general guidelines described in this chapter as well as the strategies tailored specifically to each of the six types of
special-occasion speeches, you can lay the groundwork for a successful presentation that will make your listeners remember the event for many years to come. unfair to punish children for the offenses of their parents.” According to Vanikiotis, when young children are brought to this country and they grow up here, “they are Americans in every way
but on paper” and “we owe them the opportunities and promise of America, which includes the right to an education.”33 The worldview of opponents of such legislation led to a very different response. Using Public Speaking in Your Career A knack for public speaking is one of the most important assets you can possess in the workplace. Finally, quote
or paraphrase the evidence. In addition to the map itself, you can add highlighting or labels to make the map more useful to your audience. Warren, American Literature: The Makers and the Making, vol. In most situations, the best way to ensure that you’re using understandable language is to choose words that reflect your audience’s language skills,
avoiding technical terms beyond their comprehension. needs The objects an audience desires and the feelings they have that must be satisfied. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 484 06/12/13 2:19 PM Types of Informative Speeches 485 • A  n influential political party, artistic movement, sports team, or musical group. .” If you can’t come up with a
logical way to complete this sentence, you may need to reexamine your supporting materials and find ways to make them more clearly relevant. • This comes across as a clear action step. This star-studded annual event begins with a speech of introduction. But a half year of therapy—which included taking some flights with someone I really trusted—
cured me of the fear. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 414 09/10/13 3:45 PM 415 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 415 09/10/13 3:45 PM 416 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids Text and graphics can be combined to convey both information and action. 93 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 93 12/09/13 6:56 PM 94 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills
And you deliver your speech, paying attention to your audience’s responses to decide whether you need to adjust your voice, volume, pacing, or some other aspect of your delivery. For example, suppose your audience members’ culture maintains a worldview that says, “It’s not polite to challenge a speaker’s claims.” In this case, your listeners may
decline to ask questions during or after your speech, since (to their thinking) asking questions may come across as being challenging and therefore disrespectful to you. Then, provide one example of how the group dynamic affects their outcomes on a specific task. Whether you’re speaking informatively in everyday situations or delivering a formal
presentation to a class or another type of audience, you can greatly enhance your effectiveness by applying the key practices presented in this chapter. In the United States, public speakers have increasingly needed to consider the range of cultures represented by their audience members as American society has grown more culturally diverse.
sample special-occasion speech Speech to Accept the 1949 Nobel Prize in Literature William Faulkner Speeches to accept awards often demand of their speakers a mix of gratitude and humility, rejoicing and respect. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 610 25/10/13 3:06 PM Strategies for Each Type of Special-Occasion Speech 611 Adapt Your Delivery

to Your Audience and the Occasion. Be prepared to make spontaneous adjustments to your structure and content based on what’s happening around you. Wikipedia, a site on which any user can modify the content, is the most popular example of this media. The citation contains information about the source author and where your evidence can be
found—it’s the academic equivalent of a map to your source. 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 2 Parodies like these can be very funny, but real side effects are not. Jason felt pleased with the amount of information his classmates shared during the interviews, but when he later reviewed his interview notes, he realized they were a bit sparse. You may
be asked to deliver a eulogy about the person at a memorial service after his or her passing. Half of all Americans admit to regifting. Speak loudly and slowly enough that your audience can easily hear what you are saying. This type of comparison helps listeners use their existing knowledge to absorb new information.19 Here’s how Dean Lee, a
physicist from North Carolina State University, used an analogy during a talk at the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences. Also known as audiovisual aids, presentation aids include any materials you might use to support and convey the points and subpoints in your speech. Otherwise, subsequent speakers may have insufficient time to deliver
their parts of the presentation. I thought challenges of life. Young, and T. I assume you did not propose me for this office so that I, too, should lie to you.3 Build Suspense. Consider increasing audience curiosity and anticipation before you reveal your topic. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 401 08/10/13 10:08 AM Look for the throughout the chapter
for online video 402activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. • Help your listeners appreciate the need for careful preparation before a job interview. Furthermore, in many cases, traditional presentation aids are more appropriate and make for more dynamic presentations than do their digital counterparts. Use your working outline to practice your
speech until you’re thoroughly familiar with it. For example, a eulogy calls primarily for a somber, sad tone, though an occasional lovingly humorous recollection about the deceased may also be appropriate and appreciated. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view key term videos, and watch
additional videos to help you with your speech (such as “Poster” and “Prop”). Whatever the cause of your articulation issues, focus on this rule to get better results: when you deliver a speech, clearly and distinctly express all parts of the words in your presentation, and make sure not to round off the ends of words or lower your voice at the ends of
sentences. Ask a Rhetorical Question. A rhetorical question—one that you want listeners to answer in their heads—can capture audience members’ attention because it gets them thinking about your speech topic. Psychologist Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs begins with physiological needs, followed by safety, social, self-esteem, and selfactualization needs. Video Activity 6.4: “Wiesel, 2006 Dartmouth College Commencement.” Watch Elie Wiesel’s speech. two-sided argument An argument in which the speaker acknowledges an argument against his or her thesis, then uses evidence and reasoning to refute that argument. Sillars, Argumentation and Critical Decision Making, 5th ed.
Let’s address each of these important factors in turn. However, in public speaking, even the most energetic interjections are usually brief. The Bedford e-Book to Go for Speak Up includes the same content as the print book and provides an affordable, tech-savvy PDF e-book option for students. See &id=3677&Itemid=53. • Use advanced search
features. If you have any doubts whatsoever whether your topic is appropriate, be sure to check with your instructor. When it comes to in‑ corporating audio and vis‑ ual aids into a presentation, some speeches benefit from a mixed approach. • Are the students in our class interested in politics? Ibid., 340. • Review your audience analysis. This is the
outline you will use when you actually deliver your speech. But I noticed that when I used some legal terms in front of them, they would occasionally look at one another and 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 385 08/10/13 10:08 AM 386 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech smile, like they were sharing a private joke. If you do, be sure to phrase
the question professionally. 39. By studying and practicing public speaking, you can learn to deliver effective presentations in each of these contexts. Learn more at bedfordstmartins.com/ebooks. According to Dr. Omid Farokhzad, aptamer researcher and assistant professor at Harvard Medical School, quoted in the August 2006 issue of Popular
Science, “aptamers are like the GPS in your car. Parker, A. To communicate honesty, expertise, and confidence, maintain frequent eye contact with your audience. A pie chart resembles a pie that has been divided up into slices, with each slice representing a percentage of the total sum. You might also advocate action in the community, such as
volunteering to help assemble bags of food for a local food bank. The views of countless men and women cut against the grain of traditional ideas of gender stereotypes—oversimplified and often distorted views of what it means to be male or female. By clarifying your use of jargon, you can gain whatever advantages it offers while still ensuring your
audience’s understanding. • Analogy helps clarify a potentially complex idea— aptamers are like a car’s GPS. But surely this is not the case. So this award is only mine in trust. In contemporary thought, however, it is no longer considered the best form of speech preparation and delivery in most situations. Even better, new functionality makes it easy
to upload and annotate video, embed YouTube clips, and create video assignments for the individual student, for groups, and for the whole class. Thus, you could quote lay sources to explain their particular experiences with a low-carbohydrate diet or to discuss how they were affected by high gas prices. How much physical movement, if any, is right
for you? Hall of Famer Lou Gehrig did not choose career paths that made public speaking likely, as he was planning to major in engineering at Columbia before the Yankees came calling. Do not censor any idea at this point in time—just let your thoughts flow. Try Video Activity 13.1, “Rate Too Fast (Needs Improvement).”
13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 382 08/10/13 10:08 AM Using Verbal Delivery Skills 383 The guiding rule for achieving an appropriate rate of delivery is this: speak fast enough to keep your presentation lively and interesting, but not so fast that you become inarticulate. It happened in December, when a twenty-three-year-old medical student was
robbed, gang-raped, and thrown off a bus in New Delhi. What kinds of supporting materials are included in this chapter that do not require citations to research? Kerstetter, J. In addition, the spider silk bio-steel can be used as wonderful, durable, and biodegradable stitches that can be used in the most delicate of areas due to the material’s thinness
and strength. Ayres, The Wisdom of Martin Luther King, Jr., 62–63. Finish with a Memorable Clincher Finish your conclusion with a clincher, something that leaves a lasting impression of your speech in your listeners’ minds. Define plagiarism, and explain the importance of properly citing your sources. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 14
04/11/13 8:43 PM no t e s N-15 6. For example, do you want to help listeners broaden their understanding of your topic? Did this feeling make you more or less receptive to the information he or she was presenting? Or are 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 552 29/10/13 10:12 AM Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning behind Your Message 553 you
using fallacious (faulty) reasoning to twist or distort the facts in your favor? Use Humor. Most people enjoy jokes, amusing stories, or other humorous references. “True Invisibility Remains Elusive: But Research Moves Toward Practical Applications of Cloaking Technology.” Photonics Spectra 46 (August 2012): 58. 15. Critique the idea, not the
person, in a manner that makes your concern clear. In this case, you can use a categorical pattern. To use vivid language, select descriptive words that evoke pictures, smells, textures, sounds, and flavors in your listeners’ minds. Time-Oriented Listening. The major identifying element of this listening style is time—or, more precisely, a concern with
managing time. export (citations) To move source citations from computer-based library indexes to digital files. Dictionaries offer definitions, pronunciation guides, and sometimes etymologies for words, while quotation books offer famous or notable quotations on a variety of subjects. Try Video Activity 18.2, “Fallacy: Either-Or (False Dilemma):
Diplomacy vs. Subpoints explain, prove, or expand on your main points. Yet those terms could be appropriate in a speech delivered to a group of experts or insiders—for example, when presenting a paper to scientists at a biology conference. • Now that we understand the problem and why it continues, we must ask what we can do, and the answer is
simple. With this in mind, consider a few television commercials you have found especially memorable. Rieke and M. demographics Audience members’ characteristics, including but not limited to age, gender composition, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, religious orientation, socioeconomic background, and political affiliation. Also, consider your
audience members and choose material they will find funny. Ethical Speech Communicating Truthfully Lying Half-Truths False Inference Acknowledging the Work of Others Try Video Activity 3.1: “Citing Sources (Statistics and Testimony).” Quoting from a Source Try Video Activity 3.2: “Citing Someone Else’s Idea.” Paraphrasing the Work of Others
Common Knowledge Using Sound Reasoning Being an Ethical Listener Show Courtesy Demonstrate an Open Mind Hold the Speaker Accountable Chapter Review4. Reinard, Foundations of Argument, 115. Cultural relativity now typically means moral relativism. 255–59 (continued) 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 41 12/09/13 6:42 PM 42 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech (continued) If you want to know more about Go to developing supporting materials Ch. 7 and 8 organizing the body of your speech Ch. 9, pp. Key Terms epideictic 587 eulogy 590 Review Questions 1. Tuman, “Getting to First Base: Prima Facie Arguments for Propositions of Value,” Journal of the American Forensic
Association 24 (Fall 1987): 86. To convince them that you know what you’re talking about, you’ll need to supply proof, or evidence, of your claim. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 459 03/10/13 4:16 PM 460 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking The primary light source should be behind the camera operator and directed toward you. The
purpose of the speech was to inform his audience of the difference in quality between American-made motorcycles and those made in Japan and Germany. presentation software A computer program that enables users to create, edit, and present information, usually in a slide-show format. After entering your search terms, you’ll see a list of links
specifying relevant book titles. Herzberg, The Rhetorical Tradition (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1990), 429. In contrast, newsmagazines are particularly helpful for speeches on current events. For instance, some listeners may argue that whereas certain species are recovering their populations, others are still endangered. Here are some examples of
thesis statements: • “The Hmong New Year includes many culturally distinctive features.” • “Our college makes significant accommodations for students who are called into military service.” • “A weeklong meatless diet can show you the path to a healthier lifestyle.” • “You should sign up for a service-learning course.” • “Today we honor the Missouri
Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital’s greyhound blood-donor program.” Here are some guidelines for ensuring that your thesis statement conveys your purpose and topic to the audience efficiently and a ccurately: • Keep it to one sentence. chronological (temporal) pattern A speech organization pattern in which the speaker presents information
in chronological order, 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 3 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-4 glossary from beginning to end, with each main point addressing a particular time within the chronology. For example, one study found 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 529 25/10/13 2:50 PM 530 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking that a detailed description of a
single individual who had been on welfare for sixteen years exerted a greater influence on an audience’s perception of welfare recipients than statewide statistics showing that 90 percent of welfare recipients go off the rolls within four years.23 Use of vivid evidence that depicts an atypical situation would constitute an unethical half-truth unless the
speaker informed the audience that the situation described is not the norm. In this section, we focus on how to analyze your audience and how to select a technique for organizing your speech. This allows you to be more natural when using gestures 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 373 12/6/13 3:48 PM 374 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech
and visual aids. It’s used to achieve emphasis and clarity, as well as a rhetorical sense of style. • Choose your words carefully. If you use the same type of supporting material over and over, your effectiveness will be reduced as fatigue sets in with your audience. The word-for-word manuscript delivery ensures that listeners hear exactly what you want
them to hear. Davidson, “Is Public Speaking Really More Feared Than Death?” Communication Research Reports 29, no. Depending on what technology you use, audience members may have the ability to go back to any part of your speech if they didn’t understand something or want to reinforce the information shared. • sample persuasive speech
Child Slavery and the Production of Chocolate David Kruckenberg Santiago Canyon College Student David Kruckenberg presented this speech in the finals of the Phi Rho Pi National Tournament in 2007. We would not recommend such mayhem in a speech, but there are a number of less destructive strategies you can use to make your speech
memorable. If so, you could advocate one of these options. Try Video Activity 2.1, “Previews, Transitions, and Summaries.” Develop Supporting Materials Once you’ve selected your main points, develop supporting materials—information that bolsters and fleshes out the claims made in each of those points. At this kind of event, it would run against
audience expectations to bring up painful events from the person’s childhood and thus bring an overly serious turn to the proceedings. In this chapter, we take a close look at informative speaking. Explanation Through explanation, you provide an analysis of something for purposes of clarity and specificity by tracing a line of reasoning or a series of
causal connections between events. Your job in giving the speech will be to signal when it’s time for that emotion to come to the surface. When you deliver an informative speech about a process, you will probably want to walk your listeners through the steps that make up that process, explaining how each is carried out and in what order. 04/11/13
8:43 PM A-14 appe n dix
Additional Sample Speeches sample special-Occasion speech Remarks at the Funeral of Civil Rights Leader Rosa Parks Governor Jennifer Granholm Michigan governor Jennifer Granholm was one of the speakers who honored Rosa Parks’s life at her memorial service on November 2, 2005, in Detroit. The following excerpt
shows how such examples can be used to support the claim that Americans’ privacy is at risk: • College admissions officers may have snooped on your social networking. The power of positive thinking is no mere cliché. Benefits of Internet Research Internet research allows you convenient access to information on nearly any topic without leaving your
desk. Therefore, be guided by honesty, not popularity, when considering problems and solutions. Wheaton, “Missouree? You can go to the lake, the amusement park, the movies, or the ballgame. Let us speak; let us act; let us rise. She could have chosen to discuss her many accomplishments in the sport, but she chose to establish her credibility in this
clear, concise, and unpretentious way: 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 292 27/09/13 4:35 PM Introducing Your Speech 293 I have been active in the sport of ice skating since I was six years old and have won my fair share of events. Clincher Try Video Activity 11.2, “Morales, Without Liberty and Justice for All.” Creating a List of Works Cited Your
instructor may require you to include a list of works cited—a list of the sources you cited in your speech—at the end of your outline. Given these visuals (and the technology), his audience was entranced.4 Of course, Berkeley was speaking to an immense audience and needed projection technology to make his small OLED device accessible to all. How
might you have verified his or her facts? Based on her survey of the audience, she determined that it would not be feasible to argue that students should not use credit cards. Many Indian films do not address serious social issues. You can probably think of many American-made films that also have little serious social content. Having read the chapter,
explain how you would modify your behavior to produce a better outcome if given the chance to redo it. To help you craft better language for your speeches, you should consider three key differences between oral and written language: • Oral language is more adaptive. verbal tic A sound such as um or ah that speakers use when searching for a
correct word or when they have lost their train of thought. If you said, “We’ve had a great run this season,” your listeners may wonder if you’re referring to a specific race or to a string of victories scored by the team against opponents during the season. STRATEGIES FOR EACH TYPE OF SPECIAL-OCCASION SPEECH Although the general
guidelines described in the preceding section can help you deliver an effective special-occasion speech, you’ll also want to master strategies tailored to each of the six types of speeches. If you are able to record your real-time speech, you have the opportunity to share it with an even wider audience. hostile audience A type of audience that opposes a
speaker’s message, or the speaker personally, and so will resist listening to the speech. In life, you do not always get a choice of topics; nevertheless, it remains your responsibility to research the subject well and prepare an interesting presentation for the audience. We will never 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 596 25/10/13 3:06 PM Strategies for
Each Type of Special-Occasion Speech 597 forget our lost friend, brother, son, and neighbor.” Through these words, you tap into the patriotism in your listeners’ hearts and their sense of shared sacrifice—reminding them that you are all connected in a close community. For example, testimony from laypersons would not credibly prove that a lowcarbohydrate diet improves people’s health or predict the effect of expanded offshore oil drilling on the U.S. economy. But you may not always have the chance to communicate with audience members before you speak. the nature of persuasion Two Paths to Persuasion How do audience members make a decision to accept or reject a speaker’s
persuasive message? Felder and L. These may take the form of a toast or special observance that focuses the audience’s attention on the milestone achieved, and recognizes the joy and pride the participants feel. Clark, A. Furthermore, if you cannot cite the source of a piece of information, you cannot use that material in your speech. Students can
access Speak Up’s video activities and key term videos, along with a wide range of student and professional speeches (including those by the Dalai Lama, Margaret Thatcher, and Elie Wiesel). And Russia has a tradition of sharing many toasts—studded with anecdotes and stories for each drink—at formal occasions and especially at group meals.
During her presentation, she showed actual instruments—a tenor saxophone and an electronic 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 420 12/6/13 10:09 PM Guidelines for Developing Presentation Aids 421 keyboard—and demonstrated a few riffs on each. You have similar options when it comes to audio and video. How would you use antithesis? They
organize those ideas, choose their words carefully, and practice delivering the speech before the big day. Zhong, “The Personality of Plagiarism,” Journalism and Mass Communication Educator 66 (December 2011): 327; J. Jim Kerstetter, sr. You might fill in the silence with an awkward comment (“Tough crowd!”), only to see confused or annoyed
looks on your listeners’ faces. A little nervousness can actually be a good thing when you’re giving a speech: it helps focus your attention. Summary of main points II. A moderator may also participate in the discussion, though he or she should not dominate the presentation. Make extended eye contact in several directions, just as you would with real
people in a live audience. Then, when you’re finished presenting the aid, put it away or shut it off. High credit card debt can also haunt your finances after you graduate. 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 278 27/09/13 4:35 PM 10 INTRODUCTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS Strong introductions create audience interest; strong conclusions create lasting
impressions. What role should audience analysis, discussed in Chapter 5, play in selecting a topic for a speech? Clincher. However, the lack of review taking place before information is posted makes it difficult to assess the credibility of these sites.24 Thus, you should proceed with caution before using this evidence in your speech. Do I agree or
disagree with it? 231 could help your audience members understand the meaning of technical terms such as superstring. You might also use narrative to tell a story about the defining experience that led her to become a pilot (namely, attending a stunt-flying exhibition in her late teens). Why Study Public Speaking? sci., review experiments, future
impact • Pause [TRANSITION Begin with what it takes to make object invis.] • • Include all five parts of intro, limited to key words • Abbreviate science as sci. For example, suppose you are developing a speech on cooking with locally grown products. If there is no specific shot required, avoid using a “talking head” shot, in which the audience can see
only your head and the top of the trunk of your body. How loud is your natural speaking voice? This situation calls for equally creative problem-solving. Then adjust your delivery by increasing your volume or moving closer to those audience members to draw their attention back to you. Of course, swinging to the other extreme—talking too fast—
presents the opposite problem. Teven, “Goodwill: A Reexamination of the Construct and Its Measurement,” Communication Monographs 66.1 (1999): 92. The rise of new communication technologies changed this, providing speakers with ever-expanding options for bringing their 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 22 26/11/13 4:12 PM Public Speaking:
A Dynamic Discipline 23 message to an audience. Styles displayed in popular culture become fashionable. Name and describe three tools a speaker can use to gather information about his or her audience. Unfortunately, the conference schedule lagged, and the presenter realized that he would have to speak much later, at 4:30 that afternoon. C. It
offers an opportunity to experience new situations and work with people from diverse backgrounds. But mindlessly swallowing what the person says in his or her presentation can be equally damaging. Invigorated by the concise and lively presentation, the lawyers were fully engaged and asked spirited questions at the conclusion of the speech. Ibid.,
52. This can help you avoid repeating a message that many of your classmates have already heard. These 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 376 08/10/13 10:08 AM Selecting the Right Mode of Delivery 377 kinds of speeches are both quite common and very challenging for inexperienced speakers. Including it can only hurt your credibility. We showed
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include the citation. stronger preview Today we’ll look at three major topics about judging competitive ice skating: first, we’ll look at rules for judging the event, followed by tips you can use to score the performances yourself, and finally, controversies in the judging at past Olympics. Mobile audiences might be found at an exhibitor’s booth, on a town
common, or on a city sidewalk. Personal Anecdotes Illustrating a concept with personal anecdotes (brief stories) can help you further build credibility and reassure your listeners that you’re not judging them. An analysis of more than one thousand speech diaries kept by public speaking students revealed one consistent difference between strong
speeches and weaker ones: the topic selection process. In cultures with strong oral and narrative traditions, for example, stories are passed from one generation to another and are shared as general cultural knowledge. Hearing 95 Processing What You’ve Heard 96 Retaining What You’ve Processed 97 Listening Styles 98 The Culprits behind
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from . Whereas 95 percent of college students researching online use search engines, only 9 percent report using the library more than the Internet when searching for information.10 These research habits can be hazardous to the typical student’s academic progress; in fact, a recent study found that higher grades are associated with more frequent
use of the library.11 Whereas libraries emphasize quality research sources, searching the Web can be a bit like sending an untrained dog out to retrieve the morning newspaper. By understanding the benefits and limitations of Internet research, you can get the most from this tool. P. Thus, with this approach, you would make decisions about telling
the truth or withholding information based on whether there is a legal requirement to take a certain action or a legal consequence for violating the rules. Again, you probably found the demonstrations and recordings crucial for mastering the basics of the new language. If you do not know your audience, you might emphasize goals or principles that
are familiar to everyone in the group. What evidence could persuade you to adopt a more neutral position or change your mind? D’Aniello, “The Wikipedia, Possibilities and Opportunities,” January 20, 2012, . In your speech, you note that “Frank felt the same love for his country that everyone in this room feels. Hwang, “Body and Gestures,” in
Nonverbal Communication: Science and Applications, ed. If there is a member who gets along well with the people experiencing the conflict, he or she may be able to help them find a way to manage their disagreement. Under this policy, the best parking lots would no longer be reserved for faculty, staff, and administrators. For example, you might
claim that college students are facing serious financial challenges, as evidenced by students working longer hours. You might want audience members to do something in particular, or you might want to convince them that an organization or institution (such as a state or local government) should take a particular action. How can you learn about a
sponsoring organization? There are numerous examples of fear appeals that are premised on “facts” that are blatantly untrue. Your words and phrases convey your ethos to your listeners because they say something about you as a person. Yet your everyday persona is a type of demonic possession. How can the process of developing a working outline
help you be more confident when delivering your final speech? value claim A statement that attaches a judgment—such as deeming something good, bad, moral, or immoral—to a subject. It would also be important to choose foods your fellow college students could afford. A credible speaker is seen as knowledgeable, honest, and genuinely
interested in doing the right thing for his or her audience. Business Week, March 15, 1999, cautions that “because students move often and may not get their mail forwarded quickly, bills can get lost. Although it’s important to contribute when you have an idea that nobody else has raised, try to let other members speak first. Try Video Activity 2.3,
“Gentz, My Hero, Marilyn Hamilton.” OVERCOMING SPEECH ANXIETY As you begin to prepare for your first speech, you may experience some nervousness about speaking in front of an audience. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 387 08/10/13 10:08 AM 388 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech A verbal tic is a sound, such as um or ah, that
speakers use when searching for a correct word or when they have lost their train of thought: Um . Cicero, a Roman politician, was a renowned orator and a prolific writer on rhetoric, the craft of public speaking. Go to the place where you’ll deliver your speech. Therefore, each would have a different effect on Amber’s audience. These concepts are
invention, arrangement, style, memory, and delivery. And in interview situations, maintain eye contact and be ready to move into new lines of questioning based on your interviewee’s responses. Traditional aids include actual objects or models (for example, a physical model of DNA), video and audio recordings (such as a short clip of several birds and
their calls), drawings, photographs, charts, maps, and graphs. You anticipate that many classmates will find this option stressful, fearing that a low score would keep them from graduating. Mixed metaphors— such as “it’s not rocket surgery” or “he nailed that one out of the park”—can conjure images that either don’t make sense or are
unintentionally funny. This is true because it’s difficult for any group to function without an effective leader. Reinard, Foundations of Argument (Dubuque, IA: Brown, 1991), 111. Or, with your teacher’s approval, you might open by asking direct questions of some audience members, which would heighten their attentiveness. Julia showed an amazing
ability to jump in to this project in the middle of revisions and quickly acclimate to the unique challenges of an illustrated book. To step up your persuasive power, help your listeners visualize themselves experiencing the benefit they’ll gain if they take the action you’re advocating. Your audience learns by watching your modeling and listening to your
words. These activities visually clarify key concepts that may be difficult to show through text alone. DRAFTING YOUR THESIS STATEMENT Once you have determined your specific purpose, create your thesis statement—a single sentence that captures the overall message you want to convey in your speech. As we note in Chapter 5, your message is
more likely to succeed when it is relevant to the audience—that is, when it answers their question, “What’s in it for me?”11 Experts from previous eras, such as psychologist Abraham Maslow12 and social critic Vance Packard,13 have identified specific sets of needs, which continue to be emphasized in many persuasive appeals. Some colleges have
created courses in which all lectures are presented online. Remember that your afterdinner speech should be a combination of anecdotal references and storytelling wrapped around a larger theme, not a stand-up comedy routine. The degree of this prior exposure should guide you either to include particular points in your speech or to craft something
entirely 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 145 12/09/13 7:00 PM 146 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis new. Audience Size. Attendance at a face-to-face presentation is limited to the number of people who can be accommodated in the available space and who can be there at the designated time. The central route denotes a high level of elaboration—a
mental process that involves actively processing a speaker’s argument. Connect the Recipient’s Background to the Award’s Criteria. Every award has qualifications or criteria that a potential recipient must meet and perhaps exceed. You can probably think of commercials that use celebrities or trendy music to sell their product, rather than offering
factual evidence to prove a product’s benefits. At this rate of increase, the cost will rise to over $23,000 in five years.” Try Video Activity 8.2, “Citing Sources (Statistics and Facts).” Narratives A narrative is an anecdote (a brief story) or a somewhat longer account that can be used to support your main points. This sleep deprivation can have
detrimental effects on performance, including driving and academics.”7 Try Video Activity 10.1, “Anecdote (Personal) in an Informative Introduction.” Signal Your Thesis Once you’ve riveted your listeners’ attention, your next step is to indicate the thesis of your speech. For example, Anglicans and Roman Catholics share common elements in the
celebration of the Eucharist, but they are widely divided over such issues as allegiance to the papacy and the admission of women into the priesthood. • It’s about being able to wait for a bus, ride a subway, sell goods in a marketplace, walk to school, be in the school [or] a store or a voting booth, swim in a pool, visit a friend—safely and peacefully.
Even if you include this list at the end of your working outline, it remains your ethical obligation to properly attribute all information that comes from research sources; each time such information is used in your outline or speech, you must identify the source. For example, Meg is a bird watcher, and she wants to give a speech about a particular type
of seabird that nests near her home. Camera Positioning You or your carefully chosen camera operator should check that the camera is trained on the correct shot. diction See word choice (diction). Additionally, most books—especially scholarly books—are vetted before publication. In this chapter, we introduce the topic of persuasive speaking. If I
do not know who I am, it is because I think I am the sort of person everyone around me wants to be. Linn, “How to Manage, or Better Yet Avoid, Student Loan Debt,” NBCNEWS.com, August 3, 2012, .com/_news/2012/03/28/10890912-how-to-manage-or-better-yet-avoid -student-loan-debt?lite. They settled on several rules, including (1) no interrupting
when someone is speaking, (2) everyone gets a chance to contribute ideas, and (3) all decisions must be unanimous. Digital cameras, cell phones, and MP3 players have further transformed the world of presentation aids by enabling you to capture, download, and share photos, audio, and video cheaply and easily. Kim, “Strength in Numbers: How
Does Data-Driven Decisionmaking Affect Firm Performance?” (working paper, April 22, 2011), 1819486. Anticipate Ineffective Listening before Your Speech Advance preparation is key to ensuring that your audience will truly listen to your message. SELECTING YOUR MAIN POINTS The body of your speech should be structured around your main
points—those few ideas that are most important for your listeners to remember. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 467 04/10/13 1:45 PM 468 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking Key Terms mediated communication 439 prerecorded (asynchronous) presentation 441 real-time (synchronous) presentation 441 naturalness 447 multitasking 450
takeaway 456 Review Questions 1. Or you could use explanation to trace the events that led her to attempt her biggest challenge: flying around the world. S. Technological innovation creates new fashion options. You also want your audience to remember your presentation long after it ends—so they can put the information you’ve imparted to them
into action. For example, a speaker might see an audience member raise 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 103 12/09/13 6:56 PM 104 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills her hand; instead of recognizing her and listening to her question, the speaker cuts her off midsentence and finishes the question for her. But she rejected that idea when she remembered
that she would be delivering her speech shortly after lunch—when listeners might be especially squeamish. To learn about your audience before developing your speech, you will need to gather various kinds of information about your listeners. To help his listeners decide how to vote, he explained how issues currently before them compared with
issues on which they had voted in the past. Explain how the content of the message should be changed if the speech were to be prerecorded. Of course, in a short speech, you may have time to present only three or four examples to back up your argument. • But so often, women and girls are in fear of public spaces—they get accosted, threatened,
harassed, or assaulted. Otherwise, your audience may conclude that you’re straying off course and may lose interest or become confused. Maintenance-Oriented Roles. These roles help sustain and strengthen efficient and effective interpersonal relations in a group. The key word here is responsibility. They said the boy was mentally slow and adrift
forever in his foolish dreams. Master these three tools, and you’ll greatly enhance your prowess as a persuasive speaker. In either case, thorough preparation will allow each member to know who will present which topics. To say “In spite of the fact that you disagree with me” is more verbally cluttered than “Although you disagree with me.” verbal
delivery skills The use of one’s voice to effectively deliver a speech. Not surprisingly, standing stock-still (sometimes referred to as the “tree trunk” approach) isn’t very effective, 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 394 08/10/13 10:08 AM Using Nonverbal Delivery Skills 395 nor is shifting or walking restlessly from side to side or back and forth
(“pacing”) in front of your audience. T. But don’t worry, I’m not suggesting that we stop buying chocolate altogether. Due to their updated message, they were able to rally support for the bill, which passed in 2010. Television commercials are by nature persuasive appeals created from video and audio elements. Group video will allow you to see all
participants individually. Consider the challenge faced by fashion designer and research fellow Suzanne Lee when she was asked to give “the talk of her life” at a TED conference. CSW Side Event, March 7, 2013. We briefly mentioned several fallacies in Chapter 3 in the context of unethical persuasion: hasty generalization, post hoc fallacy, ad
hominem (personal attack), and ad populum (bandwagon). This does not mean that you simply present two different perspectives to the audience and leave it for them to decide. Davis uses a simile (the real you is like great jewelry, usually kept in a box) and metaphor (demons to symbolize beliefs of others that can possess us) to make her point. For
instance, to clarify what “publicizing a political or social agenda” means, you could offer several examples of groups who have committed violent acts and then used the resulting publicity to advance their cause. O. She also maintained (without providing proof) that in-home day-care providers typically have no background in child development. ESL
Students in the Public Speaking Classroom: A Guide for Teachers Robbin Crabtree and Robert Weissberg, New Mexico State University As the United States increasingly becomes a nation of non–native speakers, instructors must find new pedagogical tools to aid students for whom English is a second language. An effective summary helps listeners
remember your message by enabling them to put your speech together in their own minds. Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance, “Zoroastrianism,” ReligiousTolerance .org, March 24, 2005, . 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 68 12/09/13 7:23 PM Codes of Ethics: Absolute, Situational, and Culturally Relative 69 In public speaking, ethics—rules
and values that a group defines to guide conduct and distinguish between right and wrong—can come into play during every stage of the process. What choices has the news writer made in deciphering the study, legislation, or survey for a more general audience? It prompts them to empathize by imagining how they would feel if a loved one with a
serious disease were forced to accept low-quality medical care. Who will start meetings and record notes? At the same time, you might confuse or mislead audience members who do not understand the distinction. And brief, accessible examples could help them grasp the basic concepts behind your topic and help them form mental images of a
superstring. For example, suppose you are advocating that all students pass a comprehensive exam in their major subject before graduation. Rate of Delivery Your rate of delivery refers to how quickly or slowly you speak during a presentation. As he presented his arguments, Jay shared his own experiences with driving because he knew that many of
his listeners faced these same challenges. But using them too often can distract your listeners or make them wonder if you’re tentative or ill-prepared. Facilitate Discussion. Ensure that all members of your group have the opportunity to participate in each discussion. Groups, likewise, are collections of people with whom your audience can identify;
these can include famous politicians in the same party or 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 483 09/10/13 3:46 PM 484 chap t e r 1 6
Informative Speaking musical performers who capture tremendous amounts of attention. That way, you’ll keep your audience members (and yourself) focused. Proctor, and G. The last thing you need is to have old
episodes of Project Runway blaring in the background or a boisterous friend barging into your room with concert tickets. There are few prizes better globally recognized than the Nobel Prize, and in this speech accepting the Nobel Prize in Literature, delivered in Stockholm in 1950, the great author William Faulkner speaks from the heart in words
that show the audience why he is a good speaker—and a great wordsmith. For this reason, plan your speech ahead of time in the following way: front-load your main message—that is, present it early in your speech—then use your conclusion to give listeners another opportunity to process and retain your message. • Increase the variety of supporting
materials. What are some of their shared experiences? You can also browse more broadly for topics online, but beware! As we noted in Chapter 3, it is not ethical to plagiarize a speech. It’s important to quickly put this plan into action, as almost three-fourths of college students report that procrastination harms their research efforts.5 Inventory Your
Research Needs Begin by determining your research objectives—the goals you need to accomplish with your research. Causal Reasoning. When you use causal reasoning, you argue that one event has caused another. United States National Park Service, “History Continued,” Statue of Liberty National Monument, August 14, 2006, /historycontinued.htm (accessed May 16, 2013). Ad Hominem (Personal Attack) Fallacy. Some speakers try to compensate for weak arguments by making personal attacks against an opponent rather than addressing the issue in question. Explain three guidelines for listening when you are in the audience. When your purpose is marking a special occasion,
you seek to honor that occasion by entertaining, inspiring, or emotionally moving your audience. 2. British science fiction writer H. causal reasoning Arguing that one event has caused another. This includes all the main points and the material that supports them. Is there anything you would add or change? If your audience consists of future
teachers, you 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 248 27/09/13 4:24 PM Chapter Review 249 might offer examples and narratives about service opportunities with young children. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term video, and watch additional videos to help you with your
speech (such as “New Information” and “Personal Interest”). • Ultimately, the blame rests on us, because consumer demand for chocolate keeps the industry insulated from pressure. 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 303 27/09/13 4:35 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. When you rely
on legal guidelines for acceptable speech, your decision-making calculus has nothing to do with ethics—it is only driven by what is technically within the legal rules. If the message is straightforward and not very complex, this format is more likely to be appropriate.4 Videoconferencing is also more likely to be successful when participants have
already met and built a relationship with one another.5 When participants are not acquainted, it may be more difficult for them to develop a sense of togetherness or cohesion in mediated formats.6 In any real-time mediated presentation, the technologies cannot create the sense of presence that comes from a speaker and an audience sharing the
same physical space. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 219 12/09/13 7:07 PM 220 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech Conduct the Interview Arrive on time for your interview, and dress professionally unless the occasion warrants different attire (for example, an interview on a farm). 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 47 12/09/13 6:42 PM 48 chap t
er2
Developing Your First Speech Each main point you select must also support your thesis statement. ed., Discover, July–Aug. Why?” Forbes (June 13, 2012), /amazon-just-spent-millions-applying-for-domain-names-why/. Books Books are one of the best systems that humans have ever developed for storing and conveying information; they have
important advantages 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 200 12/09/13 7:07 PM Conducting Library Research 201 as information sources and are often the best place to start your research. A strong delivery—one in which the speaker’s voice, hand gestures, eye contact, and movements are appropriate for the audience and setting—can make a powerful
impression. He is immortal, not because he alone among this.” creatures has an inexhaustible voice but because he has a soul, a spirit capable of compassion and sacrifice and • Careful word choice: Faulkner endurance. To go out with a bang, a speaker can extend a story or an anecdote he or she used at the start of the speech, relay a new story or
anecdote, end with a striking phrase or sentence, or conclude with an emotional message. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 400 11/6/13 2:21 PM Chapter Review 401 Activities 1. This is our seventh major book project, and it continues to be both a privilege and a pleasure to write together. She also failed to consider possible concerns about the
amount of work that would be required. On a poster, for example, place dark text against a lighter background. Why is effective delivery so crucial in public speaking? What kinds of practices can harm an emotional appeal? For instance, you could use quotations from the American Academy of Pediatrics or a Senate Judiciary Committee Report to
bolster your argument about violent video games’ impact on children’s behavior. For example, if you want your audience to appreciate the differences between bird calls, an audio recording that clearly demonstrates those differences would be entirely relevant. As you approach the lectern and start delivering your speech, keep the following
guidelines in mind: • Project your voice. Stockman, How to Shoot Video That Doesn’t Suck (New York: Workman, 2011), 92. Think of ways that you, as the speaker, are a visual aid. We supplement these explanations with illustrations that depict key points—which, besides being entertaining, are designed to help you grasp and remember the most
important concepts in the book. When you are finished with it, put it away, outside your listeners’ view or hearing range. Would such tools work if the speech itself did not make proper use of organizing language? When he asked to be paid, he was beaten. Select the best topic based on an understanding of the assignment, your audience, your
knowledge and interests, and the context of your speech. In this chapter, we focused on those challenges, from both speakers’ and listeners’ perspectives. The reason? For instance, to deliver a presentation on how a motorcycle operates, you might explain how the bike’s fuel and transmission systems work together to create the process of
acceleration. Also, resist any urge to speak fast or to cover each idea sketchily in order to say everything you had planned. Graphs A graph is a visual representation of the relationship among different numbers, measurements, or quantities. These facts might include researched evidence or examples based on personal experience. For example, the
phrase “innovation is the engine that drives our economy” doesn’t mean that innovation is an actual engine. Zhang, X., et al. What advantages does it offer a speaker? 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 94 12/09/13 6:56 PM The Listening Process 95 Listening vs. How would you characterize the latitudes of acceptance and rejection for people who do
not like to listen to commentators on either end of the political spectrum? Unprocessed Note Taking Note taking can be a useful tool at various stages of the speechmaking process, from writing notes while interviewing an expert during 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 101 12/09/13 6:56 PM 102 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills the research phase, to
jotting down key ideas when you’re an audience member. Kendra, a student who wanted to deliver a speech about figure skating, surveyed her classmates and found that few were interested in learning how to skate. Personal interview, February 10, 2007. Audio and Video In many speech situations, it can be particularly useful to demonstrate an
action that cannot easily be described in words or presented in a still image. Most of the direct quotations you use in a speech will be short—a line or two or, at most, a paragraph. • The parts of this sentence present a list of the ways that women should be able to occupy a public space. • The growing use of child slavery is reprehensible, but why is it
allowed to continue? (most concrete) Only the third and fourth sentences convey in specific terms how and when Jane arrived. We strongly recommend that you discuss your topic with a research librarian. See access instructions on the inside back cover. Audience Analysis Activity 5.1: “Poplin, The Importance of Community Service and Civic
Engagement” 132 • Activity 5.2: “Singh, The Importance of Playing Sports Has Grown over Time” 133 • Activity 5.3: “Churchill, St. James Palace Speech” 144 Chapter 6. Behnke, “State Anxiety Patterns for Public Speaking and the Behavior Inhibition System,” Communication Reports 12 (1999): 34. Action (clarifying what you want listeners to
do). • Does the setting of your speech look professional? Each of these purposes provides the basis for one part of your introduction. The first time he made the point, he said, “It’s vital to use a heart-rate monitor to track your progress while you’re training.” The second time, he said, “Using a heart-rate monitor can really help you track your
progress.” The third time, he said, “The more you use the monitor, the more information you’ll have on how you’re progressing.” By reiterating key points, you help your audience remember your message. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 468 03/10/13 4:16 PM Chapter Review 469 3. Sci. At the same time, avoid monopolizing the discussion. One
instance involved an antivaccination advocate who contended in 2009 that the H1N1 vaccine was part of an effort by the “global elite” to cut world population, asserting that the vaccine was “an extremely vicious cocktail of avian, swine, and human influenza viruses.”23 Certain climate scientists lost credibility after inaccurately stating that the
Himalayan glaciers, which feed many rivers in Asia, could melt by 2035.24 Fear appeals that exaggerate the health consequences of drug use (such as claims that marijuana use is similar to playing Russian roulette) have rarely succeeded.25 Indeed, poorly substantiated claims may even have a boomerang effect.26 To present a convincing fear appeal
and preserve your own ethos, you must substantiate the harmful consequence you predict with credible evidence. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 135 12/09/13 7:00 PM 136 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis Still, race—common heritage based on genetically shared physical characteristics of people in a group—can affect how listeners respond to a
speaker’s message. You can achieve similar effects with anecdotes about events your listeners may have experienced personally. Newman, “Top-Level Domain Name Grab: ICANN Reveals Results,” PC World (June 13, 2012), _name_grab_icann_reveals_ results.html. A speaker seeks to establish common ground with an audience, whether verbally or
nonverbally, so that listeners will be more receptive to his or her message. For example, instead of asking, “Do you approve of the latest ruling in this case?” ask, “What are your thoughts about the latest ruling in this case?” You might also plan to ask the interviewee a candid question, one you think he or she would prefer to avoid. Lewis (New York:
Random House, 1977), 69. Do your roles change depending on the nature and circumstances of the group you are in? 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 355 09/10/13 3:08 PM 356 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style Adam illustrated one type of phobia in a way that gave him credibility (he spoke from experience). Healthy eating is essential for college
students. Burgoon and others, “Relational Messages Associated with Nonverbal Behaviors,” Human Communication Research 10 (1984): 351–78. Remember the following principles when you organize the body of your speech: With your purpose and audience in mind, select an appropriate number of main points. To avoid that, explain concepts and
define key terms. Even if your instructor requires less research for your first speech than for later assignments, you should still do a little research to answer any questions you have about your topic area. What is the punishment for stealing someone else’s words or ideas? Presentation Aids Can Help Your Audience Remember Your Speech. Many
individuals find visual information much easier to recall than spoken information.3 Thus, the right presentation aids can help ensure that you leave a lasting impression on your listeners. For example, imagine that Megan, a student, wanted to give an informative speech on why visiting the dentist is a good idea (partially to convince h  erself!).
Selecting Your Topic Activity 6.1: “Moise, Humanity 4 Haitian Development” 173 • Activity 6.2: “Overused Topic (Needs Improvement)” 181 • Activity 6.3: “Thesis Statement” and “Thesis Statement: Needs Focus (Needs Improvement)” 184 • Activity 6.4: “Wiesel, 2006 Dartmouth College Commencement” 187 Chapter 7.
05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 149 12/09/13 7:00 PM 150 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis Instead, push for more commitment: rather than simply asking your audience members to agree with you, urge them to act on your message. Every member of this class plans to get a job after graduation. Somebody needs to organize group meetings, keep
the group focused, encourage participation by all members, mediate conflict, and facilitate decision making. So you hesitate, wondering what exactly to say. For example, a story about wildfires could result in the following topic sequence: firefighters, fire prevention, smoke detectors, lie detectors. Viola Davis. You can then incorporate these insights
as you develop your speech and frame your message for the audience. Whenever refreshments, meal service, and multiple speakers are involved, skillful management of the overall program schedule becomes that much more important. This statement could just as easily be an attempt to connect with the audience. Sadly, many babies are not as lucky
as Trey. (Boston: Pearson Education, Inc., 2007), 168. socioeconomic status A measure of where individuals stand in terms of financial resources, education, and occupation in relation to other individuals. He’s already found some excellent supporting materials for his topic, which he has documented diligently. When discussing ethics in this book, we
reflect a Western cultural perspective, which holds that individuals do own the knowledge they create. biased language Words, phrases, and expressions that suggest prejudice or preconceptions about other people, usually referring to their race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, religion, or mental or physical ability. Guo and others, “Improving the
Effectiveness,” 3. When delivering PowerPoint or other sorts of digital presentations, make sure to practice a number of times with your slides, just as you would with speech outlines. 3 (1988): 9. Use Humor Judiciously. At most memorial services, several people will stand up and say something about the deceased. For instance, to demonstrate how to
fold an American flag, you could easily bring in a large flag and—with an 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 478 06/12/13 2:18 PM Techniques for Informing 479 assistant—show the proper way to fold it for storage in accordance with military custom.2 You could also improvise, asking members of your audience about the flags they’ve seen in
advertising, used as decoration in dorm rooms, or printed on T-shirts and other clothing, before noting that such seemingly patriotic displays are actually violations of the U.S. Flag Code.3 Demonstration coupled with repetition of the speech message has proven especially effective as a learning and memory-enhancement tool. Each of these is a
process—a series of steps or stages that lead to a particular outcome. That is sort of what the Higgs field is doing. Instead, shorten the content of the presentation. Note in this example how subpoint B focuses on getting exercise, not on 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 263 27/09/13 4:24 PM 264 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech healthy eating.
But sometimes . Think about it: in your lifetime, you may have listened to dozens or even hundreds of speeches. 12. Here, we take a closer look at each one: • Invention is the generation of ideas for use in a speech, including both the speaker’s own thoughts on the topic and ideas from other sources. Video Activity 1.4: “Churchill, St. James Palace
Speech.” Watch the excerpt of Winston Churchill’s 1941 speech to delegates of the Allied Forces and consider it in light of the four primary characteristics of public speaking. Thus, you can observe your audience members during your presentation, interact with them, and respond to the way they are receiving your message. Tell stories about the
celebrant that he or she finds funny, and avoid making jokes about matters the person is embarrassed about or considers sensitive. Others may be very interested in hearing you talk but lack strong feelings about your topic. Oliver, Culture and Communication: The Problem of Penetrating National and Cultural Boundaries (Springfield, IL: Charles C.
(Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1995), 72, cited in J. Delivering an effective eulogy is about helping the living by showing your own emotion as well as extolling the departed loved one’s virtues and achievements. A set of three or four brief examples can often be used to great effect. Nevertheless, knowing your listeners’ political orientation—as well as their
views on specific political issues—can help you determine how to craft your speech. You would need to either streamline the narrative or replace it with a shorter but equally effective one. This design produced some rather spectacular acoustics when sound within the plaza was projected against the brick buildings. There are two main parts to a
conclusion: I. Explain what the statistics imply for your listeners. Public speaking emphasizes the spoken word. Any speaker can supplement his or her speech with pictures, charts, videos, handouts, objects, or even a live demonstration. • Today we’ll learn the value of spider silk and how these scientifically altered goats are allowing its once
unavailable advantages to become a reality. Then, refine your topic by determining your rhetorical purpose and narrowing your topic to the most relevant aspects, given the time available for your speech. Which parts of an introduction does he include (attention-getter, thesis, connection with the audience, credibility, preview)?
07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 190 12/09/13 7:07 PM Why Research? loaded language Using emotionally charged words to convey meaning that cannot be supported by facts. These guidelines include appealing to your audience’s emotions, matching your delivery to the mood of the occasion, adapting to your audience’s expectations, evoking

shared values, and respecting time constraints. • If your instructor offers you a chance for extra credit in his or her class, take advantage of the opportunity. Summary of your main points. After you record yourself practicing, play back the recording to see how your speech will appear to your audience. Plan Your Interview Questions Once you have set
up your interview, decide what you want to ask the person you will interview. Popular Web directories include ipl2: Information You Can Trust (www.ipl.org), Academic Info (www.academicinfo.net/educational -resources), and Infomine (infomine.ucr.edu). For the American Red Cross, our congressional charter mandates our mission: to help our
neighbors prevent, prepare for, and respond to disaster. Will I need to provide extensive training to help my workers learn the new software? Reflect on your position on a controversial issue in society. Hall, The Hidden Dimension (New York: Doubleday, 1966). As she speaks, she clicks through images from films in which costume designers’ carefully
chosen contemporary clothing offered the films’ audiences insights into characters’ personalities and experiences. Main Point 2 Outline Your Introduction and Conclusion The introduction to your speech serves several vital purposes, each of which is the basis for one major section of the introduction, as shown in the following list (your instructor may
require a specific combination or order of these elements): I. There are several strategies you can use to maintain audience interest when speaking in a mediated setting. Click to enter your student access code. If you include additional supporting material under any subpoint (a sub-subpoint, so to speak), it must relate to that subpoint. It’s also very
easy to fall into the trap of mixing up words that sound alike in a speech. For instance, suppose you need to play an audio snippet to present a certain topic you care about effectively. Audience members might even respond with more than just silent facial expressions. What is public speaking, exactly? light around object A. Fiction—magic • 1.
Hades’ invis. If you’re having trouble with an online video service (Skype, Google Hangouts, ooVoo), consider switching to another. Describe three methods for improving your listening skills through interactive listening. These able orators used fiery speeches to convince Americans that women deserved the right to cast a ballot at the polls—a radical
notion at the time.18 During the twentieth century, public address continued to play a key role in American and world affairs, especially from political leaders throughout both world wars and the Great Depression. This approach is effective with speech topics that can be broken down into specific parts that relate to each other spatially.
23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 14 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-15 panelist A participant in a panel discussion. You may want to reconsider common ground with the audience and your audience’s prior exposure to your message. If you disagree with what you’re hearing, explain your position calmly and rationally. dangerous this action .
Someone told me, “Well, marriage is like a death . As noted earlier, your purpose during this type of speech is to review and celebrate the life of your loved one and to console your listeners while helping them grieve publicly. For example, a geologist might use a spatial pattern to discuss seismic zones in the continental United States: I. And the movie
probably combined an interesting story with memorable characters and an exciting plot. Insert blank sheets between each 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 430 09/10/13 3:45 PM Using Presentation Aids during Your Speech 431 sheet containing an image. Demoretcky, “The Influence of Field Dependence, Speaker Credibility Set, and Message
Documentation on Evaluations of Speaker and Message Credibility,” Southern Communication Speech Journal 34 (Summer 1974): 400. I worked hard to earn their respect. Using subordination means creating a hierarchy of points and their 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 259 27/09/13 4:24 PM 260 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech supporting
materials in your speech. Anaphora—the repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning of successive phrases, clauses, or sentences—is used to achieve emphasis and clarity, as well as a rhetorical sense of style. In this situation, you can always flash a sincere smile or use a comforting tone of voice. Culture can also influence a person’s response to a
speaker’s proximity. Persuasive Speeches Advocate Fact, Value, or Policy Claims In any persuasive speech, you will make one of three types of claims: a fact claim, a value claim, or a policy claim. Subpoint IIA supports the main point, whereas subpoint IIB does not because it fails to explain why U.S.-made and Indian-made films are different. Selected
carefully, your words can help you connect with your audience and get your message across clearly. Rescher, “The Study of Value Change,” Journal of Value Inquiry 1 (1967): 12–23. In earlier chapters, we introduced the concept of a speaker’s ethos, or personal credibility, and explained how ethos can influence an audience’s perception of the
presenter’s message. A thousand? If a speaker were to address you based on only one of these demographic characteristics, how would you react? 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 9 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-10 glossary gender-neutral term A word that does not suggest a particular gender. Help you in your career? As long as your audience members
can remember your thesis statement, they should be able to recall the essence of your speech. • Rosa Parks was lain in honor in our nation’s capital, in the great Rotunda that’s reserved only for war heroes and for presidents. Rather than presenting a long list of statistics, choose the most important one or two and invest more time in helping the
audience understand and remember them. Then have each group member choose a different purpose for supporting materials (such as building audience interest or strengthening audience memory) and select an example of a supporting material that would help achieve that purpose. Now, how do you actually present that evidence during your
speech? Try Video Activity 10.2, “Attention-Getter, Support, Creative Preview.” 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 294 27/09/13 4:35 PM Concluding Your Speech 295 CONCLUDING YOUR SPEECH While your introduction helps you set the stage for your speech, your conclusion serves another equally important purpose: it helps you sum up the
message you developed in the body of your speech and leave a memorable impression in your audience members’ minds. The use of multiple colors, pictures, and symbols to create a mind map stimulates your thinking process.3 You use both sides of your brain and generate more—and more creative—topic ideas. And children, no images of being a
forty-six-year-old mother with a two-year-old child entered the realms of my imagination. If so, evaluate whether the site’s creator(s) may have an economic incentive to offer content that pleases the advertiser. When you personally care about the topic, you’ll invest more time in preparing and practicing the 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 43
12/09/13 6:42 PM 44 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech speech. Lyons, S. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We would like to offer special thanks to Joan Feinberg, Co-president of Macmillan Higher Education, and Denise Wydra, President of Bedford/St. Martin’s, for convening the meeting that gave birth to this project, and for seeing it all the way
through to completion. Do you appear to be looking at the audience? In fact, some situations clearly call for a more general language style. Granholm’s speech appeals to the broader audience that is celebrating Rosa Parks’s life, not just the dignitaries who are attending the service. Your choice of tech‑ nology—analog or digital—may be dictated by
the limitations of your forum or budget as much as by content or personal choice. Use Appropriate Volume and Articulation. Accepting an award can stir intense emotions within you, causing your voice to drop or break— and if you are using a microphone, such lapses will only be amplified. Have you ever heard one of those parodies of medicine ads
before? Strengthen Audience Commitment. If audience members already agree with your perspective, you may try to strengthen their commitment. Though Monica couldn’t subject her audience to a roar as loud as a real jet engine, she arranged the relative loudness of the sounds to demonstrate noise levels by decibel and to help her audience
understand the nature of sound and how it is measured. Try Video Activity 12.2, “Figures of Speech: Simile.” Try Video Activity 12.3, “Figures of Speech: Metaphor.” 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 359 09/10/13 3:08 PM 360 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style Similes and metaphors can add color, vividness, and imagery to your speech.
Conversely, if you find that the jury is still out on a claim you wish to make, don’t present that point as an established fact. Believe it or not, his name was Albert Einstein. The body also contains supporting points—materials designed to prove or substantiate your main points. How would you use the information gleaned in interviews to bolster your
thesis ethically? Concrete documentation strengthens your credibility.5 To ensure your sources’ credibility, use facts provided by unbiased experts.6 Give Listeners New Evidence. Use audience analysis to determine what evidence is likely to be new to your listeners. You may also want 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 193 18/12/13 11:20 PM 194
chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech to research high-quality Internet sources or conduct interviews if experts on your topic are available. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 267 06/12/13 3:54 PM 268 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech Second, if there is a chain of events between cause and effect, each main point can become one link in the
chain from cause to effect. As far back as the fifth century b.c.e., all adult male citizens in the Greek city-state of Athens had a right to speak out in the assembly and vote on proposals relating to civic matters. Choose a topic, and provide an example of each type of supporting material that you could use in a speech on that topic. Disadvantages of
Internet Research Despite the Web’s vastness, most of the world’s knowledge is still contained in printed works. How does a eulogy differ from a celebratory speech? volume How loud or soft a speaker’s voice is when delivering a speech. You might state your main point followed by an internal preview, as shown here: Test taking requires good
planning and healthy living. Coping with extreme elevation changes II. Watch a television reality competition that involves group projects (such as Survivor or The Apprentice). Veteran clerks could check out forty items in a minute, and they taught her the secrets of the trade so she could match their productivity.17 In a speech on the construction of
the thousand-mile AlaskaCanadian highway during World War II, a presenter used the following 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 240 27/09/13 4:24 PM Types of Supporting Materials 241 longer narrative to show how the project not only built a highway but also contributed to civil rights: Three African American regiments were sent to the mountains
of northern Canada to work on the highway. You may occasionally want to add words or phrases to incorporate color, eloquence, wit, or humor into your talk; just make sure you have a good reason to insert those extra words. • Preview statement and transition to first main point. In either case, your goal is to remind the audience of your main ideas
one last time. Diagrams. If you are trying to explain how something works or describe its parts, a diagram can be helpful. She offered no proof of this assertion . Furthermore, your instructor is likely to require you to turn in a copy of your working 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 312 27/09/13 5:50 PM Creating Your Working Outline 313 outline.
ed, CNET News, Aug. Adapting to Your Audience’s Expectations Listeners’ cultural background, age, values, and other characteristics all affect how they perceive a special occasion and what they expect from a speech delivered during that occasion. Maya’s presentation proved a resounding success. Because you’ll refer to this outline as needed while
giving your presentation, make it easy on the eyes. appeal to tradition fallacy Arguing that a practice or policy is good because people have followed it for a long time. 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 99 12/09/13 6:56 PM 100 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills Content-Oriented Listening. In contrast to action-oriented listeners, content-oriented
listeners favor depth and complexity of information and messages. We also shared strategies for relating a persuasive message to your audience, including choosing a thesis based on your listeners’ disposition, linking your message to your audience’s needs and values, demonstrating how the costs of your proposal are worth the benefits, addressing
audience reservations about your thesis, and focusing on your listeners’ peripheral beliefs. When incorporating a computer or DVD player into a presentation, keep in mind basic principles of using aids: be sure to practice with the aids, ideally in the room where you will be presenting and on the same equipment; consider
14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 428 09/10/13 3:45 PM Using Presentation Aids during Your Speech 429 taping power cables to the floor to avoid tripping over them during your speech; and make sure you have the video cued to the right scene before beginning your speech. Ferris, “Planet Fever,” Smithsonian 43, no. Through creative use of
presentation aids—in this case, an actual bike and an assistant who focused his listeners’ attention on various aspects of the machine—Phil was able to deliver an exceptionally engaging and interesting speech. Reminding the audience of your shared experience can make your message—and you—more credible. From the audience’s perspective,
teleprompters are clear, appearing as small glass screens around the speaker; from the speaker’s perspective, however, they display lines of text, which advance in time with the speech. Each of the six types of special-occasion speeches serves a unique purpose and evokes a different mood, but they all have something in common: to deliver any of
them effectively, you must apply certain common skills (such as evoking your listeners’ emotions and being mindful of their expectations). How do the meanings vary? Consider the following four sentences, which range from abstract to concrete: This past week, Jane arrived in a vehicle. Don’t tell jokes or stories that may offend some or all of your
listeners. topic The subject of a speech. You can use signposts to show that you are at a specific place in your speech (for example, “to preview my main ideas,” “my third point is,” or “in summary”). In agriculture, the more evenly you spread seeds across a large field, the more certain you can be that crops will grow in every corner of the field. Even
after a conflict has been resolved, members may still feel angry, upset, or embarrassed and may withdraw from the discussion. Try Video Activity 14.1, “Presentation Software: Checking Beforehand (Needs Improvement).” USING presentation AIDS DURING YOUR SPEECH Skillful development of your presentation aids isn’t enough to ensure a
successful speech. In these cases, you should find either a better room or a spot with the strongest signal. Consult General Periodical Indexes. General periodical indexes list articles on a wide variety of topics. Chapter 8 1. But she attributes her work ethic to her experience as a grocery-store clerk in high school. They also develop their message in a
way that their audience will find interesting and understandable. As indicated earlier in this chapter, the approach to ethics can vary by individual and culture. Otherwise, your listeners will likely perceive you as prejudiced. To choose a topic, list as many possibilities as you can, and then use your audience analysis to select one that you think would
appeal most to your listeners and also appeal to you. By the time he gets the car towed, he has run out of time to finish his speech. And the Safe Cities program is already making a difference. For example, a city council member named Ignacio was campaigning for his proposal to continue funding a pension program for retired city workers while also
scaling back benefits for newly hired, younger city employees. Clearly, her audience had embraced her proposal and intended to take the action she recommended—solid evidence that she had given an effective persuasive speech. DEVELOPING YOUR INFORMATIVE SPEECH To develop an informative speech, you use the same strategies described
in earlier chapters, such as analyzing your audience’s 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 493 09/10/13 3:46 PM 494 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking background and needs, deciding which supporting materials to include, and determining how to organize your content. And how will you acknowledge its source? But the demons aren’t gargoyles •
or red-faced men with horns but everyone else’s dreams, desires, definitions of success, greed, the pursuit of personality instead of character, the exchange of love and family for money and possessions, entitlement with no sense of responsibility, and the most frightening demon of all, lack of purpose. Anders, Health against Wealth: HMOs and the
Breakdown of Medical Trust (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1996), 108–9. Or if many of your listeners enjoy outdoor activities, your supporting materials could relate more to environmental service. Brown, chief operating officer of the American Red Cross, used both lofty language and more grounded examples to describe his organization’s goals and
accomplishments. Some of these standards found on the organization’s Web site, last updated November 16, 2006, include a prohibition [on] forced child labor, safe working conditions, living wages, environmentally safe farming methods, a guaranteed minimum price, and direct trade between the farmers and chocolate companies, thus eliminating
the • How the audience manipulative exporters. that elim. He attempted to persuade his classmates that the chance to hear a former presidential candidate in person would be a unique and interesting experience for those of any political persuasion. In Indian culture, women are expected to be closely tied to their families. For example, if you fill the
PGTKs with small doses of Carbatrol and target the aptamers to nerve cells in the brain, you could treat epilepsy. However, your 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 521 06/12/13 2:21 PM 522 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking audience analysis might reveal that these listeners would be willing to try the policy for a week or convert a single faculty
lot to open parking. advanced search Provides commands for making Web searches more precise. Narrowing your topic is vital for several reasons. Outlining and Organizing Your Speech Merry Buchanan, University of Central Oklahoma This student workbook provides step-by-step guidance for all types of speeches and gives students the chance to
practice all steps of the process, from conducting audience analysis to enhancing language and delivery. Is it ever better to make a general speech message you can apply identically in any audience situation? They told her, “Maybe next year.” Leticia had made an error common among those attempting to persuade others to adopt their ideas. Use
Presentation Aids. Presentation aids can also help you clarify and simplify your message. It might be tempting to conclude that the expansion of the library caused the improvement in grades. For example, a persuasive speech encouraging students to participate in a campus food drive might offer this transition to the conclusion: Today we have seen
how important it is for every member of this class to participate in our annual campus food drive. research objectives The goals one needs to accomplish with research. Which of these are most important for the group to focus on? The following guidelines will help you pick the one best topic from the list of possibilities you’ve generated. By
emphasizing these similarities, you can make a more convincing argument that marijuana prohibition will likely prove just as ineffective as alcohol prohibition did. 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 293 27/09/13 4:35 PM 294 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions Both of these previews offer information about the main points to be developed.
Interviews allow you to interact through conversation, in which you learn facts and hear stories you couldn’t have gotten through a survey. Hsu, “The Relationships of Trait Anxiety, Audience Nonverbal Feedback, and Attributions to Public Speaking State Anxiety,” Communication Research Reports 26, no. Lyman and H. For example, “Zoroastrianism
has been so named in the West because its prophet, Zarathustra, was known to the ancient Greeks as Zoroaster.12 Zoroastrians believe that Ahura Mazda (God) revealed the truth through Zarathustra.” A functional definition explains how something is used or what it does. We can also smell the bacon and hear Mom’s voice. If you enjoy volunteering,
you can even sign up for a community service course and earn academic credit. The story itself can take the form of a personal remembrance, a humorous anecdote, or a serious account of an event that happened in someone else’s life—all told in a way that informs the audience about your topic. If so, carefully consider the sponsor’s credibility.
Manusov, “Perceiving Nonverbal Messages: Effects of Immediacy and Encoded Intent on Receiver Judgments,” Western Journal of Speech Communication 55, no. Wong, “Facebook Checking Is No Longer Uncharted Territory in College Admissions: Percentage of Admissions Officers Who Visited an Applicant’s Profile on the Rise,” Kaplan Test Prep,
September 21, 2011, http:// press.kaptest.com/press-releases/facebook-checking-is-no-longer-unchartered -territory-in-college-admissions-percentage-of-admissions-officers-who-visited-an -applicant%E2%80%99s-profile-on-the-rise. The second sentence includes two different ideas, but it does not use any words to signal that the one idea is finished
and a new main point is about to begin. 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 304 03/10/13 4:21 PM 11 OUTLINING YOUR SPEECH A good outline strengthens organization and preparation. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 586 25/10/13 3:06 PM 19 special-occasion speaking Whether to mark a celebration, a milestone, or a passing, we all participate
in specialoccasion speaking as speakers or listeners. For example, you might present a surprising statistic or make an ironic statement to defy your listeners’ expectations about what they’ll hear during your speech. Enable you to make a difference in your community? Location Location, also known as forum, is the setting where your audience will
listen to your speech. Show Genuine Humility. Listeners can easily spot the difference between someone who’s genuinely modest and humbled by an honor and someone who’s just acting humble. Light in tone, 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 590 25/10/13 3:06 PM Types of Special-Occasion Speeches 591 they can help a speaker entertain his or
her listeners or set the stage for an event that follows the meal, such as a fundraising effort for a charitable cause. Define ethics, and explain the difference between ethical absolutism and situational ethics. Persuasive Speeches Attempt to Influence Audience Members Depending on your goal, influencing audience members might mean trying to
strengthen their commitment, weaken their commitment, or promote them to take action. Delivering Your Speech Activity 13.1: “Rate Too Fast (Needs Improvement)” 382 • Activity 13.2: “Gestures: Overly Scripted (Needs Improvement)” 393 Chapter 14. The conclusion of your speech summarizes what you have said and leaves the audience with a
memorable impression of your presentation. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 441 03/10/13 4:16 PM 442 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking Mediated presentations pose both opportunities and challenges, and these can vary depending on whether they are in a prerecorded or real-time format. In Listen. Ochs, Consolatory Rhetoric: Grief,
Symbol, and Ritual in the Greco-Roman Era (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1993). Rodriguez, “Look Back at Marissa Mayer’s 2011 Los Angeles Times Interview,” Los Angeles Times, July 16, 2012, /la-fi-tn-marissa-mayer-yahoo-himi-20120716,0,7269864.story. The rhetorical purpose you choose focuses the content of your speech.
Strive to speak with sufficient volume and clarity throughout, especially when thanking others during your acceptance. For example, if you are being filmed from the waist up, the audience will have a better view of your hand and facial gestures, but the camera may not capture expansive hand gestures. Or maybe you’ve attended a gathering to
observe the passing of another September 11 on the calendar, and the speaker’s words helped you reflect once again on the magnitude of the terrorist attacks. According to a November 10, 2006, report by the Vancouver Sun, because growing cocoa is laborintensive and labor is a significant part of the cost of production, many farmers in the Ivory
Coast have turned to using forced child labor to cut costs. Such beliefs are particularly immune to persuasion—especially as a result of a single speech.22 A belief that is not held quite so closely or for quite as long is a peripheral belief. Prepare three outlines: one for a speech of introduction for this person, one for a speech of
19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 618 25/10/13 3:06 PM Chapter Review 619 presentation of an imaginary award, and one to toast the person on a life event (such as a wedding, graduation, or retirement). How can you determine whether your audience has had prior exposure to the presentation aids you’re considering—and what that exposure
implies? You can’t cover all aspects of the topic in a single speech, so you need to decide which aspects to focus on. A. Cammi Granato honed her skills by playing hockey with her brothers. But it may no longer have to be this way. Professors have since confirmed that these are smart, pedagogically effective learning tools, and students have told us
the fun images actually motivate them to read more of the text. Gary Boas, contrib. Objectivity Sources who demonstrate objectivity have no bias—prejudice or partisanship—that would prevent them from making an impartial judgment on your speech’s topic. In 2012, a tape was released of GOP nominee Mitt Romney telling his donors that 47 percent
of Americans (those who backed Obama) were victims who were “dependent upon government” and paid no income tax. You’d study the map, committing the general picture to memory and figuring out any tricky portions. N-9 /06/11/aisight_from_brs_labs_ and_other_ technologies_to_detect_suspicious _behavior_.html. In some cases, this might
involve listing your educational qualifications and work experience (“I have a degree in finance and have worked in banking for six years”). According to the Royal College of Surgeons of England, in “Secrets of the Spider Web,” March 9, 2007, “the demand for spider silk in the medical profession is high with a myriad of potential uses such as
scaffolds, bone grafts, or ligament repair.” The real strength of biosteel as an internal support is its great wall strength and its ability to naturally dissolve over time without the need of additional surgeries. Chapter 5 1. The Internet also offers speed—enabling you to track down a news report or a research finding almost instantly, from anywhere in
the world. rhetorical purpose One of three goals of a presentation: to inform, to persuade, or to mark a special occasion. Information they will want to share with friends and family? For example, when used as a noun in a statement about stocks, the word dog may connote a poor investment opportunity—yet the literal meaning of the noun dog is a
specific type of canine. An expert source has education, experience, and a solid reputation in his or her field. G.-Q. In this situation, you’ll need to choose the most representative examples. Otherwise, you might produce some unintentionally funny statements. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 617 25/10/13 3:06 PM 618 chap t e r 1 9
SpecialOccasion Speaking 6. This should make us feel very, terribly awful as much as it should make us feel hopeful, because if we have the power to create these problems, we may as well have the power to remediate these problems.”5 Provide a Quotation. A stimulating quotation that illuminates your topic can make an effective attention-getter—
especially if you’re quoting someone your audience likes and respects or if the quotation is thought provoking or counterintuitive. If you develop a subpoint further with two or more supporting ideas, indicate each of these sub-subpoints with arabic numerals, and indent the sub-subpoints another step beneath the subpoint they support. H. THE
IMPORTANCE OF LANGUAGE and WORD CHOICE Even if you don’t think of yourself as much of a reader or a “word” person, you still make thousands of word choices every day: when talking with friends and family, taking notes in class, writing e-mails, making phone calls, and sending text messages. Although you would not know it to look at me
today, I once had a horrible fear of flying. • Transition to main point II. As a speaker, you can recognize the style your audience might be using, and adapt your message and delivery to best connect with them. diff. The speaker uses these facts or words selectively to support an argument. Stewart, Bridges, Not Walls, 7th ed. Myron Lustig and Jolene
Koester note that it is no longer likely that your clients, customers, coworkers, or neighbors have the same values, customs, or first language as you do. You gain even more credibility when your listeners see you as trustworthy and perceive that you have their best interests at heart. She offered every one of us this example of a splendid paradox—the
paradox of quiet strength. And people who speak from memory are typically wedded to their text; the presentation can grind to a halt if the speaker forgets so much as a single word or sentence. 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 295 06/12/13 3:59 PM 296 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions Summarize Your Main Points The first part of
your conclusion is a summary, a brief review of your main points. Your instructor may have specific visual requirements, such as that the video show you only from the waist up as you deliver your speech. You may also want to try more than one search engine. What about actors on a stage who speak their lines quietly yet can still be heard by
everyone in the theater? “Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 1858,” Illinois in the Civil War, 2000, .illinoiscivilwar.org/debates.html. • Memory (also known as preparation) is somewhat analogous to practice and refers to the work that speakers do to remain in command of their material when they present a speech.7 This canon originally emphasized
techniques for learning speeches by heart and creating mental stockpiles of words and phrases that speakers could inject into presentations where appropriate.8 In contemporary settings, speakers 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 39 12/09/13 6:42 PM 40 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech seldom recite speeches from memory; instead, they
rely on notes to remind themselves of key ideas that they can deliver conversationally. Do you think the guidelines provide clear rules for citing others’ work? Specific comments help speakers know which behaviors to do more of during their next speech and which to avoid. half-truth A statement that deceives an audience by revealing part of the
truth but mixing it with a lie. That way, anyone (including your instructor) who wants to check 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 82 12/09/13 7:23 PM Acknowledging the Work of Others 83 your facts can easily do so. Three Types of Member Roles There are three types of roles group members can fill.4 Two of them— task-oriented and maintenanceoriented roles—are helpful. Here is an example of how a speaker might use this pattern in a persuasive speech advocating the installation of public bike racks near bus stops and train stations: 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 538 25/10/13 2:50 PM Organizing Your Persuasive Speech thesis 539 T  he local government should install secure bike racks
near heavily used bus stops and train stations. More accurately, we used our credit cards to charge many of our wedding expenses. ah, to . Consider a talk on renowned inventor Thomas Edison. Key Terms small group 622 group dynamics 622 designated leader 624 implied leader 626 emergent leader 626 groupthink 630 reflective-thinking process
640 symposium 642 panel discussion 642 moderator 644 panelist 644 Review Questions 1. The speaker argues that those few examples prove that everyone who benefits from affirmative action is unqualified. See specific purpose questions from audience: anticipating, 123–24; attentiveness and, 126–27; interactive presentations and, 130 to audience:
opening with, 126; rhetorical, in introductions, 286–88 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 12 in interviews: conducting, 220; planning, 219 on surveys: fixed-response questions, 152; open-ended questions, 152–53; scaled questions, 152 Quintilian, 13 quotation books, 206 quotations in introductions, 288–89 in working outline, 314–15 quoting, 80–83
race and ethnicity, 135–36 rate of delivery, 381–83 reading from a manuscript, 371–73 Reagan, Ronald, 18 real-time mediated presentations advantages, 445–46 defined, 441 producing: audience interaction, 464–66; overview, 462–63; practicing with equipment, 463; selecting robust Internet connection, 464; soliciting feedback, 465–66; using group
chat/video and screen sharing, 464 reasoning logical fallacies: ad hominem (personal attack) fallacy, 563; ad populum (bandwagon) fallacy, 563–64; appeal to tradition, 568–69; false dilemma fallacy, 567; hasty generalization, 562; post hoc fallacy, 563; reversed causality, 563; slippery slope fallacy, 566; straw person fallacy, 565–66 types of: causal
reasoning, 560–62; comparison reasoning, 558–59; example reasoning, 556–57; overview, 555; sign reasoning, 560 receiver, in linear communication model, 20 recency of research sources, 199–200 recorders, in groups, 635 27/11/13 7:24 PM  recording presentations. On the other hand, if you know your topic well—for example, you already have a
good idea of your thesis and even some of your main points—you might want to use research to learn more about specific aspects of your topic. More on important topics that are often given short shrift in competing texts. How might the timing of your speeches (both day of week and time of day) over the course of the semester affect your knowledge
of your audience? However, to make this type of attentiongetter effective, be sure to assert genuine common ground. There is a dangerous product on our campus. Many thanks also to Bruce Sherwin and Linda DeMasi of Publishers Solutions for all their help with the ancillary program. Thus, seek incremental or small changes, as opposed to a
complete turnaround in attitudes. Rokeach, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Values, 3. If you know your subject well enough not to have to do research, be sure to establish your own credentials—noting, for example, “As someone who’s played in poolrooms all over this state for more than two decades, I am fairly well schooled in the rules of the game.” You
should also bear in mind that it’s your responsibility to remain objective; if you find yourself choosing evidence to support a particular point of view, you are going beyond informing. To sum up these solutions, even if you do not want to stop using credit cards, there are many ways to be a careful credit card consumer. You can learn more about the
exciting options open to you, hear from past participants, and ask questions. Specifically, a person with an idea to express is the source, and the ideas that he or she conveys to the audience constitute the message. Therefore, she avoided using graphic photos or images of abortion procedures, which these audience members had probably seen many
times before and would likely find offensive. For example, though the teachings of Confucius are ancient, they command more respect today than the precepts of many contemporary philosophers. If her classmates were very frightened by the prospect of pain, she could focus her points on advances in dental anesthesia and new teeth-cleaning
technologies that lessen uncomfortable scraping. By applying the right delivery mode and the right blend of verbal and nonverbal skills, you can get your message across to your listeners—and leave them wanting more. The leader must manage key elements of group dynamics, including the flow of the discussion. If there is more prior exposure—
coupled with a slightly more hostile disposition—emphasize points of common ground even more strongly. Identify and describe three types of audiences in terms of audience disposition. Moore, “Productivity by Camera,” NZ Business, July 2011, 43. Clearly, they were trying to move him along, which probably meant they were irritated and distracted.
As a speaker, imagine giving a speech introduction in which you ask a provocative question in an attempt to engage the audience. No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, except as may be expressly permitted by
the applicable copyright statutes or in writing by the Publisher. Julsrud, and R. These publications include scholarly journals and news and topical-interest magazines. Since books have been the primary tools for sharing and storing ideas throughout human history (for example, a surviving part of the Egyptian Book of the Dead, written on papyrus,
dates from the sixteenth century b.c.e.), many of today’s books contain thousands of years of accumulated human knowledge. In this section, we discuss how to set up and record your speech effectively. However, according shows what’s in it for listeners. • Oral language incorporates repetition. When you are engaged in critical thinking, you carefully
evaluate the evidence and reasoning presented in the message.35 You are also open-minded about your own ideas and assumptions, and subject them to the same analysis that you apply to others’ viewpoints.36 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 27 26/11/13 4:12 PM 28 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking Before you present ideas to an
audience, you should feel confident that those ideas are reasonable. Speaking from an outline offers the best aspects of reading from a script and memorizing your speech while avoiding their disadvantages. The good news is that the privilege of a lifetime is being who you are, and as for the demons . Irritating, isn’t it? For example, if you wanted to
present an even more compelling case that endangered species are making a comeback, you might want to cite several species that come from a variety of regions in North America. He had recorded special events with friends and family members on his cell phone and posted them on YouTube. Elements of Your Speaking Outline Your speaking
outline should be a condensed version of your working outline that retains all of the points, subpoints, and source quotations. It should also be 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 289 27/09/13 4:35 PM 290 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions specific and include a signpost that makes it clear that your attention-getter is finished and you are
now revealing your topic. To illustrate, suppose you’re giving a presentation on cake decorating. Name and describe six types of special-occasion speeches identified in the chapter. Also, make sure to thank your subject with a card or e-mail after the interview is over; after all, he or she is helping you out with your presentation! Considering and
Observing Your Audience Surveys and interviews are two effective methods of obtaining information about your audience. A teacher speaking to 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 548 25/10/13 4:45 PM Ethos: Your Credibility as a Speaker 549 parents of preschoolers, for example, might mention the anxiety he felt the first time he dropped his own
young son off at preschool before attempting to persuade them that their nervous child will have fun when school activities start. The ninth edition includes the latest information on using social media and the Internet during a job search, as well as tips for navigating a rapidly changing digital media landscape. But the systematic approach described
in this chapter can help you move past any feelings of frustration or confusion. She had drawn her inspiration from a magazine article she saw in an airport while traveling home from school for the holidays. If you have done research for topic ideas, a current news story may also suggest a variety of topics through word association. So to explain why
e-commerce has grown in significance, you might use the following chain of causation: I. Finally, consider your presentation aids. As you deliver your speech, you have to make choices about language and tone of voice, and how those aspects of your presentation will affect your listeners. speaking outline A type of outline containing words or short
phrases representing the speaker’s key ideas and giving reminders of delivery guidelines. If you 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 550 25/10/13 4:45 PM Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning behind Your Message 551 fail to acknowledge any vested interest in your topic, it will hurt your credibility when it is revealed. Such errors are common during
political campaigns, and you can probably think of examples of gaffes that dimmed the chances of a candidate for office. At this point in the speech, people had showed that they were critical (rolling their eyes and smirking), but Henry had failed to notice. Be sure not to interrupt when listening to others—let them get their thoughts out fully before
responding (if you are asked to respond). Practice beforehand with the technology 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 450 11/7/13 9:44 AM Optimizing Delivery and Messages in Mediated Presentations 451 you plan to use (we discuss this more in the following section). Rutan, Feb. Projection Have you ever observed someone singing without a
microphone and wondered how the person’s voice managed to reach people near and far? Why is it important to select supporting materials that are backed by credible evidence? Gain Your Audience’s Attention Begin your speech with an attention-getter—material intended to capture the audience’s interest at the start of a speech.
bedfordstmartins.com/speakup Go online to find all the video activities listed below, along with key term videos and other full-length student and professional speeches to deepen your understanding. She contributed many excellent ideas for updates and revisions, along with masterful work on line-by-line rewrites. This discovery led to the 04/11/13
8:43 PM Sample Informative Speech development of many other drugs that now treat cancer. If time is available at the end of the speech, ask questions that prompt the speaker to explain or defend statements you think require additional evidence. Speakers who deliver technical or detailed presentations 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 111
12/09/13 6:56 PM 112 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills may find this a particular challenge. Publisher for Communication Erika Gutierrez has done a marvelous job working with us and sharing ideas for Speak Up, while Director of Development Erica Appel has been superb in keeping the project on track. How different is the language presented in
each? Use this technique only if you feel a genuine sense of shared identity with your listeners, and then reinforce that authenticity by referring to common ground during your speech. When listeners believe that a speaker is like them, they tend to see him or her as more credible—something that encourages them to pay close attention to the speech.
For instance, in January 2013, Google’s influenza tracker predicted that 2012–13 would be the worst flu season in six years. Consider how a speech on the need for college students to improve their sleep patterns begins: 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 288 27/09/13 4:35 PM Introducing Your Speech 289 According to Dr. LeAnne Forquer and her
colleagues in the Central Michigan University psychology department, “Adolescents and young adults, including college students, appear to be one of the most sleep-deprived groups in the United States. Throughout the chapter, we provide guidelines for presenting both in the classroom (for this or another course that requires a recorded
presentation) and beyond (in the workplace and the community). • Until he does so, he labors under a curse. Appealing to Your Audience’s Emotions Successful special-occasion speeches often evoke emotional responses, such as laughter, tears, joy, and pride. Stephens, M. These reminders don’t need to be word-for-word, but make them detailed
enough to indicate to your audience that you’re done with one idea and you’re moving on to the next. Chen et al., “An Assessment of the Completeness of Scholarly Information on the Internet,” College and Research Libraries 70 (July 2009): 237. Wolvin, and D. Here the repetition of “He is watching over us” allows the speaker to imply that the
deceased is not really gone and that those who grieve for his loss can be consoled by the suggestion of his continued presence. To demonstrate your authority as a presenter, be sure to speak respectfully and knowledgeably about your subject. Ibid. To persuade these listeners, you would need to explain how the screening you’re advocating would not
slow down airport lines and could be done with minimal intrusion on travelers. Jargon includes technical terms as well as abbreviations, acronyms, slang, and other esoteric expressions. 5 (2012): 32–36. Inserting the Title, Specific Purpose, and Thesis Some instructors may also ask you to write the title, specific purpose, and thesis of your speech at
the top of your working outline to guide the development of your main and supporting points. Four speeches were required for the course, and although none of them would be presented from the front of a classroom, students would be responsible for making video recordings of their presentations and submitting them to the instructor electronically.
But when I found out that our tuition had increased by 27 percent this year as one means of making up the shortfall, I started to worry. Panic set in as the day for her in-class speech approached. Freedom of expression—the right to share one’s ideas and opinions free from censorship—is vital in a democratic society, where self-governance depends on
both the free flow of information and open debate. For example, avoiding popular culture references that are too old or too young for an audience is a good way to take age into consideration. Can your presentation aids be clearly seen? Twenty-five to thirty? Each group member has unique experiences and perspectives to offer. Then be certain to
stick to these logistics while delivering your presentation. And like reading from a manuscript, you can control your word choice by precisely repeating what you’ve memorized; in fact, memorization was a key feature of classical rhetorical training. Harada, “A Novel Idea for Cleaning Up Oil Spills,” July 2012,
/talks/cesar_harada_a_novel_idea_for_cleaning_up_oil_spills.html. Statistics can help you quantify points you’re making in your speech and help your audience understand how often certain types of situations occur. Explain that you don’t want listeners to get ahead of you. When Ignacio spoke to younger workers, he established common ground by
acknowledging that he, too, felt the burden of paying for older retirees’ pensions—but that in keeping this promise to older workers, they could trust him to keep his word regarding future policies. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 636 25/10/13 4:57 PM Effective Group Membership 637 • Dominators monopolize group interactions, interrupting
others, arguing for the sake of arguing, and insisting on having the last word. For instance, a student giving an oral presentation in class might forget key elements in her speech if she is preoccupied with a recent argument with a coworker. Clark, Einstein: The Life and Times (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1973), 26. By culture, we mean the
values, traditions, and rules for living that are passed from generation to 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 24 26/11/13 4:12 PM Public Speaking: A Dynamic Discipline 25 generation.27 Culture is learned, and it influences all aspects of a person’s life, including religious practices, use of language, food choices, dress, and ways of communicating with
others. For example, in the 2012 presidential election, both Barack Obama and Mitt Romney recognized that middle-class voters would largely decide the election, and often tailored their messages specifically to them.5 It’s important to remember that the socioeconomic background of an audience member or group may strongly influence the way
they receive your message. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 346 09/10/13 3:08 PM Presenting Your Message Clearly 347 Thus, you need to analyze your audience to determine what language your listeners will recognize. The result? Avoid excessive sugar and caffeinated beverages the morning of your presentation— these will only make you more
jittery. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 535 25/10/13 2:50 PM 536 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking B. It provides valuable work experience and a chance to discover career interests. Tailoring Your Persuasive Message to the Audience Adapting to Audience Disposition Appealing to Your Audience’s Needs Connecting to Your Listeners’ Values
Demonstrating How Your Audience Benefits Acknowledging Listeners’ Reservations Focusing on Peripheral Beliefs Ethical Persuasion Help Your Audience Make an Informed Decision Research Your Facts Note Any Biases Attribute Your Research Properly Organizing Your Persuasive Speech Organizing Fact Claims Organizing Value Claims
Organizing Policy Claims Try Video Activity 17.2: “Patterns of Arrangement: Monroe’s Motivated Sequence.” Chapter Review Video Activity 17.3: “Martinez, Extra Credit You Can Live Without.”18. It is direct and memorable. Video Activity 15.4: “Gentz, My Hero, Marilyn Hamilton.” Watch Lillian Gentz’s speech. There are eight task-oriented roles: •
Initiators suggest the group’s goals and offer new ideas or propose new solutions. What kind of feedback do you provide to the speaker? (Note that if you’re using a group chat function, your observer may be able to use it to send you private real-time feedback.) Ask this individual to keep the feedback simple, so that you can check it and adjust your
delivery as needed. If you participate in groups now, do you see yourself in any taskoriented roles, maintenance-oriented roles, or self-oriented roles? This argument is weak because it offers no explanation for why the tradition of general education courses is a good thing in the first 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 568 25/10/13 4:45 PM Pathos:
Evoking Your Listeners’ Emotions 569 place. You can do this by describing in detail the importance of the award itself and the background and contributions of the recipient. Organize your supporting materials to back up each main point. Even if you know the elements of the narrative well, you may want to research background information and
specific details of the story and weave the information you find into the speech. If you’ll be using a camera operator, have this person record your practice, so that he or she can become familiar with both the equipment and your speech. They will also be more likely to respect you if you’re honest enough to reveal such biases. What would the victim’s
rights be here, if any? This speech critiqued the existence of climate change. What are three key reasons for using presentation aids in a speech? For instance, in a speech about how mosquitoes spread malaria, you could provide a drawing of the insect that details its proboscis as the tool for spreading disease. In 2012, Time magazine selected Ms.
Davis as one of the 100 Most Influential People in the World. As Leticia discovered firsthand, knowing how to speak persuasively is a vital skill in all areas of life. A display of feeling can set loose a flood of feelings in your listeners, which can provide a healthy emotional release. 191 When you are informed about your topic and provide compelling
evidence, you also gain credibility as a speaker—meaning your audience will consider you qualified to speak on the topic in question.4 Being well prepared shows audience members that you are more likely to understand what you are talking about. When he received compliments for his speech delivery, he took that as a sign that his audience had
agreed with his message. • The reality is that credit card issuers want and aggressively seek the business of students like ourselves. Available online at .infoworld.com/d/cloud-computing/what-cloud-computing-really-means-031. However, the rhetorical purpose of each would be different—to inform, to persuade, or to mark a special occasion. For
example: “Her advisor was a fount of knowledge.” mind mapping A strategy for generating topic ideas in which a person writes down an initial word or phrase and then surrounds it with additional words, pictures, and symbols to create an interconnected map of ideas. Jenny, Sam, Juan, Ashley, and Yolanda were all taking a course called Community
Service 101, for which students receive credit for performing volunteer work. 21. Hwang, 75–96 (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2013), 75. And our international relief operations respond to an average of thirty international disasters annually.3 Proper Use of Words The audience’s understanding of your message will improve if you use words that
correctly express the point you want to make. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 439 03/10/13 4:16 PM 440 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking How do these trends relate to public speaking? During the American Revolution in the second half of the eighteenth century, colonists took to the streets to passionately decry new taxes and also
launched the famous Boston Tea Party, in which they dressed as Mohawk Indians, boarded three ships in Boston Harbor, and hurled the vessels’ cargoes of tea overboard. Covered by major television networks and newspapers, the speech captured the imaginations of people around the world. 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 10 11/11/13 11:56 AM
Preface xi Integrated Media for Speak Up at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup Every new copy of Speak Up comes with access to online materials that engage students and help instructors teach the course. We as consumers must communicate that this is unacceptable. 04/11/13 8:43 PM A-12 appe n dix
Additional Sample Speeches • In this
paragraph (along with the ones before it), the speaker offers examples of women around the world who paid a price for trying to occupy a public space. And then sit down. Defeated listeners may avoid eye contact or work on something else while you speak. Evaluate the credibility of each source based on the criteria of expertise, objectivity,
observational capacity, and recency. Before handing the plaque to Olivia, you deliver a speech extolling her ability to embody PeopleAid’s values, which include compassion for those in need and a strong work ethic. For online documents that don’t indicate an author, try to determine what organization sponsored the site, and then assess that
organization’s credibility through further research. That way, you show respect for the audience, the situation, and yourself. Because we continue to buy its chocolate, the industry feels no urgency to change. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 228 27/09/13 4:24 PM Why Use Supporting Materials? Such handouts are especially useful in informational
presentations. If your group has decided to use this presentation format, plan your symposium carefully. We also discussed the many different elements of verbal delivery—volume, tone, rate of delivery, projection, articulation, pronunciation, and pausing—and how to use them to create more impact in your speeches. To get the best results, you should
use a variety of these materials to support your main points. Equally important, the information they offer is probably more useful to listeners than information delivered by less skilled speakers. Finally, resist any temptation to speed up your delivery to fit an overly long speech into the allocated time. Strive to be an ethical public speaker. Events that
represent rites of passage— such as christenings, graduations, weddings, reunions, and retirements—often demand celebration speeches. Listening is vital not only for developing and delivering a successful speech but also for observing and critiquing a presentation, and happily it is a skill that can be learned. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 553
25/10/13 4:45 PM 554 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion Identify Your Sources and Their Qualifications. Indicate who your source is for each piece of evidence you present, along with his or her qualifications, before providing the evidence during your speech. Likewise, the more you allow commercial activity to flourish across many countries,
the more you’ll encourage economic well-being among the world’s populations.” Most informative speeches about ideas require the use of definition or explanation, both of which enable you to clarify the meaning of the idea you’re discussing and to examine its various ramifications. Here’s one example of a slippery slope argument: We can’t legalize
same-sex marriage because the next thing you know, people will be marrying their pets. Americans are tired of politicians, lawyers, and multimillionaire chief executive officers who have lied blatantly to the public. How can you be sure to select the most effective supporting materials? The good news is that there are several strategies you can use to
help your audience members listen more effectively to your speech. Congressional hearings can be particularly good research sources because they are generally held before major federal legislation is adopted, and experts on both sides of the issue are likely to testify. Paller, “Cued Memory Reactivation during Sleep Influences Skill Learning,”
Nature Neuroscience, June 26, 2012, doi:10.1038/nn.3152. Rosa Parks stands for every one of us improbable warriors, in every seemingly small moment where truth and justice are at risk. 21, 2012, Intellectual Ventures (investors incl. Bedford St. Martin’s mech_Fraleigh-SpeakUp-SE-100713.indd 1 mech_Fraleigh-SpeakUp-SE-100713 10/7/13 10:31
AM • Speech of acceptance. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 578 “the freshman 15, a fleshy souvenir of beer and late-night pizza, is now taking on a new meaning, with some freshmen racking up more than $15,000 in credit card debt before they can legally drink.” If you are not sure how your own balances compare, you are not alone. Highway
signs tell 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 273 27/09/13 4:24 PM 274 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech drivers what direction they’re traveling in and how the roads are organized. Does seeing particular delivery habits—Palin’s winking, Obama’s frequent use of the word look—exaggerated and lampooned change the way you perceive these
politicians in real life? encode To choose verbal or nonverbal symbols to organize and deliver one’s message. Next, we presented a step-by-step process for preparing your first speech. Try Video Activity 2.2, “Mandela, Acceptance of Congressional Gold Medal.” Deliver Your Speech The moment has come: you’re watching a classmate wrap up her
speech, and you’re next in line. “Desmond Tutu Announces Nominees Children’s Peace Prize 2011,” Kids Rights, October 25, 2011, /ArticleView/articleId/43/Desmond-Tutu-announces-nominees-Childrens-Peace -Prize-2011.aspx. Culture is learned, not innate, and influences all aspects of a person’s life. What can we do about it? of Michigan will On
behalf of the state of Michigan, ma’am, we are reporting continue Parks’s war for duty. When you demonstrate effective delivery skills during your presentation—for example, by interacting comfortably with the audience—you are more likely to come across as trustworthy. boomerang effect The act of pushing an audience more firmly toward its
previously held beliefs as a result of the speaker choosing a position that falls on the extreme end of the audience’s latitude of rejection. presentation time The length of time a speaker has to deliver his or her speech. Having too much to do in too little time intensifies anxiety. • Paraphrase responsibly. The West Coast has both the Cascadia
subduction zone and the San Andreas Fault. External distractions, or external noise, include street noise, a flashy visual aid left up during an entire presentation, or chattering audience members. For example, you could use narrative to do one of the following: • Open a speech on the drama and dangers of competitive sports, specifically those with
little or no equipment to protect the body. We’re also excited that new technology is allowing us to move beyond the printed page with our new video activity feature. Select one or more aspects of your topic that you think will most interest your audience and that you can also cover in the available time for 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 44 12/09/13
6:42 PM Preparing and Delivering Your First Speech 45 your speech. argumentative listening The act of only listening to a message long enough to get material to feed one’s own argument. • Be consistent with your specific purpose. In the survey “Making the Grade? Also note the forum (the setting where you will be speaking), the time of day
intended for your presentation, the size of your audience, and the expected length of your speech. Yet there are certain situations in which you may want to read from a manuscript or recite your speech word-for-word from memory. However, Clinton’s political opponents maintained that whether the president had an affair was irrelevant: the
important thing was that he had lied under oath, an action that did justify impeachment in their minds. Neighbors and family members have gathered to remember Frank and honor the one-year anniversary of his death. simile An explicit comparison of objects using the words like or as. If you’re not sure whether you’re achieving enough tonal
variety, practice in front of a trusted friend, family member, classmate, or colleague, and solicit his or her feedback. These trained professionals can help you track down a book or periodical, or even order it for you through interlibrary loan if it’s not immediately available. Under the new policy, the rate of smoking by students declined. In the first set,
main points I and II do not relate to the specific purpose but provide general background information about technological advances in society. It is important to use text-based visuals sparingly; you do not want to present your speech outline as a visual aid. Monroe, Principles and Types of Speech (New York: Scott, Foresman, 1935). The less
successful speakers spent days trying to settle on an acceptable topic.4 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 174 12/09/13 7:03 PM Refining Your Topic 175 REFINING YOUR TOPIC Once you have selected a topic, you must refine it by first deciding on your rhetorical purpose, or how you want your speech to affect your audience. A gifted public speaker,
King won his first oratorical contest when he was just fifteen years old.4 Yet he still diligently prepared for the March on Washington speech, putting more care into it than he’d put into any of his previous public addresses.5 Indeed, he typically invested much time in speech preparation, writing multiple drafts of his Nobel Peace Prize acceptance
speech and spending as many as fifteen hours preparing a typical Sunday sermon.6 The careful attention that King gave to preparing his addresses illustrates an important lesson that can benefit all public speakers, whether they have experience or are new to public speaking: preparation and perseverance are the keys to a successful speech. Your
conclusion should start with a transition, summarize your main points, and finish with a clincher—a memorable idea. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 351 09/10/13 3:08 PM 352 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style The term for unnecessary words in a presentation is verbal clutter, extraneous words that make it hard for the audience to follow your
message. The main concern with mediated communication is that the in-person connection, or naturalness, is missing. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 431 09/10/13 3:45 PM 432 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids Maintain Eye Contact Many inexperienced speakers look at their visual aids during their presentation instead of maintaining eye
contact with their audience. outlining Organizing the points of a speech into a structured form that lays out the sequence and hierarchy of a speaker’s ideas. Also research the credentials of any listed directors or board members of the organization. Her first subpoint might be an explanation of why a proper saddle is needed—and what went wrong
the time she brought the wrong saddle to a barrel-racing event. In the illustration on page 271, the speaker dons a large hat whenever he makes a main point. Processing What You’ve Heard When you engage in processing, you actively think about a message you’re receiving from someone else—not only the words but also the nonverbal cues. In
making his speech, Henry picked up where he had left off with an earlier informative speech explaining how people uncritically accepted what they heard from television news media. Demographics—such as listeners’ age, gender, and place of birth— can easily predetermine audience members’ response to a particular audio or visual aid. Needless to
say, you should avoid evidence from biased sources. You can display presentation aids in a variety of ways—such as in printed form or through presentation software and other technology. You can fulfill those expectations by giving a brief, gracious, and heartfelt speech that expresses your gratitude while also recognizing the efforts of others that
contributed to your achievement. Key Terms research 164 brainstorming 165 word association 165 mind mapping 168 context 173 rhetorical purpose 175 informative purpose 176 persuasive purpose 176 marking a special occasion 176 specific purpose 182 thesis statement 183 Review Questions 1. It is unethical to present evidence using power
wording—that is, to reword evidence in a way that better supports your claim but misrepresents the source’s point of view. Resolve Conflicts Quickly. If a conflict between group members becomes distracting, try to resolve it rather than allowing it to continue or repressing it. It is unlikely Kennedy convinced many in the audience to change their
minds about contentious issues like abortion—but he did gain the audience’s respect for working to find some commonality with them.8 Indeed, after Kennedy’s speech, a bond of sorts between Kennedy and Falwell was established, and it remained to the end of their lives.9 If you’re addressing a sympathetic audience, you don’t need to bother
investing a lot of time and energy in trying to convince listeners that your ideas have merit or that you’re a credible speaker. Using plurals where appropriate can help: “Good presidents keep their meetings organized, listen to their employees, and put their company’s needs first.” Or, if a singular pronoun is more appropriate for your speech,
alternate the use of she and he from paragraph to paragraph or from example to example. Causal Pattern If your speech is explaining a cause-and-effect relationship, a causal pattern will help your audience understand the link between particular events and their outcomes. Also, exhale from your diaphragm—that sheet of muscle just below your rib
cage—to push your breath away from you. Compare and contrast the specific purpose and thesis of a speech. Many college libraries have indexes for articles published in major national newspapers, such as the New York Times, 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 205 12/09/13 7:07 PM 206 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech Washington Post,
Christian Science Monitor, and Wall Street Journal. Audience members who follow the peripheral route do not actively process your message (low elaboration). McCroskey, “The Effects of Disorganization and Nonfluency on Attitude Change and Source Credibility,” Speech Monographs 36 (March 1969): 13–21; and H. As with your practice takes,
watch to make sure you have a quality recording before you submit your speech. Then share your research plan with the group. In a face-to-face speech, audience members can observe the full range of your nonverbal behaviors.15 In a mediated presentation, however, this is less likely, especially when the camera is in a fixed position. Heath and D.
speech critique Written or oral feedback following a presentation that identifies the presentation’s main points and objectives, thoughtfully discusses strengths and weaknesses, and offers suggestions for improvement. In this chapter, we emphasized the importance of preparing for public speaking. They found that after a single injection of the
PGTKs, complete tumor reduction was observed in five of seven mice with a survivability of 100 percent. For example, one student delivering a speech on the Seattle music scene of the 1990s accused the late Kurt Cobain of “immortal behavior.” The audience laughed, knowing that musicians clearly don’t live forever and that the speaker probably
meant “immoral behavior.” Though this speaker’s listeners were amused, the joke was on him: many of his audience members lost some respect for him. • Subpoints and sub-subpoints. Of course, merely putting on a hat doesn’t necessarily mean you share actual common ground with your audience. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 16 10/16/13
5:28 PM glossary G-17 prior exposure The extent to which an audience has already heard a speaker’s message, which will affect the audience’s interest or belief in what the speaker is saying. A recording of a song about that same city would be less relevant to your speech. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 249 27/09/13 4:24 PM 250 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech Key Terms supporting materials 228 example 234 brief example 235 extended example 235 dictionary definition 237 expert definition 237 etymological definition 237 functional definition 237 testimony 237 expert testimony 237 lay testimony 238 statistic 239 narrative 240 analogy 242 literal analogy 242
figurative analogy 242 Review Questions 1. Stereotyping can come into play when speakers make claims beyond the facts that their evidence proves—by generalizing about their topic. Offended and annoyed, many didn’t bother to listen to much of Gunther’s presentation. For example, if a speaker is arguing that Americans are getting tired of corrupt
politicians, providing representative examples would mean citing instances from across the country rather than from only one or two states or regions. This route uses tangential cues (low elaboration), such as attractiveness of the speaker, flashy presentation aids, or certain aspects of the speaker’s delivery. It stimulates listeners’ anger and pity at
the thought of small children being denied the best available care. Have other class members try to identify the techniques that each group is using. To deliver the most effective extemporaneous presentation possible, you’ll need to transform your working outline into a speaking outline. Consider using humor in a self-deprecating way, so that the
story you’re sharing is funny rather than hurtful. Memorization is only advisable when you are called on to deliver a precise message and you are already trained to memorize a great deal of text and deliver it flawlessly. If you have less information on a given issue, or you have been speaking more than other members, give other panelists the
opportunity to talk. Courteous behavior includes focusing your attention on the speaker as soon as he or she begins, and stopping any activities that may distract you or the speaker (working on a class assignment, texting your friends, chatting with your neighbor). NCA, “NCA Credo for Ethical Communications,” 1999, /index.asp?bid=514. A search
engine is a specialized online program that continually visits Web pages and indexes what is found. NACE, “Employers Cite Communication Skills as Key, but Say Many Job Seekers Lack Them,” NACEWeb, April 26, 2006, .Asp?year+&prid+235 (accessed June 20, 2006). Consider using brackets to set your transitions apart from your points. She
showed an uncanny ability to synthesize reviewers’ comments and offer valuable suggestions for our new edition. If you have a choice about when to give your class presentation, which days and times would you select? A clincher may be related to the introduction (for example, supplying a happy ending to a story you began in the attention-getter), or
it may consist of a statement or quotation that characterizes the content of your speech. Consider jotting down a delivery reminder to handle any speaking challenges effectively. the purpose of my speech is . If the site you’re using stops working, try opening it in a different browser or disconnecting and reconnecting to the Internet. What was it about

the speaker’s presentation that tipped you off? W. Metzger, A. Document authors may be experts, but beware of documents motivated by political objectives. Concerned that the huge crowd would not be able to hear him, he had decided to speak with a microphone. For an example on the topic of how certain skills can be improved during sleep, see J.
She was, though, a war hero. There are several types of visual aids that can give your audience a clearer image of what you are talking about. This student did not say outright that there was a government conspiracy to conceal the presence of aliens and UFOs, but he clearly intended his audience to draw this inference. fixed-response question A
survey question that gives a respondent a set of specific answers to choose from. Then use the resulting insights to tailor a more successful approach. 370–78 delivering your speech Ch. 13 Analyze Your Audience Speeches should always be given for the benefit of the audience— whether to inform, persuade, or mark a special occasion. Tuman,
Communicating Terror: The Rhetorical Dimensions of Terrorism, 2nd ed. Here’s one example: According to the engineering report, the shuttle booster rockets had systems failure with the cooling system, not to mention serious problems with the outer hatch doors and the manually operated crane. What is extemporaneous delivery, and why is it
generally the best approach for speakers? Now you would be far more likely to text, e-mail, or use social media instead. You can also prioritize your search terms based on where they occur in the Web page. In effect, the mirage is cloaking the (now invisible) road behind an image of the blue sky.” [transition Now that we know what is required for
invisibility, we’ll take a look at scientific efforts to make objects invisible.] II. (Of course, certain speech situations—such as political settings—require elevated sentence structure and word choice.) In addition, effective oral language is often simpler and less technically precise than is written language. For example, if you want listeners to understand
how a specific object is made or how it works, you might use explanation to clarify what each step is and how it leads to the creation of the object. They may even see you as timid or uncertain—which could damage your credibility. How would you establish your credibility absent outside evidence? SITUATIONAL AUDIENCE ANALYSIS Occasionally in
your speaking experience you may find that you have done everything you are supposed to do in terms of tailoring your presentation to your expected audience, only to arrive at the venue to discover that the audience you are facing is not quite the audience you expected. internal noise Thoughts that distract a sender or receiver from processing and
retaining a message. Depending on the purpose of your speech, you could also use one or more of the other techniques. Building Audience Interest If you want audience members to actively listen to your speech—and ignore everything else going on—you must motivate them to focus on what you’re saying. Second, limit total borrowing to your
expected first-year salary. Or he might provide monosyllabic and overly brief responses—revealing 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 104 12/09/13 6:56 PM The Culprits behind Poor Listening 105 that he’s not really listening to his audience. Ideas An idea is a theory, a principle, a belief, or a value. Although in recent years it has become possible to
integrate audio and video into presentations using computer software and a digital projector, it may often be more convenient or downright necessary to present audio and video us‑ ing more traditional means— a television set and a DVD. Of course, cultural background and age are not exhaustive examples of demographics. In this type of persuasive
speech, consider using a causal, comparison, or categorical pattern, depending on the main points you’ll be presenting. Ayres, ed., The Wisdom of Martin Luther King, Jr. (New York: Penguin Books, 1993). Research Research is often an effective way to begin your topic selection process. Davis, I Have a Dream: The Life and Times of Martin Luther
King, Jr. (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1973). The speaker provides evidence that Trey’s access to excellent care is atypical, which justifies the anger she evokes. If an interview subject takes a long time to answer a question, a nervous listener might blurt out more questions and comments, stopping the interview subject from answering fully and
leading to incomplete research. For example, in an informative presentation about training for a triathlon, a speaker referred to the importance of using a heartrate monitor three times. Books typically offer synthetic thinking on your topic, because authors combine information from diverse sources along with their own ideas and critical judgments.
It’s as if you need to carefully practice acting unrehearsed. Some speakers are not audible enough, while others are too audible. In each of these cases, the skills you learn in a public speaking class will help ensure that others hear and respect your views. However, most of the class planned to watch the Winter Olympics on television. These listeners
indicate a preference for messages that are direct, concise, and error-free. For access to Bedford Integrated Media 1. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 20 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-21 stereotype A critical generalization based on the false assumption that characteristics displayed by some members of a group are shared by all members of that
group. The membership of this association has mixed attitudes about gun control and would likely be considered a neutral audience. Twenty minutes? These listeners notice the mood and body language of speakers, and express more empathy toward them. For example, a photograph of a redwood tree on fire might be useful in a speech about forest
fires, but a digital video of a burning tree would be a better choice to demonstrate how quickly a fire can spread. Providing secure bike racks will encourage alternative means of transportation to and from stops and stations, opening up parking spaces and alleviating traffic. Choose the Most Credible Proof Give priority to supporting materials that are
backed by credible evidence. Your competence and preparation will be questioned if you present factual information that is just plain inaccurate. Use supporting materials (including presentation aids)? You can also ask a friend or relative to listen to you and give you feedback about your rate of delivery. Next time you are in a crowd—on the bus, at
the mall, in a coffee shop, or in class—take a look at the people around you. A working outline should be relatively detailed to include your entire speech— from attention-getter to clincher—with each idea written down in full sentences or detailed phrases (depending on your instructor’s preference). Additionally, you can develop your message in an
ethical manner by helping your listeners make an informed decision, researching your facts thoroughly, disclosing any biases, and properly attributing your research sources. metaphor An implicit comparison of unlike objects by identifying one object with another. Note how Alexandra made a clear reference to each main point and used the past
tense to help the audience recognize that she was reviewing her points rather than developing new material. But what if Anna were presenting her speech to an audience consisting mainly of people in their forties and fifties? The lawyer reads directly from a carefully prepared manuscript to ensure that his exact words are heard and reported in the
news, with no deviations and no surprises. For example, in a 2007 speech before Congress, Kevin M. Chapter 19 1. A working outline shows the structure of your speech and the hierarchy of your ideas, as well as full quotations for all evidence you’ll provide in your speech. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video
activities in the chapter, view the key term videos, and watch additional videos to help you with your speech (such as “Conveying Information: Description, Explanation, Analogy” and “Speaking Memorably: Repetition”). You are, after all, pressing what you believe to be an important health concern, and hoping that students, armed with good
information, will opt to take advantage of the program. Outside the classroom, your purpose may be assigned (for example, by your employer) or dictated by the context of a special occasion (such as a wedding, memorial service, or roast). To understand why its use has become so widespread, we need to learn what it is, how it works, and why it has
such horrible side effects. Docan-Morgan and T. For example, the location of the larynx, the development of the vocal tract, and accompanying changes in the brain now allow human beings to create the many sounds needed to speak modern languages. Contemporary scholars refer to these five concepts as the classical canons of rhetoric. As you are
developing a mental outline, consider what you think about the topic, or what you think the answer to the question is. • Be open to new information. It was a real problem. Likewise, ethical speakers never resort to sexist language, or language with a bias for or against a given gender. “Off-Base Camp: A Mistaken Claim about Glaciers Raises Questions
about the UN’s Climate Panel,” Economist 394 (January 23, 2010): 76–77. Thus, you must plan your message carefully when your presentation is mediated. .” (transition between two main points) • “This completes our discussion of . In the following section, we explore some of the specific challenges caused by mediated presentations in terms of the
naturalness we often take for granted in F2F communication. Single, neutral colors are generally better 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 460 11/6/13 2:43 PM Recording Your Classroom Speech 461 than plaids or stripes.31 If you wear striped clothing, it can result in a “strobing effect” that will distract the audience.32 Checked clothing may blur,
and the brightness of pure white may make it difficult to see your face clearly.33 You will be able to see how you and your speech setting will appear to the audience when you view your practice speech, so be sure to wear the clothes you will be wearing for the actual speech. See reasoning logos (evidence and meaning) overview, 551–53 using
evidence, 553–55 using reasoning (see reasoning) loudness of delivery, 379–80 lying, 73–74 main message, front- and back-loading, 110 main points arranging: categorical pattern, 268–70; causal pattern, 267–68; chronological pattern, 266–67; comparison pattern, 268; persuasive speech patterns (see persuasive speaking); spatial pattern, 264–65
previewing, in introduction, 293–94 selecting: appropriate number of main points, 257–59; considering audience, 256–57; considering purpose, 256; overview, 255 in speaking outline, 327 summarizing, in conclusion, 296–97 maintenance-oriented roles, 635–36 manuscripts memorizing speech from, 373–74 reading speech from, 371–73 maps, 411
Maslow, Abraham, 523 McCain, John, 72 mediated communication advantages: prerecorded only, 443–45; real-time and prerecorded, 442–43; real-time only, 445–46 27/11/13 7:24 PM  challenges: decreased nonverbal communication, 449; loss of immediacy, 448–49; loss of naturalness, 447; managing distractions, 450; overview, 446; technological
difficulties, 450–51 introduction, 437–39 optimizing delivery and messages: building common ground, 453–54; eye contact, 452–53; keeping audience engaged, 454–57; movement and gestures, 453; practicing delivering and recording, 457; voice, 451–52 recording classroom speech: attire, 460–61; camera positioning, 461–62; setting and background,
458–60; types of cameras, 458 rise of: overview, 439–41; real-time and prerecorded presentations, 441–42 special considerations for realtime presentations: audience interaction, 464–66; overview, 462–63; practicing with equipment, 463; selecting robust Internet connection, 464; soliciting feedback, 465–66; using group chat/video and screen
sharing, 464 meetings, leading, 628–31 memorial speeches defined, 590 strategies, 604–6 memorizing from a manuscript, 373–74 memory, in canons of rhetoric, 39–40 message, in linear communication model, 19 metaphors, 359–60 Microsoft Academic Search, 217 mind mapping, 168–69 mixed-media presentations, 419 mixed metaphors, 360
mobility, audience, 128–30 models of communication, 18–22 moderators, in panel discussions, 644 modes of delivery 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 9 I ND E X i-9 impromptu speaking, 376–78 memorizing from a manuscript, 373–74 reading from a manuscript, 371–73 speaking from an outline, 374–76 Monroe’s motivated sequence, 537
movement, physical. In this section, we discuss both delivery and message considerations, along with tips for practicing. • Let’s first learn the value of spider silk and how these goats are allowing its once unobtainable potential to be a reality. Keep Members on Task. If the discussion begins to stray from the item under consideration, keep members
on task in a friendly manner. Finally, you could simply shorten your speech to match your audience’s attention span. In this chapter, we provide a preview of the speech preparation process. • Oral language tends to be less formal. Where will the audience listen to your speech? Interview with Prof. She decided to do more research about how Title IX
issues were handled at her college. First, when he was interviewing his classmates, he failed to pay enough attention to take comprehensive notes. categorical (topical) pattern A speech organization pattern in which each main point emphasizes one of the most important aspects of the speaker’s topic; often used if a speaker’s topic doesn’t easily
conform to a spatial, temporal, causal, comparison, problemcause-solution, criteria-application, or narrative pattern. Do not copy large chunks of information from your sources and paste them into your speech. As with any presentation aid, it’s important to use presentation software to share material that supports your points. But as we’ve seen with
HELP’s story, to gain the benefits of collaboration, group members must interact productively. Which search engine is best for you? For example, one student, Michelle, 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 180 12/09/13 7:03 PM Refining Your Topic 181 was interested in entomology (the study of insects), so she chose bugs as her topic. Since all cultures
are presumed to be equal in principle, all value systems are equally valid. This chapter introduces steps of the speechmaking process that will help you avoid these stumbling blocks and deliver a successful speech. Will mediated public speaking ever replace face-to-face speeches as the preferred format for presentations? This can be particularly
important when your listeners are seriously considering taking action—if this is the case, they probably already recognize the benefits of doing so, and showing them that taking action has limited disadvantages could be the final step in gaining their support.20 Acknowledging Listeners’ Reservations In analyzing your audience, you may discover
reasons why your listeners are opposed to your thesis or at least uncommitted or neutral toward it. For example, you may not need to cite the fact that France presented the Statue of Liberty to the United States in 1886, but you might need to cite a source if you wanted to give statistics, such as the statue’s total weight (125 tons), the weight of the
statue’s concrete foundation (27,000 tons), or the distance the statue’s torch sways in the wind (5 inches).5 Be sure to check with your instructor on guidelines for common knowledge. Attention-getter II. As leader, you may ultimately need to offer your opinion or vote in order to break a deadlock on an issue, but try to give group members an
opportunity to speak before injecting your opinion. Gates) patented metamat. By ensuring that what you say and how you say it are appropriate for the occasion, you will enhance your effectiveness and impact. And then the floor started to shake, and the walls started to move, and before anybody knew what was happening, the entire room lifted up
off of the ground, defying logic and limitations and just went a-spinning and a-spinning and a-spinning until it disappeared inside of my head. They are willing to spend more time listening, pay careful attention to what’s being said, and enjoy discussing and thinking about the message afterwards. As you recall your grandmother’s special qualities and
achievements and talk about how much she meant to you, your eyes fill and your voice breaks at times. McCroskey, An Introduction to Rhetorical Communication (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1986), 31. Video Activities Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term videos, and watch additional
videos to help you with your speech (such as “Confidence” and “Vocal Variety [in Informative Speaking]”). Create the appearance that you are really in their presence. In an outstanding speech, the supporting materials fit together to help your listeners better understand your message, to capture their interest, and to convince them that you’ve done
your research and are informed about your topic. Conversely, the larger the audience, the less opportunity you have for interaction. Chapter 16 1. Even if you have a strongly held belief on the topic or you dislike the speaker, look for parts of the message—or aspects of the speaker—that signal common ground. To illustrate, you might compare recent
scientific discoveries about planets outside our solar system (exoplanets)8 with certain characteristics of our own solar system: I. A speech of introduction provides context and gives credentials for the main speaker or performer. How would you use your introduction to establish credibility? arrangement One of the five classical canons of rhetoric,
arrangement is the effective organization of ideas to present them to an audience. TWO STAGES of OUTLINING Imagine that you’re about to set off on a car trip to a place you’ve never been before. One student discovered firsthand the perils of selecting a topic she knew little about. While spatial cloaks divert light around an object, thus rendering
the object invisible, the space-time cloak would slow down and speed up the illuminating photons to create a dark interval where events can take place undetected.” C. How long will it take until an invisibility cloak that can shield larger objects from sight becomes feasible? Describe at least seven types of presentation aids you might use in a speech.
We appreciate their enthusiasm and professionalism, which enabled us to complete the project on time. Why would it be difficult to deliver the speech yourself, right now, using only his speaking outline? “How to Make Anything Disappear.” Discover 33 (July/August 2012): 70. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 379 08/10/13 10:08 AM 380 chap t e r 1
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Delivering Your Speech The biggest challenge for many presenters is speaking loudly enough to be heard. How would understanding Maslow’s hierarchy of needs help you deliver more effective persuasive speeches? First, you’d likely consult a road map or an online mapping site to assess where you’d need to go, how you’d get there, and how
long it would take. How could you revise the main points or add organizing language to make the speech’s structure more apparent to the audience? Satisfaction (showing how your proposal will fulfill the need you identified). Jean effectively reduced the quantity of information she presented by boiling down the details to a three-step process. If they
have—and did not find the idea compelling—you may want to consider selecting a different topic. What four steps can you take to ensure that your persuasive speech is ethical? Write each new thought next to the previous idea. research librarian A career professional hired to assist students and faculty with their research. You may even ask another
member to chime in if it seems that he or she has an idea but is reluctant to speak. Ibid., 2. The first set contains basic information that would be appropriate for novice backpackers. 2 (1999): 165, 171. Now that we have considered some of the potential advantages to mediated presentations, let’s turn our attention to the main challenges.
20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 630 06/12/13 3:55 PM Effective Group Leadership 631 Facilitate Decisions. When it seems that members of your group have thoroughly discussed the issue at hand, help them come to a decision. In one or two sentences, summarize why audience members should listen to your speech. Time Time is an important
aspect of any presentation you deliver, in terms of both the time allotted for the speech and your listeners’ own time rhythms in the day. How you listen as an audience member can strongly affect your ability to absorb the information the speaker is imparting to you. Frank lost his life, and we lost him all too soon. • A. Improve visual environ. Students
often have trouble creating transitions that achieve both of these tasks, as shown by the following failed attempts: • What happened when Joan of Arc attempted to free Paris? 1 (2010): 25. Edit it down so that the focus of the speech is only on informing. verbal clutter Extraneous words that make a presentation hard to follow.
13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 378 08/10/13 10:08 AM Using Verbal Delivery Skills 379 Volume Volume refers to how loud or soft your voice is as you deliver a speech. A student named Gunther learned this lesson the hard way. A longtime friend of mine, Leah Franklin, after a passionate, late-night discussion, inspired me with a powerful, honest
quote, and I’ll try to do it in her voice: “Oh V, you know, nobody tells you that life sucks. The lesson? Usually these topics led to satisfying conversations. Finally, we discuss how to record a classroom presentation, along with some special considerations for realtime presentations. If we demand more fair trade chocolate, the industry will have to supply
it, and when the chocolate companies start buying more slave-free cocoa, farmers in the Ivory Coast will have to abandon slavery to keep their • Analogy to buyers. It is common to have between two and five main points, although your instructor may ask you to develop a single main point in your first speech. What could he have done differently? It
helps make your speech compelling and memorable. Achieving shared meaning is a priority of the transactional model of communication. Reprinted by permission of Grove/Atlantic. Each main point emphasizes an important aspect of your topic that you want the audience to understand. Or, if the speaker encourages it, audience members may ask
questions during the presentation. Gehrig, “C250 Celebrates Columbians Ahead of Their Time,” Columbia 250, 2004, _gehrig.html. By the end of my speech, this product may be costing you more than it is right now. What are the three types of claims used in a persuasive speech? In addition to wearing clothing or other apparel or equipment related
to your topic, you can also be a visual aid by demonstrating or acting out an aspect of your speech topic. Ibid., 7, 47. Open a dictionary at random, and look at one particularly long entry. Note that your instructor may have specific requirements about the form and length of your speaking outline. For example, you might use • definition to clarify what
chocolate is and how it differs from other consumable products derived from cacao beans, • explanation to trace the process by which chocolate bars are made, 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 482 09/10/13 3:46 PM Types of Informative Speeches 483 • demonstration to show how you might bake a chocolate cake, • narrative to convey chocolate’s
popularity as a romantic gift. Before preparing your speech, make sure to check with your instructor to find out if he or she has additional expectations for proper attribution. George Soukoulis, sr. Randall, “Flu Shock: Outbreak Already Ranks as One of the Worst in a Decade,” Bloomberg News (January 14, 2013), /news/2013-01-14/flu-shock-outbreakalready-ranks-as-one-of-the-worst-in -a-decade-chart-.html. On the other hand, in an informative speech about baseball great Jackie Robinson, you would probably want to refer to his African American heritage. Since she knew the teens would be suspicious of authority figures, she avoided calling attention to the age difference between herself and her
listeners. A Web directory is a searchable index compiled by human editors who review Web sites and index them into subject categories and subcategories. Table of contents : Front CoverInside Front CoverTitle PageCopyright PageBrief ContentsAbout the Authors and IllustratorPrefaceContents1. There is a natural tendency to speed up your
presentation if no audience is present, and the absence of an audience means you will not receive feedback if you speak too fast. How well do you process information as you listen? Defeated? Finley, Politics in the Ancient World (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 59, 73. Eye Contact To understand what eye contact is, you may find it
helpful to think first about what it is not. Jones, Smith, and Anderson are prominent, as are Garcia, Martinez, Nguyen, and Kim.30 This trend is not limited to “gateway” states such as California, New York, and Florida: Nguyen is also the fourth most frequent name among Nebraska home buyers.31 Communication scholars have recognized the
01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 25 26/11/13 4:12 PM 26 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking importance of understanding and relating to persons from diverse cultures. Try several and compare their features and functionality. Sawyer and R. It happened to me, too. Of course, you need to glance at visual aids as you present
14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 432 09/10/13 3:45 PM Chapter Review 433 them—especially if you’re referring to something specific on an aid. In this section, we examine demographic characteristics you should consider while developing and delivering a presentation. These steps include defining and analyzing a problem, establishing criteria for
solving the problem, generating potential solutions, and selecting the best solution from the list. This was not good news. Key elements of public speaking are communication between speaker and audience, a focus on the audience by the speaker, an emphasis on the spoken word, and a prepared presentation. The practice of demonstrating the repair
process and repeating the message has been key to the program’s success.4 Narrative A narrative is a story. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 384 08/10/13 10:08 AM Using Verbal Delivery Skills 385 Pronunciation Pronunciation refers to correctness in the way you say words. Based on the top-level domain alone, it cannot be determined whether an
online source is credible. Still others have what’s called ego investment: they’re so wrapped up in a pet theory or cause that they lose their ability to evaluate it with an open mind. Information overload harms our mental capabilities. Policy claims? interview A means of gathering information—used for research or audience analysis—in which a
speaker has a conversation with experts or select members of a future audience and records their responses. Berko, A. See categorical pattern of organization topic statements, 184 27/11/13 7:24 PM i-16 INDEX top-level domains, 211–12 tradition, appeal to, 568–69 transactional communication model, 20–22 transitions organizing your speech and,
271–73 in speaking outline, 328 in working outline, 315 Truman, Harry S., 23 trustworthiness, credibility and, 547 truthful communication false inferences, 75–78 half-truths, 74–75 lying, 73–74 overview, 73 two-sided arguments, 526–27 unbiased language. If a change in your typical pronunciation seems forced rather than sincere, you will lose
credibility. Ensuring Ethical Use of Pathos As we’ve discussed, emotional appeals, when combined with ethos and logos, can be very effective. Working individually or in groups, select a persuasive speech topic. As with maps, you can add labels or other types of highlighting to a photograph or drawing to focus your audience’s attention on specific
details. Occupation? Try Video Activity 19.1, “Carter, Eulogy of Gerald Ford.” Matching Your Delivery to the Mood of the Occasion Whether joyous or solemn, lighthearted or serious, your demeanor and words should match the overall mood of the special occasion for which you’re giving a speech. CHAPTER REVIEW In this chapter, we explained the
importance of outlining. These behaviors help improve both processing and retaining, in turn making you a more effective listener. That is, the speaker “injected” listeners with his or her ideas, much as a doctor injects a patient with a vaccine. Finally, you could show a correlation between cause and effect—for example, by presenting a study
indicating that “playing violent video games is correlated with delinquency and violence,” even after controlling for other factors associated with juvenile delinquency.13 Causal reasoning can be tricky, as it is easy to misinterpret the evidence or come to the wrong conclusion. We also examined the ways in which public speaking has evolved as a
discipline to reflect changes in society. • An additional cause is that athletics receive higher priority than do academics. Take Your Audience into Account Out of the many relevant main points you might use to develop your topic, which ones will prove most interesting to your audience? For example, a professor might ask a team of students to come
back the next semester and conduct a panel discussion for a new class about a research project they had successfully conducted. If you want to visit a Web site during your presentation and show it to your audience, is wireless access available? 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 24 10/16/13 5:28 PM INDEX abbreviations, 327 Abedin, Huma, 72
abilities, assessing audience’s, 110 absolutism, ethical, 69 abstracts, in periodical indexes, 203 abstract word choice, 348 Academic Search Premier, 203 acceptance, latitude of, 520–21 acceptance speeches defined, 589 strategies, 603–4 acknowledging work of others common knowledge, 84 overview, 78–80 paraphrasing, 83–84 quoting, 80–83
action-oriented listening, 99 active learners, 245 active listening, 111–12 adaptiveness of oral language, 341–42 ad hominem (personal attack) fallacy, 84, 563 ad populum (bandwagon) fallacy, 85, 563–64 advanced search features, 217 after-dinner speeches defined, 590 strategies, 608–11 age, 132 agenda-driven listening, 104–5 al-Sharif, Manal, 298–
99 analogies, 242–43 anaphora, 358 anecdotes in conclusions, 300–301 effectiveness of, 355–56 in introductions, 281–82 as supporting material, 240–42 Anthony, Susan B., 17 antithesis, 358–59 appeal to tradition, 568–69 appearance, personal. Once you have an outline, you can take other steps to improve your speech and build confidence. Hall,
Hidden Differences: Doing Business with the Japanese (New York: Doubleday, 1987). Connecting to Your Listeners’ Values Values are “core conceptions” of what is desirable for our own life and for society.14 They guide people’s judgments and actions.15 Each of us has values that guide how we live—for example, being helpful, honest, logical,
imaginative, or responsible. We have seen one student’s outline disappear when her iPad crashed midspeech, another remain silent for two minutes while putting a jumbled pile of note cards in the right order, and a third watch his dog (a visual aid) have an “accident” as the speech concluded. Since your specific purpose guides how you research and
prepare your speech, make sure your thesis communicates the same idea as your specific purpose. A fear appeal is also more likely to succeed if your audience members believe they have the power to remedy the problem you’re describing.19 Consider messages by National Park Service rangers advocating safe storage of food in national parks.
Wallack, “This Is the Partnership for a Drug-Free America: Any Questions?” Journal of Drug Issues 28, no. This hurts their credibility. A speech extolling the benefits of clipping grocery-store coupons, for example, might be of more interest to a lower-income group than it is to a very affluent group. Each of these facts would be an indirect indicator
that the course and the instructor are very good. We take a look at errors in causal reasoning and other common reasoning errors in the following section. If your talk will occur during a class, you already know several things: you have a captive audience, your status as a student provides you with obvious common ground, and you share some
background with your audience in the academic discipline of the course. What are a speaker’s ethical obligations when presenting statistical information? If they applaud your presentation but can hardly remember anything you said a week later, your speech will have limited effect. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 16 04/11/13 8:43 PM no t e s
N-17 9. Let’s take a closer look at these characteristics. As an audience member, how can you identify logical fallacies during a speech? The government uses this money to buy military arms and equipment. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter and watch additional videos to help you with your
speech (such as “Gagnon, Tribute to Disney Princesses” and “Kotter, Inspired by a Beagle”). We will all say today that the greatest tribute we could pay to our improbable warrior is to continue battling and to do so in a way that honors her life. These include communicating truthfully, crediting others’ work, using sound reasoning, and behaving
ethically when you’re listening to someone else’s speech. Sullivan, “How Search Engines Work,” Search Engine Watch, October 14, 2002, . For example, in a speech on the rising costs of a college education, you might present an example of a single student who struggled to pay more than $1,000 for books and supplies in 2012. Having more than one
teleprompter allows the speaker to appear to shift his or her gaze toward different parts of the audience while continuing 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 371 12/6/13 3:47 PM 372 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech to read the text from the prompter. Visit bedfordstmartins.com/coursepacks for more information. Typically, you will want to
prepare and practice first with a full-sentence working 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 374 08/10/13 10:08 AM Selecting the Right Mode of Delivery 375 outline. You’re sitting in the theater, munching popcorn as the curtains open, the lights dim, and the film’s opening sequence starts to roll. Open-ended questions can help you identify issues you
might not have otherwise considered or covered in your other questions. In other words, never use your power to manipulate the group. Gallagher, “U.S. Cities Embrace Software to Automatically Detect ‘Suspicious’ Behavior,” Slate, June 11, 2012, 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 8 04/11/13 8:43 PM no t e s 9. Describe six ways in which a
speaker may adapt his or her message for an audience. Library Web sites often list available indexes and provide you with a link. LISTENING WHEN YOU ARE IN THE AUDIENCE When you’re an audience member, listening not only helps you retain the speaker’s message but also enables you to provide the speaker with an informed speech critique—
written or oral feedback offered after a 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 112 12/09/13 6:56 PM Listening When You Are in the Audience 113 presentation. Consider finding out if your college (or another location, such as a 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 458 03/10/13 4:16 PM Recording Your Classroom Speech 459 neighborhood library) has a
conference room you can use. Expansive gestures may also move out of the frame of your video. This chapter provides suggestions for managing key elements of group dynamics— including how to lead a group, how to participate in one, how to make decisions as a group, and how to present your findings or decisions to an audience. And without a
plan or sufficient practice, you risk losing track of your thoughts while delivering your speech. In addition, he firmly condemned all 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 137 12/09/13 7:00 PM 138 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis the hatred, acts of persecution, and displays of anti-Semitism directed at Jews by Christians throughout time. Because these
speakers focus more on their irritation than the actual question, they may listen to only part of what a questioner has asked and so can’t respond in a thoughtful, informed way. Creating accidental false inferences isn’t unethical, but it prevents you from conveying accurate information to your audience, thus damaging the effectiveness of your speech.
Volunteer to Speak First Many public speakers experience more anxiety shortly before their presentation than during the actual speech.16 If this describes you, 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 60 12/09/13 6:42 PM Overcoming Speech Anxiety 61 and you’re going to be one of several speakers in a class or program, ask to speak first—or as early as
possible in the lineup. ARRANGING YOUR MAIN POINTS Once you have settled on your main points, you’ll need to decide the order in which they will be arranged. Individual instructors have 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 308 27/09/13 5:50 PM Two Stages of Outlining 309 different philosophies about and requirements for creating outlines, so
be sure that what you do aligns with your particular instructor’s expectations. To present statistics in a way that helps your audience understand 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 239 27/09/13 4:24 PM 240 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech the information and remain interested in your speech, apply the following guidelines:
• Limit the number of statistics you present. The following tips can help you attain this blend of important qualities. When conducting interviews, ask the same sorts of fixedresponse, scaled, and open-ended questions that are used in surveys. In the worst-case scenario, potentially interested audience members may transform into defeated listeners
because of a fast talker’s verbal onslaught (see Chapter 4: Listening Skills). Furthermore, there is a long waiting list for the class, and the book for the course is sold out at the bookstore. He showed his audience three bowling balls—all with different kinds of holes. A simile makes explicit comparisons and contains the words like or as. Finally, we offer
tips for minimizing speech anxiety. Also, if someone is taping you with a cell phone or another handheld device, be sure to have him or her place the device on a flat surface to avoid camera shakiness. Capturing the attention of a mobile audience is clearly more challenging than capturing that of a stationary one. See rhetorical purpose purpose,
specific. Yet it will not 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 37 10/10/13 11:31 AM 38 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech succeed if it fails to meet your instructor’s assignment regarding such matters as which topics are acceptable, how the speech should be organized, and how many sources are required. Students can volunteer to read to
children at the day-care center in our library at story hour each day. Five minutes? To choose the best supporting materials, you can start by understanding the many forms they take—such as examples, definitions, testimony, statistics, narratives, and analogies. For example: “My grandmother’s lap was as soft as a pillow.” situational audience
analysis Quick audience analysis just before or during a speech, to be conducted if the makeup of an audience is different from what the speaker expected or if the audience appears to be confused, lost, or hostile. I didn’t get to study there, and . By calling attention to these points, you help your audience understand and remember the most
important ideas from your speech. Speech communication experts have long believed that listeners are much more likely to grasp spoken facts and concepts if presenters also provide visual and other nonverbal cues.1 Indeed, as early as the 1950s, studies showed that the use of audio and visual aids in a speech could increase learning by as much as
55 percent.2 A presentation aid is anything beyond your spoken words that you employ to help your audience members understand and remember your message. See credibility, personal etymological definitions, 237 eulogies defined, 590 strategies, 604–6 27/11/13 7:24 PM  evaluating, in communication process, 96 evaluators, in groups, 635 events,
486–88 evidence persuasive speaking and, 553–55 presenting, 221–22 in speaking outline, 327–28 taking out of context, 76–78 topic research and, 190–91 in working outline, 314–15 See also logos example reasoning, 556–57 examples hypothetical, 354–55 in speech critiques, 114 as supporting materials, 234–35 expert definitions, 237 expertise,
credibility of research sources and, 197 expert testimony, 237–38 explanation, 473 extemporaneous delivery, 310–11 extended examples, 235 “Extra Credit You Can Live Without” (Martinez), 576–82 eye contact delivering speech and, 388–92 interviews and, 220 mediated presentations and, 452–53 presentation aids and, 432–33 F2F (face-to-face)
communication, 439. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 9 04/11/13 8:43 PM N-10 note s 4. In this chapter, we organize the types of information you will need to gather into the following categories: situational characteristics, demographics, common ground, prior exposure, and audience disposition. McKerrow and others, Principles and Types of
Public Speaking, 16th ed. What American Workers Think Should Be Done to Improve Education,” 87 percent of the 1,014 U.S. adult workers surveyed rated communication skills as very important for performing their jobs.8 The importance of public speaking is not limited to careers that might first come to mind, such as law or politics. Regardless of
which style you use, make sure to follow your instructor’s requirements for the works cited. April 2009, /reportinfo.asp?report_id=888965&t=d&cat_id=. They (rightly) concluded that Gunther hadn’t cared enough to find out about their actual backgrounds. How would you react if you heard a speaker say, “A good president keeps his or her meetings
organized, listens to his or her employees, and puts his or her company’s needs first”? 32. You may also have heard them share information during class; for example, perhaps your instructor had students introduce one another during the first week of class. Consider the attentiveness curve presented on page 98. You might also have attended a
wedding, clapping and cheering along with the other guests as friends and relatives of the bride and groom offered toasts to the new couple. If the audience is smaller than you expected, consider jettisoning a portion of your outline and making time for questions and answers. You could still shop for fares anonymously, but if you refuse to disclose
facts about yourself, you are likely to be offered higher fares. One establishes standards for the value judgment you are making; the other applies those standards to the subject of your thesis. They also adapt their delivery to acknowledge their awareness of different cultural norms regarding communication. In more everyday situations, public
speaking is still a vital skill for anyone looking to inform, influence, or persuade others—which is why it’s often a required course in colleges and universities. In this way, you gain immense personal credibility. Are there any individuals who, if interviewed, would add credibility to your speech? As with any source, you must carefully assess any expert
testimony and be sure that expert sources have specialized knowledge 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 237 27/09/13 4:24 PM 238 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech of the topic, objectivity, and observational capacity. He was speaking so loudly that his listeners were trying to put some distance between themselves and him.
II. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 272 27/09/13 4:24 PM Using Organizing Words and Sentences 273 • Joan of Arc’s military strategies were influenced by her spiritual beliefs. It is often a good idea to use fixed-response or scaled questions to get an overall impression of your interviewee’s views on a topic, and then ask open-ended questions to gain
more insight. She selected a cutting-edge topic—Grow Your Own Clothes—but because she knew that few of the creative thinkers in her audience would be fashion or biology experts, she tailored her speech for a general audience. Heldrich Center for Workforce Development, “Are America’s Schools and Skills Making the Grade?” news release, June
14, 2000, .edu/publications/WTV/release614.000.doc (accessed November 11, 2001). “Invisibility Cloak ‘Feasible Now.’” National Geographic News, November 20, 2008. Mascaro, and S. • Be creative, and have fun with the experience. WWIII (Needs Improvement).” Pathos: Evoking Your Listeners’ Emotions Using Emotional Appeals Try Video
Activity 18.3: “Claims: Fact (Appeals to Emotion and Credibility).” Ensuring Ethical Use of Pathos Sample Persuasive Speech: Extra Credit You Can Live Without, Anna Martinez Chapter Review Video Activity 18.4: “Morales, Without Liberty and Justice for All.”19. you know. What evidence are you providing to back up your claims?
23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 2 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-3 body (of speech) The section of a speech that falls between the introduction and the conclusion and contains the main part of the speech. Many of Aristotle’s ideas influence the study of public speaking even today. In what kinds of public speaking situations do you think it might be
preferable to present a less dramatic or entertaining opener? If you are researching a proposed tax 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 216 12/09/13 7:07 PM Using the Internet 217 on soft drinks, searching for “soda tax” will focus your results on the proposed tax rather than sites dealing with soda or taxes more generally. This can be true of
presentation aids as well. For example, how do members of your family feel about exaggerations or little white lies—as opposed to big lies? The people of Utah did not respond well. He is watching over us as we face the uncertainty of continuing to run the business he built. How do you use words in ways that clarify your message and enhance your
credibility? Granitz and D. Avoid making up a story to open your speech unless you note that you are offering a hypothetical example. Key Terms persuasive speech 513 fact claim 514 value claim 514 policy claim 516 Elaboration Likelihood Model 516 central route 516 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 540 peripheral route 516 strategic discourse
518 latitude of acceptance 520 latitude of rejection 520 boomerang effect 521 needs 523 hierarchy of needs 523 25/10/13 2:50 PM Chapter Review values 524 two-sided argument 527 core belief 528 peripheral belief 528 full disclosure 531 causal pattern 532 comparison pattern 532 541 categorical pattern 533 criteria-application pattern 534
motivated sequence 537 problem-cause-solution pattern 538 Review Questions 1. For example, suppose you support the removal of all fast-food outlets on campus, but your audience survey reveals that most of your classmates like to eat at those establishments. When your purpose is persuasive, you seek to convince audience members to consider or
adopt a new position, strengthen an existing belief, or take a particular action. Examples include advocating that the government should increase Pell Grants to students, that regulation of prescription drug abuse should be increased, or that your listeners should invest in stocks. For example, as you research and write your speech, you must make
decisions about what information you’ll include and how that information will influence your audience. At minimum, include transitions • between the introduction and the body, • when you move from one main point to the next, • between the body and the conclusion. Difficulty Managing Distractions When you are speaking from a remote location,
audience members may be more likely to engage in multitasking. For real-time presentations, it’s vital to practice with the technology you plan to use. Example Reasoning. When you use example reasoning, you present specific instances to support a general claim. • Evaluate which points are the most important to developing your topic or thesis.
Offer a Striking or Provocative Statement. A compelling fact or idea pertaining to your topic can immediately pull the audience into your speech. She 227 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 227 27/09/13 4:24 PM 228 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech found a tremendous amount of material: articles in the school newspaper
about the impact of Title IX when it was first applied on campus, stories from athletes about their experiences on the college’s first women’s teams, and even a copy of the program from the first women’s tennis tournament ever held on campus. From Linear to Transactional: Evolving Views of the Public Speaking Process At the dawn of the modern
communication disciplines, scholars viewed all forms of communication—including public speaking—as 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 18 26/11/13 4:12 PM Public Speaking: A Dynamic Discipline 19 a linear process. • Focusing on length rather than quality. You can get Chinese food, Italian food, Mexican food, and Ethiopian food. In the first
century c.e., the Roman rhetorician Quintilian argued that parents and teachers should strive to produce “the good person speaking well.” That is, communicators should be virtuous, moral, and focused on the public good, in addition to being effective orators.38 Today, as unethical communication has increased in the United States, people have
stepped up their demands for ethical public speaking. Grizzly bears eating berries just ten feet from the road. In the following sections, we offer the challenges along with tips to help you overcome them. In 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 422 09/10/13 3:45 PM Guidelines for Developing Presentation Aids 423 presenting this speech to a class of
traditional-aged college students, Anna might include images of Jennifer Lawrence and Bradley Cooper in the 2012 film Silver Linings Playbook. Have each group member select one situation and prepare a brief (one minute) speech to deliver to the group. designated leader A person chosen by an authority figure to help a group move quickly
forward with its mission. Today, speeches may be saved for future playback or presented in real time to one or more audiences in different locations. In this section, we highlight several of these major changes: new ways of depicting the public speaking process, ever-expanding channels for communication, greater awareness of audiences’ cultural
diversity, new emphasis on the importance of critical thinking in preparing a speech, and increasing attention to ethics in public address. Davis, I Have a Dream, 137. Retaining What You’ve Processed The more carefully you process what you’re hearing, the more you will engage your powers of retention—your ability to remember what you’ve heard.
While giving a talk during a seminar on music theory, he noticed that many of the students (as well as the teacher) seemed inattentive. Describe three ways in which oral language differs from written language. A Sumerian tablet dating back to about 2000 b.c.e. records the funeral utterances of Ludingirra, a teacher and poet, as he laments the loss of
his father and his wife by eulogizing (or memorializing) their achievements and personal qualities. Knapp and J. Watch Out for Defeated Listeners. Defeated listening occurs when listeners feel overwhelmed by your message and find it too difficult to follow. demonstration A technique used in informative speeches involving both physical modeling
and verbal elements, with the goal of teaching an audience how a process or set of guidelines works. If you discover that students are spending more money on entertainment and clothes, you may find it difficult to convince your audience that the signs prove that financial struggles are on the rise. However, do consider using memorable, relevant
phrasing to conclude your speech. What are the three main types of member roles in a group? Westerman, P. 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 114 In this chapter, we discussed a major contrast: hearing noises, sounds, and words versus listening to them. In an informative speech on the use of smoke signals, you might note how this ancient system of
communication was used to warn soldiers up and down the Great Wall of China when the enemy was near.26 Thus, students can see how methods for communicating over great distances have evolved, with technology now enabling them to interact with one another online. Brown, 1991), 353–54. Boahen, “Kingdoms of West Africa,” in From Freedom
to Freedom, ed. In the following pages, we explore ways to select your main points and structure your supporting materials. Situational characteristics—such as audience size and mobility, as well as the time of day and physical setting of your speech—should 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 173 12/09/13 7:03 PM 174 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your
Topic also influence your topic choice. (See Chapter 12 for more on effective description.) Demonstration You might choose to provide a demonstration of a topic if your goal is to teach your audience how a process or a set of guidelines works. Are there other programs that would deliver 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 96 12/09/13 6:56 PM The
Listening Process 97 similar advantages but are easier and cheaper to use?” By weighing these matters—that is, by processing the information in your mind— you stand a better chance of making a smart decision for your business. Try Video Activity 18.3, “Claims: Fact (Appeals to Emotion and Credibility).” A fear appeal—an argument that arouses
fear in the minds of audience members—can be a particularly powerful form of pathos.17 However, to be effective, a fear appeal must demonstrate a serious threat to listeners’ well-being.18 To be ethical, it must be based on accurate information and not exaggerated specifically to make your argument sound more persuasive. The leader need not
have total control, but he or she must help group members reach a decision and achieve goals together. Mediated presentations also alter how listeners see and interpret your nonverbal messages. Describe two strategies that can help you deliver a celebratory speech. A fixed-response question—such as a true/false, multiple-choice, or select-all-thatapply question—gives your respondents a set of specific answers to choose from. Your new book comes with access to more than 200 videos, including video activities, key term clips, and “bonus” student and professional videos. It is essential that these moves are coordinated between you and your camera operator so that they are done at the correct
points in your speech. Think about it: on at least several occasions, you’ve probably seen a person stand at a podium and gush about how this award has “caught me off guard” and “left me speechless”—but then pull out a sheet of paper and give a canned speech. Articulation Articulation refers to the crispness or clarity of your spoken words.
12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 364 As Marvin’s story revealed, word choice can make or break the effectiveness of your speech. For many people, exercise is a powerful relaxation strategy. In the first example that follows, the main point is that healthy eating is essential for college students. For example, you might give a speech about Shirley
Chisholm, the first African American woman elected to the U.S. Congress (in 1968) and a candidate for president in the 1972 Democratic primary, nearly four decades before Barack Obama or Hillary Clinton. Along with using appropriate and considerate language, you can explain technical terms and use helpful presentation aids (for clarity), thus
effectively incorporating such terms into your speech (to enhance credibility). For example, to say a man was wearing a “dark blue suit” is more concrete than saying he was wearing “clothes.” 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 4 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-5 connotative meaning An association that comes to mind when a person hears a word.
For example, if you’re giving a speech on a particular city’s architecture, a map would strongly support your message. How? R. Is it obvious when a winner has prepared a speech beforehand? In still other situations, a group may have an emergent leader, one who comes to be recognized as a leader by the group’s members over time. But I had to
study somewhere. However you choose to keep a copy of your evidence (note cards, downloads, photocopies), be sure that you also immediately record the evidence’s citation information. For example, if you want to inform your listeners about the economic impact of globalization, think about how much your audience already knows about the topic.
We also offer suggestions for effective listening that you can put into practice as both a speaker and an audience member. Evans, and D. All in all, more than two hundred clips are available with every purchase. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 350 09/10/13 3:08 PM Presenting Your Message Clearly 351 Concise Language Because audience
members cannot reread or rehear portions of your speech, they have only one chance to grasp your ideas. situational characteristics Factors in a specific speech setting that a speaker can observe or discover before giving the speech. Here’s another example of a transition into the conclusion: I hope you have learned more about the first cultures to
inhabit the Americas. Likewise, if the new audience seems to have less prior exposure to your message than you anticipated, you may want to discard some of the points from your outline. around cylinder to “bend microwaves to flow around the cylinder like water flowing around a pebble in a stream.” Show VA • B. More recent trials cloak from
visible light 1. Experiment by Prof. A 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 52 16/09/13 11:20 AM Preparing and Delivering Your First Speech 53 transition is a sentence that indicates you are moving from one idea to another. • Encouragers inspire other group members by complimenting their ideas and work. For instance, you could tell your audience
about members of a small tribe in the forests of Burma who survived persecution by the ruling junta. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 277 21/10/13 11:38 AM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. Consider the attention-getters mentioned in Chapter 10—particularly one of the following:
incorporate a striking statement, use a little bit of humor, or take the opportunity to let listeners know that you’re one of them. Either way, you stole. Designer Jerilyn Bockorick and her team at Nesbitt Graphics did a wonderful job with the design and layout of the book, consistently using their visual and bookmaking skills to blend illustrations and
text to achieve truly inspired results. When you are presenting to a camera, a good general rule is to speak at about the same volume as you would when addressing a group seated in a conference room. I would have made a lot of stuff up and been very self-congratulatory and self-righteous about what a wonderfully dramatic speech I gave, but how I
neither lived nor believed none of it. • Test the size of visual aids. This can be especially effective if you use it as a subpoint to engage listeners’ imaginations and place them in the middle of what you’re describing. For example, if the leader of a charitable organization asks you to give a speech at an awards dinner, you would need to ask how many
people will be attending: Seven to ten people? Indicate six steps you can take to enhance your own credibility. The idea behind appropriate language is that words have tremendous power to influence the ways people think of, feel about, and treat each other; thus, it is important to avoid—as often as possible—words that could cause harm or pain to
others, especially in terms of a person’s or a group’s identity. Know what you owe, and take the responsibility to make payments on time. The size and setup of the speech setting can help you determine how best to use proxemics. In this chapter, we focus on organizing the body of your speech—the part where you present your main points and
support them with examples, narratives, testimony, and other materials. source In models of communication, a person who creates and sends a message to receivers. Research can also be a good way to find out how other individuals or groups may have handled similar problems. Critical thinking refers to the analysis and evaluation of ideas based on
reliability, truth, and accuracy. • Attention-getter. He is watching over us as we drive his youngest daughter to school every morning. How you say something is often as important as what you say. Narrow Your Topic Once you’ve determined your rhetorical purpose, think about which aspects of your topic you want to cover in your speech—in other
words, how will you narrow your topic so that you fulfill your rhetorical purpose? How much information do you retain if you pay little attention to your instructors in class? Consider Crystal, a student who gave a persuasive speech opposing abortion. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 455 11/6/13 2:43 PM 456 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public
Speaking • Highlight takeaways. For example, in a special occasion speech known as a eulogy, a surviving relative of the deceased said the following: He is watching over us now, listening to me give a speech I wish I never had to give. Steil, “Listening Training: The Key to Success in Today’s Organizations,” in Listening in Everyday Life: A Personal
and Professional Approach, ed. They faced not only prejudice and doubts about their ability but also hostile conditions. If a specific event listed in the program gets off to a late start, or if one of the speakers uses up more time than the program has allotted, then the entire event can quickly go off the rails. At the turn of the millennium, Nexia began
implanting spider genes into goats in order to breed “spider goats” capable of producing spider silk in large enough quantities for commercial use. For example, in a speech on nuclear energy, you might say, “Jesse showed us how to save money by cutting back on meat in our diet, and now I would like to show how we can all save money on our utility
bills.” You might also be able to relate common experiences of online students to concepts in your speech. You’ll want to express your happiness that your brother has found a loving spouse as well as give voice to everyone’s wish that the new couple will share a long and joyous life together. Is it stealing if you use your own words but not necessarily
your own ideas? For example, suppose a classmate advocated a thousand-dollar scholarship for all students who serve in student government and asked the class to sign a petition supporting this policy. The following information is typically needed: • Name of the author and his or her credentials • Title of the article or book chapter if the work
appears in a newspaper, a periodical, an anthology, or online • Source (name of the book, magazine, or newspaper) • Date of the publication • Volume number (for periodicals) • Publisher and city of publication (for books) • Page number where the evidence appears • URL for Internet sources Many computer-based library indexes now allow you to
export the citations for your research sources by cutting and pasting the citation into a Word file. For example, you would run out of time long before you could discuss everything there is to know about your major, culture, or favorite sport. To further explain this distinction, let’s briefly consider how both science and communication researchers
define listening and hearing. For example, in a speech on the hazards of texting while driving, the statement that the average “eyes-off-the-road time” for sending a text message is equivalent to “traveling the length of a football field at 55 mph without looking at the roadway” is a compelling analogy. But before we move forward, we wish to
emphasize that it’s essential for you to check with your speech instructor on his or her requirements for outlining in your speech course. If your instructor allows time for a longer exchange, don’t hesitate to honestly (and respectfully) express your response to the speech. Handled skillfully, a presentation speech can inspire intense emotion in listeners
and even move them to dedicate themselves to the award recipient’s work. Petty and J. Hecht (Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press, 1990), 163. Establish your credibility. Expert testimony consists of statements made by credible sources who have professional or other in-depth knowledge of a topic. General Advantages This first group of advantages
applies to both prerecorded and realtime presentations. When they do not provide the full text, indexes often supply an abstract, or a summary of the article’s contents. Their latitude of acceptance may include not just a supportive vote but also a willingness to give their time to your campaign. Johnston, J. So honey, don’t try to label or define me
’cause I’m not what I was ten years ago or ten minutes ago. Then organize the information you plan to use to support that point into two to five key ideas, which will become your main points. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 206 12/09/13 7:07 PM Conducting Library Research 207 Government Documents If your topic relates to government activities,
laws, or regulations, government documents can provide useful information for your speech. Matthew Scott, previously cited, notes that credit bureaus assign you a credit score, which is “your economic report card to the rest of the world.” That score will “determine the interest rates you pay for many forms of credit and insurance.” He also notes
that prospective employers will check your credit score and use that number to decide whether or not you are responsible. After all, not many people are wrongly imprisoned, so why should her audience members take time out of their busy lives to lobby state governments for a new policy? Tone The tone of your speaking voice derives from pitch—the
highs and lows in your voice. And baby, when I say way uptown, I mean way, way, way, way, way, way, way, WAY uptown. Schraagen, “On the Passage of Time: Temporal Differences in Video-Mediated and Face-to-Face Interaction, International Journal of Human-Computer Studies 62, no. Eleanor concluded that these aspects of her audience’s
background would undoubtedly affect their attitudes about the cost of education and what they would be willing to spend. What happens if you fail to present a solid conclusion to your speech? Wanzer, A. To accomplish this goal, provide one sentence or a short paragraph that indicates why the audience should take an interest in your topic. Jean
wisely simplified things by first narrowing the broad topic of “treatment” to the more specific term “gene therapy.” She then simplified her topic further by describing a simple three-step process for introducing genes into cells to prevent disease. To further cover yourself, make sure you practice giving your speech without using the aids. But the
September 20, 2006, Seattle Post-Intelligencer suggests that they’re more concerned about the civil war in the Ivory Coast interfering with their supply of cocoa. • In Rio de Janeiro, it’s making a difference through the use of mapping technologies to identify safety concerns in ten of the city’s high-risk areas. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_368_401.indd 395
12/6/13 4:24 PM 396 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech Proxemics Proxemics—the use of space and distance between yourself and your audience—is related to physical movement. Each proposed solution will have strengths and weaknesses, and establishing criteria will help you select the best overall solution. Based on user feedback and our
own experiences, our large-scale vii 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 7 11/11/13 11:56 AM viii Preface changes include a new chapter on mediated presentations and videobased assessment that converges print and digital formats. You’d probably want to explain what tools are needed and what kinds of icings are appropriate for particular styles of
decoration. Thus, consider incorporating appropriate colloquialisms, a conversational tone, and even sentence fragments into your speeches. A story about how your friend failed to research the dress code of a company he was interviewing with and showed up in overly casual attire could leave a lasting impression on your listeners. Parks’s war—
repetition. Analogies can be literal, meaning that two entities in the same category are compared. Your choice of technique is crucial because it helps you decide how you’ll develop and organize the main points and supporting materials in your presentation. 2 (2012): 156. Next, you need to answer the question, “Why should we listen to you?
12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 340 09/10/13 3:08 PM Differences between Oral and Written Language 341 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE You may have noticed that words and sentences can come across quite differently when you hear them spoken aloud, as opposed to when you read them to yourself. In August
1963, a whopping 250,000 people gathered near the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., to hear Martin Luther King Jr. deliver his “I Have a Dream” speech,19 an address that instantly excited the imaginations of people around the world. Your introduction creates a first impression both of you as a speaker and of your message. Drawings enable
you to emphasize certain details about your topic. 04/11/13 8:43 PM A-18 appe n dix
Additional Sample Speeches last ding-dong of doom has clanged and faded from the last worthless rock hanging tideless in the last red and dying evening, that even then there will still be one more sound: that of his puny inexhaustible voice, still talking. But unlike
a speech of introduction, a presentation speech usually celebrates the person, organization, or cause being honored—whether it’s a service commendation for a teacher at a local PTA meeting, an award at a sports team banquet, or even a lifetime achievement award for an Emmy. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 247 27/09/13 4:24 PM 248 chap t e r
8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech To avoid this scenario, select a smaller number of supporting materials (most should take between fifteen and thirty seconds to present), and focus on the materials that best develop your main points. How important is audience analysis in using humor to start a speech? See disclosure, full connotative
meanings, 344–45 constructive criticism, 113–14 content-oriented listening, 100 context considering, in topic selection, 171 explaining, for statistics, 240 taking evidence out of, 76–78 Coolidge, Calvin, 23 core beliefs, 528–29 CQ Electronic Library/CQ Weekly, 208 credibility, personal (ethos) building, 548–49 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 3 I ND
E X i-3 elements of, 547 establishing, in introduction, 292–93 losing, 549–51 overview, 546 value of evidence and, 191 word choice and, 340 credibility of sources choice of supporting materials and, 244 criteria for evaluating: expertise, 197; objectivity, 197–98; observational capacity, 198–99; overview, 196– 97; recency, 199–200 Internet research
and: overview, 210–12; social media and Wikipedia, 214–15; Web sites, 212–14 criteria-application pattern of organization, 534–36 critical thinking, 27–28 critiques, speech, 112–14 cultural diversity, 24–27 culturally relative ethics, 71 Davis, Viola, 612 decoding, in linear communication model, 20 defeated listening, 111–12 definitions as method of
informing, 472–73 as supporting materials, 236–37 De inventione (Cicero), 39 delivering your speech introduction, 369–70 modes of delivery: impromptu speaking, 376–78; memorizing from a manuscript, 373–74; overview, 370–71; reading from a manuscript, 371–73; speaking from an outline, 374–76 nonverbal delivery skills: eye contact, 388–92;
gestures, 392–94; personal appearance, 398–99; physical movement, 394–95; proxemics, 396–97 27/11/13 7:24 PM i-4 INDEX delivering your speech (continued ) tailoring delivery to encourage active listening, 111 verbal delivery skills: articulation, 384; overview, 378; pausing, 386–88; projection, 383–84; pronunciation, 385–86; rate, 381–83; tone,
380–81; volume, 379–80 delivery, in canons of rhetoric, 40 delivery reminders, 328 demographics, audience dimensions of: age, 132; education and occupation, 139–41; financial resources, 139; gender composition, 132–33; overview, 130–32, 142–43; political affiliation, 141–42; race and ethnicity, 135–36; religion, 136–38; sexual orientation, 134–35;
socioeconomic background, 138–39 informative presentations and, 494 presentation aids and, 422–23 demonstration, 477–79 denotative meanings, 343–44 description, 473–77 designated leaders, 624, 626 detailed outline. problem-cause-solution pattern A speech organizational pattern that identifies a problem, explains the problem’s causes, and
proposes one or more solutions, which often include asking an audience to support a policy or take a specific action. Hearing Processing What You’ve Heard Retaining What You’ve Processed Listening Styles The Culprits Behind Poor Listening Unprocessed Note Taking Nonlistening Interruptive Listening Agenda-Driven Listening Argumentative
Listening Nervous Listening Becoming a Better Listener Filter Out Distractions Focus on the Speaker Show That You Are Listening Maximizing Your Audience’s Listening Anticipate Ineffective Listening before Your Speech Encourage Active Listening during Your Speech Listening When You are in the Audience Chapter Review5. Solicit Feedback

through an Alternative Medium Finally, you may decide to get listener reactions from someone who is observing your audience in their location. For example, if a speaker were arguing that a city should budget money to renovate one of its crumbling historic neighborhoods, the speaker would first define the criteria for a “historic neighborhood,” then
discuss how the city’s neighborhood is historic and therefore worth renovating. Kennedy and your listeners are too young to have lived through the event, you’ll want to provide a fuller explanation than you would for an older audience. Remember that you need to be the center 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 419 09/10/13 3:45 PM 420 chap t e r 1
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Using Presentation Aids of attention, not your slides. What does that mean for us? During the next council meeting, Leticia presented her plan. A well-organized speech also features coordination. ?” Social Science Computer Review 27, no. Explain each one. How can you determine the credibility of information presented on a Web site? Wilson
and C. What kinds of public speaking situations are you exposed to on a daily basis? In response, she merely smiled and moved on to another question. Each main point covers a particular point in the chronology. Nonverbal delivery skills involve the use of physical behaviors to deliver a speech. Tell a Story or an Anecdote. Most people love a good
story, so opening with one can be a compelling yet comfortable way to begin your speech. Using narrative effectively takes careful thought and preparation. She was a warrior with the soft armor of a seamstress; a warrior with the powerful weapon of the Sunday school teacher; a warrior wearing a warrior’s helmet made of a crown of perfectly coiled
braids; a soldier whose tank in this battle was a city bus; an improbable warrior leading an unlikely army of waitresses, and street sweepers, and shopkeepers, and auto mechanics; a warrior protected in this army by the piercing weapons of love and nonviolence, more powerful than any weapons or any army before or since. Prepare for Your
Interview First, determine what you want to find out through an interview. The source must encode the message, meaning that he or she chooses verbal and nonverbal symbols to express the ideas. Who or what would be a credible source to possibly induce you to rethink your position? This feedback, perhaps in the form of comments on your outline
or a list of the standards he or she uses for grading, will help you improve your speech and reduce the stress of not knowing how it will be evaluated.13 You can also gain confidence by practicing your speech. Consider writing “KEY POINT” or “EMPHASIS!” to remind yourself to use inflections or gestures to highlight an important idea. • 1. In Greek
mythology, the Cyclops gave Hades an invisibility helmet to give him an advantage when battling the Titans. • of examples and We know that we will be winning Mrs. Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech Why Use Supporting Materials? PGTKs are filled with small doses of chemotherapy and are studded with aptamers on the outside.
23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 5 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-6 glossary culturally relative The recognition that ideas about ethical behavior sometimes differ from society to society. More current research indicates that three techniques can reduce speech anxiety. You also want to emphasize common ground during mediated workplace or community
presentations. Except for a bandage on his tiny chest, it was difficult to tell that Trey had recently experienced open-heart surgery. And where we had thought to be alone, we shall be with all the world. If you were to give a speech on the nature of working outlines, what would your main points be? They are experts at tracking down hard-tofind
information and thus can be amazingly helpful and knowledgeable about the resources available on your topic. Watch Out for Superficial Listeners. Audience members who pretend to pay attention but who are in fact distracted by internal or external noise (such as wandering thoughts, cell phones, or conversation) are engaged in superficial
listening. Rowan, “A New Pedagogy for Explanatory Public Speaking: Why Arrangement Should Not Substitute for Invention,” Communication Education 44, no. And they’re loyal, eventually taking three additional loans, on average, with the bank that gives them their first card.” • Companies use “sucker rates” to induce students to apply for credit.
What five types of topics for informative speeches are offered in the chapter? With several presentations under your belt, you may begin to find opportunities to personalize your approach to speech assignments—that is, to develop a style that works best for you. Therefore, you should always look toward the camera (or a visual, like a small stuffed
animal taped to the top) while presenting; you do not want it to appear that you are gazing off into space.23 While speaking, imagine 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 452 11/6/13 2:43 PM Optimizing Delivery and Messages in Mediated Presentations 453 your audience in front of you. Audience members who discover that a speaker has deceived
them seldom believe anything that person said—and they rarely do what he or she asked of them. Because of his inattention to location, Loren’s speech was literally too painful to hear! 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 127 12/09/13 7:00 PM 128 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis Loren failed to consider the acoustics of his speech location. How well
does she follow the guidelines for using supporting materials that are discussed in this chapter? Burgoon, L. Not all video clips are useful. expert definition A type of support that provides the meaning of a term as presented by a person who is a credible source of information on a particular topic. Off-campus sources—such as high-ranking members
of political organizations, government agencies, businesses, nonprofit entities, and community groups or clubs—can also prove useful. For a look at the video of this presentation, go to the following URL: .youtube.com/watch?v=87RcmiEFcZk3. What if you are delivering your speech and your audience seems confused, lost, or hostile? This statement
conveys the “bottom line” of your speech—the ultimate message that all the points in your speech support. Arrange your main points in a pattern that will best convey your ideas to the audience. And since you’ll be teaching your audience, you need to be confident that you know your topic thoroughly. periodical A weekly, monthly, quarterly, or
annual publication, including scholarly journals and news and topical-interest magazines. Look for anything in your listeners’ backgrounds and characteristics that may 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 496 09/10/13 3:46 PM Developing Your Informative Speech 497 make it difficult for them to understand the explanation or description you’re
planning to offer in your speech. Adopt the Persona of a Presenter. In this type of speech, you’re not just announcing the conferring of an award or honor; you’re also presenting it. hasty generalization Misusing logic and deceiving an audience by asserting that a piece of evidence—one that applies to a limited number of cases—applies to all cases.
In such cultures, people don’t consider working together or paraphrasing without attribution to be cheating or any other form of unethical behavior. In your speeches, careful preparation can help you avoid credibility-draining mistakes. Take the example of the 2013 debate on solutions for the federal budget deficit. Besides enabling you to collect
your thoughts, it reinforces the seriousness of your subject because it shows that you’re choosing your words carefully. If your research reveals that a fact is supported by a consensus of 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 530 25/10/13 2:50 PM Ethical Persuasion 531 credible sources, you can confidently use that fact in your speech. And thanks to
Visa, we are still paying for our wedding every month! We have saved money with some of the suggestions I will present today, and you can do the same. Herzberg, The Rhetorical Tradition (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 1990), 35. (New York: Harper & Row, 1978), 2. Women also actively participated in the American Anti-Slavery Society, holding
offices and delivering public lectures. She could add even more credibility by consistently including the author’s name and credentials. One useful tip is to combine moderate movement with the panning approach to eye contact, discussed earlier in this section. Consider incorporating such stories as attentiongetters or when you want to show how
concepts play out in the real world. Graphs are especially useful when presenting a great deal of statistical evidence. Speaker’s credibility V. Consider whether they may have any political or economic interest that compromises their objectivity.22 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 212 10/10/13 12:40 PM Using the Internet 213 The Virtual Chase, a
Web site established to teach legal professionals about online research, offers the following additional guidelines for assessing the credibility of Internet information:23 • How credible are the Web sites linked to and from the site? Before conducting such an interview, review the tips in Chapter 15. Must trans. Bell, Critical Thinking as Described by
Psychologists. The next day, the company makes you an offer. He might come back with the paper, but he could just as easily end up digging in your flower bed or eating a neighbor’s chicken. A diagram is a drawing that details an object or action, as well as arrangements and relations among its parts. Speeches that praise, celebrate, memorialize, or
otherwise commemorate special occasions have a long history. Unprocessed note takers physically hear words, but they don’t listen—that is, actively process and retain them. It is not a fact until you prove it to the audience. While doing careful analysis of his audience’s educational backgrounds, Roy realized that the commission members actually
knew very little about the necessary zoning issues. • Highlight common ground with the audience. A third type of audience is the neutral audience, which has neither negative nor positive opinions about you or your message. Evaluate Your Notes Immediately after the interview, check your notes to see whether you wrote down all the responses you
may want to use in your speech. In the second example, the speaker has rewritten the main point to make both subpoints subordinate. Each type strongly influences how you deliver your speech. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 485 09/10/13 3:46 PM 486 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking Remember that though you will not be able to describe all
of a person’s life experience in a single speech, you can use life events to make a larger point about a person’s character—what kind of person he or she is. Here we examine three techniques you can use to obtain that information: surveying, interviewing, and observing. Hitt, and H. If you use a word processor to create the outline, double-space and
select a large font size. bandwagon fallacy See ad populum (bandwagon) fallacy. gesture A hand, head, or face movement that emphasizes, pantomimes, demonstrates, or calls attention to something. By looking into your listeners’ eyes, you can discern how they’re feeling about the speech (fascinated? These suggestions will help you when
recording classroom speeches as well as out-of-class presentations, such as a video for a scholarship application or a sales presentation your employer might require. For the majority of the speech, the speaker “has the floor.” Public speaking is audience centered. In public speaking, the presenter chooses his or her message with the audience’s
interests and needs in mind. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 554 25/10/13 4:45 PM Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning behind Your Message 555 Characterize Your Evidence Accurately. Carefully word your claim so that it accurately reflects what your evidence proves. Suppose that for your job, you make a comprehensive training video for new
employees. Incorrect word choice can confuse listeners or undermine your credibility. Though he was an experienced hunter and certified in the safe handling of firearms, he lied because he (ironically) thought it would give him more credibility. When you speak before a live audience, however, you can get immediate feedback, which would be
virtually impossible for a writer. Some people, on the other hand, argue that efforts to encourage the use of appropriate language often go too far. Panning with extended eye contact gives your audience the sense that you’re looking at each listener, even if you aren’t. We are enlisted Parks and pledging that the state in this war. In other words, you
can’t always be certain that your search will generate the information you need. Matsumoto, M. Some good examples follow: • “To inform my audience about the events at a Portuguese festa” • “To persuade my audience to drink milk produced by our state’s dairy farms” • “To honor the first responders and volunteers who helped our community
recover in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy You can use your specific purpose to guide which ideas you should develop in your speech. Your library may also have indexes for your local newspaper and papers from large cities in your region. Zwarun, “College Student Web Use, Perceptions of Information Credibility, and Verification Behavior,”
Computers and Education 41.3 (November 2003): 271–90. yearbook A reference work that is updated annually and contains statistics and other facts about social, political, and economic topics. For example, you might note that on the first day of the semester, the classroom is so full that students are sitting on the floor. Sullivan, “How Search
Engines Rank Web Pages,” Search Engine Watch, July 31, 2003, . The celebrity has effectively formed a crowd with a lot of mass. How would they compare to the main points of a speech about the nature of speaking outlines? In one or two sentences, emphasize your most relevant credentials (resist any urge to go over your entire résumé or life
history!), making sure to adopt a modest, nonsuperior tone. To review some of Twain’s more famous after-dinner speeches, see B. DeNoon, “Drink More Diet Soda, Gain More Weight?” June 13, 2005, http:// www.webmd.com/content/article/107/108476.htm#. Finally, consider how you might make particularly abstract ideas more understandable to
your listeners during your presentation. • Jot down ideas as they occur, wherever they fit on the paper. Preview your main points. Some may be apathetic and simply not interested in you or your ideas. In addition, libraries allow you access to strong evidence and credible sources that are not available on Web sites. As we discuss in Chapter 5, your
audience may be hostile, sympathetic, or neutral toward the topic of your speech, and you should adjust your thesis depending on which audience type you are addressing. Because physical modeling often requires the use of props and visual aids, be sure to practice with the aids before giving your speech. 5. Each main point discusses an important
similarity or difference. You’ll need to tread carefully to deliver the most effective speech possible. In speech parlance, this is sometimes referred to as thinking about the call of the question/topic. example A sample or an instance that supports or illustrates a general claim. 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 61 06/12/13 3:17 PM 62 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech Even if you do make a serious mistake during your speech, do not give up. Do I have questions or comments of my own about it—or even a different point of view? Surely you have experienced lecturers who do exactly that; knowing that their audience must remain present, they assume they don’t have to work as hard to
capture the audience’s attention. The temptation to lift and use text from a Web site can be overwhelming, but doing so without attribution is stealing. As leader, you will participate in the final decision, but your leadership role does not entitle you to make the decision for the group. Sometimes an external authority selects a designated leader to help
the group move quickly forward 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 624 25/10/13 4:57 PM 625 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 625 25/10/13 4:57 PM 626 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication with its mission. Think of your after-dinner speech as a kind of performance, and understand that—like all performances—this one will benefit from lots of
practice and polish. Royal and D. Audience members reacted differently to the word “protection,” with some reminded of the heroic efforts and sacrifice of police officers featured in the news, and others thinking of recent reports of excessive police violence and corruption. you don’t. For example, for the blackboard in this room to be visible, light
must travel toward it. Although many of the previous suggestions about delivery mechan‑ ics apply here as well, there are some additional tips and suggestions 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 462 11/7/13 9:45 AM Special Considerations for Real-Time Presentations 463 unique to real-time technology, including practicing with your equipment to
make sure it works, selecting a robust Internet connection, using group chat/video and screen sharing, creating opportunities for audience interaction, and soliciting feedback through an alternative media form. Are there any changes you would advise him to make? See working outline diagrams, 412–13 diction. Identify and describe at least one
internal and one external barrier to effective listening. Here is an example of how this pattern could be used to 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 532 06/12/13 3:08 PM Organizing Your Persuasive Speech 533 persuade classmates that a campus smoking ban caused a decrease in smoking and exposure to smoke compared to the previous policy, which
allowed outdoor smoking on campus:25 thesis The campus smoking ban decreased smoking and exposure to secondhand smoke. For example, you might include more humor or anecdotal references to engage your audience. In most classroom settings (as well as many settings outside of class), speaking extemporaneously from an outline will allow
you to achieve the best possible results. Bush, Fred Armisen’s Barack Obama, Tina Fey’s Sarah Palin, or Amy Poehler’s Hillary Clinton) from Saturday Night Live. These librarians are career professionals who are hired to assist students and faculty with their research. Also, treat other speakers’ ideas with respect. Then write
06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 165 12/09/13 7:03 PM 166 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic whatever comes to mind when you think about that first idea. Worse, it also suggests that being increasingly amiable with other members of a group can eliminate independent, critical thinking, and replace it with groupthink.3 If one person advocates a
course of action in your group and everybody else nods in agreement, try to broaden the discussion before moving the group toward making a final decision. In a similar vein, speech signposts inform audiences about the direction and organization of a presentation. 9. Demographics—a term that’s originally from the world of public relations and
marketing—refers to certain characteristics of your listeners.2 For example, demographics can include age, gender composition, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, religious orientation, socioeconomic background, and political 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 130 12/09/13 7:00 PM 131 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 131 12/09/13 7:00 PM 132
chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis affiliation. Though the presentation is primarily informative, it may also contain a bit of persuasive power. Small groups offer important advantages over individual efforts. Refer to your assignment description or ask your instructor which of these steps you will be responsible for, and emphasize them in your
preparation. If you are taking an online public speaking class, you may even be asked to come to campus to deliver your speeches in person. Panel Discussion In a panel discussion, group members sit at a table and speak as if conversing among themselves, while the audience watches and listens. His church choir had made a DVD of its best work,
which featured Marshawn singing a solo. Hargie, Skilled Interpersonal Communication: Research, Theory and Practice (New York: Routledge, 2011), 179–81. Needless to say, their love and patience have sustained us through all our collaborations. Handley and B. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 154 12/09/13 7:00 PM Situational Audience Analysis
155 Finally, consider seeking out literature about your audience members. 25/10/13 4:45 PM 578 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion • Anna consistently uses research sources to support her points. 3 (2012): 169–75. A value claim attaches a judgment (such as good, bad, moral, or immoral) to a subject. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 512
15/11/13 9:08 AM The Nature of a Persuasive Speech 513 THE NATURE OF A PERSUASIVE SPEECH In a persuasive speech, your goal is to affect your audience members’ beliefs, attitudes, or actions, while also advocating fact, value, or policy claims. The atmosphere in a panel discussion is usually more casual than that in a symposium, as panelists
may interact with the speaker and make comments or ask questions. Mongeau, “Another Look at Fear-Arousing Persuasive Appeals,” in Persuasion: Advances through Meta-Analysis, ed. Fisher, Human Communication as Narration: Toward a Philosophy of Reason, Value, and Action (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1987). Convey
questions and opinions politely, focus on the content of the speech itself, and scrupulously avoid attacking the speaker’s character. Ad Populum (Bandwagon) Fallacy. You’ve committed the ad populum (bandwagon) fallacy if you assume that a statement (“The earth is ten thousand years old,” “Young people are less politically active today than they
were fifty years ago,” “Gun control would reduce the murder rate”) is true or false simply because a large number of people say it is. Or perhaps you’ve heard a sales pitch or an ad slogan that seemed lame 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 144 12/09/13 7:00 PM Identifying Prior Exposure 145 initially and only more so every subsequent time? Create a
quick outline showing how you would do it. Evaluate how well he uses evidence and reasoning to build his case. External sources include nearby loud noises, while internal sources might include wandering thoughts of the source or receiver. Here are several important considerations: • Thoroughly document all your sources. Think about the times
you’ve been moved by a speech marking a special occasion. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 425 09/10/13 3:45 PM 426 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids • Test the legibility of visual aids. narrative A story a speaker tells to share information and capture an audience’s attention. Neuman, “Nutrition Plate Unveiled, Replacing Food Pyramid,”
New York Times, June 3, 2011, B3. Next, remember to examine audience demographics—particularly those most likely to influence your listeners’ interest and disposition toward your topic. In Minh’s experience, effectively selling Volvo station wagons to men and women required two very different approaches.3 To appeal to men, Minh emphasized
the cars’ turbocharged engines, high-performance tires, and special detailing. Primary Research Group, The Survey of American College Students: Who Goes to the College Library and Why? Groups with a heavy emphasis on these roles may experience incomplete findings, infighting, and dissension. Some search results include full text articles. To
provide constructive criticism—feedback a speaker can use to improve his or her skills—strive to understand what the presenter is trying to accomplish. Introductions and Conclusions Introducing Your Speech Gain Your Audience’s Attention Try Video Activity 10.1: “Anecdote (Personal) in an Informative Introduction.” Signal Your Thesis Show Your
Audience What’s in It for Them Establish Your Credibility Preview Your Main Points Try Video Activity 10.2: “Attention-Getter, Support, Creative Preview.” Concluding Your Speech Transition to Your Conclusion Summarize Your Main Points Finish with a Memorable Clincher Try Video Activity 10.3: “Clincher: Evokes Response.” Chapter Review Video
Activity 10.4: “Full Introduction: Attention-Getter, Thesis, and Preview” and “Full Conclusion.”11. For example, all Americans of white European descent don’t necessarily feel the same way about affirmative action. I had to go somewhere . Decide whether you want your audience members to understand, believe, feel, or do something in particular
about your topic after they listen to your speech. Make sure to observe the following: prepare your questions ahead of time, show up at the interview location as scheduled, observe appropriate grooming habits, and be friendly. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 213 12/09/13 7:07 PM 214 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech • Does the site weigh
arguments for both sides of an issue? Do they appear engaged? mobile audience An audience that is not bound to sit or stand for the duration of a speech. SELECTING THE RIGHT MODE OF DELIVERY Imagine yourself standing before an audience, preparing to make an address. BEDFORD INTEGRATED MEDIA Print + Digital = Solved Part of
your book is online, where video, audio, and activities with immediate feedback are possible. We showed how people can be unethical in public speaking, mainly through lying, using half-truths, and causing false inferences. For instance, ask a classmate, friend, or roommate to view a poster or projected slide from a distance and tell you whether he or
she can see everything on it. Imagine that you are about to give a speech to a group of total strangers you know little about. To avoid this scenario, look at the syllabi for all your courses early in the semester to see when major assignments are due. Contrary to an ethnocentrism of judging other groups against a dominant Western model other cultures
are not considered inferior only different.” 2. Still, remember that there are at least two sides to every issue, as well as multiple solutions and perspectives to consider. That “something” could be any of the following: 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 472 09/10/13 3:46 PM Techniques for Informing • • • • • 473 An object—for example, “What is a
bicycle derailleur?” A person or group—for instance, “Who are the Hmong people?” An event—such as, “What was the ‘the Play’ in college football?” A process—for instance, “What is reverse engineering?” An idea or concept—for example, “What is obscenity?” As we discuss in Chapter 8, there are four different types of definitions. Explain what is
meant by rhetorical purpose. A source is more likely to be suspect when it uses biased language (see Chapter 12) or denigrates those with opposing viewpoints. So if spider silk is indeed the strongest fiber on earth, why haven’t we taken advantage of this miracle material before? Help Organize the Group’s Presentation. Does your group need to
present its conclusions? • And so, perhaps what we are celebrating today—in addition to the fight, the noble fight—is how it was fought. For example, in a presentation in which a speaker advocated greater freedom in doctor selection for health 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 569 25/10/13 4:45 PM 570 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion
maintenance organization (HMO) patients, she used the following emotional appeal: Trey McPherson was born with half of his heart shrunken and nearly useless, a condition that causes most children to die in infancy. Comparison Pattern A comparison pattern organizes the speech around major similarities and differences between two events,
objects, or situations. We further explored how the listening process works, how information is retained, the types of listening styles, what causes ineffective listening, and how to improve your listening skills both as a speaker and as an audience member. Only later did people start calling it the “I Have a Dream” speech. In these situations, the first
postspeech comment from an audience member has consistently been a supportive statement about the speaker’s effort to recover. ethical absolutism The adoption of a code of behavior to which a person adheres in all circumstances. The same way your sources of evidence do—by showing that you have relevant experience and education and that
you’ve thoroughly researched the subject area of your speech. Alan Blair, director of credit management for the New England Educational Loan Marketing Corporation, in a 1998 report on the corporation’s Web site, notes serious consequences for students who cannot balance monthly expenses and debts, including “poor credit ratings, inability to
apply for car loans or a mortgage, collection activity, and at worst, a bankruptcy filing.” • Don’t let this happen to you. Well, heavy immune responses cause rejection of artificial medical implants, thus making bio-steel a • By outlining much more successful option than any previous materials. Ethical speakers must also ensure that the language they
select accurately describes the ideas they are discussing. If Megan thus wanted to know the range of dental problems her audience members had experienced, she could best find out through an open-ended question. Begin by thinking carefully about the precise nature of the question or topic you have been asked to address. Through effective style,
speakers state their ideas clearly, make their ideas memorable, and avoid bias. Currently, companies are trysolution. Go through a dry run, using and sharing any slides or video you plan to use in the speech. Varian, “How Much Information?” School of Information Management and Systems, University of California at Berkeley, 2003,
.sims.berkeley.edu/research/projects/how-much-info-2003/. But definitely express your genuine gratitude for the honor and for the people who helped you achieve it. Identify the speech’s general rhetorical 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 113 12/6/13 9:56 PM 114 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills purpose—to inform, persuade, or mark a special
occasion—as well as its specific purpose. Make sure to clarify such expectations before preparing your speech. To get the most from interviews, follow the steps discussed in this section. Representative examples of online indexes that can be used to research a wide variety of speech topics include the following: • Academic Search Premier. Still,
reading from a script has its disadvantages. Do first-person-shooter video games cause players to commit violent crimes? Lang and N. But before we jump into the process of preparing and delivering an effective speech, we will take a few moments to explore the field of public speaking itself. In addition, having recordings of your classroom speeches
allows you to provide prospective employers with a sample of your public speaking skills, much as you might provide them with a writing sample. Spence, and B. In explaining the steps required to prepare a horse for a trail ride, Patrick said, “Be very careful about how you tack up your horse—that is, how you put the bridle and saddle on.” He
guessed (correctly) that many of his listeners wouldn’t understand the phrase tack up. But Rosa Parks was also a warrior for the everyman and the everywoman. Our planets have remained in similar orbits, whereas many exoplanets’ orbits have significantly changed. In creating the first edition, we distilled our best practices while transmitting our
passionate commitment to the craft of public speaking. Z. moderator In a panel discussion, the person who introduces the panelists and facilitates the discussion. really is. Avoid standing in front of a sunny window or a bright light; otherwise, you will be in shadow. For example, in most classroom speeches, your instructor will require references to
research. Gaining experience, they improve on that strategy throughout their lifetime, particularly as new technologies change the nature of research. You need to help your listeners redirect their focus from these other matters to you and your message. View a few political impersonations (Will Ferrell’s George W. She established her credibility by
citing trusted researchers’ findings on the accuracy of DNA testing and the inaccuracy of eyewitness accounts (which typically lead to wrongful convictions). After your speech is under way, be sure to lower your voice as the room quiets down. For example: Either you must get an advanced degree immediately after you graduate or you’ll never find a
job in this difficult market. multitasking A distraction in which the audience is engaged in several different activities at once, often including the use of technological devices. Manufactured in the United States of America. Ian Sample, sci. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 4 04/11/13 8:43 PM no t e s N-5 Chapter 4 1.
05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 156 12/09/13 7:00 PM Chapter Review 157 CHAPTER REVIEW Let the audience drive your message. Some speech instructors may prefer using the term thesis statement when a speaker is advocating a position in a persuasive speech and the term topic statement when a speaker intends to inform or mark a special
occasion. For example, suppose you wanted to give a speech about sleep. Whether you are speaking in a classroom or in your community, it is inconsiderate to take more than the time allocated for your presentation. For example: “Animal experimentation is inhumane.” values People’s “core conceptions” about what is desirable for their own lives
and for society. Researching Your Speech Activity 7.1: “Roth, Emergency in the Emergency Room” 190 • Activity 7.2: “Citing Sources (Statistics and Testimony)” 200 • Activity 7.3: “Citing Sources (Statistics)” 222 • Activity 7.4: “Kruckenberg, John Kanzius and the Quest to Cure Cancer” 225 Chapter 8. An old adage still rings true here: “Less is
more.” Look for ways to pare down the details you present. Analogies An analogy is a comparison based on similarities between two phenomena, one that’s familiar to the audience and one that is less familiar. ethics A set of rules and values shared by a group to guide conduct and distinguish between right and wrong. Main Points I. He selected
high-stakes testing (tests for which failure has serious consequences, such as the inability to graduate or be promoted) as his speech topic, and narrowed that 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 179 12/09/13 7:03 PM 180 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic topic based on his own educational experiences. Recency Credible sources are also
characterized by recency, or timeliness. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 418 09/10/13 3:45 PM Using Technology Wisely 419 Use It to Unify a Mixed-Media Presentation. If you have many different types of aids (pictures, data graphs, lists, video, and audio), presenting them in a unified way helps keep the audience focused on your message. They
see it as an ethical violation, not to mention (in some circumstances) a possible violation of the law. The key to strengthening understanding is to anticipate the reasons why an idea may be difficult for audience members to grasp, and select supporting materials that will help them comprehend.1 For instance, let’s say you’re preparing a speech on
string theory for an audience of mostly liberal-arts students. When you stir your listeners’ feelings, you enhance your persuasive power. For example, you might discuss Amy Winehouse’s untimely death from alcohol poisoning after two successful and critically acclaimed records. When you begin preparing your delivery, think about your volume level.
She thought the topic was unusual enough to make an interesting presentation, and her instructor agreed and approved her choice. When it comes to giving speeches, word choice can matter far more than you might think. Every instructor has a list of “reruns” that he or she would prefer not to watch again. Only main point III relates to the specific
purpose. Instead, use it to highlight content you have already presented. Finally, focus on visual cues from your audience while delivering your speech to help you determine whether your volume level is appropriate, and adjust your volume as needed. That being said, the words truth and truthfully are fairly subjective and elude precise definition.
Consider Alan, a student who once gave a speech about the “physics of bowling.” He explained everything about bowling—including the science behind the holes drilled into the balls, the effect of the rotation and angle of the bowler’s arm on the ball’s momentum, and the ball’s impact on the pins. Whenever you see content. False inferences can also
occur accidentally, like when a speaker gathers insufficient data and therefore unknowingly presents an incomplete understanding of the speech topic to the audience. post hoc fallacy Incorrectly naming the cause of one event as the event that immediately preceded it. Adler, Attorney-in-Fact for Mandinka, Inc. Trustworthiness, dynamism, and
goodwill are also elements of a speaker’s credibility. But audience members also have a responsibility to demonstrate ethical behavior. Both the Democratic Party and President Obama realized they needed to recalibrate their message to show the necessity of affordable health care access in the face of economic uncertainty. Black’s Law Dictionary,
9th ed., s.v. “plagiarism.” 3. Wegener, “Perceptions of Source Efficacy and Persuasion: Multiple Mechanisms for Source Effects on Attitudes,” European Journal of Social Psychology 41, no. Objects Any object can be a visual aid. Consider the following two previews that Alexandra might use in her speech about judging competitive ice skating: weaker
preview The rules of judging and the ways you can judge, along with the many controversies about Olympic judges, are all interesting aspects of judging competitive skating. Your instructor will let you know if he or she prefers this alternative usage. Ajzen, Belief, Attitude, Intention, and Behavior: An Introduction to Theory and Research (Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley, 1975). Of course, speakers need to practice delivering from their outlines to give the best possible presentation. I have a solution that does not require drilling in Alaska or importing 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 283 27/09/13 4:35 PM 284 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions more oil from the Middle East. If the
interviewee has a limited amount of time, however, move on to your most important questions quickly. projection The act of “booming” one’s voice across a speaking forum in order to reach all audience members. For instance, your classmates may already believe that there are not enough healthy food and drink options in campus
17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 513 25/10/13 2:50 PM 514 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking vending machines. By making good choices at each step of the speech preparation process, you improve your chances of delivering a successful presentation. Check with your instructor in advance before using this type of interview to obtain evidence.
Sometimes referred to as “the speech before the speech,” this is a brief presentation designed to prepare an audience for the “main event”—a speaker, a performance, or an activity that will follow. Often, it’s easiest to talk to audience members you already know. For any answers you want to use in your speech, run them by the interviewee to make
sure you’re quoting or paraphrasing him or her accurately. Front- and Back-Load Your Main Message. Listeners tend to pay the most attention just after the beginning of a speech and just before the end. Name a practice on your campus that is legal but not necessarily ethical. Although the Internet can be a useful source of information, there are
also risks in using online sources. sexist language Language with a bias for or against a given gender. Ilardo, and J. Ensure that all movement remains within the range of the camera so that you do not move in and out of the screen. Asking them to sign a petition advocating open parking would most likely fall within their latitude of acceptance
because they probably support benefits for students, and petition signing requires little effort on their part. How would you distinguish the ways you can anticipate ineffective listening before you speak from the techniques you might use to deal with ineffective listening once you are speaking? Amber chose her major, theater arts, as her topic. If they
are interested in the topic, they will most likely follow the central route, resulting in more effective and longer lasting attitude change. Begin by stating the point you are making. For other words, you can ask for guidance from your instructors, classmates, coworkers, or friends who might be familiar with the term. full-text source The complete text
of an article linked within an online periodical index. These errors only highlight how disconnected a speaker is. These technological changes have created more options for public speakers to reach an audience. Then figure out how to overcome these forces of neutrality and get your listeners to support you—not oppose you. • Maintain an even rate of
speaking. Your listeners are also more likely to believe your claims if they know you have experience with the subject area. Today, chemotherapy is a mixture of many of those drugs. Then you could use statistics to argue that this cost is typical: “The College Board reports that the average cost of books and other course materials at four-year public
colleges in 2011–12 was $1,168.”14 Though useful, statistics also have disadvantages. DuBois, The Elizabeth Cady Stanton–Susan B. A special note to those who wear jewelry: avoid bangles or anything that can make noise, as this will be an audible distraction during your presentation. Evidence should support the points in your speech, which should
be your creation. For example, in a speech about the credibility of Wikipedia, you might quote a related joke from Stephen Colbert about the site: “It’s the first place I go when I’m looking for knowledge, or when I want to create some.”6 You can also quote an expert in the field as an attention-getter. We start by explaining the nature of a persuasive
speech, followed by the process of persuasion. However, they do allow for some of the benefits of a face-to-face speech. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 362 09/10/13 3:08 PM Choosing Respectful and Unbiased Language 363 Steer Clear of Unnecessary References to Ethnicity, Religion, Gender, or Sexuality When a person’s ethnicity, religion,
gender, or sexuality is not relevant to a point you are making, there’s no need to mention it in your speech. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 2 04/11/13 8:43 PM no t e s N-3 31. situational ethics The belief that proper ethical behavior can be informed by a person’s circumstances, especially if those circumstances are extreme or unusual. 470
16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 470 09/10/13 3:46 PM 16 informative speaking Effective informative speakers share accessible, understandable information in a compelling way. We have noted the problem of high student credit card debt, analyzed some of the causes 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 581 581 • Anna shows a visual aid here. Every
soldier. • examples to illustrate At thirty-eight, I got married in a white dress. Every element of that sequence—the music, the visuals, the credits for the movie’s title and cast—conveys information about the film and heightens your desire to see more. These examples qualitatively enrich the significance of her claims. It helps you expend nervous
energy, and it leaves you relaxed and limber on the day of your presentation. The travel involved can also place demands on participants’ time. You may summarize in a single compound sentence that covers each main point, or you may restate each main point in a complete sentence. The momentum is there to break through the barriers to ending
sexual violence and harassment in public spaces. Generally, because many aspects of life change constantly, newer evidence is more reliable than older evidence. 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 168 12/09/13 7:03 PM Selecting the Best Topic 169 Here are some tips for mind mapping:2 • Use images (sketches, doodles, symbols) in addition to words.
Spider silk is one of the strongest fibers known; it is incredibly fine and tough, and as the November 9, 2006, London Daily Mail tells us, “When woven into a fiber, it is weight-for-weight five times stronger than steel.” • So we know that the spider web, or spider silk, is tough, and over the past decade we found it to have both practical and medicinal
benefits for us. Because by your actions, celebrating Rosa you have given us our final marching orders. Let us work together for freedom and justice for all women and girls. was proven that when woven into a bulletproof vest, spider silk was stronger and more durable than the now-outdated Kevlar. For one thing, not all your listeners will interpret
the same gesture—a clenched fist, an open palm, a raised forefinger—in the same way.6 For example, some people see a fist as a symbol of violence, while others consider it a show of forcefulness or determination. You may want to develop your speaking outline only after you’ve practiced your speech extensively with your working outline. In fact, one
of the authors of this textbook joined in a ten-year study of listening patterns and found that poor retention of a speech was directly related to audience attentiveness during the presentation.8 This study also found that individuals with poor attention habits remembered only a fraction (25 percent or less) of what was said in a speech. Describe three
goals of persuasive speeches. figurative language Words and phrases that employ certain techniques to describe claims or ideas, in order to make them more clear, memorable, or rhetorically stylistic. The June 16, 2006, Science and Technology tells us that “spiders are incredibly hard to farm so silk can be 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 503 503
• Rachel’s attentiongetter includes stories and compelling facts. Because they lack expertise, lay sources should generally not be used to prove factual claims in a speech. Offer some specific examples of rhetoric playing a role in world events. (New York: Addison Wesley Longman, 2001), 136. In most cases, some listeners in a particular audience will
be hostile, others sympathetic, and still others neutral. A takeaway is a memorable phrase or sentence that captures the essence of your speech and can be repeated at key points in the speech. If you choose a topic that is often presented in student speeches—for example, the death penalty or legalization of marijuana—you must make sure to take a
fresh perspective or approach. decode To interpret a message by making sense of a source’s verbal and nonverbal symbols. 336 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 336 09/10/13 3:08 PM 12 language and style Choose your words carefully. First, check that your group has discussed and decided on the best approach for the presentation. If most
audience members are struggling to pay their rent, it will be difficult to persuade them to donate to a political campaign, eat 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 523 25/10/13 2:50 PM 524 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking organic food, or sign up for an elective class in pottery. Be certain that your audio aids will be loud enough and clear enough
(that is, free of static or other “noise”) for all your listeners to hear. • Thesis and advice to the graduates: be true to your authentic self. 229 WHY USE SUPPORTING MATERIALS? The Essential Guide to Presentation Software Allison J. For example, “I agree with Harry that our department’s 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 629 25/10/13 4:57 PM
630 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication holiday party is going to be a blast. It is important to learn about the audience members (or make educated guesses) before you select a topic and choose the ideas you will use to develop your topic. Prepare focused questions that he or she is in a unique position to answer, rather than general questions you
could easily address through your own research. Select the Best Solution Once your group has developed a number of potential solutions, evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each based on the criteria you’ve defined. spatial pattern A speech organization pattern in which the main points represent important aspects of a topic, thought of
as adjacent to one another in location or geography. TECHNIQUES FOR INFORMING Most informative speeches rely on one of the following techniques for conveying information: definition, explanation, description, demonstration, or narrative. Make Sure Your Aids Support Your Points Can your points be enhanced by specific images or sounds? For
more, see S. The clincher should take up only about thirty seconds in a five- to ten-minute speech. Link to YouTube video, .com/watch?v=DzLPIc3yt2k, posted January 10, 2010. What gave you this feeling? In the same vein, position a computer screen so that everyone can see it. If you are explaining the layout of a room, for example, a scale drawing
will provide your audience with a clearer image than would a recitation of the room’s dimensions. Then use a two-sided argument to show why you believe the support for your side outweighs the support for the other side. Select an issue that would be appropriate for a persuasive speech. For one thing, memorized presentations often come across as
slick and prepackaged, or “canned.” Listeners may view the speech as a stale performance delivered the same way every time, regardless of the audience. Use Proper Labeling and Indentation. Start each main point at the left margin of your working outline, and indicate each new main point with a roman numeral. Shop for a good rate and be careful
to read the fine print so you know what the rate really is. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 234 27/09/13 4:24 PM Types of Supporting Materials 235 A brief example is a short instance (usually a single sentence) used to support or illustrate your claim. power wording The unethical practice of paraphrasing evidence in a way that better supports
one’s own claim but misrepresents a source’s point of view. G. One speech asking audience members to serve as volunteer tutors began with the story of Hector, a twelveyear-old at risk of dropping out of school because he had fallen behind. The following strategies can help you exert maximum impact with your presentation aids. If any agencies are
“talking trash” about you with inaccurate information, be sure to have it corrected. Rowling imagined an invisibility cloak for Harry Potter. Explain the differences between a working outline and a speaking outline. INCORPORATING DEMOGRAPHICS In addition to considering situational characteristics, you also need to take demographics into
account. See physical movement multitasking, 450 narrative, as method of informing, 479–81 narratives. III. (See also latitude of rejection.) brainstorming A strategy for generating topic ideas in which a potential speaker lists every idea that comes to mind—without evaluating its merits—in order to develop a sizable list of ideas quickly.
Nevertheless, you can still deliver an effective speech at such times. His personal anecdote also helped demonstrate that he took his subject seriously. diagram A drawing that details an object or action, as well as arrangements and relations among its parts. • What is my answer or view? The more you’ve practiced your
11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 325 27/09/13 5:50 PM 326 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech speech, the more useful the speaking outline will be as a reminder while you’re delivering your speech. Without the Higgs field, an electron would have no mass. Look for opportunities to focus your wit or good-natured satire on something that
another speaker or a member of the audience has said. We have found that students who have a well-organized plan for speech preparation, and who devote enough time to following that plan, become more effective speakers than those who rely solely on natural talent and confidence. Hearing refers to passively receiving these stimuli; 12/09/13 6:56
PM Chapter Review 115 listening refers to how one processes and understands them. Thus, in a presentation speech, your role will be more fundamental than in a speech of introduction; you must provide your listeners with background and context for the honor to follow. As political speech, Bachmann’s comments were fully protected by the
Constitution, but that certainly did not make her speech ethically responsible. Note how these transitions both introduce a new point and signal the end of the previous point. Fraleigh, California State University–Fresno Speak Up offers a complete testing program, available for Windows and Macintosh environments. Watch as you present your speech
to the audience 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 59 12/09/13 6:42 PM 60 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech in the same way you would converse with a friend—natural and relaxed. “Science Café: What Is the Higgs Boson?” North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences, July 13, 2012, -higgs-boson. There’s no doubt about it: the more
carefully you process messages, the more likely you’ll remember what you heard—and retain it accurately. Researching materials for your speech offers you several important benefits. When selecting ideas, choose those that help you accomplish your specific purpose, and exclude those that are not 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 182 06/12/13 3:47
PM Drafting Your Thesis Statement 183 relevant. Assess Your Audience’s Knowledge and Abilities. If your audience members know little about the subject of your speech, they may become confused when faced with unknown jargon or too many technical details. Practice delivering your speech from your full outline several times, until the content
starts to feel familiar. Consider this excerpt from a speech entitled “My Hometown”: There are great restaurants in my town. What do these terms mean exactly? If you are planning to disseminate information to group members, be sure to iron out any wrinkles in your presentation beforehand. Consider other commitments as well, such as job, family,
and community responsibilities. See personal appearance argumentative listening as cause of ineffective listening, 105 monitoring, in audience, 111 Aristotle, 13, 38, 547 arrangement, in canons of rhetoric, 39 articulation, speech, 384 assignment, topic selection and, 169–71 assistants, as presentation aids, 408–9 asynchronous presentations.
Stumbling at times, yelling internally, “Help me,” happy, disillusioned, exhausted, fulfilled, knowing that I am giving all I am, all I really am, to this life. The middle line is millions of tons of plastic debris accumulating in our ocean, and the third line is radioactive material leaking from Fukushima nuclear power plant in the Pacific Ocean. According to
National Geographic News, November 20, 2008, Ulf Leonhardt, a visiting professor at the National University of Singapore, states that “it’s a question of the will and the money put into this field.” • Note where presentation aids will be used • Transition shows movement from one main point to the next 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 322  e have
seen how scientific research [transition W is proceeding. Through logos, you use credible evidence to support your claims. As you close your part of the presentation, make sure to briefly introduce the next speaker, making use of any connection between topics in your transition. If it is too brief, he or she may misinterpret the points you want to make
or, even worse, conclude that you haven’t put enough effort into preparing your speech. This can be a problem for public speakers, too—as a student named Henry discovered while giving a required persuasive speech in an advanced speech class. analogy A comparison based on similarities between two phenomena—one that is familiar to an
audience and one that is less familiar—that helps listeners use their existing knowledge to absorb new information. This is a transgenic goat that’s producing spider silk on a much larger scale than Charlotte ever could. 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 28 26/11/13 4:12 PM Public Speaking: A Dynamic Discipline 29 A Focus on Free and Ethical
Communication Public speaking also involves careful consideration of the rights and responsibilities that come into play when individuals are free to express their ideas in a public forum. 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 12 You heard me say it before—this happened last October, when Malala Yousafzai, a fourteen-year-old Pakistani girl, was shot by
an assailant who boarded her school bus. More study of this is needed. 25/10/13 4:45 PM Sample Persuasive Speech Many people in this class are carrying student loans, which will need to be paid back upon graduation. Worldview in turn influences how listeners respond to a speaker’s message. When preparing your speech, select words that your
audience will understand, use precise terms to express your ideas, and choose language that makes your speech come alive. The history of the Internet. Addressing a large audience, Berkeley stood before an immense screen and used it to show important text from his speech, along with graphic illustrations of the new technology. Early in the
semester, Sara received the first major assignment for her public speaking class: “Prepare a speech on a topic of interest to you and your audience.” Feeling panicked, Sara thought, “How on earth am I supposed to pick a topic?” While numerous possibilities floated through her mind, she wondered how she could make the best choice.
17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 516 25/10/13 2:50 PM The Nature of Persuasion 517 The Importance of Central Route Processing The positive effects of central route processing continue even after your speech. More important, where does your audience stand on the topic that you’re discussing in your speech? When giving a speech on a specific
sport, such as cricket, a novice speaker might try to cover the equipment required, the rules, techniques for playing well, and maybe even the sport’s history—way too much for the speaker to adequately cover or for listeners to remember. Kock, “Media Richness,” 121. The presenter effectively touched again on Hector’s story in her clincher:
10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 297 27/09/13 4:35 PM 298 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions Remember Hector, the boy who was on the verge of dropping out in sixth grade? Effective after-dinner speakers assume the role of entertainers and have a talent for amusing and delighting their audiences while occasionally making a more
serious point. How clear is the definition of plagiarism? Ethics can also vary across societies, making them culturally relative.1 For example, in some cultures, people consider knowledge to be something that is owned collectively rather than by individuals. pie chart (circle graph) Information arranged to resemble a sliced pie, which helps a speaker
clarify how proportions and percentages relate to one another and add up to a whole. In groups, discuss and rank the credibility of the following sources of information about this product: (a) a friend who has purchased the product, (b) a sales representative at the Apple Store, (c) an article by the technology editor of your local newspaper, (d) an
instructor in the music department at your college, (e) a Web site that ranks portable media players. If you are taking an online public speaking class in which you will be recording your speech assignments and submitting them to your instructor, you will be delivering a prerecorded speech. How is preparation for a face-to-face speech similar to that
for a mediated presentation? Try Video Activity 8.3, “Examples (Humorous).” Respect the Available Time Select supporting materials that you can comfortably fit into the time you have available for your speech. Negotiating your path through assumptions about socioeconomic status can be tricky business: labels like “rich,” “poor,” and “middle class”
are relative terms that carry little real meaning. Copley News Service, “Communication Skills Help Win, Keep Health-Care Job,” Fresno Bee, February 26, 2012. A hypothetical example is an imagined example or scenario you invite your audience to consider to help them follow a complicated point presented immediately afterward. Another way to use
causal reasoning effectively is to support the cause-effect link with evidence from credible sources. In either case, because the speech comes early in the term, you will not be expected to be familiar with all of the concepts in this book. Each speech you deliver is a learning experience. In most speech situations, an outline can help you further polish
your skills; even seasoned presenters find outlining highly useful! 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 306 27/09/13 5:50 PM  307 307 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 307 12/6/13 4:17 PM 308 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech The key function of all outlines is to clearly show the hierarchy of the ideas in your speech—what your main points are
and what material supports each of these main points. That’s the person who creates a testament like a trust or a will. Russakoff, “Building a Career Path Where There Was Just a Dead End,” Washington Post, February 26, 2007, A1. And if you’ve excelled at your job, perhaps you’ve been presented with an award, along with words of praise from your
boss, during a department meeting or party. I know this because I’ve lived with one of these myself. In that case, you would probably take a time-oriented approach, explaining your time constraints and setting reasonable expectations about what you can listen to and deliver. Explain the Significance and Background of the Award or Honor. Most
people in your audience will understand that they are there for the presentation of an award. The same article added that demand in the United States for nanotechnology-based medicines could grow to 39 billion dollars by 2011 and up to 82 billion dollars by 2016. Also known as external distractions. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 443 03/10/13
4:16 PM 444 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking Do-Overs. One benefit of prerecorded messages is the opportunity to do another “take” if your speech does not go well the first time. Denotative Meaning The denotative meaning of a word is its exact, literal dictionary definition. If a speaker argues that U.S. residents will eventually accept
mandatory health insurance because they accepted mandatory car insurance, the speaker is using comparison reasoning. For instance, a speaker might define Zoroastrianism in terms of how it is practiced by its followers: “According to the Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance, Zoroastrian worship ‘includes prayers and symbolic ceremonies.’
Rituals ‘are conducted before a sacred fire. We begin by discussing the importance of preparation. [transition Let’s begin by considering what it takes to make an object invisible.] • • Transition from introduction to body BODY • Subpoints and sub-subpoints are indented properly • Full citation of research sources 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd
320 I. In what ways might becoming a more effective and confident speaker affect your life? To establish credibility, explain how you have gained knowledge about your topic. These features allow you to limit your search by date, language, country, or file format. Finally, we offered strategies for organizing your message, depending on whether you
are making a fact, value, or policy claim. By making these kinds of choices yourself, you have the opportunity to put your own stamp on your speeches and to add life and energy to the proceedings. Throughout the term, this team of five experienced firsthand the challenges and benefits of working in a group. This behavior may stem from feelings of
insecurity, an aggressive personality, or some other factor. We work with many partners in cities across regions to develop innovative strategies to tackle this most important issue. Later, in first-century b.c.e. Rome, senators vehemently debated the issues of the day. Being flexible and open will help you craft and deliver a message that is targeted to
the specific audience you address. • They also open their minds to the speech message because it targets their specific needs, interests, and values. Gunther gave a presentation to members of his campus’s student-run Middle Eastern Society and spoke to an audience he was told consisted of students who had fled from Iraq shortly after the U.S.
invasion in 2003. Horneffer-Ginter, “Stages of Change and Possible Selves: 2 Tools for Promoting College Health,” Journal of American College Health 56.4 (2008): 351–58. Savoy, R. Finally, be willing to accommodate the person’s schedule. If you are uncertain about which term to use in such a case, ask friends or classmates who are members of that
group which name they prefer. • So here are some other ways you should be credit card smart. Define naturalness, and explain the challenges speakers face when not presenting in a face-to-face situation. When you are giving a speech, it can save time and improve clarity to present a simple visual representation rather than try to describe something.
If you decide to make a value claim in a persuasive speech, select one that your audience is at least open to considering. Holiday shopping is a major source of anxiety. Fail to catch that signal, and you risk losing your audience’s interest and appreciation. Some of these difficult decisions may have much more significant consequences. For instance, if
you say “the Chinese American judge,” “the Jewish baseball player,” “the male first-grade teacher,” or “the lesbian CEO,” listeners may believe that you find it odd for a judge to be Chinese American, a baseball player to be Jewish, a man to be a first-grade teacher, or a lesbian to run a company. Public speaking is right for you. Otherwise, your
listeners may wonder if you’re having repeated difficulty collecting your thoughts, or they may think you’re being melodramatic. research plan A strategy for finding and keeping track of the information (in books, periodicals, Web sites, and other sources) a speaker might use to prepare a presentation. Stockman, How to Shoot Video, 41. “As a
metaphor of the Internet, ‘the cloud’ is a familiar cliché, but when 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 10 04/11/13 8:43 PM no t e s 3. How does Martinez tailor her thesis to fall within audience members’ latitude of acceptance? 2 (2011): 339. Holbert, R. flowchart A type of chart that demonstrates the direction of information or ideas, or illustrates
the steps in a process. You may be called on to use mediated channels for presentations on campus, in your career, or as part of your community involvement. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs explains how people’s most basic needs must be met before they will focus on less essential ones. By 1995, the bald eagle had made a remarkable comeback. Line
Graphs. A line graph uses lines plotted on a pair of axes to show relationships between two elements. Susan Storm as Invis. For the past fifty-three years, the students at State U have taken general education. The Working Outline A working outline (also referred to as a detailed or preparation outline) is a thorough outline used to craft your speech.
For example, if you’re giving a presentation in a classroom, lecture hall, or conference room, you will likely have a stationary 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 128 12/09/13 7:00 PM Understanding Situational Characteristics 129 audience, meaning listeners will be relatively motionless (sitting or standing) and captive as you’re talking. To illustrate, if
you were giving a speech about 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 480 09/10/13 3:46 PM Types of Informative Speeches 481 the 2013 NCAA tournament to an audience composed of people who had little knowledge of college basketball, you might need to explain who Kevin Ware is and why he was so important to the Louisville team and fans.
17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 518 25/10/13 2:50 PM Tailoring Your Persuasive Message to the Audience 519 Students and employees could park in the more convenient lots on a first-come-first-served basis. omission A form of false inference that deceives an audience by withholding important information. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall,
1986), 185. See real-time mediated presentations synthesizers, in groups, 635 synthetic thinking, books as source of, 202 takeaways, 456 task-oriented roles, 634–35 technological difficulties, 450–51 technological presentation aids, 418–20 temporal pattern of organization. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 243 27/09/13 4:24 PM 244 chap t e r 8
Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech GUIDELINES FOR USING SUPPORTING MATERIALS Recall that supporting materials serve a variety of purposes in your speech—building audience interest, helping the audience understand, and proving facts to the audience. Do you have a friend with personal problems who needs someone to talk to?
Bilton, “Data without Context Tells a Misleading Story,” New York Times, February 25, 2013, B6. For example: “Anyone opposed to animal experimentation should join an activist organization, such as the Humane Society, to help put a stop to this cruel and unnecessary practice.” political affiliation A person’s political beliefs and positions. Writer
Maria Teresa Vanikiotis expressed one worldview that would lead to a favorable response to such a plan, noting that “it is . 1 (2012): 199–206. But her classmates had diverse majors and career plans, and so they wouldn’t necessarily be interested in this topic. To extend the earlier example, imagine that you are now giving the same speech on gun
control to the American Bar Association, an organization for lawyers. Minh, a former student of ours and an automotive salesperson, told a story that shed light on this development. Ensor, 377–88 (Research Triangle Park, NC: RTI International, 2011), 377. • Keep it simple and relevant. • 507 • The conclusion brings the speech full circle with a
reference to Spider-Man. To be visible, light must travel toward blackboard. To be sure, audiences can be good listeners by respectfully and carefully attending to the speaker’s message, but speakers have many opportunities to practice good listening skills while preparing and delivering a presentation. Perhaps you have experienced generic
speeches—canned presentations delivered in exactly the same way every time, no matter the audience or setting. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 542 25/10/13 2:50 PM Chapter Review 543 Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term videos, and watch additional videos to help
you with your speech (such as “Acknowledging Opposing Arguments to Bolster Credibility” and “Poplin, The Importance of Community Service and Civic Engagement”). For example, suppose you’re preparing a presentation about the benefits of chocolate—which is a food and therefore an object. Thus, take care not to upstage the speaker or event
you’re introducing. • Create contrast. Despite this, many college graduates enter the work world without any experience in public speaking. Roy therefore kept his speeches simple, explaining or avoiding technical terms. Ulf Leonhardt, visiting prof., Natl. For a five- to ten-minute speech, for instance, you wouldn’t have time to use supporting
materials that each take one minute or more to present—no matter how interesting and relevant they might be. You can prevent defeated listening by pausing occasionally during your speech to ask the audience questions—such as whether they understand your last point or if they can think of an example or application of what you have just said. As
one seasoned public speaker put it, “You may not be able to get rid of the butterflies, but you can at least get them flying in formation.” The following strategies can help you combat speech anxiety and build confidence in your public speaking skills. A perfect example of this is the industry’s response to the rise in demand for organic food products.
How does it differ? Reber, and K. By recording your impressions as you form them, you’ll be able to access your thoughts when it comes time to offer your critique. You answer yes, and you see the interviewer’s interest perk up. Video Activity 2.4: “Garza, How to Buy a Guitar” Watch Richard Garza’s speech and analyze how he has followed the
different steps involved in preparing a speech. The following extended example describes a new threat to the privacy of an airline flier who is shopping for a low-cost flight online: Suppose you were hoping to get home for Thanksgiving or get away for spring break and you had to do it on a very tight budget. Newspapers Newspapers are another
useful source, especially when you need very current information. Library indexes are usually organized by keyword—a word or term related to your topic, including a synonym of the word. Feeling confused and blindsided, Jason wondered where he’d gone so wrong. Audience members have a latitude of acceptance, which is the range of positions on
a given issue that are acceptable to them. What are three fundamental components of a logical message? In a speech about a particular musician or composer, for example, it would make sense to play a recording of his or her work for the audience. Chapter 6 1. Whether she lifted five pages or one page or only a single sentence, she would still be
stealing the original author’s words and ideas. 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 504 harvested, mainly due to a spider’s nature.” • Basically, if you put two spiders together in a confined space, due to their cannibalistic nature, you’ll suddenly find yourself with only one spider. They may send memos or e-mails to group members summarizing

previous meetings, providing agendas for future meetings, or reminding people of tasks they agreed to work on between meetings. Often, people can achieve a better outcome by collaborating on a task rather than working alone. Through her attire, she served as a visual aid. For example, in a persuasive speech advocating education reform, you
might have a main point on the causes of poor student performance. (See also subpoints and sub-subpoints.) subpoints Ideas gathered from brainstorming and research that explain, prove, and expand on a speech’s main points. Such evidence engages listeners’ senses, helps them visualize the point you’re presenting, and increases the likelihood
that they will remember the information.9 For example, in your speech about diet sodas, you could include a compelling anecdote about a student who gained weight after switching from sugared to diet soft drinks. Herzberg, The Rhetorical Tradition (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 1990), 32, 310. And it is harder not to listen to me when I do that .
Shenille, a college sophomore in a speech class, prepared an informative presentation about three styles of African dance. Second, it covers information about each step that will help you prepare for an early-in-the-term speech that has been assigned before you have covered the later chapters in more detail. Use audience analysis to determine
whether humor is ok for the particular celebration or whether listeners would find it distracting or offensive. Examples include audience size, time, location (forum), and audience mobility. Mediated presentations offer some specific benefits, such as cost savings and the ability to reach a wide audience. About one-fourth of college admissions officers
have viewed applicants’ social media pages, and 12 percent of those officials indicated that information they discovered hurt the student’s chances of being accepted.6 • After purchasing Skype in 2011, Microsoft obtained a patent for “legal intercept technology” that can “silently copy communication” between speakers using such services, creating
the risk that conversations will be wiretapped.7 • A growing number of cities are investing in software that analyzes citywide surveillance videos and reports anything it deems “suspicious or abnormal behavior.” Sales of this technology are expected to reach $3.2 billion by 2016.8 You can also use an extended example to illustrate a point. For
example, you might read about new research suggesting that certain skills can be improved during sleep.1 This focus would provide a new twist on the more general topic of sleep or the overdone topic of sleep cycles. Parking is scarce, and traffic is congested near commuter bus stops and train stations in our county. It surrounds particles and gives
them mass.20 When you are preparing a speech, one effective approach is to provide analogies that draw on concepts you’ve heard in your classmates’ speeches. If Marvin had used the same language when talking to an audience of police officers, he might well have had more success, but his classmates consisted of diverse students with very
different perspectives on law enforcement than those of police officers—and who used very different language. Her audience analysis revealed that many students already read plenty of news and blogs online; however, these same students were concerned that losing the printed newspaper would break a long tradition and result in less reliable
reporting. Try Video Activity 13.2. “Gestures: Overly Scripted (Needs Improvement).” 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 393 08/10/13 10:08 AM 394 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech In addition to ensuring that your gestures reinforce your spoken message, avoid using distracting gestures born of nervousness—such as stuffing your hands in
your pockets; jingling keys or change in your pockets; or fiddling with a watch, ring, or pen. • How do I support my position? • I believe that man will not merely endure: he “I refuse to accept will prevail. Barker, “An Experiment on Public Speaking Anxiety in Response to Three Different Types of Virtual Audience,” Presence 11, no. By focusing on a
notable hometown restaurant, for instance, the speaker could use examples, and even testimony and analogies, to get audience members to almost see themselves dining in that restaurant and feel as if they could actually taste the food. Camera No need to buy a fancy, top-of-the-line camcorder. When you and your audience have common ground,
listeners will find it easier to believe you and identify with the narrative you’re presenting. Later in her speech, Allyson again repeats the north-to-south distance (“twelve hundred miles”) to emphasize the challenges of backpacking through the vast Ural mountain range. When she asked why, her professor explained that though the content of the
speech was excellent, her delivery—the combination of verbal and nonverbal communication skills used to present the speech—was less than ideal. Therefore, it’s always advisable to mix Internet research with research from other sources. Once they find a cancer cell, they latch onto that cancer cell in a similar way to standard chemotherapy.
Consider their backgrounds and interests. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term videos, and watch additional videos to help you with your speech (such as “Claims: Fact (Needs Improvement)” and “Fact (Personal Appeal and Credibility).” 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd
585 25/10/13 4:45 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. common ground Beliefs, values, and experiences a speaker shares with an audience. What should you do? For instance, suppose you’re presenting a plaque to Olivia, a fellow member of PeopleAid, an organization that helps
homeless members of your community. Along with the general guidelines for any presentation aid, there are certain things you should keep in mind when developing a digital slide-show presentation. Frank, and H. Next, the speaker could display an actual saddle as a visual aid. Burgoon and others, “Testing the Interactivity Principle,” 662. Your
instructor will likely specify what you should cover in a critique. Many of these individuals are “people persons,” who will appreciate the opportunity to talk about their areas of expertise. What makes these performers’ voices so unique? But the skills you acquire by working your way through this book will also help you as you complete your degree
and participate in additional educational opportunities throughout your life. Anybody can make a claim, but not all claims are based on careful analysis. Veteran teachers know they need to work to keep a lively, interested class. This entire process can actually occur in just a matter of seconds. This technique also works well with overhead
transparencies, slide shows, and computer images in a PowerPoint presentation. Public speaking is also highly prized in most professions. They assume—mistakenly—that good marketing materials are all they need to sell a product or a service. For example, if your speech focused on aviator Amelia Earhart, you could describe her youth and personal
qualities along with her famed accomplishments. Study by TCC Consulting (San Francisco), undertaken between 1987 and 1997. Fortunately, you don’t have to succumb to these challenges. Pastore and M. It offers an appropriate method for recovering from grief, and helps people feel consolation while also paying tribute to their sense of loss.3 A
speech to memorialize uses the same approach but is expanded to honor the sacrifice and heroism of a group of individuals—often on a significant anniversary, such as Veterans Day or September 11. To further strengthen your comparison reasoning, make sure your audience accepts the “known facts” as true. you die to yourself.” And there I was the
next day, reciting those vows with great joy. I tried to run away, but I was caught. In the chapters that follow, we explain each step in clear terms and show you how to make smart choices at each stage of the speech preparation process. McCroskey, An Introduction to Rhetorical Communication, 5th ed. For example, you might refer to a company’s
logo or the mission of a nonprofit organization. Fortunately, Trey was not one of these victims because he was treated by a leading pediatric heart surgeon. For instance, suppose you were presenting a speech about the day you became an American citizen. As leader, you don’t necessarily need to make all the decisions yourself, but you do need to
coordinate the decisions on these topics. Analyzing Your Audience As with any type of public presentation, audience analysis is essential for developing a successful informative speech. To that end, let’s cover some of the problems created by students’ credit card debt, then analyze causes of the problem, and finally consider steps you can take to be a
careful credit card consumer. You can also use an outline to practice your delivery and then present your speech with confidence and flair. classical canons of rhetoric The five concepts that effective speakers must attend to while preparing a speech, according to Cicero. Brown, Chief Operating Officer, American Red Cross, before the Committee on
Ways and Means Subcommittee on Oversight, United States House of Representatives, September 25, 2007. By understanding your listeners’ worldviews, you can more easily gauge their likely reaction to your speech—and craft an appropriate and effective message. Beloved by instructors and students, the five hundred–plus illustrations are
pedagogical tools that visually explain concepts in ways that stock photos cannot. You want to decide whether eLogic’s software for tracking and fulfilling orders is right for your business. • Conclusion honors the graduates and ends with a clincher that effectively sums up the main idea in four words. The second step in effective listening, retention is
directly related to how much attention one pays during an event; the more attentive one is, the more one will remember. Boudreau, E. Speakers who do this are likely to miss certain aspects of the question or comment. That evening, his car breaks down on the way to the library. However, without assistance from you, your audience members will
have difficulty keeping track of your organization. Technology cannot replicate the naturalness of F2F communication and the bond that can be created when speaker and audience share the same space. Are there outlets available for a laptop computer and computer projector, a slide projector, a television monitor, or a DVD player? • However, the
spiders do have one advantage: the goats can’t spin the silk they produce, so then there’s a weaving process. Empower your own language through the use of repetition, hypothetical examples, personal anecdotes, vivid language, and figurative language. Can you tell us more about the kinds of challenges we can expect?” Listen Interactively.
Inattention between members can cause tension in a group. Frymier, and J. Consider Václav Havel, who addressed the people of the former Czechoslovakia when he became their president on New Year’s Day 1990. (Google uses a model that estimates flu cases based on the frequency of searches for terms related to the flu).8 A month later, more
precise estimates by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention revealed that about 6 percent of the U.S. population had contracted the flu during the peak season, only about half of the 11 percent estimated by Google.9 In general, if you 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 199 12/09/13 7:07 PM 200 chap t e r 7
Researching Your Speech have a
choice between pieces of evidence from two equally credible sources—one from three months ago, the other from several years ago—you should select the more recent evidence. Find the Sources You Need Once you have determined your research objectives, consider where you can find the information you need. How can we counteract each of
these? Would the chapter work as well if only one or the other type of supporting material were presented? In the case of Henry’s speech, it would have benefited him to ask his classmates why they disagreed with his position in his first speech. By taking a closer look at what it consists of, we can get a deeper understanding of this crucial persuasive
tool. Some time later I was embarrassed to learn that the word is pronounced “tes-TAY-ter.” How can you ensure that your pronunciation is accurate? Traditional aids include the speaker him- or herself, assistants, objects, visual images (maps, photographs and drawings, diagrams), graphs, text-based visuals, and audio and video. Rationalizing her
actions, she used nearly all of the article verbatim as her speech. [Practitioners] regard fire as a symbol of their God.’”13 Testimony Testimony consists of information provided by other people. Self-Oriented Roles. These roles accomplish little for a group and are motivated by the selfish ends of individual members. As a manager for a marketing firm,
you may be called on to deliver a persuasive presentation on an online ad campaign to an important potential client. To decode, receivers process the source’s verbal and nonverbal symbols and form their own perception of the message’s meaning. Group Communication Effective Group Leadership Selecting a Leader Leading Meetings Managing
Conflict Effective Group Membership Three Types of Member Roles Tips for Participating in a Small Group Group Decision Making and the Reflective-Thinking Process Define the Problem Analyze the Problem Establish Criteria for Solving the Problem Generate Possible Solutions Select the Best Solution Delivering Group Presentations Symposium
Panel Discussion Single Group Representative Chapter ReviewAppendix: Additional Sample Speeches Sample Informative Speech: Precision-Guided Tumor Killers, Elvia Anguiano Sample Persuasive Speech: Child Slavery and the Production of Chocolate, David Kruckenberg Sample Persuasive Speech: Reclaiming Public Spaces for the Empowerment
of Women and Girls, Michelle Bachelet Sample Special-Occasion Speech: Remarks at the Funeral of Civil Rights Leader Rosa Parks, Governor Jennifer Granholm Sample Special-Occasion Speech: Speech to Accept the 1949 Nobel Prize in Literature, William FaulknerNotesGlossaryIndexInside Back CoverBack Cover Citation preview with with
Integrated Media Integrated Media Speak Up: An Illustrated Guide to Public Speaking Speak Up is not your average textbook. neutral audience A type of audience that has neither negative nor positive opinions about a speaker or message. In June of that same year, 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 17 26/11/13 4:12 PM 18 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking President John F. It also causes joy at the thought of how Trey’s parents must have felt when their child recovered from surgery. 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 2 26/11/13 4:12 PM 1 Introducing Public Speaking Public speaking is right for you. Whitworth and C. If all [the speaker] wanted to do was read to us, he could
have just given us the notes and let us read them ourselves.” Memorizing from a Manuscript To recite a speech memorized from a script, you learn your script word-for-word and deliver it without looking at any text, notes, or outline. What advantages does presentation software offer over more traditional ways of presenting visual and audio aids?
21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 8 they face each day: they must work long hours in the fields in brutal conditions. This type of speaking is especially common with speakers who are anxious, as they may be focusing so strongly on their task that they fail to notice their audience. Now, my vision of what I wanted to become and how I wanted to make
a mark involved the musty, 1,200-seat theaters of New York City and the big screen. Consider the newscaster illustration on page 274. A-1 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 1 11/11/13 2:13 PM A-2 appe n dix
Additional Sample Speeches • By using the acronym “PGTK,” Elvia creates a memorable label. Background information on computer
memory. For more information, see bedfordstmartins.com/ebooks. • Does another credible source provide information similar to that found on the site you’re evaluating? Consider Zoya, a student who loved rock climbing 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 407 09/10/13 3:44 PM 408 chap t e r 1 4
Using Presentation Aids and gave a presentation on
the sport’s basics. Women and girls are kidnapped and sold into sexual slavery in Europe. Educators must convince every student that he or she is valued and capable of learning. How do the topics you generate from an initial word in mind mapping or word association differ from the results you would get if you put that same term into a search
engine? For instance, a speech discussing the decline and rebound of bald eagles in the lower forty-eight states could use a chronological pattern: I. Also referred to as a detailed outline or preparation outline. In small groups, look at each of the steps involved in preparing a speech (pp. Organizing Fact Claims If you’re planning to make a fact claim,
you will be seeking to prove that something is true or false. Since the Stone Age, humans have used facial expressions and sound as primary means of communication. Although your public speaking instructor may assign you a speech with a specific purpose (informing, persuading, or marking a special occasion), he or she will often ask you to select
the subject matter for your speech and decide how to organize your ideas. Internal Previews and Internal Summaries In crafting your speech, you may have selected a main point or subpoint that needs several different points of support or requires consid- 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 274 27/09/13 4:24 PM Chapter Review 275 erable detail to
develop. Surveys allow you to ask your future audience members direct questions about topics related to  05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 150 12/09/13 7:00 PM 151 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 151 12/09/13 7:00 PM 152 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis your speech. Maybe he had more video experience than he’d first thought. If he or she does
not, determine the purpose yourself. All right, maybe you won’t go for that solution. Age Age can affect how audience members respond to your message. But what if she had taken only one-third, one-half, or even just a few lines from the story and represented the material as her own? According to the April 2007 Black Collegian article, Rhonda
Reynolds of Bernard Baruch College built up $8,000 worth of debt and was unable to make even the minimum payment. Because audience members realize they can readily adopt these practices, they do adopt them. 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 45 12/09/13 6:42 PM 46 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech • Persuading: trying to influence
your audience’s beliefs or actions with respect to your subject. Slippery Slope Fallacy. You’ve fallen victim to the slippery slope fallacy if you argue against a policy because you assume (without proof ) that it will lead to some second policy that is undesirable. Select a time when your roommates will not be home, or be sure you can count on them not
to disrupt your speech. The room is freezing, dark. our war—when it’s yesterday’s news when a newly elected governor, senator, or president is a woman or person of color—yesterday’s news. How would the research and supporting materials you would use in a persuasive speech differ from those you would use in a special-occasion speech? Moore,
The Digital Revolution and Higher Education: College Presidents, Public Differ on Value of Online Learning (Washington, DC: Pew Research Center, August 28, 2011), 1. For example, how did you come to understand difficult math concepts? Strong and enthusiastic applause after you’ve presented the award or commendation is another sure sign that
you’ve nailed the speech. The second version conveys the same basic information as the first. People can take on different types of roles, even during the course of a single meeting, though most have the tendency to focus on one or two. The location of the rally was the recently completed high school quad, a sunken plaza built about eight feet below
the foundations of four surrounding brick buildings. Try Video Activity 17.1, “Claims: Policy” and “Claims: Fact.” Now that you know typical objectives of persuasive speeches, let’s turn our attention to how persuasion works. Rowan, “A New Pedagogy for Explanatory Public Speaking: Why Arrangement Should Not Substitute for Invention,”
Communication Education 44 (July 1995): 236–50. Let’s look more closely at each of the objectives your introduction must achieve. It is about the ability of women and girls to be safe in public spaces. When you 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 315 27/09/13 5:50 PM 316 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech have prepared them, insert each one
into your working outline. Thus, we sometimes suggest that processes can be seen at both the micro level and the macro level (the view of a process from fifty feet and 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 488 09/10/13 3:46 PM Types of Informative Speeches 489 from five thousand feet). Task-Oriented Roles. These roles contribute to a group’s ability
to accomplish its goals through enhancing members’ participation and the free flow of information within the group. Instructors need teaching materials that are comprehensive yet flexible enough to work with a variety of teaching styles. 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 3 11/11/13 11:56 AM 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 4 11/11/13 11:56
AM Brief Contents The Basics of Public Speaking 1 2 3 4 Introducing Public Speaking 3 Developing Your First Speech 35 Speech Ethics 67 Listening Skills 91 Preparation Fundamentals 5 6 7 8 Audience Analysis 119 Selecting Your Topic 161 Researching Your Speech 189 Using Supporting Materials for Your Speech 227 Organizing and Outlining 9
Organizing Your Speech 253 10 Introductions and Conclusions 279 11 Outlining Your Speech 305 Language and Delivery 12 Language and Style 337 13 Delivering Your Speech 369 14 Using Presentation Aids 403 Types of Public Speaking 15 16 17 18 19 20
Appendix Additional Sample Speeches A-1 Mediated Public Speaking 437 Informative
Speaking 471 Persuasive Speaking 511 Methods of Persuasion 545 Special-Occasion Speaking 587 Group Communication 621 v 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 5 11/11/13 11:56 AM 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 6 11/11/13 11:56 AM PREFACE As longtime teachers of public speaking and former coaches of forensics, we have spent more
than forty combined years teaching students about the power of speech in their own lives and its value in shaping our society. Enter it exactly as it appears below, including any dashes, and follow the on-screen instructions. However, there is no rule that you must have three. Consider the Assignment As a student of public speaking, it’s important that
the topic you select meets your instructor’s criteria for the assignment. This can serve as a great icebreaker, especially if you don’t know the people you will be addressing. Analyze the Problem Once your group has defined the problem, analyze its nature. That way, you’ll have less time to work up a debilitating level of worry. Imagine yourself
“filming” everyone in the group by moving your “camera” slowly from one side of your audience to the other. Thus, you can boost your chances of success if you focus your appeal on your listeners’ peripheral beliefs. However, in late 2009, many members of Congress found themselves confronted by angry constituents not amenable to the bill. Or did
she 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 404 09/10/13 3:44 PM Why Use Presentation Aids? Relaxation strategies— techniques that reduce muscle tension and negative thoughts—can help. The officer talks calmly and rationally to the group, defusing the tension and preventing a brawl. If you are not sure how to do this, check with a research librarian.
To make reminders stand out, circle them, write them in capital letters, use a different colored ink, or highlight them. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 23 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-24 glossary Web directory A searchable index of reviewed Web sites compiled by human editors and organized into categories and subcategories. WHY STUDY PUBLIC
SPEAKING? As a group, work to define the problem or goal as precisely as possible. Consider an example from Sally Ride, the first American woman in space (who, incidentally, was awarded a posthumous Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2013). On the special occasion of a graduation, the speaker should offer the class inspirational advice for the
future. You take the audience from one part to the next—much as a museum guide ushers a group from exhibit to exhibit, or as an anatomy professor chooses to lecture about the parts of the human skeleton from head to toe. In spite of the 2013 Supreme Court rulings concerning marriage equality (generally seen as a victory for the LGBTQ
community), there has still been controversy surrounding questions of status and legal protection for LGBTQ members. She had also prepared a chart outlining everyone’s responsibilities. Thus, like any other demographic characteristic, religious orientation does not preordain (pardon the pun) an audience’s reaction to a given message, yet it can still
exert great influence. If you’ve attended a formal dinner for your company or a community organization, you may have listened to an after-dinner speech—a traditional presentation designed to entertain an audience after a meal. You might have the chance to advocate for your idea before several different audiences: • A committee of faculty and
administrators • A student senate meeting • A group of students who live on campus, most of whom do not have cars Although you want to advocate open parking with each of these audiences, you wouldn’t use the same supporting arguments with 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 519 25/10/13 2:50 PM 520 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking
each. Though making ethical choices in public speaking situations can sometimes be difficult, this chapter helps you develop a responsible system for doing so. At the task force’s first meeting, she’s the implied leader because she formed the group. • Start with a word or sketch at the center of the page, then work outward. open-ended question A
survey question that invites respondents to give answers of their own choosing, rather than offering them a limited set of responses. Key Terms word choice (diction) 338 denotative meaning 343 connotative meaning 344 jargon 347 concrete word 348 abstract word 348 verbal clutter 352 hypothetical example 354 vivid language 356 imagery 358
figurative language 358 anaphora 358 antithesis 358 simile 359 metaphor 359 biased language 360 stereotype 361 gender-neutral term 362 Review Questions 1. Which ones will provide your listeners with the most useful information to them? Schmidt, “Reducing Public Speaking Anxiety for Native and Non-Native Speakers: The Value of Systematic
Desensitization, Cognitive Restructuring, and Skills Training,” Cross Cultural Communication 8, no. Noise (also called interference) is a phenomenon that disrupts communication between source and receiver. Notice how the anecdote about Utah in the 1850s grabs the audience’s attention by relating a dramatic, almost over-the-top, historical
incident in vivid language and startling detail. If nobody is willing to offer any reservations, consider raising some concerns yourself: “I like Sangeeta’s idea, but let me play devil’s advocate for a minute. Is there a leader among you? In a speech that at times found common ground with Baptists and Reverend Falwell himself, Kennedy carefully but
clearly encouraged religious groups to enter political discourse where moral and ethical questions were concerned. Look at the other person while he or she is speaking and as you are responding. Although these sources may be able to provide lay testimony on some topics, they are generally not the type of credible research sources that instructors
will expect. To illustrate, here is how a presenter might organize a speech claiming that fast food causes health problems: thesis  ast-food restaurants are a F significant cause of health problems in the United States. For the purposes of this book, we focus on two main aspects of listening: processing and retaining. Are they always about current
events? The more examples you can find, the more confident you can be that your claim is correct. When a speaker uses negative stereotypes of any demographic characteristic (race, gender, ethnicity) in a speech, does the fact that it was done for humorous effect excuse the speaker in the eyes of audience members who might be offended by the
statements? On visual aids, contrast increases readability. Trousen, “13% in U.S. Foreign Born, a Level Last Seen in 1920,” Los Angeles Times, May 11, 2012. Supporting materials enable your audience to understand your main points and help prove why you think those main points are valid. Visualize Success Researchers have found that a simple
activity reduces anxiety for public speaking students: visualizing success.15 With visualization, you imagine yourself scoring a resounding success, such as presenting your speech without a hitch and winning enthusiastic applause from an appreciative audience. A well-presented two-sided argument can help you change audience members’ attitudes
in favor of your thesis and strengthen your credibility.21 This is because people are more likely to support an idea if they know that its proponent is sensitive to their concerns and understands their views. • Unfortunately, child slavery continues because our demand for chocolate continues, enabling the Ivory Coast and the chocolate companies to
ignore the problem. Look for throughout the text to go online to try video activities, view key term videos, and watch “bonus” student and professional videos that model speech techniques. It is a violation of the law to reproduce these selections by any means whatsoever without the written permission of the copyright holder. Employing elements of
nonverbal delivery, such as eye contact, gestures, physical movement, proxemics, and personal appearance, can further captivate and engage your audience. When would you want to deliver a speech by memorizing from a script? race Common heritage based on genetically shared physical characteristics of people in a group. The principles
endorsed by the National Communication Association include the following: • “We advocate truthfulness, accuracy, honesty, and reason as essential to the integrity of communication.” • “We endorse freedom of expression, diversity of perspective, and tolerance of dissent to achieve the informed and responsible decision making fundamental to a civil
society.”37 Concerns about free expression and ethics are not a new consideration in public speaking. Fair trade chocolate may cost us a little more money, but that’s a small price to pay to free thousands of children from slavery. By closely controlling his message, he stands a better chance of controlling what journalists say about him or his client
and therefore influencing public perception. Flexibility. One advantage of mediated presentations is increased flexibility. Whenever conflict arises in your group, strive to either minimize it or channel it in a productive direction. One of the ads was for cosmetics, and Carly presented evidence supporting the claim that the testing of cosmetics harms
animals. Of course, you may find the thought of giving a speech terrifying. Salvendy, “Information Retention from PowerPoint™ and Traditional Lectures,” Computers and Education 52 (2009): 858–67. But this sequence of events, in itself, does not prove causality. Pausing can help you create a sense of importance as well. First, it allows you to fit your
speech into the available time. They do so through several means, as we discover in this section. Discuss how your thesis and main points should differ for each audience type. “Frequent Fliers, Prepare to Pay More,” New York Times, March 4, 2013, A20. E. • He must learn them again. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 582 25/10/13 4:45 PM Chapter
Review 583 listeners but to move them in an ethical and responsible manner to take the action you’re proposing or adopt the belief you’re advocating. Fuks, “Preparing Medical Students to Become Attentive Listeners,” Medical Teacher 31 (2009): 22–29. Due to the loss of naturalness in mediated presentations, there are also some challenges to meet:
loss of immediacy, decreased nonverbal communication, diminished feedback, and difficulty managing distractions. Let’s take the HMO example previously discussed. As Jason’s story reveals, listening is a vital skill for public speakers at all stages of the speech preparation process. When you apply these practices, you improve the odds of achieving
your purpose in giving an informative speech. Sample, I. 17. Before you could confidently claim that library expansion was the cause of the higher grades, other likely factors would need to be ruled out. She knew from interviews that many of her listeners identified themselves as pro-choice. What if you have the opposite challenge: your object is too
large or unwieldy to present in its entirety to your audience? Loren spoke first at the rally. You observe his attitude and body language (confident and knowledgeable or nervous and inept?). Let’s consider how mediated options are expanding, then look at two basic formats for mediated speeches. What other senses might a good presentation aid
engage? 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 507 09/10/13 3:46 PM 508 chap t e r 1 6 Informative Speaking Key Terms definition 472 explanation 473 description 473 demonstration 477 narrative 479 demographics 494 jargon 500 Review Questions 1. A student speaker named Gillian applied these practices while delivering an informative
presentation about armor plating used during the Ottoman Empire. Note, though, that many audiences don’t fit neatly into just one dispositional group. Through research, you obtain information 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 48 12/09/13 6:42 PM Preparing and Delivering Your First Speech 49 from experts that will enhance your understanding of
the topic and strengthen your speech’s credibility. Don’t Let the Software Steal the Show. Presentation software should be used to assist you in delivering your speech—it shouldn’t deliver your speech for you. Havel, “Playwright-Dissident Vaclav Havel Assumes the Presidency of Czechoslovakia,” in Lend Me Your Ears: Great Speeches in History, ed.
Indicate main points and subpoints in no more than a sentence each, 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 326 27/09/13 5:50 PM Creating Your Speaking Outline 327 and trust yourself to develop these ideas conversationally while delivering your speech. If our physiological and safety needs are fulfilled, we seek to satisfy social needs, including love and
friendship. For example, in a large forum, you may want to come out from behind the podium and move closer to your audience, so that listeners can see and hear you more easily. The qualities that characterize what we call an ethical audience include courtesy, open-mindedness, and a willingness to hold a speaker accountable for his or her
statements. High-fat, high-calorie foods cause obesity, diabetes, and heart disease. • Stretching to find a connection with the audience. O’Hare, P. Until he relearns these things, he will write as though he stood among and watched the end of man. word choice (diction) Taking into consideration the audience, occasion, and nature of one’s message
when choosing language for a speech. Or to help the audience remember a particularly detailed point, you might use an internal summary— a quick review of what you just said in your point. As a result, she decided to cover technical issues by “teaching to the middle.” Rather than pitching her speech to the few listeners who would be extremely
computer savvy, or slowing things down for the few who would know very little about technology, she focused her content for the large group in the middle. The lack of review taking place before information is posted should make speakers proceed with caution before using it in a speech. Finally, hone in on your specific purpose by creating your
thesis statement—a single sentence that captures your overall message and what you’d like your speech to convey. receiver One who processes a message to perceive its meaning. Here, presenters mislead the audience not by what they say but by what they leave unsaid. Your speaking outline condenses your ideas, using phrases, key words, and
abbreviations, though it should still retain word-for-word A good outline strengthens organization and preparation. Consider an older student giving a speech on gun safety who fabricated his identity as a military veteran. Woman no longer fiction. Be careful to use any technical terminology appropriately, to show you understand the subject matter,
and make sure to avoid language that your audience might find insensitive or offensive. After that, I hope you will decide to make Montreal, Mumbai, or Madrid your home for next fall. Try Video Activity 18.1, “Reasoning: Inductive.” Avoiding Logical Fallacies Reasoning is fallacious (faulty) when the link between your claim and supporting material is
weak. The police chief would also attend to present her side of the issue. Resist the temptation to procrastinate—speech apprehension is associated with inadequate preparation.10 Conversely, high anxiety can be reduced by 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 57 12/09/13 6:42 PM 58 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech good preparation;11
when a speaker gets down to business and makes progress on a speech, he or she will feel less anxious.12 The point is clear: select a topic as soon as possible, and draft an outline well in advance. • You probably do not owe $20,000 on your credit cards, but even smaller balances take their toll. unprocessed note taking Writing down a speech wordfor-word without thinking about what is being said. Explain the importance of subordination and coordination when organizing supporting materials. lay testimony A type of support consisting of statements made by persons with no special expertise in the subject they are discussing. 33. Sometimes they can be a little arrogant about their position,
thinking that if you didn’t go to law school, you shouldn’t be working in a law-related field. There are steps you should take to reduce the impact of information overload. Meanwhile, several members of her audience might have difficulty focusing on her message if they, too, are distracted by their own thoughts and concerns. But let’s also give Tyler a
chance to share his ideas”). What has he done to develop his introduction and conclusion? Angelina Grimké was just one eloquent orator who won audience members’ commitment to the 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 16 26/11/13 4:12 PM Public Speaking: A Great Tradition 17 antislavery cause with graphic descriptions of the slave abuse she had
witnessed while growing up in South Carolina. What does this lead you to believe about the importance of subordination in communication? Van der Kleij, Paashuis, and Schraagen, “On the Passage of Time,” 523. However, even bulletproof ethos isn’t enough to deliver an effective speech. According to Materials Today, December 2002, Jeffrey Turner
reports that each transgenic goat is “capable of making ‘literally miles’ of this spider silk–based material.” Fifteen thousand goats could produce enough silk to meet projected medical and industrial demands. For example, “If we legalize marijuana, that will be 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 19 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-20 glossary the first step
toward legalization of all drugs, which would create a public health catastrophe.” small group A limited number of people (three or more) gathered for a specific purpose. If you want to use a small object as a presentation aid in a speech to your classmates, consider walking closer to the audience and holding the object up for them to see.
03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 66 12/09/13 7:23 PM 3 Speech Ethics Strive to be an ethical public speaker. But if your audience is unlikely to have had exposure to your topic through formal schooling or life experience, you’ll need to provide more explanation and examples to help them understand your presentation. Ethnicity—cultural background
that is usually associated with shared religion, national origin, and language—is another important demographic aspect to consider, as it can shape beliefs, attitudes, and values of audience members. • What are the cultural backgrounds of the people taking this class? Never use humor to hurt; instead, use it to highlight endearing qualities of the
people being celebrated. That way, you’ll avoid the all-too-common problem of presenting a thesis in your speech introduction that differs from the content of the body of your speech. Your conclusion need only summarize your points and restate your position (for example, “So, that’s what we’ve been working on this year; I hope you’re all as excited
about these new products as we are”). 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 335 27/09/13 5:50 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. Ask yourself, “What does this statement that I’ve just heard mean? Ideally, you should ask a friend or colleague to view your speech remotely and make sure
everything works smoothly—and that your Internet connection is strong enough to handle all the facets of your presentation. Nisbett and L. To convey Edison’s innovative spirit, you could discuss not only the life experiences that led to his great achievements but also several of his most famous inventions— objects such as the lightbulb and the
phonograph. Our families have been exceptional at supporting our work and serving as sounding boards for ideas. It did not make my “Top Ten Worries” list, either. Sara decided this topic would be perfect: both one she knew well and one she knew would be relevant and helpful to her audience. Monique advocates a mass e-mail to build support for
the candidate, but Tim thinks that leafleting would be better. See disclosure, full full-text periodical indexes, 203 functional definitions, 237 gatekeepers, in groups, 636 Gehrig, Lou, 12 gender audience composition and, 132–33 language and, 361–62 generalizations, hasty, 84, 562 general periodical indexes, 203–4 gestures live presentations and,
392–94 mediated presentations and, 453 goodwill, credibility and, 547 Google Scholar, 217 government documents, 207–8 GPO Access, 208 Grimké, Angelina, 16–17 group chat/video, 464 group presentations overview, 642 panel discussions, 644–45 single group representative format, 645–46 symposia, 643–44 groups decision making in, 640–42
dynamics of, 621–23 27/11/13 7:24 PM i-6 INDEX groups (continued ) informative speaking about, 483–86 leadership of: leading meetings, 628–31; managing conflict, 631–33; overview, 623–24; selecting a leader, 624–27 membership of: tips for participating in small groups, 637–40; types of member roles, 634–37 groupthink, 630 half-truths, 74–75
harmonizers, in groups, 636 hasty generalizations, 84, 562 Havel, Václav, 282–83 hearing vs. • Elvia offers statistics about cancer rates to show relevance to listeners. Consider the following example: attention-getter I. Under the new policy, student attitudes about smoking became more negative. For example, to introduce a speech about the Winter
Olympics, you could ask, “What’s the first sport that comes to mind when you think about the Winter Olympics?” Make sure your rhetorical question addresses something of interest to your audience. Why not get rid of your credit cards before it’s too late? Cochran, “Evaluation of Integrated versus Unitary Treatments for Reducing Public Speaking
Anxiety,” Communication Education 45 (1996): 306. How does it differ from hearing? OTHER RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS Resources for Students For more information on student resources or to learn about package options, please visit the online catalog at bedfordstmartins.com /speakup/catalog. If you’d like to know more
about any of these steps, use the following table to find the corresponding chapter where each step is discussed in more detail. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 363 12/6/13 3:14 PM 364 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style A Note on Appropriate Language and Political Correctness The notions of “appropriate language” and “political correctness”
have made it even more difficult for people to know how to avoid bias in their speeches. For example, you don’t want a plant behind you to appear to be growing out of your head.29 Avoid background noises that might compete with your speech in the video. Ibid., 111 4. Video Activity 11.4: “Hutchison, Freedom and Success.” Watch the clip from
Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison’s commencement speech. presentation aid Anything beyond spoken words that a speaker uses to help the audience understand and remember his or her message; includes presentation materials that can be seen, heard, or touched. I had no vision of that forty-two-year-old woman at hospice, telling her dad to move on.
In this case, you could add interest to the topic by using a narrative to convey how the process changes young players’ lives by giving them a shot at the big leagues. It is generally better to have more light than less, so be sure to select a well-lit room. Nor is it audience members looking directly at you while you stare at your notes or nervously gaze at
the ceiling for some divine guidance on what to say next. One strategy is to make greater use of rhetorical questions and other strategies that encourage active participation. 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 244 27/09/13 4:24 PM Guidelines for Using Supporting Materials 245 Use a Variety of Supporting Materials In the previous section, you learned
about a number of different types of supporting materials. In effect, the 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 329 • Note anecdotes; trust yourself to explain in your own words • Include citations for all evidence sources 27/09/13 5:50 PM 330 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech mirage is cloaking the (now invisible) road behind an image of the blue
sky.” Slowly [TRANSITION • All word-for-word quotations go in quotation marks • Reminders to dis play presentation aid  ow know what is required, look at N sci. Volume 19 features compelling speeches, including President Clinton’s 1998 State of the Union address, Madeline’s Albright’s first speech as secretary of state, Christopher Reeve’s
address to the 1996 Democratic National Convention, and a speech on spirituality by the Dalai Lama. • Reveal the difficulty of getting a job after serving time in prison. Ask the same kinds of questions we introduced in Chapter 5: 1. This is especially problematic during real-time presentations, when there is no chance for a replay. Instead, they strive
to improve their own knowledge, seek understanding, and develop agreements when they communicate with others.23 For example, suppose an audience member nods when the speaker says, “We can easily put our privacy at risk on Facebook.” The speaker must assume the role of receiver and decode the message behind that nod. M. Describe
seven specific strategies you can use to create an attention-getting introduction. Selecting the best supporting materials for your main points is a key step in the speech preparation process, similar to choosing the right mix of ingredients for a special meal you’ll be preparing. Financial Resources. It is likely that people who come from wealth and
privilege will have different life experiences from those who are poor and have fewer resources and options. Then watch the video clip again. Cacioppo, Communication and Persuasion: Central and Peripheral Routes to Attitude Change (New York: Springer-Verlag, 1986). Types of Presentation Aids The Speaker Assistants Objects Visual Images
Graphs Text-Based Visuals Audio and Video Using Technology Wisely Using Presentation Software Using Other Technology Guidelines for Developing Presentation Aids Consider the Forum Consider Your Audience Make Sure Your Aids Support Your Points Keep Your Aids Simple and Clear Rehearse with Your Presentation Aids Try Video Activity 14.1:
“Presentation Software: Checking Beforehand (Needs Improvement).” Using Presentation Aids During Your Speech Make Sure Everyone Can See and Hear Your Aids Control Audience Interaction with Your Aids Maintain Eye Contact Try Video Activity 14.2: “Presentation Software (Needs Improvement).” Remember the Purpose of Your Aids Chapter
Review15. For example, one student concluded a tribute to a beloved pet in the following way: My mind flooded with memories: finding him as a tiny kit and nursing him to health with my own hands. These points apply to both prerecorded and real-time speeches unless otherwise noted. The speaking outline provides useful reminders of your main
and supporting points as well as guidelines for organizing them in case you lose track during your speech. This strategy keeps your audience’s attention focused on you instead of your aids—and helps ensure that listeners don’t miss important parts of your speech. 329–32) for Josh Betancur’s speech, “Invisibility: Science Fiction No More!” Could you
deliver the speech yourself using his working outline? • Clincher is a compelling hypo thetical example that reconnects with the introduction. For example, imagine yourself striding confidently to the front of the room. LaunchPad makes it easy to upload and annotate videos, embed YouTube clips, and create video assignments. In Chapter 5, we
discussed fixed-response and open-ended questions. Evaluating the Credibility of Online Sources Evaluating the credibility of Web sites can be particularly difficult. Help your listeners focus on you and your message: avoid reading from your slides, move around as you speak, maintain eye contact with listeners, and limit the amount of text in your
slides. ETHICAL SPEECH As we connect ethics and public speaking, it is worth observing that many people in the United States often confuse (sometimes intentionally) ethical speech with legally protected speech. Instead of stock photos and dry text, Speak Up offers hundreds of clever illustrations and pop-culture examples that will keep you
reading and help you ace the course. You behave like an actor on the stage who memorizes dialogue and recites the words as part of a performance. Describe five elements of nonverbal delivery discussed in the chapter. As punishment they cut my feet; I had to work for weeks while my wounds healed. Her subpoints explained the importance of
minimizing these risks and the many feasible 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 456 03/10/13 4:16 PM Optimizing Delivery and Messages in Mediated Presentations 457 steps students could take. • An elementary school teacher encounters a roomful of parents who are skeptical about a new math curriculum, which differs markedly from how they
learned math in “the good 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 11 26/11/13 4:12 PM 12 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking old days.” The teacher clearly and energetically presents research results defending the curriculum, and the parents happily accept the new method. If this information is relevant to the presentation, either of these
sentences would help the speaker convey more information than the first and second sentences. But how could he provide this experience without actually driving his Harley into the classroom? Finally, she shared a digital recording of saxophonist Sadao Watanabe from an MP3 player with speakers attached. For example, when making an especially
important point in your presentation, you can take a few steps to the left in front of your audience, then casually walk back to your original spot when you shift to the next major idea. A concrete word is specific and suggests exactly what you mean. To illustrate, in the previous example, the two options expressed (either pursue a graduate degree or
remain jobless) are certainly not the only possibilities. In this case, you could seek to convince them to take immediate action to address the problem. Two organizing patterns—criteria-application and categorical—can help you. Values guide people’s judgments and actions. mech_Fraleigh-SpeakUp-SE-100713.indd 2 mech_Fraleigh-SpeakUp-SE100713 10/7/13 10:31 AM with with Integrated Media Integrated Media Speak Up: An Illustrated Guide to Public Speaking Speak Up is not your average textbook. 233 Winning Audience Agreement You can’t expect your listeners to unthinkingly embrace all the claims you make in your speech. It’s also important to watch out for reversed causality, in
which speakers miss the fact that the effect is actually the cause. Use library indexes (often available on the library’s Web site) to develop a list of sources to research. Note Any Biases Some communicators stand to benefit personally if they succeed in persuading their audience. If you are prerecording, consider doing a quick “voice check”—recording
yourself saying the beginning of your introduction, and playing back to ensure appropriate volume. At some point during the evening, a well-known actor gives a presentation speech before announcing a lifetime achievement award for a long-famous director or producer. Encyclopedias offer relatively brief entries that provide background information
on a wide range of alphabetized topics. Ian Sample, science correspondent for the Guardian, wrote on 27/09/13 5:50 PM A Sample Working Outline March 18, 2010, that “some scientists believe cloaking materials could be used to hide unsightly buildings or high-security facilities.” B. Second, invisibility technology has medical benefits. Keeping
these challenges in mind, we came up with a three-part plan. We are grateful for the many students and forensics team members who have worked with us to develop and present speeches over the past quarter century, and we hope that our book will help a new generation of students gain public speaking skills and confidence. Have each group share
the topics they listed with the class. Advantages of Real-Time Technologies Through the use of formats such as videoconferencing, Webinars, and Skype, a speaker can communicate with audience members in diverse locations and also interact in real time. Briefly recap the major points you made during your speech. Your instructor will likely require
you to use a particular style for documenting sources; three of the most common are those recommended by the American Psychological Association (APA), the Modern Language Association (MLA), and the Chicago Manual of Style. In a bigger forum with a large audience, you may be best served by projecting PowerPoint slides onto a large screen—
or even several large screens—combined with adequate amplification of your voice. For thirty-plus years our wives, Kirsten and Nancy, have encouraged and supported our writing and contributed valuable ideas to our projects. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 567 25/10/13 4:45 PM 568 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion Appeal to Tradition
Fallacy. You’ve committed the appeal to tradition fallacy if you argue that an idea or policy is good simply because people have accepted or followed it for a long time. These images usually strike fear into viewers’ hearts. For example, suppose you want to deliver a persuasive speech arguing that diet soft drinks do not actually help people lose weight,
a claim that might seem counterintuitive to many of your listeners. If you are an audience member, filtering out distractions means avoiding 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 106 12/09/13 6:56 PM Becoming a Better Listener 107 nonlistening activities, such as gazing around the room or surfing online. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 11 10/16/13
5:28 PM G-12 glossary invention One of the five classical canons of rhetoric, this refers to using a variety of techniques and sources to gather and choose ideas for a speech. They may feel out of their element in the group or may be having difficulty following other members’ comments and ideas. Carefully repeating your main points can also help
your audience members understand your presentation by giving them time to absorb and process the information. Try Video Activity 17.2, “Patterns of Arrangement: Monroe’s Motivated Sequence.” 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 537 25/10/13 2:50 PM 538 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking Problem-Cause-Solution Pattern. With a problemcause-solution pattern, the first main point demonstrates a problem that needs to be addressed, the second explains the cause of the problem, and the third presents a solution that can minimize the problem. because it simply wasn’t true! Many called her words McCarthyism (the practice of lobbing baseless and politically charged accusations), and
even leading Republican lawmakers like Senator John McCain and House Speaker John Boehner denounced her claims. “A Carpet Cloak for Visible Light.” Nano Letters, May 27, 2011. Additional Videos Visit bedfordstmartins.com/speakup to try the video activities in the chapter, view the key term videos, and watch additional videos to help you with
your speech (such as “Supporting Material [Neutral] [Needs Improvement]”). Keeping Audience Members Engaged. Recall that remote listeners may feel more comfortable multitasking and that you will not be able to see nonverbal cues that may indicate disinterest. Sample Informative Speeches Rachel Parish, Spider Silk: A Miracle Material Derived
from . This means that you acknowledge any vested interest you may have in your topic. Also, it is unlikely that you will have enough time to develop that many points. There’s an important difference between a speech that you prepare, research, and deliver yourself and one that 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 645 25/10/13 4:57 PM 646 chap t e r
20
Group Communication emerges from a group: in the latter instance, the group contributes substantially to the invention process. How are chocolate and child slavery connected? Good-bye, my friend—I’ll never forget you. pronunciation Correctness in the way one says words. In this example, the speaker can’t support his or her claim: in states
or nations that have extended marriage rights to gay men and lesbians, no one has in fact tied the knot with Fluffy or Fido. Attentiveness to such distinctions during a speech will pay big dividends in the form of appreciation from your listeners. brief example A single sentence or an otherwise short point of an instance that supports or illustrates a
more general claim. Your speech about Olivia reaffirms your listeners’ own dedication to these values and inspires them to strive for the same high standards she has set. Here, they may again focus more on their own views and miss out on everything the other person has to say. The structure of the introduction should appear as follows: introduction
I. Remember: the bigger your audience, and the farther they are from you and your visual aid, the larger the aid should be. Soloman, “Learning Styles and Strategies,” North Carolina State University, (accessed April 17, 2006). If you are enrolled in an online 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 23 26/11/13 4:12 PM 24 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public
Speaking speech class, you will probably have the chance to use some of these digital technologies to present your speeches. Explanation works well when you’re giving a speech about a process, tracing the end of an important event, or explaining how an interesting object works. If you answer yes—meaning your audience responded positively to the
message in the past—then use the new speech to reinforce the previous message, add any pertinent new information, and motivate your audience to take action (if you are giving a persuasive speech). And we all know how fast that credit card debt can pile up! Vivid Language Vivid language grabs the attention of your audience with words and
phrases that appeal to all the senses—sight, smell, touch, hearing, and taste. Like our sun, most other stars have planets. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 622 06/12/13 2:28 PM Effective Group Leadership 623 Learning how to master group dynamics, work well with others in pursuit of a common goal, and communicate your group’s achievement to
others are valuable life skills. The credibility of the person or organization that created the site must be assessed. Think of a time when one of your instructors explained a subject effectively. Text-Based Visuals In some cases, presenting text graphically can help your audience organize and understand information. Think of the hundreds of people you
have seen today, all the people here that could now have cancer or one day have cancer. For the third edition of Speak Up, we were very pleased to have Julia Bartz join the team as our Senior Editor. • So we’ve examined the background of spider silk, its genetic switch to goats, and how it has evolved into biosteel. I let him go lovingly, with the same
arms that held him fast as a baby. Base your speaking outline on your working outline. Introductions and Conclusions Activity 10.1: “Anecdote (Personal) in an Informative Introduction” 289 • Activity 10.2: “Attention-Getter, Support, Creative Preview” 294 • Activity 10.3: “Clincher: Evokes Response” 301 • Activity 10.4: “Full Introduction:
Attention-Getter, Thesis and Preview” and “Full Conclusion” 302 Chapter 11. If you’ll be using words that are difficult to pronounce or remember, include them in your speaking outline. She’s covering the exact same topics she addressed during last week’s speech, even using some of the same hand gestures! You exchange glances with several of
your dorm-mates, who roll their eyes and start to wander off. 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 116 12/09/13 6:56 PM Chapter Review 117 How can you combat the pattern as both an audience member and a student? You can glance at the outline just long enough to spur 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 375 08/10/13 10:08 AM 376 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech your memory, so there’s no barrier between you and your audience, and your eye contact does not suffer. Then number each main point with a roman numeral. Here is how one speaker showed the audience how they could benefit by volunteering their time for young children: Imagine yourself volunteering to help young kids
in our community. In this chapter, we examine the importance of choosing the right words for your speeches, and the difference between oral and written language. BECOMING A BETTER LISTENER Along with overcoming specific culprits of poor listening, you can also improve your general listening skills by focusing on interactive listening, which
includes filtering out distractions, focusing on the speaker(s), and showing that you are paying attention. An important principle of outlining is subordination. 13. Physical Movement Physical movement describes how much or how little you move around while delivering a speech. Then 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 64 26/11/13 9:49 AM Chapter
Review 65 present your skit to the entire class. Sarah is likely to receive a low grade. For example, rather than talking about an existing social networking site, consider researching how new technology will change social networking. His speech, titled “Truth and Tolerance in America,” focused on the appropriate place for religion in discourse about
politics. According to the April 10, 2006, issue of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, researchers compared these chemo-loaded nanoparticles to regular chemotherapy in mice with prostate cancer. 14. Detail four of the six culprits behind poor listening. In this chapter, we propose valuable guidelines for speech research, including
how to approach the research process, and how best to find, evaluate, and use evidence in your speeches. The tradition of public speaking, however, was not limited to Greece and Rome—it’s been practiced in many regions throughout history. etymological definition A type of support that explains the linguistic origin of a term—useful when the
origin is interesting or will help the audience understand the word. Why or why not? If you use legal protection as your guiding principle for speaking, you can technically stay within the bounds of what is lawful but still speak unethically. ed., Photonics Spectra, August 2012, “a space-time ‘event’ cloak . As you’ll discover, one guiding principle that
can help you make ethical choices is that of respect for other people—the old adage of treating others 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 70 06/12/13 3:20 PM Codes of Ethics: Absolute, Situational, and Culturally Relative 71 how you would want to be treated, as well as avoiding treating them in ways you would not want to be treated. Using Other
Technology Although presentation software may seem ubiquitous, it is far from the only option you have for sharing your aids. • Start with friendly, easy-to-answer questions. Traditional labels like “liberal” or “conservative” and “Republican” or “Democrat” elude specific meaning and are so broad as to be relatively useless in predicting a person’s
views on every issue. Though speech anxiety is quite common, you can learn to manage it. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 13 04/11/13 8:43 PM N-14 note s 20. Perhaps that’s why when we 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 614 25/10/13 3:06 PM Sample Special-Occasion Speech are thrust into the world, we flail and thrash, looking for a
sanctuary, answers, to be saved. When speaking in such situations, make sure you plan carefully where you will stand; you may want to stand in the center of the room, directly before the screen or screens, and control the audience’s interaction with the presentation aids by making the screen go blank after each point is made. For this edition, our
focus has expanded to help our students thrive in a digital age. Barker, “Listening Styles: Biological or Psychological Differences?” International Journal of Listening 14 (2000): 37. Many may be tired from the weekend and may 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 109 10/10/13 12:25 PM 110 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills not have adjusted to the new
week. Participating in intramural sports and walking to campus help you stay fit. One option is to reword one or more main points to encompass the additional information. • Eloquent use of style. Soon after she begins her speech, however, you find yourself feeling surprised and annoyed. As a rule of thumb, aim to be concise—that is, use the fewest
words necessary to express an idea. If it suggests that audience members do not understand an idea, you can expand on your explanation.18 If you do not have 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 449 11/7/13 9:44 AM 450 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking a clear view of your entire audience, you cannot determine if they are losing interest
and thus add some energy to your presentation.19 It also prevents you from gathering positive reactions, such as attentive listening, a smile, or a nod of the head, to show that you are on the right track. Sometimes also referred to as the central idea or topic statement. Adam, a sophomore in a speech class, used the following personal anecdote in a
speech about phobias: Phobias come in many different forms—and most, if not all, can be cured with therapy, medication, or a combination of the two. These individuals use projection—“booming” their voices across a forum to reach all audience members. B. Half-Truths When a speaker reveals only part of the truth and then mixes it with a lie, he or
she is telling a half-truth. The following tips can help you achieve this goal. When trying to research the topic, however, Larissa could find little or no material beyond the magazine article she had found in the airport. In this section, we discuss the benefits of different library resources, including books, journal articles, newspapers, government
documents, and reference works. • I doubt that many of you have lost sleep over the state budget deficit. For example, suppose you recently got a job as a product developer at a furniture company. Faculty and administrators may have a hostile disposition toward your idea because current policy allocates the best parking spots to them. As a speaker,
what do you need to look for to determine if your audience is listening? These listeners see time as a precious resource to be conserved and protected. In fact, delivery is what comes to mind for most people when they think about speechmaking. But these stereotypes are misleading. When speakers fail to do so, their listeners have difficulty following
and retaining a speech’s message. Check out a few stand-up comedy performances on YouTube or DVD. Try the same activity with a cooking program. If you don’t take time to define these terms, your listeners may have difficulty understanding your message, which can leave them frustrated. Codes of Ethics: Absolute, Situational, and Culturally
Relative How do people make ethical choices? Try to make eye contact with people in each section of the room during the course of your presentation. You may jot down notes. During the Great Awakening of the 1730s and 1740s, preachers sought to revive waning religious zeal in the colonies, often preaching in fields to accommodate the many
listeners. Yet analyzing your audience for an informative presentation raises unique challenges. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 356 09/10/13 3:08 PM Expressing Your Ideas Effectively 357 Now consider this more vivid version of Jamie’s story: Mornings were memorable in my house. C. Perhaps I’d never asked myself whether I really wanted to
become what everyone else seems to want to become. • LexisNexis Academic. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 6 04/11/13 8:43 PM no t e s N-7 6. Pause and Rewind Buttons. Prerecorded speeches can also provide audience members with additional opportunities to process your message and reflect on it. If you read the fine print, you note that
the rate can rise to more than 20%. Consider the notion of “terrorism.” Its meaning seems obvious to many after the 9/11 attacks and their repercussions. For example, a team headed by Professor Chuanfu Chen of Wuhan University, China, recently evaluated 2,814 Web pages found through keyword searches on Google, Yahoo!, and AltaVista on such
topics as genetically modified foods. Instead, Crystal chose visual aids to make her argument that all life has value, including pictures of 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 423 09/10/13 3:45 PM 424 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids healthy infants and the children and young adults they grew up to be. feedback An audience’s verbal and
nonverbal responses to a source’s message. Wolfe. Few members of our class are looking forward to final exams next month. Explain what demographics are, and note seven demographic characteristics that a speaker can consider when analyzing an audience. You should consider a content-oriented approach. Consider the following anecdote about
Albert Einstein that a student used as her clincher in a speech advocating greater efforts to raise students’ selfesteem and prevent them from dropping out: Over one hundred years ago, there was a boy who was considered “backward” by his teachers. If you try both variations on this activity, are the outcomes any different? To help the audience
understand where you will be going in your speech, list each main point using no more than one sentence per point. By sharing their ideas, each member has the chance to spot potential problems or improvements in a plan that a lone individual might miss. One of the authors of this book was once invited to give a presentation to a group of lawyers at
3:00 p.m. on a Tuesday. Unless the speech is very well organized, chances are good that you will each have different perceptions of what the main points were. In a personal interview on February 10, 2007, Professor Craig Rutan, physics chair at Santiago Canyon College, explained that in order to make something appear invisible, you must find a
way to transport light around the object. Make sure that you understand the distinction between ethical and legal speech when crafting your own presentations. My proposed solution is to be a careful credit card consumer. Though compelling word choice can be used as an ethical persuasive tool, it can also cross the line into manipulation,
exaggeration, or untruth. The combination of your words and the expression of your grief gives the others gathered around the gravesite permission to let their own feelings well up. Doug To my family, the source of inspiration for all of my writing. Working individually or in groups, prepare a plan to prerecord a speech. Brooks, R. We also provide
some tips for gathering these details, as well as suggestions for what to do if you discover halfway through a speech that you’ve misread your audience. In a group in which members are fulfilling these roles, you’ll likely see people asking helpful questions and making constructive comments. A motionless speaker comes across as boring or odd, while
a restless one is distracting and annoying. Hopper, “Generic He in Conversation?” Quarterly Journal of Speech 84, no. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 271 27/09/13 4:24 PM 272 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech • You have learned about Joan of Arc’s military strategies; next we will consider the impact of her spiritual beliefs. If you find
yourself speaking a disproportionate amount of the time, take a break and let other members contribute. If something blocks that light, the board will become invisible. In addition, many books are written by people with extensive expertise in their subject—though of course you should always check each author’s credentials using the four criteria

described earlier. Real-time advantages include audience feedback, audience interaction, and the potential option to save. Presentation time is the length of time you have to deliver your speech. We also examine common patterns for arranging main points, and present some organizing language you can use to make your speech structure clear to
your audience. Good persuaders make strategic choices in an ethical manner. However, your professor will have covered some of these topics and will expect to see you apply them in your presentation. This pattern can help your audience learn about a new subject by comparing or contrasting it to a subject with which they are familiar. New cities are
joining in our work all the time—including, most recently, Dublin, Ireland. Used skillfully, narratives can help “humanize” a speaker for listeners and thus enhance the speaker’s credibility, or ethos. Listening Skills The Listenting Process Listening vs. goats? Using Evidence When your audience analysis suggests that listeners may not accept a claim
you want to make, you’ll need to supply proof. In contrast, a hostile audience opposes your message or you personally and will therefore resist listening to your speech. Check to ensure that your outline meets these requirements. Burelson describes listening as “a process that involves the interpretation of messages that others have intentionally
transmitted in an effort to understand those messages and respond to them appropriately” (27). So you develop explanations for how the proposed campaign will enhance profitability (“This new line will increase sales by 10 percent over the next two quarters while cutting our expenses by 5 percent—leading to a 6 percent increase in profitability”).
As we note in Chapter 2 and throughout the book, every speech offers a limited number of main points. The connection that is created when speaker and audience are physically present is very powerful. 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 646 06/12/13 2:29 PM Chapter Review 647 Groups may present their findings in a symposium, during which each
member presents part of the group’s message. Even one dropout is unacceptable. Outside of the classroom, speakers must also consider the context when selecting a speech topic. If you’re delivering a speech of celebration at such an occasion, your role is to explain the significance of the occasion, acknowledge the joy everyone is feeling, and inspire
the audience to take part in the celebration. The person making the political argument likely offered convincing proof of his or her claims and touched your emotions in a way that you remembered at the voting booth. For instance, a marketing manager may decide to form a task force to evaluate her company’s advertising strategies. Otherwise,
audience members may start seeing you as the main entertainment, or they may lose interest in the next part of the program. New and continuously improving technology is a game changer, one that instructors can use to streamline their own methods, and that students can use to become more effective speakers. Name four basic considerations
speakers should keep in mind when choosing a topic. According to Christopher Helman in Forbes.com, February 19, 2001, Jeffrey Turner, a geneticist at Nexia, discovered that the silk gland of spiders and the milk gland of goats were almost identical, but the goat’s is obviously much bigger. Later in the evening, a presenter might eulogize a recently
departed luminary from the motion-picture industry. Saving It for the Ages. A final advantage is that prerecording creates a permanent record of your speech, enabling it to be viewed by future audiences. If these sites contain links to actual speeches, do not copy all or part of a speech (or use it after changing some of the words) and represent it as
your own work. nonverbal symbol A means of communicating without using words. 18. See C. Although such situations can seem terrifying for new speakers, it is possible to handle them effectively if you follow a few simple guidelines for impromptu delivery. These peripheral factors allow receivers to take an easier path to agreement or
disagreement without carefully considering the speaker’s arguments. Classrooms, lecture halls, and conference rooms generally house stationary audiences. Three hundred? For example, a student named Betty made the following statement in her presentation on the history of hairstyles in the 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 344 09/10/13 3:08 PM
Denotative and Connotative Meaning 345 twentieth century: “In the roaring twenties, the short ‘bob,’ or ‘flapper’ haircut, exploded onto the scene through the rise of silent film star Louise Brooks.” When Betty used the verb exploded, she triggered the strong, fiery association that most people have with the word. And if you are quoting a source, be
sure to present the information word-for-word and enclose the information in quotation marks to indicate that you are using someone else’s words. Though plagiarism is wrong, people sometimes have difficulty discerning the line between plagiarism and appropriate use of researched material. Likewise, membership in a political party does not
guarantee that someone will vote for a specific candidate or respond to a speaker’s message in a predictable manner. It’s vital to note that far more types of speech are technically legal than are strictly ethical. Aids can take many forms, including the speaker him- or herself; assistants; objects; visual images, such as maps, photographs and drawings,
and diagrams; graphs; text-based visuals; audio recordings; and video. • The Calgary Herald of November 17, 2006, tells us that in 2001, almost all of the big chocolate companies signed the Harkin-Engel Protocol, agreeing that by 2005 they would certify that their chocolate was not tainted with child slavery; however, this deadline passed two years
ago, with the companies making excuses and saying they need more time. How much do you remember from lectures in which you did not process what you were hearing? Nevertheless, you believe that these materials would improve your speech. 4 (2005): 528. His topic concerns recent advances in stem cell research that allow new cell lines to be
created from human skin. Using one or two of them more often doesn’t mean you can’t embrace other styles and use them in appropriate contexts. The Expansion of Mediated Public Speaking There are many situations in which you may deliver a mediated presentation at school, on the job, or in your community. • one solution can Economics teaches
us that demand controls supply; reduce the problem. These methods of presentation are examples of mediated communication: messages transmitted through either a mechanical or an electronic medium. This may cause you to wonder, “How could it be plagiarism if I’m paraphrasing someone else’s words or ideas? • Appeal to audience to carry on
Rosa Parks’s legacy. Thus, they are more likely to emulate that character in their everyday lives. In exchange for honoring the city’s commitment, he asked them to consider increasing their contributions to their health care. Chapter 14 1. Use Presentation Aids Strategically. Presentation aids can help you capture audience attention and thereby
encourage listening. To get the most from pausing, use it judiciously, pausing every so often rather than after every sentence. The ideas you generate through research not only serve as potential speech topics themselves but also serve as starting points for other topic selection strategies, including brainstorming, word association, and mind mapping.
“Convenience or Credibility? Selecting light, nutritious food for weeklong trips III. WHY RESEARCH? • consumer-generated Today we have exposed the connection between chocdemand for organic olate and child slavery, examined why the problem conproducts. But when Sara thought more about her situation, she realized that in a sense, she
actually chose topics many times every day. A decade ago, University of California at Berkeley researchers estimated that the World Wide Web contained about 170 trillion bytes of information, which is seventeen times the size of the print collections in the Library of Congress.12 The size of the Internet continues to expand rapidly.13 Kevin Kelly, one
of Wired magazine’s founders, estimates that the total number of Web pages now exceeds one trillion.14 With careful searching online, you may be able to find quality information that simply does not exist in your own library. She described them and then demonstrated each one by dancing briefly before the audience. Technological Difficulties In
addition to challenges based on a lack of in-person interaction, mediated presentations bear the challenge of unique technological difficulties. By the time she sat down, she had lost most of her credibility on this topic. Identify three advantages of mediated presentations. All in all, more than two hundred video clips comprise the digital component of
Speak Up. This site is also the gateway to a number of free and open resources and study tools, including sample speeches, the Bedford Speech Outliner 2.0, and help with speech topic selection. To help the audience follow your explanation of such a complex point, you may want to use an internal preview—a short list of the ideas that will follow.
16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 506 09/10/13 3:46 PM Chapter Review Today we looked at the background of spider silk, the goat’s role in production, and finally its current and future applications. From 1948 until 1989, Czechoslovakia was under Communist rule. For one thing, research helps you learn more about your topic before you select and
develop your main points. Presentation Aids Can Simplify a Complex Topic. If you are giving a speech on a technical or complicated topic, a presentation aid can help you simplify your message so that your listeners can better understand you. If you follow this plan—beginning right away, asking for feedback, and practicing—you will be on the right
track to building confidence. Since audience members don’t have the option of “turning up the volume,” you will need to provide that volume yourself when there is no microphone available. Review your school’s policies on plagiarism. When you conduct an interview, you can talk to your source about the questions or issues most important to you; you
are not limited to whatever your source has written. That way, you’ll block the audience’s view until you are ready to refer to the chart in your speech, at which point you’ll undo the tape or pin. In the language of speechwriters, this is the difference between speaking from “five thousand feet, as opposed to fifty feet.” Sometimes you will want to
describe a concept or theory from a much bigger perspective and thus give the audience the big picture, or the grand vision, invariably using more general language. 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 13 11/11/13 1:50 PM xiv P ref a ce Content for Course Management Systems Instructors can access Speak Up content specifically designed for
course management systems. Your audience can easily understand what you’re saying. Her audience was made up of students in her speech class—few of whom had sufficient background to follow the technical details in her speech. In short, you explain the essence, meaning, purpose, or identity of something. outline A written means of organizing a
speech using sentences, phrases, or key words. Humor might also lighten the mood and get listeners on your side. According to the campus police chief, driving-whileintoxicated arrests at this school have soared by 45 percent over the past decade. Behnke, “The Effect of Time Compressed Speech in Comprehensive, Interpretive and Short-Term
Listening,” Human Communication Research 15 (Spring 1989): 430. delivery reminder A special instruction speakers include within a speaking outline to remind themselves about such things as body language, pauses, and special emphasis. Each of these options would result in a speech that related to theater arts on campus in some way. The next
time you go to buy chocolate, remember the words of a child, quoted in the November 10, 2006, Toronto 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 10 04/11/13 8:43 PM Sample Persuasive Speech Star: “When the rest of the world eats chocolate, they’re eating my flesh.” The Ivory Coast may be seven thousand miles away, but we have a responsibility to
protect all children. That way, she could feel confident that her talk would be accessible to the largest portion of her audience. tech. The presenter also loses, because he or she gets a reputation for being insensitive or dull. In everyday conversation, you probably use examples frequently. We know that this war will be won when the son of a barber on
the Grand River receives from each of us the same looks of hope and words of 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 15 A-15 • Granholm extends the range of her address beyond the dignitaries. Attempting to show courtesy, Gunther addressed his listeners as “Iraqis.” Only later did Gunther learn that his audience had been made up of Assyrians who
had been living in Iraq. There are several major categories of reference works. Encourage them to ask questions at deliberate points in your speech, or ask them for comments and feedback. DELIVERING GROUP PRESENTATIONS To share its ideas with an audience, a group may select from several common approaches: a symposium, in which
several or all group members speak to the audience in turn; a panel discussion, in which members engage in discourse with one another, observed by the audience; or a presentation by one member representing the group. 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 7 10/16/13 5:28 PM G-8 glossary evidence Information gathered from credible sources that
helps a speaker support his or her claims. Based on your preliminary audience analysis (see Chapter 5), determine your listeners’ priorities and backgrounds. However, this is not the first time that such power has come from such a seemingly delicate medium. Your audience members remain open to your ideas and view you as trustworthy and fair.
you exorcise them. Likewise, Reform and Orthodox Jews differ in their dietary laws and in their interpretations of the Torah. 1 (2009): 92–109, 104. Like the brief set of driving directions we talked about earlier, this brief outline (often written on note cards rather than manuscript paper) provides quick notes that you refer to, rather than read, as you
deliver your speech. Consider the Academy Awards— what most of us call the Oscars. Therkelsen and C. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 147 12/09/13 7:00 PM 148 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis A sympathetic audience already agrees with your message or holds you in high personal esteem and will therefore respond favorably to your speech.
There are many supporting ideas that you could present, typically far more than could be fit into the available time. Elaboration Likelihood Model A model showing two ways that audience members may evaluate a persuasive speaker’s message: the central and peripheral routes. When you use a word that has one dictionary definition (and
12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 343 09/10/13 3:08 PM 344 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style that is not overly technical), you can usually expect that your audience will understand what you mean. You’re now excited to vote for her because she seems to genuinely care about the issues important to you, appears well-informed, and would do much
to benefit students like you. These resources will provide ideas for topics that are new to most audience 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 164 12/09/13 7:03 PM Developing a Set of Potential Topics 165 members, or offer new perspectives on topic areas that may already be familiar to the audience. Like a speech by an individual, an effective
symposium has an introduction, a body, and a conclusion. denotative meaning The exact, literal dictionary definition of a word. external noise A phenomenon in the speech environment that disrupts communication between source and receiver—for example, when a speech is drowned out by a fleet of jets roaring overhead. The audience will
expect you to show both humility and responsibility. Perhaps one day you or someone you know may have cancer, and in fact, you probably will know someone who does. Consider the example of Jeanine, a marketing representative for a software company. In each of these endeavors, public speaking skills can help you. • Our tragedy today is a general
and universal physical fear so long sustained by now that we can even bear it. And to those of you who are outside who did not get in—this is your day. Several audience members resented his use of “guys on the job” for “police officers,” and some found the phrase “certain neighborhoods” insensitive because it seemed to be a veiled reference to
socioeconomics or race. In these situations, she tried to select subjects that interested both her and the other person. • II. How do your three outlines differ? concrete word A specific word or phrase that suggests exactly what a speaker means. If this is the case, it would be an ethical violation to do any editing, so be sure to check with your
instructor first. In other words, the number of audience members affects how you’ll craft and deliver your message. I decline to accept the end of man. Here, we explain the logical error in some of these fallacies and highlight other oft-committed fallacies that you’ll want to avoid in your speeches. The third type—self-oriented—is not productive and
should be avoided. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 559 25/10/13 4:45 PM 560 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion Sign Reasoning. When you use sign reasoning, you claim that a fact is true because indirect indicators (signs) are consistent with that fact. If you want the interviewee to elaborate or provide examples, use questions that require
more than a yes or no response. CQ Weekly provides information about bills pending in Congress and articles about major issues confronting the federal government, while CQ Researcher Online provides extended reports on major news issues. How do you craft an effective attention-getter? She then considered a variety of purposes:
06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 175 12/09/13 7:03 PM 176 chap t e r 6
Selecting Your Topic • Informing. Divide into small groups. Explain what is meant by nonverbal delivery. To ensure you’re hearing your subject’s actual answers, paraphrase key responses back to the person. • Is the site’s word choice professional? At the end of each main
point, Aubrey used repetition, noting, “If you focus on this preventive measure now, your heart will thank you later.” She also closed with this key sentence in her clincher. • Speech of presentation. In fact, our goal was to involve thirty-five cities by 2017, but that goal will be reached this year, in 2013. All that changed, however, during the
questionand-answer period following the speech. For example, a photograph depicting alpine ski racer and Olympic gold medalist Lindsey Vonn might be useful for identifying her as a world-class athlete and celebrity, but a video showing her prowess during a race would be more useful if the speech focused on racing techniques. Next, identify claims
that are supported by a footnote or citation. Would the news station be justified in broadcasting the whole story—including everything the victim said to the reporter? 25/10/13 3:06 PM Sample Special-Occasion Speech I mean, the only people who are happy are two-year-olds and eighty-year-old billionaires.” Now, I get the two-yearolds, but the
eighty-year-old billionaires I didn’t get. His assignment was to deliver a speech on “a tip for college success.” One of Mike’s starting-point ideas was “my football coach,” an unlikely topic for this assignment. In the next section, we analyze listening behavior further by examining the different types of listening styles. • Transitions. Maslow, “A Theory of
Human Motivation,” Psychological Review 50 (1943): 370–96. Use Specialized Periodical Indexes. Specialized periodical indexes focus on specific subject areas and are increasingly available online. To understand this exciting new use of technology, it is necessary to first consider the physical science of invisibility, then review experiments
attempting to render objects invisible, and 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 319 • Anecdote from comic book for attention-getter • Introduction includes the five components: attention-getter, thesis, relevance to audience, credibility, and preview 27/09/13 5:50 PM 320 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech finally have a better look, so to speak, at
the tremendous potential impacts of this technology on our lives in the future. If the issue is not very important to them, they will be open to a broader range of positions.9 Therefore, you’re most likely to persuade your listeners to change their minds if the position you take on your topic falls within their latitude of acceptance. “Remarks Made at the
Memorial Service for Rosa Parks.” November 2, 2005. He or she monitors the time, asks questions that keep the discussion moving, and ensures that each panel member has an opportunity to participate. The first one only asks a question pertaining to the main point to follow (the campaign to retake Paris). See language working outline body of
speech: citations, quotations, and other evidence, 314–15; labeling and indentation, 311; subordination, 313; transitions, 315; using full sentences or detailed phrases, 312–13 conclusion, 316 defined, 309–10 introduction, 315–16 list of works cited, 316–18 sample: “Invisibility: Science Fiction No More!” (Betancur), 319–25 title, specific purpose, and
thesis, 318 works cited, list of. Local and school libraries house a wealth of information sources, including books, periodicals, newspapers, reference works, and government documents, along with powerful digital resources and databases that you might not be able to access otherwise. The following examples from an autobiographical presentation
illustrate the difference between ordinary and vivid word choice. TAILORING YOUR PERSUASIVE MESSAGE TO THE AUDIENCE Effective persuasive speakers use strategic discourse—the process of selecting supporting arguments that will best persuade the audience in an ethical manner. Speech locations vary widely— from classrooms and
auditoriums to conference rooms and outdoor venues. Although people who try to finish your statements may seem rude, their behavior sends an important signal that you need to increase your rate of delivery. You might use a simple verbal chart to list tips for last-minute Ironman triathlon race preparation or the parts that make up a motorcycle
engine, or to compare the pros and cons of a particular issue in table form. The body thus contains most of the content of your speech. Thus, be careful that each subpoint is relevant to the main point it’s supposed to support and that each sub-subpoint relates to its corresponding subpoint. Then try explaining them in ways that make them
understandable to other people. Discuss how different processes can result in different topic ideas. testimony A type of support consisting of statements provided by other people, the source of these statements often being researched in a library, found online, or recorded in an interview. (For contrast, see core belief.) peripheral route According to
the Elaboration Likelihood Model, one of two ways audience members may evaluate a speaker’s message. In this chapter, we shared five ways to analyze your audience: assess situational characteristics, consider demographics, identify common ground, gauge prior exposure, and anticipate your audience’s disposition. They speak a common language,
share religious beliefs, and have their own distinctive traditions and customs. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 398 08/10/13 10:08 AM Chapter Review 399 If you’re addressing a somber and formally dressed audience while eulogizing the life of a fallen friend, don’t show up in brightly colored casual garb and loud jewelry. If you use this option, be
sure you have enough supporting materials to develop the new main point. If so, this suggests objectivity—a key criteria for credibility. For example, “According to Mary Boyce, professor of Iranian studies at the University of London, Zoroastrians believe that ‘there is a supreme God who is the creator; that an evil power exists which is opposed to
him, and not under his control.’”11 An etymological definition explains the linguistic origin of the term. The main steps are analyzing the audience; selecting a topic; determining the rhetorical purpose; creating a thesis statement; determining your main points; developing supporting materials; organizing and outlining the body, introduction,
conclusion, and transitions; considering word choice and presentation aids; and practicing and delivering the speech. Copyright © 2005. Explain how you can narrow a speech topic by considering your rhetorical purpose. Don’t fall into the trap, though, of taking a stationary audience for granted. Now you need to decide just how to present them. In a
study examining student learning and retention of information, it was determined that audience memory retention was greatest for information extracted from visual materials. However, we strongly suggest that you document a complete citation on your speech outline or text. Sound reasoning that supports your claims is also essential if you hope to
persuade audience members to change their beliefs or behaviors. Preparation and perseverance are the keys to a successful speech. Malandro, “Personal Appearance Factors Which Influence Perceptions of Credibility and Approachability of Men and Women,” in The Nonverbal Communication Reader, ed. Option to Save. An additional benefit to realtime presentations is that they can often be saved. And no matter what, send a thank-you note to the person. Look up a “how-to” topic at the library or online (how to make compost, play blackjack, file your taxes). Through pathos, you further strengthen your persuasive power by evoking your audience members’ emotions—not to manipulate your
Persuasive speakers are credible, logical, and emotionally affecting. Speak at a rate that enables you to pronounce the words clearly, allowing the audience to follow your speech. Gendelman, Virtual Presentations That Work, 66. For research that supports Minh’s claim, see B. Try Video Activity 1.1, “Gehrig, Farewell Address.” Using Public Speaking
in Your Community Beyond work or school, you may wear many different hats in your community. Selecting a Leader Groups gain leaders in various ways. Rothstein, “A Resonance That Shaped a Vision of Freedom,” New York Times, June 29, 2006, B7. Moderate tonal variety is preferable to using a single tone—known as monotone—which is usually
either low and mumbling or highpitched and annoying. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 338 09/10/13 3:08 PM The Importance of Language and Word Choice 339 An average speech may contain hundreds or even thousands of words, and every one of them matters. Consider what reasons support your view or your answer. Though generally
designed to comment on a loved one’s passing, a eulogy can be presented in several formats: to celebrate, to mourn, to commemorate, or to honor.4 Let’s imagine that in this case your grandmother was a loving family woman, an accomplished artist, and a dedicated supporter of important causes. Jenny, realizing that smoother cooperation would help
them achieve this goal, suggested that the group agree on rules for communicating and making decisions. Just the thought of getting near a big jet used to give me the shakes, sweaty palms, the works. Assignments are organized into a clear road map so that students can focus on what they need. Video Activity 1.5: “Bush, September 2001 Address to
Congress.” Watch President George W. Your room may have a weak wireless signal or a signal strength that varies within the room. nonlistening Failing to pay attention to what one is hearing, and thus failing to process, understand, and retain the message. Flanagin, and L. For example, Tammy Duckworth, a Black Hawk helicopter pilot, received a
Purple Heart after her aircraft was ambushed near Baghdad in 2004. Ward and T. Wydra Director of Marketing: Karen R. 22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 11 04/11/13 8:43 PM N-12 note s 7. To organize your speech, draft an outline. Are they argumentative? Then consider your audience for the speech presentation, as well as your speaking
forum. The Wasatch Fault runs just west of the Rockies. It isn’t, really. It means that you follow guidelines for telling the truth and avoid misleading an audience—because such actions are ethical and the right thing to do. Watch a few episodes of The Daily Show. Internal distractions, often referred to as internal noise, are any thoughts that make it
hard for you to concentrate—such as worrying about how well you’re doing in class or pondering aspects of your personal life. Modern communication scholars use the term competence to refer to practical wisdom and the word trustworthiness instead of virtue. According to BBCNews.com, July 12, 2006, “Spider silk has been admired by scientists for
decades due to its unique combination of strength, toughness, flexibility, and light weight; its thickness is less than one-tenth the size of a human hair, but it has 400,000 pounds per square inch of strength.” To put this in perspective, if you built a massive spider web in which each strand was the width of a pencil, you could catch a 747 jumbo jet in
full flight. • David connects with the audience and presents his thesis. Ibid., 100. What five guidelines should be adhered to when delivering a special-occasion speech? And when I do that, I make them look at me too. Also, consider any barriers to understanding, such as whether everyone in your audience has a similar capacity with the English
language or whether anyone has problems with hearing. Nor would you be in any way critical of their relationship. One afternoon, Katie, Mandeep, and Sherri were strolling by their local courthouse on their way back from lunch when they noticed a policeman shooting at crows on top of the building. Which one do you think would be more difficult to
prepare and deliver, and why? Explain the advantages of group chat/video or screen share in a real-time mediated presentation. For instance, you would be using ethical absolutism if you decided to tell your romantic partner how you really felt about the sweater. Not surprisingly, this behavior can annoy audience members and damage the speaker’s
credibility. Many of these approaches are helpful in a face-to-face context, but they are especially important when your speech is being recorded. Callahan, “The Role of Emotion in Ethical Decision Making,” Hastings Center Report 18, no. A presentation aid works best when audience members can simply glance at it or hear it once and quickly grasp
what you’re trying to communicate. But in its extreme form, speech anxiety can prevent you from speaking clearly or keeping your train of thought while delivering your presentation. As he spoke, he felt confident and comfortable talking in front of his class. (more concrete) Last Tuesday at noon, Jane arrived in a blue 2008 Toyota Corolla. Use
Attention-Getters. To further focus your listeners on the upcoming speaker or event, use attention-getters to cut through any noise or conversation in the room, making sure that you remain appropriate for the setting. Define mediated public speaking, and provide three examples of situations in which a mediated presentation might be used. Speakers
can also be interruptive listeners. 12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 349 09/10/13 3:08 PM 350 chap t e r 1 2 Language and Style Brown then followed up with concrete examples: Each and every day, our more than seven hundred chapters respond to more than two hundred house fires and other disasters, in addition to providing first aid, CPR/AED,
and other health and safety training programs to more than 11 million individuals each year. Together, ethos, logos, and pathos can help you win your listeners’ heads (their reason), hearts (their emotions), and hands (their commitment to action). Recite from text you’ve memorized? While it is true that some pit 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 76
10/10/13 3:10 PM 77 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 77 12/09/13 7:23 PM 78 chap t e r 3
Speech Ethics bulls have attacked some humans, there is no research to definitively prove a genetic tendency to attack humans. He introduced his presentation with the following hypothetical example: Suppose a television news crew were shadowing a
paramedic team to record their average day, and the paramedics were called out to a highway accident. Some people experience the stereotypical sensation of “butterflies in the stomach,” as 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 56 12/09/13 6:42 PM Overcoming Speech Anxiety 57 well as sweaty palms and a dry mouth. The Speaker You can be an
effective visual aid, particularly if your topic calls for an explanation of an action. Carly stood at the lectern and announced to her audience that her speech would be about magazines targeted at women and teenage girls. paraphrasing Putting someone else’s ideas into one’s own words and giving appropriate credit to the original source. From a low
of two known pairs in the 1970s, there are now active nests in 40 counties.11 And there are now more than 9,700 breeding pairs of bald eagles in the lower 48 states, far more than the 487 pairs in 1963.12 To use example reasoning skillfully, be sure to provide enough instances to persuade your audience that your general claim is reasonable. After
you find some books on your topic in a library’s catalog, go into the library stacks and locate the books you have identified. Try Video Activity 3.1, “Citing Sources (Statistics and Testimony).” Listeners—and especially speech instructors—want speakers to demonstrate their own ideas and thinking during a presentation. Is this a topic that requires the
ethos or authority of a group leader or a group member with particular expertise? If you express the key points of your message with words that relate to the values, needs, and aspirations of your audience members, your ideas are more likely to resonate. You can also check online for reviews of engines that highlight key features and provide updates
as more features become available. Then find three Web sites that cover that topic. Do the speaker’s responses come from argumentative, agenda-driven, or interruptive listening? 11. Identify and explain eight logical fallacies. Your listeners probably know that they could judge the value of a driver-training course by considering such factors as
reduced accident risk and lower insurance premiums. Finally, a brief note about speaking from a lectern or podium. Avoid going on and on; instead, give listeners just enough to whet their appetite. If you handwrite your outline on note cards, write neatly and leave space between each line. After all, these are my words!” Students at the college level
regularly struggle with this challenge. plagiarism Presenting another person’s words or ideas as one’s own. Somewhere between 125th Street and infinity. D. If you use word association for every topic idea you generated while brainstorming, your set of options will grow even more. Let Listeners Know You’re One of Them. Consider highlighting
similarities or shared interests between you and the audience. For example, a speaker might create a podcast or a YouTube video of a presentation. Instead, let others explain their position. What do you believe is the thesis of his speech? Research and interviews V. Some ten thousand letters were submitted and resulted in an amended city ordinance
recognizing violence against women in public spaces. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 544 25/10/13 4:45 PM 18 Methods of Persuasion Persuasive speakers are credible, logical, and emotionally affecting. • Consider the speech’s objectives. When used properly, a simile or metaphor can help your audience understand one idea through its reference
to another. • After-dinner speech. Word association (as well as mind mapping, which we discuss next) enables your mind to function somewhat like a search engine. How is a paraphrase different from a quote? And they don’t have a service charge for the first three months. • Now that we know a little bit more about traditional chemotherapy, we may
move on to the new method: precision-guided tumor killers, or what I referred to earlier as PGTKs. These are hollow spheres that are one thousand times smaller than the size of a pinpoint. His enduring legacy stems just as much from his experiences as an African American as it does from his talent as a ballplayer. 04/11/13 8:43 PM A-4 appe n dix
Additional Sample Speeches PGTKs. Inside, the PGTKs open up and release the chemotherapy. nonverbal delivery skills Use of eye contact, gestures, and other techniques—such as physical movement, proxemics, and personal appearance—to deliver a speech. What is interactive listening? They lacked formal training in zoning, and because they
served only brief two-year terms, no one ever served long enough to acquire extensive knowledge about the relevant issues. Goats? 502 Chapter Review 507 17 PERSUASIVE SPEAKING 511 The Nature of a Persuasive Speech 513 Persuasive Speeches Attempt to Influence Audience Members 513 Persuasive Speeches Advocate Fact, Value, or
Policy Claims 514 Activity 17.1: “Claims: Policy” and “Claims: Fact” 516 The Nature of Persuasion 516 Two Paths to Persuasion 516 The Importance of Central Route Processing 517 Which Route Will Audience Members Follow? 518 Tailoring Your Persuasive Message to the Audience 518 Adapting to Audience Disposition 518
00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 33 11/11/13 11:56 AM xxxiv contents Appealing to Your Audience’s Needs 523 Connecting to Your Listeners’ Values 524 Demonstrating How Your Audience Benefits 526 Acknowledging Listeners’ Reservations 526 Focusing on Peripheral Beliefs 528 Ethical Persuasion 529 Help Your Audience Make an
Informed Decision 529 Research Your Facts 530 Note Any Biases 531 Attribute Your Research Properly 531 Organizing Your Persuasive Speech 532 Organizing Fact Claims 532 Organizing Value Claims 534 Organizing Policy Claims 536 Activity 17.2: “Patterns of Arrangement: Monroe’s Motivated Sequence” 537 Chapter Review
540 Activity 17.3: “Martinez, Extra Credit You Can Live Without” 542 18 METHODS OF PERSUASION 545 Ethos: Your Credibility as a Speaker 546 Understanding the Elements of Credibility 547 Building Your Credibility 548 Avoiding Loss of Your Credibility 549 Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning behind Your Message 551 Using
Evidence 553 Using Reasoning 555 Activity 18.1: “Reasoning: Inductive” 562 Avoiding Logical Fallacies 562 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 34 11/11/13 11:56 AM con te nts xxxv Activity 18.2: “Fallacy: Either-Or (False Dilemma): Diplomacy vs. Loewy, “Applying Ethical Theories: Interpreting and Responding to Student Plagiarism,” Journal
of Business Ethics 72 (2007): 293: “Through online paper mills ( , .com), Google searches, as well as access to library databases, students literally have a world of information at their fingertips.” 4. The next time you are using the library in the afternoon, walk past the center and see what a good time the kids and your classmates are having. Today
this candidate is addressing a larger group of voters, many of whom are students from your campus. He noted, “My job is not to worry about those people. Lovett, R. Place your speaking outline on index cards or 8½" × 11" paper, using large type so that it will be easy to glance down and find your place while you are presenting. In reality, the
increase in birth defects amounted to exactly one—from six to seven. We’ve learned about a new system known as PGTKs, their future potential, and current 21_FRAL_2394_App_pA1-A18.indd 5 A-5 • Elvia acts as an ethical informative speaker by noting drawbacks of PGTKs. 04/11/13 8:43 PM A-6 appe n dix
Additional Sample Speeches • “Looking
back . This is where the rules defining plagiarism are a bit less clear. To illustrate, let’s say you’re giving a speech at a ceremony recognizing the first anniversary of the death of Frank, a close friend who lost his life while serving in the U.S. Army in Afghanistan. We love working with Marketing Manager Stacey Propps, along with Sally Constable,
who helped develop our marketing and sales message. 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 107 12/09/13 6:56 PM 108 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills When the opportunity presents itself, you can also verbally communicate that you are listening. 1. According to Senior Editor Josie Glausiusz in Discover, November 2006, the Duke physicists used
microwaves instead of light waves because they have a “substantially longer wavelength, which makes the cloaking effect considerably easier to achieve.” 2. The same source indicates that the physicists used specially created metamaterials, which “possess an ability, not found in nature, to bend light at extreme angles.” They placed rings of these
materials around a small cylindrical object and were able to “bend microwaves to flow around the cylinder like water flowing around a pebble in a stream.” • [show visual aid of this process] B. More recent trials have cloaked objects from visible light. Conversely, real-time technologies such as 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 442 12/6/13 10:10 PM
Advantages of Mediated Presentations 443 videoconferencing allow audience members to be at multiple (and presumably more convenient) locations. I say it can never be overdone because the message is eternal. For example, while introducing the gene-therapy process, Jean could have said something like, “This threestep process offers the best
hope for treating cancer in the future.” Then, in the conclusion of her speech, she could have said, “Let me repeat: this three-step process offers the best hope for treating cancer in the future.” sample informative speech spider silk: a miracle material derived from . but . Jessica Silver-Greenberg, in an October 15, 2007, Business Week article, writes
that “college kids are a potential gold mine—one of the few growing customer segments in the saturated credit-card market. Or will a simple flip chart and CD player do the job more effectively? Participation in our college’s Study Abroad Program will strengthen your credentials in the job market. Fournier and S. Wiemann, Emeritus, Santa Barbara
City College 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 11 11/11/13 11:56 AM xii P reface The Essential Guide to Group Communication Dan O’Hair, University of Kentucky, and Mary O. 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 392 12/6/13 3:48 PM Using Nonverbal Delivery Skills 393 You should also be aware that gestures may communicate a message that is
inconsistent with your verbal message. Strengthening Audience Memory An important goal of any speech is to make a lasting impression on your audience. Consider Caesar, a student who had attended school in both Mexico and the United States. For such a question, Megan might ask respondents to describe any problems they have had with
dentists. You can strengthen your causal reasoning in several ways. An emotional appeal can be an effective, ethical component of a strong persuasive speech; however, these kinds of appeals can also be abused, so it is important to use them responsibly. Evaluate the Situation. You can also use situational characteristics to help narrow your topic.
But to his mind, they still weren’t as potent as showing his listeners an actual motorcycle. Ethical speech refers to incorporating ethical decision making into your public speaking process and into what you ultimately say. New Technologies, New Channels For thousands of years, public speaking was conducted exclusively face-to-face. Most speeches
have three main parts: an introduction, a body, and a conclusion, with the body serving as the core of the speech and containing the main points. Research other arguments for your position instead. In this case, your code of ethics might contain a principle saying, “People should always tell the truth, even if doing so hurts loved ones.” Other people
use situational ethics—which holds that correct behavior can vary depending on the situation at hand. • An effective explanation of the chemotherapy process and its drawbacks. If you have an idea that you believe is important, don’t be afraid to mention it, even if you’re worried about how others might perceive it. To help you with such choices, in
this chapter we expose you to the kinds of communication-related ethical dilemmas that speakers and audience members sometimes face, and we also explore behaviors most people consider unethical. Denstadli, T. Try Video Activity 7.1: “Roth, Emergency in the Emergency Room.” Creating a Research Plan Inventory Your Research Needs Find the
Sources You Need Keep Track of Your Sources Evaluating a Source’s Credibility Expertise Objectivity Observational Capacity Recency Try Video Activity 7.2: “Citing Sources (Statistics and Testimony).” Conducting Library Research Books Periodicals Newspapers Reference Works Government Documents Using the Internet Benefits of Internet
Research Disadvantages of Internet Research Evaluating the Credibility of Online Sources Credibility of Social Media Searching the World Wide Web Interviewing Sources Prepare for Your Interview Set Up Your Interview Plan Your Interview Questions Conduct the Interview Evaluate Your Notes Presenting Evidence in Your Speeches Try Video
Activity 7.3: “Citing Sources (Statistics).” Chapter Review Video Activity 7.4: “Kruckenberg, John Kanzius and the Quest to Cure Cancer.”8. After being tragically stricken with ALS, he was honored in a ceremony at Yankee Stadium. Audience Analysis Understanding Situational Characteristics Size Time Location Mobility Incorporating Demographics
Age Try Video Activity 5.1: “Poplin, The Importance of Community Service and Civic Engagement.” Gender Composition Try Video Activity 5.2: “Singh, The Importance of Playing Sports Has Grown over Time.” Sexual Orientation Race and Ethnicity Religious Orientation Socioeconomic Background Political Affiliation Putting the Demographic Pieces
Together Seeking Common Ground Try Video Activity 5.3: “Churchill, St. James Palace Speech.” Identifying Prior Exposure Identifying Audience Disposition Gathering Information About Your Audience Surveying Your Audience Interviewing Your Audience Considering and Observing Your Audience Situational Audience Analysis Chapter Review6.
Although technological innovation presents many options for speakers to reach audiences, face-to-face public speaking is unlikely to go the way of the passenger pigeon or landline phone any time soon. Thus, they may view your claim that “endangered species are making a comeback” as inaccurate. But what is credibility, exactly? Go to
bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. Examples include true/false, multiple-choice, and select-all-that-apply questions. In her presentation, she said that many of the departing executives had accepted positions at other companies or simply elected to take early retirement—normal occurrences in business. A master of ceremonies—perhaps Ellen DeGeneres,
Jon Stewart, or Seth MacFarlane—prepares the audience for the main event, often acknowledging the honored tradition of the Oscars while also telling jokes to loosen up the crowd. Does the Internet—which has multiple Web sites devoted to fact checking in real time—make modern public figures more or less careful about what they say? When you
visualize success, you can ease your anxiety—if not eradicate it entirely. If it is not apparent that a Web site meets the criteria for credibility as an evidence source (expertise, objectivity, observational capacity, and recency), do not use that site. How might other people think or feel about this comment or issue?” Show That You Are Listening As a
responsible listener, you can use a combination of nonverbal and verbal cues to show that you are listening. To avoid plagiarism, you must attribute the quote to its source. Remember that pauses are normal and can even be used to stress the importance of what you’re saying through a thoughtful choice of words (see Chapter 13, pp. • A tragic figure
whose life provides a cautionary tale. Today, scholars have modified this view to consider communication—including public speaking—to be transactional, as opposed to simply one-way. The company has patented metamaterials technology that would eliminate the need for the heavy and expensive equipment planes now use to stay connected with
satellites. Hovland, Social Judgment, Assimilation, and Contrast Effects in Communication and Attitude Change (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1961), 195–96. The primary types of organizing language include transitions, signposts, and internal previews and summaries. verbal filler A word or phrase such as you know or like that a speaker uses
to fill uncomfortable silences. We are also grateful to the many reviewers and class testers who gave us feedback on Speak Up and helped us make it even better. Keep track of any commitments you made for the meeting (such as researching the answer to a question 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 637 25/10/13 4:57 PM 638 chap t e r 2 0
Group
Communication or bringing your laptop), and be sure to fulfill them. Open one of your textbooks from another course, and outline a chapter based on the headings, subheadings, and key terms that 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 334 21/10/13 11:45 AM Chapter Review 335 appear in boldfaced or colored text. From the audience’s feedback, can you
discern which parts of his speech are the most successful in terms of creating shared meaning? A remote audience is more likely to lose interest if a speaker seems to be talking on and on. They don’t consider what information might be most interesting, useful, or convincing to their listeners, nor do they try to organize their ideas in a way that their
audience can easily follow. They clear fields with machetes and apply pesticides without protective gear. The decision to use a real-time mediated format may depend on the purpose of the presentation. If you’re the leader of a group, consider these tips for facilitating group meetings. You might for instance, describe the smooth, creamy texture and
sumptuous flavor of a high-quality chocolate truffle and the feeling of well-being that can come from eating it. A funny or playful attention-getter can be a great way to gain audience interest, break the ice, and enhance your credibility. fear appeal A form of pathos in which an argument arouses fear in the minds of audience members. We examine
each of these elements in this section. Koegel, The Exceptional Presenter Goes Virtual (Austin: Greenleaf Book Group Press, 2010), 98. How should you narrow your topic? How long until cloak can shield large objects? Sawyer, “Milestones of Anticipatory Public Speaking Anxiety,” Communication Education 48, no. She knew that the county
courthouse, where the high school championship was usually held, would not be available this year. Alexandra was especially qualified to speak on the subject because she had won nearly one hundred awards during her skating career and had also served as a judge at several prestigious skating events in her home state. But in speaking situations,
repetition can be an especially effective tool because your listeners can’t go back and revisit your points—your words are there and then are suddenly gone. These ideas can come from what you already know and from research you do about your topic. What are the three basic rhetorical purposes that speeches can serve? Once the beans are dried
and bagged, they must carry these large loads long distances on their young backs. Real-time presentations have more room for technological error, and we discuss these further in the last section of the chapter. If your professor has requested this information, indicate the title of your speech, and type or write it out in relatively large or bold type.
Building Audience Interest Enhancing Audience Understanding Strengthening Audience Memory Winning Audience Agreement Evoking Audience Emotion Types of Supporting Materials Examples Definitions Testimony Try Video Activity 8.1: “Royzspal, Litter.” Statistics Try Video Activity 8.2: “Citing Sources (Statistics and Facts).” Narratives
Analogies Guidelines for Using Supporting Materials Choose the Most Credible Proof Use a Variety of Supporting Materials Appeal to Different Learning Styles Avoid Long Lists Consider Your Audience Try Video Activity 8.3: “Examples (Humorous).” Respect the Available Time Chapter Review Video Activity 8.4: “Kim, The Nonmonetary Uses of
Gold.”9. Your presentation contains your message, and you are the messenger. What if you’re thinking about using narrative to present your speech? In the Internet era, it is not difficult to find mass quantities of information on your topic in a short amount of time. If they belong to an organization, they may have pamphlets or brochures that they
distribute, or there may be articles or even books written about them. These include desensitization (relaxation, deep breathing, visualization); cognitive restructuring (identifying what causes your anxiety and developing coping strategies); and, most fundamentally, learning and knowing your material and practicing your speech. As long as
05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 124 12/09/13 7:00 PM Understanding Situational Characteristics 125 you wish? When audience members seriously evaluate the content of a persuasive message, they form attitudes that are longer lasting and less likely to change in response to future counterarguments. Note: If the code below does not work, it might
have expired. She was a heroic warrior for equality, and that alone, my God, surely is enough for a nation to celebrate. Do you fall into the “slow speaker” category? Key Terms ethos (credibility) 546 competence 547 trustworthiness 547 goodwill 547 logos 552 evidence 552 fallacious (faulty) reasoning 553 precise evidence 554 inductive reasoning
555 example reasoning 556 representative example 557 comparison reasoning 558 sign reasoning 560 causal reasoning 560 hasty generalization 562 post hoc fallacy 563 reversed causality 563 ad populum (bandwagon) fallacy 563 ad hominem (personal attack) fallacy 564 straw person fallacy 565 slippery slope fallacy 566 false dilemma fallacy 567
appeal to tradition fallacy 568 pathos 569 fear appeal 571 loaded language fallacy 575 Review Questions 1. straw person fallacy Substituting a real claim with a weaker claim that a speaker can more easily refute. Indicate your speech’s specific purpose and thesis at the left margin, as shown in the following example from a speech on animal
translocation, a process in which humans relocate a threatened species to a new and, ideally, better habitat: translocation and animal instincts specific purpose thesis 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 318  o inform my audience about the process T of animal translocation and explain the challenges to its success Animal translocation is sometimes a
necessary but challenging process. Q. This delivery mode enables you to adopt a natural, conversational style that audiences appreciate. A verbal filler is 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 386 08/10/13 10:08 AM Using Verbal Delivery Skills 387 a word or phrase, such as like or you know, that speakers use to fill uncomfortable silences. full
disclosure The practice of formally acknowledging one’s own vested interest in a topic before presenting one’s arguments, to reveal any potential conflicts of interest. It’s fully loaded with the x-Book, hundreds of video clips, and opportunities for students to assess their learning. If you are presenting an informative speech in class, note any
requirements for the topic, format, and content of the presentation. The reflective-thinking process was developed from the ideas of John Dewey, an American philosopher who was interested in problem-solving. Chapter 10 1. Hemphill and J. More often than not, they will point you in the right direction for finding the most useful and credible sources.
For example, you might decide to use description to help your audience understand one of the following: • What the aurora borealis looks like • What it’s like to work on a presidential campaign • What the people you see (every day) on public transportation look like • How you felt when you drove a car alone for the first time • What the call of a
blackbird sounds like • How your city would look if people stopped littering • What it’s like to attend the Burning Man festival in Nevada • What it looks like when humpback whales breach • What a freshly applied tattoo feels like You can exert maximum impact through description by using vivid language, presentation aids, and details that evoke the
senses of 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 476 09/10/13 3:46 PM Techniques for Informing 477 sight, sound, smell, touch, and taste. Processes Imagine that you’re filing a tax return, changing a tire, planting a vegetable garden, or giving a friend a haircut. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 153 12/09/13 7:00 PM 154 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis
If you use interviews, carefully consider your interview subjects. Because most audience members won’t take notes (especially outside a classroom setting), there is nothing for listeners to rely on except their own memory of your words. You should also keep this in mind if you are in an online class and your speech is going to be recorded for later
viewing by your classmates. memory One of the five classical canons of rhetoric, memory is the process of preparing and practicing a speech to ensure confident and effective delivery. For this reason, we recommend outlining the body of your speech before outlining the introduction, even though the body follows the introduction when you actually
deliver the speech. First, know how and when to use the five techniques for informative speaking: definition, explanation, description, demonstration, and narrative. You thus let your audience know that you consider them worthy of a fresh presentation tailored specifically to them. Not only will you gain deeper knowledge, but you may also discover
new insights or determine that some of your beliefs on the topic are incorrect. Consider the Forum As we discuss in Chapter 5, consider the location, or forum, as you’re mulling over which presentation aids to use. Second, if you’re the person chosen to give the presentation, be sure your group has carefully thought through all aspects of the speech.
3. Packard, The Hidden Persuaders (New York: Pocket Books, 1964). • Today, chemotherapy is one of the most commonly used methods to fight cancer. But . Generate possible solutions. The method is environmentally safe, and the goats are not harmed in any way during the milking process. 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 2 26/11/13 5:26 PM
Joe For my wife, Kirsten: With every new book, there are more reasons to appreciate your love and patience. WWIII (Needs Improvement).” PATHOS: EVOKING YOUR LISTENERS’ EMOTIONS When used with ethos and logos, emotional appeals— known as pathos—help you put a human face on a problem you’re addressing. During his speech, many
listeners in the front row began leaning back in their chairs. Name and define each of the five classical canons of rhetoric. Kock, “Information Systems,” 407. COMMUNICATING TRUTHFULLY The most basic ethical guideline for public speaking is this: tell your audience the truth. Verbal symbols are the words that the source uses; nonverbal symbols
are the means of making a point without the use of words, such as hand gestures, eye contact, and facial expressions. The following sections offer guidelines for shouldering that responsibility by exhibiting ethically responsible behavior in public speaking. Whether you are relying on examples, testimony, statistics, or other types of support, these
materials will be most effective when they are proven. physical movement How much or how little a speaker moves around while giving a presentation. Daniel Eisenberg, writer of the Your Money column for Time magazine, September 28, 1998, notes that “college students are suckers for free stuff, and many are collecting extra credit cards and
heavier debts as a result.” Eisenberg refers to a U.S. Public Interest Research Group survey, which found that students who sign up for cards at campus tables in return 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 579 579 • Relating the problem to a college audience. If you’re a parent, you may find yourself taking on leadership roles in your children’s schools,
sports teams, clubs, or other activities. disposition An audience’s likely attitude toward a message. Despite the promises and agreements made in recent years by chocolate companies, they continue to use child labor in the production of their chocolate. Gendelman, Virtual Presentations That Work (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2010), 35–36. Speakers
today need every advantage they can get to capture—and keep—their listeners’ interest. Even an attractive item may create a distraction. You probably use informative speaking many times during a typical day— whenever you’re defining, explaining, describing, demonstrating, or telling a story about something. Plus, because they’re not cannibalistic,
we’re able to farm goats on a large scale. She was downstairs making breakfast, every morning at eight o’clock sharp. And so it will go for everyone. In addition, you and the other students will likely have shared experiences in class and at your college or university. But stereotypes can also be based on a person’s economic background, what schools
they attended, what region they come from—even things as seemingly innocuous as musical taste or appearance. Another form of this fallacy (often used in advertising and marketing) is to imply that because a large number of people are engaging in an activity, everyone should engage in the activity. How can you identify weak or misleading
evidence? That way, the group will be well prepared and able to prioritize the most important issues to be covered. Hearing Listening and hearing are two different activities, and research affirms the importance of listening—versus merely hearing—for both public speakers and their audiences. See also M. Although chemotherapy has been very
effectively attacking cancer for the past sixty years, there is one major drawback: chemotherapy cannot tell the difference between actively reproducing cells of cancer and those of normal tissue. • Anna notes that her listeners are likely to reject her strongest suggestion. Your next step after planning the body of your speech is to prepare the
introduction and conclusion. For example, for a speech focused on whether it was ethical and appropriate for regents of the state university system to increase student tuition, Eleanor considered the following facts: many of her classmates had attended community colleges before transferring to the four-year state university; the majority worked to
pay for all or part of their tuition; and due to work obligations, a large portion attended class part-time and would need five or six years to graduate. During their first few meetings, Sam and Yolanda kept 621 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 621 25/10/13 4:57 PM 622 chap t e r 2 0
Group Communication interrupting each other, while Ashley tried
to dominate the discussion. • Information gatherers ask other members to share facts they know, or they seek out needed information from other sources. But who can chill out on command? But be careful—editing may not be allowed in classroom speeches. Or you could employ a blend of both narrative and description. What four key characteristics
determine a source’s credibility? Novak, C. Even better, many libraries offer 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 208 12/09/13 7:07 PM Using the Internet 209 access to full-text periodical and newspaper indexes from remote locations; such indexes are among the most useful available online, and we recommend that you focus on them when the
convenience of researching from your own computer is important. If you’re planning to deliver your speech outside of class, consider the occasion for your speech. Our former colleague Dr. Gail Sorenson referred to this as WIIFM (“whiff-em”), or “What’s in it for me?” Through WIIFM, you clarify why your message is relevant to and important for your
listeners. You might research the perspectives of economists, companies that drill for oil, environmentalists, Alaska natives, and others with a stake in the issue. PUBLIC SPEAKING: A DYNAMIC DISCIPLINE Clearly, public speaking has a long history, and many of the principles taught by ancient scholars such as Aristotle are still relevant today.
22_FRAL_2394_Notes_pN1-N18.indd 5 04/11/13 8:43 PM N-6 note s 5. For example, it led to the rise of organized crime, as entities such as the Mafia took over bootlegging operations to counter government raids on speakeasies. Review the evidence sources cited within this chapter, and then look at the endnotes for this chapter in the back of the
book. 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 566 25/10/13 4:45 PM Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning behind Your Message 567 False Dilemma Fallacy. You fall prey to the false dilemma fallacy if you claim that there are only two possible choices to address a problem, that one of those choices is wrong or infeasible, and that therefore your listeners
must embrace the other choice. For instance, suppose you were giving a speech about jobs that can be held by both men and women—such as chief executive officer (CEO), nurse, or high school principal. 22. If you plan to use printed visual aids, do you have access to poster boards, flip charts, marker boards, or chalkboards? defeated listening
Pretending to understand a message while actually being overwhelmed by or uninterested in the subject matter. Borisoff (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1997), 215. Certain topics crop up 06_FRA_2394_ch6_160_187.indd 170 12/09/13 7:03 PM Selecting the Best Topic 171 in public speaking classes every semester, such as capital
punishment, abortion, the drinking age, steroids in sports, and marijuana. For example, a speaker might argue that the United States is in a recession, supporting that claim with evidence that people are making greater use of payday loan businesses. Over in one corner you got Nat Turner sippin’ champagne out of Eartha Kitt’s slipper. At UN Women,
we are committed to working with the members of this panel, the members of this audience, and all people of goodwill to bring experiences, diverse resources, and determination to the table to maximize our impact and serve as a catalyst for change. He was discussing recent research at the Large Hadron Collider 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 242
27/09/13 4:24 PM Types of Supporting Materials 243 in Europe, which provided evidence of the existence of the Higgs field (and Higgs boson, often referred to as the “God particle” in the media). To those who say, “What is my purpose?” I say, “You know.” And to those who know, I say, “Jump!” • The people, the heroes in our life, have gone before
us, the labyrinth is fully known, and we’ve only to follow the thread of the hero path. The speaker had unethically arranged his facts in such a way as to make his audience conclude that the government was trying to conceal the presence of aliens, X-Files–style. Since the label itself is a kind of jargon, she makes sure to explain this acronym a second
time, later in the speech. Imagine that you have been tasked with delivering a speech of introduction for a controversial figure (such as Roman Polanski, Ann Coulter, Lance Armstrong, or Charlie Sheen). Three years earlier, her uncle had been released from a twenty-two-year imprisonment after DNA tests revealed that he hadn’t committed the
murder for which he was jailed. • Elaborators add supporting facts, examples, or ideas to a point that someone else has made during the discussion. Based on my audience survey, it is likely that most of you have this product in your possession right now. And fourth, stay focused on informing and maintaining an objective viewpoint. Sutter, “How
Many Pages Are on the Internet?” CNN Tech (September 12, 2011), -human-brain?_s=PM:TECH. Which person is most qualified to present the group’s opinions? rhetorical question A question that a speaker expects listeners to answer in their heads; used to capture an audience’s attention and get them thinking about a speaker’s topic. In a realtime speech, if you make a mistake (or perhaps your technology fails), there is no do-over. Suppose you are considering whether to purchase the next generation Apple iPod. If you don’t feel much like eating on the day of your speech, consume a light meal before you 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 58 12/09/13 6:42 PM Overcoming Speech Anxiety
59 deliver your presentation. These strategies include deep breathing, and tensing and releasing one’s muscles. Garrett, and L. A slick digital presentation that lacks substance might look good, but it is unlikely to impress your audience (or your instructor). Ibid., 55. Finally, you may want to repeat a point through rewording it— making the point
again but in different words. However, for years, Web sites have been given the choice to register as .com, .net, or .org without restriction.19 And as of 2013, organizations that can afford the $185,000 application fee may create their own top-level domain.20 Any entity with a product or an idea to sell can strategically choose the term it will use.
Conversely, you won’t likely persuade audience members if your position falls within their latitude of rejection— especially if they have very strong viewpoints that differ from yours. No more quiet than strong; certainly no more strong than quiet, each reinforcing the other. strategic discourse The process of selecting arguments that will best
achieve a speaker’s rhetorical purpose in an ethical manner. To illustrate, suppose you were preparing a seven-minute speech about ecotourism in Central America. Stringer and R. Appeal to Different Learning Styles Select supporting materials that appeal to different audience members’ learning styles. But exercising doesn’t necessarily mean
heading for the nearest gym to lift weights or take a Pilates class. While listening to a presentation, jot down your thoughts about the speaker’s delivery and message. Finally, here’s a tip followed by some expert library users. Be Focused and Brief. Remember that your job is to prepare the audience to pay attention to the speaker or performance that
will follow you. How might this feedback affect the speaker’s message? Why do you believe that each idea has merit? Can you tell what organizational pattern the writers are using? The smaller the group, the greater the opportunity for you to interact with your audience—for example, through question-and-answer sessions.1 With small audiences, you
can also communicate a more detailed and specific message because you’re tailoring it to the needs of just a few people. Microsoft PowerPoint Slides PowerPoint overviews—one for each of the twenty chapters in the text—provide support for the key concepts in each chapter. Kosslyn and others, “PowerPoint® Presentation Flaws and Failures: A
Psychological Analysis,” Frontiers in Psychology 3 (2012): 230. So, the PGTKs could easily detect an early stage of cancer using their GPS system, but they may not be so successful at a later stage of cancer. She focused her informative speech on four interesting professional tennis personalities. In this case, definitions
08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 230 27/09/13 4:24 PM Why Use Supporting Materials? Basically, the thesis statement should convey your speech’s bottom line, enabling audience members to understand the essence of your overall speech message. If you’ll be facing a neutral audience, determine whether your listeners’ neutrality stems from apathy,
disinterest, or a lack of firm conviction about you or the issue at hand. To get approval for his projects, Roy often made presentations about zoning issues to a civilian commission. Leticia was on the college mock-trial team, and she also served as a volunteer coach for a local high school team. extemporaneous delivery The ability, enabled by
practice, to deliver a speech smoothly and confidently from a speaking outline without reading from it. Malala Yousafzai’s story is a unique example of how public speaking can change the world. How could you use this information to adapt a speech to your classmates? Reputation in the field? As a speaker, filtering out distractions during
presentations or question-and-answer sessions means focusing on reactions or questions from audience members rather than looking ahead to your next point. See presentation time time-oriented listening, 100 title, 318 tone of delivery, 380–81 topical pattern of organization. People may form peripheral beliefs by hearing a news report, reading a
book or magazine, or listening to a statement made by a political or religious leader. For example, your grandmother might ask you to say goodbye to your deceased grandfather during an intimate graveside service. Working individually, select a topic of interest, and jot down the steps you would follow in a research plan. If audience members are
uncertain about a point you are making (or if they outright disagree with you), evidence may convince them to accept that point.1 If they accept that the source of your evidence is trustworthy and better informed than they are, they will be more likely to agree with your claim, even if they would not accept your opinion alone. Hall: E. They can observe

your eye contact and sense your movement. There are many strategies to choose from in developing your introduction and conclusion, so you have room to be creative. Key practices include understanding the denotative and connotative meanings of words, and evoking those meanings strategically. Clearly, what Larissa did constituted plagiarism.
Fortner (Hoboken, NJ: Blackwell, 2011), 5: “For cultural relativism, morality is a social product. • A-11 • Clincher includes another compelling quotation that connects to the introduction. 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 204 12/09/13 7:07 PM Conducting Library Research 205 Ask Your Reference Librarian for Help. Though you may consider
research a solitary activity, reference librarians can be a great asset. Many people are able to get jobs with just bachelor’s degrees, and graduate programs often prefer that their candidates have a few years of “real world” experience. For example, in a speech about James Bond movies, one student presented a collection of posters depicting all the
actors who ever played 007, from Sean Connery to Daniel Craig. 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 406 09/10/13 3:44 PM Types of Presentation Aids 407 TYPES OF presentation AIDS A presentation aid can provide both audio and visual assistance simultaneously (as in a digital video recording of an exotic bird singing), audio assistance only (a
recording of a Harley-Davidson motorcycle engine), or visual assistance only (a photograph of a person on a surfboard). Anna then advocates a solution within her audience’s latitude of acceptance. Car sellers, for example, pay close attention to differences in buying patterns between genders. Because listeners lack the chance to go
12_FRA_2394_ch12_336_367.indd 342 09/10/13 3:08 PM Denotative and Connotative Meaning 343 back and reread your words, you will want to use shorter and less complicated sentences. Ask yourself the following questions: Has My Audience Heard This Message Before? If your answer is no, your listeners have had zero prior exposure and will
have no preconceived notions about or positions on your message. 8. Recall the old adage “With great power comes great responsibility,” and don’t use emotional appeal to manipulate your audience. Your career success and personal satisfaction will increasingly depend on how well you can communicate with persons from other cultures.32 The most
effective public speakers are sensitive to their audience members’ cultural backgrounds. Refer to Ideas by Topic, Not by Person. Focus on the content of specific suggestions rather than attributing those suggestions to individual members. Group chat can be used on the day of your presentation to add audience participants from a contact list.
19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 597 25/10/13 3:06 PM 598 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking Strategies for Speeches of Introduction When you’re giving a speech to introduce another speaker, a performer, or an event, you have three goals: • Shifting your listeners’ focus from interacting with one another to paying attention to the
upcoming event • Building anticipation and excitement for the upcoming topic and speaker or presentation • Introducing the person, performance, or event that’s coming next When making an introduction, remember that you are not the main entertainment. • Today we will consider the history of the 1846 war between the United States and Mexico
from a Mexican perspective. This will provide an alternative to the romanticized version many of you were taught in your high school history class. Looking back, we’ve learned a little bit more about traditional chemotherapy. By being there, you transform the presentation into a kind of public spectacle. You’re standing with a crowd on the street,
waiting for a speech from a woman who has decided to run for a seat in Congress. Ibid., 150. Rewording is similar to the technique you use to explain jargon. Has My Audience Responded Positively to the Message? If the goal of an earlier speech on your same topic was persuasion, consider whether audience members actually engaged in the actions
or adopted the beliefs the speaker advocated. Speaking from an Outline In this mode of delivery—the preferred mode in most speech situations—you deliver your speech by referring to a brief outline you prepared in advance. The following guidelines can help. Hoyt, “The Sources’ Stake in the News,” New York Times, January 17, 2010, WK8. Because
Leticia hadn’t answered the “What’s in it for me?” question, she failed to deliver the crucial bit of motivating power that makes a speech truly persuasive. Joe, for example, would be (inappropriately) using situational ethics if he decided that under the extenuating circumstances, it would be OK for him to plagiarize “just this once.” Whether you tend
to see ethical decisions in absolute or situational terms, there are some generalizations that apply in most situations. Neither of these sentences would make a good transition. In 1963, the bald eagle had nearly disappeared from the lower forty-eight states. attention-getter Material intended to capture an audience’s interest at the start of a speech. •
Style is the choice of language that will best express a speaker’s ideas to the audience. They also remember being lied to. You’ve asked to meet with members of your company’s management team to discuss a new line of dorm furniture that you’d like to launch. 35. Write a brief report that provides five examples of how the individuals in these
competitions conform to the group leader and member roles described in the chapter. encyclopedia A reference work that offers relatively brief entries providing background information on a wide range of alphabetized topics. Is there any advice in this chapter that Garza did not adopt? Can you think of a situation in everyday life in which you use
subordination? That’s why when I walk down the street my hips just sashay all over the place, ’cuz I’m dancing to the music of the madness in me. Consider the following true story. Describe the Elaboration Likelihood Model. One particularly enduring example of this is the late pope John Paul II’s address to the state of Israel at the Yad Vashem
Holocaust Memorial in March 2000. Today, Hector has a B average in high school and has applied to several colleges. When presented as a process, even larger topics can be digestible for most audiences. Try Video Activity 8.1, “Royzspal, Litter.” 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 238 27/09/13 4:24 PM Types of Supporting Materials 239 Statistics A
statistic is a piece of data (or information) presented in numerical form. This is more likely to occur during a presentation in which the speaker is in a remote location. On the other hand, you could build a much stronger case on the difficulties some businesses might encounter in complying with the Americans with Disabilities Act by making careful
word choices and offering solid and unbiased evidence, such as compelling examples, credible statistics, and solid expert testimony. Then create a composite character for a person who would be a credible source on that topic. eye contact The act of a speaker and audience members looking directly into each other’s eyes as they are speaking or
listening. Video Activity 9.4: “List, Gender-Based Responses in Sports Chat Rooms.” From Amanda List’s informative speech on gender and sports chat rooms, can you identify what her main points are? Organizing Your Speech Selecting Your Main Points Consider Your Purpose Take Your Audience into Account Select an Appropriate Number of Main
Points Organizing Your Supporting Materials Subordination and Coordination Try Video Activity 9.1: “Overholser, What Is Good Journalism?” When a Subpoint Doesn’t Fit Arranging Your Main Points Spatial Pattern Chronological (Temporal) Pattern Causal Pattern Comparison Pattern Categorical Pattern Try Video Activity 9.2: “Singh, The
Importance of Playing Sports Has Grown over Time.” Persuasive Speech Patterns Using Organizing Words and Sentences Transitions Try Video Activity 9.3: “Patterns of Arrangement: Causal.” Signposts Internal Previews and Internal Summaries Chapter Review Video Activity 9.4: “List, Gender-Based Responses in Sports Chat Rooms.”10. When you
organize your ideas clearly, you help your audience see how the different ideas in your presentation fit together, which allows them to better comprehend your message.1 They know what to listen for because your organization provides cues to indicate the main ideas. • Maintain eye contact. Then prepare four supporting arguments for that thesis,
using a different type of inductive reasoning (example, comparison, sign, and causal) for each supporting argument. Emphasis on Critical Thinking In addition to encouraging greater attention to cultural awareness, scholars of public speaking have begun emphasizing the importance of critical thinking skills for speakers who are preparing
presentations. They reduce the risk of accidents. According to the chapter, when is presentation software most useful? For instance, try a lower pitch to convey the seriousness of an idea or end on a higher pitch if you are posing a question. • Cancer patients suffer enough with the pain and fear of having cancer. If this happens, bring reluctant
members back into the discussion by inviting their input on important issues. Be fair and accurate when summarizing other members’ viewpoints. If you are paraphrasing evidence (stating it in your own words rather than word-for-word from your source), be sure to accurately represent the author’s intent. By contrast, using biased language—word
choice that suggests prejudice or preconceptions about other people—erodes your credibility and distracts your audience from listening to your message. Expend just enough effort to silence the hostile listeners, make an equally modest effort to motivate your sympathetic listeners to act on your message, and devote the lion’s share of your energy to
reaching your neutral listeners—and persuading them to take your side. The instructor explained that Lesli had spoken too fast 369 13_FRA_2394_ch13_367_401.indd 369 08/10/13 10:08 AM 370 chap t e r 1 3
Delivering Your Speech and in a monotone, and she had fussed too much with her note cards. Tanaka, “The Perfect Search: The Web Is
Growing by Millions of Pages Every Year,” Newsweek, September 27, 1999, 71. Influence members of your community to support an important cause? If you are the one who disagrees while listening to a speaker, try to keep an open mind—at least through the end of his or her speech! Nervous Listening People who fall victim to nervous listening feel
compelled to talk through silences because they’re uncomfortable with conversational 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 105 12/09/13 6:56 PM 106 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills lapses or pauses. How could it hurt your effectiveness if you do not consider it? We suggested ways of gathering information on these elements of audience analysis, such as
surveying, interviewing, and observing your audience. Such actions create “interest and warmth between communicators.”11 Conversely, when you and your audience are in 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 448 11/7/13 9:44 AM Challenges of Mediated Presentations 449 different locations, you will both feel less of a psychological link.12 In a less
natural environment, speakers face greater challenges establishing credibility and building common ground.13 You may also feel less of a bond with your audience when presenting to a camera, which can feel like “presenting into the void.”14 Decreased Nonverbal Communication In Chapter 13, we noted the central role that nonverbal expressions
play in communication. And it’s making a difference in Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea, where women organized a market vendor association, and local government invested in improvements to ensure safety and a cleaner working environment. The answer to these questions is an unequivocal “Yes!” Presenting another person’s words or ideas as if
they were your own is called plagiarism, and it is always unethical. If you’ve made the note cards easy to read (for example, by using large print and spaces between lines), you can maintain eye contact with your audience. And the government seizure of land had happened—but only for the construction of a highway overpass. people-oriented
listening A style of listening in which listeners are willing to invest time and attention in communications because of their interest in supporting friends and strengthening relationships. If you put off your assignment until just before the due date, you can’t plan or practice your presentation. For example, perhaps your listeners would argue that
alcohol prohibition in the United States wasn’t actually a failure if it reduced alcohol consumption significantly. And, of course, many articles are posted online without expert reviewing or editing. science/2010/mar/18/cloaking-device-objects-invisible-infrared. By failing to listen at any of these stages, you risk ignoring important information that you
need to present the most effective speech possible. He began with general language: Charities provide an important role in our nation—in communities from coast to coast. Allen and R. We discuss persuasion further in Chapters 17 and 18. On the day of his speech, Jason proudly presented his claims about young people’s use of Twitter—basically, that
they too often re-posted content from other platforms (like Facebook) instead of using it as an independent 91 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 91 12/09/13 6:56 PM 92 chap t e r 4
Listening Skills medium. The salesperson could also provide graphs that show the makeup of sensible investments. You may also decide to get involved in a social cause
you feel passionate about. If listeners seem bored or unengaged, consider inviting audience questions or spicing up your delivery by adding enthusiasm and varying your tone of voice—either approach will allow you to increase audience interest. The companies that are not spending their money giving away pizzas and iPods on campus may be able to
offer you a better deal. What does this tell you about latitudes of acceptance and rejection? Conversely, a student who appeared totally uninterested in her topic of job interviews failed to connect with her listeners, even though the subject was highly relevant to them. At the end of the term, each group would deliver a thirty-minute multimedia
presentation informing the class about its project. She had carefully considered all the details about the event—how many rooms would need to be reserved, how many judges and volunteers would need to be recruited, what the schedule would be, where the 511 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 511 25/10/13 2:50 PM 512 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive
Speaking awards for the top teams could be purchased, and what the budget would be. He must teach himself that the basest of all things is to be afraid and, teaching himself that, forget it forever, leaving no room in his workshop for anything but the old verities and truths of the heart, the old universal truths, lacking which any story is ephemeral
and doomed—love and honor and pity and pride and compassion and sacrifice. Dionisopoulos, “Eulogy Rhetoric as a Political Coping Mechanism: The Aftermath of Proposition 8,” Western Journal of Communication 76, no. You see, while we may not have a real-life Spider-Man, we do have Spidergoat. When you deliver a speech face-to-face—
especially in a typical classroom setting—audience members are closer to you physically. See manuscripts search engines, 215–17 selecting a topic developing a set of potential topics: brainstorming, 165; mind mapping, 168–69; overview, 163–64; research, 164–65; word association, 165–68 drafting specific purpose, 182–83 drafting thesis statement,
183–84 introduction, 161–63 narrowing the choices: assignment, 169–71; audience, 171; own knowledge and interests, 172–73; 27/11/13 7:24 PM i-14 INDEX selecting a topic (continued ) speech context, 173–74; sticking with the topic, 174 refining the topic: deciding rhetorical purpose, 175–76; narrowing the topic, 176–81 selection, in listening
process, 95 self-oriented roles, 636–37 sensing, in communication process, 96 sentences, 312–13 setting and background, for recorded presentations, 458–60 sexual orientation, 134–35 shared meaning, 21–22 signposts, 273–74 sign reasoning, 560 similes, 359–60 single group representative format, 645–46 situational audience analysis, 155–56
situational characteristics location, 127–28 mobility, 128–30 overview, 122 size, 123–24 time, 124–27 topic selection and, 181 situational ethics, 69 size, audience mediated communication and, 443 taking account of, 123–24 slideware, 418–20 slippery slope fallacy, 566 social media, 214 sound recordings, 416–17 source, in linear communication
model, 19 sources, research credibility of: expertise, 197; objectivity, 197–98; observational capacity, 198–99; overview, 196–97; recency, 199–200 identifying, 193–94 keeping track of, 195–96 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 14 spatial pattern of organization general guidelines, 264–65 for informative speeches, 498 speaking outline defined, 310–
11 delivering speech from, 374–76 elements of, 326–28 formatting, 325–26 sample: “Invisibility: Science Fiction No More!” (Betancur), 329–32 special-occasion speaking guidelines for: adapting to audience’s expectations, 595–96; appealing to emotions, 592–94; evoking shared values, 596–97; matching the mood of the occasion, 594– 95; respecting
time constraints, 597 introduction, 587–89 rhetorical purpose and topic selection, 176 sample speech: “Providence College Commencement Address” (Davis), 612–16 specific strategies: acceptance speeches, 603–4; after-dinner speeches, 608–11; celebration speeches, 607–8; introduction speeches, 598–600; memorials and eulogies, 604–6;
presentation speeches, 601–3 types of, 589–92 specific purpose topic selection and, 182–83 in working outline, 318 speech anxiety overview, 56–57 preparing early and following a plan, 57–58 relaxation techniques, 60 taking care of yourself, 58–59 visualizing success, 59–60 volunteering to speak first, 60–61 speed of delivery, 381–83 “Spider silk: A
Miracle Material Derived from ... 19. Yet you also feel uncomfortable telling a lie. You can do this by combining ethos, logos, and pathos. style One of the five classical canons of rhetoric, this is a speaker’s choice of language that will best express his or her ideas to the audience. credibility An audience’s perception that a speaker is well prepared
and qualified to speak on his or her topic. Morris, Psychology, 1993, xv–xvi, cited in J. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1974), 70–71. 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 63 26/11/13 9:49 AM 64 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech 5. Key Terms source 19 message 19 encode 19 verbal symbol 19 nonverbal symbol 19 channel 19 receivers 20 decode 20
noise (interference) 20 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 31 transaction 20 feedback 21 shared meaning 21 culture 24 worldview 26 critical thinking 27 freedom of expression 29 ethics 29 26/11/13 4:12 PM 32 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking Review Questions 1. .” Be sure that the group has considered the pros and cons of the proposed
options before selecting one. As with other verbal delivery skills, going to one extreme or another (in this case, speaking too quickly or too slowly) can hurt your delivery. First, many people in your audience will form their initial impression of you before you even say anything—just by looking at you. fact claim A statement asserting that something is
true or false, such as “Animal experimentation is necessary for human survival.” fallacious (faulty) reasoning A type of faulty, and thus unsound, reasoning in which the link between a claim and its supporting material is weak. Paulson, “More Than Half of U.S. Babies Now Minorities, US Census Reports,” Christian Science Monitor, May 17, 2012,
/USA/2012/0517/More-than-half-of-US-babies-now-minorities-US-Census-reports -video. You want to come across as casual and natural (rather than over-rehearsed) but also authoritative, which requires extensive preparation and practice. Conversely, one of the best sports speeches we ever heard succeeded because the speaker effectively narrowed
the topic of tennis. For example, saying “he tackled the project” brings to mind competitive sports and is a more vivid way to convey competence and enthusiasm than saying “he was excited to start the project and knew he could do a good job.” constructive criticism Thoughtful and tactful suggestions for improvement that take into account what a
speaker is trying to accomplish. If you have concerns about another member’s suggestion, explain your reservations to the group. Using transitions helps you keep on track and makes it easier for listeners to follow along. But without questions, you don’t have the feedback you need to assess whether your listeners have understood you. This is
because each idea you develop must support the purpose you’ve selected. Morrison, “Examining the Influence of Trait Anxiety/RepressionSensitization on Individuals’ Reactions to Fear Appeals,” Western Journal of Communication 64 (Winter 2000): 1. If you’re like most people, you’ll realize that the best speech you’ve ever heard not only contained
valuable ideas but was delivered in a way that held your attention and had you remembering the speech long after it was over. Remind yourself of the importance of listening in this situation—it could be to learn new information, strengthen existing knowledge, or even get a good grade! Interruptive Listening With interruptive listening, one person
consistently interrupts another. When you plagiarize, you are stealing the ideas and words of another person—a crime most colleges and universities consider worthy of expulsion. You might then present a few pictures of abstract art pieces (perhaps alongside some nonabstract pieces) and then ask the question, “Which pieces are examples of abstract
art?” (See Chapter 10 for a discussion of rhetorical questions.) To appeal to active learners, you can give audience members a chance to do something with your supporting materials. Picture the audience nodding in agreement with a key point, smiling when an idea hits home, and laughing at your jokes. But beware—a search engine may prioritize
sponsored sites. personal appearance The impression a speaker makes on an audience through his or her clothing, jewelry, hairstyle, grooming, and other elements influencing how the speaker looks. Persuade your audience to support a cause? Craft an attention-getter for this type of speech. Also take care in using jargon—specialized or technical
words or phrases familiar only to people in a specific field or group. By contrast, critics argue that it can inhibit audience/speaker interaction, limit the amount of detail to be presented, and even limit the analytical detail that might be required in a technical presentation. 09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 265 27/09/13 4:24 PM 266 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech Chronological (Temporal) Pattern In a chronological (temporal) pattern, you present the information in time-based sequence, from beginning to end. 2 (2005): 121. Lechner and others, “Changes in Smoking Prevalence, Attitudes, and Beliefs over 4 Years Following a Campus-Wide Anti-Tobacco Intervention,” Journal of
American College Health 60, no. If you are delivering a presentation at an exhibitor’s booth at a sales conference, on a town common, or on a city sidewalk, you’ll probably have a mobile audience— strolling by, stopping for a moment to listen to you, or drifting off to get on with their day. Consider a class in which you learned a lot about a subject, a
political argument you found persuasive, or a movie that kept you glued to your seat for hours. 25/10/13 3:06 PM Chapter Review 617 chapter review At some point in your life, you will almost certainly be asked to deliver a special-occasion speech, whether it’s to mark a joyous or sorrowful event, present or accept an award, introduce another
speaker or performer, or give a witty but evocative talk after a formal dinner. A prerecorded (also known as asynchronous) mediated presentation is recorded by the speaker for later viewing by one or more audiences. It is important to recognize, however, that audience analysis is an ongoing process—a process worth reexamining as you develop your
topic and message and hone the final product into a speech. We’ve also added two contemporary speeches: a commencement speech by actress Viola Davis, and an address by Michelle Bachelet, former executive director of UN Women. Preview of main points In your working outline, each of these five elements should be expressed in complete
sentences or detailed phrases, so that a reader would know what you were planning to say for each part. Brynjolfsson, L. Keep the following considerations in mind during the interview: •  Explain the purpose of your interview. Berkeley also hooked up a wallet-sized prototype to the screen to show that even when he bent the flexible
14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 409 12/6/13 3:51 PM 410 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids prototype, the images on the giant screen remained unaffected. If you overuse it, it may lose its effect. Still, as long as people believe that the eyes reveal the soul, they will associate a lack of eye contact with deception. Instead of focusing on negative
memories in your eulogy, highlight the departed 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 605 25/10/13 3:06 PM 606 chap t e r 1 9
Special-Occasion Speaking loved one’s accomplishments, important relationships, and unique qualities, citing examples and stories familiar to your listeners. .nationalgeographic.com/news/2008/11/081120 -invisibilitycloak.html. Managing Editor Shuli Traub made sure that all the diverse efforts needed to create this book were completed on time. Discuss whether each supporting material chosen would be likely to achieve its purpose. She later played a vintage LP recording of a rare Charlie Parker selection using a record player. Missouruh? • Emphasize the
importance of communication in sustaining intimate relationships. In this case, you might have to note other ways in which 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 558 25/10/13 4:45 PM Logos: The Evidence and Reasoning behind Your Message 559 such prohibition could be considered a failure. Thus, human subjects with extraordinary physical or
emotional characteristics or compelling life stories can make for engaging informative topic material. 271–73; Ch. 11, p. In addition to demonstrating how your listeners will benefit from taking the actions you’re advocating, you may also want to show them that the costs of these actions are low. A Response to Bennett and Iyengar,” Journal of
Communication 60, no. If you merely tell the audience that the Inka culture used groups of strings and knots called khipu (key-poo) to keep records,4 listeners may quickly forget what khipu are and how they were used. Agenda-Driven Listening Public speakers who focus solely on the mechanics of their presentation may demonstrate agenda-driven
listening. When speaking to an audience of mixed ages, be sure to either add some context to your references or use references that would appeal to a wide range of listeners. See B. Also, avoid the use of and or other connecting words while previewing a single main point. If you have access to a computer as well as a digital projector and audio
speakers, this software makes it relatively easy to incorporate all of your aids into a digital slide show and present it to your audience. Daly, 239–80 (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2011), 241. Select the member who best meets these criteria. nervous listening Talking through silences in conversation. Your preview should consist of no more than one
sentence per main point. Or if you’re planning to explain the events leading up to the assassination of U.S. president John F. 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 299 27/09/13 4:35 PM 300 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions End with a Story or an Anecdote. A story that illustrates the message of your speech can make an effective clincher.
Witte and K. 319–25) and the speaking outline (pp. Gillian showed photographs depicting the armor worn by soldiers and their horses. In the transactional model of communication, the participants in a public speaking exchange seek to create shared meaning—a common understanding with little confusion and few misinterpretations.22 Good public
speakers don’t merely try to get their point of view across to their audience. The job market is highly competitive. (See also subpoints.) 23_FRAL_2394_Gloss_pG1-G24.indd 12 10/16/13 5:28 PM glossary G-13 marking a special occasion A rhetorical purpose that seeks to honor a person or an event by entertaining, inspiring, or emotionally moving an
audience. If you belong to an organization or a club, team, sorority, or fraternity, you may want to speak out at a group meeting or represent your group before the student senate or other campus organizations. Key Terms outlining 305 working outline 309 speaking outline 310 extemporaneous delivery 310 body 311 subordination 313 evidence 313
transition 315 introduction 315 conclusion 316 list of works cited 316 delivery reminder 328 Review Questions 1. What purpose do they serve? 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 55 12/09/13 6:42 PM 56 chap t e r 2
Developing Your First Speech • Maintain eye contact. How can the answers to these questions help you in your own efforts as a
persuasive speaker? How many editorials make fact claims? graph A visual representation of the relationship between different numbers, measurements, or quantities. Often the most credible information on your speech topic will come from articles in scholarly journals, generally written by people with expertise on a subject. For example, an
effective speaker may use humor to warm up her listeners or give them a mental break from a slew of sobering statistics. • Chapter review Once you have selected a topic for your persuasive speech, analyzed your audience, and chosen an effective thesis, you need to develop a message that compels your listeners to accept your thesis—and your
ultimate goal of changing or strengthening audience beliefs, attitudes, or actions. It was always cold in the room I shared with my brothers. Thank God this is not ten years ago. In a public speaking class, your purpose will often be assigned for each speech. Fraleigh and J. Thus, female stars are often chaperoned by their mothers, who sit at the edge
of the set.4 II. Some side effects include insomnia, kidney infections, heart attacks, infertility for men and women under thirty-five, uncontrollable flatulence, and spontaneous self-combustion.” • • Humorous attention-getter will connect with many audience members. Many of the informative presentations in a speech class will lean toward the micro
level, something easier to explain and grasp, but that shouldn’t discourage you from trying a macro-level topic, such as the ways in which global warming occurs. People can’t help being fascinated by others, as we can clearly see from the popularity of celebrity-focused magazines, reality television, and personal memoirs. Body clock—also known as
chronemics—refers to the time of day or day of the week when your audience members will be listening to your presentation. Offer six basic techniques you can use to clarify and simplify your informative message. In these and many other cases, you’ll need to master the art of persuasive speaking if you hope to generate the outcomes you want. Each
presentation aid must support the point that you are developing. For example, you could use a bar graph to illustrate increases in textbook costs, tuition, and overall cost of living over the past eighteen years. 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 86 12/09/13 7:23 PM Chapter Review 87 CHAPTER REVIEW As you saw in Joe’s story at the beginning of this
chapter, public speaking can present numerous ethical challenges—dilemmas that make it difficult to determine what constitutes right and wrong behavior. Do they share any common viewpoints on political issues? The four steps for test preparation that I will cover are as follows: plan your study time in advance, follow your study schedule, get a
good night’s sleep, and eat a healthy breakfast. Thus, the organizational pattern you select can communicate important information to the audience: What are the most important ideas? Aborigines use spider silk in small 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 502 09/10/13 3:46 PM Sample Informative Speech fishing lines. Paul-Pertaub, M. Third, we
would aim to be affordable for students, with the resulting cost at less than half the price of most traditional introductory speech texts. Cause. To avoid causing an accidental or a deliberate false inference, avoid overgeneralized claims based on statistical findings, and always explain to your audience what the statistics mean and how they were
derived. In addition, you can draw analogies between complex 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 500 09/10/13 3:46 PM Clarifying and Simplifying Your Message 501 ideas and things your listeners are already familiar with.7 For example, Jean could have made an analogy between gene therapy (a new concept for her audience) and a vaccine against
polio (something probably familiar to her audience). How can you determine whether your audience has had prior exposure to your topic—and then use that information to shape your presentation? Lenhart, and K. 25/10/13 4:45 PM 580 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion • Supporting material: explanation of why card issuers market to students.
content-oriented listening A style of listening in which listeners favor depth and complexity of information and messages. Public speaking skills give you the power to share your ideas and bring about needed change in the world around you. Archive of over 1,400 scholarly journals in arts, humanities, social sciences, and science. You know it’s said
that humans are the only creatures who stay at their mother’s bosoms the longest. Are most working to finance their education? In the original speech, Henry had used climate change as one of the examples of “stories that television media push on people”—and he added that climate change was a myth. Or did he model the language for you,
demonstrating correct pronunciation and perhaps playing recordings of native speakers using the language? University libraries often offer access to full-text articles from newspapers that restrict content to subscribers. How could you apply lessons from these effective commercials to your own presentations? For instance, a financial-services
salesperson giving a talk on retirement savings might display a photo of an older couple looking relaxed, happy, and 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 405 09/10/13 3:44 PM 406 chap t e r 1 4 Using Presentation Aids healthy. Once you know where your audience stands, you can tailor your thesis appropriately. Because it is detailed and formatted in
a way that shows the hierarchy of ideas, it helps you assess the content and organization of your speech, ensure that your thesis and main points are well supported, 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 309 27/09/13 5:50 PM 310 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech and create smooth transitions between (and connections among) all the points and
evidence you present. When you have prepared these two parts, write them down in your outline and indicate each with a roman numeral. What rules govern legally protected speech? objectivity A quality of credible sources by which they avoid bias— that is, prejudice or partisanship. [TRANSITION 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 331 •
Abbreviate terms you know well Ventured into unseen world of invis.] 27/09/13 5:50 PM 332 chap t e r 1 1
Outlining Your Speech CONCLUSION • Briefly note main points to summarize Look up! • I. They can also create podcasts or make digital recordings of their speeches available on platforms such as YouTube. To build a positive outlook, try
visualizing success, using relaxation techniques, and volunteering to speak first. What makes you a credible source on this topic?” How do you build credibility? Bandwagoning is unethical if speakers fail to provide support for their claims. Anytime you say something that shows a lack of competence, trustworthiness, or goodwill, you damage your
credibility. 11_FRA_2394_ch11_304_335.indd 332 27/09/13 5:50 PM Chapter Review 333 quotations from your evidence sources. When speakers do this, they employ antithesis—clauses set in opposition to one another, usually to distinguish between choices, concepts, and ideas. In this section, we take a closer look at each of these types of
informative speeches. In this section, we take a look at various means of incorporating presentation aids—both low- and high-tech—and examine the pros and cons of each. Likewise, a speaker who mixed up the Brontë sisters would alienate fans of Victorian literature, and social networkers would tune out a presenter who mixed up a tweet and a
Facebook status update. 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 290 27/09/13 4:35 PM Introducing Your Speech 291 Following are some examples of effective WIIFM statements: • Drunk driving is not just a problem on somebody else’s campus. Boyce, Zoroastrians: Their Religious Beliefs and Practices (London: Routledge, 1979), 2. 7. In most situations,
listeners will react to a lie much more negatively than to an unwelcome truth. You need to be at a specific place at a specific time for a F2F presentation. Other women—such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. We also survey its rich tradition and consider the highlights of contemporary trends in the study of public speaking. Consumers have
increasingly chosen to shop online because of the convenience. Movement and Gestures. These elements of nonverbal delivery are also impacted in a mediated presentation. Now, you may not be able to run out tomorrow and purchase a cloak, but in the not-toodistant future, we will see benefits to diverse fields, including national defense, medicine,
and communications. In nearly every situation, it will provide a stronger, more reliable, consistent connection. Explain four steps you can take to ensure that the language you use is unbiased and respectful. Suddenly your mailbox is filled with offers for free credit cards. Just as the introduction grabs your listeners’ attention, your conclusion should
end your speech on a strong note. Although the claim that people fear public speaking more than death may be an urban legend, almost everyone, from college students to the public at large, feels nervous about speaking before an audience.9 The symptoms of speech anxiety—the worry or fear that some people experience before giving a talk (also
called stage fright)—can take a wide variety of forms. Graciela’s first feeling was relief: the assignment called for an eight- to ten-minute speech, and it would take at least six to explain the ways a college could comply. What assumptions does he seem to be making about the worldview of the audience members? You first address the Parkour Club,
whose members usually practice their sport on Saturday mornings. Speakers may occasionally wish to compare or contrast topics in a speech, even if they know in advance how they would like their audience to resolve the points in conflict. 9 8 7 6 5 4 e d c
b af
For information, write: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 75 Arlington Street, Boston,
MA 02116 (617-399-4000) ISBN: 978-1-4576-2394-3 Acknowledgments Michelle Bachelet, Executive Director of U.N. Women. Thus, like the sideline on a football field, your specific purpose indicates which ideas are “out of bounds” given your speech’s objective. For instance, you could use explanation to help your audience understand any one of the
following: • • • • • • The most common causes of running injuries How an appeal is made to the U.S. Supreme Court What events and decisions led to the end of World War II How the engine in a hybrid car works What stages a person usually goes through when grieving How mitosis works Description When you use description, you use words to
paint a mental picture for your listeners, so that they can close their eyes and imagine what you are saying. Imagine that the speaker determines that the nod conveys agreement that this potential loss of privacy is a serious problem. When ethnicity is relevant to your audience, be sure to refer to ethnic groups correctly. And whenever he brought a
new romantic interest home to meet his parents, Marshawn’s mom could not resist showing a video of his campaign speech for sixth grade class president. Audience members’ ideas of right and wrong may be deeply held and may stem from fundamental religious or philosophical beliefs—and thus be difficult to change. And whereas I used to jump
into a rage anytime anybody tried to deny who I was, now all I gotta do is give attitude, quicker than light, and go on about the business of me because I’m dancing to the music of the madness in me. efforts.] II. Allows full-text searches, and provides scanned articles. Also, if you are presenting to a professional group with a leader, it would be logical
to interview him or her. How should you cite the source? Key Terms classical canons of rhetoric 39 invention 39 arrangement 39 style 39 memory 39 delivery 40 audience analysis 42 topic 43 rhetorical purpose 45 thesis statement 47 main points 47 supporting materials 48 brainstorming 48 research 48 bibliographic information 49 outline 50 body 50
subpoints 51 subordination 51 introduction 51 conclusion 52 transition 53 word choice (diction) 53–54 presentation aid 54 extemporaneous delivery 55 speech anxiety (stage fright) 56 visualization 59 relaxation strategies 60 Review Questions 1. Now, most college and public libraries have subscriptions to online indexes. 37 we cover five major
considerations you should keep in mind while preparing a public address. Explain the nature of situational audience analysis. Can you think of any connotative meanings not listed in the dictionary? For example, a student named Patrick was making a presentation in his public speaking class on safe horseback-riding practices. 253
09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 253 27/09/13 4:24 PM 254 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech During the evaluation of her speech, however, many of her classmates said they’d had trouble following her presentation. Here are some topics we’ve seen students select over the past several years: airport scanners Arab Spring Birthright trips
Cleopatra concussions in sports debit cards on campus good bacteria Great Wall of China helicopter parents history of toilets Hmong weddings Iditarod dogsled race life on other planets my dog Max neonatal technology Ozark trail Peruvian civilizations recession-proof jobs social music platforms wardrobes of the future Xhosa narratives zebras Often
it is the speaker’s responsibility to select a topic, though in some instances you may be assigned a topic by your instructor, by your employer, or by those who have invited you to speak. • Pronouncing words incorrectly. Advance in your career? 02_FRA_2394_ch2_034_065.indd 34 12/09/13 6:42 PM 2 Developing Your First Speech Preparation and
perseverance are the keys to a successful speech. Marvin’s classmates, however, had mixed reactions to his talk. From a remote location, there is also little if any opportunity to notice outside distractions. For example, a speech on conflict in relationships might include examples of gay or lesbian couples in the same breath as examples of heterosexual
couples. The purpose of a speaking outline is to facilitate extemporaneous delivery. If your audience accepts the link between these supporting materials and your claim, there is a good chance they will agree with your point. location See forum (location). See pathos encoding, in linear communication model, 19 encouragers, in groups, 636
encyclopedias, 206 energy levels, considering, 109–10 e-readers, checking out library books with, 202 ethics acknowledging the work of others: common knowledge, 84; overview, 78–80; paraphrasing, 83–84, 222; quoting, 80–83 codes of: absolute, situational, and culturally relative, 69–71 communication studies and, 29–30 introduction, 67–69 legal
speech vs. A healthy lifestyle is essential for college students. Here, we take a closer look at some of the more common types: examples, definitions, testimony, statistics, narratives, and analogies. If your answer is yes, your audience has had prior exposure. 05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 155 12/09/13 7:00 PM 156 chap t e r 5
Audience Analysis
Take a quick look at your outline and check whether the examples you have chosen make sense with this new audience. • Cocoa bean production is limited to areas near the equator, such as Central America, Indonesia, and the Ivory Coast. 19_FRA_2394_ch19_586_619.indd 606 25/10/13 3:06 PM Strategies for Each Type of Special-Occasion Speech
607 Strategies for Speeches to Celebrate Life is as much about joy and celebration as it is about tragedy and loss. This savvy use of the connotations of exploded helped Betty make her point far more forcefully than if she had merely said that the bob “became very popular.” On the other hand, careless use of a word that has very different denotative
and connotative meanings can backfire and confuse your audience. Outline the three main steps involved in creating a research plan. Chapter 7 1. In a speech on credit card debt, a freshman student named Jackson sought common ground through the following anecdote: You really have to be careful about these credit cards. How does this work? But
when a credit card issuer offers you a free T-shirt or phone card if you will sign up for their extra credit, just say no. To the 1,200 heroes of Providence College, your commencement begins with the call to adventure, and it comes full circle with your freedom to live, so I say, “Go on and live.” • Thank you very much. During the speech, avoid
prejudging the speaker or topic, and think critically about the message you’re hearing. For example, in a presentation about on-campus drug use, a student government representative was asked about the extent of drug use and abuse in her campus dormitory. In this case, you should probably define realistic goals for your speech. Through proxemics,
you control how close you stand to your audience while delivering your speech. At an interview for a job you really want, the interviewer asks if you have experience with other cultures. For example, suppose you’re preparing an informative speech on the Persian Empire, and you want to explain that the Persians 08_FRA_2394_ch8_226_251.indd 236
27/09/13 4:24 PM Types of Supporting Materials 237 practiced a religion called Zoroastrianism. Unless you have GPS and can just type in the address, there are two steps you would probably take before you set out. Fortunately, much as you prepare and deliver successful speeches in a face-to-face (F2F) environment by following a set of manageable
steps, you can use a similar approach when called on to deliver a mediated presentation. Reference Works A reference work is a compilation of background information on major topic areas. Prerecorded advantages include do-overs, pause and rewind buttons, and the ability to save. The program for a retirement dinner, for example, might look
something like: “Cocktails at 4:00. • Although Faulkner addresses a crowd of dignitaries, he makes it clear that he speaks to a younger generation of artists. The best speakers understand that presentation aids support a speech—not the other way around. Invisibility requires transporting light around an object. For the topics that are familiar, discuss
ways they could be narrowed to present new and original perspectives to the audience. Unfortunately, fallacious reasoning is all too common in speeches, even if it’s often unintentional. Adapting to Audience Disposition Your listeners’ disposition—their attitude toward your topic—should affect your approach to persuading them. For example, you
may promise to research the cost of an item that your group needs to purchase, or perhaps you’ve agreed to distribute notes from the last meeting to the group. Here we take a closer look at each type of presentation aid. The New York Times of October 26, 2006, reports that more than 200,000 children in the Ivory Coast are forced to work in the
cocoa fields. Video. A video is useful to your presentation whenever a demonstration of the subject in action or motion would enhance the audience’s understanding more than a simple photographic representation or 14_FRA_2394_ch14_402_435.indd 416 09/10/13 3:45 PM Types of Presentation Aids 417 verbal description would. What are four
mistakes you can make that may harm your credibility? Yet his audience might well have accepted his suggestions anyway; after all, hunting experience and a certification course are worthy credentials. For example, a candidate for national political office may don a cowboy hat while delivering a speech to voters in Texas or a sports cap from a local
team. chapter review Choose your words carefully. reversed causality Missing the fact that the effect is actually the cause. King’s “I Have a Dream” speech has won renown among speech scholars as the greatest oral presentation of the twentieth century. • Gatekeepers facilitate the exchange of information among group members. Frequently,
Internet information is posted without any professional review.16 As a consequence, many of the Internet sources found by students do not have the quality that is expected by their instructors. Public speaking is usually a prepared presentation. Few public speakers simply walk up to the lectern or podium and make up their talk as they go. Instead,
she (wisely) narrowed her topic to interesting facts about bees, including how they make honey—a perfect afterlunch focus. 24. The ranges vary; they can take the form of a numerical scale—for example, from one (lowest) to ten (highest)—or a list of options, including “strongly agree,” “agree,” “neutral,” “disagree,” or “strongly disagree.”
Determining the intensity of your audience’s feelings about a topic can help you determine their prior exposure and disposition. Explain why you disagree, and offer examples. For example, a student named Anna is giving a presentation on costume design in film. Not only would Marshawn 437 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd 437 03/10/13 4:16 PM
438 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking have to do all the work required to prepare and present his speeches, but he would also need to worry about recording them. Peter’s ability to depict our ideas in pictures is simply amazing; his illustrations are a large part of what makes this text provocative, fun, and engaging. You may want to prepare
the speaking outline after you’ve practiced your speech several times with your working outline and become thoroughly familiar with the ideas in your presentation. Perhaps on the most recent Labor Day, you heard a speaker praising workers who helped build some of the great bridges and highways in your area. • In addition, in tests to the theme of
performed in early 2006 at the University of Wyoming, it environmental safety. Also, don’t incorporate a given presentation aid until you 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 110 12/09/13 6:56 PM Maximizing Your Audience’s Listening 111 want your audience to see or hear it. Strategies for Speeches to Memorialize or Eulogize Because death is a part of
life, at some point you will inevitably lose a beloved family member or friend. The weakness in a false dilemma argument is that most problems have more than just two possible solutions. A core belief is a viewpoint that is held closely, often for many years. V. You also present sound reasoning to establish these claims through the use of examples,
comparisons, signs, and cause-effect relationships. In your outline, indicate a transition by labeling it and placing it in brackets, as shown in the following example: [transition  e have considered the physical skills needed to W become a Navy Seal; next, let’s turn our attention to mental abilities.] Try Video Activity 11.1, “Roth, Emergency in the
Emergency Room.” Outlining Your Introduction Once you’ve outlined the body of your speech, turn to outlining the introduction. Frame each question based on the information you need. After harvesting the cocoa pods, they must split them open with heavy knives. She was untitled. More than likely, you will have found a sympathetic audience. The
more rigorously you prepare your speech, the more likely you’ll avoid three common problems that inexperienced public speakers typically encounter: • Leaving too little time for planning and practicing. Is your train of thought logical? The PGTKs are injected into the body. How could failing to provide solid context for statistics mislead audiences? •
Events like our being together today allow us to share our experiences, our ideas, and our recommendations to aid women and girls, our fellow human beings at risk around the world. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 539 25/10/13 2:50 PM 540 chap t e r 1 7
Persuasive Speaking Chapter review In this chapter, we explored how persuasive
speakers strengthen or weaken their audience’s commitment to a particular topic or motivate their listeners to take a particular action. Finally, you’d need to go over the logistics of your school’s program: where and when the shots will be given, what information students will need to provide to the professionals administering the shots, and how to go
about getting an appointment. What two steps make up the listening process? Are there any points that can be excluded because they will be less likely to resonate with your audience? There is an alternative, and it’s called fair trade chocolate. 04_FRA_2394_ch4_090_117.indd 117 12/09/13 6:56 PM Look for the throughout the chapter for online
video activities at bedfordstmartins.com/speakup. The speaker would be making a claim without proof and thus perpetuating a stereotype. Suppose you support more extensive security screening at airports. In preparing and delivering your speech, you need to be sensitive to your listeners’ diverse backgrounds and speak to their varied interests. Just
as a movie’s opening and closing elements powerfully influence the quality of your theater experience, your speech’s 279 10_FRA_2394_ch10_278_303.indd 279 27/09/13 4:35 PM 280 chap t e r 1 0
Introductions and Conclusions introduction and conclusion play crucial roles in your audience’s reception of your message. If you did not get everything
in your notes, write down the person’s answers while the interview is still fresh in your mind. 1. Visibility depends on light. The rangers provide 18_FRA_2394_ch18_544_585.indd 571 25/10/13 4:45 PM 572 chap t e r 1 8
Methods of Persuasion statistics showing how often bears have broken into cars or tents when people have left food out. Tailor
Your Delivery. As you deliver your speech, pay attention to factors you can control that affect your audience’s ability to listen: voice, volume, fluency, projection, rate, and timing. In an age when audience members may be easily distracted by their many responsibilities, even the most carefully researched and clearly organized talk may not be enough
to hold their attention. We discuss several means of sharing audio and video, as well as practical considerations for doing so, in the section on technology. Unlike persuasive speeches, which seek to make an argument and therefore confirm or alter an audience’s beliefs or actions, informative speeches are meant to give audience members knowledge
they might not have possessed before the speech. Also, you don’t have to worry about forgetting your place, because the outline is at hand to remind you. Do most of them live on campus or commute? Then condense your outline into a set of briefer notes. To show that you are a believable source of information on your topic, indicate any relevant
expertise, experience, or education that you have. 2 (1998): 329–56. For example, if you are using Skype, practice in the room or location you will be presenting from at least one day in advance. Also, avoid playing self-oriented roles, and discourage others from adopting them. Did it follow the guidelines suggested in this chapter? What three steps
must you take to develop a solid conclusion? For example, as the supervisor of a team developing a new video game, you may have to deliver a presentation to a group of managers updating them on the team’s progress. Consider Your Audience Your audience members will devote valuable time to listening to your speech. You may feel tempted to
relate a four-minute narrative about the life lessons you learned while traveling throughout Central America, but this narrative would eat up more than half the time allotted for your speech. • Internal summary of main point III. “Wikipedia: Academic Use,” Wikipedia, en.wikipedia.org/wiki /Wikipedia:Academic_use (page last modified May 15, 2013).
This is an especially important step for new speakers, who often select overly broad topics. 03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 88 16/09/13 11:21 AM Chapter Review 89 2. physicist, Ames Lab, Science Daily, Jan. See forum logical fallacies ad hominem (personal attack) fallacy, 563 24_FRA_2394_Index_ppI1-I16.indd 8 ad populum (bandwagon) fallacy,
563–64 appeal to tradition, 568–69 ethics and, 84–85 false dilemma fallacy, 567 hasty generalization, 562 post hoc fallacy, 563 reversed causality, 563 slippery slope fallacy, 566 straw person fallacy, 565–66 logical reasoning. If you sought to avoid speaking on a Monday morning, you’d be making a wise choice. Sara changed gears and tried to think of
related topics that would interest both her and her audience. You should also watch out for words that are commonly misused (such as literally and effect) as well as words that are frequently mispronounced (such as probably, library, and nuclear). When you pay off a credit card with a 19.9% interest rate, that “free” T-shirt could turn out to be the
most expensive clothing you will ever buy. What beliefs, values, or experiences might you share with the members of that crowd? U.S. Department of Agriculture, “What Foods Are in the Fruit Group?” http:// www.choosemyplate.gov/food-groups/fruits.html (site last accessed September 25, 2013). van der Kleij, R. This is particularly true for workplace
presentations when audience members are watching in their offices or cubicles, where they could be easily interrupted by a coworker.21 If you are not speaking on location, you also lose opportunities to use nonverbal strategies (such as moving closer to a person who is multitasking or changing the volume of your voice to gain attention). Encourage
Active Listening during Your Speech When you are ready to give your speech, be sure to pay attention to what you see among your audience. Common types of graphs include line graphs, bar graphs, and pie charts. Get input from all group members before you start preparing the presentation, and solicit their feedback after you outline your speech.
05_FRA_2394_ch5_118_159.indd 158 12/09/13 7:00 PM Chapter Review 159 3. The changes in ocean temperature are consistent with computer models of climate change. Turmel, Ten Steps, 93. Weaken Audience Commitment. If many audience members disagree with your perspective on an issue, you may attempt to weaken their commitment to
their viewpoint. Your experience in a topic area will be questioned if you mispronounce the names of key persons or concepts related to the topic. Most speakers preview their main points in the introduction, signal them in the body with transitions, and restate them during the conclusion. • Present strong evidence from reputable sources. Finally, be
sure to avoid biased language that may hurt others or damage your credibility. citation A complete record of the source of a piece of evidence, including author, date, and where the evidence can be found. 1 (2012): 26. It turned out that the magazine article had appeared simultaneously in several different publications, including a large national
03_FRA_2394_ch3_066_089.indd 80 12/09/13 7:23 PM Acknowledging the Work of Others 81 newspaper where Larissa’s instructor had read it. He or she may thus become defensive if the proposal is criticized— even if it has real shortcomings. Gleason, “A New Era of Minimal Effects? Remember, you can always address counterarguments to your
position by using a two-sided argument. Manage Disruptive Emotions. Conflicts can spark intense and disruptive emotions within a group. For example, you could use a line graph to show the various elevations of the Ironman race or how much profit a company made over a ten-year period. 01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 32 26/11/13 4:12 PM
Chapter Review 33 Activities 1. Amber’s instructor allowed his students to select their own topic and purpose for their first speech. Or you may decide to reword a main point or subpoint so that the supporting material more clearly explains or expands the idea it is meant to support. It’s important to note that speech development is a craft comprising
a set of specific skills that you can master. How will the presentation be framed to best meet the audience’s needs? Let’s return to the example of your effort to promote open parking on campus. Instructors can also customize the x-Book, changing the table of contents or embedding their own materials. Chapter 17 1. 15_FRA_2394_ch15_436_469.indd
463 03/10/13 4:16 PM 464 chap t e r 1 5
Mediated Public Speaking Select a Robust Internet Connection Sometimes you will have a choice of using an Ethernet connection or Wi-Fi. In our experience with technologies like Skype, if you have a choice, indicate a preference for Ethernet. Whether you are giving a prerecorded or a real-time speech, you
should allocate time to practice your presentation, just as you would if you were addressing your audience face-to-face. taking evidence out of context A form of false inference that deceives an audience by selectively choosing from a source’s data or statements and presenting them in a manner that is inconsistent with the source’s beliefs or
conclusions. • Rachel quickly gives her thesis and previews her three main points, organized topically. “Commencement Speech, Providence College, Providence RI, 2012.” Used by permission of Viola Davis and Michael J. Real-time communication is also highly important in today’s workforce, and employers may expect you to know how to give an
effective mediated speech. To ensure that they’re informative rather than distracting, issue clear instructions about how to use them. Consider your own situation: Do you want to get a new policy adopted on campus? Does this format improve the quality of education? Protecting freedom of expression and encouraging the ethical use of that right
01_FRA_2394_ch1_001_033.indd 29 26/11/13 4:12 PM 30 chap t e r 1
Introducing Public Speaking are increasingly important concerns in the field of public discourse. Coming across as needlessly confrontational will only put your interviewee on the defensive and may cause him or her to clam up. As Marilyn Mackes, executive director of the
National Association of Colleges and Employers, noted, “For more than ten years, we’ve asked employers about key skills, and they have consistently named communication skills as critical, yet have also said that this is something many candidates lack.”4 A public speaking course helps you master skills that will enable you not only to advance in your
career but also to excel in other courses (especially your major) and make valuable contributions in other areas of your life—such as community service and local politics. Persuasive Speaking Activity 17.1: “Claims: Policy” and “Claims: Fact” 516 • Activity 17.2: “Patterns of Arrangement: Monroe’s Motivated Sequence” 537 • Activity 17.3:
“Martinez, Extra Credit You Can Live Without” 542 Chapter 18. But notice that this emotional appeal is accompanied by sound reasoning. The November 27, 2007, issue of Red Herring, a business and technology magazine, reported that a biotechnology company called Bind-Biosciences, cofounded by Dr. Farokhzad, had raised approximately 16
million dollars in a second round of • Explanation of the PGTKs’ process highlights advantages as compared to the earlier explanation of traditional chemotherapy. Here is how you could use this pattern in a persuasive speech on the value of community service in college: 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 534 25/10/13 2:50 PM Organizing Your
Persuasive Speech thesis 535  ommunity service is a valuable part of the college C experience. Phys. For the third edition, we would like to thank Dr. Raymond Bell, Calhoun Community College; Gail Benchener, Philadelphia Biblical University; Mardia Bishop, University of Illinois–Urbana-Champaign; Graham Bodie, Louisiana State University;
Carlotta Campbell, College of Alameda; Linda Carvalho Cooley, Reedley College; Farren Clark, Nicholls State University; Bill Cue, Metropolitan Community College–Longview; Margaret FitchHauser, Auburn University; Melissa Fox, Volunteer State Community College; Dr. Donna Halper, Lesley University; Scott Haywood, Northern Oklahoma College;
Anne Helms, Alamance Community College; Allison Horrell, Spartanburg Community College; Laura Janusik, Rockhurst University; Dr. Russell Kahn, SUNY IT–Utica/Rome; Dr. Patricia Kennedy, East Stroudsburg University; Dr. Susan Kilgard, Anne Arundel Community College; Dr. Susan Kline, Ohio State University; Dr. Nick Linardopoulos, Rutgers;
Jodie Mandel, College of Southern Nevada; Teresa Massimo, Ohlone College; Chandra Massner, University of Pikeville; Dr. Marjorie Nadler, Miami University; Paul Oren, Valparaiso University; Dr. Ray Ozley, University of Montevallo; Susan Pahlau, Colorado Christian University; Justin Parmett, University 00_FRA_2394_FM_000i_xxxviii.indd 16
11/11/13 11:56 AM Preface xvii of Minnesota; Simon Provan, University of Wisconsin–Sheboygan; Pamela Pruitt, Rutgers; John Rocke, Los Angeles Mission College; Shanna Slavings, Missouri Southern State University; Bob Stokem, Spartanburg Community College; Katherine Taylor, University of Louisville; Evanthea Vlahakis, University of
Massachusetts–Lowell; and Jon Williams, Niagara County Community College. When you use the most credible sources possible, you can 07_FRA_2394_ch7_188_225.indd 196 12/09/13 7:07 PM Evaluating a Source’s Credibility 197 be confident that the facts you present are valid, and your audience will be more likely to accept your claims.6 To
evaluate the credibility of a given source, examine four distinguishing characteristics: expertise, objectivity, observational capacity, and recency. Tech. USING verbal DELIVERY SKILLS To deliver a high-impact speech, you need to think about more than just your mode of delivery; you need to draw on a variety of speaking skills, both verbal and
nonverbal. For example, when your presentation time is short, you have to make tough choices about what to include and what to leave out. EVALUATING A SOURCE’S CREDIBILITY No matter where you gather evidence for your speech (library, Internet, or interviews), you must ensure that each is a credible source— meaning one that can be
reasonably trusted to be accurate and objective. Be prepared to answer any questions the interviewee may have about you or the speech you’re researching. By the time Maya wrapped up her speech, some students were even jotting down the tips she had shared for lobbying state governments to introduce an exoneree compensation law.
09_FRA_2394_ch9_252_277.indd 275 27/09/13 4:24 PM 276 chap t e r 9
Organizing Your Speech use organizing words and sentences to help the audience keep track of where you are in a speech. Why is it important to consider culture when analyzing an audience? In an outline, supporting points are written below and to the right of the point they
support. Secretly recording an interview is a serious breach of ethics. General newsmagazines, newspapers, and Web sites are great sources for subjects because they include articles on current events, science, geography and culture, famous people, and the arts. For comparison reasoning to work, your audience must agree (or be persuaded) that the
two instances are in fact comparable. • Second and third are examples of signposts. Just remember that neither you nor they may have to suffer or die; should this treatment be perfected and approved, patients will gladly take it. Eight full-text sample speeches include new talks from actress Viola Davis and the former executive director of UN
Women, Michelle Bachelet. Because of her inexperience, she made some assumptions that didn’t line up with the experience of several parents in the class, and she based her cost figures on national averages, which differed markedly from local child-care costs. Be sure your appearance communicates the right message. Developing verbal delivery
skills involves careful consideration of the use of volume, tone, rate of delivery, projection, articulation, pronunciation, and pausing. Though you may not be able to persuade your listeners to follow a course of action you recommend, you might succeed in getting them to reevaluate their opposition to your message or to you personally. For example:
We must continue to require general education courses at this college. If you make your position known early, members may hesitate to contradict you. Christians, “Primordial Issues in Communication Ethics,” in The Handbook of Global Communication and Communication Ethics, ed. 17_FRA_2394_ch17_510_543.indd 527 25/10/13 2:50 PM 528 chap
ter17
Persuasive Speaking Focusing on Peripheral Beliefs You’ll be more likely to persuade your audience members if you avoid threatening their core beliefs. Here are just a few examples of events on which you could focus an informative speech: • The signing into law of the Twenty-sixth Amendment, which lowered the voting age to eighteen •
The discovery of a new planet or species • The outcome of a high-profile murder trial • The publication of an important new book • An underdog’s surprising victory over the front-runner in a sporting event • The emergence in the business world of a new and different kind of company • The unearthing of new evidence suggesting the origins of
humankind • A wedding, funeral, or religious ritual in your family • The Republican or Democratic National Convention • The Billabong Pipeline Masters at Banzai Pipeline 16_FRA_2394_ch16_470_509.indd 486 09/10/13 3:46 PM Types of Informative Speeches 487 • A commemoration at the Tomb of the Unknowns • Your town’s extraordinary Fourth
of July celebration • Fashion Week in New York City How do you decide what event would make a good topic for an informative speech? Her audience left with a new understanding of and appreciation for a topic that—until the speech—they hadn’t known existed. What three strategies should you use when delivering a speech of acceptance? This
approach is honest for you and fair to your listeners and sources. She seems oblivious to the fact that she has lost much of her audience’s attention. approach. For example, the flat images of facial gestures that appear on a screen are not the same as the ones that would be perceived in a three-dimensional face-to-face environment.16 Diminished
Feedback A face-to-face environment provides your audience with the best opportunity to provide feedback while you are speaking. Then we move on to strategies for optimizing delivery of effective messages in a mediated environment. In this chapter, we show you how to craft memorable beginnings and endings to your presentations. If you’re
aware of this familiarity beforehand, you’ll know that you won’t have to provide extensive background information in your speech. Explain four ways you can prepare in advance to enhance the way your audience listens to your speech. They allow the direct delivery of the PGTKs to cancer cells, leaving all normal cells in the body alone.” • PGTKs are
designed to work in a very similar way to chemotherapy. If you don’t know a lot about the subject, begin with general research to learn more about the basics. 1994, http:// www.wsu.edu/gened/learn-modules/top_culture/culture-definitions/bodley-text .html. Focus on Tasks, Not Disagreements. To help members concentrate on the task at hand rather
than interpersonal tensions that may be simmering, articulate desired changes in behavior rather than 20_FRA_2394_ch20_620_648.indd 632 25/10/13 4:57 PM Effective Group Leadership 633 criticizing individuals: “Let’s get back to discussing our project,” not “Sally, your answers to Noah’s questions are always so sarcastic.” A personality clash
may better be solved by discussing the problem in private with the members who disagree rather than airing the conflict in front of the entire group.
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